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Successful Marketing ample, the better class of buyers her why her consignment did not 

s ful keti esis prefer a good cake once a week — sell and suggests what she might 
uecessful marketing begins . 

2 i 2 a to a cheaper one made of substi- make that would sell, whereas 4 
with production. The product 5 és Sa i 

b f 1 lity and tutes every day. mail order clientele from a sma 
ust 0 ood quality 4 . < s . 

m thin t & hi -— _ Third, label and pack neatly. beginning may develop into a 
5 hing for which there is a a : : 
fan d Oe tl liti . Original labels attract attention large business. 

nd. nen these conditions " . . Fae 
<2 Ifilled tl keti to the product itself. The pack- The Woman’s National Farm 

filled the marketing ques- . ye . 
are us a h If sol ' age or container should have an and Garden Association with 

i s more than half solved. ei, 3 3 . 
nn 8 it 1 1 individuality of its own. It headquarters at 414 Madison 

he small producer, however, . 5s 
} sma i ! bl ? u should speak to the eye of the Avenue, New York City, sells 

as a special problem. e can- : 
MAS" 2 SPEC t pl ti hol aj shopper so that he turms away members’ products on commis- 

n eompete in the wholesale» 5 7 . , . . ‘ ‘ 
ot pe = from similar articles of a differ- sion at its Christmas Sale and 
market with those who sell in . . 

ays mn . » ent make. A catch trade mark helps members build ap a mail 
large quantities. The solution of «| oo “ . . 

hi bl li . fori mn is an asset to anyone's business order business through the me- 
is problem lies in offering ¢ e 59; Bees 2 : . 
SE Take the word ‘‘kodak,’’ for in- dium of a quarterly folder which 

unusual product or one of such i. a = Bo gtheceal 
i 1 he build stance, it is now used as an ac- is given wide distribution. 

i at he builds up a . ae 
good qu M ity tha ie a “ cepted word for a small camera, The Association began to hold 

PC: rivate trac among 1OSEe . os P i 5s si 

select ee trade a 1 & 1 whereas it was originally a made- Christmas Sales soor. after it was 
are willing to order in ad- ; 3 5 

who ar ge te i tt . 1 up word used by the Eastman organized in 1914. | City women 
nee so as to secure better goods “ 

. ce ; i 1 oe tl Company as a trade mark. While came to depend upon these sales, 
zan be purehased in the , $ eis es 

than “¢ " D ‘ it the outside appearance makes _ visiting the Association rooms be- 
ma >U. le to persistence . : : @ 

ee har a \ I ft the first sale, quality secures per- fore going to other shops in 
an riginality women en suc- : oe . 
ane Ons y Sy ae oe manent customers. search of Christmas gifts. They 
ceed where men fail. It is for P . # ; 

he benefi f ho | Now the product is ready for found a eolleetion of unusual ar- 
e benefit of women who have : i , . ‘ 

the . t 8 market. Sometimes there is a tieles whieh eould not be secured 
something to sell but do not . . hy 

. good market in a nearby village in any one shop elsewhere. These 
know how to find a market that 3 4 . 3 if sal cae ‘ 
the followi ti or city. One’s own doorstep, i sales were of benefit to the seller 

e following suggestions are . 5 5: 
d . > located on an automobile road, is as well as to the buyer for 

made. Peat : 
First 1 1 i We a good salesroom. Fresh fruit, through them products are intro- 

what have you to sell? ‘ : _ . 
Think ah & tt = of i But cold drinks, sandwiches, ete. can dueed to the publie in a more in- 

in iis carefully. But- é * $ 
abou firy, Fatt aud he sold to tourists convenicntly timate way than would be pos- 

r, eggs, poultry, fruit and vege- . ¢ : wee ce : a u : by placing a booth or even a ta- sible in a regular shop where the 
bles both fresh and canned, 

te 1 1 . k : Hi ble near the road. An unusual — saleswomen do not take a_ per- 
ple sugar, candy, cake, jellies, |. P 2 . . . . 

maple i. 1 Se 11 di im f sign will arrest their attention sonal interest in the consignors. 
marmalades, and handiwork o : . 

“ i : . ii fi 1 and bring them to your door. A = The New England Branch of the 
an inds—a lese are sal- =p, re - as . 

a y Fi i food - . tearoom or gift shop may bevome — Association at its Christmas Sale 
able. rst-class food is always : ‘ ji - 
: ust Glass = IS ES a lucrative business. Supply the held in Boston last year sold 
in demand, and handiwork also, . : we aye , ue ee a : iH needs and desires of the passers- twenty-four hundred — dollars 
pu » public demands that even . . : 

aie 1 f thi at , by and they will buy. worth of members’ products in 
necessities be of this year’s ‘ : 

. x88 A market is not aways to be two days, although some of the 
model. Leftovers can be bought . 3 in . . ‘ 

. found easily. The woman who members had sold all their sur- 
at the bargain counter. . . 3 : ) . 

g d lity 4 1 f has not time to go far afield in plus previous to the sale through 
econ uality is a large fae- ‘ 5 : 
ey » quality —— 8 7 search of customers must depend advertisements in’ the Branch 

tor in successful marketing. Do upon some intermediate agency. Bulletin. 
not be satisfied with making a Suppose she sends needlework The National Association has 

product as good as your neigh- to a woman’s exchange: She issued the first number of a 

bors. Make it better so that the may wait a long time and finally — folder listing its producing mem- 

customer who has once tried it have the work returned unsold. bers. This folder is to be print- 

will continue to support your This is discouraging unless the ed four times a year and will be 

efforts by mail orders. For ex- Exchange takes the time to tell mailed to five thousand possible
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buyers. Its object is to bring the The marketing problem is rather than ordering by tele- 

producer and the consumer to- most serious at present. Produc phone from a nearby retail shop. 

vether, climinating the services tion is not keeping pace with de- 

of middiemen as far as possible, mand. We know that the man ——_———— 

Only members of the Association «power of Burope has been greatly 3 | 
: . . . . . soards or paper are eoor ae 

can advertise in the folder and reduced but do not realize that in E . pat ae od ana 
. . terials for bleaching celery at 

they pay three dollars a year for our own country approximately this ti f 1; § * 
. : Pi 4 i re this time of year. Dirt is a 

a four-line insertion. The eon. six million men have been lost to Ss apt to 
. . . ‘ cause deeay of the stems: 

sumer who wishes to receive the labor by death, emigration and . 

folder regularly pays a two-dol- decreased immigration Waste a 

far membership fee, whieh also must be eliminated if the world 

includes a subseription to the is to be fed and clothed. Much Rosa rubrifolia is one of the 

monthly Bulletin, food is wasted or lost beeause of best of lawn shrubs throughout 

A high standard article is the the excessive cost of distribution. the summer. Its purplish leaves 

aim of the Association, When- Look at the food wasted in the  8tve a needed color to the lawn 
ever possible, samples of goods country because there are not late summer. 

must be submitted to the Sales enough Jaborers to eather it, or 

Committee before they can be ad- beeause the cost of harvesting 

vertised. The Association, while and transportation takes away a . 
: ol ! : : It is time to order tulips, hya- 

assuming lo responsibility, en- even a reasonable profit. Look dnihe ¢ soe . 
: ; ut cinths and daffodils for Autumn 

deavors to protect both producer at the food brought to our cities lantine. 
an . planting. Get a vood supply of 

and eonsumer. It cannot guar which is allowed to spoil at the ape hi . ! 
‘ 5 ‘ : il i . tese this vear for the garden and 

antee the fnaneial standing of wharves or the railroad termi windone 

the buyers nor uniformity in the nals. Even with decreased pro 

quality of goods, but it takes  duetion there would be enough =< 

every precaution ino making up for all if the wimecessary waste Fifay s | ? cing | We sary Why try to put all of the flow- 
its list of advertisers and possible were climinated and if available yg j | . 

. ers in the garden in one vase. 
purchasers. Consumers are ask- supphes were sent where needed. Use disereti a ee se iseretion and do not crowd, 
ed to report if the goods bought A word should be said in res Ofte 5 : a ; : : | enone rose or one flower is 
are unsatisfactory in any way, gard to prices as compared with more offecti ory a 3 : | a nore effective than a dozen. Give 
and producers if customers prove the quoted city — prices. Che @aeh i livi . ; ] ach individual plenty of room to 
unreliable, small producer has no overhead how . oo . 

ny ’ . . : show off and do not mix colors. 
The Sales Committee is prepare charges, such as rent for shop, 

ing a traveling exhibit which will many deliveries to the same fam- — 

include lace fllet, guest towels, — ily daily, telephone orders that 

bureau searfs, underwear, aprons, take valuable time to put up and Why not take pains to pick up 

children’s dresses, and jelly deliver, and the immediate mak- the papers and trash after that 

vlasses packed in an attractive ing good of damaged or unsatis- Pleasant pienie lunch along the 

box or basket. This has been factory articles. In consequence — highway or on a lake front? Be 
planned for the benefit of women the small producer must sell her thoughtful of others and you will 
who do not have an opportunity goods below the current market have a better time. 
to visit city shops and see for price as she is saved the expenses 

themselves what is demanded by mentioned above and the commis- ee 

the public. It,will bring to the sion charge of two or more mid- c ia 
* . ut o 8 eUrLe vanes remote homes of the many women dlemen which must be paid by out the old currant canes 

eas . Nite. and al raspberry canes as 
who spend their winter months the city shops. This is not be-  ° d all old raspberry canes as 

in doing fancy work, samples of  littling her output but giving the soon as the plants are through 

articles that are salable, artistie consumer the advantage she fruiting. Burn this trash at 

in coloring and design, of good should have for ordering by mail once. It is a splendid nesting 

material and beautifully made. in advance from the producer place for insects and disease.
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My Neighbor's Garden The best known and cheapest essary, but will only bloom once 

Dutch bulbs are tulips. These as the continual mowing of the 

Going home on. the Street See are of many kinds, from the short grass cuts off the leaves and the 

with my neighbor the other af- stemmed early ones blooming in bulbs die out. 

ternoon I noticed that he had a April to the tall and larger ones Hyacinths are best planted in 

lot of Hower ‘catalogues: in is blooming in May. They come in — rows in the edge of the border or 

pocket and that he was studying all colors fron Fee to almost in masses in beds. They are 

another with his usual uILenIness. jet black. he finest of all are more expensive than tulips but 

I interrupted him by aslcing hum the Darwin tulips which come in are much more interesting be- 

what he was so much interested almost all colors. The flowers are cause of their delightful fra- 

in. Ie replied “Bulbs. Duteh the size of a teacup on stems 18 grance although the range of col- 

bulbs.” . inches to 2 feet in height. For ors is not nearly as great. In 

To draw him out T asked him massing in beds where a formal — selecting them for bedding care 

in what way bulbs from Amster: effect is desired the smaller ones should be used to select those 

dam or Rotterdam were better are better as they can be plant- blooming about the same time. 

than those from any other dam. ed closer and will be almost. all The most varied and interest- 

He looked at me as if he thought the same height. For a border ing group of Dutch bulbs are the 

I hadn't gotten the old joke Jus or small clump the Darwins are narcissi. These are limited in 

right, and added by explanation, better. Breeder tulips are like color to white and yellow with or 

“Tulips, crocuses and hyacinths. the Darwins in habit of growth without slight edgings of red or 

1 didn’t tell him T hardly knew but the colors are of the so-called deep orange, but are very varied 

one of these from another, and art shades, dull purples, olive in form and habit of growth. 

asked him if EF couldn't come greens, reds and browns. The They have a widely opened peri- 

over in the evening and get him Rembrandt’s are of the same  anth composed of pointed or 

to help me in making up an or- style of growth but are curiously rounded segments inside of which 

der, T knew nothing would marked with vari-colored stripes is a corolla which may be a trum- 

please him better, and so when and zigzags. By way of variety pet longer than the spread of the 

he invited me to come over early cone of these latter kinds may perianth or it may be a mere 

T went, even be included with an order shallow cup. Frequently — the 

T told him T didn’t know any- oe Darvins, Parrot tulips are perianth and corolla are of dif- 
thing about bulbs and wanted to jaye bloomers and have the edges ferent colors and if it is cup 

know what to buy and why. of the petals notched and fring- formed the corolla is frequently 

This was enough to start him off. ed and are of gorgeous colors edged with a red or orange. The 

LT ean’t remember all he told me, mostly shades of red and yellow, flowers may be double and may 

but I was greatly surprised when but the stems are rather weak be on a stalk, or in the polyan- 

[ learned that the government  ayq they do not compare in effect thus varieties as many as ten. 

had recently made regulations with the Darwins. Double tulips Most of them are fragrant, espe- 

which prevent the importation of ae not as pleasing as the single cially the jonquils and poets nar- 
scores of kinds of bulbs and roots — neg, assets: 

Shown in Holland, permitting Crocuses are smali and rather The sooner bulbs are planted 

only | tulips, crocuses, narcissus, cheap bulbs which come out ear- after being received the better. 

hyacinths and lillies. Why these tier than tulips. They are very They may be planted as late as 

could come in and freesias, snow  gfrective in a narrow border, or December but are better planted 

drops, frittillarias, gladiolus and jy peds of other and later flower- in October. The earlier they are 
dozens of other bulbs, as well as ing bulbs, where they can come planted the better root growth 

peonies and irises were excluded up and make their show before will they make and the earlier 
was a mystery which he ecouldn’t the others come on. They are will they flower. 

explain. He rather more than very interesting when planted in All the Dutch bulbs above de- 

hinted at bureaucratic imbecility the lawn. They will flower in scribed are hardy except some of 
in connection with the ruling. the spring before mowing is nec- the polyanthus narcissi and all
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require about the same treatment well to give them slight winter grown in special hyacinth glasses. 
when planted out of doors. If protection, Straw is best but The — paper-white (polyanthus) 
the soil is heavy it should be corn stalks, leaves or almost any nharcissus is best grown in a shal- 
deeply spaded and lightened by — sort of dry rubbish will do, espe- low bowl in water with sand and 
the addition of sand. It should — cially anything which will hold pebbles to keep it in place. 
be rich, but no fresh manure the snow. Whatever is used The bulbs can be placed in a 
should be used, and even well should be removed in the spring — cool cellar or closet to make their 
rotted manure should not come as soon as the leaves beein to root growth, but it must be dark. 
in contact with the bulbs. The come throueh the ground. It does not matter that it is cool 
soil should be well drained and Although all these bulbs can be and it may even freeze without 
if not it is a good plan to bed foreed, i. ¢., made to blossom in injury to the bulb. Tey should 
the bujbs in sand half an inch or the house, hyacinths and narcis- be kept damp all the time.  Por- 
more around each bulb, and then sus do best. The material for haps the best results ave obtained 
fix the bed so that there shall be forming the flower is stored. in by leaving them out of doors in 
no surface water standing over the bulb and requires little or a cold frame covered with four 
them in winter, Rather than nothing except what the plant to six inches of wet cinders, If 
plant the bulbs in holes, it is bet- will derive from air, water and potted early and protected from 
ter, if they are in beds or rows, light. It must have a good root frost they may be brought in by 
to remove the top soil to depth at — growth, however, and the princi New Years and will blossom in 
which the bulbs are to be plant- pal conditions of successful fore- Kebruary. They ean be kept in 
ed, then to prepare and manure ing is a wood root growth. Any the dark in a cool eellar and 
the subsoil, then fo place the sort of soil if it is not too com- brought up to the light in succes- 
bulbs in position pressing lightly pact will be sufficient, or, in case sion. Don't forget that they 
into the soil, base down, and then — of hyacinths even clear sand, peb- must have a cool dark place in 
replace the top soil over them bles or water. But in all cases which to make their root erowth 
carefully so as not to displace the bulbs must be kept cool and — if you are to be successful. 
them. in the dark till there is a good Florists sell a prepared fiber in 

Crocuses are best planted two root growth, when they may be Which bulbs may be grown, but 
to two and a half inches deep; brought into a light room. If in — it is just as messy as dirt and no 
early tulips two and a half to pots they should not be brought better. It is mostly for flat- 
three inches deep; Darwin tulips into the light until the roots be- dwellers who can’t easily get 
six to cight inches deep; hya- gin to show through the hole in garden soil. 
cinths from four to six inches the bottom of the pot. When — : 
deep depending on the size of the this stage is reached the flower Tobaeco preparations applied to 
bulb. The depth given is from stalk or the leaves will have be- house plants tend to discourace 
the bottom of the bulb. gun to show above the soil. They aphis and other insects, 

In buying bulbs get named va- should not at first be exposed to a 

rieties. They cost more but are direct sunlight, but should be Careful packing of fruit or 
better in every way. Get first brought into it gradually, vegetables always pays in better 
sized bulbs as they give longer Tulips and crocuses should be prices paid for the product. 
blossoms. In making your selec- planted in pots, the tips half an 

tion remember that it is not al- inch below the top of the soil. . 
. . e Mulch autumn bearing straw- ways the most expensive bulbs Hyacinths and narecissus should . § : 

. : berries with straw or lawn clip- that give the best results. The be just covered. As many can . s . : : te aus pings to keep the fruit clean. old reliable sorts are generally be put in a pot as it will hold 

the cheapest and are easiest to and not have the bulbs touch each __ 
cultivate. They are proven to be other. The top soil should be A bright, clean, attractive 

satisfactory or they would not be packed firmly as the roots may package helps the sale of fruit 
still on the market. otherwise force the bulb up into and vegetables. Anything that 

While all these are hardy it is the air. Hyacinths may be appeals to the eye helps the sale.
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Thoughts on Racine Convention took Jiome with us the best, our going to present to him; heard 

The Summer meetine held. at particular need was satisfied. him say he didn't know the name 

Racine is a tlilie of the past, Che afternoon SCOT “Was good of one by the description given; 

but it will be present in the mem- also, Mr. Hauser of Bayfield am not so particular about the 

ory of one who attended for many who displayed a most beautiful name but hope he will know what 

4 “lay. L veally wondered hy collection of Porrennial and An- to give them so as to extermin- 

Ravine was chosen. What ike nual Garden flowers, kindly intro- ate the family, root and braneh, 

there to see in onion and cabbase duced them to us by their proper for, while not numerous ino my 

fells? Well 1 found out—am a Hames; we surely enjoyed this. garden, they do about as mueh 

ao . Mr. Hauser deserved the vote of damage as a gossip in a neighbor- 

ont wekionge eel SIL av Bunk, doing his best to make these — control of anion and cabbage dis- 

We fiet i the Assonibty ball of mectings beautiful, ; cases. — Ile is certainly a good 

the Commercial Club wore ciain= The Discussion on berries and BeAr and Loesii waste words 

ly weleomed tho we were tardy. cherries was led by Mar. Rasmus- but I'll be honest for onee, | thot 

iy a committee of Racine indies. sen and ‘punetuated by Mr. Bir- it rather well dry, but Psat up 

Do you know | think in the lan- mingham whose errnevies taetes as and took notice next day when 
seule of flowers Racine will be good as they looked. The leader shown a field of cabbage where 

Pansies. The Door is open. of this part of the session said he the disease had been conquered 

The Hostess greets you, beautiful wanted fo stir up some opposi- by pons a disease resistant 

flowers, smiling laces why | be- ee Event Senay Dits OF conver Strain of scetl. Hats off to our 

van to feel at ‘home immediately, Ration. Heard attterivaud, BUCSS he University men, L don’t believe 

Hoss wee onls wid aclitiie if succeeded, I hot again we'd be these Professors are the kind we 

the eplendid talk wa. HORS bw IE there a week instead of two days heard about. When you don't 

¥. Koch of Wauwatosa, ile ; if we talked things over in the kuow what else to do with a boy, 

surely a genuine lover of roses, meetings as we do afterwards. make a professor out of him. | In 

aid i cop tolawity of other sar: I should Just liked to have asked the evening we went to Washing- 

deticis? aniitiong For heslaivdly liss one question that afternoon, or ton park, Tae Masque given by 

tened to some of our stories, nhen. E should lilke to be shown, — Fricuds of our native Landseape 

answered our questions, generally a bateh on breed of chickens that wade us all, I think, go back to 
helped us all. You sce he has you could let run ina garden and our happiest days for we also 

really grown and loved hig gar- sh have all your pet plants décamed dreams and saw visions. 

den. The Peony and Iris speak- antatohed out. a9 MM. Kern gave We were m a rod fo appreciate 
ee Mi. Kenning: wag the aang us some : facts about Sparta. I the practical, sensible remarks 

Theik Pardee the Howeis whey guess he’s right, they aren t ecom- given by the speakers afterwards. 

loved—that’s the secret they gave mg back, they are speeding past, Come to think of it, they were 
% um “TF vou. beww a, wearin, altogether too many car loads of principally remarks on our duty, 

love ite? We WAN: SOU ta: HAVE fruit for me to grasp so quickly, yours, nu; not the other fel- 

a garden; we'll tell you about and besides when you ean raise low’s. What can you and I do to 
ours.”” After the meeting closes a paying crop of strawberries, fill help along? The Ghosts that came 

the Groupe of interested people your barn with hay, corn crib full to me were oe companions of my 

gathint @hOBk the speakers, The of eorn and then fill a silo Srpit a childhood. The Spirit that went 

flower lovers instinetively gather single tract of land all 7 one witht me was the Spirit of Under- 

together telling their troubles and year—well, ‘we sure ‘won't for standing. Hegretayeurely—We fail 
successes. So do the fruit and &¢t that Sparta is on the map sometimes—but up we look and 
vegetable growers, and, while to while Mr. Kern is living there. when we all lift together, the 

my notion if they would talk Dr. Fracker talked on insects. others’ burdens are lighter—and 

right out in meeting we would all | When Dr. Fracker talks we listen. we are all happier. 

get more out of it, yet we sure Got to. Bugs our pet abomina- It is not I ean give you a re- 

ean enjoy this thot, each of us tion. I have several bugs I’m sume of the speakers’ remarks.
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You should have been there. Ey- fun. Please God they may take grass in the spring and fall of 

ery time you miss a convention, — this feeling through life towards cach year. With proper manage- 

you miss comething worth while. their work. If the “look up’? ment, if is necessary to spray 

Thursday we went to visit the not down, canbe kept before them — only about every third year in 

onion and eabbage farms. We — their reward will surely be satis- order to keep the lawn practi- 

drove miles and miles through faction. When I read of Racine cally free from dandelions. Some 

Raeine’s and Kenosha’s famous and Kenosha producing so many of the common lawn weeds are 

fields. We saw onions and cab- car loads of onions and cabbages — also killed, while others are only 

bages, store houses, garden trac- I will understand as Tnever have — slightly injured by the spraying. 

tors that seemed almost human in before. There the fields lie be- Unfortunately, white clover is 

the work they could do, more fore us; there the men, women — killed. 

onions and still more onions. 1 and children worked. In God's To prepare the spray solution, 

still see them. I diseovered many great out doors they were. I dissolve from 1.5 to 2 pounds of 

things [didn’t know about onions — didn’t see one sullen discontented — jron sulfate (also called copperas 

and cabbages—also 1 discovered face. What a memory to take and green vitrol) in one gallon 

other things. When we rested with you. Tired and yet they of \ater, using a wooden or 

for a brief period for luneh, as are happy. So was 1. The con- earthenware vessel. A eallon of 

friends sat and talked together, 1 vention is over and Tam glad [the solution will cover about 375 

heard one man, practical, com- went. Are you? Kh. square feet of lawn. The best re- 

mon-sense, — businesslike, — admit sults are secured when the solu- 

he was addicted to day dreams, —_ - tion is applied as a fine, mist-like 
builds air castles. [fe climbs the Dandelions May Be Eradicated spray well driven down among 

hill to success and success means the foliage. For small lawns a 

what? Satisfaction. T have done Experiments conducted at the compressed-air sprayer, — knap- 

what Eset out to do, T have given Geneva, New York, Experiment cig sprayer, or bucket pump 

the best that is in me, my soul is Station during the past eight ii brass eylinder and equipped 

satisfied. Did he say all this in years show that dandelions may With a fine nozzle will be found 

answer to the question, what is be eradicated from lawns by satisfactory. Fairly satisfactory 
suecess? There is no seeret he spraying with iron sulfate solu-  pesults may ie coeured with the 

declares, Success is Satisfaction. tions at relatively slight expense ge of a sprinkling van. The 

How can TP interpret? —heeause 1. and without material injury [0 — spray solution should be prevent: 
foo, ama dreamer of dreams, and the grass. ed from coming in contact with 
my soul is not satisfied, so L have Ordinarily, four or five spray- \alks, buildine foundations, and 
not reached success. ings are required, the first being — one’s clothing sinee it leaves a 

When Twalked and talked with Made in May just before the first ore or less permanent brown, 
the workers in the onion fields, FE blooming period; one or two pasty stain. 
lisecovered another thing. Two more sprayines at intervals of Those contemplating the use of 

little boys from Chicago who were thpee or four weeks: and, finally, the spray or those interested in 

lipping the onion tops interested — one or two in the late summer or fhe experiments should write to 

mes Tsu t that hard work 2°" I fall. During the hot, dry the Station, Geneva, New York, 
isked. Suh huh,” one of them weather of mid-summer it may be for Bulletin No. 466, which may 
uswered, but, taking up a hand advisable to discontinue spraying be had free of charge. 
‘ull of dirt, he let it run slowly . 

: é : . beeause of danger to the grass. 
-hrough his fingers, ‘‘it’s more . . . _ - 

: oe ae : A blackening of the lawn follow- 
un to work in this dirt than to oie . 

ive in Chieago.”’ We were ing cach application seen disap- Save a few choice apples for the 

‘viends instantly. IT could under- Pears if the grass is growing vig- Winter Meeting. If you ean’t 

‘tand. To me the dirt was elean  orously. Spraying should be sup- bring a barrel bring a peck. Have 

ind good fun too. Sure the work plemented by the application of you a pet seedling? Bring it so all 

was hard, but if you love it, it’s fertilizers and by the seeding of — ¢an see it.
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Wisconsin Horticulture 1921 annual report which will be Premiums Awarded at the Sum- 

available about September of that mer Meeting, Racine, Aug. 
Published Monthly by the . 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Year. Everybody who attended 19-20th, 1920 

12.N. Oarroll St felt sorry for the stay-at-homes 
Oficial organ of the Society. y ay 2 Class I—Flowers 
pee the ones who could just as well 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor. 8G idn’t e ‘onlay Dahlias 3, Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. have come but didn’t come, at Display Dahlias, Ist, Mrs. 8. H. 

—- leas st every ansche: display pansies, 1s : Entered as second-class matter stay 18, a t most everybody. : Hanseche; display pansies, aus aa 
at the postofiice at Madison, Wisconsin,’ under ember w * Christensen: perennial Phlox the Act of Maren ®, 1879, ; A me mber w ho did attend and C. Christensen; perennial Phlox, 

Advertising rates made known on application. felt it worth while tells about it Ist, Mrs. C. E. Strong; Gladioli, 

—————?..0>™0—0>—————— On this page. Ist, J. KF. Hauser, 2nd, Mrs. 8. 
Wisconsin State ee na Society a If. Hansche, 3rd, Dorothy Han- 

«nual membership fee, one dollar, which - * 
Includes fifty cents, subscription price to Wis- Fire Blight on Apples and Pears sche; Annual garden flowers, Ist, 
consin Horticulture, Send one dollar to Fred- : 
erie Cranefield, Editor, Madison, Wis. . J. I. Hauser, 2nd, Mrs. Walter 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. It appears in June, July and , 
A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or ‘ R. Brunker; Herbaceous  peren- 
attached to a card. Personal checks accepted. August; kills the young shoots . i 17 Al 

Postage stamps not accepted. causing the leaves to turn brown nials, St, J, #. Hauser: Also:spe- 
i i" cial premium of $20.00 awarded 

— as if seorched by fire. On peat aii hibit 
OFFICERS spose . lonves sanlly . lis exhibit. 

Je Ay Hays ooo coe ccas cesses President oa . ae usually ih 
. Cranefleld, Secretary-lreasurer......Madison lack. Quite Frequently it kills 

I a Class II—Vegetables 
— young pear trees and infrequent- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ly kills young apple trees. On Snap beans, Ist, N. A. Rasmus- 
Jo AL Hays... ceeeceeeeseeeee see EX-Offielo 5 é ‘ 
FP. Cranefleld 0000000 III exomeio older, bearing apple trees it usu- sen; Lima beans, Ist, Walter R. 
Ist Dist., Wi. Longland........--Lake Geneva . 
8nd Dist., R. J. Coe................Ft, Atkinson ally causes no serious or perman- Brunka, 2nd, Rasmussen; Cran- 
Sed Dist.y 4. J Pruutsehi. 2-00.02... Madison t inj 1 1 Ist. R ; T 4th Dist., A. Leidiger ..............--Milwaukee ent injury. perry beans, 1s asmussen ; Tw 
Bth Dist., Jas.’ Livingstone CLIUMiwaukee ; : ‘ tidied B . y beans, 1st, Rasmussen ; a 

6th Dist., H. C. Christensen. ..........Oshkosh as been s S seien- cabbages, Is asmussen, 2 ith Dist, Win ‘Poole, enetit ecsasevesSDERMORD t a yeen studied y fon cabbages, Ist, Rasmussen, 2nd, 
ist., J. E. Leverich.................Sparta ists for half a ce ry ¢ 2 . a: Six ions, ls as = 

pith Dist, U. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bas ; is ot nal ‘i century ane mom Brunk 1; Six onions, Ist, Rasmus h Dist., Paul EF. Grant............Menomonie as discovered either preve sen, ¢ ‘ Christensen. ¢ eh Diet Paul He Grantscsscoserss-Menomonle, hag discovered either prevention sen, 2nd, H. C. Christensen, 3d, 
or eure. Sprayi 4g o ‘unka, 2 asmussen: Three 

BOARD OF MANAGERS r cure praying does not help. Brunks, nd, Rasmussen; Threc 

J. A. Hays, President.......0......Gays Mills If your trees blight, let them Cucumbers, Ist, Rasmussen; Three 

= = blight, you can’t help yourself ~muskmelons, Ist, Rasmussen; Six 

. anyway, and when the blight gets tomatoes, Ist Brunka, 2nd, Ras- 
The Summer Meeting one ERS eae & ‘ as 1 y an 

thru it will quit. Cutting out the mussen; Six beets, Ist, Brunka, 

The next important event is blighted twigs during the grow- 2nd, Rasmussen; Six carrots, Ist, 
the winter meeting which will be ing season is worse than useless, Christensen, 2nd, Rasmussen, 3d, 

held in January 1921. Extraor- it spreads the disease. Cutting Brunka; Two egg plant, Ist, 
dinary efforts will be made to tools may be disinfected with for-  Brunka. 

stage the best fruit show ever malin or corrosive sublimate af- 

staged in Wisconsin not except- ter each cut which is also useless. Class III—Garden Exhibits 

ing state fair or world exposition Surgeons and dentists have learn- . ‘ 2 @ ste i vor I y 8 and : . Display by boy or girl under 16 
shows. We have the goods this ed that such slipshod make-be- Jo. oe, at 

: . ‘Ea olin cal cect years of age, Ist, Norman Han- 
year and we will show them. lieve ‘‘disinfeetion’’ does not cana 

Premiums may be doubled or render instruments. sterile, only ee 

trebled over those of last year. boiling serves. 
5 . ns 5 The Apple Crop 

The summer meeting was a These rambling notes on blight 

success from every viewpoint, embody the best thought and Doctors disagree and it is not 

those who attended know this to practice of very many practical therefore unreasonable to expect 

be true, enjoyed every bit of it Wisconsin fruit growers: If they that crop reporters will also dis- 

and profited greatly. Those who do not agree with the teachings agree. 

stayed at home will get an out-of plant pathologists so much the The Crop Reporting Service of 

line of the proceedings in the worse for the pathologists. the State Department of Agricul-
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ture, the State Division of Mar- forecasted at 213,187,000 bushels, Apples in England 

kets and the U.S. Bureau of Mar- compared to 147,457,000 pro- The following quotations are 
z ‘ ‘ } ations 

kets have all been guessing at the duced in 1919 and 169,911,000 in ‘ . . 
. . i from an article on fruit growing 

Wisconsin apple crop for several 1918. Condition on August 1 was. |, i 4, 
< in England in a recent issue of the 

weeks. 70.4, compared to 52.2 a year ago Np atccts ws . 
. 3 Christian Science Monitor. 

Here are two forecasts. Wis- and a 10-year average of 55.4. 

consin Co-operative crop report- From these reports it is rea- WHERE GROWN 

ing services. sonable to conelude that the erop 
. . Apples can be grown sueccess- 

. rs s is larger than that of 1919. Will. Pp’es * ” 
Madison, Wis., August 17, 1920 a 1 » Perk May fully all over England and many 

rices yor? svhaps. ay- : ws 
COMMERCIAL APPLES :—The Wiseon- prices: be i : emnar : = parts of Seotland, those districts 

; : be. Ags Sing Tong Lee might say g . 
sin commercial apple crop pros- 1? which overlie the coal measures 

pect deelined 25,000 barrels dur- ngucan sell. and those which have beeome 

ing July, states Joseph A. Becker 2 - great centres of industry are not 

of the Wisconsin Cooperative Crop . so well suited ag the counties 

Reporting Serviee (U. S. Bureau Strawberries at Sparta which are purely agricultural and 
of Crop Estimates and Wiseonsin Sparta for a number of years possess large rural areas of me- 

State Department of Agriculture) hag been known as a great berry dium loams. The great apple 

a his August _apple estimate. section, but not so many know or — eounty of the country is Kent, and 
Vv We ther during July cheeked  yoalize to what extent are berries especially that distriet of the 

growth of the fruit and caused an erown on one of our farms. This eounty known as. the Weald. 

ae high dropping of wind- farm is the Leverich Fruit Farm ‘phe soil is of a stiff calcareous na- 
alls. Puacday ot 5 
T liverion | . at. Angelo, where, on Tuesday of ture, in some places shallow and 

1 s Bes uction Is now foreeast- this week alone, 564 crates of  elose to the chalk. This latter 
e at 157,000 barrels, compared strawberries were picked and glass of soil gives exeellent results 

to 182,000 forecasted a month ago. " Tis 48. probably the = 2 . 
26 : * marketed. This is probably the jn a moist season, but is apt to get 

126,000 barrels produeed in 1919 , ~ 00 - 
: ao largest number of eases ever very hot in a dry one. Then 

and 114,000 in 1918. Condition . ‘opi Fond . . 
f tl . declined f£ 65 picked by one grower in this dis-— TJereford, Somerset and Devon are 

Ore erap meee’ Tram Pek triet, if not in the state of Wis counties possessing an ideal soil eent of a full crop on July 1 to 56 consin, in. a single: day i ea 
‘ ea Sin, as » Gay. for ¢ mS, gE 1 @ r the 

percent on August 1. Condition Some of the pickers are earn for apples, and the ‘itt ° 1 
; soe 7 , 2 : veers t are fruit fr se is brilliant, due in Door county is given at 74 per- tie on: this farit at the vate of fruit from these is brillant, \ 

. _ . ew ¢ s fe i > Ve Rie “ands » formations cent; Bayfield, 87; Crawford and shoul shedllats pes Gay. TLCS to the red sandstone format ons 
3 er, . i sIx ars pe ay. hic « epi] liesez ew hic Vernon, 67; Sauk, 40; and Rich- oe 3 on which the soil lies and of which 

land. 40 were all told about 125° pickers it is partly composed. At pres- 
anc . s_ partly sed. r 

wae . in the field from children seven | : aa ak, Fee 
Shipments from apple centers year. of ag8 to Hiavenued “wits ent, in these three counties, the 

. ars age s P ag 4s eTown are . 
will be 10 percent greater than - ° lore om bulk of the apples grown are old 

earned) more than $275. The fasliioned didex varieties, for 
last year, according to reports of of 7 , ae eK : ¢ Ss 

. = . payroll on this farm Tuesday fs ales fis owt Gs 
apple correspondents of the Ser- — tea to eansidevable: woe every farm makes its own er, 

vice. ae eo ° : on and the culinary varieties are 

than $800. lay’ I termed “pot fruit,’? signifying 
The ivisl f ar ats sa . a (" > arges ays Sé AS . . . . The Division of Markets says: One of the large st nly s oe that the fruit is used for cooking 

>PLES :—The pr ati ’ strawberries in is section . APPLES :—The produetion of of strawberries in_ this se or dessert purposes and wot for 

apples is forecasted at 3,676,000 was recorded Tuesday when the cider. They are gradually being 
shels, ¢ 5 sparta Fruit Growers’ Exchange ' : en : ° bushels, compared to 2,700,000 See aaa "5 : a ©" exploited, Hereford leading the 

i zed in “1919 @ 2 s ed five carloads. ive cars , 
Produced um oh and ae ee as Co i last oe k way, and the results which are he- 
in 1918. yas - vere shipped one day last week, . : : 

at Ton was 10 per st ak c \ +h ‘ot 1 sal ing obtained with the modern cul- 
zl . A e ar at a time when the total sales. se cent, compared to 65 a year ago” buta a me v al se ‘inary and dessert varieties are 

and a 10-year average of 60. were slightly lower than those of : 
. : ; beyond the most sanguine expec- 

United States: Apple produe- Tuesday.—Monroe County Demo- tations of the pioneers 
« f x ~. z ¢ ° a s S. 

tion in the United States is erat, June 24th, 1920. Continued on page 14
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- Be —>Sj Mr. Demuth told) how the 
| AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS | honey producer could raise his 

| ; own queens by the method of Dr. 
Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin ‘State Beekeepers’ Association Miller or by using a swarm box. 

H. F. Wilson, Editor * . 
No one has a better opportunity 

————————————————————————————————— =" than the honey producer to select 
Beekeepers’ Chautauqua the spring, abundant. Nowheredo good breeding stock. — He who 

The second Beekeepers’ Chau- lo beekeepers fail us aul a cae ie etna ian misses the 

tauqua was held at Madison m providing sullicient apne r in tile sie ie stors i 
August 16-20 on the university stores. There are four basic fac- an ¢ aussie ie tat ors ae 

: ny . tors in honey production; (1) uencing nectar seeretion, Dr. 
camps ground, The faet that flowes in bloom and. seereting Phillips brought out the impor- 

interest in beekeeping is growing neotar. (2) Noneyeatheding tance of a beekeeper’s knowing 

was clearly shown by the large Weather, (3) colonies ave times Something about the conditions 
Fee eee annette ett eanut their normal strength, and (4) of soil, temperature, and moisture 

. colony morale, or dominance of Under which different honey 
be other than betier beekeeping the stars aRtinet, ‘Although plants secrete nectar. This 

ul oe. Poe and Mr. Demuth man oinay somewhat — establish knowledge is invaluable in locat- 
De. Phillips’ 3 Mr. new honey plants, yet the first img an apiary, and by it the yield 

of the U.S. Dept. of Entomology ewe PXOEOTS ave “Glitelly con. Of an established apiary may be 

Gre the principal speakers. The trolled by nature with whieh he increased. 
former spoke on bee behavior must wo 30-50 in takine care of Besides the speakers | men- 

and the latter on the resulting thie last two ta produce % crop of tioned there were several others. 
beekeeping practice. Dr. Phil- > | ‘ pe Both Mr E.R. Root and 
lips in his general introduetion heey! nlite Floste ai Connith H i nentione a i i excessive population plus colony Mr. Kennith Hawkins mentioned 
said that all beekeeping practice morale equals honey crop. This is the difficulties experieneed this 
must be masta au bee activity, the heckeepers crop formula, If Spring in sending package bees 
the PESIONSC of the hee to the any factor is zero, the result is ftom the south. They believe 
various factors in its environ- zero. The purposes of the sea- the difficulty had been solved ex- 
ment, Beekeepers of today use sons briefly are these. In the Perimentally by shading the bees 
“rule of thumb’? systems which fall a Ligee fied BE younk Debs and using a new chemical sugar 

mity oy thay not be good, but must. be reared, fn ‘the winter without dextrine in the mailing 
whieh m when new AHCLON ap- their vitality must be conserved,  ¢@Ses: Mr. Root further remark- 

if Many enna Bo «ny the spring brood rearing must ed ‘nat the bees vould be built 

beekeeper to understand bee be- he mained to ths peale aaiiiealaey a. femmmae te sal See de havior. flow starts and in the summer the alone, because he helieved that 

The discussion of bee behavior eolotiy TSE De 80 managed that are ted ees Hd not have as : : the storing instinct is kept domi- much vitality. 
and the resulting yearly manage- yang, What the state fair has done 
ment were taken up in echrono- Dr. Phillips diseussed bee dis- in the past year for Wisconsin 
logical order. The beekeeping cases giving the causes aynatoirig beekeeping was explained by Mr. 
year was divided into Part I, Pro- avid teoatments, Ile , also ox. Gus Dittmer. The prize money 

dueing Energy and Part Il, Ex- plained the relationship between has been increased about $900 so 
panding Energy. Part I has European foul brood and honey this year it is over $1200, and if 
three periods, Fall, Winter, and ows and made it clear that the the beekeepers would only do 
Spring. During all of Part I beekeeper who kept good Italian their best to make a big display, 

three things are necessary, food, pees and practiced good beekeep- the beekeeping department might 

room, and protection. Food in jing as explained in the lectures have a separate building in the 

the fall must be adequate, in the had no need to fear European future. Besides nowhere else is 

winter of choice quality, and in foul brood. there given such a good oppor-
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tunity for advertisine Wisconsin well for the beekeeper to remember interfering with fall brood rears if 
. ° that the condition of his colonies on — it is done after brood rearing ceases. 

honey. the first of October may be of greater If the queens are young and if sutli- 
Dr. S. B. Fracker exhibited 3 importance than the particular type cient honey is left in the hive dur- 

i s or winter case or the particular type ing August and September, the colo. 
maps showing the foul brood dis- op cotar that he uses and that to be iiles usually rear enough bees fot 
tributions in Wiseonsin, the ex- able to judge as to the merits of the winter even during a dearth of nectar. 

, . ive ae various methods of winter protec- A beekeeper whose location does not 
tent of the clean-up work, and tion, it is necessary to take tite con. furnish oa fall honey flow should 
the counties wanting and having — sideration the condition of the col- — therefore be sure that his queens are 

sl Spdvanss nana 7 onies on October first. The amount 9 young and that an abundance of 
had inspection work. Prof. Te gr brood that is reared after the honey is left in the hive to induce 
F. Wilson spoke on ‘‘The Future middle of August determines the size brood rearing sufficient: for safe win- 

Edueation of the Beekeepers.’ of the winter colony or at least de- tering. When the honey is extracted 

1 . wo termines the number of bees which at the close of the clover honey tlow, 
The writer told of building up can live until spring since the bees leaving for the colony only the little 
the Sheboygan Co. Honey Pro- reared previous to this time are too honey that is in the brood chamber, 

, ua ’ old to be expected to live through — Strong colonies of bees frequently al- 
ducers’ Association, the winter. most cease brood renring entirely 

Ivan Whiting, just at the time when the bees for 

. a . winter should be reared. 
Plymouth, Wisconsin. NECESSEPY OF UNINTERRUPTED BROOD Beekeepers of — Wisconsin have 

REARING heen losing thousands of dollars by 

- - oa - extracting too closely thinking that 
In some portions of Wisconsin ine joes have a sufficient amount of 

The September Problem there is no fall honey flow and un-  ¢ = adele al 3 stores to tide them over until a hope 
ffow beekacherd Bins KeNIZE “tHe less the conditions of the colony wre for fall How or until time for winter 

importanee of conditions during the — U8usually favorable but little brood is feeding, In localities where there is 
months of August and September tetted during this (ime which of a good fall flow, however. the bees 
which effect the wintering of a col- course is only another way of saying Usually rear an abundance of young 
ony of bees. ‘To a large extent the that unless conditions are unusually bees for winter without any especial 
condition of the colony during Au favorable most of the bees of the cole #llention on the part of the bec- 
gust and September determines ony are too old to live through the | Keeper except to see that every col- 
whether the bees winter well or not winter and replace themselves with — @MY has i queen, A Hite attention 
in Wisconsin. Beekeepers often young bees the next spring. When #& this time lo provide favorable 
make the mistake of counting the — there is no fall flow, therefore, only Conditions for brood rearing in every 
hives which contain pees in the fall, those colonies which happen to have  Cleny sees a long way toward uni- 
then again in the spring and com- — the most favorable conditions during  'Ormly strong colonics the — nest 
pute the difference as the winter loss. August and September are able to Spring. — Be sure that none of your 
It is entirely unfair to charge up to have a sufficient number of young COlenies are compelled to reduce 
winter loss any loss of colonies of bees to go through the winter Breed rearing below the danger point 
hees which were not normal colonies safely. It is therefore extremely im. fPeM Row until brood rearing cases 
in the fall. We cannot lose that portant to see in those locations — He latter part of this month, 
which we do not have and of course where there is no fall flow that the GS. Pemnth. 
should not charge to winter the loss colonies have conditions favorable 
of colonies which were not normal for the continuation of brood rear- 
in the fall. No one would think of ing in sufficient amount to insure a Price Cutting 

blaming the winter for the loss of — good winter cluster of young. bees. 
colonies that have been queenless Colonics having old queens usually Of all the Gls the beekeoping ine 
since the first of August and which — reduce brood rearing during August | dustry suffers from, there is, oe ord= 
have only a few old bees left in the and September too much for safe ing to the views of the writer. tone 
fall. Neither would any one think wintering and colonies that do not More detrimental than the one 
of blaming the winter for the loss of have an abundance of honey in the known as: price cutting. 

mall nuclei. Yet many beekeepers hive during this time usually fail to It scems that honey, at one time 
dame the winter for the loss of col- raise a sufficient’ number of young — Prenounced a fit food for the sods, 
onies which are abnormal both as to bees for good wintering if there is no fate has now decreed to go through 
ige and number of bees in the fall. fall flow. In no case should there be the land a beggar, striving in vain 
Too many beekeepers expect the any interruption of brood rearing to gain the attention and popularity 
winter packing case or the bee cellar from queenlessness after the middle it deserves and once enjoyed in older 
'o winter their bees for them in spite of August for every day that a col- days. But the most discouraging 

of the conditions of the colonies in ony is queenless means just that feature of the deplorable situation is 
the fall and when failure results, the much loss in the rearing of the bees that so many honey producers are 
particular method of winter protec- which should form the winter clus- — sitisfied to work for little or noth- 
lion is blamed for the loss. During ter. Colonies that are to be requeen- — ing, just as long as they can get rid 
Mother year if the colonies are in a ed should be requeened early enough of what they produce, And after 
better condition in the fall and some that the new queen will begin to Iay they have sold their crop they de- 
other method of winter protection is not later than about the middle of — clare they could have sold a whole 
ised, the credit for the better win August and if requeening is neces- lot more if they had had it, when 
‘ering is usually given to the particu- sary during this time a laying queen in reality it means that they could 
‘ar type of winter protection then instead of a virgin queen should be have given away a whole lot more, 
used instead of being given to the — introduced in order to reduce the pe- A careful account kept for the last 
better condition of the colony in the riod of no egg laying. twenty-three years shows the aver- 

‘all where the credit belongs. It is Requeening may be done without age crop surplus per colony is 40 Ibs.
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and the last ten year period ending 10 pound cans, $1.80 for 5 pound jng year. Reporter, C. D. Adams— 
in 1917 and including that season, cans, 65¢ per pint; and 40c for comb Milwaukee County Bee. Assn. 

shows that it costs 30c per Ib. to honey. 60 pound cans are selling for Aug. 11—Condition of honey crop 

produce honey in this section of the $16.50 with not less than 6 cans at very good. 50 colonies stored as 

country. But the price of labor and 25c. Reporter, Emma LL. Bartz—- much as 100 in 1919. Honey flow 

commodities, excepting honey, have Chippewa Valley Bee. Assn. in this locality closed last few days 
increased some where around from Aug. 10—Condition of honey crop of July. There will be no fall flow. 

25 to 50 per cent since 1917, which about normal but some colonies be- Beekeepers are asking 35c¢ retail and 

makes the cost of honey production low normal, [extracting nearly — fin- 40c wholesale for comb honey. Re- 

considerably higher than above ished. Fine, clear, heavy ripe honey porter, Martin Krueger—North East 
stated. being marketed, protecting the con- Wis. B. K. A. 

It is true, the methods of honey sumer as well as the beekeeper. Aug. 6—Condition of honey crop 
production are also improving, but Beekeepers are asking 40c to 45¢ for fair to good. Basswood yielded prac- 

never-the-less the cost of production comb honey in case lots; extracted, tically nothing. Crop would have 

is far above the selling price. Why,  30c¢ to 40c, depending upon the qual- been much better if we had received 
it is ridiculous to pay a hired man ity and size of container. The joint more rain. Beekeepers are asking 
$5.00 per day for an eight hour day, county and local field meet held at 35c for extracted and 40c to 45c¢ for 

and the beekeeper work sixteen hour G. M. Ranum’'s apiary was one of the comb honey retail. There is a car- 

days at $2.50 per day, and in addi- most enthusiastic gatherings of the load of extracted but little comb 

tion furnish a $5,000 equipment! season, There were 54 present each honey in this locality. We had a 

The Chippewa Valley Beckeepers one giving and taking with the best nice meeting at Merton, Reporter, 
Association at a meeting held at beekeeping spirit. Prof. Wilson and C. W.  Aeppler—Waukesha County 
Chippewa Falls, Wis., on the 22nd J. Hambleton gave very interesting bee. Assn. 

day of June decided to try and im- talks. The next meeting will be held Aug. 10—The honey crop is good 
prove conditions locally at least, by at the apiary of C. Felton, early in here this year. Beekeepers are ask- 
conducting a honey advertising cam- September. Reporter, Robert 1. Sie- ing from 20c¢ to 30c for honey. We 
paign, and agreed to institute a becker—Dane County Bee. Assn. have from 8,000 to 12,000 pounds of 
honey cooking, baking and candy Aug. 7—Average crop about 100 extracted honey here but little comb 
making contest awarding premiums pounds per colony in this county. honey. Reporter, L. EK. Cass—vVer- 

as follows: $3.00 each for the first Beekeepers are asking 40c for comb non County Bee. Assn. 

prize on the best article cake (any honey No. 1, and 35e tor comb honey Aug. 12—White and alsike clover 
kind) cookies, pie, beverage and No. 2. Extracted honey is 30c retail were not so abundant as usual but 

candy. $2.00 for the second prize, and extra charge for container.  Re- gave a very good yield. Only a few 

$1.00 for the third and 50c¢ for the porter, Edward Hassinger—Iox Riv- of the basswoods bloomed this year 
fourth, er Valley Bee. Assn. and no surplus has been reported in 

The money to carry on this cam- Aug. 6—Condition of noney crop this vicinity. Beekeepers report an 

paign is obtained by the beekeepers very good in amount and quality. average crop. Extracted honey is 
of this association by a 2c¢ per col- Beekeepers are asking 25c for ex- retailing at 30c per pound. We have 

ony assessment on fall count of col- tracted and 85e for comb honey. no comb honey for sale. It is impos- 

onies. The contests are to be held in There are 100,000 pounds of extract- sible to estimate the amount of honey 

different parts of Chippewa county, ed and 2,000 pounds of comb honey on hand. A large part of the year's 
Wisconsin. in this county. We had a good at- crop has been sold. Reporter, A. H. 

ALC. FP. Bartz, tendance and unusual interest shown — Seefe!dt—-Washington County — Bee. 
at a county picnic held) July 28. Assn. 

- Many plan to attend the Beekeepers Aug. 6—Condition of honey crop 
Monthly News Reports Prom Local Conference at Madison. We are about the same as last year. Honey 

AROCLAOE making plans for a county exhibit at is sold at 30c retail and 25¢ whole- 
the State Tair. Reporter, Geo. W. sale for extracted. Comb honey is 

Aug. 4—Average honey crop. Bee- Davies—Grant County Bee. Assn. 35e wholesale and 40c_ retail. The 

keepers are asking 25¢ wholesale and Aug. 7—Condition of honey crop clover flow has been getting greatly 
30c retail for extracted honey. We fair in quantity and good in quality. reduced by lack of rain and hot, dry 

have no comb honey on sale. There Won't average over 50 pounds per weather. Reporter, W. A. Sprise— 
are 2 tons of extracted and 500 colony and probably much less as Wood County Bee. Assn. 

pounds of comb honey in this county. most beekeepers do not know how to August 23—The main honey flow 

Reporter, J. Hh. Cooke—Baraboo Val- control swarming. Beekeepers are closed about August 1. There is lit- 

ley Bee. Assn. asking 30c¢ to 35c¢ for extracted and tle prospect of fall flow due to lack 
Aug. 7—The bees are not doing 35¢ to 40¢ fur comb honey. Report- of rain. The quality of the crop is 

much at present. Our beekeepers — er, W. R. Abbott—Jefferson County — excellent. Honey in this county is 
are asking 25¢ per pound for extract- pee, Assn. selling for 25c wholesale and 30c¢ re- 
eaenes | fkeporter, J. 8. Sloniker— Aug, 12—We have had the best tail. Our annual mecting at Lewis 

ark ‘County Bee; Assn: ; honey flow during July this year pre- Francisco's home was a big success. 

i thio coubty is fair, averagegier) ‘Vc 10 AMIR, Bow axe ailll work: ‘This cfficer for nant vent ass EWES ee Sa ay wee. ing on sweet clover which is the best dent, Ralph Gunzel; Vice Preident, 
of white honey in this locality is 33 oe — . ste % Francisco: Secretary and 
pounds per colony. The country is we ever had. At the aUNnMKeE meet Lewis ramelecgs, s : DY dan. 

drying up and the growth of vegeta- ing held at the apiary of J. I. Brown Treasurer, Er, Cy Painter. Es er a al 

tion is at a standstill at present. on July 24, Dr. S. B. Fracker ex- ish is on the Executive Committee. 

Unless heavy rains come at once Plained the new marketing law. We are preparing for an jexhibit at 

there can be no fall flow. Beekeep- Beekeepers reported a good honey the County and State Fairs. Re 

ers are asking $3.00 for 10 pound flow and a good demand for honey. porter, I. C. Painter — Marathon 

cans, $1.60 for 5 pound cans, 54c per C. D. Adams was elected president County Bee. Assn. 

pint; and 35c for comb honey whole- and H. V. Wilson, South Milwaukee, The following members have not 

sale. Price to consumer is $3.50 for secretary and treasurer for the ensu been receiving Wisconsin Horticul-
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Do you know that nearly every dealer who extracts wax from old combs for bee- 
keepers or for his own use to make into bee comb foundation uses an extractor of the 
Hershiver type? 

This is because it is the most efficient wax extraetor on the market which will 
handle quantities of old combs or eappingsat one time. Less than one per cent of wax 
is left in the slumgum. 

The Iershiser wax extractor tank inay be used to head or liquify extraeted honey as 
it holds four 60-pound honey eans. Many beekeepers use it to drain eappings and io 
work wax into big eakes. 

Sold by Distributors of Lewis ‘“Beeware.”” 
Write for Free Booklet on This Press. 
Karly Order Cash Discount 8% in September 

BEWARE 
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR ‘ 

ror, | BEEWARE] war For Mark 

alae IS. 3 WATERTOWN CEA TOWNS oA 
MAKES THE FINEST. 
ae 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin 
Branches and Distributors Everywhere | 

ture. Will you please check them on | WISCONSIN STATE: BEKKEEPIERS’ 
your mailing list. CONVENTION, DECEMBER 1, (———— 

1. J. HE. Gentz, Bowler, Wisconsin. 2, AND 3, 1920. 
20K AL Bariement, Green Bay, . 

Wisconsin, R. Fb, 9. Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Conference 

4: 9, Dieta. "Twin, Lakes, Wiscansin. The Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Confer- 
shai W. Hansen, 1546 8. 11th Sty onee and Chautauqua was held at the EEPERS 
Shebosgan, Wisconsin. University Camping ground | August BEEK 

16 to 21. The mectings were well at 
—_——— tended, there being more than a 

hundred at some sessions. Tn all 187 

County Associations Having 20. or prone , robisteneds representing ‘ ae 
at os and Six ar states as - 4 e More Members a Be Es ue - Should send for our book- 

A few new members in several County No. of Total No. Col- let on the new MODI- 
more counties will place them in the Beekeepers onies repre- FIED DADANT HIVE. 
honor division, - sented ; ‘ 

Be TIMMG: nse es aseos TB 1550 The hive with a brood 
1, Dane Co. ......... 62 members 2, Sauk ve... 9 668 ee for pr 
2 ond du Lac Co. .. 48 members 3. Richland... 7 545 chamber sufficient for pro- 
3. Milwaukee Co. .... 46 members 4, Grant) ...... 6 687 lifie queens. OUR CATA- 
4. Sheboygan Co. .... 44 members 5, Milwaukee .. 6 179 iain 
5. Waukesha Co. .... 42 members 6. Pond du Lac 6 53 LOG IS FREE. 
6. Marathon Co. ..... 35 members 7. Jefferson .... 6 95 
7. Winnebago Co. .... 34 members 8. Winnebago .. 6 165 

8. Grant Co. ........ 32 members 9. Columbia... 5 137 
9. Chippewa Co. ..... 31 members 10, Walworth ... 5 115 

10. Richland Co. ..... 30 members 11. Green ...... 4 410 
11. Langlade Co, ..... 28 members 12, Sheboygan .. 4 152 DADANT & SON 
12. Brown Co. ........ 26 members 13. Crawford ... 3 184 
13. Shawano Co. ..... 25 members 14, Vernon ..... 3 148 
14. Manitowoc Co. .... 23 members 15. Monroe ..... 3 31 Hamilton, Illinois 
15. Jefferson Co. ...... 21 members 16. Marquette .. 3 30 ~ ae 
16. Price Co. ......... 20 members 17, Iowa .-...-. 3 155 
17. Sauk Co. ......... 21 members 18. Waukesha .. 2 322 : 
18. Wood Co. ........ 20 members 19. Waushara ... 2 158 2.
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20. Brown ...... 2 18 Apples in England usually put in at the distances al- 
21. La Crosse .. 2 11 a Bi Sap Maer nan) SHG 29. Washburn .. 1 110 Continued from page 9 ready indicated. They are shal 

23. Washington.. 1 106 low rooters and begin cropping at 
24. Green Lake. 1 100 TOO MANY VARIETIES 
26: CUBR cam we A 90 an early age, often the second 
26. La Fayette .. 1 60 In the past the British apple year after planting, if good trees 
27. Barr coved 40 
oe Thad ton ‘ ae grower has suffered from an over- (three years old) have been pur- 

29. Rock ....... 1 30 abundance of varieties and the chased. Apples are also planted 

Pe prune ae } ze state has done nothing for him in as half standards on the crabsiock BL. agamie .. 25 3 : . on ¢ . 
32. Marathon ... 1 12 the way of testing, so as to clim- at 24 ft. to 30 ft. apart and inter- 

Total number of Beekeepers.... 171 inate the doubtful and useless planted with bush trees on the 
Total number of Colonies ......6501 . . : a8 Ke Beekeepers rom Other States ones. No large experimental sta- paradise at 12 ft. or 15 ft. apart. 
District of Columbia ............ 2 fions exist in Britain to compare The trees in the paradise after 20— 
TONES cones me oa gee ay ae Womenes cI . - ‘ on , Ohio... ; with those in Canada and the 25 years’ growth and often 
New York ..............2....... 1 United States of America, and all earlier, are cut, and the whole 
Si MUKOUA x va mesa as ey we eeies sone i 1 a kota a the information possessed by the spaee given to the standards 

Total from other states ......16 Board of Agrieuliure has been whieh will then be in full bear. 

ae culled from outside sources. ing. 

. Taking culinary apples first, The second class of grower who 
New State Association Members “% ae 3 Boece soe 

probably the best six varieties are is only beginning to grow. fruit 

23. ait Rosenow, Ht 2, Ocono- ag follows: Early Vietoria syn and who, having little capital, 
owoc = 

24. George Karow, Cable Emneth Early, Grenadier, Lord cannot afford to lie out of a crop 

a Ail viene oe 1, Waldo Derby, Lane’s Prince Albert, for even the first year, must adopt 26. Wm. Holbrook, Rt. 1, Waldo 5, 1 . " , iff 24, AGUNG 1, HiSOH, Noll lake Bramley Seedling, Newton Won- a different system. He must plant 
28. 1. J. Coyier, Platteville der. so as to be able to combine vege- 
2d. Ora Govier, Lancaster . . s * , ‘ 30. Dan Hoffman, Lancaster Coming now to dessert varie- table culture with his fruit grow- 
31. W. A. Johnson, Lancaster ties, which are legion, the best six ing. Vegetables yield a direct re- 32. Anthony Schmidt, Lancaster Ve dime , . ‘ ; ie 3 . Hs Opati¢e vcester turn the first year ¢ snable the 33. John Schilling, Jr, Rt. 5, west ©O%’S On ge I ippin, Worcester turn the first year and enable the 

Allis Pearmain, Allington Pippin, King starver to pay rent and keep his 

a a Debs Si vomonie Gawt of the Pippins, Gladstone Blen- household going, later he may de- 
ao. aude Moll, tt. 2, Ashlane . i 36. HL. G. Schmid, Potter heim Orange. cide to abandon the vegetables to 
37. Chas. Denton, 411 8. Main St. some extent, in favor of small 

Oconomowoc RES AND SOAR Salt : . DWARFS AND STANDARD , foi 5 eieelally: 38. John Schau, Twin Blutts fruit, if the land is specially 
39. Rev. Hieks, Box 305, Madison Planters may be divided into adapted for sueh crops as straw- 
40. EK. HL Randolph, Walworth ee cae The Jareo berries, raspberries scborrics 41., A. F: ACKOiian,, FMyinouth two ereat classes: (1) The large erries, raspberries, goose herries, 
42. Chas, Wilson, Montello grower, Who has many years of Currants, ete. Ie cannot afford a 
#3. Aug. Heuer, Fairwater experience behind him, and (2) heavy Tabor bill and must) con- 44. G. M. Lunde, Madison . i at i 15. Dr i. He Weber, Lake Milis the small man who is just start. tinue to do the bulk of his culti- 
46. Sy Bros. Rt 1, Wiel ing. The former type of grower Vation by horses, or he may invest 47. James Voskiul, Oostburg : : in a small . - 18. Mrs CC Conger, Groentiist has eapital to spare and he usu. Ma small motor plow. It is 
191. HL Bishop, Camp 5, ¢ o Stone ally goes in for extending his therefore necessary that he plant 

& Webster, Belden, California “ . . bat his fruit. tr fw i . ae xi : ‘ . » his fruit trees in lines at a con- 50. FE. M. Starks, Deerfictd plantations with fruit alone, Uc ; Pees: AN Les at a von 
51. M. Weyer, Cross Plains plants as a rule bush trees closeiy, siderable distanee apart and util- 
52. M. Ps Woodworth, Oshkosh i. e., 12 ft. to 15 ft. apart and in- ize the space between the rows 
53. CG. A. Walker, Plainville 2 Xa) ae ~ a ‘ 
54. John McHone, Sylvan terplants with bush fruits for a for market garden crops, other 
55. Will J. Platten, Green Bay few years until the bush fruits be- than fruit. 
56. Dr. T. H. Ragatz, Prairie du Sac 2 . . 
57. J. I. Groves, Viroqua gin to fail and the trees require , 

ae M A Stevens, een Jet. more room. The bush fruits are 1S ‘CULTIVATION BEST! 
59. Mrs, Peter L. Jacobson, 346 Scott 

St., Milwaukee then cleared out and the trees al- It is now generally accepted 
60. Miss O. Leavitt, 1413 Mound St., lowed the whole of the ground — that apples do much better on eul- 

; Madison space, tivated land than on grass, al- 61. Mrs. E. Ray Stevens, 1908 Ar- . . . : 
lington Place, Madison Trees on the paradise stock are though in the red soil counties of
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| ommon shrubs such: as ithe dogs 

wood are also often attacked. 

THE INSECT PAGE The larvae or caterpillars of 
Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of the white-marked  tussoek-moth 

Agriculture as * * 
| with their many hairs arranged 

aS Soaua_s ins striking pencils, tufts, or 

Fall Webworn Makes Unsightly yo. As they become older they brushes present a very chavacter- 

Nests on Fruit and Shade Trees usually leave the nest at night, istic and handsome appearance. 

‘ , feeding in the open, and then re- They are about one and one- 
About the first of August the turn during the “day. When dis- half inches long when full grown 

nests of the fall webworn become turbed they quickly wriggle out and of a general dark gray color 

conspicuous 1h the outer and of the web and drop to the with a broad velvety black band 
higher branches of apple, pear, ground. When one branch or bordered by yellow stripes on the 
and many shade trees; the box- tree is defoliated (and this often back and a similar yellow stripe 
elise’ is especially attacked. . happens in severe cases) they go along each side below the spir- 

th Temas saetie at ee ithe to new branches or even other acles. — Their striking character- 
he pupae or resting stage. e  trees. istics are dense, — brush-like, 

pupae are Bidens Hea, about When full grown the caterpil- cream-colored tufts or tussoeks 

one-half inch m length, and are lars measure about one and one- of hairs on the back of each of 

found inside of flimsy cocoons fourth inches in length, with a the first four abdominal seg- 
which axe usually placed in erev- broad dusky stripe along the ments, and pencils of long plume- 

ees of the bark, under trash, or back and usually with yellowish tipped black hairs projecting 

even: below the: surface: of ‘the sides thickly spotted with black- from cach side near the head and 
Ben ants are wieuis aiden oe ish dots. In Northern Wisconsin rom the back toward the last 

pand one and one-fourth inches theta ia: only’ ona generation: a Segment the nods: 

and are satiny white to white, year but probably a second oc- _ ‘here 1s but a single Benen 

heavily spotted with black or eurs in the southern part of the flon a Jee um wy esconiginy the ait 
brownish spots. ‘They appear in state. mh wintering m the egg stage. 

; le eggs are white and covered 
June and July a lay her pale HOW TO GET RID OF THE PESTS with a frothy substance, usually 
green eggs in clusters on the up- ai . 

per or mmider sides of the Teaven In orchards which are regu- ni vn the ak : ue i ranks 
The egg clusters contain 300 or larly sptayed there should be no place name the hee. oe 

400 eggs and they are covered trouble from this pest. If the in- Tig bs . Tl . i be es ae 

with the white hairs of the fe- Sect is generally distributed in ones . iy Adults ar maths 
male moth. unsprayed orchards they should int ihe female has only stubs of 

Each individual egg is quite be sprayed with lead arsenate, 2 ce eee not move far from 

small being only about one-fif. pounds to 50 gallons of water. The ce : chich are qui 

tieth of an inch wide, and under If only a few webs occur they nt a Sees ieee are quite cons 

the microscope presents a beauti- Should be cut out or burned out a vous cae eee a 
ful thimble-like ornamentation, With a torch as soon as seen, The <i ° wanten and . burned. 
They hatch in a week or ten days best time is during the day as the Where practicable spraying IVES 

into extremely hairy caterpillars Caterpillars are then in their good results, arsenate of lead is 

which feed on the leaves, usually Nests. one of the best poisons and 
at the end of a branch, wnich Chas. L. Fluke. should be used at the rate of 2 

they enclose in a silken web. _ _ or 3 pounds to the 50 gallons of 

They feed only under cover of White Marked Tussock-Moth Watts This should be applied 

their web which is enlarged as while the caterpillars are young 
fresh food is needed. They go This insect by feeding upon as it is almost impossible to kill 

from one branch to another gspin- the leaves frequently injures or- them when they are older. 

ning their webs wherever they chardg or shade trees, and our Chas. L. Fluke.
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Locals *Best tray of cach of the above | \)_ ==SIS——SS = 
an \ \ ; named varieties, Ist, $3.00; 2nd 
The Sauk County local will hold 2 ” , , 

$2.00; 3d, $1.00; Te 
an all day meeting and outing 7 * 00; rs Hote The Hawks ; . . \ est 5 trays of any of the “ Sept. 6th at Pine Creek canon, . . ae ’ 

near Baraboo There will be following varieties: MeIntosh, Nursery 
a . Northwestern, Wealthy, Tolman 

talks on native trees, native ferns le aye 2 : a) ot 
and native flowers Wolf River, Fameuse, Gano, Sal- Company 

The West Allis Horticultural Wien ie See CAEN, 

Society will exhibit at the W. AL 1 gto ee 2nd, $6.00; are in a position to 
publie library Sept. 10th and 11th, ae _ fe \ . ia : furnish high grade 

Cash prizes are offered of all man- . para e samples must be fur- Nursery Stock of all 

nev of things that grow in the nished for each entry. Atinds and varieties 

ground of inndersround In Best exlibit Pears, dst, -f10U; mend ther north. 7 ee 2nd, 75e; 3d, 50e pmele poh oriciaaaaiaaal 
length and variety the list rivals : ‘ ne 5 aa Ae. , ern districts. 

the State Fair list and we have On Eee i rabs, Ist, $1.00; Will be glad to fig- 
Face z 2n¢ de; t 50e. 

no doubt the exhibit will run a ees oem either ie 
close second to the Fair. Vegetables small quantities 

If other locals will kindly ad- 5 ‘ 
Jigs ag of thele doines. we will Best collection, not less than 10 

a . ee . entries, Ist, $5.00; 2nd, $8.00; 3d = 
gladly publish them. — It’s of in- $2.00 , yee 

terest to all. » ap oo h of the f ‘ A 
or cach of the following, Ist, Wauwatosa, Wis. 

——— $1.00; 2nd, T5e; 8d, 50e: 

Premium List 6 Blood Turnip Beets, 3 White === 

The following cash premiums Furnips, 3 : Yellow: Turnips, 3 
are offered for. exhibits at. the Rutabagas, 6 Chantenay Carrots, 

next annual convention: (© Short-llorm Carrots, 3° Winter 

*Best collection of apples not Cabbage, 3 Red Cabbage, 6 Chic- — |rster avers.1907 ‘ ; a Sy ; A ome as : . —— 

less than 15 varieties, Ist, $10.00; one 6 Hans Pop Corn, 6 Red VT le 2nd, $6.00, 3rd, $4.00; 4th, $2.00. dnions, 6 Yellow Danvers Onions, ft on a] Sex| 

Bast 5 plates’ (6 varieties) 6 White Onions, 6 Onions, Large VSS LS Reciaaind 
* s SAEs SEES ews © oye . ¥ J 

commercial apples for Wisconsin lype, 6 Winter Radishes, 6 Pars- Fio.7 F10.2 Fig 3 

Ist, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00, MPS: 6 Peppers, Hubbard Squash, 
4th 41.00. z ? 2 * 6 Heads Celery, 3 Chinese Cab- BERRY BOXES 

, $1.00. 
bage 

For best plate each of the fol- . 
lowine mee s Ist, $1.00; 2nd Sweepstakes awarded pro rata, Crates, Bushel Boxes 

75e; 3rd, 50¢ ath, 25e _  #20.00. and Climax” Baskets de; 3rd, 50c; 4th, 25¢: 

Ben Davis, Dudley, Fameuse, Cranberries As You Like Them 
9 Y 6 tide 1 a s— 

Gano, Gom, Gideon, Golden Rus Premiums will be awarded for We manutacture the Ewald Patent 
sett, Grimes Golden, Jonathan, oes . Molding Berry oxee, Of wood veneer 
a rs " - exhibits of Cranberries as follows: that give satisfaction. Berry box and King, Maiden Blush, Malinda, °S™DIS 0! erate materia tthe I, Di cniond 

McIntosh, MeMahan, Newell, Premium list by the Cranberry In stock 16 quart erates all made up 
. > «gs “ . rea i er for str: jes or 

Northern Spy, Northwestern Growers’ Association. First pre- biueberries. "No. order Yoo small or too 
, 2 : oo : 

Greening, Patten, Pewaukee, ™um, $1.00, 2nd, 75e; 3d, 50e: folding boxer and erates ink, B. from 
> atten, e . tial 

Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek-no- Bennett Jumbo, Searls Jumbo, handling ral, and wo aim to do our 
, : art well. large discount for earl 

further, Scott Winter, Tolman, Bell and Bugle, McFarlin, Metal- Srdere. A postal brings our price list. 

Twenty Ounce, Utter, Wagener, lic Bell, Bell and Cherry, Prolific. Cumberland Fruit Package 
Wealthy, Windsor, Wolf River, One pint is sufficient for an en- Company 

York Imperial. try. Add 10 tray premium same Dept. D, Cumberland, wis. 

~* Add 25 per cent. ~_-varieties as 5 tray $20-$15-$10-$5.
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Begonias—Their Origin, Classes FIBROS OR SURUBBY BEGONIAS. SA 

and Culture These are divided into several sec- 2 = 
tions. The Semper-floren section is 3 McK AY NURSERY = 

im Fae ey % plainly marked by its upright growth 3 = 
y y e 4 yer ; : * = 2 By M. Downing, in The Flower Grower. hardihood, similarity of foliage in all = COMP ANY E 

Named for M. Begon, Governor of species. The staminate flowers. are: = z 

St. Domingo, more than two hundred = Ore attractive than in other divisions, 2 ygADISON, WISCONSIN = 

years ago, the Begonia was first in- Owing ‘tO <a greater number of larger 2 2 

troduced into this country from Ja- ‘*tamens to which there is e pera aee———— /2 
maica in 1777. . quivering. This section po! lenizes its = = 

Like any an aristocrat of our day own flowers. The two sorts of nowels = Nursery Stock of 5 
ve Me sis tte An = veo tat?g «are grouped by nature so near each a ° = 

plebetan with nO particular ‘merit on other that the constant motion of the 3 Quality = 
a ; . 5 tamens throws off the pollen which is 2 = 

which to build a status. So much the Star era = Particular er 2 

more credit for the kingdom it has easily caught by the pistillate flowers. = for'Rarticular, Buyers a 

conquered, for the throne it now holds fit rhe woe , beautiful Specimen: at = Have all the standard varieties = 

in the worldom of plantlife, for its worous Geeonia We) ever saw: DE nging a : as new = 
Aeletoowntié pedigree Stab listed, to this special section, was a hybrid, 3 48 well as the i wer Sorts. Can 2 
aris a sta she < a an (igs 5a RAS onse- = sup you with eve ing in = 

through a long line of hybridizing and pomipar tore eres a ee = Rae By 5 = 

han pottenting by vigor, the feaves as Di as sll 2 Pruit trees, Small Fruits, = 
troptenl Cee beanies ond ee magnificent shell-pink blossoms from 2 Vines and Ornamentals. 2 

Tada cava fi a A el a , an inch to an inch and a half long, 3 = 

plants are found in the Islands of the age us cateh our breath at the thought 3 Let us suggest what to plant 3 
Pacific and on the Greater and Lesser of nothing more charming. To this = both in Orchard and in the 2 

Antilles: ay nee into uiree distinct came section belong Vulcan, a dazzling = “decoration of your grounds. = 
ager Jee Abreu 2 shrubby, ten red, and Vernon, a fine crimson. In = Prices and our new Catalog 3 
and tuberous, they fort a most inter contrast, comes Bijou, the dwarf, fol. Z sent promptly upon receipt of 2 

esting study; but, coming to us as they lowed by reds and pinks and whites 2 your list of wants. 2 
have from warm, dampish homes, an a oinilar and all good for garden- = 2 

erroneous idea as to necessarily pro- 7 eS © . . = . = 

tected surroundings for their success- ete ironies! leaves, all round and ES Nurseries at = 
ful growth, has imbued the minds of feat Se eee ; ; = 1 = 

iiabe flowsl-erowers 50; they fear to shining, lying close to the soil, out of = Waterloo, Wis. 2 

attempt their cultivation outside of which spring long Stems topped by im- = = 

greenhouses. mense panicles of feathery flowers = nnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiie 
There never was a bigger mistake. mark another section, Ricinafolia and 

We speak from our own experience. Rubella are among the best varieties. 

Few exotics have greater powers of To a fourth section of the fibrous Mittin 
resisting heat and cold, or, yield more helong species which send up from that 2 = 

readily to fresh-air methods, Some _ base of the plant where the taproot diss 2 2 

specimens require partial protection; tributes its rootlets, a so ViBOTOUS, = The = 
hence, should be planted in sheltered 5° fied “atta stately, {hat one is 1 = = 

angles on the east side of a house; or ™Inded of bamboo. ese Su00ts,. = J Ww! 1 N = 
in half sunny locations under trees Hever et ory pay wl be rapid: = ewe ursery = 

and shrubbery. Others will grow, ity of Jack’s fabled bean stalk. | [he C = 

bloom and flourish in the full sun. thick leathery leaves and brilliant 2 ompany 2 
shine. showers of bloom, the rapid growth 3 . . 2 

Ordorata alba. for instance, one of 'nder one’s eyes 2s one stands and 2 Lake City, Minn. = 

the hardier sorts, can stand drouth, watches, make ieee varieties very = = 

heat and cold to an extra degree. It 8048 whose shrines of beauty one 1S 2 . . = 
is a semper-floren (always blooming) loath to quit. x 3 = Established 1868 2 
and invaluable for cut flowers. A ten by twelve inch pot will hold 2 2 

Of course, Begonias raised in a food and drink enough for one of these = = 

7 ca . lants three to four feet tall bearing 3 ° a 
greenhouse must be hardened by de- pla e a 2 

grees to the lower temperatures found many ae toy panicles of muer - = Fifty Years = 
. . 7 . % : ie 5 a ~ a 2 = 

i npen hon or outdoor, cativaton, Yonge ai hating js own the @ © COMtinuoUs — 
= . - side of Otto Heckor and President Car- 3 2 
growing, fresh-air plants, would have  jyo¢. = ervice 2 

the same injurious effect upon them The Giant Tree Begonias, creations = = 

that sudden, drastic draughts of heat of Mrs. Theo. B. Shepherd, the pioneer = a 

and cold have upon an “incubator seed grower of the Pacific coast, are = A Complete Stoek a 

baby.” hybrids from crossing the Rubra with 3 of Fruit, SI ; 2 helter 
Another distinctive feature found in Glorie de Jouy of Rex ancestry. The 2 and Ornamental 

the study and cultivation of Begonias’ successful experiment was the result 2 Stade i Hard = 

is, unlike most bloomers, the repro- Of many years of hunting-for, and 2 Ok 1 Mardy’ = 

ductive organs are found in separate mating-with, the right affinities, for, 2 Varieties for = 
flowers. For this reason, to secure do you know flowers have affinities as 2 Northern Plant- 5 

seeds from most  varieties—semper- well as man, and without these affini- 3 ers _ 

8 mi ties, no hybrid can be produced. Pa- a . = 

florens always excepted—hand-pollen- — tience, study, research, toil and care, 3 = 
izing is necessary. However, to know rounding up with absolute failure, = Agents Wanted = 

how to pollenize, one must understand marked a road full of disappointments & - 
the construction of flowers. for years before that experiment im ES eqmgmmmneveevemmum mim NUMAnRLURUNRTRY =
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twenty-four tests (in the dropping of 
the petals,) told the marvelous story ° r TCIN PAY. 2 

of success to the female wizard, whose Th K k V ll x ISCONSIN FAVORED 

hand had found at last and united the e 1c apoo a ey BROED Distries 

dee itis wt vouiartil erenione * Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

The result of this crossing gave A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

many fine specimens, possessing the 

cane habits of the Rnora, its long KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

stemmed flowers in huge panicles; but GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 
an extra beauty was added to the flow- 
ers in an inheritance from the Glorice 
de Jouy, the petals and pistils were 
much larger. Then, too, this Rex an- Not until 1864 have we any definite PREM". 

cestry took on the coloring of the knowledge of this special class. Then 

leaves. Lustrous and shimmering like @ Specimen came to us from Bolivia Strawberry Plants 

silk, some lined with wine tints, some under the ponderous name of “Bolivi- 
lighter reds, and some bearing a aensia,” which name completely over- 

flush like the bloom on a young girl's shadowed its plebeian personality. SENATOR DUNLAP for 

cheek—oh, but they are beauties! Six The next year, Bolivia sent us a better summer and PROGRESSIVE 

years passed from the first planting of representative in yellow instead of red for fall bearing are the two 

the first broken strains to the final flowers larger foliage and bearing the best varieties for Wisconsin. 

crossing before Mrs. Shepherd had any name of B. piercii. Closely following Our stock of plants of these 

stock for market. Of these hybrids, came B. reitchi: trom Peru. With large two varieties is fine. We 

Fair Rosamond and Majeska are among round flowers of vermilion cinnabar- also have AROMA, GANDY 

the finest. Another successful crossing red, it made a splendid record for it- and SAMPLE. 

of the Rubra with a trailing sort, the Self being pronounced a popular favor- eL . 

Glaucaphylla-scandens, by Mrs. Shep- ite at once. Seven years later, B. wath eoue jyhat en 
herd, gave us Marjorie Daw. Mrs. froebilli, a very beautiful variety with aad SrChava cleo ‘th garden 

Shepherd considered this a marvel for  velvety-red foliage and large intensely Mentats fae : Bee i e oe 

blooming and for rapid growth. searlet flowers, was introduced from - NOME CHW, SUC 

Ecuador. We are in a position to 
REX BEGONIAS. From these five species all our won supply your needs, 

Are cultivated exclusively for the drous juperoue a of today have 
; ‘ous beauty of sir leaves. Any- OViginated. English and French ex- 

wondrous beauty a6 ne leaves Paty perts have been foremost in the trans- THE COE, CONVERSE & 

giving them the right treatment, re- formation. EWARDS CO. 

pombe Haye te mae ior LENGTH OF BLOOMING TIME. Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

fibrous or tuberous, viz: is never. to For a period of six months tuberous aeceg, “ 

water the leaves. Watering the leaves Begonias if properly watered and fed nate % At iwds ore and 
will gradually kill the plant. They are profuse bloomers, then the tubers ing te be very SCH CS betes 

grow readily in ordinary pot soil, re- begin to get busy for another season planting thing, . ‘Plxee your 

quiring water about once every ten and the top dies. In England, tuber- order early . “ 

days. The hybrids are hardier, grow- ous Begonias are considered, with the . 

ing more readily. We have never tried exception of zonale Geraniums, the 

cultivation beyond the hall and open best all round exotics for massing in 
porch. beds and growing in borders. They PI i Ts 

Unlike the fibrous class, florists usu- can be grown ordinarily, in and out of KINNER 2 

ally propagate Rex Begonias from coors. For pots, boxes, or baskets, | 5 II 

leaves instead of cuttings. Any time nothing is better. Single varieties hold YSTEM OF IRRIGATION |B 

between May and October is favorable. their blooms longest. They come § vw re os mee 

Fully grown leaves are selected and readily from seeds, but two-year-old Af SE: 2 

cut from the plants, leaving about an tubers are more satisfactory, from the Ea Se i 2 

inch of the stem attached. With a fact that they bloem s» much quicker. Al m as asc 2 

pair of sharn scissors the leaf is all cut Ei -ON"T PRAY FOR |= 

away to within an inch of the stem. HOLL: ROR) POTS: El HAIN BUX " EI 
This leaves only the “heart” of the A strictly light soil is usually recom. Am yane ane tient at A Ae | 
leaf. Proceed now to slit the ribs arart mended for all Begonias, whereas, we [A weather. Lessen dan- ar EI 

being careful not to separate them from use a heavy one with splendid success. [Ag eer from jnseets and ELA E| 

the center and stem. Plant the stem, The formula for heavy soil is %ds & Crop Thetetse ‘iaiye: Gor" eysuall arse 2 

pressing the leaf-remnant close to the adobe with %4d sharp sand and leaf- FAM season. Can be used Anywhere, Bt, IF 

earth so that the little plants to spring mold in equal proportions. Leaf mold iE 

from fhe ie ey be ane ke oun is the same as loam. Sharp sand is [QUAN NAN a MOAT 

their rootlets in the ground. eep the the sand that plasterers use. . . 

ground moist and‘semi-shaded and in Light soil is made of % leaf mold, the Send. for book giving, experience of many 

a short time the “baby plants” will other half, sharp sand and barn man- ‘The Skinner Irrigation Co., 237 Water St., 

peep their little faces at you. ure used sparingly. Adobe not obtain- __ ‘Troy, Ohio. 

able, any loose soil can be used with a a OO 

TUBEROUS BECONIAS. the addition of bonemeal or other plants and in a short time you will 

As Rex Begonias are grown exclus- c mmerc‘al fertilizer. The dust under be astonished to see how they grow. 

ively for their resplendent foliage, an old house, especially one built Liquid fertilizers applied under- 

tuberous Begonias receive the same at- close to the ground, is heavily charged standingly are valuable and tone up 

tention for their large and brilliantly with a wonderful life giving power. a plant like tonics do the human fam- 

colored and delicately shaded flowers. Apply a good dressing of this to your ily.
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ildi is likely to be low and the fruit may of freezing the fruit. This being the 

Conimen Storage Buildings lose much of its natural luster and case it is evident that the cooling of 

Common storage buildings are those Plumpness, or it may shrivel more or boxed or barrelled fruit by a gentle 

not provided with any special means !€88. Lack of control of the tempera- current of only moderately cool air is 

of refrigeration. The term “common” ture and humidity makes the common necessarily extremely slow. The tem- 

storage is apparenly used in order to Storage house somewhat questionable —_ perature of the fruit changes far more 

distinguish them from refrigerated, or fF the fruit farm except under the  slowty than that of the air in the stor- 
cold storage, plants. Non-refrigor- most favorable climatic conditions. age room. In order that the fruit 

ated storehouses are also sometimes Common storage buildings are may cool with any reasonable degree 
designated as “Air cooled,” from the C00led by allowing the outside air to of rapidity, it is necessary that the 

fact that the ventilation with outside circulate through the building when- air circulation be very free and abun— 

air is reliod upon to cool off the con- ever the outside temperature is as dant. Ventilating openings should 
tents of the building. coid or colder than that of the air in- not be small miniature affairs, a few 

Buildings for common storage are s.de the building. The circulation of inches in dimension, but should be of 

usually insulated to some extent, that air is usually by natural ventilation, » farge size, the larger the better, and 

is the construction is such as to hin- "Umber of openings being provided in all ventilating openings and shafts 

der more or less the passage of heat the side wails at or near the lower Jeading from the upper part of store- 

througn the outer walls of the build- Part of the building, also ventilating room to atmosphere should also be 

ing. They are not usually nearly sv OPenings, or ventilators, leading up- very large, as straight and direct as 

well insulated as buildings designed Ward 110m upper portion of rooms to poss:ble, and carried up as high as is 
for cold (i. e. artificially cooled) stor- Permit the escape of the warm air to practicable. The difference in weight 
age purposes. As a matter of fact, 0 the outside atmosphere. Natural petween a cubic foot of warm and one 

buildings for common storage should VeNtilation is induced by the differ- of co’d air is very slight, amounting 

really be even better insulated than ence in weight of air at different tem= usually to a few thousandths of a 

are refrigerated storehouss, for the Deratures. Air when warm expands pound with ordinary temperature dif- 

reason that cooling by ventilation is, @4 occupies a greater amount of ferences, so that the pressure due to 

at best, intermittent and is frequently %Pace than when cold, i.e. the weight the difference in temperature is ex- 

more or less inadequate, Tempera-- 0! @ Cubic foot of warm air is less tremely slight. It is this pressure 

tures in common storage houses aie than the weight of a cubic foot of which produces the air movement and, 

not likely to be maintajned at a con- ld air. When the air inside the being’ so very slight, the flow of air is 
stant point, and usually’are not nearly building is warmer than that outside, — materially checked if air passages are 
as low as is desirable. This is par- the colder air, by reason of its greater small or crooked. Tight closing shut- 
ticularly true during the apple pick: Weight, flows in at the openings in ters or dampers should be provided 

ing and harvesting season. lower part of building, and pushes out for quick closing of all ventilating 

If the. weather conditions during ‘he warmer, lighter, air tarough the openings, both in upper and lower 
the harvesting period are favorable, OPenings in the upper part of the part of building. 
ie. if the nights are very cool, the >uwiding. Whenever the interior of The ventilation, or air circulation, 

fruit in a storehouse of this descrip- tie building is colder than the out- in some common storage buildings :s 
tion may be cooled promptly enough °4e air all openings should be tightly assisted by means of power driven 

to effectively check ripening and de- Closed in order to retain as much cold fans, Such fans are especially useful 

cay. After the fruit is” once thor- 3 possible and exclude all outside when the periods of low outside tem- 
oughly cooled, if the building is well heat. If the ventilators and ventas. peratures are so short that it is desir- 
insulated, it is usually possible to ing openings are left open when the able to take wavarit ¢ th me to 

keep it at a fairly low temperature. Outer air is warmer than that within h e . e advantage 0: e@ sa! 
It frequently happens, however, that the building, the flow of air through the greatest possible extent and hasten 

cool nights are lacking during the the ventilators will be reversed. The the cooling of stored fruit by the cir- 

harvesting period, or the night tem- colder air w.thin the building, on ac- cuation of larger vcfumes of air than 

peratures do not remain low for long Count of its greater weight, will flow could be obtained by natural ventila- 

enough periods, resulting in a con- out through the openings in lower tion alone, Fans for: thig purpose 

siderable delay in the cooling down ot Part of building, and be replaced by should be of good size and adapted to 
the stored fruit. This de’ay in cool- an equal volume of warm air drawn the rapid movement of comparatively 
ing may be serious through allow'ng in through the ventilators at the top “jarge volumes of air.’ Fans of the 
the ripening to progress to a consid- Of building. The cffect of, introduc- < 

‘ ; . 2 propellor type are suitable, provided 
erably greater extent than is desir- ing warm air into the building is, of the alk. dicts h teaight 

able.. It also affords opportun‘ty for course, to gradua.!y warm up the con. e are short and straig’ 

the development of decay in fruits tents of the building, which is exactly and of large area. This type of fan 

having slight bruises or other mechan-__ the reverse of what is desired. It fol- — !8 both lower in cost and requires less. 
ical injury. Apples held in common  /ows then that temperatures, both in- power to drive than the centrifugal or 
storage sometimes hold up nearly as Side and outside, a common storage blower type. They are not adapted, 
well as similar fruit in cold storage; house, should be watched with care however, to forcing air through long, 

but, ordinarily the fruit, on account of and advantage taken of every oppor- small ur crooked ducts, as a very 

its condition, must be removed from tunity to ventilate the house with air slight resistance materially retards the 
common storage considerably earlier colder than that inside the house. delivery of air by these fans. 
than from cold storage, and when re At all other times the ventilators . 
moved is likely to have ripened up to should he kept tightly closed. 
such an extent that it goes down To cool down a large mass of warm 
quickly upon being transferred. to fruit in a storage room requires thé a ‘ 

a warmer temperature. Various circulation “of very large volumes of Drain tile set over each celery 
troubles encountered in storage, such air. To coc! the fruit at all quick] ‘. ‘ 
as scald, etc., are usually more in evi- the air must be very cold. “Warm plant blanches it nicely. Paper 

dence in common storage than in cold fruit in closed barrels, or boxes, will or boards may be used in coo) 

storage, mainly as a result of the stand a current of air at a tempera- ; sg 

higher temperature of the common ture many degrees ;below the freezing weather, but either is ‘apt to de- 

storage. The humidity of the house point for many hours without danger Cay the plants in warm weather.
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The Profits From the Peony Most people prefer blooms of — viz.: First, paper white; second, 

Patch solid colors, and mass together in cream or yellow; third, bluch or 

By William A. Peterson lawn planting or in beuquets delicate flesh; fourth, light or 

The purpose of this article is those of the same shade. The medium pink; fifth, deep pink, 

to show “chow to make the most "Umber of varieties carried, and rose; sixth, red; seventh, 

money out of an aere of peo- therefore, depends on the amount erimson and deep red. In this 

nies.’ The entire process is of land available, as one must way we have tried out about 1,- 

briefly described, from purchas- ut enongh blooms of a kind to 400 varieties and at the present 

ing the roots to marketing the make a shipment worth while, time are carrying less than 

crop. The ideas presented are and furnish enough similar mate- eighty. 

not untried theories, but are an rial to carry out a decorative col- Recommending varieties — for 

epitome of a specialist's experi-  T scheme. For example, a flor- other localities is not an entirely 

ence. ist might want 500 Eugenie Ver- safe proposition and I shall only 

I do not propose to discuss iso- dier, the famous ‘‘haby pink,’’ give a few notes on how certain 

lated eases of extraordinary prof- for a reception. sorts conduct themselves at our 

its obtained by producing new The possible range of varieties nursery. We have discarded 

varieties of peonies or even by comprises four distinct colors; —Meissonier, because of its erook- 

cornering. the market on a rare namely, white, light pink, deep ed stems. We have also rejected 

sort. In fact, stocking up heay- pink, and red, which is the usual Mine. Emile Galle, because it has 

ily on some new ‘‘queen bee’’ of classification adopted for exhibi- no low lateral leaves and the 

a peony show frequently finds tions and by the cut flower trade. lack of these prevents cutting it 

the grower, five years later, of- In each of these. four classes are with a long stem, whereas Oc- 

fering the same at twenty per three well defined blooming peri-  tavie Demay, a dwart-growing 

cent of the original cost. There ods, the early, mid-season and delicate pink, admits of cutting 

may be a dozen American grow- late. This makes twelve sections with a fairly good stem without 

ers whose extensive catalogues '° be represented, as the goal set injuring the plant, and is a won- 

and large advertising of several before cach grower in selecting der. So far with us the prize- 

hundred varieties make them bis varities and testing out the winning Jubilee has a weak stem. 

profit on their acre of soil a bon- sorts tu finally grow. Ultimately Golden Harvest is one of the 

anza. one may find it necessary to “mixed colored kinds that florists 

There are just two ways to ¢arry two absolutely indispen- cannot send on a definite color 

make money out of  peonies, sable sorts in some sections, order, unless the customer knows 

either by selling the roots or the SHLRSHON OF WARES it by name. 

flowers. Leading up to the sub- mike acniat a ce ; . 

ject of profits, let us consider the This building of a master list, FAULTS OF OLD RAVORITES 

three contributing factors there. ‘te which each tested variety Mme. Crousse is tender in our 

to: First, the roots; second, the must fight its way by sheer dem- climate and often skips a season 

soil; third,-the labor. onstrated worth, is exeeedingly in blooming. Because Richard- 

absorbing. In comparing the — son’s Rubra Superba has proven 

THE ROOTS OR DIVISIONS painstaking reeords which we an- extremely shy, we no longer carry 

The roots should be young and nually make, we sometimes find it, while Richardson’s Grandi- 

healthy. If divisions are used, that an outstanding varicty, like flora is all that its name implies 

have them cut from plants not Mme. Forel, should be finally and a free bloomer besides. This 

over 4 years old and remove all dropped, because other kinds is one of those unusual sorts that 

but. two strong eyes to each piece have superseded it. In my per- come into bloom over a long pe- 

of sound tuber. The use of 1- sonal study, in order not to be riod; so one must have a good 

year or 2-year-old plants saves too exacting and in order to give many plants to eut from to get 

some time, but on a given invest- new varieties every chance that a fair quantity of flowers at one 

ment the divisions are more eco- is due them, I have really seven _ time. 
nomieal. colors to divide the sorts into, Adolphe Rousseau is a wonder-
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ful ‘‘black,’’ but is too loose and For root propagation a loose fact, we have made it a practice 

shows the yellow stamens too loam makes the tubers admit of for years, in the treatment of all 

much. The greatly talked of better dividing, but the heavier our standard sorts, to destroy 

pink, Lady Alexandra Duff, is on soil, with even a clay subsoil, June 1 every peony plant 2 or 

the same order. produces the best blooms. Not more years old that has no buds. 

Single-blooming varieties at- only plenty of well rotted man- This avoids the possible spread of 

tract some people, but are not ure before planting should be disease and also prevents the 
really suitable for shipping. plowed in, but also an annual perpetuating of shy-blooming 

La Tulipe is objectionable in mulch should be applied there- strains of peonies. As long as 

bud, as the florists call it a after in the fall, but without cov- plants bloom, we need not worry. 

‘candy bud,”” whereas the bud ering the top of the crown or KEEPING THEM TRUE TO NAME 
of Kelway’s Venus leaves noth- touching the stem. Pigeon, sheep The + ‘ ; Fi 

ing to wish for. or cow manure and even some ne young BHOOIS, as they Bust 

No matter how fine a sort may hard-wood ashes make the best UP 1 the Spring, are. quite beau- 

ultimately develop on the plant, fertilizer for our prairie soil. tiful and differ decidedly. At 

if in the early stages of opening Peonies are such gross feeders this stage of their development 

it is likely to ‘“‘waterlog,” like that a large quantity of fertilizer, ® go over our fields and dig out 

Charlemagne, it is not worth car- if worked in thoroughly, can be ane throw away: every Plant ahi 

rying. Probably more Delicatis- well taken care of, but no man- rering in appearance from others 

sima are used at June weddings ure should ever touch the roots. 1” the same variety. ‘ This gets 

than any other light pink sort. For the most favorable results "4 of any pisstble mixtures anid 
The most popular selling red is there should be plenty of water L the last cheek m our system of 

Felix Crousse, with its perfect during the blooming period, and in yank aud be ant true. T may 

bomb shape and large gourd also toward the end of August, ow ivean im mentioning here 
petal, which always indicates a to make large eyes for the next tee Placer wana suaran: 

good storage variety. season. Some of the foregoing 0 ren ree for one for 

Many will be surprised to learn remarks might be classified un- dea con coming, untrue: ‘to 
that we have finally dropped der the head of labor rather than vues thea etka trom M 

Edulis Superba. It does remark- soil. ti September Wwe mn a horse mf 

ably well in many places, but on - PLANTING AND LAER ATTENTION tivator down every row, and just 
our records, which we have kept ° a before freezing u . ee 
annually since 1888, it is not Now as to the labor: The plant- fence g i we use a 

nearly so dependable as M. Juies ing should be done during the - ene ae plow to trench a 

Elie and is generally not more early part of September, in rows irom the. cna the water away 

than a day earlier. In some three feet apart by fifteen inches _ e nine eh Sufficient hand- 
quarters Mme. Ducel is grown, between plants down the row. In he dee —o the summer spust 
but with us it is smaller than M. two years’ time, if the bed is to ae one ° sep the land free 

Jules Elie and so similar in shade stand for blooming, every other Tom weeds. 

and time of blooming that we do plant should be lifted, divided MARKETING THE ROOTS 

not need it. and planted elsewhere. The labor of marketing the 
We notice an increasing em- If there is any question of the roots is mostly done in Septem- 

phasis laid on the desirability of plants having any stem disease, ber, which is the proper time to 
the fragrant varieties. during the month of September, move peonies. It is preferable 

cut off the old leaf-tops level fo. customers to do their own di- 

SUITABLE SOIL with the ground and burn them viding, as then the cut surfaces 

Having settled what roots to up. The surest method of keep- are fresh and wither less when 
carry, we will now discuss the ing the roots free from disease is put into the ground. However, 

best soil conditions. The soil to dig out and destroy every many purchasers do not know 
should be rich, deep and well large plant, among blooming how, and for that matter we our- 
drained, with plenty of sunshine. ones, that has no flowers. In Continued on page 39
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Johnnie Speaks a Piece for me. Way back—oh, I’m ticular Fair being such a success. 

a . not going to tell you how many They got together and told each 

This Time It’s About Fairs years ago I raved going to other what they had or hadn’t 

Oak Holler, Wis. Fairs. Used to go with my done. Help each other and help 

My Dear Horticultural Friends Grandparents, Aunts and Uncles yourself. Some slogan wasn’t it? 

—Did you ever get the chance to in the big old fashioned buggy, And now Im coming back to the 

do something you had always along with the jams, baked stuff big Fair. I can see it slowly but 

wanted to do? If you have and flowers. The big wagon had surely surging back to our grand- 

you’ll know how I felt when the gone with the grain, vegetables, father’s days. Now don’t you 

Editor of this paper told me he fruits, butter. Some exhibits all start to talk at once. I know 

wanted me to write him some- they took down there to the this Wisconsin State Fair is the 

thing every month for a yea. County Fair and when they came most wonderful modern up-to- 

Didn’t care what I wrote so long home they were well decorated date exhibit, sure—-read the ad- 

as I wrote. Do you know my with blue ribbons. Grandmoth- vertisements —been to these too 

friends I’m thinking this Editor- er’s garden was sure famous and its true. But—there’s still 

man ig a going to be asadder and and as for baking ‘‘Um’’ I can room for improvement. We need 

wiser man at the end of the year, Still taste the blueberry pie, more of this get-together sort of 

principally sadder. For I sure cookies and fried cakes. There a feeling. We need to get to- 
never did anything in my life was only one building to hold all gether Fair Board, Superintend- 

just as other people thot I ought these exhibits, pretty small we'd ents, Exhibitors—plan, criticise, 

to. They used to tell me my first call it now—but still, looking praise, criticise, plan some more. 
name should have been Willful backward, even now I think it Each Superintendent and his or 

and my middle name Contrary, used to be a pretty good Fair. her exhibitors want to make their 

instead of the plain old fashioned Everybody in the county went. building the most attractive, the 

name I really have. But ye Edi- Why it was the event of the year. most helpful, the most educa- 

tor man was wise in one respect Such good natured friendly tional. They can’t do this with- 

—he firmly impressed on my _ rivalry to see who would get the out criticism, not the kind that 

mind ‘‘one page’’ was my limit— most prizes. Da you know I can hurts, the kind that helps. Get 
maybe a little more but he looked not remember whether they gave the other fellow’s opinion. Never 

extremely doubtful over the “‘lit- any premiums or not. They gave mind if you don’t think he’s in- 

tle more.’’ Guess he was afraid blue and red and white ribbons. terested in your building. It’s 

I was like the story Iheard about Just about two inches of dark surprising some times what a lot 

the Chinaman, who listened to blue ribbon, that was the coveted the other fellow knows about the 
the political speaker,—‘‘Talkee, sign. The thing that impressed things you think he doesn’t care 

Talkee—who windee up.’’ Oh me most then and still clings to anything about. And you just 

I’m-not going to count this in- my memory, is the greetings, the come back at him, tell him where 

troduction as part of my page, grip of the hands, ‘glad to see he failed to come up to your ex- 

Mr. Editor. I just want to start you sort of a feeling.’’ I can re- pectations, but don’t forget to 

out right. I’m sure the readers member standing around my hand praise him for what he has done: 

aren’t going to agree with me tightly clutching the hand or ‘‘a little praise goes a long 
and I want to tell ’em I will not dress of some of my people, while ways.’’ And besides you’ll all 

worry a bit if they don’t. They the crowd closed around us and feel better. Then we want the 
can, criticise me all they like, I they asked and answered ques- opinion of the Public—the people 

just listen and go right ahead tions. I used to think, well I who go to the Fair. Write to 
and—write some more. This wouldn’t tell everybody what I the Secretary, to the Board, to 
time I'm going to write about did to get such nice things to ex- the Superintendents. Holler long 

the State Fair—just got back. hibit. I’d just be selfish and and loud. Keep on hollering till 

Some Fair to try to see in one keep things to myself. There’s you get what you want or they 
week, You see a Fair has al- the thing I didn’t understand. give you a plain statement as to 
ways had, a great attraction That was the secret of this par- why they can’t. You see the lit-
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tle girl said if you want anything workman may be induced to ac- Be ae rac, ane ane people’ have 
bad enough, and pray hard cept less wages. The farmer is from, or who works to produce it. 

enough, you’ll get it. I believe the goat every time. The follow- an ey ve pee ava ane ioe tee 
. . . . . . : roug: eart or brain n e 

this; the explanation is simple. ing theme ostensibly written by must learn through their stomach. 

You will do your best to get a market gardener is somewhat But is not that a very narrow view 
what you want if you really and long but well worth reading: to take? 

_ 4 , . I am not going to stop and argue 

truly do want this—whatever it Is the market improving? whether it is or not. I never really 
is. Don’t sit back and sulk be- Not much. Sweet corn still saw anything “cut any ice’ unless it 

7 : . % ont we brings a fair price, but apples and was narrow. If someone wants to 
cause things don’t suit, Just get tomatoes are very cheap. At times tell me why I should continue to pro- 
busy and get it to suit. Take a tomatoes have been down to 35 cents duce food at a loss I am willing to 

a . ot a basket. It is reported that the listen, but I do not agree to accept 
chanee, smile and go after it. Delaware growers refuse to deliver the argument. I will, however, agree 
Nine times out of ten there’s no at the canneries for less than 50 to Work at a loss if other industries 

3 5 ’ cents. If they cannot get that they Will sell their products as cheap com- 
obstacle there. All you’ve got to wilt let the fruit rot on the ground. paratively as our farm prices are! 
do is get busy. My gracious We have a good crop, and as fairly I notice that most other industries 

; . . +, as I can figure they cost over 50 cents are able to control prices and also here 8 that Editor-man and he’s a yasket te produce. We have had a the output. We are unable to do 
hollering, if you want to get any- great crop of Wealthy apples, but either unless we follow the example 
sg : . they strike a market filled with culls of the American Woolen Company thing in this paper hand it over, and windfalls, and bring very little. and’ shut down when a surplus seems 

and I’m just getting started. ; likely. 
Well I'll ti . t Discouraged, we suppose? . 

continue in my next. Not a bit. We simply push a little Where do you place the blame for 
Got a whole lot of things I’d like banter to get our stuff off. We took bat shag pour 

. fe. our chance, put up our money and | » I can get a dozen reasons for 
to tell you about Fairs, Folks, raised a good croup. The market, 1¢—all from = men who think they 
Boys, Gardens, and funny its which we could not controt, has beat” Kpow. | My neighbor oO ee a oue 

. _ - en us, and we now expect to lose emocratic Administration. 
more Fairs. Sounds some like a money on the season's work. If any- Mother neighbor says it is due to 
weather report don't it? Con- one is to be definitely blamed 1 sup th& epubllcnne,,_ because they con- 

i 4 3 . 5 pose we should take our share, for vongress and will not let the tinued Fair. Hope it don’t get we took a chance on future prices, POO" Democrats save the country. 
Frosted, much as people do on wheat futures pee aii ee your choice on that. 

- or stocks. Thus we are not growl- ersonally, it seems to me that the Yours Truly, ing publicly, but—never again! We Present Administration is about the 
Johnnie. have done our share contributing to feeblest specimen of law enforcement 

the nation’s food supply at a loss. I have ever known. Yct, as judged 
_ from their record (in New York 

. : But what could you have done? State) in food law enforcement, I do 
Something to Think About Saved the labor of all but one-man, °t See that the Republicans are any 

some $500 worth of fertilizer, a great better. I do think the politicians of 
Editor Collingwood of the Rue Pill or packages of seeds, and vari- pom gia parties are largely respon- 

: ous other items. In that casé we e for our present mixup, because ral New Yorker has been shed- should have seeded everything ex- they have lacked the courage to 
ding bright sunshine and cheer cept % few acres of corn and a gur- war ieee (fore the real issues. . ae den, kept more hogs to pasture the elther party on their record to for years to the hearts of thou- grain and left the orchards in sod, Promise any reform in_ profiteering 
sands thru his ‘‘Hope Farm In this wet season we should’ have song handling is, in my opinion, 

. had a good apple crop, and the say- PUre “bunk,” and no “ne kaows it ” ree y Notes’? but in a recent number ing on labor and fertilizer woula Petter than these same politicians. 
st ti | hav a he, for the first time, gets real nae meant é a a Hee Bee But who is responsible for what 

provoked over the price situation worked themselves down to worry hag appened?, 

and the meager returns from his without any adequate return. “wel T chiefly responsible. By 
C mean both producers and con- 

truck farm in New Jersey. He But what would the world do if al SU™ers. We have exhausted our po- 
asks and answers some questions followed that plan? ical strength fighting over what I 

. °  d I do not know, and I begin.to feel call third-class issues which do not 
to which your editor invites your that 1 do not care! We have hag ‘rectly affect us. We let the poli- 
respectful attention. There are our lesson, and I think “the worla”  ticians select the issues for us, and 
thi brewing ‘in this fair land €®4s one in like manner. T think out of the 110 million people in this 

igs brewing ‘in this fair lan the lesson must be rubbed in until the country you may count on the fingers 

of ours and among them an ef- people fully’ understand the part oF one: hand the. leading public wen 
which the farmer plays in human e not tied up to some selfish 

fort, well thought out, on the society. When I first saw New York ‘terest or prejudice which comes in 
part of those whose fortunes de- most people did understand that, for aiiead. ot the rights of she. peoule: 

thousands of city folks were only one e egest and most vital issue in 
pend on labor, to hammer down joe eration removed from the farm. this world today is the production 
the price of food so that the Now with another generation sewed nd distribution of food and fiber,
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but let any public man undertake to for a quarter of a mile to a store and That’s all right—but how? 

get down into the heart of it and bought a can of tomatoes for 18 First, change human nature and 

tell the truth, and see what becomes cents. People buy $15 shoes, 30- get together in support of our busi- 

of him, You can no more cure the cent collars, ‘‘soda’” at 11 cents and ness. I am told that on the board 

trouble from which our business suf- other luxuries in proportion without of directors in many large corpora- 

fers through either of the present a murmur, and then growl like bears tions are men who hate each other 

political parties than you can cure a at any fair price for food! Every personally with a hatred which you 
case of heart disease by rubbing lin- groccr must support a lot of ‘dead and I can hardly understand. Yet 

iment on a man’s back and giving beats.” They run up a bill, and then when any question concerning the 

him ginger tea! run away from it. The grocer gets’ rights of the corporation comes up 
it back in two ways. He charges these men drop their personal differ- 

But what will cure the trouble? more to the people who pay cash and ences and vote together. I think, as 
Nothing on earth but a change in he beats down the producer for what farmers, we must learn how to do 

human nature—on the part of both he puys. Of course he cannot beat that. In the next place we have got 
farmers and consumers. For years we down the big food handlers. Their to put what is called “the fear of 
as farmers, have fought each other prices are fixed. But there will God” into the hearts of our law-mak- 
and tried each to match our own come a time when the market is ers. ‘The voice of the people is the 
little farm against the entire market. crowded. Then the storekeeper buys voice of God." 
We have been too anxious to make for almost nothing and holds up the Just what do you mean by this 
the present dollar at any cost with- consumer for the full price. For «gear of God?” 
out considering that a dollar spent some years now consumers in the I mean the conviction in the 

reasonably today may make $10 to- factory towns have been buying reck-  jearts of our public men that they 
morrow. We have not invested our  lessly. Now they are beginning tc have got to serve humanity and not 
earnings in the farm, but have sent curtail. They are keeping up pur- their party alone. In the end the 
them off to invest in stocks or bonds chases of high-priced manufactured politicians are not masters. They 

which simply built up the town and goods, but fighting food prices bit- are very humble servants. ‘They 
city, and!’ made new bait to lure our terly. I think the Government obey the strongest hand. They are 
boys and girls and our capital away through its failure to control the Cu- pyled by fear. You rarely see one 
from the farm. For example, take ban sugar crop is responsible for the stand up and fight for the unpopular 

my own farm. Had I spent more high price. The people are so angry ide. What I mean is that “we” 
time in draining our wet fields and over this high price that they refuse have got to make this issue of food 

seeding more cover crops and haul- to buy sugar. They are using less of distribution so big and so true and 
ing more black dirt out of the it as candy, for cooking and for can- go popular and so just that our lead- 
swamps I could this year have grown ning. That action is reflected in the erg will have to get in and put it 
even larger crops with far less cost market for our fruit and some vege- over. It must be a crusade for a 
of fertilizer! Then we all raise what tables, for the home canning trade fair distribution of the essentials of 

we can and dump it onto the mar- has become enormous. The loss of life—no more, no less. These public 

ket, each for himself, culls and all— this home canning trade has increas- men work on the theory that their 

anything that will bring a little ed the market surplus for fruit, delegated power authorizes them to 

money. We have not known up to thrown it back upon us and hurt qo about as they please, after elec- 
within a few years what our crops prices. This means cheaper supplies tion, Twenty men averaging $5,- 

cost, or what others are doing. Now to the big canners, who can buy for 090,000 each and very insistent will 
all this has become a part of human almost nothing, unless, as in Dela- have more power over a public man 

nature. No political legislation can ware, the farmer refuses to sell be- than 10,000 ordinary citizens who 
change that. We have got to do it low a stated price. Then next Win- find fault 364 days and “vote 

ourselves. er ve a arortnee in pome oan straight” one day! It would be just 
ever dj ning, ese cheaply acquired goods so with you or anyone else. 

ye ee oe berdone? will mount up in price. If these con- ever be so. until you and I and The 
es, for it is being done here and = sumers could have canned without t 

there all over the country. The ‘ rest of the 10,000 can change our 
Dairymen’s League has started it sugar and bought their usual quan- “human nature” and make our pub- 
aid’ gist “With BOmé suééess. I gan tity, the price of fruit would have lic men understand that we mean 
name Gawty cases qwhers " rariieré been held, and with the new sugar business. 

crop the dealers would have been a 
have organized to control their mar- forced to come down. 
ket. They do not always succeed, Strange 
but they slowly realize the need and What part do the middlemen play? —_, 1G 1 ‘i 
the meaning. of discipline, the proper Like most of us, they are after The Fall is here and leaves will 
use of capital and the fact that they the last dollar, and they get it. I leave 
inust drop their personal prejudices spend no time cursing the middle- , . 
and get together. That is what I men, though ‘they have _ steadily The trees and make us sigh and 

mean by changing human nature. It robbed us. If they are thieves it is grieve; 
is said to be an impossible thing to because ‘‘we” (producers and con- * = a 
do. If that is true we must harness sumers) permit them to practice The leaves will leave, the trees 
human nature and make it work as thievery. I know what they do to will stay. 
a double team. get our produce for less than its 2 , . 

value, and then sell it for more than To shiver through each wintry 
And the consumers? it is worth. The middleman is a hu- day ; 
They are also very largely respon- man being, and in our present state % ” 

sible for our troubles. The “human of civilization he is entitled to a fair The trees will stay, and yet, by 
nature” of the city consumer is more share of the cost of distribution. The jing 
selfish and shallow and hateful than trouble with the world is that he gets ; . . 
that of the countryman. One aay on more than his share. We cannot You'll find the trees will leave 
the Paterson market fine tomatoes make him disgorge by swearing at next Spring 

were down to 25 cents a basket. A him or pleading with him—we have 
woman walked right by the wagon got to do it ourselves! —Luke MeLuke.
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Denies Apples Are Wasted ing. Further, no self-respecting 000 barrels. Of these from 25,- 
Th ‘ 4 housewife would take as a gift 000 to 30,000 barrels will be first 

e season is now about ripe for . . tp: “ dB d 
the “feature” writers of the big city much of this fruit, and if it was class apples, grades A and B, and, 
dailies and the political spellbinders gathered and offered for sale to according to the present outlook 
to begin their annual howl about ap- the people who circulate these will bring from $6 to $8 a barrel 

ples rotting on the ground all over wild yarns they would rage still wholesale, and possibly $10. Of 
Wisconsin while consumers are pay- y y * a : ; 
ing enormous prices. Such articles more at the grocer for offering the balance, Seme, fewer this 

do not please the consumer, the fruit them such trash. year than usual, will rot on the 
grower nor anybody else. ground. It is unavoidable.’’— 

While it may not be of any great Two Classes of Orchards Milwaukee Journal, Sept. 2nd, 
interest to readers of this paper the 1919 
editor takes the liberty of reproduc- “In order to understand the — 
ing a gnecimen ‘ot his gnleen which situation, it is necessary to know - - - 
appeare na ilwaukee paper ~ j . i . # year ae0.—1 CG. Fr one something about the orchards in A Worth While Fruit Show 

Wisconsin. In this state the ap- 

Reports from the various see- ple orchards may be divided into Wisconsin fruit growers, espe- 
= a the aoe about the wage pia Cine, ~~ orchards of Va cially amateurs should help to 

of apples in isconsin are dis- to y, or rarely as many as ake the a ae ee spe puted by Secretary I. Cranefield trees each, and commercial or- make the Wise onain. fruit exhibit 

of the Wisconsin State Horticul. ¢hards of 500 to 10,000 trees each. at the meeting of the American 
tural society. Mr. Cranefield, in “Tn the average farm orchard Pomological Society in Columbus, 

response to an inquiry froin The the trees are wholly neglected. Ohio, Dee. 1-3 a eredit to our 
Journal, writes: The farmer never gives the or- state. Apples, pears and grapes 
. “So far as the present season chard a thought until the apples, are needed, not in large quanti- 
is coneerned, such reports are if by chance there are any, begin ties bit a, doze : Toss: typical 
without any foundation what- to ripen. ‘‘On aceount of lack BAEHY GOES) (OF 288) yprea 
ever. Wisconsin apples are just of pruning, spraying and tillage, SP¢¢lmens of standard varieties, 
beginning to ripen, and it is mueh of the fruit is gnarly, especially apples of Wisconsin or- 
therefore absurd to say that any scrubby, and wormy. igin: Wolf River, MeMahan, 
are rotting under the trees. If all the apples from the Northwestern, Pewaukee, Gem 

farm orchards of Wisconsin were City and others. Pears are also packed in barrels it would be ~ ? “ ” ia : 
Reports Are Current Annually necessary to label 95 per cent of badly wanted for while pears are 

“However, such reports have them cuils under our state grad- not commercially prominent in 
been current in other years and ing law. Sometimes such apples Wisconsin we can and do grow 
are usually greatly exaggerated, anaes i _ ground and some good ones. Grapes of the 
and in most cases wholly untrue. "at seems to be the y SOLU” later maturi inds will casi Some alarmist from the eity rides tion, as most of them would not later maturing kinds will easily 

through the eountry in an auto- bring freight charges if shipped keep in storage until Dee. Ist. 

mobile, sees a few bushels of Milwaukee markets. No cash premiums are offered 

windfalls on the ground and scts cs ecniny: but bronze and silver medais and 

up the howl, ‘Thousands of bush- No ‘‘Commercial’’ Apples Lost ribbons. This Society is assem- 
els of apples are rotting on the “The only suggestion I have bling a display and help is need- 
ground, and Wwe in the city are to offer is to those who know 64, An A. P. S. medal or ribbon 
paying exorbitant prices. something about handling apples. . 

Coppig’ . in is the highest honor that can be This ery is taken up by the at wholesale. These farm or- 5 : ’ 
politician who wants to make a chard apples can be bought, WO" by any fruit grower. All 
big hit with the city people, and shipped loose in box ears and sold fruit contributed will be entered 
te Pe ack changes 7 it as ae ae ay sumers or to in the name of the grower. Se- 

est. suits his purpose. t posi- he trade. le shipper may Or Jeet only perfect specimens, typi- 
tively is not true that thousands may not make a profit. . 1 f th Bere é P . ; ta 
of bushels of apples rot on the “No apples from commercial © Of ‘he variety, wrap eac 
ground annuaJly in Wisconsin. orchards go to waste. These ap- Several layers of paper, pack 
I do not mean to say that no ap- ples bring a good price, and they snugly in cartons and send by 
ples go to waste, but the quan- are worth it. It has cost time, mail or express to F. Cranefield, 
ay it mune payee nee the fe and brains to produce 791 Gay Building, Madison. The 
poorly informed alarmist or agi- om. et = 
tators would have us believe. A “The apple crop in Wisconsin fruit will be Placed in Storage 
bushel of apples on the ground this year is estimated by the fed- and placed on exhibition without 
under ‘a tree makes a big show- eral bureau of markets at 114, charge to the exhibitor.
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Wisconsin Horticulture sional gardener of high standing, I Shall Pass This Way But Once 

said: ‘‘No other feature of the 
Published Monthly by the h 7 much Therefore I crave a pleasant 

Wisconsin Bute Hortonléural Society a BSE “nh oct me 0 journey. I desire congenial 
js Carre! easure the pas ear as Our : a 

Official organ of the Soclety. aa hbor’s stea oe remind °°™Panions and the opportunity 

ORIG ORANEVIELD, €altae 8 David G a y to loiter a bit by the wayside, 
Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. me of David Grayson. perchance to gather a flower or 

— May we not live in hope that iank a ceed, Tn oxdar to onto 
Fine paatotice at Madison Wiseotsia, unde: Neighbor may have a new neigh Pp a SEEC: P ad tl al jadison, . 7 . : 

the Act of March 8, 1879. \ b 8 ext - so that he ma. this journey I must be cheerful 
Advertising rates made known on application. bor next , may or those who journey with me 

oO __ praise him and scold him a little ill lose their cheerful 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society in his own peculiar wa wi ose their cheerfulness. 

Aunual membership fee, one dollar, which = P ve I rather think its up to me to 
includes fifty cents, subscription price to Wis- F.C. z . . , 
eonsin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred- make this trip worth while; don’t 
eric Oranefleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. a 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. you? 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or 
attached to a card. Personal checks accepted. Just Plain Mud Tell me then, you good people 

Postage stamps not accepted. N Peat. P. & Torroté who sometimes read this paper, 
NOW" COMES: -ETOE. 2 . aTEO what shall I, who will pass this 

OFFIOERS of the New York Experiment Sta- but d hi 
IoAe Hayes Breatdent 4 ho has used elz i way but once, do to make the 
F. Granefleld, Secretary—Treasurer......Madison tion who has used clay as an in- journey pleasant. 

— secticide. For lea . ag - 
x: IVE COMMITTEE © or leaf hoppers he The editor will find room be it 

EXEOUTIVE © 7 offers four formulas and the ‘ . 7 
Vhs, Hayasssessssesgisycavseavaascevev xO : . » only a line or two, if you will 
F. Oranefleld vlc Ex-omielo fourth is this: Copper sulfate, 2 
Ist. Dist., Win, Longland..........Lake Geneva . tell me. What shall Ido? What 

and Dist., R. J. Ooe................Ft, Atkinson bs., lime 2 Ibs., clay 30 to 40 Ibs., . 8rd Dist., E. J. Frautschi..............Madison would you do? Will you tell 
4th Dist., A. Leldiger ...............-Milwaukee water 100 gallons. 
Ro Plates 288 ae nee one, gpescuves Mw aakes x d me? 
6th Dist., H. O. Christensen...........Oshkos! rrespon g ster: oo . 
Teh Dist., Win. Toole, Sr..............-Baraboo i on . ent tion ie heat Write it out just as you would 

ist., J. E. Leverich.................Sparta aoric a . é 
itt Dist., L. . Birmingham.....8turgeon Bay e ap vrott net ‘ eh that say it to a friend, ten words or a 

ist., Paul FE, Grant............Menomonie rof. rr st A is z . 

Uth Dist., Irving Smith ...........-+..-Ashland arrout mus att y DE. Jo hundred and not necessarily hor- 
ing or was eS os 

BOARD OF MANAGERS wg" Or was: musquote but on be-  ticulture. 
J. A. Hays, President...............-Gays Mills Ing questioned about clay comes I shall be here next month in 

right back like this: : 8 oS this same corner. Do you want : J 
Our Neighbor , ‘au of these mixtures, if applied that I should be alone? I know 

n liberal amounts and at the proper Zs 4 Our Neighbor says that he has time, will give effective results againat. My fine meng and I know that 
% such insects as the le leaf- - ver: e: SS e@ now completed a year’s observa- per, apple aphis, mean vovila, ola . ¥ .one sont has seme fine 

tion of his Neighbor’s Garden If you have followed our. experi- cheerful idea locked in his heart. 
. ental activiti ti vis y and hag nothing more to tell. oe ee spore in ti I wish they would tell me. You 

The editor accepts this state- tural Society, you have perhaps ™USt send your name to the Edi- 
¢ ‘ tha j - ‘ ment: with reservations. noted | at we have been recommend- tor but 1 will not tell if you want 

. s e use of considerable lime in it that way PiuGRim 
The author of the delightful several formulas for spraying against * . 
«tae wht ; ad Sie the foregoing insects. In the case of © 

articles which covered Just one potatoes, tomatoes and young growth termine the ranges of usefulness of 
year in a garden is a well known of apple pees, arse amounts of lime clay and the conditions under which 

i is may injure the tender leaves, and in jt can be satisfactorily employed for 
professional man of Madison, experiments with various clays we a number of our SCT iMGn aeste such 
who, as you may have surmised, have discovered that clay may be a ag potato leaf-hopper, potato’ flea- 
is a skilled amateur gardener selistactory substitute for lime. beetle, pear psylla, apple aphids, ete. 

Clay exercises the same repellant P. J. Parrott.” 

who grows flowers and vegetables properties as lime, and is safer, be- 

of the highest quality just for ‘ies being much less expensive. It’s going to be awfully hard 
. . The suggestion that clay possesses the li If fact 

the joy of seeing them grow. He insecticidal properties generally pro- 0 the lime-sulfur manufacturers 

is a true nature lover, very un- veer ioe See = ee ae tee Sea but we certainly should worry, 
. ural ory reveals 5 5 

obtrusive but always ready and lay has long been used as a repel. not. Just hiteh up alongside any 

eager to help his neighbors. lant, although its merits for this pur- 91d clay bank and load the spray 
pose have not been thoroughly un- k 

One of our members, a profes-  gerstood. 1 hope our work will de- tank.
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Growing Raspberries in Iowa Now it is some undertaking to are willing to pay well for. 

By T. W. Blackman* cover these bushes, and probably When you ask the grocer how 

. ' would not be practical except for many he wants he often says: 

We have grown Raspberries the fact that we are market gar- ‘‘All you have on your load.’’ 

for many years, most of the time deners and usually have most of Aside from covering we give 

by the acre. the force necessary for the work. no special cultivation, but prefer 

We were successful for a num- We do not always get a good rich soil not too rolling, and pref- 

ber of years growing the Gregg crop, yet we are reasonably sure erably fall plowing. We plant 

on our hillsides and mulching of a good crop most seasons. two fect nine inches by seven and 

heavily. By this means we ob- This last season a very large crop eight feet, the Black Caps in very 

tained a strong, healthy growth set, but the early drought re- shallow furrows, the red in deep 

of canes which came through the duced the size of the berries furrows, all laid out straight. We 

winter in good condition, and we about half. Still the crop was plant nothing between them as we 

finally came to the conclusion very satisfactory and a light rain want the bushes to have all the 

that the canes are not killed so towards the last made the last moisture available. We have 

much by low temperature, but pickings best. Raspberries are grown the old Wilson Blackberry 

rather that it is the dry, hot very quick to respond to even a_ this way and were highly success- 

weather in summer that so weak- small amount of moisture, we ful with it until anthracnose and 

ens the canes that they are un- mean, of course, good thrifty cane borers drove us out. In fact 

able to stand the dry, cold winds bushes, because half dead bushes the most amazing crop of fruit 

of our winters. In summer they in a weed patch would not do we ever grew or saw anywhere 

produced large juicy berries in — this. was an acre of Wilson Blackber- 

the driest weather. People often We are now growing four vari- ries matured in 1892 and which 

asked us if we watered our eties, and a fifth, the Searff, on had been laid down in winter 

bushes. trial, is very promising. Our and the whole soil deeply cover- 

While this method was a suc- standards are Gregg, Cuthbert, ed with manure mulching. 

cess, still the time came when we King and Columbian, and all re- In laying down bushes we use 

could no longer obtain mulching spond equally to winter cover- four men in a gang—one gather- 

and so we were forced to look to ing. If some one can discover ing the bushes together, pulling 

other means. As an experiment any easy and cheap way to grow and bending down, placing one 

one year, probably in the nine- Raspberries in Iowa, his fortune foot on them to hold them while 

ties, we selected a nice piece of is made, as demand is practically the other men pile on the soil, 

rich garden soil, planted six rows unlimited at any reasonable enough to hold them, then move 

of Gregg and each fall covered price. We sold ours this season on, Later we go over them and 
five rows with soil and left one at $4.80 to $5.40 per 24-pint case. finish the job. A few canes will 
row out to the weather. The re- The question will naturally pe broken, but not enough to 

sult was surprising; the five rows come up, will all this labor of cause serious injury. 

bore fine crops yearly, while the covering and uncovering pay? We always take out all old 

one row bore little and at the end I doubt it myself and rather canes as soon as possible after 

of three years was almost gone, think one could make more fruiting, beginning sometimes be- 

the five still being strong bushes. money growing corn and hogs, fore the pickers are out of the 

We at once began planting but the business ig in our line patch. This throws the whole 

both black and red Raspberries and, if 1 am to grow them at all, strength of the plant into new 

by the acre for covering, and [ want crops and this is the only growth. 

have continued the practice. way I know of getting them. And We also, at this time, thor- 

This year we covered about five then we forget about the cover- oughly cultivate the bushes, as 

acres of the largest canes we ever ing along in July when the ber- we have been obliged to slack up 

saw. ries begin to roll in and we can on eultivation for a time. 

~WPaper reaacat i6i9 Convention of load up and go to market with This treatment, if weather is 
Iowa Vegetable Growers’ Association. Something that people want and Continued on page 40
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17, Washington Co... 13 23 
. 18. Vernon Co. ..... 13 26 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS 19. Green Co. ...... 13 11 
| 20. Baraboo Valley... 12 22 

Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association 21. Price Co. ....... 12 19 
i 22. Brown Co. ...... 12 20 . KF. Wi Ed 

| HM, F Wilgon) itor 23. Walworth Co. ... 11 16 

_ 24. Clark Co. ....... 11 18 

I I 25. Rusk Co ....... 10 16 

Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Conven- work in getting state members. _ 

tion There is a big opportunity for other 
local associations to induce the mem- - rm ade! 7 v 5 55 : Standard Grades—Why Not Stand- 

December I, 2 land 8. bers of their local to join the state ard Prices? 
Senate Chamber, State Capital. association. The membership of the 

Make this the greatest convention state association is now over 800 but In looking over the reports from 

ever held in Wisconsin unless considerable work is done, we the reporters of local associations, 

will not be able to reach the desired one is immediately struck by the 

Have you a paper to read before number of 1,000 by the time of the variation in honey quotations. Since 

the State Convention? If sv, send convention. our honey is now all graded accord- 

ie oe $ P es 

og : ea Satire | Felaaas 

ae ar 
Byres . ' oe Y 

—- wd 7 , ae eee ‘ al th 

| P 23 : a —— | 
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Among those present at the Beekeepers’ Chautauqua, Madison, August 16th to 20th. 

us the title at once and we will put yame of No. ot No. pr ing to certain standards, why can we 
co mie eekeepers’ state oca by you on the program. The program ‘Ascodie tice mhemner itiembers not have a standard price through- 

for the December meeting will ap- 1. Sheboygan Co. .. 52 52 out the state? The standard retail 
pear in the November issue of Wis- 2. Fond du Lac Co. 51 51 price per pound averages nearer 35¢ 
consin Horticulture. 8. Grant Co. ....... 32 32 than otherwise. The great variation 

4. Marathon Co. ... 31 39 comes in larger quantities and whole- 
5. Waukesha Co. ... 30 44 sale lots. Some of our beekeepers do 

7 vi 6. Chippewa Valley 24 35 not believe that honey can be profit- 
BETTER BEEKEEPING 
BETTER CROPS 7. Northeastern Wis. 24 17 ably produced for less than 30c a 
STANDARD GRADES 8. Dane Co. ....... 28 25 pound. Yet there are beekeepers 
STANDARD PRICES 9. Milwaukee Co. .. 23 47 who are disposing of their crop at 

10. Winnebago Co. .. 20 27 20c a pound and no doubt we may 
Se 41, Richland Co. .... 20 28 later hear of some who have accept- 

12. Shawano Co. .... 19 22 ed less. In competition with western 
Local Affiliated Associations Showing 13, wood Co. ....... 17 23 honey it is possible that our beekeep- 

State and Local Membership 14. Northern Wis. .. 15 35 ers may have to accept as low as 

Sheboygan and Fond du Lac Coun- 15. Jefferson Co. .... 14 28 20c wholesale but I do not believe 
ties have been doing some splendid 16. Fox River Valley 14 29 any beekeeper can pay himself good
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wages and a fair interest on his in- The Other Half pail $1.80, pints 65c. Comb honey 

vestment and accept less. The cost to retailer 35c; to consumer 40c. The 

of bottling, wholesaling and. selling Those what attended the Chautau- average amount of honey produced 
could easily make a difference be- ‘ua were doubtless struck by the in- per colony for the entire season is 
tween this wholesale price and the Completeness of the write-up in this apout 33 Ibs, 
retail price now being paid for honey, P2Per. The writer in a measure Reporter—Emma lL. Bartz, Chip- 

Personally, I do not believe that it must take the blame, but circum- pewa Valley Beekeepers’ Assn. 

is fair to compare the food value of Stances alter cases. He had been Sept. 3.—Lots of brood this fall; 
butter, eggs, milk or even sugar with PUSy for hours immediately previous some of our beekeepers are requeen- 
that of honey. Honey is not in the writing up notes of the lectures and ing. Not getting any fall flow. Ex- 

same class of foods as the above al- brought to the article an “appercep- tracted honey selling for 25c¢ per Ib. 
though the sugar content is relatively Ve mass’ of beekeeping lectures and comb honey for 30c per Ib. 
close to that of cane or beet sugar, ”/¥ when he had a very limited time practically all of the extracted honey 
However, honey is not sold in the ‘© Prepare the article. Of course, it has been sold and very little comb 
form of sugar nor is it intended that ‘8% UPfair both to those who planned honey on hand. The average pro- 
it should be used in the place of su- % good time besides the lectures not duction per colony is about 75 Ibs. 
gar. Honey belongs in the same to mention those other enjoyments. Reporter—J. S. Sloniker, Clark 

class with jams, jellies and other Now that time has elapsed a little County Beekeepers’ Assn. 

similar food products. The price of reflection is possible. Sept. 13.—The fall flow still con- 
honey should be compared with the Chronologically first and last came tinues to be good thus giving mem- 
price of high grade jellies, jams ana °¥imming much indulged in by Dr. bers an excellent opportunity to re- 
bread spreads. Phillips, Mr. McMurray, Theo. Bron- queen, work that has been done more 

Wisconsin produces only a com- S08 4nd others of the near “finny thoroughly this year than ever be- 
paratively few kinds of honey. The tribe: Then there was Prof. Wil- fore. The amount of surplus honey 

quality of this product is more or less S08 “hard-to-pull-off” sight-seeing — from the fall flow varies greatly de- 
the same each year for the entire auto trip to Vilas Park and other pending upon the amount of extract- 
state and there is no reason why  Pl#ces of interest in Madison. Mr. ing done after the clover flow. Prices 
honey should sell for less in one eéc- Barr, the Scotchman from Milwau- of Honey; Retail—rExtracted 35c to 

tion of the state than in another, and ee save two short talks overflow-  45c; comb 45¢ to 55c¢ depending upon 
it would not if all our beekeepers ing with humor. His little talk on size of containers and upon various 
would follow good business methods “Ethics of Beekeeping’? showed how grades of comb honey. Wholesale— 

in disposing of their crop. It is a ungrateful others may be for serv- extracted 25¢ to 30c depending upon 
known fact that carloads of honey ices rendered and his moral which quantity; Comb 35c to 45c regulated 

from the west are shipped into the C2” be stated something like this, by grades. The next local meeting 
state, bottled, put on to the market Tech your fellow beekeeper but let will be held at the apiary of Carl 
and sold at the same retail price as him learn by doing his own work" Felton; enthusiasm is very keen, win- 
our Wisconsin honey. Some Wiscon- W@S Well taken. All will remember ter problems and preparations for 
sin honey is shipped out of the state. M'S: Hildreth, the genial clerk, ever winter bidding for first place. The 
The great bulk is sold at home. "@dy to relieve you of your super- average production per colony per 
Every pound of honey produced in "¥0US cash; take down your bee- spring count is about 75 Ibs. allow- 
Wisconsin could be sold within the Keeping data in return for a little ing ample stores for wintering. 
borders of the state if the beckeep- tag to preserve your identity; and Reporter — Robert L. Siebecker, 
ing industry was organized, the other slips of paper which entitled Dane County Beekeepers’ Assn. 
honey advertised, and properly dis- you to the physical necessities of life Sept. 6.—Bees are in 100 per cent 

tributed, as provided by Mr. Hamble under condition and nearly all are requeen- 

Is it not possible then for our bee- the smaller tent. ed. No fall surplus but enough for 
keepers to become better organized The tent colony enjoyed some- stimulation. Prices. Wholesale—Ex- 
even to the extent of forming a sell- what of a common‘ fraternizing. tracted 22c to 25c; Retail—26c in 

ing organization so that honey can Then, there was that picnic to Ber- 60 lb. cans and 30c in smaller quan- 

be produced and distributed at a nard’s Park across Lake Mendota. tities plus cost of container. Comb 

price that is fair to the beekeeper as Mr. _MeMurry was master of cere- honey 35c and 40c. Three-fourths 
well as the consumer. This question monies and was very much at home of extracted honey crop on _ hand. 

will undoubtedly be brought up at keeping the “young folks’ busy with Comb honey practically all sold. 

the state convention in December entertainment. The picnickers enjoy- European foulbrood all through the 

and our beekeepers should come pre- ed very much the violin playing by eastern half of Outagamie county; 

pared to discuss the situation from Mr. Brown, and the banjo playing American foulbrood is bad in the 

every angle. HF. W. and darky songs of the colored cook. northwestern corner of the county. 

All in all the chautauqua was a The average production will be 

. success both socially and “apicultur- somewhat better than 100 pounds, a 

Dr. C. C, Miller recently died at  ajly.” We surely had an enjoyable few claim double that amount. Per- 
his home at Marengo, Illinois. Dr. and profitable time together. Lets sonally, I believe it is a mistake for 

Miller was one of the finest beekeep- do it again next year—more of us! beekeepers to boast about their large 
ers of his time and in addition was Ivan Whiting. crops. They happen only once in a 

5 aplendid man to meet and visit while, and give a wrong.public im- 

‘wale ee pression with reference to the prof- 

. its in the business. How many busi- 

We are rapidly passing into the Monthly alae aber ecten From Local ness men will tell you how much 

third generation of beekeepers in business they do in any given length 
America and it is to be hoped’ that Sept. 9.-—Some beekeepers are re- of time. Why should a beekeeper 

the next generation will see the bee- queening. No surplus from fall boast a large crop of honey and have 
keeping industry standardized and honey flow, weather too dry. Ex- any one multiply the same with the 

working on a_ business foundation tracted honey, wholesale, in 60 Ib. price and know how much money 

that will place it among the impor- cans 25c per lb.; to retailers 10 Ib. you are making; and at the present 
tant agricultural industries of the pail $3, 5 Ib. pail $1.60, pints 54c; time be accused’ of profiteering, when 

time. to consumer 10 Ib. pail $3.50, 5 Ib. we all know that we have poor sea-
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ee 

While the bees work on fall flows carloads of lumber are piling up in our yards. No shortage 

must delay shipments next year. 
Even in the dull season our organization of experts must be retained to maintain the quality 

of Lewis “Beware” at all times. 
We cannot stop lest beekeepers be disappointed. Help us avoid disappointing you next May. 

Order now. It will pay you well. 
Order in October for next year. 
Get the extra 7% discount now. 
Cash must accompany such orders. 

BEWARE 
‘WHERE YOU BUY YOUR . 

Look This 
For BEEWARE Mark 

waren |S, 3 
MAKES THE FINEST. CoPrmaaTT, ore, BY BALEWNE COMmANEY 

Do you know the principles of wintering bees successfully? Get “How to Winter Bees Outdoors,” 
a booklet for 5 cents, or send for the complete set of 15 Lewis “How” booklets, price 75 cents. 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin 
Makers of Lewis ‘‘Beeware”’ 

Branches and Distributors Everywhere 
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sons, disease and winter losses* to tracted; very little com Loy, 
make up some other year and the The average production per colony is 

good year must bring same to a bal- about 60 Ibs. The “clean-up” has 
ance. Some beekeepers boast a large made some of our beekeepers feel 

crop and buy sugar to winter the better and others down-hearted. 

bees on and do not subtract the Reporter — Jas. Gwin, Richland 
pounds of sugar from their honey County Beekeepers’ Assn. 

crop. Is that fair? Sept. 14.—A few of our beekeepers BEEKEEPERS 

Reporter — Edw. Hassinger, Jr., are requeening but not nearly as 

Fox River Valley Bee. Assn. many as should. In this section only 

Sept. 18.—Very few beekeepers in in a few cases do bees gather a sur- 

this section requeen. No surplus plus in the fall. Not much honey 

from the fall honey flow secured. sold’ to the wholesaler in this sec- Should send for our book- 
Prices: Wholesale—Extracted  30c; tion, retail prices 30c to sdu per Ib. 
comb, 40c; Retail—Extracted 30 to for extracted. Only part of this let on the new MODI- 
35c; comb 40 to 50c. Enough ex- year’s crop on hand and that is FIED DADANT HIVE. 

tracted honey for local market on mostly all extracted honey. It is im- . a 

hand and very little comb honey on possible to give the average produc- The hive with a brood 
hand. The average production per tion per colony at this time as it will 7 

colony is prqbably not more than 25 run from 20 lbs. to 400 lbs. spring chamber sufficient for pro: 

lbs. for comb honey and 50 lbs. for count. A:meeting was held at L. T. lifie queens. OUR CATA- 
extracted honey. Bishop’s yard September 22. It was 

Reporter—W. R. Abbot, Jefferson a real school, demonstrations in LOG IS FREE. 
County Beekeepers’ Assn. packing bees for winter were given 

Sept. 13.—Beekeepers in this sec- by some of our most successful bee- 

tion secured a surplus from the fall keepers. 
honey flow. Prices: Wholesale, Ex- Reporter—L. T. Bishop, Sheboygan 

tracted 23,to 25c; Retail, Extracted County Beekeepers’ Assn. 

30 to 35c. Sept. 7—Some of our beekeepers DADANT & SONS 
Reporters—H. V. Wilson, Milwau- are requeening but quite a large num- 

kee County Beekeepers’ Assn. ber are not. Many of our beekeep- 
Sept. 4.—Bees are in fine shape; ers feel that requeening is too big an Hamilton, Tllinois 

some beekeepers are requeening. undertaking. We have very little 

Prices: Wholesale, Extracted 25c; fall flow here as a rule, although 

Retail, Extracted 30c. Not a great my bees never have worked so stead- 5 
deal of honey on hand, mostly ex- ily as this fall on buckwheat. About _——$ $$ $$ $$ $__§
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‘ 
honey and eggs, scalded milk Beat together the 

Hon ah se ea eae, Ne : teas von powdered cinnamon add the hot milk, return the mixture 
par eent or coe eat ihe same fe fenep to the double boiler, and cook it un- per cent of comb honey on hand. ¥y teaspoon salt 0: © e 7 , fh ahd 
Our beekeepers are asking 45c for Beat the eggs sufficiently to unite til it thickens. Add the crea 

comb honey No. 1 fancy and 35 to the yolks and’ whites, but not enough when the mixture is cool, freeze it. 
45c extracted depending upon how’ to make them foamy. Add the other ee 
put up. As far as I can tell at this ingredients and bake in cups or in a 
writing comb honey will run from large pan in a moderate oven. The Orchard and Garden 
40 to 60 lbs. per colony. Extracted baking dishes should be set in water. ; : 
honey—one party averaged about 75 Boiled Honey Custard: Elderberry fruits are used in lbs., another party only about 20 Ibs. . ¥ _ making while my average was about 65 Ibs. 2 CUPS milk pies and sometimes in g Reporter — W. T. Sherman, Wal- ies oe sauce or syrups. worth County Beekeepers’ Assn. 7 tSaeBeon ee . 
weceees See erueetice oan every Mix the honey, eggs, and_ salt. High bush cranberry fruit 

, a 7 it er the a j years, others every two years. Most Seura ae meena: boiler unt? makes fine jelly and with the 
oe rueer mee Te Race Sok Lull hone the mixture thickens. This custard high prices being paid for fruits r i a 2 : i i is suitable for use in place of cream ee » should find a ready é - s ar should now in Ns comet Henge ae Sana on gelatin desserts, or to be poured ns i 

t s ver sli ani stewed it. arket, 
Most of the beekeepers have been over sliced organized or stewed fru ma 
asking 30c retail for extracted honey. Honey Pudding: Ibs for fall plant- A few are selling for less The aver- % cup honey Send for bulbs a A age amount produced per colony va-  § ounces bread crumbs ing. Tulips do well plante out- ries, some had an average of 100 lbs. % cup milk doors Daffodils, hyacinths and per colony and some secured no sur- ind of half lemon i . 

te tose i i $ fine for 
plus at all. A lack of experience is teaspoon ginger ° narecissus varieties are e the cause of this great variation. 2 egg yolks spring flowers in the house. Reporter — A. H. Seefeldt, Wash- 2 tablespoons butter : . 1 ington County Beekeepers’ Assn. 2 egg whites Plant in pots this month. 

Sept. 6.—The condition of the col- Mix the honey and the bread . ‘eit pnies is good in general. Some bee- crumbs and add the milk, season- Blaek currants sold for twenty keepers have requeened, but many ings, and yolks of the eggs. Beat 2 * oe ti : : : 5 ve J rty cents a quart in have not. In some scattered places the mixture thoroughly and then ada five or thirty aq ° 
there was a fall flow, but little 1€ the putter and the whites of the eggs July. Red currants and goose- 
any surplus is reported. It was too well beaten. Steam for about two . . arly as high and i PrTrles re near as high dry during July and most of August. jours in a pudding mold which is berries were y : 
Mostly all comb and extracted honey not more than three-quarters full. yet there are thousands of farms has been sold. Prices: Wholesale 25 . : 1 | ¢ s state do not have a to 28c extracted; Retail, extracted Honey Charlotte Russe: in this state that 
30 to 37c; comb honey 45c retail. 1 quart cream bush of either. Why? 
In general the crop is not as good 6 lady fingers 
as last year, the average per colony % cup delicately flavored honey Fifty cents a quart for rasp- will not run over 75 pounds per col- Chill the honey by placing the dish _ foe the: Tatt art of July ony. It was too cold and dry the containing it in a pan of ice water. berries the latter p first half of June and tou dry after Whip the cream and add it to the ought to encourage more people the first week in July. honey, mixing the two well. Line a . ae + “a Reporter—C. W. Aeppler, Wauke- dish with lady fingers and fill it with to grow red raspberries, esp 
sha County Beekeepers’ Assn. the honey and cream. Serve very cially since they are one of the 

Sept. 9.—Bees are in good condi- cold. netag ere wow either b tion generally, a few beekeepers have H Musee: easiest fruits to Brow Ma 
requeened and brood rearing has see SROUSSC: the acre or on the city lot. kept up well to date. No surplus t Tint cream 

. t, . ide re aj 3 p from seven ee sore ea 1 cup hot, delicately flavored honey Bids are being asked by the 
to produce young bees for winter. Beat trig! ees SUEY ane pied government on vegetable and ac. i pour over them the hot honey. 1 ; . «at 
cain guuplisn eesuonee ben eier until the mixture thickens. When it flower seeds to be distributed by 
sold out; no comb honey on hand. is cool, add the enema, Wiktnned. pvt congressmen. A few of the items e a eli the mixture into a mold, pack in sal . . z Extracted honey selling at 25 to 30c and ice, and let it stand three or are ag follows: sweet peas 5,000 retail. The inspection work is nearly ’ Ib Be d 500 Ibs candy- done; some American foulbrood' scat- four hours. S., zinnia see 8: 
tered through the county. seca Honey Ice Cream No. 1: tuft 1,000 lbs., nasturtium 2,000 situation is improved over last year. 1 quart thin cream 0.- Reporter—H. -E. Greenwood, Win- y oup delicately flavored honey Ibs., beets 70,000 Ibs., lettuce 60, 
nebago! Gouiity, (Beskeepers’ Assn: Mix ingredients and freeze. 000 Ibs., and radish 75,000 Ibs. 

es Honey Ice Cream No, 2: All of these are standard seeds 
Desserts Made With Honey role ee. easily obtained from any seeds- 

y n Baked Honey Custard: L eup honey man. Why should coneressme 
5 eBes eed 1 send them to'you or me % cup honey Heat the milk in a double boiler.
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The Needs of Our Neighborhood must do some pulling down. In to take interest in any one we 

By Mrs. Hattie Kepler, Boaz, a prairie country the most may hold under suspicion. ; _ 

Wis. be only to burn the tall grass, Very closely allied with this is 

but in a timber country, there the unfortunate trait of telling 

In writing on the needs of our must be cutting of trees and all, or perhaps, more than we 

neighborhood I am writing on a burning of much rubbish and know. The proof of one’s relig- 

need that is general. There may pulling of stumps, before any ion lies in the ability to bridle 
be, and, doubtless, is this differ- good cultivating can be done. So one’s tongue. We need to paste 

ence, that the need is greater or we shall need some little pulling under our hats words something 

harder to remedy in one place down before we can build. like these: ‘There is so much 

than in another. If I may put To begin with, there is great good in the worst of us, and so 

it in one word, ours is a genuine need of some forgetting. In the much bad in the best of us, that 

community spirit. You ask, past years, this neighborhood, it ill becomes any of us to talk 

what is a community spirit? (like many others) has been a about the rest of us.’’ 

Well it is a feeling of interest scene of much unpleasantness. Another thing to be removed 

and concern for the other fellow. As long as these are kept alive is indifference, I-don’t-care feel- 
It sees itself bound up with a by constant repeating and re- ing. The man or woman that 

neighbor for weal or woe. It membering, there is no hope of thinks or feels this way, as good 

knows that, no matter how much better things. They cannot be as says, that nothing can touch 
personal success there may be, if undone, do only harm in being them. They serve notice, that 

a neighbor suffers loss, this loss remembered, and so ought to be they do not consider themselves 

falls, in part on the other, also. buried. In the language of the a part of the community, they 

Such a feeling is always more Indian, we should bury ‘‘the don’t mix, and so are in no dan- 

common in t he early history of hatchet.’ ger or are in no need. They are 

any community. We can have Another bit of rubbish to be sorely deceived. No social walt 
pardonable pride in the fact, that destroyed is suspicion. This evil ¢an be built thick enough or high 
our state of Wisconsin stands in trait will make its possessor and enough, that the outside influ- 

the front rank of states that are all about him or her most un- ence will not touch us somewhere. 
trying to create and foster this happy. The sincerest acts are If they do not touch ourselves, 

community spirit. This work is looked upon as hiding a dagger they will our children, and often 

being done through the efforts of of some sort. Every truthful Sooner and more than we notice. 

men in close touch with our state word is a cover for some poison. It has two bitter stings, it will 

university. Men are sent out to The beauty and fragrance of the sometimes promise, and not ful- 
address people and organize rose is not observed and enjoyed, fill, or it will blight by discour- 
them into clubs and community because of the fear of some rank agement. 

centers. Besides, they are sent thorn beneath. Its feeling is The whole may be summed up 

out to instruct and interest the expressed in the words: ‘‘Do the in the one word, S-H-L-F-1-S-H- 

people in those things that con- other fellow, before he does N-E-S-S. Write it with capitals. 

cern the general welfare of each you.’’ As long as this feeling This does not mean the love of 

community. The burden is car- exists in any neighborhood there money, but includes a list too 

ried largely by the state. There can be no pleasure or profit that numerous to mention here. Just 

are also instructive motion pic- can be called common. as the apples on the same tree 

tures and slides that can be ob- There is great need of trusting, are not alike, so selfishness does 

tained for no other cost than even if occasionally deceived. not show itself in the same way 

postage or express. Now, the Confidence shown will some day in each person. The man who 

question is how are we to get this bring confidence, just as love be- will let his wife worry with green 

community spirit. Well, to get gets love. The Bible says, ‘‘We wood all winter is as selfish as 

at the matter, perhaps, a lesson love Him, because He first loved the man that cheats a neighbor 
from life may help us. Almost us.’’ This holds good in all re- in a deal. 

always, before we build up we lations of life. It is impossible This will likely clear the
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ground now for the building-up hearts beat with the throb of the many followed his example? The 

part, the making of a community same enthusiasm, and this helps most that this community saw of 

spirit or feeling. One part of us all to appear better to every this sort of effort was when Rev. 

the task is already performed. It other engaged in the same effort. Chas. A. Stevens managed to in- 

is something to have a topic like And, if now and then, there duce the farmers to take a Satur- 

this on our program. It means arises a slight ruffle of difference, day half holiday, and played ball. 

that we feel that we need some- the fervor of the bunch soon Old and young entered into the 

thing. We are asking what it smooths out the wrinkles. Con- spirit of the occasion, and are we 
is. We only tear down the old sequently, they do not gain their any the worse off for the recrea- 

when we feel that we need some- usual large proportions. Besides, tion? Did we lose anything 

thing new and better. The first no one is at all anxious to throw then? What proper effort will 

thing to be seen is, that each one a cold sheet over the warmth do even in and around Sabin, can 

is, that each one ig a part of the that is felt by every one that is be learned from what was done 

neighborhood, the city, the state helping along good things. In for several seasons in having a 

and the nation. And, for that this way we leave to become a_ lecture course. Some of those 

matter, a part of the world. The little ashamed of our suspicions, most active in the matter, were, 

community is what you and I and our neighbors appear better sorry to say, under some sus- 

make it. No one man or woman than they did. picion of running a money mak- 

makes the conditions of it. One Then there is need of a larger ing scheme, but any who knows 
may be doing more than another view of life, and no one needs at all about such things knows 

in trying to make the neighbor- this more than rural folks. There that this is almost impossible. 

hood good or bad, but we all do is always plenty to do for him But the lesson is, that these ef- 

our part. When we see this, we who will work, and there always forts were seconded by the peo- 

lose our indifference. Every will be. If we did not take a  ple,—they patronized the enter- 

thing concerns us greatly. And, little pleasure until there was no tainments. This was the work of 
if we see someone trying to do work to do, we would never take Only a few. What would it mean 

something to better things, we any. We need to see that life is to Sabin and this vicinity, if the 

will walk up to him or her some not all work, but that there is whole community entered heart- 
day, and say, ‘‘I am glad to see also a time to play. Birds and ily inte such work. 

you do this; it is just what we beasts have their playful moods, And this makes me think of 

need. You can count on me to then why not we? something else. There ought to 

do what little I can to help you There is no better place on be a place for everyone, and 
along. Just call on me any earth to live than a good country something for everyone to do. 
time.’’ It will help much, when home. Pure air, pure water, And there ought to be plenty of 
people see that two are on the everything to eat fresh and room furnished for young people 
job. We go by twos today when clean, and plenty of room to stir to use what talent they have. 
raising money, ete. about. If to these we can only They should be kept in the lead 

This will gpen our eyes still be taught to add a few hours as much as possible, so that the 
more. Working at a common and times of enjoyment, our boys next bunch will have a_ better 

task shows us all off to better and girls will not have a hanker- outlook than we had. See how 
advantage. It is hard for any of ing for city life. Pleasure and our government,—yes, all gov- 
us always to look our best under society are the lure of the city ernments, save, perhaps one,—are 
all circumstances. We usually for the young. And it is a great calling out young men of prom- 
look a little better at parties and deception at that. ise, to train them for the active 
at church than we do at our daily Now this cannot be as it ought duties that must soon fall upon 
work. What is true of the ex- to be, until it becomes a common them. Where the right sort of 
terior is likewise true of the in- thing. No one family can bring feeling prevails, the older ones 
terior. When we are interested the right conditions about. Mr. do not feel that they are cast 
in a common purpose the truest John Babb often took his family aside, and the younger ones are 
democracy shines forth. All out for a day’s fishing, but how not discouraged.
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Just one thing more, and this is door temperatures which usually pre- serves to transfer the heat from the 

3 ; 5 vail in apple growing sections during warmer side to the colder side of the 

for the writer, a delicate thing. the narvesting period. This means wall. The smaller the air spaces the 
For standing on the outside, jit that a storage building, whether re- less is’ the tendency to circulation of 

frigerated or non-refrigerated, must the air within the same. The ex- 
may be thought out of place thus pe provided with insulation of some pense of sub-dividing wall spaces into 

oT] ; kind. By “insulation” is meant any sufficiently small and' tight air-cells to 
to write. But the one looking on mateial, aE method of construction provide a satisfactory insulation is 

often sees what another does not. adapted to effectively hinder the pas- however out of all proportion to the 
i othe _ sage of heat. The insulation of a _ results and renders an effective con- 

This is the need of a better feel common, or non-refrigerated, build- struction of this kind impracticable. 

ing among the christian people, _ ing, is a matter deserving of more at- A practical method of accomplishing 
4 tention than it usually receives. the desired result consists in fillin 

both with the same church and Bulldings inteiaed foe attinelal cools) ‘wall ispaces: with sme ‘watevigl ae 
among those of different beliefs. ing, or refrigeration, are usually more puch nature that when packed down 

to or less effectively insulated, since in- will enclose a multitude of ver It is only natural for a commun- 2 4.quate insulation means a greatly small air spaces, or cells, these aie 
ity to look to them to take the increased cost for refrigeration. In a spaces being so very small that the 

. = 5 : common storage building, however, tendency to air circulation within the 

lead in all good Ww orks ; and, if the importance of insulation is some- same is negligible, Among the mate- 

they do not work well together, times not fully realized. rials suitable for the filling of such 
” . In most climates adapted to com- Wall spaces are ground, or granulated, 

how can we expect others to do 1.45 storage the insulation performs cork, mineral wool, mill shavings, and 
so? If there were a little more a double duty. During the warm part sawdust. 

* ow . of the storage season, while fruit is Of the materials mentioned, cork is 
pulling together for the welfare being harvested and stored, the duty probably the most effective, and is 
of all and not so much concern of the insulation is to exclude as much also, under most circumstances, the 

: . : as possible of the outdoor heat, while most expensive. Mineral wool is 
for the gain of any party, this during the cold season of the year out- quite effective, but requires thorough 
vicinity would soon feel the ef- door temperatures are likely to be packing in order to prevent settle- 

considerably lower, at least for a cer- ment, It is also a rather disagreeable 

fect of the effort. tain perion of the time, than the and somewhat uncomfortable material 
If, under the enthusiasm this stored fruit can endure without dan- to handle, ag soma ar the glass-like 

«ge é ger of freezing, During this portion shreds, of which the wool is com- 

institute gives, we could here or the storage period the insulation posed, are sufficiently rigid to pene- 
and now organize a club, bent provided in the walls of the building trate the skin of the workmen’s hands 

aati. : serves to retain the heat contained and’ cause sores, also the dust which 
on creating and fostering a Within the building sufficiently so that arises from the wool consists of 
“Community Spirit’? there is the contents of the building will not splintery glass-like particles and is 
nothi that d of th become unduly cooled before the considered decidedly detrimental to 

hing that we need o @ Ne€C- weather becomes warm again. In- the lungs of anyone breathing the 
essary things of life and happi- sufficient insulation means that the same. Mill, or buzz planer shavings, 
ness that ld h fruit may be either insufficiently pro- particularly if from thoroughly dry or 
ess that we could not have. tected against the outside heat dur- seasoned lumber, are quite effective 

There is no lack of means for ing the early part of the season, or and are usually rather cheap. Saw- 
" . during long continued eold spells the dust is effective only if used in a thor- 

anything we wish, we have some contents of the storage building may oughly dry condition. As ordinarily 
talent that we could utilize to our become unduly chilled and damaged obtained from saw mills it is likely to 

: i i‘ by freezing. In most climates adapt- be from green, or partially seasoned 

profit, and, if we go at it with oq to common storage an insulation wood, and contains a great deal of 
the right spirit, we can be sufficient to give protection against sap which, when the sawdust is shut 

A frost is amply sufficient to give the up in a closed space will result in fer- 
among the happiest and most protection required against the out- mentation, heating, and settlement of 
prosperous of communities. But, side heat early in the season. the sawdust filling. 

: * Hollow walls, or walls with so In modern cold storage plants 
to accomplish this, ‘‘let not each called “dead air spaces,” are some- either cork or mineral wool in slab 

i i om times depended upon to provide the form is ordinarily employed as insu- 

one look on his own things, but required insulation: The degree of lation. The slabs of insulating mate- 

also on the things of others.’’ protection, or insulation, which such rial are cemented! directly on the in- 
walls afford is however very small. terior surfaces of the storage rooms, 

_ - While it is true that still air, or air the surface of the insulation being 

at rest, is a very effective insulation protected by a suitable covering of ce- 

™ it is also true that the air in an 1In- ment or plaster, to prevent mechani- 

Insulation Sonaings Storage closed space of any considerable size eal injury. 

does not remain at rest, but is con- All materials suitable for insulating 

For purpose of storage, apples stantly in circulation if there is any purposes are of necessity more or less 

should be cooled promptly after pick- marked difference in the temperatures porous in nature and require thor- 

ing and held steadily at a low temper-__ of the two sides of the wall. The en- ough protection against moisture, as 
ature. In general the lower the tem- closed air tying against the warmer their value as insulation is very 
perature, so long as the fruit is not side of the wall space becomes heated’ largely lost when saturated with 
actually frozen, the longer apples may and expanded and consequently rises, moisture. Protection against moisture 

be held in storage. The temperatures while that lying against the colder is usually provided either by a cov- 
necessary for the storage of apples side becomes chilled’ and descends, a ering of waterproof cement, or by one 

for any considerable period is, of rotary circulation being thus set up or more layers of a heavy water- 

course, much below the average out- within the air space itself which proof insulating paper. Papers, such
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as are commonly used in ordinary total number of cases handled by Early celery is better if 
buildings and known as “building pa- x e a ‘i . 
pers," are by no means water-proof the organization was 205,453. blanched with tile or boards. 
and will not answer the purpose. During the season just closed Earth is apt to cause decay of 

In climates adapted to the growing . : 
otiapples theweather during the: har: there were less Early Richmonds the stalks. 

vesting season is not likely to be harvested than in 1919. Of this 
nearly as cold as is desirable from the a3 . . et ; variety there were 25,919 cases . . 
standpoint of the common storage . 5 s, , Mark a fruiting vine of the building, The cooling of such a of fresh fruit shipped and 58,975 . . 
building by ventilation is of necessity cases canned at the factory, or @ wild grape for transplanting late 
intermittent, and is practically certain oe Q7n , this fall or early spring, Fruit- 
to be much slower than that in a re- total of 83,975. Last year the to- . 2 
frigerated storeh The insulati 7 ing vines are more ornamental rigerated storehouse. e insulation . ine 5 a 
of a common storage building, should, tal number of cases was 102,154, than those that do not carry 
in most cases, be nearly or quite as of which 69,513 were canned and fruit ’ 
good as that of a refrigerated store- 32,641 shi rult. : shipped. 
house in order to retain as much as ? a a as 

possible of the cooling effect obtained’ The Montmorencies showed a Gut out al ola ft 
i the d 1 ‘5 ut out all old canes of rasp- during te Cool portion of the day and marked increase over that of last : : I preven w B up o berries and thin the new ones fruit during the warmer portion. year. The number of cases to- Tl 1 ltivati b 

iti i now. Thorough cultivation abo If weather conditions during the taled 109,095. Of these 78,756 1s atlo, . ut 

harvesting period are favorable, i. e. the plants will reduce the insects if the nights are very cold, apples in were canned at the factory and that et k th 
a common _ storehouse may _ cool pt : : ‘ a are ap Oo wor. on he 

promptly enough to effectively check 30,339 shipped to outside pots: plants. 
ripening and decay. In a well insu- Last year the total number of 

thorouehia eked it ie usually pos, Cases were 103,299, of which 16, Ave w ine to vet ' 
sible to keep it at a fairly low tem- 231 were shipped fresh and 56,- re you going to set out trees 
perature. If, however, cool nights are g6g Ganned or shrubs about the home next 
lacking during the harvesting period, 3 a e 

or, if night temperatures do not re- There were 10;891 cases more C4: Now i” a good ve he 
h , a . q 

Gonsidersble delay in the cooling of cauned this year than there were Prepare re ia iain Me 
the stored fruit may result, which during the season of 1919. work of p anting may be quickly 
may be serious through allowing me In addition to the number of done next spring.—LeRoy Cady, 
ripening to progress considerably > weak ti a _ + 3 

farther than is desirable. Delay in cases sold thru the association — horticulturist, Univer- 
cooling also affords opportunity for sity Farm, St. Paul, Minn. 
the development of decay in fruit by there were fully 5,000 cases or ? ® 
slight bruises, or other injuries: whieh more that were disposed of by 
afford starting points for the develop- Z . .. 
ment of mold spores. If the building the growers to tourists and by Peonies and iris may be trans- 

is not well insulated these conditions jndividual shipments by parcel planted now. Divide the old 
will be further aggravated and the t. Und hi : : 
apples will enter upon the storage POSt. nder these circumstances plants and set about two inches 

period under unfavorable conditions there were fully as many cases deep. .There are few plants that 
, harvested this year as there were will give as much pleasure as 

— last. these two for the amount of work 

Crop is Equal to Last Year The work of labeling was com- put on them.—LeRoy Cady, assv- 
1920 menced on Wednesday and ship- ciate horticulturist, University 

The cherry crop for ments will be made as rapidly as_ Farm, St. Paul, Minn. 
equals the enormous crop that possible from this time until all 
was harvested in 1919, according the canned fruit is shipped — ~ 
to the Fruit Growers Union. News, Sturgeon Bay, Aug. 12th. Therese, Avalanche, Mary 

y . . 
The season came to a close for Brand, La ‘Tulipe, Baroness, 

this year. on Saturday night, Schroeders, and Asa Grey are all 

when the last can was run thru good varieties of peonies. Plant. 

the local factory. Everbearing strawberries are them this month. Keep the cul- 

According to the records of the becoming most as common as_ tivator going in the strawberry 

cherries shipped thru the Union spring bearing varieties. Pro- bed as late as possible. You 

there were a total of 193,070 gressive does well on most soils’ want strong, vigorous plants, if 

cases. and fruits until the ground a good erop next year is to be 

During the season of 1919 the freezes. expected.
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GROWING RASPBERRIES LN LOW A Saat 

Continued from page 23 : Th Strawberry Plants 
selves are often surprised at the & e E 

poorly cut plants we sometimes & Jewell Nu E SENATOR DUNLAP for 

receive. = Cc rsery 2 guinmer and PROGRESSIVE 

wo. = = ‘or fal earing are the two 

After digging, the tops are at & ompany S best varieties for Wisconsin. 

once cut off, to prevent the roots & Lake City Minn ca BOE ee a ee 
: . . . = ’ . = ne. e 

from withering, and in this dor- & also have AROMA, GANDY 

mant condition they can travel & Established 1868 = and SAMPLE. 

safely for several months. In all = 7 Walte us about what you 

: 

wan 

handling of the roots great care B ‘ = and sfcnunds sive chal bene 

should be taken not to injure or Fifty Years E mentals for your lawn, etc. 

break off any of the eyes. E Continuous = We are in a position to 
zg ° = supply your needs, 

MARKETING THE BLOOMS = Service = 

Regarding the marketing of Z THE poiuee ca & 

peony blooms: Long, straight A Complete Stock = . 

stems are essential, but the cut- of Fruit, Shelter 2 Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

ting must leave the plant to grow 2 ane eo : S. Fruit trees and 

. . of oy ae wh x n ardy = plants of all kinds are go- 

the balance of the summer with a Varieties for a ing to be very scarce before 

at least one lateral leaf or, bet- Northern Plant- = planting time. Place your 
E = order early . 

ter, two lateral leaves on each 2B ers. = 

stalk left. standing. Where every Agents Wanted E 

terminal has a bud it 1s a good 
= a 

plan, when dishudding the side ations | QNIMHER : * Ee 

buds for the cut flower trade, ™ 1 YSTEM OF IRRIGATION |B 

. - . hundred. The buds cut when the Pi sgaeii ay Mit a ee 

also to roll off a terminal bud on F = aia . A] 

i. dew is on them carry better, but eS ae | 

one of two of the weakest stalks. ¢ . lS Ce ao | 

and thus give the plant more leaf if they are to be wrapped in pare Af eee ee] B 

. . o Pea a affin or other paper, the petals Bl PON ate ae FH 

area with which to breathe. The ee ees : Ei 

% ‘ . must be thoroughly dry. lif Make sure of full a |Z 

disbudding of all lateral buds, ‘ : wae . [lM crops, independent of b> \ | 

‘ If possible, it is a good plan Bai weather. Lessen dan- Pt ae 

when the size of a pea, makes the , a Eli@ zer from insects and Hi | 

terminal bloori develop lavger after the bundles are tied up to (iseases. = | 

p a er’. . a‘ l= iners i 

I a stand the stems in water for an B season. ae be deed wie fret 

Just at what stage of unfold- | ; wemeeecuse | = : 

. 1our before shipping in boxes. E SS | 

ing to eut a bud depends on the 0 A 

variety and how soon it is ex- HOLDING BLOOMS IN STORAGE Sen er oe rae experience of many 

pected to open. Several earloads For the benefit of those who — Th Skinner EY One. 287 Water St., 

of peony blooms come annually to want peony blooms much later 9 *—_____ 

Chicago before Decoration day than their normal season—and many other interesting features 

from points fully 600 miles away. this is really one of the recent pertaining to the peony all 

developents of the industry—it qually faseinati a 2 
IN BUNDLES OF THIRTEEN ‘femnld e hated the ry equa ly fascinating, such as the 

should be stated that certain va- ancient history of the peony, the 

As soon as the stalks are cut rieties of peonies when cut in bud renaissance of its culture in Ku- 

and most of the lateral leaves will keep in cold storage for six rope, some of its famous hybrid- 

stripped off in order to give more to ten weeks, and upon their be-  izers, a comparative study of the 

of the sap remaining in the stem ing taken out will unfold in all different shapes and types of its 

to the bud, they are gathered to- their usual glory. blooms, the various styles and 

o . 2 f i f » have > ff re , 3 iff 
gether in bundles of thirteen of We have now followed our shapes of its petals, a classifica- 

the same variety and size of bud. lady love from the cradle to the tion of. its fragrance, the dura 
. “ 

eee 

In uits of thirteen they can be grave. The subject under dis- tion of the individual bloom 

sold either by the dozen or the cussion naturally eliminated ~=when eut and also on the plant.
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s WISCONSIN FAVORED 
The Kickapoo - Valley FRUIT DISTRICT The Hawks 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents $ 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. Nursery 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Company 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

THE PROFITS FROM THE SU A are in a position to 

PEONY PATCH = furnish high grade 
~onti = Nursery Stock of all Continued f, age 29 UR: = 

reasoné sly favorable, a a McK AY N SERY E kinds and varieties yi ably favorable, will cause a = itabl : 

i vth whieh is your COMP ANY e suitable to Wiscon- vigorous growth w xD y = sin and other north- 
promise for next year’s crop. MADISON, WISCONSIN & ern districts. 

I can remember when Raspber- ee Will be glad to fig- 

ries were hauled from Des Moines ure on your wants 
i rons : wa Nursery Stock of either in large or to Nevada in wagons and on ears, Q lit all titi 

stacked in great piles on the side- uality = smal quantiles. 

walk and offered at $1.50 and for Particular Buyers 

$2.00 per twenty-four quart Have all the standard varieties 
erates. This has all changed. as well as the newer sorts. Can 

Perhaps the anthracnose and the supply you with everything in Wauwatosa, Wis. 
. many droughts of late years have -§ Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

had something to do with it. Vines and Ornamentals. 

In those days we sold our fancy Let us suggest what to plant 
Greggs for $2.25 per case and got deerationnet soar one the . 
them picked for ten or twelve Prices and our new Catalog & 

cents per six quarts, now the a Tet or a reese eee 2 your list of wants. . = 

same berries would sell for $9.60 . s 

and would cost fhree and one- Nurseries at : 
half cents per pint for pitking. | Waterloo, Wis. = 7 > > 

I neglected to say that about F bs me ” ' °° 
the. middle -of.. October we trim nce l hs BERRY BOXES 

our Dashes and pura ihe es ing winter protection are usually . . 

folie ae no one Ge i. much better developed than those Crates, Bushel Boxes 

née erew al vowen nk ‘ ut from bushes out to the weather, and Climax Baskets 
y plants uw 7 3 é 

y and at least weakened in vigor « 
reave eg ‘9 the plant Oe ln by cold drying winds. Of course, As You Like Them 

7 Yt ér eastern grown plants in well protected situations the we mamitacture the Zewald’ Patent 
tom -Michigan, Ohio- or New difference might not pe.su mark- that give satisfaction. Berry box and York, but usually buy Michigan s 3 crate material in the K. D. in earload 
1 e 2 . y a ed but we are on-the open prairie ote our.apestalty, We Sonitantly. akaxy 

we regarding COUNY: seg ia sen emo We have no figures, regarding hile there is: no large for us to-handie. We ean ship the 
t ; oe To sum up, while there 1s: folding boxes and erates in K. D.. from returns per acre or cost of grow- . 3 Ras 5 Milwaukee, Promptness {s essential in 

. d.th fits will l fortune in growing Ruaspverries, handilag truit;and we aim to do our 
oe 3 ot Fie Ne not tie theré is-a fair: profit and mucn pare well peat ee lscomnt, for, early 
those from Strawberries,: the . . = a OndaEss ~ out'Ds 
two crops go .well ti pote wn das satisfaction in the business. .° Cumberland Fruit Package 

long as we grow berries we shall \ ————, / Company 

want both of them. | Fruiting wild grape vines make Dept. D, Oumberland, wis. 

Berries grown on bushes hav- good trellis covers. 7
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THANKSGIVING 

Let us be thankful—not only because 

Since last our universal thanks were told 

We have grown greater in the world’s applause, 

And fortune’s newer smiles surpass the old— 

But thankful for all things that come as alms 

From out the open hand of Providence:— 

The winter clouds and storms—the summer calms— 

The sleepless dread—the drowse of indolence. 

Let us be thankful—thankful for the prayers 

Whose gracious answers were long, long delayed, 

‘That they might fall on us unawares, . 

And bless us, as in greater need, we played. 

—James Whitcomb Riley
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It’s Still Fair Weather the children they don’t notice year we greet each other. Now 

Oak Holler, Wis. any thing. If any of you people think of the children meeting here 

My Dear Friends: I’m wonder- think I’m exaggerating you just year after year singing the songs, 

ing if this Editor man thinks I’m tp and think. Got a pretty seeing the visions of the past and 
going to stand on this platform good memory haven’t you if future arise before them. Will 

with my toes on a chalk line until you’re honest with yourself? there not be a greater get-to- 

I finish telling you what I Now tell me somebody please gether feeling than is possible 

thought about, saw and learned at why, oh why do we invite those with us older people. It’s a 

the State Fair. Well I’m afraid Children there, just to let them power not to be lightly spoken of. 

I'll be dreadful tired if that’s the wander aimiessly around the You know what was said about 

ease. (Hope you folks wont go to grounds and thru the buildings. training a child in the way he 

sleep while I’m talking) for this When I see them I feel a good should go. Aren't some of us 

spell has been coming on for deal like my neighbor’s small son forgetting that? The days and 

some time and I’ve just got to who called to his brother, “wake years spced by—the children of 

get it out of my system. I’ve UP) wake up, don’t you know this today are the men and women of 

been told if you keep such things ‘* "Y day,—my birthday?” If tomorrow, they are missing, we 
to yourself it settles into a dis- Monday is their day, suppose _ are missing so much that would 

ease called ‘“‘Chronie grouch,”’ we wake up to the fact that chil- © help us all. Now don’t think I’m 

and if there’s one thing I don’t dren aren’t much different than forgetting the many things the 

want to get it’s that. So per- you and I. If we work and help _ state fair board has already done 

haps if I ‘‘toe the mark’? a spell make any thing a success we are for the boys and girls. It’s this 

T’ll feel better even if you don’t. happy. I know, I helped even as Day—the great Day of the party. 

Do you know I think some of this a child when we went to the good Why it should be the biggest day 

old fashioned, toe the mark, be old county fair. My stern old of state fair week. You see it 

da time tuft we heard about in grandmother believed in children makes me mad because I’m only 

our grandfather’s days would helping. The lessons learned about seven on that day, and I’m 

help this State Fair as much as then have never been forgotten. missing all the fun in this party. 

any one thing could. Wouldn’t I would like to see that grand- Why who ever heard of a party 

the folks who come to the Fair on stand filled with children, singing without any eats or games or any- 

Monday be pleased if every ex- * only happy girls and boys ean thing? I don’t care if there are 

hibit was in place at nine or ten sing our national songs, for at any eats or not because there are 

o’elock when the Fair officially least three quarters of an hour ice cream sandwiches a plenty, but 
opened? Am sure the children as morning and afternoon. I would I want to wear my best clothes 

Il as the older people would be like to see them take part in a and play games and show how 

oie dt . Ma a row of empty Pageant representing the history well I can sing, just as well as the 

tables a eithey side of our build- of Wisconsin. Get them in the other children. And as they are 

‘ all foi flowers De 508 habit of thinking this is their fair. more bashful than I am I'm just 

me ee i G + Did you ever stop to think what going to stand round and pester 

iow Le oh that ten it would mean to the fair in the folks until they do something so 
is mee no a me aildeen coming years? Why do you en- I'll keep still: Spanking has gone 
ann ee ne the fair, joy the fair? This is why Ten- out of style nowadays, I’m not 

this is to be their day, and it’s joy it, 1 am interested in the ex- scared one bit. But I’m not going 

3 4 hibits, have never lost my inter- to give this Editor man any 

just about half ready. You est—I like to watch the people, chance to say when he gets this 

might as well tell them they don’t their expressions, the stray bits handed to him, ‘Say, do you 

amount to much we're saving the of conversations, the mecting of think I meant the whole maga- 

nice pretty things for the other friends. Ah, that is one of the zine? I said a page.’’ Beauti- 

folks. Just like some women  opreat things; from far and near ful weather. 

keep house, save all the nice they come in their automobiles, a Yours truly, 

things for company, never mind happy, friendly crowd. Once a Johnnie.
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“When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder’s in the shock.’
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Annual Meeting American Pomo- terial for the American Pomolog- lumbus, Ohio. | Also send notice 

logical Society ical Society meeting. by mail to the National Ice and 

. Storage Co. 
The next annual meeting’ of the Other Exhibits torage (Co 

American Pomological  Societ; | Student Judging Contest 
. 8 s y Efforts are being made to have . . . 

will be held December 1-3 in Co- -_ : . One interesting feature of the 
5 pee . other states send exhibits of their : i oF re . 

lumbus, Ohio. This convention, lowieal exons : meeting will be an intercollegiate 
. pomological crops. Quite a num- en _ 

will be one of the utmost impor- ber are already premised. Am students’ judging contest. Each 

tance in the development and fu- BIE space either on ‘tables or institution will be represented by 

ture of the organization, and |. ere . a team of three men. A eup will . < racks will be furnished, and every a 
every effort is being expended to) joe an 3 be awarded to the winning team, 

. assistanee given that is possible, . weg hors 
make it a complete success. t hibitors £ and first and second individual . . o exhibitors from other states. ‘1 ¢ ‘ . 

A program of widespread in- hi sown uit ‘ winners will be given prizes. 
ter Bay . . While no money prizes are avail- |, oar 5 , 
erest and far-reaching effect is . ; é Professor F. G. Charles, The Ohio 

© . able the American Pomological . ao : ae us 
being arranged. Large displays Socisty Will offer “Awards of State University, is in charge of 
of fruits and nuts have been M vatg en . oe arrangements. 

‘omised. Delegations are ex- Merit” to successful competitors. 

eeu ty eres t the stat In addition, there is the possibil- Commercial Exhibits 
te Fc an, he states. re: < . i 5 
a Canady, se Bverithine ity of winning the Wilder Medal, As this meeting will have rep- 
and fro ar : very g . ial 
n ‘ ints fove big ind at a much coveted honor. resentation from almost every 
ow points vig and profitable * ‘ . 

= ba I fruit producing state and from 
Pe . cic; > 5 : : : 

5 Assistance to Exhibitors the provinces in Canada, it offers 
Location The Exhibit Hall will be open a splendid opportunity to manu- 

The nesting and. exhibite will for work any time after Novem- facturers and distributors of ma- 
Lng s - RS. os8 . a 

be held at the Ohio State Fair- ber 23rd. This will allow a full terials and implements used by 

grounds, which is one of the finest week in which to put up the fruit. fruit growers to display samples 

in the aaiintiy There will be more There will be a number of men of their output. The attendance 

than ample space for everything present during that time who will is expeeted to be between 1000 
a ‘ > g. . : bs 5 pee 

eee a ba rive their services in packing and and 2000. A large building, con- 
One building, 200 feet by 100 feet . — ’ : . 8 

has been reserved for the fruit @''ansing exhibits. Fruit may nected with the Show Hall is 

displays. This building has an be sent even by those who cannot available and will afford every 

auditorium attached. Another come themselves and it will be convenience for exhibitors. Those 

building connected and of the taken care of. intere:ted should get in touch g 2 a . > NS geste ana y 
same size’ will be used for exhibits Sales with B, B. ¢ ruic kshankk, The Ohio 

of commercial materials, used by There will be a sales booth op- * tate University, Columbus, Ohio. 

fruit growers. erated for retail trade during the Hotels 
entire show. Friday evening and Columbus is well supplied with 

Ohio State Apple Show Saturday all day will be avail- hotels, but as is the case in nearly 

The Ohig State Horticultural able for selling the fruit which all cities just now, it will be ab- 

Society will stage the State Ap- has been on exhibit. solutely neeessary for visitors to 

ple Show in conjunction with the make reservations well in advance I 

American Pomological Society Storage of the meeting. This must not be 

meeting. There will be a pre- Exhibits may be shipped to Co- neglected. 

mium list of $2850.00 for this lumbus either just before the The Hotel Deshler will be head- 

feature. As the money is author- meeting or earlier. If sent imme- quarters for the Society. Other 

ized by the state, it is not possible diately before, mark it with your hotels are the New Southern y the st: I , 
to allow competition from outside own name, eare of the Ohio State Chittenden, Neil and Hartman. pe 
of Ohio. The success of previous Apple show, State Fairgrounds, For further information ad- 

shows promises that this one will Columbus, Ohio. dress, 

be @ big attraction to the visitors If storage space is desired, ship R. B. Cruickshank, 

aad public. It will also serve to prepaid to R. B. Cruickshank, ¢/o Ohio State University, 

furnish excellent advertising ma- National Ice and Storage Co., Co- Columbus, Ohio.
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A Code for Motoris‘s tion by the United States Depart- leaves and sunken areas on the 

. ment of Agriculture shows. A stems and fruits is a fungous dis- 

eons i wieag Gays "we Sty ‘eel. transfer to new soil each year in ease, which lives over winter in 

dently going’ to have a code fon addition to seed treatment and the soil and probably on the seed. 

motorists. Tt wont ibe ia set: of spraying of the vines is found ad- Seed treatment and rotation are 

laws somebody frames for them. visable to effect their control. recommended, 
Tt will be a list of reminders of The ornamental wild cucumber Cucumber seab is another fun- 
their own framing avd will men- vine is a factor in over-winter- gous disease, known also as spot 

ton things thoughtful men. and ing and spreading cucumber mo- rot and pickle spot, which occurs 
women will not do because they saic or ‘‘ White piekle,’’one of the mainly in the northern eucumber- 

‘lo care about their neighbors: most serious diseases. Mosaie growing sections. Stems and 
The state botanist of New York cucumber fruits are often deform- leaves are attacked but it is most 

calls attention tO the Mereasing od, mottled with green and yel- noticeable on the fruit. The dis- 

disappearance of the wild flowers low and have numerous large ease lives over in the soil, and 

because thoughtless TIOLOFISES: mM dark green warts. The leaves crop rotation is recommended. 
vade the woods along the high- turn yellow and dic, leaving Bacterial wilt is caused by bae- 

ways and tear down and uproot. stretches of white stalks. teria which live in and elog the 

Hea unhappy thought that for The disease does not live in the Water-carrying vessels of the 

ue aera a an Hous ore day, soil, but is believed to be caused plants and causes them to die. 
the bright beauties which have by a virus which lives over win- The disease is carried over winter 

returned to “us season after peas ter in the wild cucumber secd and spread chiefly by striped eu- 
son and made the outdoor world and is spread by striped beetles, Cumber beetles. It may be some- 

ree moe ve destroyell The cucumber beetles feed first on Li cheeked by pulling a 
he “weeds and bu ALE * the diseased wild plants in the burning or burying all wilted 

enough to take their places. And spring and then fly to the eueum- Plants as soon as they appear and 
they will not be plucked. But ber fields. The eradication of the by spraying with 4-4-50 Bordeaux 
the bloom of spring and summer id cucumber is therefore rec. mixture and arsenate of lead 

and the bright berries of autumn ommended. (four pounds), the spray acting 

are a nation s resource. : Downey mildew is prevalent in 4S a repellant and poison to the 

doutiieene ree tae the Eastern, Southern, ard to beetles. —_ 

“an the few flowers I take do some extent in the North Central 

ewe there are so many States, west, to Illinois. It is Grapes and raspberries are best 

Would not this be the atigwer of eansed bya dungung parasite, oud protected over winter by cover- GORE GEAie-ravichersi Get Che can be checked _by timely and ing with dirt. Lay the plants as 
multiply the destruction by the thorough spraying with 4-4-50 near the ground as possible. Put 
noniber of extra wileh dountey Bordeaux aie _ the dirt on just before the ground 

over any good road in these days. Angular leaf spot or leaf blight freezes, 

If they think of this, will not the is caused by a bacterial parasite ao _ — 

luurel and the arbutus, the dog- and is earried by the seed. ; It can Gladioli, dahlias, cosmos and 
ood, the wild roses .and. all ‘the be combated best by treating the other tender bulbs should be lift- 

est be spared ?—Milwaukce Jour- seed in a 1-1,000 corrosive subli- ed before the ground freezes and 

iL mate solution, washing them in stored in the house basement 

running water afterwards and where they will not freeze. They 

Se ee drying immediately. Directions should not get too dry or be kept 

ef : will be sent on application to the moist. 

“ome Cucumber Diseases Make department. The disease may —— 

Rotation. Advisable live over in the soil to a slight ex- Plant tulips about four inches 
Certain diseases that affect eu- tent, making rotation advisable. deep and mulch with straw or 

‘umbers live over from one year Cucumber anthracnose, recog-  strawy manure when the ground 
to the next in the soil, investiga- nized by brown dead spots on the begins to freeze.
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Why and When Winter Kills was practically uninjured by the ing from older wood. Only 

Grapes winter altho the mercury dropped three-fourths as much wood was 

(From Bulletin No. 433, Agr. Exp. to —19° on February 10th of that pruned away this fall as in the 

Station, Geneva, N. Y.) year. Similarly, the crops of previous year, owing to the light 

1914, preceded by a thermometer weight of the withered, immature 

The winter killing of fruits is reading of —15° in February, canes, yet fewer buds were left 

an evil for which a remedy would was twice as large as that of for fruiting than in that year. 
be heartily weleomed; but effec- 1913, when the lowest tempera- Altho no remarkably low temper- 
tive control of winter’s rigors or ture recorded for the winter was atures were recorded for the win- 
prevention of their dire conse- only 0° or slightly below. The ter of 1912-13 the poorly-matured 
quences has seemed to many in- abnormally low temperature of canes and buds again suffered, so 
vestigators so ‘‘impossible’’ as -—16° jn mid-March of 1916 that the crop was only a. little 
hardly to be worth study. Re- would undoubtedly have caused a_ larger than that of 1910, 
eent experiments with Vinifera poor crop in the fall of that year, In the late summer of 1915 low 
grapes at the Station have shown, but other factors were necessary temperatures and cloudy weather 
however, that winter injury, one to bring the yield down to one- made growth of fruit and wood 
of the great obstacles to success third of what the vineyard had slow; and again a warm, rainy 

with these grapes in early at- produced. September and a cool, dark Octo- 
‘tempts to grow them, can be eas- Undoubtedly the most impor- ber left wood soft and succulent, 
ily controlled. Can like effective, tant factor in winter injury to so that it was in no condition to 
practicable methods of prevent- grapes is immaturity of tissues in resist the low temperatures of 

ing the occasional disastrous the fall. Preceding the severe in- February (—13°) and March 
freezing of fruit buds or fruiting jury in the winter of 1909-10 was (—16°) that followed. 

canes of American grapes be de- a marked shortening of the sea- Frequently light crops follow 
veloped? As experience has often son of growth, so that fruiting heavy ones in vineyards, the com- 

shown, the best ‘‘striving’’ for a wood and buds went into the mon assumption being that the 

remedy for any evil is a thoro dormant condition soft and moist. heavy crop exhausts the vine’s 

investigation of the conditions On October 12 and 13, toward the supply of food, which it must 
under which it develops and of close of the harvest of 1909 and have an ‘‘off year’’ to replenish. 
the causes which produce it. The while many grapes were still on This is undoubtedly true to some 
occurrence of three years of the vines, a freeze stopped growth extent, but winter killing of part 
marked shortage of crops in the so that the tissues had no further of the buds also centers here as a 
“Grape Belt,’’ due to winter in- opportunity to ripen and harden. factor. The energies of the vine 

jury, has given opportunity for Of course, the drop to 27° at this are probably devoted mainly to 
such study of the factors influ- time did not actually kill buds or ripening the fruit as long as this 

encing winter killing. wood on which the next season’s Temains immature on the plant, 
The grape crop of 1910 in the crop depended; but their imma- leaving the final maturing of buds 

section about Fredonia, particu- turity allowed them to succumb and canes to the comparatively 
larly in the Station vineyard easily at one or more of three short period which comes be 
there, showed that more than critical times during the winter. tween the grape harvest and stop 
half of the fruit buds were killed These were a long-continued pe- page of growth by cold. With a 
during the previous winter; again riod of cold weather in Decem- large crop, too little strength re- 
in 1913, the yield dropped to ber with 5° as a minimum, a sud- mains in the vine to mature the 
about half what it was in 1912 or den drop to —10° in late Febru- buds properly, and many of them 
1914; and in 1916 the tonnage ary, and a freeze in late April are killed or changed in charae- 
was the lowest known for many (27°) following an abnormally ter by winter without general 

years. warm period when buds probably death of the canes. 
While each of these low-yield started growth. The bud of the grape is con 

crops was preceded by notably In 1912 very heavy rainfall in pound, consisting frequently of 
cold weather during the preced- September with temperatures far three buds enclosed within the 
ing winter, it was not low tem- above the normal promoted suc- same bud scales: The first, or pri 
peratures alone that determined culent growth and again led to mary, to produce fruit; a second 
the injury, nor was the extent of immature wood and improperly ary which ordinarily produces 
injury in the three seasons meas- ripened buds. In pruning dur- wood only, but may sometime: 
ured by the fall of the mercury. ing this fall it was impossible to bear fruit; and a tertiary, whicl 
The half crop of 1910 followed a find enough well-matured canes ordinarily remains undeveloped 
winter when the lowest reading on two-year wood to provide for but expands as a shoot in ease th: 

of the thermometer was —10° (in a full setting of fruit, and it was others are destroyed. The unno- 

February) ; yet the crop of 1912 necessary to use some canes com- ticed winter killing may caus:
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the primary bud to fail, when the high acidity and low content of governed by the weather, allow- 
secondary, or even the tertiary solids, especially sugar. ing cover crops or weeds to grow 
bud, puts forth a shoot; and the This index cannot be taken as longer if soil is full of moisture, 
owner of the vineyard thinks the infallible, however, since many so that the transpiration of these 
vine did not produce a fruit bud other factors than maturity of plants may lessen water in soil 
at all, because of food exhaustion. wood and bud may influence the and check undue luxuriance of 
Many instances of this character degree of winter killing. Most the grape vines. Wide-leaved 
have been observed in the studies perfect maturity may be followed cover-crops, or  green-manuring 
at Fredonia; and, on the econ- by winter injury, if warm and crops, like rape and eowhorn 
trary, it has also been noted that cold periods alternate too vio- turnips, may shade the ground so 

two full crops may succeed each  lently or too frequently; but such much, however, that the check of 
other, like those of 1911 and 1912, 1.aaturity undoubtedly serves as a evaporation from the soil surface 

when winter killing did not harm protection in ordinary winter is more detrimental than the 

the second crop because condi- weather, transpiration from the plants is 
tions allowed proper maturity of Since immaturity predisposes helpful. Thin seeding is the rem- 
both fruit and wood in 1911. to winter injury, those factors edy where sueh conditions are 

The winter killing of the season which tend to produce slow anticipated. 
of 1915-16 showed that varieties growth or to prolong unduly the Narrow-leaved plants like the 

differ greatly in their resistance season of growth are ‘‘aecessories grains, or sparse-foliaged crops 
to winter injury. The destrue- before the fact’? of winter kill- like buekwheat, exert compara- 
tion of buds in the Station vine- img. Among the factors found to — tively little shading effect. 

yard at Fredonia varied from 10 exert such an influence, improper Siowly available forms of nitro- 
per cent to 100 per cent, or com- drainage was perhaps most in- gen, such as raw bone, leather 

plete killing. This vineyard con- — jurious. In some instances, se- serap, hair, ete., should be avoid- 
tained about 150 varieties or rep- Vere pruning after damage by ed unless used very early, so that 
resentatives of species; and of late frosts in the spring induced — their stimulus to growth may not 
these twenty lost more than 80  vank growth of wood, which did come go late that the wood is left 
per cent of their buds, and fifteen not properly mature and there- immature. 

of them lost less than 20 per cent. fore suffered during the follow- 
These varietal differences indi- ing winter. 

cate, to some extent, that hardi- Excellent opportunity was giv- 
ness to winter injury is a species en to test the effect of fertilizer | -rerre ave..1909 
characteristic, though species are clements on maturity, since the 
so thoroughly intermingled in Station vineyard contains dupli- hee 
many varieties that very definite cate plats fertilized with these 
conclusions are not warranted. elements alone and in combina- 
Labrusea influence definitely les- tion with eaeh other and with ad S08 Fra. 3 
sens the tendency to such harm; lime. None of the elements—ni- 
while varieties with Vinifera trogen, phosphorus and potash— BERRY BOXES 
blood, in any combination, usual-  ruflueneed maturity; so none of 
ly show a high percentage of win- them can be considered as having Crates, Bushel Boxes 
ter injury. Aestivalis varieties any relation to winter injury of and Climax Baskets 

appear slightly less affected, and — grapes. 

Riparia still less but more than Winter injury in very unfavor- * 
he relatively hardy Labrusea able seasons cannot be prevented, As You Like Them 

crosses. of course; but the evidence indi- We manufacture the Ewald Patent 
This specifie difference in cates that something can be done Folding ery pores Of rood. yous: 

groups of varieties may be asso- to lessen the amount of damage Gee, material ip Ho coesiaerie me 

viated with greater or less hard- ! such eae aay te seein it to tn ‘stock 16 quart erates all made up 

ness of wood, since grapes are a Wish aa? m Oe aI vlan t b Tange for ua to handle. “We can abip the 
known to differ considerably in Inst, wineyards ishoule not 9& folding boxes and crates in K. D. from 

. ; . located on land that cannot be Milwaukee, Promptness is essential in 
this respect, but studies have not — dil jrained: «andi @rainagé handling fruit, and we aim to do our 

been carried far enough to estab- ray ore ae -— Predera A postal bet sour price ure 
. . . systems should be installed or im- ing: P 

lish this correlation. . proved, where possible, in vine- Cumberland Fruit Package 
_ In nearly all the cases studied, yards already established. Company 

linmaturity of wood and buds for Second, the time of discontinu- 
the season was indicated by im- ance of vineyard cultivation in Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. 
inaturity of the fruit, as shown by mid-summer or later should be 1
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Wisconsin Horticulture tions reeeived before Dec. Ist can | —~—CSCSCSCSCCS™ 

be incorporated in the program. ‘ | 
Published Monthly by the 5 p ‘ P I Shall Pass This Way | 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Write the Secretary. \ 
12 N. Oarroll 8t. But Once | 

Official organ of the Society. ——_— | 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor. : ampshi : - 4 
Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. Pot-er to New Hampshire I made no mistake when I ask- 

Enter d at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- George F. Potter of the horti- ed leave to travel with you, to be 
consin, us 8 cond class matter, Acceptance for . dice} r shoal 1ivex 
mailing at special rate of postage provided for Cultural department has been ap- your disciple. You whose lives 
in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authoriz d . . * a . ¥ aw ag} m4 
July 15, 1918, pointed professor of Horticulture are spent somewhat aside from 
Advertising rates mude kuown on applieation. 44 +4 New Hampshire College paved streets, glaring lights and 

suceecdi rot. G 2 Mhe the turmoil of the city have a 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society succec ding Prof. Gourley. The . . y ‘ 

‘Annual membership fee, one dollar, which) College is loeated at Durham. clear perception of life and the 
includes fifty cents, subscription price ‘to Wis- . . ae res is fellow me 

consin Horticulture! See et oudiae to Fred. Prof. Potter is a very worthy duty each owes to his fellow man. 
erfe © 1, Editor, Madison, Wis. i td 23 Fs as aici fi nagier. 
Remit by Postal or Express "Money Order. Young man, ‘‘self made’’ as the You are making my way easier. 

A do'lar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or 5 : = ay some (&Tyying?? . 
sitmened tos card.” Personal checks accepted, Whiter can testify but he always One who signs “Irving known 

Postage stamps not accepted. refrained from boasting of it. no doubt in your councils says: 

eo He went thru college on a hoe, It is hard for one to tell an- 

OFFICERS a bieyele and his nerve; hoed other just what he should do. If 
Jo AL HAYS... eee cece cceeeeeeeeeeeeee President | ; it were me I should wish to be a 
F. Graneteid,” Secretary Treasurer... madwon Strawberries, potatoes and other  jetp to those whom I might meet 

—_— truck during vacation and per- or see by the way, cheer the timid, 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, formed wonders in way of riding say a kind word to the young man 

FoAs Haye essvvsesesessvscoessevescsos EX-OMBeh . ann .— Seat’ i : . 
B Graneheld I exomee a bieyele 365 days in the year or woman who is just entering 
Ist Dist., Wm. Longland........--Lake Geneva 2 fie - pe ittle 

jot, Dist» Win, Longland. ..-...-Eake Gingen to and from a farm not by any the field of labor; pet the little 
Brd Dist) HJ. Prautsebiecc ss Madison wane nearby. ‘That h ay Child, and aid with careful 

t., A. tenes eeceescoees sarbdy. € 2 V ( 

Sth Dist, Jae Livingstone 0000 Jallwaukes . Ye ena be” Wi" thoughtfulness the aged.’’-—Irv- 
6th Dist., H. 0, Christensen.........,.Oshkosh meet with success in his new posi- ing 
Tth Dist., Wm. Toole, Sr...............Baraboo : " z al 
8th Dist., J. E. Leverich.................Sparta. tion no one who knows him will ' 5 8 
sth Dist., L. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay . That lays a burden on pilgrims 

loth Dist., Paul E, Grant...........-Menomonia doubt. We shall miss Potter and bit that be lightly b 
1th Dist., Irving Smith ................Ashlai : va yut one that may be lightly borne 

the bicycle. Wonder if he took , a ane ony 
BOARD OF MANAGERS it al * for,— 

A Nt eeeeeeeeeeeee eG r Dong" ‘ » J. A. Hays, President aya Mills _ _ “Apt words have power to ’suage 

Se ———— = the tumults of a troubled 

The Program; It’s Up to You | . | _mind ; . 
Annual Convention and =| And are as balm to fester’d 

Suggestions for the convention Fruit Show wounds. ’’ 

program are in order but must be State Horticultural So- Then there is another who 
i . There are tai af a +, ;: in soon. There are certain lead ciety, State Capitol dwells among flowers and knows 
ing topies concerning commercial Tues., Wed. and Thurs., the language they speak: 

fruit growing that are always on | Jan. 11th, 12th, and 13th, “A common sense application 

the program and must always be 1921 || of the Golden Rule, a hobby and 

there. Each year’s advance in | || just enough of hard work all tend 
. . . 1 a. 

spraying, cultivation, ete., must Da ' to make our passage thru life 
: x nila BE ji 

be discussed and the secretary is ——SSS worth while. W. A. T. 

never in doubt about these topies. Winter is Coming That hint about a little hard 

‘ann all ne toy = comprise In spite of the beautiful au. ork is worth while. I shall 

out one hird “ the a tumn we surely will have winter ponder on that. Then his wife 
r . g ar} , rords: ‘‘Re: the ba ance rag en to ama by and by and all good gardeners adds just two words: ‘Read 

ay a fi 5 i a ‘ »” eur or ening, orvewture and will prepare for it. We live in Pollyana. 
nome Ss E s . . rece st] me io — me it is this a rather rigorous climate and An excellent suggestion. Are 

part that puzzles the one - pre- ‘hardiness’? of plant or tree there not other good books or 

pares the program What do just always be considered. In Verses I should read? Let me 

you want? You tell.  Sugges- Continued on page 49 know.
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Altho ‘‘Neighbor,’? who de- winter heat rather than winter basement, left uncovered for sev- 

lighted us for a year, set himself cold. We cannot hope to prevent eral years made a_ splendid 

a pilgrimage among gardens and freezing but we can prevent al- growth each year but never bore 

turned his face away from us for ternate freezing and thawing and flowers. After a winter when 

a little time comes back to say: it is that that kills. snow and ice was heaped over it 

“Tt was a great achievement to By bending the tops of hybrid flowers were borne in profusion. 

make two blades of grass grow roses to the ground, pegging them Strawberry plants should be 
where but one had grown before. in place and covering with bur- lightly covered late in November 

It was a great vision which YOU Jap, carpet or heavy building pa- or before heavy snowfall for the 
had of making two great Dig, Mer h fforded all th oO: Sime) xeasor. -w vee YOR 
bright, lucious juicy apples grow ! ME ANG BEOUGER 2B ENG BI . eo So scUvee . 
where but a gnarled and wormy tection needed. This keeps out Cane — fruits, blackberries and 

nubbin had grown before. Not the winter sun. This applies to raspberries when grown in closely 
often does one’s dream come so Dorothy Perkins, Rambler and matted rows usually survive but 
glose to a oe tLe other climbers. * “ not always. It is wholly practi- 

as so glorious a dream had so Ke . ; 
2 % or rose growers who believe cal to protect them by bending 

able and persistent a dreamer. . Bi ‘ ey TOE . y o 
—Noeighbor. in severe pruning, a heavy mulch down and covering with — soil 

Tl tl of leaves, straw-or sawdust that either in backyard or aere lots. 
hen another sent a verse, ; , i la th tay ; covers ten to tsvelve inches of the The process has been deseribed 

woulc nere were ore v : yes : . . . 
Mal Eis, He dar 1 more Who “canes or stems is cufficient. This many times in this paper. 

would ¢ his for é x . . 5 
eo am fond of plan is often followed but these 

verses. : . eaten 
CONTINUOUS heavily winter pruned roses pro- 

oO : duce but few blooms, altho fine Time to plant hardy bulbs for 
This is the faith T bring to you spri “ers raed aft I you, x8 ‘ mAs ay spring fiowers. — Hyacinth, daffo- This is the hymn I sing to you, ones but most growers want P g HO: ya » ae 

No matter what you preach, or where quantity. dil and lily do well in the house. 
you pray— - " 6 s sie as There is no lasting victory, Other woody prants such as 

No final valedictory; Exochorda grandiflora (Pearl Plant butternut xad walnut 
You've got save your own s : ey ant butternut anc ye u've got tu save your own soul Bush), Forsythia Kerria, Thun- 5p : 

every day. sae seed as soon as if falls from the 
—-Edmund Vance Cooke. berg’s Spirea and many others “8 * 5 

. 7 trees. If it dries there is seldom 
may not kill back as to wood 2 a z 

a sis any chance of its growing. 
growth but fail to blossem unle:s . 

WINTER IS COMING “ ‘ . . put to bed. A light covering 

Continued from page48 will usually save the flower buds. Sumae makes a fine cover for 

the case of fruit trees this is the Peonie:, phlox, campanula and rough banks along a lake or hill- 

first point to consider when new all the others of this invaluable side. If mowed down each year 
varicties are brought out beeause host, are benefited by a covering, it thickens and holds soil well, 

we cannot “put to bed” a tree, it not too heavy, of straw, hay or 

must stand heat and cold and all stable manure, Autumn leaves Fces a ‘ 5 
I 3 Now is a fine time to determine 

the changes in between. In the pack too closely and unless eare- 
. oe C . ee . how the home grounds may be 

ease of cane fruits, shrubs, roses; ful attention is given as spring . 
> ‘ made better. Prepare the ground 

and herbaceous plants we have approaches many of the kinds 5 az 
i sts . ‘ for setting shrubs next spring 

Jearned that ‘hardy’? has a dif- whieh start growth early will be wud order thew souk 
e . . . i fier em Ss . 
ferent meaning than as applied to smothered. Iris seems to need no 

fruit trees. We have learned protection. A heavy muleh is a a 

that by means of little protection, beneficial to most kinds to retard Clean up the orchard and gar- 

sometimes very little, we may en- early growth. den. Weeds, leaves or brush 

joy many beautiful flowering A peony planted close to the around the trees help to breed 

plants sometimes considered too south wall of a house receiving insects and diseases. Grass at 

tender for our climate. warmth not only by reflection the roots of apple trees makes a 

Winter covering is largely for from the house wall but by radi- fine harbor for mice during the 

the purpose of protection from  aticn frcm the furnace heated fall and winter.
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The Night Blooming Cereus teen years old, and the night be- tus family and is a native of 

. fore the photographs were taken Mexico and the species discussed 

Harry D. Tiemann fourteen blossoms opened at once, is one of about 150 species. The 

The queen of all flowers is the and the night of the photograph, C. grandiflorus and the C.  __-- 

Night-blooming Cereus (Cereus ra 

grandiflorus). At least one feels | 

disposed to concede the honor (no 

disrespect to the roses and or- 

chids) when in the still of mid- 

night while other garden beauties & 

(including the aforementioned) yy, ae 

have retired from the stage, the 4 a 
ivory white petals of the cereus \ p an 
majestically and slowly unfurl, 

forming a  magnifieent deep- oy & 
throated chalice. The flower in- Le } ON 

evitably creates an impression as J 4 oe 

of something sacred and un- / | 

earthly as though belonging to 

angelie beings, and one gazes at ere iethe, 

the wonderful crown of cream ie eo 

colored stamens surrounded by ‘s a pg § ! | 
the chalice of ivory whiteness at) wu te : 
with a certain feeling of rever- (gal & te 2 4 bb | 
ence, which impression is no i ‘ea be 
doubt enhanced by the knowledge : | | y | 
that the flower opens for one 2 
night only, and by daylight its A i ( 3 
transient beauty will be gone ‘ ~ re 

never to return. The curious ¢ < 

swan shaped pink colored buds | 

begin to expand usually a little ‘ ] 
after sundown, and the flowers UN 
begin to exhale a powerful but OP 7, | 
delightfully sweet fragrance. et 
They do not reach their full per- =) 
fection until well towards mid- f F : : . . \) night, and soon after begin to 
close and by morning are droop- 

ing pendently, as seen in several 

of the flowers in the photographs. | 

Although so chaste a flower 

they are not at all difficult to [i he BORNE, 

raise and grow readily from cut- five or six more. Unfortunately (Queen of the Night) are night 

tings of the leaves. They require jy picture was made of the great- bloomers. It is of course not 

a light sandy loam, partial shade, est display. The plants blossom hardy, but must be treated as a 
and unlike the closely related irregularly, often two or three greenhouse plant. For the pic- 

eacti, considerable moisture. times a year. tures I am indebted to the Photo- 

The plant illustrated is about six- The Cereus belongs to the Cae- art Co. of Madison.
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Storage Diseases Take Big An- perature they proceed much more again. I didn’t know but I had 

nual Toll of Apple Crop rapidly. trimmed it too late last fall as it 

¥ « Ventilation is as important as was about December when I had 

Storage diseases take a heavy low temperature in the preven- it trimmed. Kindly tell me the 

annual toll on the harvested “PP tion of seald. Apples that re- best time to do that work and 

of apples, greatly redueing an Mm ceive good aeration when delays give me cause and eure of the 

portant food supply and mereas- oeeur in handling them do not — blight if you ean. P. iH. 

ng the cost, and uncertainty of have their tendeney to seald in- The specimens were sent to 
marketing operations. The re- ~ —- . . 

avy : . creased by the delay. [Any ven- Prof. Vaughn who replies as fol- 

sponsibility for this loss: may: lie tilation of the storage room that lows: 
with the orchardist, the trans- . : —— ‘ wg 

. results in an actual renewal of I have examined this twig in 

portation company, the dealer, or the air within the package is of company with Professor Aust, 

the Storage management, say spe- great value in seald control.| Ap- our landseape gardner, and we 
cialists of the Bureau of Plant In- 

dustry of the United States De- et ig aor a e . 
partment of Agriculture, in Farm- Oe 
ers’ Bulletin 1160, Diseases of Cae 14 ] ¢ 

Apples in Storage, now available i wy 

for general distribution. i p 

The diseases may be due to the Pg J S / AN 
work of a parasite or to the di- J 4 a Wey s 

rect action of unfavorable condi- f ae My S) Sy; 4 bt os ce 
tions upon the fruit itself. Dis- gt, 4 h Ay 

eases like seab and certain rots ty) i] ae \ ; | 

that are definitely traceable to ay es tet f | 
the action of particular fungi are if i M 
called parasitic diseases, while ad i ; f 
bitter-pit, water-core, and seald ] 
are known to be wholly due to Ny i | 
abnormal physiological conditions . : , 
in the fruit itself, and are called — | =< 
non-parasitic or physiological dis- i y ( SS _ ba | 

wees ae srivatead tesa be ples seald far less in boxes, bas- believe that the hedge has suf- 

2 “kets, or ventilated barrels than fered from over-cutting last fall 
proper methods of growing and in the usual tight barrel. Wrap- and possibly winter injury. Pro- 

handling the fruit, but each has ping apples in oiled wrappers — fessor Aust states that he has best 

its own peculiar laws of behavior fuynishes the most complete pro- results from pruning evergreen 
upon which the requirements for — teetion against seald. hedges in June or August. In a 
its control must be based. case like this, however, where 

Delay in warm packing sheds OO there has been considerable in- 

or cars shortens the natural life Trimming Evergreen Hedges jury, an early spring pruning 

of apples and greatly increases ‘A-mmeibex wiites ‘We Have & would probably give best results. 

their tendency to rots and to nice evergreen hedge here and We ue mab ang any evidence on 
seald. Filling the storage rooms  jact spring it seemed to blight this twig of any parasitie fungus 
so rapidly that cold-storage tem- quite badly. We thot it was go- disease. 

peratures can not be maintained ing to die but late in the summer OO 

has a similar bad effect. Apple jt started to grow again and has — Remove all weeds and_ grass 
rots are slow to start at a temper- pretty well recovered now. Ien- from about trees now. Mice find 

ature of 32° F., but if a beginning close a twig, perhaps you ean tell a nest in the material and eat the 
has been made at a higher tem- me what to do so it wont happen green bark of trees and shrubs.
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Sq SSS] Fumigation 

THE | The use of carbon disulphide as 

| NSECT PAGE a fumigant is one of the easiest 
| Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of methods to kill the weevils. This 

\ Agriculture | material is a heavy liquid which 
evaporates rapidly and its odor is 

“Buggy’’ or ‘‘Weevily’’ Beans translucent spots on the beans. ¢asily detected. The gas is heav- 

Beans are: often ‘damaged wseri- The beetles then cut out cireular = than air and is also highly ex- 

ously by the presence of an insect flaps, emerge and this leaves the P osve ue he proper mixture 

which feeds within the seed, both amnall Tound holes an the aged of an is secure. For this reason: 
in the field and in storage. This which is the most conspicuous evi- is use 8 oO rjectionable but if 

pest causes a loss of millions of dence of the presence of the wee- oe ha coupes a taken to 
dollars annually to the farmers vals ‘ é ‘ae tle ! Mens sparks i a and senahianite, af ‘Gur country: These adults which have just e ce ensue ; 

In many sections farmers are ang ah my “turn; mate and lay 4 wedi P a Os BEES 2 

planting other crops in fear of egus directly on the beans. When u el contanier sueh ee 
destrnctivensss 6f ‘the weevil, these eges hateh, the grubs bore pa, beat rel, or specially made bin 

Many a home gardener harvests etiam EBS ae aes a ie a ee fetches 
his beans in the fall and puts beans. x Thus generation after sae: ip ad es results 

them away apparently clean and Een i ene ra te ty on aif heats at the 
in a few months finds that they uve nau #he pears ang a ful) Pine ° oneal nd ® * barrel 
are all full of holes and ruined oF holes, presenting: honey-omh | 5 ens ™ ope vim Afwrett ee 
for food or seed. appearance, gradually becoming ae eas on pune directly upon 

weevils infesting beans but the Are There Any Remedios fo Use results the iemperature Shout’ be 
most destructive is one called the Against “his Pest? 70° or 75° KF. Below 60° it is not 
common bean weevil. The adults There ig at present no satisfac- ‘itect somos Se 
fly from the storage room or tory method known to prevent or g a HVE: oo a 

house to the fields ‘whore beang Stop the infestation which comes The fumigation, how ever, should 

are growing and dior the female in the field. = ee oe as = = ” t yCeKS d A Ss D 

weevils lay their small whitish Plant Only Weevil Free Seeds vara by the feat application. 

eggs which appear as mere speck: This helps to lessen the number 

on the pods. In time they hatch of weevils in the field and conse- Use Heat! Hor! Small: Amgulits 
and the young white grubs bur- quently reduces the number in The small grower or town gar- 
row their way through the pods — storage. dener can free his beans by plac- 
into the developing beans within. At harvesting clean up all re- ing them in an oven and _ heat- 

As the beans usually develop mains of pods and seeds. Those ing to 120° to 145° F. for several 

and are harvested before the left in the field can harbor the in- hours. The beans should be 

grubs become full grown, their sect over winter, which furnishes spread out in a thin layer so that 

presence is not detected at that a source of infestation for the the heat reaches all parts. This 

time, and the beans are put away next crop. process does not injure the ger- 

in storage. If the temperature As soon as the crop is ripe, har- minating qualities of the beans 

is sufficiently high the grubs con- vest, shell and sack as soon as but does kill all inscets. 

tinue to grow and eat out cavities possible. Storage in pods does An old remedy is to dip the 

next to the skin but not punetur- not confine or kill the weevils. beaus into boiling water for one 

ing it. The grubs change to pu- Tf there is then indieation of 1ainute, no more, and then spread 

pac and then to adult weevils and the presence of weevils, the seed thein out to dry rapidly. 
at this stage before emergence should be treated to kill the in- Lime mixed with the seed is 

they appear as darker or semi- — seet. used in some of the southern
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states and has proved to be quite What Our Neighbors Say About prerttt gees 
s 3 ‘ : ee ee 

effective in preventing weevil de- Us oo i = 

velopment. Use air-slaked lime A comparison of some of the Jo | rr 

at the rate of 1 part by weight to” eastern Minnesota roads with = 5 ere wr 
‘ . sae, hic prov - . es Pe 
2 parts of seed. This prevents western Wisconsin roads would a a re 

i i i ee rn 

continued breeding in storage. tend to send all traftie possible a Pe? 

To keep the weevils out the through Wisconsin. | Minnesota we) i ce 
“ . Poe Re ese BE 

beans should be placed in a tight must have better roads and _bet- YP PS 
‘ . . . foe as 

room or bin free from the adult ter road maintenanee.—LeRoy Oe ¥ a ae 
; y $ é 1 . . . dies ae eee ee: 

weevil. Examine occasionally to Cady, associate — horticulturist, fe i 2 a 

guard against reinfestation. University Farm, St. Paul, Min- ee id a : 

Charles L. Fluke. nesota. oe i uP ween 
7 _ foo q ae 

Do not try to store squash in a : ee. Hy Bee Ee oe 
- To errr oi rs 

moisi eellar. A dry, warm place Plan now for S ee CC ; 

near the furnace or in a warm at- (Lae eer Seeman rina 5 
. . ee es 

tie is best, the Orchard 
a THE RED CROSS OF THE 

. sae you will put out next spring. FUTURE AND THE 

Much better quality of dill and SERVICE MAN 
" Also the shrubs and orna- 

sare may be had from the garden 
than can be bought. Start an mental plants around the The primary obligation of 

. . ; the American Red Cross is to 

herb garden next spring of the home. We have a complete the Service Man of the Army 
7 p ; and Navy. Five duties — still 

sorts se asso a the pad- : = sorts you use. assortment of all the lead nema 

_ ing sorts to select from. Cir- First—To stay with the Army 
of Occupation, comprising 

Vin tials SAAR Tee TERT : cular showing many of the about 17.000 officers and men. 
Gladioli require less work than . Second——To continue in the 

dahlias, are easier kept over win- leaders in colors “free for hospitals of the Army, the 
& ° * ” Navy and the Public Health 

ey 4 . are Le. the asking. + ter, and in the long run are more e asking Service where there are more 

satisfactory. Plant a goodly than 26,000 men, many of 
Saag whom w II be retained there for 

number of them next year. THE COE, CONVERSE & months and some for years, and 
carry on recreational and so- 

OO EDWARDS CO. cial work. 

Dig gladiolus bulbs as soon as Fort Atkinson, Wis. Third—To keep in touch as an 
frog ills Poliage They may Advisory Organization with the 

rost kills the foliage. hey may discharged men of the Army 

be dug any time now, but it is Jb and Navy, and be ready—not ‘n 
vali 8 ‘a , 1 SSS >= the, way of financial aid, but 

re 2 1 row as o as nb, 4a ta @bne 
well to let them grow BS. ONS: & oo ooo what is worth more—to con 

possible. Larger bulbs will reset. & HI tribute kind advice and friendly 
I KINNER f H assistance, 

H YSTEM OF IRRIGATION |B Fourth—To carry on the work 
f=! + oa) = with the families of soldiers 

Why cut down all trees along Pte EB and sailors and for the commu- 

the highways being graded? We H SIE i 2 nity at large. 
e highways g gra , lly Bae IE Fifth—To take care of those 

recently saw two or three dozen Elf: pon PRAY FOR Z| blinded in the crash of war, a 
Eig RAIN—BUY IT a E| Service turned over to the Red 

rge me S ° aken & # EI S large maples along a road ta : e|| pate urs Of im Gay 2 Cross by the Government. 

out entirely: . It would lool FAP weather. Lessen dan- 7 H “Am I my Brother's Keeper” 

much better and be as usable if i get trom insects ;and Ha EI is the stammering alibi of 
a , ‘ r AR Grop increase pays for system fi F| sordid selfishness. Answer the 

the row had been thinned to 50 fig Groh, inerenic: Pye oe rot OE call of your Red Cross, which 

or even 75 feet. If the road were [ABs amet | holds its Fourth Roll Call 

re! sila’ . , in MT NN NNN NN A November 11-25, and fulfill 
well made the trees would not in Sea Gee oem eee ae your obligation to the brother 

jure it at all. Let’s have some OM org and. full cetails. y who is still with Uncle Sam. 
The ° c0., 237 Wi es shade or our new roads. The Skinner Tee ONG: 237 ‘ater St. iN
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Right Here Where You Can’t 

Miss it We Print the Dates of 

The Annual Convention 

January 11, 12, and 13, ’21 

Reserve These Dates Now! 

A well balanced program is 
being prepared, satisfying 
alike to amateur and '!pro- 
fessional. 

The Fruit Show Is An Assured Success 

' The Big Gardening Event 
of the Year---Don’t Miss It 

P. S.---Invite Your Friends
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a eeSNorthern Wis. .... 15 35 
Jefferson ........- 14 28 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS Noeieiver Vailoy 1k 38 
Washington ...... 18 23 

Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association Vernon ...-..-++. 18 26 
i" Green ............ 18 17 

H. F. Wilson, Editor Baraboo Valley... 12 22 
_l| price ............ 12 19 

a 20 

Walworth ........ 0 11 16 HONEY—THE HEALTH FOOD Clark ti 18 
Why Not Have a Summer Meeting of the State Association Rusk ..........-. 10 16 

WE CAN PRODUCE THE FINEST Friday, December 3 - oe 
HONEY IN THE WORLD Morning 

9—Report of the State Apiary In- HOW WE PROGRESS 
The important thing is to market — spector, S. B. Fracker, State Ento- 

it. Are we ready for a State Market-— mologist; The State Department of Start Now for the 1921 State Fair 
ing Association? If not, why not? Agriculture and Apiary Inspection, C. The 1920 bee and honey exhibit at 

| > Norgord, C issioner of Agricul- the State Fair was the biggest and 
To the Secretaries of the Local As- ee one eB eeKeegere FoI, A. most successful one ever held. For 

sociations: The dues to the State As- gai, detisworth: How the U.S. this success we are indebted to Mr. 

sociation for 1921 are $1. New mem- Wathen Bureau Has Helped Me in Dittmer and to the progressive and 
bers joining prior to January 1, 1921, ce iccesstul Wintering, C. W. Aeppler, Wide-awake beekeepers of Wisconsin 
will be given membership free to Jan- 4 -onomowoc; Beekeeping Ona Large Who put forth their best efforts to 

pary be 1oede ana’ wil pe credited aS Scale, led by Rev. J. I. Cooke; open assist, him. 
ane ary 1) discussion by all members present. After bringing pressure to bear on 

1922. State lair Officials, Mr. Dittmer suc- 
There are now 926 members in the Afternoon ceeded in securing their promise to 

state beekeepers’ assuciation. I hope 1:30—How to Market the Honer enlarge the bee and honey building. 
every member will make an effort to | Crop and Prices for 1921, led by H. however, in return Mr. Dittmer was 
secure another member so that we I’. Wilson. Open discussion—every compelled to guarantee that all avail- 
can have at least 1,000 members by member should take part in the dis- able space would be occupied. Those 
the time of the state convention. cussion. Open discussion on How to that attended the fair can attest to 
Some of the old members are not paid Make Our Association More Valuable how well both parties carried out 
up. If you meet one of these, be to Its Members; Business Session— their promises. 
sure to get his renewal. Report of Committee; Old Business; The remodeled building is infinitely 

_ New Business; Election of Officers; much better than it was a year ago, 

— Appointment of Standing Committees. although by no means as adequate 
PROGRAM Every paper on this program is of as it should be to house the apicul- 

vital interest to all of our members tural products of Wisconsin. There 
Meeting of Board of Managers, and each one should come prepared should also be a rest room, an office 

Wednesday afternoon, December 1, to enter into the discussion. for the superintendent and a room 

2:00 P. M., Judiciary Committee for the judge where he could work 

Room, Third Floor, State Capitol. = unmolested. These improvements 
. | will come for Mr. Dittmer has 

Thursday, December 2 Local Affiliated Associations already made tentative arrangements 
5B Meet Sa ing Dues With this issue of Wisconsin Hor- ue revision for the coming 

9:30——Call_ to Order. Reading or  Uiculture we are starting a new classi-  MaSHO RANE BENpLapy WETELABUUS RC. 
minutes of last convention. Ree fication of local associations. AN oy Me and. Mrs. Tani icneser 

entation of New Business by Me those sHowiig'100 per Gent of theless back ine. usual with ‘x large: als bers. Report of Board of hyanw nt cal_association membership registered TET? ee ee ei ; oe ee 
- : anagers. in the state association will be placed Pl@y Of everything in the honey line 

Reading of Secretary's Report. Read- in the honor division from cough syrup to ‘“‘fire-water.” 
ing of Treasurer's Report. Appoint- . Mr. Keeber, who was absent last 
ment of Committees for Convention. = — year, was in his old stand. He had 

11—President’s Address, Gus Ditt- samples of some of the first honey he 
mer. Honor Division ever produced—over thirty years ago. 

Afternoon The Moes of Monroe were wet rep- 

1:30—Bees, Animals and Other County Bee. Assn. State Lvcal resented. Mr. H. H. Moe, however, 
Things, R. R. Runke, Field Agent, Members Members  jost out this year, preferring to view 
Fond du Lac Co. Farm Bureau; Im- Sheboygan ........ 60 60 the battlefields of France instead. 
proving the Demand for Honey, A. C. Fond du Lac ..... 58 58 His interests were well taken care of 
Bartz, Jim Falls; Is the Present Grant ............ 32 32 by his two sons. Walter Diehnelt 
Honey Grading Law a Benefit to Wis- Marathon ........ 31 39 had a very large and attractive dis- 
consin Beekeepers, F. F. Stelling, Waukesha ........ 30 44 play of comb and extracted honey. 
Reedsville; How the Honey Grading Chippewa Valley .. 24 35 From the angle of the Czar and the 
Law is Affecting the Honey Industry, Northeastern Wis... 34 77 manner in which he jingled nails in 

C. D. Adams, State Div. of Markets. Dane ....----++-+- 28 26 his pocket, people were led to believe 
Milwaukee ........ 28 47 that he was well pleased. Mr. Pain- 

Evening Winnebago .....-- 20 27 ter of Wausau, representing the Clo- 
7:30—Facts About Bees We Should Richland Co. ..... 21 28 verland Apiary, was a new exhibitor 

Know (Lantern Slides), J. I. Ham- Shawano ......... 19 22 this year. Having had no previous 

bleton Univ. of Wis. WO0ds accu ex cs cree 1T 23 experience in the Fair ‘Game’, Mr.
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Painter managed, nevertheless, to The following gives the list of the tor was well pleased and planning to 

take back enough blue ribbons to principal exhibitors and amounts of return in 1921 with a much improved 

compensate for the hard work. premiums for each: display. Many reservations for space 
Tour of the county associations john Kneser, Hales Corners..$129.00 have already been received. It will 

were present; namely, Dane, Grant, a, J, Kleeber, Reedsburg.... 117.00 be quite a problem to satisfy every 
Marathon and Sauk. These displays walter Diehnelt, N. Milwaukee 105.00 OMe next year, for no doubt, some ex- 
were exceptionally good. Rivalry in Marathon County ........... 66.00 hibitors will have to put up with tem- 

the future is going to be strong be- J. M. Barr, West Allis........ 65.00 porary accommodations. It will be a 

tween the various counties. In the H. H. Moe, Woodford ....... 57.00 case of the early | bird getting the 

writer's opinion every association in Dane County ...........+... 55.00 worm. Associations and individuals 

the state should have been there. Grant County .............. 51.00 contemplating doing their share in 

One purpose of organization is to Sauk County ...........+2.. 47.00 this big advertisement game should 

improve the honey industry of the (loverland Apiary Co., Wau- get in communication with Dr. Ditt- 
state. The marketing and advertise- SAU cece cece ceeeeeveess 46.00 mer at once, and not wait until next 
ment of our project are not any too I. F. Houghton, Reedsburg... 33.00 year when it will be too late. It 

well developed. The state Fair is Number smaller exhibitors... 68.00 Might be well to mention too that 
the best and most economical me- ——.- _ most exhibitors, individual and coun- 

dium that we have for advertising ‘Total premiums awarded..... 839.00 t¥Y, unload tons of honey to the Fair 
honey since it places our product be- as against last year ......... 270.00 Visitors at top prices. Bring the 
fore the people of the entire state as —. matter up at your next association 

no other medium can. The absent Difference ............ 569.00 Meeting and do not let your county 
counties are failing in an important be conspicuous by its absence, as 
and vital function by neglecting the According to out-of-state visitors many were at the Fair this year. 

State Fair. They are shifting re- Wisconsin has now one of the larg- Often people would’ inquire, ‘Well, 
sponsibility to other shoulders. This est, if not the largest bee and honey where 1s so and so's county display? 
year, at least, it seems that the exhibit in the United States with the Why, we raised lots of honey.” Gen- 

younger associations have graciously exception perhaps of part of the Pa- erally such questions were answered 

taken this responsibility, an incident cific Coast. Some of the premium by their being told that their county 

that points to the fact that some of lists for 1920 are listed below as fol- did not have ambition enough to come 
our larger and more prosperous asso- lows: and stayed at home to keep their 

ciations need revision or an injection Wisconsin .........$1153.00 bees from swarming instead. 
of young blood into their constitu- Minnesota ......... 1110.00 J. I. Hambleton. 

tion. Illinvis .......+.... 589.00 
The allotted space for individual Nebraska ......... 447.00 rs 

exhibits was crowded and improve- West Michigan .... 595.00 2 — Scene: igi . 
tient in thé quality of the displays Goanesteae Te Ee 8s Monthly News ne From Local 

; Associations 
was apparent to every one. This was TeXAS «ia cacsewsa ce 4289.00 

especially true of wax and baking,— a . - October 15—Bees are in good con- 
where one or two cakes adorned the ‘The Wisconsin bee and honey pre- dition. Kuropean foulbrood does not 
shelves the previous fair, countless mium list for 1921 will be $2,000.00. seem to be as prevalent as it was last 
cakes and cookies of every descrip- There will be a revision of the year. I have no personal knowledge 

tion were to be seen this year. As a method of awarding premiums for of any American foulbrood. A great 
matter of fact, the bakery goods and 1921. Mr. Dittmer quotes in particu- many farmer beekeepers lost their 
canned goods were little behind the lar the following changes; ‘Our pre- bees through European  foulbrood 

displays of similar articles in the mium list for 1921 will consist of 3 jast year. I think the outlook for 
Woman's building. The wax was of classes: Individual exhibits, No. 122, the future is so good for the profes- 
very good quality and arranged in at- Individual entries No. 123, and County sional béekeeper or any person who 
tractive cakes. In this connection we Association exhibits No. 124. Class uses modern methods of keeping 
must mention the display of Mr. Barr No. 124 will be revised on the same bees. 
of West Allis. His unique and tidy basis as county exhibits in the Farm — Reporter—E. A. Barlement, Brown 
display reached the zenith of perfec- Produce Department. A sum _ of Co. Bee Ass'n. 
tion and brought forth praise and $900.00 will be set aside for thé 
numerous questions. The G. B. county exhibits on the basis of $75 October 12—Bees are in good con- 
Lewis Company, Watertown, Wis., for each county having an exhibit. dition. Most of our beekeepers are 

and the A. I. Root Company, Me- Instead of offering premiums the ex- getting pretty well along in fixing up 

dina, Ohio, both dealers in bee sup- hibit wiil be scored by points. 100 the bees for winter. Prices of honey: 

plies were on hand to display the to 500 points will also be allowed for Wholesale—10 Ib. can $3.00; Retail 

most improved and up-to-date equip- distance from the State Fair. A sum 10 Ib. can, $3.50—Extracted. Whole- 

ment. We were somewhat disap- equal to $75.00 for each exhibit par- sale 60 Ibs. at .35, $15.00; Retail 60 

pointed in the showing made by the ticipating will then be divided pro Ibs. at 40c to 45c, $16.25 for Comb 

A. I. Root Company, but understand rata, but no one exhibit to receive honey. Our own apiaries are free 

that only a small part of their dis- more than $125 or $150. For the from disease. No reports from out- 
play arrived, due to lack of proper best arranged and most attractive, side have been received, nor any come 

transportation facilities. The supp!y ribbons will be awarded. Premiums to my notice. There appears to be 
companies offered the beekeepers an will also be offered for the best no marked change in beekeeping con- 

excellent opportunity to personally graded exhibit, both comb and ex- ditions with the exception of bass- 

examine every kind of bee equipment tracted, both for the individual and wood getting less, but this being off- 
manufactured. A person contemplat- the county exhibit.". Mr. Dittmer set by the increase in white clover. 

ing the purchase of bee equipment ends by saying, ‘‘We are not only But unless the beekeepers hold’ to- 

will do well in talking to the repre- having the largest bee and honey de- gether and cooperate and discontinue 

sentatives of these companies before partment, but we are going to re- under-selling each other, they will 

making their purchase. Advantage main at the top.” force themselves out of business. 

can a'so be taken of the appreciable The prospects for the coming year Especially is this true with the com- 

discount made to State Fair visitors. are indeed excellent. Every exhibi- mercial beekeeper who has to pay big
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wages for hired help and if he can- wiped out in good shape. The past October 14—Condition of bees is 
not get for the product of the hive two years has taught the beekeepers good. There was enough stimulation 
what it costs to produce, he will have the absolute necessity for clean yards. for late brood rearing, assuring 

to go out of business and “try his They are all learning the necessity of | young bees, but only in a few places 
hand at something else.” looking after the bees' welfare. The is any surplus reported from _ fall 
Reporter—Emma L. Bartz, Chippewa future outlook seems to be getting on flow. There is very little extracted 

Valley Beekeepers Association. a more business like basis. Our bee- honey on hand and no comb honey 
keepers are learning that there is nice at all. Prices of Honey: Extracted— 

October 17—Bees are in good con- money in the business, but like other wholesale 25c to 28c, retail 32c to 37¢ 
dition in numbers and age. Prices of — vocations, “One must know the busi- and comb honey wholesale 40c_ to 
honey: On containers by wholesalo yess." Failures and losses are sim- 42c; retail 50c. The disease situation 
from 25c¢ to 30c and retail 30¢ to #5c ply the result of ignorance. The is improved, but an area clean-up is 
—regulated by grades by wholesalo Winter Problem seems to be the what is needed to insure complete 
from 35c to 45c and retail from 45¢ hardest. to solve; too many ways, success. The bees in this county are 
to 50c. American foulbrood is scarce. one just right. Conditions are so mainly in the hands of the small 
There is some European foulbrood  yarious. We are all learning the beekeeper, there being a few large 
where old queens are present, but in game, and we will know it if we live producers. (Since our association was 
general conditions are very good. long enough. It takes a life time. organized a keener interest is being 
Beekeepers are enthusiastic in doing  jxeporter—C, TL. Leykom, Langlade shown, It cannot be said that there 
zood work for the season of 1921. County Bee Association. are more beekeepers, but all are evi- 
The honey crop. is moving steadily . - dencing the spirit of keeping bees 
with original fall prices still preva- October 16—Bees are in fair to etter. If more sweet clover could 
lent. good condition. There are about 30 be had, the bee pasture would be 
Reporter—Robert L. Siebecker, Dane tons of extracted honey on hand in yyuch improved. 

County Bee Ass'n. this locality, and very little comb Reporter—C. W. Aeppler, Waukesha 
honey. Our beekeepers have been . . seicee: ‘ nip 

October 12—Bees are in fine con- rece 25ce for Datrcted honey Coutily, ‘Beekeeners Assoelation, 
dition. Our beekeepers have been re- wholesale, and 30c and 28c_ retail, October 13—The condition of the 
ceiving 22c wholesale and 25¢ to 30¢ and 40c retail for the comb honey. bees is good in the southern part and 
retail for their honey, that is for ex- 1 think the disease situation is bet- fair in the northern part. The 
tracted, and from 35c to 40c retail ter since the clean up, but not as good amount of extracted honey on hand 
for the comb honey. American foul- as we expect a year from now. We _ in this locality is about 5 tons, and 
brood in the northwestern part of the have no strictly speaking beekeepers the comb honey is nearly all sold. 
county, our present system of inspec- in this county. We have perhaps 20 We have been receiving 20c to 25e for 

tion with our local inspector on the apiaries of 100 colonies and over. I extracted honey wholesale and 20c to 
job will, we believe, keep the disease am sure the area-clean-up law with — 30c retail fur it; 25¢ to 30¢ for comb 
under control if not eradicate it en- the restriction of movement of bees honey wholesale and 35c for retail. 

tirely in time. It certainly is the and bee appliances in the future will ‘There is quite a lot of foulbrood in 
best means of inspection and insures see better regulated bee yards. This the southern part also in the central 
our protection as no other system has been a very successful honey part. Some around Marshfield. It 
could and in a few years it will cost year. The variation of prices of is spreading fast. There is some in 

very little to keep up. European honey has been a great hindrance. I the southern part of Marathon and in 
foulbrood is bad in the eastern half believe in another year this price northwestern Wood that is infecting 

of this county, but only with the bee- matter will be regulated. the yards around Marshfield, Bees 
keepers who have black or hyrid Reporter— James Gwin, Richland that are near wild swampy ground 
hees, Most of these “bee owners” County Beekeepers Ass'n. are In good condition, but those on 
are such who have not attended our . high land stopped brood rearing 
local meetings and are not members October 14—In general bees are in early, On account of the drought 
of our association. The future of excellent condition for winter. There there was no honey since about the 
heekeeping is on the rise under con- are about 7,000 pounds of extracted 15th of August. In wet places there 

dition that the life of local and state honey on hand and 200 pounds Of wag honey until frost. Beekeepers 
‘ssociations be supported spiritually comb honey. We have been recelv- — wil) protect their bees better this 
sad financially by all the progressive ing 25¢ for extracted honey whole-  \inter to avoid repetition of last win- 
‘eekeepers regardless of personal Sale and’ 30c for retail, and 35c to 40€ tang josses. A few beekeepers are 
differences, act together and vote to- for comb honey retail. buying package bees for next year. 
vether for the common good of all. Reporter—L. E. Cass, Vernon Coun- 4 “queen yard will also be started 
Sorghum mills have sprung to new ty Honey Producers Association. here next year. 
‘ife since the sugar shortage. Con- any Reporter—Engelbert Henseler, Wood 

‘sequently farmers are buying very lit- October 19— The condition of ne County Beekeepers Association. 
‘le honey for the present. bees is good. ‘There is very little ex- q 

‘eporter — Edward Hassinger, Jr., tracted honey on hand and rhe comb ee 

Fox River Valley Bee Association, honey is about all sold. We have 
been receiving 30c to 35¢e wholesale The Aims and Objects of the Ameri- 

October 12—Condition of the bees for extracted honey and 35c to 50c can Honey Producers League 

s good. Some beekeepers are feed- retail for it; 42c for comb honey | 

ng the bees sugar to help along as wholesale and 45c¢ to 50¢ for comb Early in the year 1920, represen- 

vur Fall honey flow is a scarce ar- honey retail. The disease situation tatives of the majority of commer- 

icle. There is not very much ex- in this county is quite serious. I cial beekeepers associations and kin- 

racted honey on hand and scarcely think the getting together and the dred organizations met in Kansas 

hy comb. Our beekeepers have very helpful talks by Mr. MeMurry City, Missouri. The object of this 

een receiving 20c to 25c wholesale have awakened great interest among meeting was to ascertain if there ex- 

or their extracted honey and 25¢c to the beekeepers which will result in isted points enough of common in- 
0c retail for it, and from 30c to 35¢ _ better beekeeping. terest to warrant a national organi- 

wholesale for the comb honey. From  Reporter—W. T. Sherman, Walworth zation. ' 
wll reports bee diseases are being County Beekeepers Association. In former years such an association
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_eeeesSsoOoaSsoooaooooooooeeeeee eae 

KNOTS DON’T COUNT 
Beware is the motto of Lewis workmen. It demands first grade 

pine lumber. Rigid lumber choice begins at the cars. It continues 
until the goods are shipped. That is the duty we owe to every bee- 

. . . a 
keeper. Look for this trademark on quality goods. With us it’s 

i “ ” beware. With you---“Beeware. 

BEWARE 
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR : 

ror’ | BEEWARE | ier For Mark 
il Cc uv maaaaeN |S. 
MAKES THE FINEST. CoPrMONT. tone BY BELEN Covenant 

Look for your distributers name on the front cover of the ‘‘Beware’’ catalog. If you have 
no catalog, send for one. It’s free. We want you to succeed. 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin 
Makers of Lewis ‘‘ Beeware.’” Nationally Distributed. | 

SS SS 
_SSSSSSSSSE|=EUEEBn)h7E~E~™~~I~y SS Seo e———e—e—e———c—c—c=c—=— See 

had often been proposed, but all ar- tained, that the teaching of beekeep- — KS 

gued that East was East and West ing in our agricultural schools is es- 

was West, and there was no common tablished or supported, that informa- 
interest. The remarkable thing tion relative to disease control, crop 

about the Kansas City meeting was conditions, and markets reach the 
that each section had one and the producer with dispatch, and that the 
same great problem and all other public is well informed relative to 

problems depended upon the solution the value of honey as a food. BEEKEEPERS 

of the first. The Equipment Bureau is to se- 
This problem was: How to create a cure standardization in equipment, 

greater demand for honey. So ap- both in size and price, and to set 

parent was it that the solution of this "ules for the sale of live bees and 
one question was the salvation of the queens. Should send for our book- 

beekeeping industry, that these men As popular gs ‘ntiment must be 
brought about an organization of or- leche by legislative power, a legis- let on the new MODI- 
ganizations for this purpose. Thus ative bureau will endeavor to secure fi 
was born the American Honey Pro- uniform inspection, quarantine, and FIED _DADANT HIVE. 

ducers’ League: pure food Tawa, and the appropria- The hive with a brood 

The first and greatest aim of the tons needed to carry on state con- ‘ * 

League is the betterment of the con- trolled work. chamber sufficient for pro- 
dition of the bee industry in Amer- The Bureau of Supervision of Mar- lifie queens. OUR CATA- 

ica. As this end can best be gained keting is the most difficult and im- EG 

through the increased use of honey, portant of all. It must put into im- LOG IS FREE. 

it is around this subject that the ac- mediate operation a standard grad- 

tivities of the League center. Its ing of honey, packed in a standard 
membership is to be'the membership container, and make this product a 

of the State organizations. Its work- household favorite. To do this, it 

ing force will be directed by a paid . i 
. ‘ must have definite crop and market 

secretary and possibly a corps of . . an 

paid assistants. To handle the work  ePorts, and must be followed in its 
with ease and rapidity, the following recommendations by the state dis- 

divisions have been made: An Edu-_ tributors in their sales. : inoj 
cational Bureau will utilize the com- As legal aid is often necessary to Hamilton, Ilinois 
bined strength of the beekeepers of obtain justice, a legal bureau will be | 

the continent to see that State and maintained to look after transporta- t 

National extension work are main- tion and classification claims on com- J
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mon carriers and to take a hand be approved by the Executive Com- Geraniums, Christmas cactus, 
where ever legal aid is needed. mittee. valle d el k 1 As a clearance house for com- The above extract from the consti- Calla, and cyclamen make go0c 
plaints a Bureau of Arbitration will tution of the League shows definitely  f{owering house plants for winter. 
act as a referee in disputes on mat- that membership is easy to obtain 
ters of importance to the League. and hold and the voting power is re- 

The above projected work of the tained by the beekeepers. 

League, together with the countless The value of the League has been ie frui ngraded fruit or smaller services it can render, makes realized’ by commercial firms dealing Do not put ungraded fruit 
this League unique in Business Or- with beekeepers and they are becom- vegetables on the market. It 
ganizations. ing members, even though they have ays er to sell eact erade 

little voice in the organization. ir Pays bette i . ach & 
—_— every beekeeper, small or large, will separately. Try it. 

: ape: . = get behind this movement, it will 
Membership in the ina Honey take but few years to place honey 

« Be) AOE in its proper place in the dietary ot 
The American Honey Producers *® suneriess eee Loveliness, Mrs. Watt, Schwa- 

League deserves the support of every Et oo PECUre en; , Worry: siny. Be ress beekeeper’ itt America. “THe aérrices Pres. American Honey Producers ben, (Glory, Bluejay, Empress of 
it offers and’ can render if you co- [#sue- India and Niagara are all splen- 
operate makes its value such that did varieties of gladioli Now is 
you cannot afford not to belong to it. Jfape Hees Woon.s rere oe . 

As the League is an affiliation of . Asters have been a good flower a good time to order stock for 
smaller organizations, there are sev- in most places this year. The next year’s planting 

e @ aini 2 “shi oy: ae . xt year’s g. 
eral ways of obtaining membership. addition of lime to most of our 

The first and regular method igs by . — - 
affiliation of organization. soils before the asters are set — 

“Any organization of Beekeepers seems to give better plants. fs bei ade may acquire the right to elect. a pr An attempt is being made to 

member of this League by applying eo = list and describe all the varieties 
therefor to the Secretary of the . his ap es 7 League and accompanying such appli. A pot of parsley set in a sunny of dahlias under cultivation. Be- 

i i ‘i squd - : voen. 5 ; ‘ . ene fisumiequal to One Dol- window not only adds cheer to tween 5,000 and 6,000 names 
Fi r €a ber of such z é; ava 5 iste « is aS applicant association, provided that the room, but is useful for gar- have been listed and this does 

the Executive Committee may reject ishing and flavoring during the not include many foreign kinds. 
any application and shall return any . 

sum deposited if such application is Winter. a 
rejected. When once affiliated, such SE 

organization may continue its affilia- — is ‘ 
tion by paying annually to the Secre- Spring is the best time to plant 
tary of the League a sum equal to al] sorts of plants except peonies, The Hawks 
One Dollar ($1.00) for each member iris and rvhubart 3, . 
then belonging to such affiliating as- I!IS and rhubarb. Prepare the Nursery 

sociation, and by the further pay- ground this fall and plant as 
ment of a sum equal to One Dollar “ * secnie 
($1.00) for each member subse- arly as possible in the spring. Company 
quently joining such affiliated associ- - —— _ 

ation, provided that the minimum 
tee for membership from any organ- Squash should be carefully iti t 
ization shall be One Hundred Dol- » fie tare are in a position to 
lars ($100.00), and provided further handled from the field to storage furnish high grade 

that when a state or provincial or- if they are to keep well. Place Nursery Stock of all 
ganization has affiliated, no other or- on wooden racks in storage house = y ee 
ganization from the same state or ‘woo! ee = 5 fo kinds and varieties 
province shall be received.” one layer deep. The house should suitable to Wiscon- 

Tf there is no state organization, po warm and have a good circu- sin and other north- 
any individual beekeeper may be- . te ern districts. 

come an independent member, secur- lation of air. Will b lad to fi 

ing the service at the above rates, __ e g) 0 Lg- 
but without vote. ure on your wants 
Any firm or corporation desiring Do not let roses or perennials either in large or 

the help of the League may also re- 7 ara eovere. small quantities. 
ceive this service by the payment of get wet before they are covered, a 
a fee of $10.00 per year. They must go into the winter 

All United States, Provincial or “4 . < _ 

State employees interested in this With dry foliage if they are to — 
subject are considered associate mem- ome through in good shape. See 
bers and have the right to attend all i . * ' 

Q i ‘oots is 
meetings of the League and take part that the soil at their 1 Wauwatosa, Wis. 
in the discussions, but have no vote. moist. Otherwise they may freeze 

It is hardly necessary to say that 1 

all applicants for membership must CTY.
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s WISCONSIN FAVORED 

The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT = The 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents = = 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. = Jewell Nursery a 

KICKAPOO, DEVELOPMENT COMPANY A Company | 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN e Lake City, Minn. = 

Carrots and beets keep better Store onions in a cool, well- 2 Established 1868 = 
if a little dry sand is put over aired place. E 

revents drying out. SS = : them. It prevents drying ou ; = Fifty Years a 

_ Sapa and Opata plums fruit = Cc ti S 

Blackeap raspberries and goose- heavily and make good sauce. A i Se mnuous 

BESEED FRED a Boo tree or two is worth having in 3 ervice 
berries are best propagated by 5 

. the garden. = 
layering. 2 

se .. c A Complete Stock 
Aosles ceavetyil «ced 1 Hither spray and prune the or- 2 of Fruit, Shelter 

ples caretully precede ane“chard or use the ax. Trees un- 2 and Ornamental 
wrapped in newspaper keep late gayed for are like abused under- 2 Stock in Hardy a 
into the fall and winter if kept  fyq stock—unprofitable. Get rid 3 Varieties for = 
eool. ? them = Northern Plant- 

—_— Oh CRETE = ers. 

Husk the popcorn and hang it It is a good plan to clean up : Agents Wanted a 

fey om ie mb pines i. wi me garden gue spade oF Plow ai an IT = rd enough to be used carly in this fall. Many eutworms and IN OT 

the winter. other insects are disturbed by — SXHmiiiNiiitiiNiliiMnumnuan4onunnaaaunonayy2 
- fall plowing. = 

Hang cabbage in a cool cellar. a McK AY NURSERY E 

They may sometimes be wrapped a 
. , : The past seas has as 
in paper and laid on shelves in a we Se eee Ne 2 COMP ANY 

splendid one for hollyhocks. 2 MADISON, WISCONSIN 
cool cellar. = : 2 

When well grown these are fine 3 — WW _____ Ee 
- - plants. Some exeellent colors in a 2 ‘ } = a 

As soon as the frost kills the singles and doubles are to be had. -Nursery Stock of = 

foliage of the grape it may be a Quality 2 

pruned back and laid on the Black raspberries are easily in- for Particular Buyers 2 
row : ai a ground ready to cover with earth. creased by tip layers. That is Have all the standard varieties = 

oA eee ees covering the top of each with soil as well as the newer sorts. Can & 
é a supply you with everythingin £ 

While many raspberries will Causing it to send out roots 5 5 E 
come through the winter without duickly. These may he ‘“‘heeled & ie ec = 
protection it is always safer to in’? and planted next spring. = sak is lta ‘: 

: et us suggest what to plant lay them down and cover with —— both in Orchard and in the 

earth. Some of the imported varieties pocoration: of your grounds. 
ee a 5 Heathens sacs rices and our new Catalog 

of zinnias are well worth grow- sent promptly upon receipt of 
The Russian Mammoth gsun- ing. Strains of fine colors and your list of wants. E 

flower i ot only ornamental, large size were tl arket this ° ower is n y en ‘ge size were on the market this Nurseries at E 

but the seeds make good chicken year. These made _ excellent WwW 1 Wi 5 

feed. The plants make an effec- plants for cut flowers or land- 2 ater: 100, 18. 

tive screen. seape work. _———
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Farm Orchards devitalizing process but one the doer ‘‘get by’’ with it but 1 

Just to head off Prof. Moore, to Which we have adopted to better am here today to tell you with all 
have the first word, the Editor prints further our ends, the production the emphasis that I can command 

sis. Gone ae ot me eee of a maximum crop of wruit of that it cannot be done in Minne- 
Horticultural Society. Hear Prof. high quality. sota or Wisconsin at the present 

Moore at the Convention, The excuse I offer for this di- time. 

There are at least two kinds of gression in the beginning of my The growing of high grade 

farm orchards. The first kind discussion is that pruning seems fruit is a highly specialized busi- 

consist of orchards planted de- to be the great bugbear of the ness and should be undertaken 

signedly to yield only enougin farmer, something which we hor- only by men or women, who are 

fruit for home needs with an oe-  ticulturists have hedged about willing to devote the whole of 

easional surplus. Such an or- with so much of technique and _ their energies and abilities to the 

chard may contain ten to twenty skill that he despairs of ever ac- job. None of the farmers that 1 

apple trees, four to six cherry and quiring even a working knowl- have met have brains enough to 

as many plum trees. Crabs are edge of the science. While we be a_ successful grain farmer, 
included in the apple quota, The may therefore let the farmer off stock raiser or dairyman and at 
trees are planted 20 by 24 feet from pruning we cannot excuse the same time raise good fruit as 

for the apple and 16 by 16 fect him from spraying. Spray he a side line. I am not denying 
for cherry and plum. For the must and it is strictly our busi- that there may be such men, but 

first five years after setting iner- ness to see that he does it. I have never met them. In fact 

cropping is permissible if the I have no quarrel with the the farmers that have been most 

land is reasonably fertile and if farmer who plants this kind of successful in their chosen lines of 

a light coating of manure is ap- an orchard nor the nurseryman farming seem to have had too 

plied every other year. It is not who sells it to him. Every farm- much sense to attempt it. 

absolutely essential to fair re- stead in Minnesota should have Fruit growing has never yet 

turns that the trees be pruned at such an orehard. It is another been successfully conducted ag a 

all. This is not intended as an class of so-called orchards that 1 side line to general farming and I 

argument against pruning for the have fought for years and will predict it never will. 

beneficial results of rational prun- continue to fight; the orchard To be a successful dairyman 

ing are so well established that Whatever its size, usually, if not will require all the time, brains 

no argument of mine could affect always, wished on the farmer by and energy possessed by the or- 
the situation even if I choose an ambitious nursery agent and dinary man. As this is also true 

to make one. I mercly mean to carried as a side line to general of fruit growing it is then plain 

say that fruit trees that receive farming. that only the super-man can do 

ordinary cultivation, as much as Either the farmer has persuad- both. 

farm crops, will yield fine crops ed himself or someone has per- But entirely aside from the 

of fruit even if pruning is wholly suaded him that one hundred or question of mental capacity and 

neglected éxcept as to the re. '¥ hundred fruit trees may be energy there is a question of 

moval of dead or dying branches planted and with very little care applied agricultural economies. 

which may, (usually do) prove a will, sometime, yield profitable re-  “ruit growing _Tequires, aside 

menace to the tree by the process returns, from highly skilled. labor, spe- 
y process : : . . 

of decay, There was a time, about fifty cial equipment which may sel- 

Proof of this unorthodox state. ¥°2"S 28% especially in the east- dom be used to advantage in 
x state i ‘ 

ern states and the central Missis- farm operations, the cost of 
ent may be had by carefully ob- ... . . . : . sippi valley states, where the ap- which constitutes an item of over- 

serving seedling trees twenty ple is more nearly indigenous head disproportionate to the vol- 

years or more of age or old trees than in our more rigorous cli- ume of business, ‘There ig also 

that have not been pruned in mate, and before insect and dis- the problem of marketing, Many 
twenty-five years or more. Prun- ease pests had arrived, when this factors enter into the problem of 

ing is neither a vitalizing nor a sort of thing could be done and marketing perishable products
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that do not affect the marketing every land owner who now has will be needed while if we strive 

of staple farm crops. trees in excess of home require- for the millenium of ‘‘an apple a 

As I said before there seemed ments or who expects to plant a day’? and put all the doctors for- 

to be a time when this kind of ‘‘farm orchard.’’ If he replies ever out of business it will re- 

orchard farming or farm orchard- that he is a farmer and expeets quire the stupendous quantity of 

ing could be carried on in a fairly to make his living from farming, 365 million bushels. 

successful manner and in fact for Ishould say to him, ‘‘dig out and My answer is that apples must 

nearly a century most of the ap- burn every tree in excess of the be grown by apple growers, spe- 

ples grown in the United States number required to bear fruit for cialists whose livelihood depend 

were the product of orchards of your own use. The sooner you. on producing high grade fruit. 

one to ten acres. But this was do this the sooner you will be re- The size of a purely commercial 

also the period when the butter lieved of a great responsibility orchard is not an important. fae- 

of commerce was churned with a and you will at the same time be tor. A trucker or ‘‘eash erop”’ 

paddle and fresh (?) milk retail- setting a good example and af- farmer who cultivates 20 to 40 

ed from an open can and meas- fording relief to your fellow eciti- acres of land may consistently 

ured in a quart cup. I will not zens by reducing the quantity of plant an orchard of five acres 

reflect on the intelligence of this undersized, scabby and wormy and secure splendid returns from 

audience by carrying the analogy fruit on the market.’’ his local market, eliminating 
farther, It may be held that this is a closed packages, freight charges 

If there are any who still cling reflection on the intelligence of and brokerage. There is prob- 

to the belief that apples should farmers. On the contrary I hold ably no town of 1,000 population 
be grown by farmers as a side that sueh advice is not only ra- in Minnesota but could furnish a 

line to farming let him take a tional but complimentary for I market for all the apples that 

look at the hundreds of thousands maintain that a man who is a could be grown in such an or- 

of orchards in Illinois, Indiana, successful farmer cannot afford chard while the citics of ten thou- 

Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, to neglect his fifty acre corn field, Sand and over afford markets 
New York and other states; or- planting or plowing it, to spray that are never adequately sup- 

chards cither slowly or rapidly one hundred apple trees, nor to — plied, 
disintegrating, depending on en- neglect his harvest to go into the The farm orchardist or the or- 

vironment or the comparative re- highly specialized and competi- chard farmer who pieks his 

sistanee of varieties, but in every — tive field of marketing apples. If scabby and wormy fall apples 

case producing only cider and it be further contended that the with a club and markets them in 

cull fruit. From these farm or- farmer is entitled to good apples the Universal Farm Open Pack- 

chards turn, and often it is only for his own use, that the spraying age, the wagon box, will not 

necessary to turn half way round, of two dozen trees involves as agree with this statement nor do 

to orchards of twenty-five, fifty much of skill as the spraying of I expect him to do so; the soon- 

or one hundred acres owned and two hundred or two thousand I er he converts his surplus trees 

tilled by fruit growers and he will reply that there is a wide into material for saw handles and 

will be thoroughly convinced that difference in the time required firewood, the sooner the market 

the business of fruit growing and in its exactitude. You are will be left open for the grower 

should be in the hands of fruit- now ready to ask how and where who offers clean, sound Duchess, 

growers rather than farmers. apples should be grown, enough Wealthy, MeIntosh, and other 

In discussing this subject it is to supply one hundred and ten good kinds carefully picked and 

manifestly impossible to differ- millions people if farmers are not packed in bushel baskets. 

entiate the farm orchard from to be permitted to raise any. This leaves only the larger 

the commercial orchard by acre- If we begin to use figures this commercial orchard to be consid- 

age or number of trees, it must does seem a serious proposition ered and the advisability of 

rest on the intent of the owner. for if we allow only one apple planting at the present time. 

Are you a farmer or a fruit grow- apiece for the entire year one mil- It seems to me the prospects 

er ig the question I want to ask lion bushels of ‘‘Standard A’’ were never brighter, nor the op-
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portunities greater than at the tious as to offer any criticism of ripened and then put on shelves 

present time for engaging in ap- means or methods. I hope, how- in a warm dry section of the cel- 

ple raising on a large scale. ever, I may be forgiven if I offer lar and near the heating plant. 

Statistics show that the num- the suggestion that while it is If stored in the ordinary cool 

ber of bearing trees is steadily de- well to emphasize their work it moist cellar they are likely to de- 

creasing, our population is stead- ought not to be over emphasized cay in a few months. Squash 

ily increasing, the fever of plant- and while you are raising seed- and pumpkins should not be piled 

ing on a large scale is over, the lings do not neglect at the same up high. A well ripened Hub- 

promoters are mostly out of busi- time to plant commercial or- bard squash, says Mr. Mackin- 

ness and our export trade knows chards. If I read aright the tosh, stored in the manner here 

no limit. Considering these geography and geology of Minne- outlined, should keep until May. 

things why shouldn't we plant sota you have in the south-east- In order to limit shrinkage as 

apple trees? ern part of your state a vast much as possible the root crops 

Success depends, as in any amount of excellent orchard land. mentioned should be covered 

other business venture, on cour- Europe gave us the Duchess, Pe- with dry sand or soil, dry leaves 

age, vision and the application of ter Gideon, the Wealthy and Wis- or straw or chaff as soon as they 

business principles. consin, the Northwestern. With are placed in the cellar. Cab- 

Growng fruit is not a get-rich- this noble trio we ean bid de- bage should be kept reasonably 

quick proposition, neither can it fiance to the Pacifie Coast states moist and on shelves so that the 

be done by proxy. It means be- and their delicious Delicious, New air can circulate around them. 

ing on the job all the time. For York with her Baldwin and even If sufficient shelving is not avail- 

this reason orchard companies, Missouri with tough old Benja- able they may be wrapped in pa- 

company orchards, acre _ lots, min Davis, Esq. Be of good per and suspended from the ceil- 

and similar orchard investment cheer friends, sharpen your axe ing. Most of the outer leaves 

schemes have never proven satis- and your spade; the one for set- should be removed. 

factory to investors and never ting trees in commercial orchards, The moisture supply in cellars 

will nor should any reasonable the other for the farm orchard. can be kept fairly constant by 

person expect it. ee having some sand or soil that can 

If you invest a sum of money git. For Keeping Weueiables be InEISteIEA _Sstsmonally: A 

in an orchard company the best Fresh tub of water will aid in keeping 

you have a right to expect is a vegetables from drying too much. 

fair rate of interest on your in- Urban and rural dwellers are Onions placed in storage should 

vestment. You have invested confronted every fall with the always be kept cool and dry to 

neither brains nor time and the problem of storing to the best prevent loss, 

fellow who has invested these advantage vegetables grown on ee . 

valuable commodities is entitled vacant lots and in gardens. (lover: erape: viney ‘andéraspber: 

to the profits, if there are any. Shrinkage and decay take heavy vies with earth before the eroand 

I am not thoroughly familiar toll every fall and winter. Bs ey : . 5 
ae . . : . is frozen solid. It is best to lay 

with conditions in Minnesota but R. S. Mackintosh, horticultural them down when there is no frost 

I am inclined to the belief that extensionist of Minnesota Univer- in thevines. Woven’ vines breale 

your state could easily stand fifty sity Farm, says that all vege- easily, : - : 

thousand acres of commercial or- tables should not be stored the ee 

chards to be planted within the same way in the same cellar. The a 

next five years. storage best adapted to potatoes, The black alder and prickly ash 

Minnesota horticulturists are beets, carrots, parsnips, vegetable are two native shrubs which 

engaged in a fascinating game, oysters and other varieties of might be used in landscape plant- 

the raising of seedlings. This is roots is the ordinary cool and ~- ing more freely to advantage. 

a splendid work and I would not reasonably moist cellar. Winter There are few prettier shrubs 

be understood as underestimating squash and pumpkins, on the than the alder with its red fruits 

the value of it nor so presump- other hand, should be thoroughly in autumn.
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=) ‘others to enjoy with be what blues. I’d rather have a meadow 
: more pleasurable reward than to lark for mine.”’ A. Ps 

I Shall Pass This Way create in some one the thought: 
| This one is anonymous but ver: 

But Once Those beautiful flowers upon my pointed; » ¥ 
| neighbor’s vine , 

In this little corner will be set Are nae “ts Uh Siar BEE ponte pe : a ae 
a : : als ; dering as to whether the sub- 

down each month kind thoughts, Ilers was the cost, and hers the ject I have in mind would seem 
stray bits of sentiment, the record labor too; out of place or too insignifieant 
of kind deeds, some ineident in But mine as well as hers the joy, for the new ‘‘I shall pass. this 
life that made a deep impression, their loveliness to view. way but once’? column, in Wis- 

favorite verses or short ems, op . oO Terenas amytiing: Hak will heer ve dele They bloom for me, and are for The Editor, being a man, will g that cheer our el- me as fair probably consign it to the waste 
low traveler. Do not misunder- As for the woman who gives them basket. (No, sister pilgrim, the 
stand, the editor is not the “Pil all her care, pilgrim editor has no waste bas- 
grim,’’ we are all pilgrims, let’s Thus I am rich, because a good ket.) My appeal will be ‘To 

help one another for each of us Those beautiful fl for ail } tne sen i women, in this “ ‘ se bea "erg a pp case el 2 -suiferi ic 
will pass this way but onee. The neighbors view. oe tims. Saige Kamgreuiceonyy MN 
editor merely brings together in R. LU Is it possible, I wonder, to . L. , 3 
one place these cheerful little make the men or even any one 
bits gathered by the wayside. Here is one that made the pil. ™@2, realize how extremely ag- 

Don’t hesitate to send them in, grim editor’s heart. glad for he a trying and nerve-rack- 

anonymous or otherwise altho the knows this pilgrim is a very ae ae on edu 4 gel editor likes to know who it is practical and successful farmer: then to ie potipalied to wall 
that writes for he claims the priv- ‘ 5 vai vai ‘i after wait. ‘ wn one Cams the priv ‘There was one little ineident a mt, t ue cial, aiten waite ilege of keeping for his own these jy my life while in Montana that ig and waiting we begin to eat, 
letters. No names will be pub- 1 often think of, and I really be because he will surely be here , Oren. , Paty P& soon. But no,—meal cold lished. lieve has helped me many a time ; : oF . . It : ry + dried up from repeated warming 

Do I make it clear? This is a was this: One day (July 4th) over, coffee cold. cte ete. It is comer for heart ‘throbs and I saw a storm coming while visit- simply maddening 7 * 
ing at a neighbor’s house and a Pcs among the three thousand (more started for my shack to shut som If you male pilgrims make a s y shae s ‘ e oe * . 

I hope) readers there are 2,999 windows. When about 100 yards get ion to be on time and 
who have something to offer. from the shack and pretty well iain, a 0 in reap 7 vor 

But I must not take all the room Winded from running the storm —_ © oe Hoy only-Of the " mst nae broke with great fury and be. 02 Woman in your home, but of 
a otted asking you to help for fore I could reach the shack all the others, whose husbands 
you will want to read the mes- whieh by the way blew off the you have, at some time, de- 
sages to ‘‘pilgrims’”’ since last we posts on which it was built—[  tained.’’ 
met. Here is one from a woman was thoroly drenched and never | Quite so, quite so! How about 
who understands: felt, so disgusted and discouraged it ‘‘He”’ pilgrims? Perhaps we 

_ in my life. A few minutes later better make that resolution, 
Fellow Pilgrim: Is it not true when the rain ceased and I went And another has a suggestion 

that we are all, fellow pilgrims in ahead to see if there was any- that many already have followed: 
this journey wicre we will ‘‘Pass thing that had not washed away “Plant a row of flowers by th 
this way but onec?”’ the first thing that greeted me yoadside for the ple sure if 1 

Do we not all enjoy the cordial was a meadow lark sitting on a who pass by.” pleasure: (ob ® 
greetings, and the friendly inter- post and singing as tho nothing ~ , 
cst of our neighbors and fellow- had happened, altho he must have And that is all for this month: 
men? Therefor we should show been as wet as I was. It helped Who will recall some little inci- 
ourselves friendly, and do all we _ me then, and TI never hear a dent or kind word for next time? 
can to promote good feeling. Let meadow lark sing but I think of ‘Send your lett ined : 
us plant a hundred seeds instead that experience. : soem eer, Stene or ne 
of ‘‘one’’ so as to produce enough King Saul had David play on ‘ined to Editor Wisconsin Hor- 
flowers—Smiles of nature—for a harp for him when he had the  ticulture.
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Johnnie Went Away But Look Honeysuckle, Mock Orange, the Where the phere is waiting the min- 
. Pp * 

Who’s Here! rosy pink of the Almond. I see Borne by the current’s undertow; 
. . the Roses, pink, white, red, yel- Drifting, fluttering on their way, 

Oak Hill, Wis. low. I oe them over wheva Bound by a fate that has willed it so; 
My dear friends, why is it so I can even smell them they are 50 In Meiitres flung shadows they never 

many folks dislike this time of aRAE 56 =e The Dahlias, Glad- How far they are from the old brave 

the year, every little while hear 31? yg . g, an ae low erent. iia eaie's: cai fe 
se olus, Sters, napdragon—a here the wild gale’s call from the 

some one say: ‘‘Oh how I hate my’ garden friends—and. ‘still 1 peaks of snow. 

the fall all you can see is Dirt.” : z “Only the game fish swims up ; see the faces of my friends stream. 
I wonder—don’t they really see amongst them. Flowers and 
anything but dirt? I don’t be- friends are inseparable to me— Where the tide rolls down in a flash 

lieve that is what you people see : nee ; oF SEIay, 
aa . “where one is the other must be. And_ strikes with the might of a 
is it? Let me tell you and those ‘And still some see only Dirt. I bitter fue, 

others what I see. Not just Dirt wonder sometimes what do vou The eae and the sponge are held 

but fields of waving golden grain; see? All this what ore ust Where the dusk winds call and the 
s —what —jus i : 

the purple rosy sheen of the : ; Sun sinks lows 
a ‘th f tall Dirt. Did you ever fill your They call it Fate in their endless woe 

meadows—the rows of tall green | . " As they shrink in fear when the wild hands with the soft warm dirt 
corn. I see the long straight : . hawks scream 

= and let it run slowly through From the crags and crests where the 

rows of vegetables. I see the red your fingers? Did it not speak great thorn grow, 
of the berries peeping from the 7" “Only the game fish swims up 

to you a language that thrilled stream.” 

green leaves. I see the peach, your soul? It isn’t dust Dirt to 
the plum and the apple trees, row youl and its all the things I Held with the current the Fates be- 

on row covering the hillsides, : : : , wig oe . 
, . have said and more. Its under- The driftwood moves to a_ sluggish 
first in the glory of bloom, then standing, contentment, happiness theme. 
loaded with their luscious fruit. , iad 2 : Nor heeds the call which the far isles 

You are, as one who knew said, throw 
I see the ferns by the side of the “Nearer God’s heart in a garden “Only the game fish swims up 

road, the creeping tendrils of the than anywhere else on earth.’’ streams John Trotwood M # ie e Si ar . —John rotwoo: oore, 
wild grape vine. I see the flower Tn. just’ Dirt. I learned to know 

y . Ss Pnec 0 Vv —_. 
gardens. There is nothing I can and love my garden, to know— , : - 
see plainer—Dirt—There is a riot 5 aah 4ess human cussedness is what we 

I ; a really know and understand my need, 
of color. Can't you see them? friends Just Dirt lightened ARQ that's my creed! $ Ss, Ss ac 3 i : Heart 
The gorgeous Tulips, the snowy many Tome emer koneE ae sain Tess wish to make some other heart 

whiteness of the Narcissus. The _ I , Or make it bleed 
. helped the sun to shine thru the Leasawlitt : , 

yellow of the Daffodils—I see the dark dreary days when to me it 4 ee © muddy some one’s crystal 
a . . * rear, 1t m 

Violets and Pansies—like chil- vs Because we're queer ; Z seemed as tho it would never And don’ : 
dren’s faces that smile at you. I shine for me again—and still ne 4 on't want anybody else to 

< s F — Ss ream 
see Pinks and Primroses. The : . . . ‘ . 

7 . ° some say its Dirt—just Dirt. When we can cheer 
nodding bells of the Foxglove, tees Duman meanness in its varied 

. % 
orms, 

Campanula and Columbine. The ~ That's my desire! 
great gorgeous Peonies ; the ear- The Ballade of the Gamefish More of the heart love that so truly 

warms, 
pet of blue Forget-me-not ; the Where the puddle is shallow, the By nature's fire. 

flaunting scarlet of the Poppies weak fish stay Less spilling other people's peaches 
< . +); To drift along with the currents flow; just because 

and Lychnis. I see the Lilies To take the tide as it moves each day We spilt our own; 

snowy white against the heaven With the idle ripples that come and Less growling like the dogs do when 
. “ go; they pause 

Ss. > 
blue of Delphinum: The Holly With a shrinking fear of the gales By some stray bone. 

hocks like tall sentinels they that blow Less human misery when we have 
stand. I see the vari-colored By distant coasts where the Great less, / 

. Ports gleam, Of these I cite, 
heads of Phlox—bending gently where the far heights call through And more glad heartedness and joy 

to gaze at their humbler sister the silver glow to bless 
, “Only the game fish swims up Lives lived aright. 

Phlox Subulata. I see the Lilacs, stream!” —Author unknown to me.
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I too am a lover of verses, these ten the poppy strewn wheat fields and strained, making two and 

two I am sending and the Twen- of France where they fought nor one-half gallons of what is known 

ty-third Psalm are the helpful have they forgotten that,— as Bordeaux mixture. This mix- 

ones. They fit my particular ‘ * ture should be applied to the pea 
weed “In Flanders fields the poppies vines with a spray pump which 
Rn ; —— blow will deliver a fine spray. 

ease Mr. Editor - i nase yi Pec at it ig / p r ac or Johnnie Between the Crosses, row on row In ease you feel that it is too 
went away. Didn't say a word, . . difficult to make up Bordeaux 
just went, Will let you know That mark our place; and in the  jnixture, since you are using so 

‘ . t you know a as f sing § 
when he comes back. Will “E” ,, sky . a small an amount, it may be bet- 
do for this time? The larks still bravely singing fly ter for you to buy some of the 

; ' Searee heard amid the guns be- prepared Bordeaux mixture pow- 
ee low.” ders or pastes and dilute them 

according to the directions on the 

The Poppy of Flanders Field package. These preparations are 
5 , : A Batch of Garden Troubles and usually not as efficient in stiek- 
Prof. Cady of Minnesota who the Remedies ing to the vines or in controlling 

writes the many timely remind- . . the mildew as are the home pre- 

ers that appear in odd corners of A woman who lives ma sum- pared mixtures. Furthermore, 
Wisconsin Horticulture hag the ™°? resort community in a north- they are more expensive, but 

s easrqneg. . ern county derives mueh revenue where small quantities are to be 

following criticism of the Ameri- from her garden but these things used, the added convenience of 
ean Legion in a recent issue of . Se ngs . ‘4 artic Pre. , 

= trouble hav: the prepared article frequently 

the Minnesota Press Bulletin: ences ffsets the other points.’ a OSs ; : offsets the other points. 
“fividently there were no gar- Mildew on green peas after the 

deners at the national mecting of first: picking altho the ‘vines ‘are (2) What do you think of the 
the American Legion whieh full of pods. Will Bordeaux help June and the Empire red rasp- 

adopted the ‘‘red poppy of applied in the flowering stage? berries? 

France’? as its official flower and rot EB. Vaughan handles (3) What kind of asparagus 

urged its members to wear it on the subject fully as follows: do you recommend to produce 

Armistice Day, November 11. “This disease on peas is not un-_ large stalks? I have Barr's 
This means that artificial flowers ¢ommon in the northern pea Mammoth but only a few of the 

must be used as no poppies are growing sections of the country. stalks are large. 
in bloom in Europe or this coun- Asa rule, it ig not Benous enough Hermann Christensen says : 

‘i that date. Tt ie wat to require any preventive meas- 

Ty on that; date. Tt is: un ortu- ures for its control. In cases “T have not tried the varieties 
nate that a more serviceable and where the mildew is severe, the of raspberries mentioned nor 

lasting flower was not chosen. vines should. be sprayed with have I heard of any one who has. 

Who wants to wear or use imita- Bordeaux mixture. In making They were introduced last spring, 

tions? Surely not American Le- small quantities of Bordeaux if I remember correetly, so there 
pion’ men,** mixture, T would suggest using has not been much time to test 

: . four ounces of copper sulphate their merit. With regard to the 
We cannot agree with you dissolved in about a pint of hot asparagus, it is probably either 

Brother Cady. I have no doubt water. After dissolving, this not well fertilized or else not 

the boys knew full well that pop- Should be diluted until it makes properly cultivated. It may be 
pies do not bloom in November, 0”¢ and three-fourths gallons. affected with the asparagus rust 
neither do any other flowers that a ent and oe which quickly reduces the size of 

should be made in a wood pail or the stalks. If new planting is 
woul as ~ I e 
i uld appeal to them as much as stone crock, as the copper sul- made, plants of the Washington 

e poppy even if artificially pro- phate is injurious to tin or iron. variety should be set. This is a 
duced. Ask'the boys, Brother, if Next, take four ounces of fresh  pust resistant variety originated 
a chrysanthemum, rose or carna- Stone lime, slake in hot water and py Prof. Norton of the Agricul- 
tion even the most beautiful dilute to one and three-fourths tural Department of the U. Ss. 

florists’ creation would mean as gallons. This solution should be It is very vigorous and has large 
wiih to thet aS evéA 9 paper strained. through a cheese eloth, stalks. This is about all I can 

. & par after which the two dilute solu- gay on the subject. 
poppy, for they have not forgot- tions should be poured together Continued on page 74
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Wisconsin Horticulture PROGRAM ANNUAL CONVENTION, STATE CAPITOL, 

MADISON, JANUARY 11, 12, 18, 1921 
Published Monthly by the 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
12 N. Oarroll St. __ ’e 

Official organ of the Society. Tuesday Forenoon—11 o'clock 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor. (1) Greectings—Governor J. J. Blaine. 
. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. ‘ , . a, 

Beotetary, W. Be) Ho.6./ Medleon, We (2) Introduction of delegates from Minnesota, Illinois, Northern 
Enter:d at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- sais 6 Al ether: inois socicties cousin, as steond diaes meatier: “Aeceptanes 20r Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Northern Illinois societies. 

mailing at special rate of postage provided for 
in Secon et of Oct. 3, 1817, authorie.d This short session is arranged wholly as a get together and get acquainted 

Advertising rates made known on application. meet. We want everybody to know everybody else. Be on hand for this 

———<——— session, it is interesting. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

Aunual membership fee, one dollar, which 
Includes fifty cents, subscription price to. Wis- Tuesday Afternoon—2:00 O'clock 
eonsin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred- 

eric Graneneld, Fai tOr Madison) Wis. ona E bod i 1 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. Mveryb ’s Garde 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or ybody’s Garden 
attached to a card, Personal checks accepted. . ; 

Postage stamps not accepted. Papers limited to 15 minutes, 10 minutes preferred. 

If Mr. Everybody should happen to be present at this session he surely 
cannot fail to be impressed with the fact that everybody is working for him. 

Suk: OFFICERS resident The report of this session should furnish material for a high class manual 

F. Cranefleid, Secretary-Tteasnrer......Madison on gardening. 

——- (1) The Back Yard Garden, practical and theoretical—Mrs, William 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE GC Kroeni 

J. A. Hays ooo evsesensessesensseseserssEXOMClO (2) $ * voce 

F. Oranehdld secereseseronmessexeas Xs lo 2 even Varieties of Tomatoes 6 Biyery’ 26 Carde 
lat Dist. Wm Longland.........-Lake Geneva ) Ds arielips of Tomatoes for Everybody’s Garden and the 

2nd Dist., R. J. Coe................Ft. Atkingon S as ‘ itpain? se . 
Brad Dist) FJ. reise 000000 Maalgon est One: Three Ways of Training Tomatoes and the Best 

Se-DIeE Aa elaiger socnucesnssteen Mae Way: Other Useful Information About Tomatoes—Henry T. 
6th Dist., H. ©. Christensen. .........Oshkosh Sheldon 
Teh Dist., Wm. ‘Toole, St........-....+-Baraboo . 
sth Dist... Le Birmingias.--- Stuigeon Bay (3) All About Peas and Beans for Everybody’s Garden; Three Best 

10th Dist., Paul E, Grant............Menomonie , sae 
ith Dist., Irving Smith .............-.-Ashland of Each; Succession Crops—Wm. Longland. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS (4) Fruit for Everybody’s Garden—N. A. Rasmussen. 

J. A. Hays, President.............-..Gays Mills (5) A Winter Garden for Everybody—C. N, Brown. 

——————— (G6) Flowers for Everybody’s Garden—Mrs. ©. E. Strong. 

The Convention Program (7) Insects and Other Pests in Everybody’s Garden—C. L. Fluke. 

The making of a program is —— 

not a simple task. It’s a com- : . 
ple ‘ede One problem is) +6 A Short Course in Apple Judging conducted by Prof. J. G. Moore: 

x SK. e A iS. 
. One to two thirty, daily. All who take part must register 

draw the largest possible number Ms y part must register ‘on 
. Tuesday. 

of people to the convention and 

to provide Something of interest 
. Wednesday Forenoon—9:30 O’clock 

for each. After the plan is out- vy 

lined to your satisfaction you be- (1) Business Session 9:30 to 10:30: President’s Address, Reports of 

gin looking around for ‘building Trial Orchard Committee, Delegates, Secretary, ete., and 

material’’ and that is where your Election of Officers. 

troubles really begin. You want pe es 

the best but you sometimes have . . . 
5 5 f ri (2) The Poplar Trial Orchard and My Impression of Fruit Grow- 

trouble in getting it. This year 5 : . , . 
ing in Douglas Co.—P. A. Peterson, sixteen years manager 

we have been remarkably fortu- ¢ Poplar Orchard 
“ of Poplar Orchard. 

nate in that respect and altho P ficial Orel 4 Fic oo, . 
: oe Tr F ; there are a few blanks in the (3) me Manitowoc a re hard — ruit Growing in Manitowoe 

2 § mereial— reWS r 
program as here presented, assur- Gey amateur and commercia tto Drews, Supt. Manitowoe 

Continued on page 69 Trial Orchard.
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(4) Paper by H. H. Swain, Sec. Indiana Hort. Society. THE CONVENTION PROGRAM 

Conti df age 68 
None are excluded from the business session altho only members may ontinued from page 6: 

vote. The papers which follow will interest every member. ance is given that these will all 

be acceptably filled. There will 

2 O'clock be no subtractions and it is quite 

Wednesday Afternoon—2:00 O'cloc certain there will be several ad- 
iti . ‘oy j =f 4 2E ve ‘i 

This is the commercial orchard session but no amateur can af- ditions. For instance we will 

ford to miss it. We all want to know how the man who is raising fruit have representatives from Illi- 
for a living gets the goods; it’s a good way for us also, none better, Largely on . sii Bh sle vdli- 

home talent but that is because there is none better anywhere. We are  70i8, northern Illinois and h - 
negotiating with a man who knows more about dusting than any one else ana whenever the presidents of 

in the country. If we land him we will let you know. these socicties get around to nam- 

(1) Off Year Apple Bearing—R. H. Roberts. ing them. Further it is not at 

(2) Buds: A Demonstration—A. L, Schroeder. all unlikely that one or more 

(3) Marketing Wisconsin Apples—M. B. Goff. very well known men from other 

(4) Spraying—Paul Grant. states who have been invited may 

(5) Hardy Fruits, M. E, Dorsey, Minnesota, accept. On the whole the pro- 
gram as here given may be taken 

as about seventy-five per cent 
WOMAN’S AUXILIARY PROGRAM complete. 

The same is true of the Wom- 
% , : aye «ys Wednesday Afternoon—2:00 O’clock en’s Auxiliary program. — Diffi- 

. . : . culty in getting replies to invita- 
Roll Call—-Responses—Items of interest—HIf a recipe, bring copies uy = & Ter . 

Coe tions has perplexed the officers of 
for distribution. ae 

c ‘iy: Clubs— Me. MAR Ostleost the Auxiliary also. 
ommunity tbs—Mrs. N. A. Rasmusse shkosh. . . « . 

ue i x u = Te ‘ eee he is 4 While no mention is made of 
irs sar’s E rience ry Farm—Mrs. J. E. Leverich . . y ne ear’s Experience on a Berry Farm rs. J. E, Leverich, the evening programs this does 

1 i ah 1 . not mean that there will be none. 
The Gladiolus Mrs, I, B. Sherman, Edgerton, | Oh, no, no, Mike, by no means 

The Old and the New—Mrs. M. E. Brand, Madison. not so 
an’s ° i i ag nips—Mre (C FR. Str ae . 5 m Vo in Local Affairs—Mrs, C. EK. Strong, West The comments which appear in 

llis, Wis. connection with the program may 
ne Vi gi Ipage : . * Mrs, KE. L, Roloff, Pres. or may not prove illuminating, at 
wa 7 ™, y Jee Mrs. W. A. Toole, Sec. any rate they are there. 

At the past three annual con- 

Thursday Forenoon—9:30 O'clock ventions we have had about one 

hundred people in attendance 

(1) Some Roses Worth Growing and Ilow to Grow Them—James each year who were in no way 

Livingstone, Milwaukee. connected with the society as of- 

(2) The Peony; royal yet humble and friendly. A flower for the  ficers, committee members, dele- 

palace or the cottage—A. M. Brand, Minnesota. gates or on the program. This 

(3) The Gladiolus, no capricious queen but steadfast and loyal— is somewhat encouraging but we 
Elmore T. Elver. ought to have five hundred. The 

(4) Our Native Trees—Wm. Toole, Sr. program costs lots of money, it’s 

(5) Evergreens for the Home—D. Hill, Dundee, Il, for you; will you take advantage 
of it? 

This session deals exclusively with flowers and ornamental plants. Mr. cot 

Elver is a Madison amateur who knows about “Glads’ and’ can tell what 
he knows in an entertaining way. We all know Mr. Toole and know that ns = 

his talk on trees will be worth while not only as an entertaining topic but The Convention Fruit Show 
as a contribution of value for our bound volumes. Dundee, IIl., is the home ny mae 7 y 
of evergreens. That's something we all want to know about, evergreens, Enough fruit has already 

and who can tell us better than “Hill? been entered to completely fill the
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Thursday Afternoon—2:00 O’clock rotunda but some of it will have 

to go in the adjoining corridors 
Please don’t get nervous about going home but stay to the end’ of this f iy ail: x t 

session, it is the best of the lot, that's why it is put last, to hold you. or enough always comes In a 
For several years past the Secretary has maintained that farm orchards, the last minute to make a good 

as commonly kept, are a nuisance and really ought to be dug out or other- so, . Pa 7 

wise eliminated. Prof. Moore thinks otherwise; says we have them with us, display. It amounts to this: the 

at present a liability, why not make of them an asset. Says he has done best apples ever grown in Wis- 
it and will bring evidence, on legs, to prove it. 5: 7 : ae 

Arno Meyer is a college graduate but that should not be held against cous will be shown and more of 

him. He has been raising the dickens, and apples, in old Sheboygan Co. them than ever before shown at 
orchards. You ought to hear him tell about it. ¢ a 7 ; " . oO 

S. L. Brown does not like the title of “tree surgeon’ or even ‘‘tree doctor”’ a convention. However let n 

—he just fixes trees but they stay fixed. Refuses to talk more than ten min- one fail to bring or send fruit for 

tee. fear there will be no room, the 
For the very last we have saved the very best, Dr. M. E. Dorsey at the 2s . . . cass 

head of the Minnesota Fruit Breeding Farm, where the Latham raspberry Capitol is quite a big building. 
originated and from whence soon will come some monstrous plums, If you will please send in your 

Don't you think you ought to stay? A % 
list of entries early the entry 

(1) What Shall the Farmers Do With Their Orchards: A Sympo- cards will be all ready for you 

sium on the Farm Orchard, led by Prof. J. G@. Moore. Three when you arrive which will save 

speakers, possibly four, whose names will be announced later time for you and others. 

will follow Prof. Moore. All fruit must be in place by 

(2) Young Men in Old Orehards—Arno Meyer. two o’clock Tuesday. Please be 

(3) Wounded Trees and How to Treat Them—S. L. Brown. on hand Tuesday morning and 

(4) Paper by Mr. A. W. Brayton, Ilinois. get to work. If you stand around 
(5) Making the Hubbard Squash Behave—Prof. M. E. Dorsey, Min- half the forenoon talking to the 

nesota, other fellow about the fish that 

. got away or the apples you didn’t 

PREMIUM LIST bring you may be ruled out. I 

. . .. hate to talk to you this way Wil- 
The following cash premiums are offered for exhibits at the an- liam but its for your own good. 

nual convention, Madison, January 11th, 12th and 13th, 1921: _ 

Ist 2nd 3d 4th Sth EXTRA! 
(1) Best 25 plates, 5 plates each, In addition to the regular pro- 

5 commercial varieties for gram a sort of extension course 
Wisconsin ______---------- $12.50 $7.50 $5.00 $2.50 in horticulture will be put on in 

(2) Best collection of apples, one the rotunda and connecting halls. 

plate each not to exceed 10 Prof, Fracker will have an ex- 

varieties _____-__-_-------- 10.00 6.00 4.00 2.00 cellent exhibit of injurious in- 

(3) Best plate of each of the fol- seets, specimens of affected 
lowing varieties: ___------. 1.00 15 5O 25 plants, ete. and an attendant who 

Ben Davis, Fameuse, Gano, will explain. . 

Golden Russett, Grimes Gold- A nursery company will fur- 
< ‘ ish sa ‘ 

en, Jonathan, King, Malinda, nish samples of good TUPSELY, 
: stock, both trees and small fruit, 

McIntosh, McMahan, Newell, . 
and another nursery will demon- 

Northern Spy, Northwestern i , strate root grafting. 
Greening, Patten, Pewaukee, Sick and ailing house plants 

Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek- will be shown with someone pres- 
no-further, Scott Winter, ent to tell how to make them 

Tolman, Twenty Ounce, Ut- well. Also how to propagate 

ter, Wagener, Wealthy, house plants ineluding the rubber 

Windsor, Wolf River, York tree. 

Imperial. Displays of insecticides and
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(4) Best tray of any of above fungicides, baskets, ete., by deal- 

named varieties except Gold- ers, 

en Russett, Malinda, Newell, Quite likely there will be other 

Northern Spy, Patten, Plumb things to attract or perchance, 

Cider, Tweny Ounce, Utter-- 3.75 2.50 1.25 1.00 distract your attention. 

(5) Best 5 trays of any of the fol- se 

ing: won nena 12.50 7.50 5.00 3.50 $2.00 Apples, Grapes and Plums For 
MelIntosh, = Northwestern, La Crosse County 

Wealthy, Tolman, Wolf Riv- 
cr, Fameuse, Gano, Salome, 1. Do you recommend the fol- 

MeMahan, — Seek-no-further, lowing apples for planting in 

Windsor. this county (La Crosse): Delici- 

(6) Best 10 trays of any variety in ous, Golden Delicious, Champion, 

5 tray class oe 25.00 15.00 10.00 6,00 4.00 King David, Stayman Winesap, 

Separate samples must be Black Ben, Grimes Golden, Jona- 

furnished for each entry. than, Senator? a 

(7) Any other standard varicty, properly labeled with variety name. *. ‘What five varieties of apples 

Ten prizes of $2.00 each will be awarded under this prize would 70M mecomumene for el 

number, Any exhibitor may enter a maximum of five plates mercial érehard planting’ in. this 

under this prize number, but cach must be of a different vari- county? . ‘ 
ety. 3. Which plums and_ cherries 

Trays shall be packed ‘‘diagonal pack.’’ at ELehse wonld -yan ca 
The following score card will be used in judging apples: ment la. ©. 
Trueness to type -----------------------_ 10 points _Ans. We cannot recommend 
Sine a Bi either Delicious nor Golden De- 

Color... “ licious for commercial planting 

Uniformity 85 ce until further trial, either in La 

Freedom from blerish ..---------..-.. 30 a Crosse county or elsewhere. Of 
the others named no experienced 

Total “100 points Wheonsi? apple rower would 

Apples to be exhibited in trays 18 x 1114 inehes and 3 pany siayman, ae my 

inches deep. Trays will be ceased e sang a for 
permanent orchard. None will 

live long enough to be profitable. 

Vegetables King David is worthless for Wis- 

consin and Senator is doubtful. 

Best collection, not less than 10 entries, Ist, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 8d, (3) For dollars and for long- 
$2.00 life plant Duchess, Wealthy, Me- 

Ist 2nd 3d Intosh, Dudley, Northwestern, 

6 Blood Turnip Beets --.-.--_----------____-_ $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 -Fameuse. Drop either Duchess 
3 White Turnips ------------------------- 1007550 or Dudley according to your 
3 Yellow Turnips ..-.--..------------------. 1.00.75 50 market demands but stick to the 

3 Rutabagas —~------___-___---------- 1.00 15 50 others, 

6 Chantenay Carrots _--....-.-------------. 100.75 50 (3) Cherries and grapes for La 
6 Short-Horn Carrots ~~ _____________________ 1.00 15 50 Crosse county are best confined 

3 Winter Cabbage ~_...--------------------. 1.00 .75 50 to the home garden. For plums 
3 Red Cabbage _._.......................---. 100 .75 50 amy of the natives such as De 
6 Chicory __.----------------------------- 1.00550 Soto, Hawkeye, Forest Garden, 

6 Ears Pop Corn ._..-------------.---------- 1.00.75 50 ete., with a few of the Hansen 

Continued on page 75 hybrids.
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anmnanaaspaspspS fl and may be as long as three- 

THE INSECT PACE quarters of an inch. The body is 

often covered with warts or 

Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of spines. They are very active and 
Agriculture , . 

are often seen running around 
S999 eam =o foliage infested with plant 

Our Lady Beetle Friends and do not, therefore, recognize lice. When they become full 

. % x : them as friends. grown they fasten themselves by 
The following is representative i 4th 499 

" i The common adult lady beetles their ‘‘tails’’ to leaves or stems; 
of a large number of letters re- . : a 

. : « are all quite easily recognized by contract and change to the pupal 
ceived each fall, and especially . : : 

a their convex elongated hemi- or resting stage. Later the 
this year: : a aug 

spherical shape and their distinc- adult beetles appear. 

“Gentlemen : For these reasons protect the 

“T am sending, under separate Beare @ Be: vcadet lady bird beetles as they are 

cover, several bugs, and would See Bei among the farmers best friends. 
. “2 ea a 

like to know what kind they are. am Charles L. Fluke. 
oq 

They are found on screens and se ae _ 

clustered in cracks around the ae Importan; Insects of the House- 

slgors: ‘“ ’ Hold 
“Are they in any way connect- a } 

ed with the buffalo bug or car- Bs) jo 1. Cockroaches 
i There are ree oS pies f 

pet beetle? In the house they ¥ \ There _ are three species of 
are often found on the windows.’ 5 roaches found more or less com- 

“Yours truly.” ? r monly in houses, stores and fac- 

4 i tories. | The small brown roach, 

The above inquirer certainly . Croton bug, or water bug how- 

did better than the man who p ever, is by far the most impor- 

found ‘‘that his roses were suf- . : \% r tant of the three. This disagree- 
fering from insect attack; he saw » 3 \ able insect is fond of warm damp 

little, convex, black-spotted, red- on locations and breeds quite rap- 

dish beetles clambering busily up bs) Ba idly. It nearly always remains 

and down the stems, and he set 2 et? es hidden during the day time, com- 

to work to pick them off one by : meh pe ing out in force at night to de- 

one and drop into a tin cup with = vour any food or refuse which is 

petroleum in the bottom. When A LEAF SEVERELY INFESTED WITH available. On account of ifs agil- 

he had a full pint, he showed ‘Two lndy-bird larvae are feeding upon the ity, its freedom from enemies, 
them proudly. But the more lit- aphids and toward the tip of the leaf is one and its habit of keeping well hid- 

. which has alreay changed to a pupa. ‘ Y 

tle round beetles he picked off, den except at night this small 

the more rapidly wilted his roses, tive colors, usually red with black household pest has been able to 

and for the wholly sufficient rea- spots. The one most seen around maintain itself against constant, 

son that he was collecting and the windows in the fall and fre- although often ineffective war- 

killing ‘lady birds’ that were quently mistaken for the carpet fare on the part of the housewife. 

making a fight against the hosts beetle is red with two black spots Ag far as known roaches do not 

of tiny inconspicuous green rose- on the back, for that reason carry disease germs and they do 

aphids that were sucking the sap called the two spotted lady-bird. not breed in food as do many in- 

out of the rose-stems and buds.’’ Both adults and young are ben- sects but they polute much food, 

Many persons are more or less eficial as they feed upon the cause a ‘‘roachy’’ smell about the 

familiar with lady beetles but the aphids or lice so commnn on most kitchen, and may bespeak an un- 

majority are not acquainted with plants. tidy home, 

their life, habits, and_ histories, The larvae are alligator-shaped Many are the so called reme-
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dies used against roaches in the and stored in the house basement ST 

past but recently there has been where they will not freeze.’’ He 

found a material—sodium fluor- was enjoying a little joke at the — | se sve.12.1907 

ide—which will, if properly ap-  Editor’s expense because ‘‘cos- 

plied, soon rid the average home mos’? slipped by instead of,—well 

of this insect. Even heavily in- come to think about it, what 

fested restaurants and kitchens else? The original copy is lost F107 Fr0.2 Fa 3 

have been practically freed from and we will ask Mr, Joker or any- 
the roach by the persistent use of | body else to supply the name of a " I y PE 
sodium fluoride. This material third tender bulb, summer flower- 

should be mixed half and half ing, that should be dug in the ot nee, 
with flour and spread in a band fall and stored. and max Baskets 

on tables, shelves, sinks and along As You Like Them 

edges of the floor where it will We manufacture the Ewald Patent ‘ : : anufacture the FE: 
not interfere with work and still Folding Berry (boxes of, wood | veneer 

. 1B lve 8 ‘action. err, x an 

be in the path of roaches when Plan now for crate material in the’'K, . in enrlond 
jots our 8} alty. ntly carry 

they emerge at night. Every in stock 16 quart crates all made up 
. . ready for use, elther for strawberries or 

7 » three 3 i blueberries. i two or thee days i my tw YP the Orchard |[ | Sera ite ep aie swept up and new bands _ laid. rompt sent hie . Bs ices ai you will put out next spring. handling frolt and fe. dato do oor This material is very slightly part well. A large discount tor early 
poisonous to human beings and Also the shrubs and orna- orders. A postal brings our price list. 

may be used undiluted if only a mental plants around the Cumberland Fruit Package 

few roaches are present. It is home. We have a complete Company 

nearly as effective and much assortment of all the lead- Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. 

ania however diluted with ing sorts to select from. Cir- $$ $$ 
our. sec i . 

stokes t may be secured at drug cular showing many of the 
St S. dJSSSoH}HHHH|! 

The way in which roaches are leaders in colors “free for 

killed by this method is interest- Miesaskine The Hawks 
ing: In walking through the pow- 

der to get to their food some of THE COE, CONVERSE & Nursery 
it clings to their feet, then when EDWARDS CO. Company 

the feet are cleaned by being Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

drawn through the  owner’s 
mouth (a daily practice) some of are in a position to 

the poison is accidentally taken A CO furnish high grade 

into the insect’s stomach and 4 : [| Nursery Stock of all 
death results. GD. U1 Seinen : eB kinds and varieties 

, Ey YSTEM OF IRRIGATION JE suitable to Wiscon- 
ee Ey Seite. ume) sin and other north- 

[liens | ern districts. 

Cosmos Bulbs? a 7 » Wal be glad to Aa 
Ht power PRAY FOR A ure on your wants 

The following item in the No- Ll sie Cus. ot nt : ya either in large or 
vember number prompted a _ [Hf ‘obs, Independent of be = small quantities. 

. i S&S weather, sseD le rr Ei 

friend to inquire, ‘‘Where can T F| ger trom insects and Hi H 
jseases, “< =} 

get some Cosmos bulbs? It’s quite Ht ‘Crop increase pays for system first Hie — 
Lam Season. Oan be used anywhere, = 

a bother to plant seeds every @ TETAS a mes | 
year. “*Qladioli dahlias, cosmos - NTN ON NTN DO ca eo 

and other tend , 1 Send for book giving experience of many Wauwatosa, Wis. 
er tender bulbs should be growers and full cetails. . 

lifted before the ground freezes T° Skloner Terigation Co.. Be Water 8,
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A BATCH OF GARDEN TROUBLES . or eer 
AND THE REMEDIES y 

Continued from page 67 

(4) Why is it the Golden B . » NO. hy is it the Golden Ban- . wage 5 
. Why you should fertilize your orchard-- i 

tam corn grows so tall and has ! 

such large ears when formerly it cs 

was short and had small kernels 
Upper photograph: 

and ears? : —Average yield 
j : from. unfertilized 

Mr. Rasmussen replies: ‘‘There se fee | ee tree, Ben Davis va- 
ye : F 1 a riety. 

are at least two distinct strains Ca > 

of Bantam corn, the large and the ate re Lower photograph: 
. #14 ° —Averag yield 

small, the latter being of far bet- Rok from fertilized tree, 
. . 7 ——- y Ben Davis variety, 

ter quality. If Mrs. —— bought . bE a 

her seed she evidently got the s 

large kind; if she has grown her 2 eon 

own then other corn was too near. ” f 5 a“ 

a Fea or et 4 
- WW h 2 : V4 YY H E : aT = . 

as yey 
y \ 43 ee fe em {ST Bs, te, 

Do not prune roses or ornamen- a ay od PRTILIZED.” WITH Arye rp te prune os Se (2) Seco einem di tal shrubs until spring or late Wf sanitary, NE Pare | Pi ; i 
A . iN x vans | S.. 5 ; 

winter. Extra wood helps to Wie Nt i g Phi E | 
. aut) . ~; ed F Foxy ye 4 

protect the plant over winter. Prt ae : ri 
oN P Sey oe? Ne ro Te 

i eee . a 

Calla lilies ean be grown in the 

house and take ihe place of the Orchard Fertilization Experiment —1918 
Easter lily in late winter and Everett Craig, Mt. Healthy, Ohio 
early spring. Try some of them. Variety: Ben Davis. Variety: Rome Beauty. Average Yield per Tree 

Grades Grades 
Figs refer to diameters of apples. Figs refer to diameters of apples. 

Fertilizer | Below | 234- | Above | Total Fertilizer | Below | 23- | Above | Total 
Treatment | 2% in.| 234 in.| 25 in | Picked Treatment | 254 in. | 234 in | 234 in.] Picked 

Snapdragon make good cut No Fertilizer.| 4.5bu| 2.0bulors bul 6.75bu.  NoFertilizer o.375 bu] 1.0bu 5.0bu 6.375 bu 

flower plants for the garden if aiph of Ar Pesaa 4 Ie 
eee e| 7.0b bu 2.5 buli7.0 bu. isd Ae bu 

they are planted early. They pertreeses eee | ee ee cade i ik Miian Miaoa| Zs Mascon 
x Gain.........] 2.5 bul 5.5bu.f2.25bulio.zsbu. — Gain........Jo.125 bu| none. | 8.5 bu.|8.375 bu. 

may be lifted and grown for a te 

ime in home e¢ in winter. ‘ P Cr 
time in the home early in These tables give a very clear idea as to the value of fertilization in 

: orchards. Fruit growers should study the results carefully, and draw 
a their own conclusions as to why they should fertilize their orchards. 

> 

Plant some of the Darwin tu- " 

lips in your garden this year. Nitrogen (usually termed ammonia) is the most important fertilizer element in fruit 
—_ ‘¢ Production. It is ammonia that promotes the vigorous wood growth so necessary for 

Clora Butt, Farncomb Sanders, fhe formation of fruit spurs and fruit buds. 
satahe — _ Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia applied about two or three weeks before blossom 

Gretehen and Europe are g00d  time“({00 to 150 pounds per acre) will invigorate the fruit buds and increase the amount 
SartS of fruit set. It will also tend to overcome off-year bearing of the apple. 
sorts. Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia is for sale by all the larger fertilizer companies or 

their agents. Be sure you get Arcadian. 

a For information as to application, write to Desk 17 

Thoroly sprayed apples and 
y spray onl : ATLANTA Th NEW YORK 

plums are clean and more easily MEDINA, oO. e Company BALTIMORE ‘ ME , 0. 2 3 
sold this fall. They will keep 

3 . FRICULTURAL DI TM 
better this winter. AGRICU b, DERARTMENT 
SS
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—————— Sc 

‘ WISCONSIN FAVORED a The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT F The 
a Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents Ee z 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. : Jewell Nursery : 
= KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY a Company 

GAYS MILL I * q Bs: WISCONSIN L Lake City, Minn. 

PREMIUM LIST a 

. Continued from page 71 L Hstablished 1868 
6 Red Onions —----------- 00 50 z 
6 Yellow Danvers Onions ——--.----------- 1000755 . a 6 Witte Onieny eee 10 mo Oe (iter Mears = 
6 Onions, Large Type —------------ 0050 = ontinuous 
6 Winter Radishes —-----0-- 10055 Service 
6 Parsnips —------------e i200 75 50 2 = 
6 Peppers ------._------------_------------- 100 75 50 & A Complete Stoek a 
Hubbard Squash —~------------ 00550 2 of Fruit, Shelter a 
6 Ifeads Celery ~_~--- 2-100 115 50 a and Ornamental a 
3 Chinese Cabbage --.--------- 10055 eae in Hapdy = sp. - - a Ss 6 Salsify 2-0 Nee ee . 
Sweepstakes awarded pro rata ~---.-------_-_________-______$10.00 E ers. | 

Rules of Entry for All Exhibits a Agents Wanted = 
1. Exhibits must be arranged ready for judges by 1:00 P. M. Tues- = 2 

day, January 11th. This will be strictly enforced, | 
2. Five apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. 

3. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but premiums Since 
paid only to members. Successful exhibitors, if not members, must Ee z 
forward fee for membership before receiving check for premium ; E McK AY NURSERY A 
fee for annual membership, One Dollar. 2 

Members or others unable to attend the meeting may send fruit = COMP ANY 2 
a . a spires = MADISON, WISCONSIN = 

to the secretary, who will make entries and place fruit on exhibition. = = 

Transportation charges must be prepaid. = = 
All final entries must be made on regular entry blanks which will 2 Nursery Stock of 2 

be furnished by the secretary on application but exhibitors are Quality Ez 

urged to send lists in advance even if not all entries are filled = for Particular Buyers 5 
at convention. = = 

F. Cranefield, Secretary W.S. IL. S., Madison, Wisconsin. = cawalhadine noraeoee eee = 

So s supply you with everything in E 

: 2 = Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, = 
z SPECIAL PREMIUM Es Vines and Ornamentals. 2 
= = = Let us suggest what to plant 2 
E For Best Plate Stark Delicious a 6B Nocurationvee cou: on nas the = 

. 15 two-year Stark Delicious Trees . eS Fon promaiie, apa womint ok 
= = = your list of wants. 
Eg Z = 2 
= Offered by Stark Bros. Nurseries, = 2 ° a | ouisama, M co Nurseries at . 
z uouisiana, Mo, z Waterloo, Wis. a 

= a = 
00000000000 | =
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in SS where combs of honey with pollen 

are available, the bees will have dif- 
AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ficulty in building up, unless protect- 

ed by outside covering or packing. 

Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association Package bees received after the 15th 
H. F. Wilson, Editor of May are not likely to be able to 

build up strong enough to get much 

a surplus from the clover flow unless 
it is late in starting, but they may 

Honey—The Health Food Beekeepers’ Short Course be divided for increase and additional 

One of the healthiest sweets known University of Wisconsin strong colonies secured by fall. 

to the world—used in hospitals and a 

recommended by physicians in spe- eb. 7 to March 17, 1921. 
cial cases because of its being pre- TKS Sacora BéeKéepers Short Some Figures on ee Beekeep- 

digested by the bees. Course for practical beekeepers will os 
a be given at the University of Wis- Tt pays: whenever possible’ to: study 

: consin in February and March, 1921. 2¥#llable statistics to see where we 
Use honey every day during the = are and what we are doing, as com- 

winter and avoid colds and coughs. a pared with others, so that we may 

correct any obvious mistakes. In the 

——————_—_ Package Bees for Beginners statistics presented by Dr. S.A. 

We hope to see the greatest There will always bevactew Apinries %O7C8 IB Bulletin 686 of the Depart- 
HONEY AND BEE exhibit ever for sale, but never enough to supply Ment of Agriculture there are some 
shown in America at Wisconsin's the demand for full colonies of bees data furnished by Wisconsin beekeep- 
next State Fair. $2,200.00 in prizes intess the price and demand for °'S,Which may profitably be studied. 
will be offered. Begin your prepara- — joney drops considerably. Package The surplus: honey" of ‘the state’ is 
tions now for the exhibits. Clover pees will continue for a long time to °f high quality, for the beekeeeprs 
Honey is recognized as having @ fla~ 6 one of the ready sources for se- RE pORt hat 80) per cent is; Swinite, it 
vor and quality inferior to few honies uring more bees in the spring. per cent light.amber, 4 per’ Cent sm= 

produced in marketable quantities, It is barely possible that beginners ber and only 2 per cent dark. The 

and Wisconsin is the center of one Of in peekeeping should not attempt to Pe" cent of white honey in the sur- 

the clover honey regions in America. start with ‘package bees, but if one P/US Crop is reported as greater only 
We should all be proud of this fact goes wish to start and has no other |" four states, Michigan, with 85: per: 
and prepare our honey exhibits in @ way of obtaining bees, what shall Cent Utah with 84 per cent, Nevada 
manner that will make our product they do? We might say, neucleii are With 91 per cent and Wyoming with 
worthy of its high quality. better, but there is always the dan- 100 pee sent, 7 

ger of disease and a careful begin- The reporting beekeepers give the 

TTT ner who prepares himself by reading following data, regarding thes average 

Mr. Kull, Secretary of the Wiscon- up on the care of package bees will yleld’ per ‘colony: in: ‘Wisconsin: 

sin Manufacturers association recent- be reasonably sure of success. In 1918 ........... 60 pounds 

ly stated before a meeting of the the case of the old time beekeeper 1914 ........... 40 pounds 

Woman's League in Madison that the — who wishes to strengthen his colonies 1915 ........... 63 pounds 

Bee Industry is tenth in importance in the spring or who wishes to in- 1916 ........... 69 pounds 

among the agricultural industries of crease the number of his colonies by 1917 ........... 56 pounds 

Wisconsin and that it now holds the that method, if he has not had ex- _ 

place formerly held by the Brewing perience with package bees, we would 1913-17 ........ 68 pounds 

industry. IT CAN BE MADE - suggest that he also carefully read 

TWENTY TIMES GREATER. HOW some of the articles which have ap- This five-year average is equalled or 

LONG BEFORE THIS INFANT peared during the last few years in exceeded in the reports from the fol- 
WILL BECOME FULL GROWN? the bee journals, Package bees can- lowing states: Florida 66 pounds, 

not be thrown into a hive and allow- North Dakota (few reports) 69 

OO ed to drift for themselves, but they pounds, Montana 64 ‘pounds, Wyo- 
must be given even more attention ming 69 pounds, Arizona 64 pounds, 

Monthly News Reports From Local than established colonies. Utah 66 pounds, Nevada 62 pounds, 
Associations Idaho 61 pounds, and California 60 

Monthly report blanks will not be ————— pou ae tne oxce pion oF er 
i ‘tment until . ida, all o ese states are farther to 

sent One Ye aL endeavor to When ackage a Should Be the west, thus farther from the larg- 

have each local secretary send in a BMPS est consuming public. 

special article concerning the bee in- We have found that during a nor- Wisconsin beekeepers report that 

dustry in their respective districts. mal season, package bees should not they sold the following percentages 

Items of interest to the bee industry pe brought into Wisconsin earlier ©f their honey at nearby points, not 

are desirable at all times and we than May 1, unless special prepara- '" Wholesale markets: 
will be glad to print items sent in by tions are made to give the bees out- W915 eee cc eve e cess 58% 
our beekeepers. side protection up to the middle of 1916 ce cee cece eeees 68% 

May. Weather conditions during 1917 cece cece e eens 68% 

April are always variable and cold 

Notice: Several requests have come weather with temperatures, ranging Of the states which exceeded Wis- 

to this office for bees. If any mem- below that at which bees can fly  consin in average yields in the years 

ber of the association knows of any freely, are sure to occur during the given, only North Dakota and Mon- 

for sale, please notify the Secretary. latter part of that month. Even tana reported as large a ‘percentage
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of sales in home markets, but as pounds of honey with the bees for ble drop of honey out of the brood- 

some of these states with large yields the winter and following spring to nest into the supers, and after this 
have commercial beekeeping better bridge the long gap. Seventy-four beekeeping declined in many places. 

developed, this will help to explain per cent of the bees are wintered in From the teachings of that period 

the larger amount sold in wholesale cellars, 16 per cent are packed, 5 comes the fact that Wisconsin bee- 
markets. Of these states reporting per cent are protected in some way keepers aim to leave only 31 pounds 

larger colony yields, none reported not indicated by the reports and 2 of honey on the hives in the fall, in- 

higher prices for wholesale honey in per cent are wrapped in paper, mak- — stead of at least 50 per cent more 
1917 than did the Wisconsin bee- ing a total of 97 per cent of the bees — than that which would be nearer cor- 
keepers. of the state that are given some pro- rect, but still sometimes not enough. 

Wisconsin beekeepers reported tection. The winter loss of 10 per cent of all 
their surplus crops as from the fol- To what did Wisconsin beekeepers colonies and the weakening of the 
lowing high-grade sources: attribute their winter losses? This is | ones which still live at the end of 

given as follows: [Failing queens, 3.0 winter is an outgrowth of the type of 
(1) White clover ....... 44.3% per cent; starvation, 5.0 per cent; beekeeping of the earlier period. 
(2) Clover and basswood 25.0% cold, exposure and smothering, 1.0 It is hard to shake off the things 
(3) Alsike clover ....... 4.9% per cent; moths and ants, negligible; of the past, and we would not want 
(4) Sweet clover ........ 2.4% effects of disease, 0.2 per cent; poor to forget the many good things that 
(5) Mixed clovers ...... 2.0% honey and dysentery, 1.0 per cent; came from the men who have pre- 
(6) Fruit bloom ........ 0.2% late swarms, 0.4 per cent; lack of ceded us in beekeeping. | However, 
(7) Basswood .......... 9.0% young bees, 0.5 ‘per cent; miscel- when we see the decrease in beekeep- 
(8) Raspberry ......... 1.4% laneous and unknown, 0.9 per cent. ing that has come while certain prac- 

(9) Buckwheat ......... 2.1% If beekeepers in Wisconsin leave an tices were in vogue and when we 
G0) Aster oscoss es cresy 053% average of only 81 pounds of honey learn that the beekeepers of the pres- 

(11) Goldenrod .......... 0.7% to the colony for winter and spring, ent day are still suffering great 

(12) Spanish needle ..... 0.2% as they confess, it is rather surpris- losses, these things ought to pull us 

(13) Other sources ...... 1.9% ing that the loss from starvation is up sharply to a realization that few 
(14) Other blends ....... 5.6% not more than 5 per cent annually, Of us have been doing for the bees 
THe! 1688 “TrOTH. diseuBe: 18 RIVER! HS If the beekeepers were sure that Na- all that we should. ; 

1:6 ‘er icent ini Lore). BO BEE Bent an ERTS wouid provide more honey every More winter protection, more 
ae a venr ae ree Bo er J" year at the right time in the spring, Stores for winter and especially for 

a AYES ‘ ps) and 2.5 tien perhaps 31 pounds would be spring and the enlargement of the 
per cent in 1917, the average for the enough, but it is seriously to be hives so that a full colony of bees 
whole country for the three years be-  Goupted whether they can be certain may get inside are some of the things 
ing 2.4 per cent. In 1916, when | this help. Wisconsin bees are for- that we all need to recognize as es- 
there was such a fine clover yield tunate in having such fine stores for sential. The honey-flora of Wiscon- 
throughout most of the clover region, winter as is indicated by the sources Sin is certainly as good as it was in 
only one other state reported so high previously given and also from the 1889, except that much of the bass- 
a loss from disease. low death rate from dysentery. wood is gone. In all probability the 

_ According to the figures presented Having examined briefly and in- Planting of alsike clover has made the 
it is seven months in the average — cupiciently the fact given by the bee- State as a whole a better place for 
year between the fall honey-flow and jeepers, there is another source of beekeeping year after year than ever 
the first of the following spring. The — jngormation that should be consulted. before. The honeys are of the high- 
average confinement in winter with- «ne Census figures state that the fol- est quality, the yields are fine, the 
out flight is 3 months and 6 days. jowing amounts of honey have been Markets are as good as anywhere 
This indicates a difficult winter prob- J .oquced in the state in the years With such fine yields, and taken alto- 
lem and all Wisconsin beekeepers named: gether the industry should have been 
will agree that this is perhaps the growing since 1889 instead of declin- 

hardest problem that they encounter. 1859 ......... 207,294 pounds ing. Bee diseases are partly to 
The winter losses reported are as fol- BSG8 weswas eu o 299,341 pounds blame, but beyond doubt the greater 
lows: 1079 ctsmwawaa & 813,806 pounds menace to beekeeping is the beekeep- 

L9L4-15 cccccccceeee 54% 1889 swear « 3 618,764 pone er who fails to care for his bees as 

1915-16 ............ 14.4% 4 a Founda 1s necessary: to ek the full eren. 
1916-17... 0.2... es 10.0% BOOS eavinenaiom ss BDO RE Bl Dr. FE. F. Phillips. 

RODTSUB! see es ser arceecenes BLOT) Tt is of course evident that there Oo 

The average winter losses for the will be a variation in the yield per Beekeepers Must Cooperate 
whole United States for these years colony in the several years of the . oo 
was 12%, so the beekeepers of the Census that would account for some Co-operation is the keynote of this 
state seem to be doing as well as of this variation. However, if we decade. Man's suspicious distrust of 

their fellows elsewhere. It must be look at the data from all the middle- his neighbor is its only enemy. 
taken into consideration that in re- western states we find the same de- Forty years ago co-operation was a 
porting winter losses, the beekeepers crease since 1889. The decline from utopian dream testified to by the 

report those colonies that have died the peak in 1889 was constant in all graves of granges and co-op stores. 

outright and do not show the deple- these states and not so variable as we Twenty years ago the idea resulted in 

tion of the strength of the colonies would expect from a variation in nec- the formation of the trusts which 

that still live. It is, of course, recog- tar secretion. The Census figures in- even yet dominate certain lines of 

nized that every year many colonies’ clude bees on farms but not those in business. Certain firms could and 

are not able to gather the full crop towns and cities. did trust each other, and no one else. 
because of spring weakness. The year 1889 may be taken as These firms became immensely 

It is the opinion of the reporting about the peak of the enthusiasm for wealthy, proving that co-operation is 

beekeepers that on the average for comb-honey production with small a& money maker. At the beginning 

the state, they need to leave 31 hives, trying to squeeze every possi- of the world’s war we were horrified
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at the thought of the enormity of the so advertised that its name is a should never be used without first 
job before us. To raise the greatest household word. They have so dis- scraping and washing in hot lye wa- 
army of the world, to finance the na- tributed their stock that this syrup ter, 

tion, and feed the world, but how? can be procured at almost any town Spread of disease locally is caused 

The business heads of the govern- in the United States. This is but by exposing infected honey to robber 

ment adopted the plan originated and one of a number of syrup firms and bees or through interchanging in- 

used by a number of the successful all are alive to the situation. fected combs from. diseased to 

co-operative marketing associations Can honey compete with such an healthy colonies. When the disease 

and didn’t we succeed? Ww. J. article? We will have to admit that once appears in a yard, immediate 

Bryan's prediction that we could raise honey is very irregular in quality measures should be taken to stamp 

an army of a million men over night and oft times is very poorly packed jt out. No risk, however small, 

was almost a reality. in a crude and unattractive manner. should be taken in exposing a dis- 
Are the co-operative marketing as- Worse than this the irregularity of eased colony to robbing and diseased 

sociations going to pieces because the supply is such that today the market colonies should not be opened at all 
war is over, and the Wilson version is flooded and next month you during brood rearing when bees are 

of the League of Nations failed? couldn't buy, beg or steal honey. Do not able to gather nectar in the field. 

They are not, for today the old ones you blame the housewife who buys a 4 single drop of honey taken from 
are stronger than ever before and can of honey this month at a very 4 diseased colony may be sufficient to 
new ones are appearing daily. The reaonable price and when she repeats carry the disease to a healthy colony. 
rice growers, the cotton men and the order next month, is told that the After the honey flow, manipulation 

many others have lately joined the — price is doubled, for not buying. Do of diseased colonies should be left 
ranks. The wholesaler welcomes you blame her for buying an article, until late October when brood rear- 

such bodies, as he is assured of a though inferior, which she can de- ing has ceased. The danger is not so 
supply of standard products, deliver- pend upon for quality, supply, and great then because the infected 
ered at a fixed rate. price? — ; ; honey will nearly always be put in 

Has the time come to co-operate? The individual honey producer is the center of the brood nest and vill 
It has. It is co-operation or failure. powerless in this situation. He can be consumed before the next brood 

To co-operate means that you will only trust to local inairket and luck. rearing period begins. 
have to produce articles of the best The Honey Producers’ associations 

possible character, take care of them and the American Honey Producers’ ————— 

with greater care, pack them by rules league propose to be on the ground Why Extracting Frames From  Dis- 

and ship to market by a stated time. and with their help the individual eased Colonies Should Not Be 
In return you have an assured mar- can meet the sugar and corn syrup Saved 

ket. You get, not the top of the firms with their own methods. The 

market, which you can hope for but League's system of marketing will Many beekeepers have attempted to 

once in a life time, but an average standardize the quality and package save dry brood-free extracting combs 

price which is higher than you could of honey. Its advertising will make with the belief or hope that unless 
et in any other way. known the value of Nature's chosen brood had been reared in them they 

8 Have beekeepers been successful in sweet to the buying public, and its were free from disease. Brood-free 

tess associations? One of the old- distribution system will render it extracting frames that are absolutely 

est and most successful marketing possible to procure honey throughout dry and free of small drops of dried 

associations in the United States is the year at a price in ratio with that honey do not in our experience carry 

composed of beekeepers. Many of sugar. | the disease. Careful observations 

states have honey producers’ assocla- E. G, LeStourgeon. show that so-called dry combs are 

tions which are in active operation a seldom entirely free from honey un- 

and on a firm financial basis. ; less the colony from which they are 

Are the beekeepers of Wisconsin Spread and Control of American  t#ken has been brought near to the 
rady to support State and National Foulbrood point of starvation.* If there is a 
Peeeeiatlone? ‘Are they willing to fair amount of stores present in the 

let the dairy and potato men of Wis- —_— After one has passed through @ brood chamber, bees clean up the 
consin set a ‘pace that the beemen siege of American Foulbrood, it is extracting combs and usually but not 
can't follow? The beemen of every not hard to understand why beekeep- — always put the honey in a few cells. 
state ask your aid. Wisconsin has ers have had so much difficulty in In many cases a very small amount 

never failed. the past. - may be left in a cell and over a long 
. rE. G. LeStourgeon. Lack of knowledge concerning the period of time perhaps five or six 

true nature of the disease and the months or from one season to an- 

———— ways in which it can be spread’ has other, these tiny drops dry out and 
greatly hindered its eradication. form a very small sca ae 2S 

What the A. H. P. L. Can Do For the Aside fron. wayINe ‘dIssASEa! "BEES ‘Aol shew tn ploncingaeer wai iy aes 

Beekeeper and bringing them into a disease free These small scales of dried honey 
The price of sugar is going down- territory, the buying of used hives may contain spores of the disease 

ward and that of honey will surely and old combs is one of the most and when honey is again stored in 

follow. In the general demoraliza- dangerous things a beekeeper can do. these cells, the scales are softened 

tion of the food’ market the bee men As a rule beekeepers who have old =——¥ 

must watch well or the price of hives, combs, etc. to sell without bees, *Just how the honey in the ex- 

honey will drop far below its rela- have lost their bees through disease. tracting supers becomes infected is 
tive place with sugar and corn syrup. Old combs from such sources are al- not clearly understood, but experi- 

‘The manufacturers of corn syrup most sure to carry disease especially ence shows that it does. It is a well 
have already started on their cam- if there is honey in them. established fact that during a heavy 
‘paigns to increase sales. They have Old combs from a region in which honey flow the bees deposit nectar 
an article which is uniform in color, foulbrood is known to occur should in the brood combs and later carry 

weight, and sweetness. It is packed never be given to disease free bees. it to the supers, perhaps this is the 

in an attractively labeled can and is Second hand hives and equipment — explanation.
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and the spores liberated. When the ger of using old hive bodies lies in been used in the treatment of dis- 
honey from these cells is fed to the carrying them over until the next eased colonies should not be used 

bees a new infection is started which season and not thoroughly cleaning with healthy colonies. A whisk 

soon spreads to other parts of the them of drops of infected honey broom or a bunch of stiff grass tied 

brood nest, which may have gotten on to them so that pieces of grass will not break 

In an experiment carried on in after removal from the bees. off are better to use than a brush 

1919, eight sets of ‘brood free” dry If all hive parts and frames are made so that the bristles dip into the 
extracting combs taken from colonies thoroughly scraped and washed with cells. If a whisk broom is used get 

diseased with American foulbrood hot lye water so that all particles of a soft one and cut out about one- 

were given to eight two-pound pack- liquid or crystalized honey are re- half the brush part. 

ages of bees. Sugar syrup was fed moved, there is no danger of rein- 

to these so that they had abundance fection from this source. ~ _ 

of stores up to the time of the honey Where a number of colonies are to When and How to Treat 

flow. be treated, hive bodies free of burr 

In six of these, disease did not combs may be taken from treated Do not treat bees by brushing or 
appear at all during the season. In colonies and used to shake other dis- Shaking unless there is sufficient 
two others the disease appeared with eased colonies into if done at once. honey coming in to keep bees from 
the first set of brood and continued Never use a hive body from a dis- robbing. — Diseased bees may be 
to incfease until the colonies were cased colony on another colony hay- treated in the late fall after brood 
treated in July. While only two of ing drawn combs without scraping rearing has ceased by transferring to 
the colonies became diseased, the per and cleaning, and clean not only the — “disease-free'’ combs of honey. 
ceht of disease carried was 25 per inside of the hive but the outside Bees may be successfully treated 
¢ent. Such a high per cent makes and edges as well. Take special care during any period of a honey flow 
the use of dry extracting combs very to clean up all honey from behind — but the most desirable time is shortly 
dangerous, the rabbets. after the beginning of the main 

Five sets of frames with foundation Scorching out the hive body is no honey flow. This period for Wiscon- 

which had not been worked on but safer than scraping and’ washing un- sin is June 15 to June 20. Diseased 

slightly or not at all were also taken less every inch of surface both in- colonies found after the honey flow 

from diseased colonies of the year side and out is treated. Many bee- is over should be treated in late Oc- 
before and given to package bees. keepers carefully scorch out the in- tober after all brood rearing has 

Sugar syrup was fed to these colonies side of hive, but overlook honey be- ceased by transferring to combs of 

until the honey flow began. No dis- hind the rabbets or smeared on the “disease free’ honey. If the opera- 

ease appeared in any of these colo- outside of the hive. tor is careful in transferring the bees 
nies. at that time, very little honey will 

= —— be secured by robbers and this will 

a Frames Should Be Saved quite likely be put where the bees 

Does Scorching the Hive Parts and will use it:during. the winter. 
Frames Insure Complete Dis- It is not economy to destroy the Plan your work and have your hive 

infection? frames from diseased colonies except bodies ready so that every diseased 

where one or two colonies out of a colony in the yard can be treated on 

Bees do not leave honey scattered large number are affected and the the same or the following day. Melt 

about on the walls of the hive or on beekeeper undertakes to stamp out up the combs and clear the hives at 
frames and will immediately gather the disease by destroying, hive bees, once. 

up the smallest drop that may fall and all. It is also unnecessary to The immediate removal of diseased 

from a cell, Therefore, there is no scorch the frames, but they must be combs and honey is the greatest in- 

more danger of the disease being car- scraped and cleaned of wax and surance against reinfection that can 

ried on clean hive parts than on the honey. To insure the removal of be secured. Don’t store the hives 

body of the bee. If the disease is particles of crystalized honey, place over until next spring and if at all 

spread at all outside infected honey them in boiling water for five min- possible do not bring a diseased hive 
or combs, it would seem that the utes and dip in a second tank of boil- or comb into the extracting house or 

bacteria would adhere to the body of ing water. store room reserved for disease free 

the bee and continue as a source of If the frames are loose, a few ex- hives and supers. 

infection indefinitely for we know tra nails will make them rigid. If a colony is found diseased do not 
that the spores of the bacteria may Treatment of American Foulbrood open up the colony when no honey 

live over for several years. On the Shaking bees from combs infected is coming in from the field. One of 

other hand, in every case where the with foulbrood is a bad practice and the most fruitful sources of infec- 

diseased brood and infected honey is is always likely to scatter diseased tion is the exposure of combs con- 
removed the disease is eliminated, honey where bees from healthy colo- taining infected honey or exposing 
and we must conclude that the bac- nies may gather it. It is possible to diseased colonies to robbers. Colo- 
teria are not carried over on the brush bees from combs without spill- nies of bees vary greatly in their pro- 

body of the bee. The same is true ing a drop of honey and requires lit- pensity to rob and some colonies are 

of hive bodies and’ frames, if they tle more time than shaking. When continually on the hunt for stores 

are absolutely free of honey, the bac- bees are shaken out of a hive, there while others remain peacefuly at 

teria are not carried over on them. is always some danger that stray bees home. Possibly the amount of stores 

I have in a large number of tests carrying a load of honey may go into has some effect but I have been un- 

taken the hive body, bottom board a neighboring hive. able to observe any difference be- 

and cover from a diseased colony in Bees are attracted to loose honey tween colonies having abundant 
/the place of a clean hive, used clean wherever they find it even during a stores and those with small amounts. 

frames with full sheets of founda- honey flow and a few robber bees are Diseased colonies that are weak at 

tion, and brushed the bees onto them. always to be found in the yard dur- the end of the honey flow should be 
The percentage of successful treat- ing a heavy flow. destroyed at once. Do not wait un- 

ment was as large in every case as When the treatment is finished, til tomorrow but close up the hive 

with scorched hive parts. The dan- burn the brush. A brush which has as soon as the disease is found, carry
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WHY THOUSANDS BUY “BEEWARE” 
‘Because the prices are moderate for the workmanship. 

Because the materials are the very best obtainable. 

Because you are assured of good service—guaran teed. 

These goods marked with the “Beeware” brand are famous for giving the utmost return over a period 

cf years at prices which are never extreme. 

Conditions this year are causing many men to change their previus buying methods. Buy cautiously, 

but be sure you get real quality for your money, the kind you get in ‘““Beeware” only. 

It will poy you to write or visit your “Beeware” distributor. 

His name is on the catalog we will send if you ask for it. 

SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
To give users of Lewis “Beeware'’ better service and information, we announce the employment 

of E. W. Atkins who began work at Watertown November 1. Mr. Atkins is well known to many 

‘\merican and Canadian beekeepers, has worked in large commercial apiaries and for the past four 
years has been operating his own apiaries. After taking a degree at the Ontario, Canada, Agricul- 

tural College, Mr. Atkins served with the provincial and dominion apiarists of Canada. During the 
war he was in charge of bee culture extension work for the U. 8. Government in Iowa, Missouri, 
Kansas and Nebraska. Later he has worked out of the Iowa Agricultural College at Ames for the 
U. S. Bee Culture Laboratory and is well acquainted with the needs of beginners and commercial 
beekeepers alike. Address all communications regarding beekeeping to our Service Department, 
Watertown, 

BEWARE 
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR * 

ror | BEEWARE| ite: For Mark 
fl == uv 

(WATERTONN 1S. 5 

MAKES THE FINEST. 
comrmant, roe. BY LAL Rwi8 COMmANY 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown, Wisconsin 
pe ——————————————————————————————————————————— oa 

it into the cellar and destroy bees and they have brought with them in this 

combs at once. Also see that after comb and that by removing it the 

the bees are in the cellar none es- next or following day the infected 

cape, for bees loaded with honey fly honey will all be removed. The very 

back to the old stand and’ when they fact that the bees store honey in this 

do not find the old home, they will comb makes the practice dangerous. 

go to the nearest hive and will be al- No matter how careful a beekeeper BEEKEEPERS 

lowed to enter. wees may be, he cannot open the hive and 

remove the comb without inciting a 

~ a "2 number of bees to gorge themselves 

aa , aa with honey from this comb. Thus 
The Double-Shake Treatment the period for using up the disease 

‘A method recommended by some infected honey carried by the bees at Should send for our book- 

beekeepers 1s known as the “double the time of shaking has been re- 
shake method.” In. using this duced twenty-four to forty-eight let on the new MODI- 
method the bees are first shaken onto hours. By that time cells may be FIED DADANT HIVE. 

frames with starters. After about Sufficiently built out on the founda- - . . 

four days these are removed and the tion for immediate storage of the The hive with a brood 

bees shaken a second time onto full honey. chamber sufficient for pro- 

sheet fi ation. ii ri i- = . s eats OF” oundal on. This practi lifie queens. OUR CATA- 

cally insures eradication of the dis- Spray or wash the foliage of 

ease if no outside source of infec- spray “ : . LOG IS FREE. 

tion exists. house plants prequently. It will 

a help to keep the plants in better 

health. 
Drawn Combs Used With Foundation 

Among Wisconsin beekeepers there 
is a practicé which is more or less Farmers’ bulletins 1039 on 
doubtful as to its success. When the > aie . 4 

bees are run onto full sheets of foun- commercial comb honey produe- Hamilton, Illinois 

dation, one frame at the side of the tion is worth sending for—write % \ 

hive is left out and an old drawn ty the Division of Publications, 
comb is put in its place. The idea is , . 

that the bees store the honey that Washington, D. C. a a |
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Annual Convention, Madison, January | 1-13, 1921 

Soldier Memorials and this is meant for Wisconsin Of the pests which attack trees 

readers only, there are few or Dr. S$: B. Kracker has the follow- 
Shall we plant trees as memor- . . 

ials to our soldier dead? Much none that ean be expected to sur- ing to say: / 

. s . vive one hundred years, for trees “Wisconsin at the present time 
has been written on this theme of : 5 3 . . ‘ 

. : like people grow from youth to is remarkably free from diseases 
late but mostly by sentimentalists . , . 

. old age and die. Trees reach a — and pests attacking shade trees. 
and others who know little or . . . 

. stage of maturity beyond which Her tussock moth and canker 
nothing about trees. . 3 Bes . , . ‘ 

: . they persist for a greater or les- worm attacks are slight compared 

Memorials are established, DOK sg time, then fall prey to their to the insect problems of the east- 

for ourselves, not for this gener enemies, erm and southern states. The elm 

ation but for those who wall Fol Botanists, and perhaps horticul- — leaf-beetle which annually de- 

low us. We who are now living turists, will say that there is no stroys the beauty of elms in New 

kntow and ean well reeall, alsa too limit to the life of a tree, that it} York state, while slowly working 

well, the lives and deeds of those may, theoretically, grow forever. westward, has not reached us yet, 

who died that we might the pete While this may he true yet ex- and thus far we have avoided 

ter live, We want fo leuxe fo Su perience and common sense prove those all conquering pests, par 

ture generations something that that trees either in the forest or excellence, the gipsy and brown- 

will serve not only to perpetuate if artificial planting are, compar- — tail moths. 

the brave deeds of our sok tge atively speaking, — evanescent. But even so it will take Wis- 

boys, but to teach the yan of We plant today in a park, which — consin cities long to recover from 

this and other generations a lies on the outskirts of our home — effects of the cottony maple scale 

greater love of country and a city, an avenue of elms or maples; outbreak three to five years ago 

reverence for our flag, the symbol the site is away from smoke and and the inseets may increase to 
of Freedom. far beyond the deadly gas mains, injurious numbers again at any 

Will a tree do this? — Would an ideal spot for trees. Within a time. 

not imperishable bronze or gran quarter of a century, just when One of the most beautiful trees 

ite better serve the purpose if fash- |)... trees are coming to their for planting in parks and cities is 
ioned after the art of the seulp- fullest beauty the eity, like some the birch, but it can no longer be 

tor? great Python, has encireled our recommended by landscape archi- 
Or a building constructed to park and is crushing the life out — feets beeause of its short. life. 

endure for centuries into which of jt, Perhaps the tree we plant- This is due to the bronze birch 
could be brought records, rolls of ed for our boy was the first to die. borer whieh first attacked in dan- 
honor and all else that show how ‘The true lover of trees knows verous numbers about 1912. 

men die for an ideal? too well its enemies and knows One of the most puzzling of 

To plant a tree for cach of our that only by eternal vigilance — all conditions is the manner in 

soldier dead is an appealing plan, can the tree he loves be saved which elms, mostly young trees 

for could we not, twenty-five or from its enemies. Hyen tho he but to a less extent thirty to 
fifty years from now, rest under — drives away the insects and heals — forty year old ones also, will mys- 

its branches, say this is his tree: the wounds left by disease may teriously and gradually but per- 

All this and more appeals to not the winds of heaven lay it sistently die. This has been in- 

every one and it is indeed a beau- low? vestigated in many Mississippi 

tiful thought. But how about Let us not be carried away — valley states and has heen blamed 
those who follow us, one hundred — wholly by sentiment or our love — on all sorts of physiological causes 

years from now, for are we not of trees but rather consider seri- from leaky gas mains to too wet 

planning a memorial? ously how we ean best establish a or too dry a soil. This summer a 

Of all the trees, in Wisconsin, — lasting memorial. fungus (elm canker) has been
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found in the dying trees which The old ‘‘Morse Elm’’ under National Parks of the United 

may prove to be responsible for Whose shade Samuel F, B. Morse States 

the entire loss. In Madison and Used to spend his leisure hours . 
nearby cities the damage from while working on his invention of The national parks of the 

this cause is very heavy. ie eee will soon be re- United States have no equals in 

If the owner of a fine lawn has The tree was plante 1 in 1820 i ecotiie heauty and Aatural. Won > was planted in in . 
a group of oaks, he is usually front of the Old Willard Hotel. der anywhere in the — world. 
very proud of them and values Since those days the old hotel Take our great Western parks, 

them above ‘all his other trees. has been replaced by a modern study them, look the world 

One en therefore wall gine net nega’ qn, eu nave Si npr 
his grief at the rapid demise 1844, died in 1872. But the tree pa at aie ca has i “in 

which follows their infection with has remained. plished in park building in less 

the honey-mushroom fungus (Ar- But it is now in its death-hour than a century. 

millaria mellea). Two such cases in spite of many operations of og Basten 
have recenty come up in Dane Site tome Deca a ; ou outs Parks 

county in which the appearance  ticeg by Washington’s ‘superin- Wisconsin _has displayed a 
of very fine lawns has been spoil-  tendent of city parks, broad vision in securing areas of 

ed by the premature death of sev- . . land and water, beauty spots, as 

eral fine oak trees: In view of the impermanence great state parks. We have 

If one hopes to avoid such mis- of trees should we plant them as eight state parks in our system, 
fortunes by planting more rapidly memorials? many of which have had little 

growing and less desirable trees F.C. money expended on them for im- 

such as box elder, poplar, or wil- a provement. They are largely as 

low, he finds himself no better Nature left them and as we found 

off because they are even shorter County Park Systems them. The principal state parks 

lived. If the latter two survive By John A. Hazelwood, Chair- ®e Devils Lake, St. Croix Falls, 

the poplar weevil in the nursery, man, Wisconsin Highway Nelson Dewey, and Door County. 

they have other and more persis- Commission All of these are scenie places of 

tent fates awaiting them. . ; . the state. There is no occasion 

The two common trees, least The history of the origin and for adverse criticism of the state 

subject to attack by insects and  PUTPose of parks deserves consid- fo» not developing our park 

disease in Wisconsin at the pres- eration. The story of park de- areas. This can be done in later 

ent time, are the Norway maple velopment ought to be interest- years, ay means can be afforded, 
and the basswood. A few insects i™8- We appreciate, in a meas- and as demands and conditions 
will feed on them or bore within "T° the value am een meee, warrant. 

HWhacty a . poe can, a. City, state, anc national parks, .. 

ioc ha mesulig ate ee but I feel certain too few of us Municipal Parks 

The following item from a realize the need and importance If you visit Chicago, or any 
laily paper of late date shows of county systems of parks. large city for any length of time, 

vhat may happen to _ historic No state in the nation offers a your city friends will not tell 

rees: . better field for the development you to go home, but they will in- 

‘ » of an adequate system of parks vite and take you back to the 

‘LD MORSE ELM" SOON TO BE CUT than Wisconsin. We have the country,—the parks, for it is 

Wasuinaton—Another Wash- areas, the scenic hilltops and val- known that there you get in 

ngton landmark is near destruc- leys, the historic places, and a touch with the real Nature in all 

ion. climate unexcelled anywhere. its beauty and glory. Here you
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Capitol Hotel, Headquarters for Delegates 
DNR Ree 

ean enjoy the wild flora and the playground for millions of Movement Needs Support 
fauna. Here it is you get a mes- tired souls and weary bodies. it. ix not woney dione thay te 

sage, a contribution direct from Our tourists travel about our , . 
Mother Earth, which refreshes state over our highways for rest needed. there must be an awak- 

. se _ ening. Our legislature must pro- 
you and frees you from the and reercation. Our own citizens ide mez f iA on 

veneer, the artificiality you have are the principal users of our MAGE RICHES: 20Y APOUSING Sn. ane 
. : . terest in the movement. There is 

pressing on your mind in the roads, and our own people are 3 

homes, the offices, and the fac- appreciating the highway im- meet. af mton “ely ean Be one a 
, : ‘ the field and promote the idea 

tory. provements, our scenic drives, 
i . that we need areas for county 

Cities Vie With Each Other our historic places, our camping park purposes, 
sites, and our beautiful summer Tw fat: there bs Need’ fav 1.000 

Cities give great attention and and autumn climate. Boy MISES, 18 BESE: ROT ol 

spend enormous sums of money county parks in Wisconsin. It is 
. , 2 ‘ believed that half of that num- 

on their park systems. Those County Park Systems Needed b a a 
cities, such as Baltimore, St. / er can be obtained gratis if we 

Louis, and Minneapolis which Just as the nation, the states, had a good field man or men, to 

hava ‘expended most liberally in and the cities have been brought go about the state and show up 

the park systems, attribute their to value and appreciate systems the importance and value of 

splendid growth and develop- of parks, just so must we come county parks to our citizens. 

iient dn .a ‘great measure to the to nealize the need and import- Many sites on lake shore and 

fact that they have emphasized ance of systems of county parks. river banks are needed imme- 

park development. National and state parks do not diately in southern Wisconsin, 

The importance of a good sys- supply all the needs of citizens but it is almost impossible to get 

tem of municipal parks is appre- of the cities. No, Nor do state a publie entranee to many lakes, 

ciated by every. progressive, up- and city parks furnish all the —all shore line has been grabbed 

to-date community: The value of needs - of citizens of counties. up for private use. 

parks as breathing places, recrea- Therefore, we need to help coun- en sae Tan 

tional fields needs no debate, The ties establish adequate systems of ret Lites Now 

old and young enjoy the advan- parks. . . Now is the time to get title in 

tages of a beautiful park. There We have peguaed an each the publie for all lake shore and 
is no place where the tired mind gounty, = Havel Planning Com- yiver bank property in northern 
and weaty hody can be so re- mittee, which is none other than Wisconsin. It. is obtainable for 

freshed and invigorated as out * County Park Board. We must a song or a nominal :um. Some 

among trees, flowers, and shrubs m some Way put more life ag day we shall find conditions for 

of a park. these committees. These commit- getting hold of beautiful lake 
; im : tees have large POssiens): 2n that and river views just as difficult 
State Trunk Highways they may accept title to property in the north as it is now in the | 

Wisconsin has built up a splen- suitable for wood lots, camps — southern part of the state. Why, 

did system of well constructed, sites, ete. Of course this County  peautiful Lake Geneva is prac- 

well maintained, and well mark- Park Board may purchase lake tically denied to the public. 

ed state trunk highways. Over shore and river bank property, Owners’ signs of ‘‘Private Prop- 

these highways travelers and ravines, hill tops, ete. suitable erty, “Don’t Trespass,’ ‘‘Keep 
tourists are passing each year in for park purposes. The question Out’? stare you in the faee on 

ever increasing numbers. This of money with which to buy is every hand. People do not like 

has become the greatest tourist one needing and deserving atten- to trespass. We are naturally 

state in the Middle West. It is _ tion. law-abiding. We must get titl
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of needed property for our peo- grow an abundance of fruit, ber- at least two important things to 

ple out of private hands and back ries, and nuts. All that is need- encourage counties to — start 

to the public. ed is an organized effort in the county park systems. In the first 

One Thousand County Parks matter. While we work out our place, fifteen thousand dollars 

Needed system of county parks, let us should be appropriated to the 

arrange to earry along a system State Rural Commissioner for the 

The movement to secure from — of roadside beautification, purpose of employing promoters, 

ten to twenty-five parks, wood Let us get back of the county organizers, and landscape engi- 

lots, or camping sites in every park movement, and put a com- neers to help county park boards 

county in Wisconsin is reasonable prehensive program across. All perform their duties as set forth 

and worth while, and deserves counties need a system of parks. in the Rural Planning Act. Only 
the support of all who are inter- Places along highways where 36 counties have thus far organ- 

ested in the welfare of people, springs are found should be turn- ized their committees. The state 

state, and nation. ed over to the public for general law provides that all counties 

It is possible to make a system use, Springs willsave the trouble must complete organization of 

of county parks almost contin- of drilling wells for water when county park boards. 

uous, if attention is given to park development takes place. The State Rural Planning Com- 

roadside improvement. The sides The fact is we need not worry missioner has no funds at all. 

of roads are important parts of about improvement, or money for He realizes the need of stimulat- 

the highways, because the eye, development, at this stage. Let ing the rural planning commit- 

the car, and the nose are always us get title back from private tees to activities, but has no 

working as we travel over high- hands into the public at this means or men with which to vital- 

ways of life. time. A man could not furnish a ize the county park boards. 

The Wisconsin Highway Com- more suitable and permanent In the second place, the legis- 

mission has urged the wild shrub- monument than to leave a few lature should appropriate at least 

bery now along our highways acres of county park bearing his one hundred thousand dollars to 

when not in line of vision and not yame for all time. We observe aid counties on a fifty-fifty basis 

in the way of traffic should be many otherwise practical people — to purchase eamp sites, historic 

protected and preserved. There — putting $100, $500, and even — places, and county parks. State 

is nothing more beautiful than — 41,000 in granite or marble monu- aid has done wonders in building 

the Autumn leaves on trees and yyents to be hidden away and sel- up our high schools, our graded 

shrubbery, in valleys, on hills, dom looked at, in a secluded cem- — gehools, our country schools, our 

and along roadways. etery. Why, better a thousand county fairs, and our good roads. 

Roadside Planting times, spend = Few hundred dole Tt would help Wisconsin to estab- 

lars and get an Olson County jig) an adequate system of county 
Yes, it would pay Wisconsin Park, a Jones County Park, or parks, "The money should be dis- 

citizens not only to preserve the whomsoever’s name it is desired tributed for county park pur- 

trees and shrubbery along our to perpetuate. / ; : poses of the basis: of area, popu- 

highways and in county parks, Bryant mentions: the fant an lation, assessed valuation, and 

but it would profit the state much one of his poems, ‘*The Forest, 7 ‘unk. hiehway enw 

if a seientifie ‘program of road- that “The groves were God’s state un lghway lease. 

side planting of trees, shrubs, and first temples.”’ Wisconsin should Counties would gladly accept the 

flowers could be worked out and lose no time in preserving and aid by making an equal appro- 

carried out. maintaining these holy places for priation, providing the act would 

There are areas along the county parks. make counties lose the money if 

travel tracks of the roads to The next legislature should do — nothing is done.
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Firm, Persistent or Stubborn? currant patch with my measure. have to say that to me. Every 

Oak Holler, Wis. I was in haste to begin. Then I bit. of my pleasure was gone. 

a. thought perhaps I’d better get a Why should this boy's father and 

My Dear Fnends: . drink of water first. Just as I my aunt call us stubborn. 

. Queer, isn’t it, how some little reached the pump I heard my I couldn’t understand them, 

incident will bring back memor- aunt's voice. The amusement in and though I’m considerably old- 

ies of your childhood days? One jer tones, coupled with grand- er I eannot understand yet why 

of my neighbors has just been mother’s assenting, ‘‘I think a we should be called stubborn. I 

telling me about her boy. He ¢ouple of hours in the hot sun helped pick the currants. IL 

thinks he’d like to be a farmer so will be enough, especially when learned a lesson that has helped 

every Iriday evening he walks the rest of the children start for me all through life. You can do 

out to a big stock farm near the the woods,’’ it was all that was things if you make up your mind 

city where he works until Mon- necessary to rouse the spirit of to, even if you don’t like the job. 

day morning. He enjoys it so ‘I will not give up’’ in me. Some times I think the more ob- 
much, so his mother says, but his Straight back to those currants I stacles there are, the surer I am 

father is angry, he doesn’t want went and though the sun shone to win out. 

his boy to be a farmer, he wants hotter and hotter, though my I’m sure this boy who is stiek- 

him to be a lawyer. The boy in- knees were cramped and sore, my ing to the job he took, even 

sists he has agreed to stay for a fingers tired and seratehed, though he may wish some times 

vertain time. His father says he though the perspiration trickled he could go and play basketball, 

is so stubborn, Well, I don’t down my back,—-and worst of all, or some of the many other things 

know whether that boy is going —I knew that under the shadow _ the rest of the boys are doing, is 

to be a farmer or a lawyer, but of my old straw hat a few tears learning a lesson that will prove 

I’m banking on this fact—his had left a trail on my dusty invaluable whether he chooses to 

sticking to his job isn’t going to freckled cheeks, I picked cur- be a farmer or lawyer. I’m for 

hurt him in future years. rants. Though at dinner time the the stubborn disposition every 

Made me think how I sat in’ peck measure was more than time, when it comes to stick-to- 

the boiling sun one whole day filled, when grandmother went it-ivness. 

and picked currants just be- back to the currant patch I went And don’t you tell this editor 

cause I heard an aunt of mine too. Not one word did grand- man, but writing this afternoon 

tell grandmother she guessed I mother say about quitting and it is a good deal like picking those 

wouldn’t pick very long after the was some years before I discov- eurrants. But 1 wouldn’t quit, 

sun got hot. You see, grand- ered that she had seen me as I and there are no tears either. Be- 

mother was going to pick cur- left the well and understood my cause I learned better in my 

rants that morning and I had of- desire not to be thought a quit- grandmother’s garden. Hope 

fered to help. Of course when ter. I was too tired to want any you will all have a Merry Christ- 
you are eight years old you are supper and was glad to have my mas and Happy New Year. 

a great help—at least you think aunt lift me up in the old-fash- . 
. - Hope to see you all at the mid- 

you are, and I was never so ioned high bed; yet there was : “ See 

happy as when I was _ helping satisfaction in my heart when she wanter meeting: I'm Just about 
grandmother in her wonderful said, ‘“‘you worked too long in as interested in conventions as I 

garden. She accepted my offer, that hot sun, I hope you won’t be am in State Fair. I’m in hopes 

warning me, however, that I sick.’? ‘Well anyhow I didn’t 9 go early and stay late. You 
must pick the bushes clean, then quit if you did think I would,’’ See I’m hoping to get some new 

added with one of her rare was my triumphant answer. ideas for I’m getting a little bit 
smiles, ‘‘if you pick a peck I will Aunt looked at me for a moment, like the man who said, gracious, 

give you five cents."’ ‘“‘Oh, I’m ‘‘Well if you don’t beat all the I haint got an ideer left. 

going to help all day,’’ I answer- stubborn young ones I ever see.”’ Good bye, 

ed joyfully and started for the Oh dear, why did they always ‘ Johnnie.
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Federation of Horticultural In- freight rates, securing sufficient Washington, representing west- 

dustries cars to move the erop, and gen- ern  apple-growers, Dr. C. A. 

At the recent convention of the eral direction of all matters ex- Bingham, Ohio, representing mid- 

American Pomological Society cept those pertaining to legisla- dleavest, apple-growers, x J. 

held in Columbus, Ohio, there 7°” eg ny VOTE Veilleyy, eons, 50 
was perfected an organization is eet ‘0 Rt ra resenting aus i ne 

. . closely with the American Feder- ers, Frederic Cranefield, Madi- 

which will exert a profound in- ation of Farm Bureaus in all mat- son, Wis., representing State Hor- 
fluence on the fruit business of tops affecting legislation. These tieultural Societies. 

the country, producers and con- yew activities are added to the Professor R. B. Cruikshank of 

sumers alike. functions of the Ameriean Pomo- the Ohio State University, will 

The federated horticultural in- logieal Society, which for 75 act as Secretary until the eeneral 

dustries are to be merged into the — years has heen the supreme court — offices are located, and a perman- 

enlarged American Pomological of all amateur and scientifie hor- ent executive seerctary employed. 

Society, which is to be a clearing  tieulture, affecting the United 

house of all the industries inter- States and Canada. a 

ested and allied with horticulture, The scientific and amateur hor- Butternuts were a good crop in 

including representation of Dig ticulturists will continue to con- some sections this year. Why not 

fruit exchanges; marketing or-  duat this work as they have done plant more trees to raise more 

ganizations; fruit growers from for the past 75 years, but the In- nuts? They will do well in the 

all the states and Canada; spray dustrial Departments of this windbreak, pasture or on a shelt- 

machinery manufacturers; spray giant organization will be in the ered part of the yard. The nut- 

material manufacturers; orchard ands of the leading practical meats are much used in making 

fertilizer companies; fruit pack- orehardists and business men of bread, cakes or cookies. 

age manufacturers; nurserymen — the horticultural world. Such ac- ee 

and others. tivities will be direeted by the ot ae 

It is planned to have a Wash- officers and an executive commit- California pruit growers are re- 

. * “ . . ... ported as spending $5,000,000 a 
ington representative, and an ex- tee composed of the leading fruit : © ee : 

ecutive officer located in Chicago: men of the country. The presi- year fo get nd of 12 Insects in 

Both the publie and the fruit- dent is Professor L. H. Bailey, of orchards covering about 1,000,- 

growers will be greatly benefited Ithaca, N. Y., the most noted au- O00 nets: 

thru plans for improved distribu thority in the horticultural world. 

tion, better transportation, better Pirst Viee President, C. J. Tyson 9) ee 

grading and packing. of Floradale, Pa., one of the man- AS WE WERE 

Edueational work will be un- agers of American Fruit Grow- LJ 

dertaken to increase domestic ers, Inc., the largest and most ex- . . 

consumption of fruit and fruit tensive fruit producing and mar- Wisconsin Horticulture 

products. keting company in the United “aoe 

Development of export trade, States. Canadian Vice President SREY, 

particularly European, South Professor W. 'T. Macoun, director ig ee ree 

American and Australian, of the Dominion Experiment = I or 

One of the primary objects of Farms, Ottawa, Canada. The ex- iH WisconsiN | 

this federated horticultural board ceutive committee comprises H. NORTICUETURE| 

is to maintain a Washington office H. Hardie of Hudson, Mich., rep- SRE et 

to insure proper recognition and — resenting manufacturers of spray- _ van 

protection of the vast American pumps, G. M. Minnich, Cleveland, v3 © : Rd rhe 

Horticultural resources. The Chi- representing Insectcide manufac- Ae 2 of) ) Sy : 

cago business office will handle tures, Paul Stark of Louis- Ud) Gaareee* is 

matters pertaining to distribu- iana, Mo., representing nursery- AA he CURTURE 

tion, transportation, such as men, J. L. Dumas, Waitesburg, SAS, a
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Wisconsin Horticulture Are Your Debts Paid tors ranging from 9 contestants 

x si in 25 pods green beans and bunch wi Fanlinet Monthly by the In the coin of everyday life, : ‘ 8 h in leek 
sconsin State Horticultu: i parsley to one each in leeks, 

tural Society = yes It is taken for granted that ! i ” 12 .N. Carroll st. 8 Ometal : . parsnips and apples. The show Iclal organ of the Society. you have paid all you owe in dol- - 
———. las and cents. But is it not t was held August 25, the attend- 

FREDERI as and cents. But is it not true : : 
Secretary Mg CRANE PIELD, Ealtor. ance exceeding one thousand. 

one Ss Se es Wes that you also owe a debt to your = ne 
Enter d at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- F . Oshkosh Horticultural Society 

consin, as 8 cond class matter. Acceptance for neighbor, to your community? . i . 
tailing at special rate of postage provided for [) —total prizes offered $33.00 of 
In Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, Wit, authoriaa DO you value the tree or shrub : 7 5 P July 15, 1918, , that you have planted? H which $7.50 was for vegetables, Aloetiai a u have planted? Have you . a ertining rates made known on application. Prene eee. $4.75 for strawberries and the 

= urged others to do likewise? You bal for fi 1 1 
Wiscons tie : dé alance for flowers largely peo- y{sconsin State Horticultural Society have a good garden: Have you argely pe wnual membership fee, one dollar, which nies. There were seven prize 
Includes fifty cents, subscription price ‘to wis- helped your neighbor to improve SO 
ere Oreo ee Send one dollar to Fred- his? eee mprove \vinners. The show was held 

, Editor, Mad » Wis. is? 2 “oadsi sg 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Order ue The roadsides and the Thursday and Friday, June 18th 4 dollar bil may be sent safely if wrapped or School grounds in your neighbor- se ayy: 

© acard. Personal checks accepted. and 19th. Attendance not re- 
Postage stamps not accepted. hood may be ragged and un- ported 

. yortec 

— sightly: Have you enlisted ) , . . 
OFFICERS | as ce . - . the West Allis Horticultural So- 

FA. Way8. ccc eeessseseee President ¢lp of your neighbors to improve |: i B35 75 divi F. Cranelield, Secretary—Iteusurer... |. Madison | 5 ciety—prize money $35.75 divided 

——— “ them? Have you paid your equally between flowers and veg: ta EXECUTIVE COMMITTER debts? a4 a y tl i . of WAL HAYB. eee ox: etables with a preponderance o B Grane 0000 occ x Otela Be ie ed ; Jat, Dist. wn Longland. 0. Lake Geneva ———— prizes for childrens’ gardens, 
0 Reds COC cssvasrseaciccs Pty A é 

&rd Dist., EB 2 Bewiisehi. 220072" Mtndtaon . Mecting opened by mayor with 
+y A. Leldiger ........0.0000.. xhibiti jeti 

oth Diet Te or unestone CO Maule Exhibitions by Local Societies 200 people present. Many books 
+» H. C. Christensen. .......... Oshkosh j . 1 Tth Dist., Y The : 5 vey syed as prizes: ‘Total at- ah Dlr? J Tegttie i ---Baraboo The general executive commit.  W¢e'e offered as prizes. Total at 

Dist., L. E. Bi 1 Sturgec ag » Tg : ; ndance estime at 6 1th Dist” Base gungam.....Sturgeon Bay tee at the January 1920 mecting tendance estimated at 600. 

m ioe oF wee authorized the Board of Mana- Baytield | Peninsula Horticul- ERS . — sass i 
J. A, Hays, President................Gaya Mills &¢"S to offer a bonus of $25,00 to tural Society—Exhibit in Bay- 
SS = each local society holding an ex- field Sept. 29th and 30th. To- 

A New Face hibition of garden produets, the tal prizes offered amounted to 

A new cover greets you this 2™@ount to be expended for pre- $116.50. Number of exhibitors 

month. Do you like it? The de- miums. Four societies took ad- 63. Estimated attendance 300. 

sign used until this month first vantage of the offer, Lake Gen- These formal reports do not 

appeared December 1912 but with ©Y& Oshkosh, Bayfield and West divulge the real spirit of the 

solid or black lettering. After a Allis. movement, do not tell of the keen 

few months a subseriber in Mil- There was only one require- rivalry amongst the youngsters, 
waukee wrote: ‘Your cover de- Ment; that areport should be sub- the pleasure and deep sense of 

sign is almost pretty; will you mitted to. the Secretary of the satisfaction felt by those who 
permit me to redraw it with open State Society giving the premium planned and executed the work. 
letters?’’ Why certainly, pleased list, the prize awards and the es- These things cannot be expressed 

indeed, and so it has appeared timated total attendance. in terms of dollars and cents or 

until this new year. It is impractical to give these ‘‘total attendance.’’ There is 

This cover was designed by a reports in full but in justice to also the community spirit 

student in art at the University these societies, to which great strengthened, the good fellow- 

of Wisconsin and selected by the credit is due, a summary of each ship, the ‘‘camaraderie’’ that 

editor from a group of fourteen is given. comes from association and 

submitted in a contest. Six others Lake Geneva Gardeners’ and _ friendly competition that cannot 

have been retained and will be Foremens’ Association— Prizes be measured. Let’s do it again 

used later. Was the student a totaling $202.75. Under 30 prize next year and let the other lo- 

boy or girl? You may guess. numbers there were 120 exhibi- cals be heard from.
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; SS ert on the boy or girl. Here is an Horticulturists, whether ama- 

I Shall Pass This Way example: A country boy, aged teur or professional do not need 

But Once 9 or 10, perhaps, the youngest of the kind of organizations men- 

the family, who had been trained — tioned as much as a simpler form, 

jt to petieve that he didn’t amount a club or gathering of those hav- 
The extremely early date on to anything at all, a mere infant ing common interests and de- 

which copy was needed for this who must always and under all sires, 

issue may account for lack of circumstances, be seen but not In almost every city and 

word from our many pilgrims. heard, was playing around the smaller town it should be easy to 

At least none has sent the pilgrim nipeyand one winter day when @ organize a horticultural society 

editor a message. Perhaps it is neighbor drove up to a gate and op garden club which, for best re- 

the busy holiday season, or per- called out to this “submerged sults should be composed of both 

haps our readers do not care to tenth”, “Young man will von city and country people. Meet- 

give, only to receive. One month please open that gate for me?”’ ings ean be held during the win- 

more will decide. Here is a Did he do it? With one jump he ter to discuss garden problems 

chance, fellow members, to make reached the gate and swung It and during the summer and 

the world just a wee bit better, open and afterwards carefully fall meetings Saturday afternoon 

for the world is made up of peo- closed it. Not only that but au tours of gardens, comparing 

ple and the better the people the was one of the turning points 1m notes, ete. and ending with a 

better the world. his life. YOUNG MAN! Do you lawn party followed by garden 

Will you turn aside for a mo- get that? No longer an infant talks. This is just the plan fol- 

ment to help make life just a buts: young’ man for 1 this boy Slowed by some of the most sue- 

trifle better? Perhaps you think heart ‘were the same aspirations, Gecstul of the local societies. 

it a silly or an idle thing to do, the kia pee aa Why not in your neighborhood? 

van on of ia id and ink, ‘tom that day he aii is Auxinary to Starr Sociery 

onus ‘Fea anwat vealing “he i head a little higher for was he ndt The local socicties are all affili- 

reaching, the tremendous effect "OW * young man and not ‘“‘boy ated with the State Society, spe- 

of the printed or spoken word. °° “kid.” His hair is grizzled ial provision being made in the 

There are all too mapvy harsh now, and very unruly, and Uncle constitution for their admission 

words spoken and written in this Will has long SINCE gone to the as auxiliary socicties. 

world, all too many on the ab- just reward which was surely his While the fec for annual mem- 

sorbing topie of ow to get on in but ‘‘young man’? has never for- bership in this Society is one dol- 

the world, in accumulating riches a tha (ay. ts ie lar, for members of locals it is 

and, alas, too f at : ell, what have you to fell, put. fifty cents. 

kindness. Tiare th ene nan surely something. It’s almost The State Society also agrees 

ning thru my head which laggard your last a a to send an expert gardener to the 

Memory refuses exact expression 7 — sana aaia oftener each Ene 

b . a . oes to answer questions or give In- 

ut it goes like this: . Boe 

“Kind words are more than coro- ‘ i i struction to a ee peptea: 
Time to Organize Local Horti- sional gardeners. Each local so- 

nets: cultural Societies ciety is entitled to a delegate to 

an Eitiple faith than Norman This is the season of the year the annual convention of the 

It _, noted correctly wil organize. Cooperation and aac ety whe = 

. q ree y wi organization among farmers is in Power in se ecting members 9 
someone please set me aright. the air these days and wonder- the General Executive Committee. 

susie tie iene te wan us, ful results have been accomplish- How 10 ORGANIZE 

. y the influence ed particularly thru the Farm Organization is a simple mat- 

that a kind word or two may ex- Bureau Federation. ter. Two or three people who
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have the firm vonvietion that such meetings as the executive Raising Cyclamen for Seed 
a Society is needed can ‘‘put committee may direct. we . . 
across’’ the whole thing very Article V. The foe for annual ; “Ty am writing for information 

easily. The main thing is adver- membership shall be One Dol- in caring for Cyclamen. I have 
tising; use every possible means lar of which fifty cents shall four very small plants which I 

meeting. If after all your efforts provided by the Conatitution eh We aged early last spring. 
only a dozen people come you may of the State Society. : would Like Yo Bao ‘Wadler 
be sure that every one of the doz- Remember someone must start what conditions. Hey: grow: ‘best, 
en means business so don’t be the ball rollin the rest will fol- ifa plenty of water and 2 south 
discouraged. Select a chairman, low ‘easil Fe mone but window and what Jen ‘OF soil?” 

adopt the briefest possible con- eae energy is ne aaa to; Ans. Only highly skilled Hor. 
stitution and by-laws, elect  offi- maintain an active or anization at specialists, ean grow fine 

cers, fix a date for the next meet- and you are the — who “ions oe cae Be See 
ing and then go out and do more do it. Any community in the from seed: , 
advertising. After the first good state that will call a meeting and he large Plants come a 
program others will come flock- oy 7 ‘eason ble ase vane z © Christmas, since the exclusion of 
ing in and wacesta is certain, ei ve ease : : = a a 4 Azaleas and Rhododendrons, are 

For the use of local societies ih * he Eis ie “ oes grown Erion: seed Planted in July 
the following constitution is sug- “4 rien eli wa A ““ n or August of the preceding year 
gested. It has besi adopted by oo he att ‘ ee +i fa qa sary’ earetolly pended, every 
every local society organized om on, . snl wis - ° ae : day. A light soil, filled ‘with ‘hu 
during the past ten years. By- oe evident an“ une sretis™ne. mus (decaying vegetable matter), 
laws consistent with loeal needs ees Tre HF two weeks! no- plenty of light, careful watering; 

may be adopted as oceasion re- BS OS GSE the:prompt:renioval cof every dis- 
quires, — ease affected leaf, these are a few 

of the things specialists will tell 

Consnavinan Pox A Lect: Here We Have Another Sugges- you are essential to success. 

Soctste: tion There is much else that he cannot 
. . A Milwaukee florist who iseven tell you, a ‘‘knack’’ that neither 

Article i This Society shall be  \yorse than Mr. Joker referred to he nor anyone else can explain 

Soe OH a on p. 73 of the December number for plants speak a language that 

Article II Its ohjeet shall be writes: ‘I don’t know what only those who know them well 

the advancement of the art ‘they do in Madison but in Mil- can understand and it is not 

and science of horticulture. waukee we do not call dahlia translatable into words. 

Article III. Its officers shall roots ‘‘bulbs’? but if you must The amateur will get most sat- 
ae of a President, Vice then why ‘not include cannas?’’ isfaction from Cyclamen by buy- 

Presi mean tele That’s a very good idea and ing a partly grown plant from the 

mittee consisting of the fore. Covers the point raised. Not: florist: in salsa on Bopiembett 
going offiecrs and three ad- With the thought of closing the After blooming the top will die 

ditional members of whom incident but merely to learn the and the bulb (corm) should be 

- four shall constitute a quo- facts the editor has written to the kept dormant for a few weeks 

Mae doe writer of the original note who when it may be potted and will 

cers ‘ehall ‘be elected by bal. lives in Minnesota to solve the give a few flowers the following 

lot at the anntai mecting of iddle. No doubt they have some November or! December, 
the Society and hold office things in Minnesota foreign poth ciety, organized Dec. 10th with 

2 oe sue- to Madison and Milwaukee. sixteen. charter members, “Pour 

Article IV. The Society shall SSS village or community societies 

hold its annual meeting on Our latest recruit is the La are to be organized in the county 

the ————— and such other Crosse County Horticultural So- auxiliary to the county society.
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Origin of Tall Bearded Irises species botanically called ‘‘ger- ably the one that has been taken, 

; - manica."* by modern monographers, as the 
By Walter Stager, (Illinois) . ; y ea dist Of late, especially in the type of the germanica division. 

[Written expressly for The Flowen United States, there has been a psa od 
Grower, Calcium, N. 5 ‘ é 5 ® , 

eh growing inclination to substitute . . 

The name ‘‘German Irises’? has some other name for this group. Magnolia Grandiflora 

been given to a group of species ‘‘Germanica’’ will probably be Nurtured in the low lands and 

of the bearded Irises, and it came retained as the name of the spe- river valleys of the South, there 

about in this way: cies so named by Linnaeus, for jg to be found a tree, which, if it 

Linnaeus, the Swedish natural- strictly botanical names are sel- jad chosen to abide along the 

ist, regarded as the father of dom changed—certainly not for Riviera and picked its home in 

modern botany, in considering the merely sentimental reasons. For the balmy lands of Southern 

subject of botanical nomenclature the retention of *‘German,’’ how- France and Italy, it would have 
soe . , 

settled upon the plan of giving ever, as applied to the group, found its place in fable, song and 

each known plant two names: a there seems to be less reason, es- story and been known the world 

genus-name consisting of a single — pecially in view of the number of — around But, like many things 
. . . : . . ” . word, and a species name consist- species ineluded in the group, and \-opth while, it has sought no ad- 

ing of a single word expressing the names being inaccurate and yertigement, and is contented 

some obvious character of the misleading as to each of them. with the place it holds in the 
ih a rn 3 * = ° nt. rerm 4 jeg . 1 Species. , In 1753 he issued his As the beard of Iris germanica  yogs-eovered forests of a fair 

Species Plantarum, and in it, for ig the principal characteristic that gouth land, and in the hearts of 
e ‘ é 7 ‘i . ° a oe 

one form of the genus Iris, he causes this species to be regarded those who love it best. Surround- 

adopted the name ‘Iris Ger- as the type of tall bearded spe- cd by the giant live oaks  fes- 
: ” : . . . . 7 . 

manica —founding the species of — cies similarly bearded, Tall tooned with hoary moss, the Mag- 

that name—with the remark that Bearded Irises’? seems to be an nolia ig contented to bloom and 

it is an inhabitant of Germany. appropriate substitute for ‘‘Ger- laden with heavy-sweetness the 
Beg’ . Tat . ” : . iS y* os 

The descriptive text is: “Iris cor- man Lrises,’’ especially as it con- dreamy southern atmosphere, and 

rolis barbatis, caule folius longi- forms to Linnaeus’ plan of nam- finale its perfume with the air 
. , . . . . c : ~ 

ore multifloro,’’* In this species ing plants—adopting a name ex- that is pregnant with the melo- at is g 
the beard is confinec » mid- ressi a vious. chara ris- - eo EF : se 1 to the mid pressing an obvious characteris- gigs of our greatest feathered 
Tl cE 6 Ss Ss je * : . 

9 the alls. In time this tie. ; . : . choirester, the Mocking bird. 
bearded Iris came to be regarded There is a specimen in Lin- From the top-most tip of the 

as the type of a group of species nacus’ herbarium, which is now ereat flowered Magnolia, whose 4 ; , . . ered Me a, ‘ 
of tall, bearded Irises—tall as in the possession of the Linnaean heavily seented blooms reflect. the 

. . a se ‘ 5 
compared with the pumilae and Society, i abelled ‘Iris . : hi ca Swart . P __ |: Bociety, im London, labe led 1 mellow moonlight, then is poured 
other dwarf species—in whieh Germaniea,’’ but neither it—the forth, a song of greatest ecstas 

ai e : + : is SNe SRE? 
the beard is confined to the mid- label having been written by Lin- ties from the bursting throat of 

. , * eas oS Une . bi 
rib, and so the name ‘‘German,’ naeus’ son—nor his description southern canoe “bird ‘I detivea fr We a ay =. He Lee the southern song bird, who 

erived from the name of the spe- of ‘‘Tris Germanica,’’ in his Spe- chants his love melodies to the 
cies named ‘‘germaniea,’’ was ap- cies Plantar is sufficie 0 : , | ee germanica, Was ap- cles Plantarum, #3 SM neient to moon beams as they smooth out 
plied to the group. enable one to identify any one of ail of sature’s harshness: and 

. zi . # = § es a e 
“‘German,’’ as applied to the the varieties now generally listed, 3 

Su a i . ek 8 make the southern evenings the 
so-called group of Irises, isa mis- by plantsmen, in the division. lover: see the futur 

Te GoReeen. G ; ae oy, joy of lovers, who see the future 
nomer. No species included in Iris Germanica,’’ as the type of + : 

. . in all its beauty and grandeur, 
the group has ever been known the species founded by  Lin- 5 

wo. who have no thoughts of life’s 
to be native to Germany—not naeus.* 

. ‘op ; F trials and sorrows. 
even any of the varieties of the The common blue form is prob- Known by name to some the 

- ; . world over, by sight to many in 
*Iris with bearded little crown, and *This information received through do » by sight y 

with many-flowered stem longer than courtesy of Dr. L. H. Bailey, Profes- the southland, but loved, rever- 
the leaves. sor at Cornell University. Continued on page 93
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rs of os 7 Am Delicious 
a. 2 PO ee 

Cae Le i ae . ey, Apple The Stark Delicious has triumphantly a a 
oroven all our profit-crop claims. Growers LT i oa FF > 
in every state are pouring in upon us re- fe i ports of wonderfully rich money harvests C. : —=—  » 
due to their Stark Delicious trees. Lp = 3 lr 

These big, radiant red, exquisitely fla- a ae :, eo 0 vored apples are the glory of the fruit re oe —ChChUrO 
stand—the high-price king of the city 2 ea). 2 ee 
markets—the fortune maker for fruit - I Sy es i. Le 
growers everywhere. The tree is a young ae a : ae ee 
and steady bearer, extremely hardy and f > a : 4 a 
renowned for its resistance against tree J we. Le ee diseases and rust. e , 8 

Co a " . . Ce tt Co 3 ee The Prize-Price Apple All Over America | a oo : _. 
introduced to the world by Stark Bro's ee Pe ee | 
Nurseries, Louisiana, Mo. a _ ae 7 
Buck Bros., Elverfield, Ind., orchardists, Do a yo 
write that they marketed a huge crop of - lp ea 
top-market-price apples. They say: “We - (ll Le got $4.00 per bushel for Stark Delicious Ck | | 
when we got only $2.00 per bushel for ei ee) i 
other varieties—$i2.00 a barrel against ee le 
$6.00. If we were planting another or- ee a ee chard, we would plant a great many more 8 me : i 
Stark Delicious, because it is such a won- L a A 
derful long-keeping apple!” C a 
Richard Bros., famous Winchester, Va., y | j 
orchardists, say: “We got our highest 
figure for Stark Delicious—$8.50 per bar- 
rel. We figure the value of our entire 1920 : 
crop of apples at $250,000.00 and we know of : 
that this same land couldn't raise over ae a 
$10,000.00 worth of agricultural crops.” Pee P y 
Geo. Rofkar, R. L, Port Clinton, O., writes: ey 
“I sold my Stark Delicious for $9.00 per - 
barrel—got only $6.00 for best grade of : 
other apples.” 
“My Stark Delicious (9 years old) helped 
me get $3,600.00 crop from my 11-acre or- Actual 
chard,” declares Harry Carroll, successful eg Size 
orchardist near Clarksville, Mo. oe 

mT K 
Sy aNe o @ 
(| 

eee: ar elicious Rais Trad Mar ag Pt Ot, Rog. U. 8. Pat. office 

Stark Trees Have Made Cheap Land Worth $1,000.00 An Acre 
C. F. Caldwell & Son, owners of _an se andl Sionmc rowel & Son. owners of an | Learn about Golden Delicious too---Send for free catalog 
bought 160 additional acres, which . - 
thee will plant to Stark trees. As Read about this wonderful long-keeping yellow apple—50% to 15% 
Mr, Caldwell said: “It may be just . e - bare, run-down land now, but when larger than Grimes Golden—that bore on two-year-old tres in 28 

it has a Stark tree orchard grow- | qifrerent states this year! It is the talk of the country—the 
ing on it, .[ will refuse $1,000.00 ; - 
per acre for it. Why, the crops I famous $5,000 yellow apple. Write today for catalog—just 

have taken off in the past several a 
years have totaled over $2,000.00 put your name and address on the coupon or postcard. ee 

per acre. Just last year, I got over ; and mail to us. s Sox 
10,000 barrels (net market price of | - we se”  & 
No. 1 apples was $9.00 to $15.00 s Fis \ 
per barrel) from 50 acres!” | oe wen eS 

| Stark Seed Catalog Free eh PO 
Why plant trees that bear low- | oS we ss 
price apples when you can get . m = ° . 
Stark Delicious to plant? Get our | A select Stark Seed catalog—a de luxe edition Vw r 3.” a 
1921 catalog and see for yourself. | _aj} in colors—and presenting only the“ Ww &e OL it That catalog is simply crammed ~ \ os ue with proof that your big-profit op- | best seeds of their class and season. Age ov gt - rs 5 
portunity is in planting Stark De- __. _ \ Or “ of 
licious. If you are planning just a | 8reat Stark Seed book—well worth eo & wor “ v 
home orchard, plant some Stark | your writing for. Use coupon or." we * oe a a 
Delicious by all means, for it is the : oe oF Or “ xe “ king of red apples, send Post Card. s s ss Sop yt “ a 

ADDRESS BOX 22 es ~~ a we we “ # Je 
oo” <F é “ “ ef oe 

STARK BRO’S OP ge PO ge ra + > o> S rs e ae # 
Nurserymen and Seedsmen ow of ye a ro ro 

at LOUISIANA, MO. since 1816 8 OP Kt eos”
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MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA monials and photographs in the — 4 

Continued from page 91 offices of Stark Bros., testify to 

enced and honored by a few wno the very early bearing habit of |e “eter 

recognize it as the most typical this variety, trees at two years 

and greatest, southern broad- bearing a dozen or more fruits. hee ] 

leafed evergreen, the Magnolia Trees of this age were too young, 

grandiflora is worthy of a place of course, to have formed spurs Hed fae Fia.3 

in the hall of fame of America’s and must have borne from lateral 

greatest trees. buds, BERRY BOXES 

lt is well adapted to all see- If this apparent tendency holds Geaies, ‘foshel: Boxes 

tions south of the latitude of At- Under varying conditions of soil and Glimax: Baskets 

lanta in the east and Memphis in and treatment then we have a 

the west. It should find its place "eW apple of very great merit. As You Like Them 

upon lawns and along driveways So ar as Wisconsin is concern- We manutacture the Ewald Patent 

of the south. It should so mark ¢¢ it, must be tested thoroly for Flag earn pores, terry box and 

our landscape, that those, who hardiness before it gan he econt- foes our npecialty. Whe constantly carry 

travel in our midst, could not fail mended for planting in commer- tee ee A lwterrion ot 

to carry away the memory of the cial orchards. Tales tor td Be pete. “We eat ahip the . 

gorgeous flower, the glistening In the case of the amateur, folding boxes ana erat te sential. i 

of its leaves and the sweetness of however, the question is different. SE ee ares Giseount for early 

its perfume, and when the south No one who has seen this beauti- orders. A postal Drings our Price lst. 

is mentioned, in the minds of ar- ful apple ean resist its appeal and Cumberland Fruit Package 

boral lovers, it should spell the will hasten at once to find a Company 

name of Magnolia grandiflora. square rod of ground wherein he Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. 
'T. TL. MeHatton, can plant a tree of Golden De- 

Horticulturist. licious whether he lives in Mis- 

souri or Saskatchewan. SSSR 

The Golden Delicious Apple The Juneberry, highbush cran- The Hawks 

The Golden Delicious is ecer- berry, wild grape, buffalo berry Nursery 

tainly a remarkable apple both as and sandcherry are both orvi- 

to color and quality but more mental and useful for fruit, es- Company 

particularly as to its habit of pecially in districts where stand- 

bearing. It bears, apparently in ard fruits are hard to grow. Why sas 

a wholly impartial way, both not try some of them? $e es eat 

from lateral and terminal buds — Nursery Stock of all 

ag well as from spurs. This at Mavs x study now of veru: kinds and varieties 

least was true in the ease of the jy .h1e¢ and fruits which will do suitable to Wiscon- 

top grafts on an old tree in the ares 8 s ne MN sin and other north- 
grounds of Mr, Lloyd Stark of well in your community and plan ern districts. 

Stark Bros., the introducers. The 10 use them pest yemr. Know Weel bes ele Ae. 
, ; . varieties and order them from re- ure on your wants 

(four?) year tree in the test or- 3 avalon eves either in large or 

chard showed the same tendency epgusiie sacsia: man, small quantities. 

as to bearing from terminal buds OO 

and in a lesser, but still pro- Keep chrysanthemum _ stock =—=— 

nouneed, degree from lateral plants cool and do not encourage 

buds, that is, of the previous growth till January or February. Wauwatosa, Wis. 

year’s growth. March is plenty early enough to 

Numerous unsolicited testi- take cuttings.
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Is Banding Injurious? ‘ 

A writer in one of the leading I OP-DRESSING TALK, NO. 2 

agricultural papers states: ‘‘It 

is poor policy to band trees with OR CHARD REJUVENA TION 
stick or reas subs “Grass-mulch culture plus fer- ig concerned, whether the fertili- 

y 5 g y substances to tilization with quickly available zer be applied in circles beneath 
prevent insects going up. While nitrogenous plant food, gave an the outer extremities of the 

it prevents the insects climbing. average gain of 22.2 barrels of branches of trees or over the en- 
it tot 1 - — A apples, or a net cash gain of tire tree-squares of ground. 

it seems to be only a question o $71.48 per acre per year over the 
. % . if r . “The advantage of the tree- 

time when the material kills the deena gover erop system, without square of “all over” plan of ap- 

tree, especially thin barked “Under the grass-mulch method ae the dainihee falldition 
trees.” of culture, fertilization with nitro- mulch orchardsis that. Mac a 

ae genous plant food gave a gain of to increasing fruit production, the 

This question was referred to 7.8 barrels of apples. or a met TAINS Increased, affording a . 3 nog a cash gain of $106.96 per acre per . fs . 
Dr. E. B. Fracker, state ento- year, over i fertilication in The greater quantity of mulch ma- 
mologist, who says: same section. * * * > terial.” (From Ohio Bulletin No. 

Banding trees with — sticky “There is little difference in re- 339—“Orchard Rejuvenation in 

8g 8 y sults, so far as fruit production Southeastern Ohio’’) 
substances has long been recom- 

mended for the control of climb- [| TW 1, NN : a aes Mist Fey) 
ing insects, such as cankerworms, ANA! / \) = ANKE ( “yy fd ay 

. i \) Li WEAR Y ( 
tussock moths, gipsy and brown- Nt NW “ at NtaR ees Vi VAY 

i ‘ ‘ CONTA Mad ‘ SS BAAS oe N A 
tail moths, and ants which may — [in Waly I) 1 SN UA MUFC MAY 

3 Nie WAZ Aided 1098) TS NO TRS SS 0 bg 
earry plant lice. ein ia ‘Nl Hh tf) 4, Re ‘ \ ‘tk A WE \ 

Pe NO RR GL AAT Nel Va Two forms of these bands ar Wye a\NeZ Nad SWAN ita —— H ese bands are HW EIN Ai ia, ——= REE PNA YS Wh 
recommended by park superin- a ‘AG hy) (cA A i RN f NUNN f 

nye chy D be SUS DAN i\ &i 
tendents and tree surgeons as be- y fh i; ow etd Gi A NN WN \ U va 
. . Oy zy y wn ing harmless to trees. One is | \J a 

6 SSS i] Ty : =] Pr tigi aie ho. )~ SAA=e—=_ & W. Thum Company, Grand paca - ee ms ARCADIAN el | ies 

Rapids, Michigan. The other is Wer Ets ee MONA —mmCMiLarg a NASA iil See 2 Bier Zz 
“Raupenleim’’ which the owner Oxy, A Pritt WH i iN ZEEE 

: . . sa me Ge ! 2 } a 
ean mix for himself and which is V3 J Na= 4 | AP | 1) ee 

® = % —-— # Zi a0 i al 
used extensively in gipsy moth MW, 423 2G Th i - , hj ft ks | i - =| 

control in Massachusetts and {Ii ge oe. hk a 1 4 
New Hampshire. —_" oS “fo 

Too much confidence should . 

not be placed in banding as it is Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia 

useful only for the Insects nam The nitrogenous fertilizer for Apply from 100 to 300 ponnds 

ed, but for them it is a valuable the orchard should be applied per acre, depending on size of 
control measure. The writer has three weeks before blossom time, trees and their need for increased 

~ . ~ and should be in a quickly avail- vigor. 
never heard of the two substances able form. The ideal nitrogenous 

ascribe Q r iniuri rr fertilizer, therefore. is Arcadian 
described above injuring: trees. Sulphate of Ammonia. It is very Arcadian is fine and dry. The 

Perhaps the writer is referring to quickly available and because of application may be made by hand. 
tar, printer’s ink, and some other its non-leaching property can be but the more economical way is 

compounds ‘whic are ques: applied early without danger of by means of the grain drill set to 

E * . « unques its being washed away. feed slowly. 

tionably harmful Write Desk No: 17 for Bulletin No. 85 “Fertilizing the Apple Orchard” 

New York Th Atlanta 
Pruning may be done at odd Baltimore e Company Medina, oO. 

times on warm days and in fact AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT - 
all through the winter. 
eS
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The Farm Orchard SANGIN FAVORED 
° 

There are many good and well The Kickapoo Valley wiPRUIT. DISTRICT 

kept orchards in Wisconsin, but Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

as one drives over the state he A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

also discovers many ill kept or- KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

chards, trees full of dead limbs, 
. + . GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

untrimmed, ill shaped, diseased 

and unsprayed. And, too, more 

often than otherwise, the soil has Some farmers say, ‘‘Oh, I and determination to have a good 

not been touched for years, is sod haven’t time to bother with an orchard, take proper care of it 

bound, needs plowing up, fertiliz- orchard.’ Why not? It re- and grow good apples, plenty for 

ing and cropping, quires time and is a bother to his own use and some to spare. 

Many of the old orchards are grow potatoes, to milk cows or If no orchard exists lose no 

producing seedlings of doubtful do any kind of work on the farm time in setting one out. Do it 

quality, and as no spraying is in- and while it pays, of course, to next spring without fail and then 

dulged in what apples are pro- grow potatoes, or to do general take care of it. When it is once 

duced are more or less seabby farm work, so it pays to grow in bearing you would not take 

and inferior. good apples. Possibly it doesn’t any price for it—C. H. Everett, 

The Editor has traveled many pay in dollars and cents to pro- Editor Wis. Agriculturist. 

miles in Wisconsin this year by duce potatoes or apples, but it __ _ 

auto and as the apple crop is gen- pays in good health, satisfaction . . 
8 ‘ a Send for catalogs and make up 

erally good in yield, he has taken and real enjoyment, and yes, if . : 
; a , : i the garden plan and garden list 

more than ordinary notice of or- apples aid digestion and add to for HEKE. HOKE 

chards, the kinds of apples grow- good health, then it pays in dol- av gee 

ing, condition of trees, soil, ete., lars and cents to provide them. itmmimimmmmtHaememn 
and in many instanees has been And there is no fruit produeed 2 7 

very favorably impressed. on earth the equal of good ap- a The = 

We have observed many young ples; no fruit so healthy, so long & 

orchards well in bearing and of keeping, and that ean be used by i Jewell Nursery 

up-to-date varieties and have no- the housewife in so many excel- = Company 

ticeed that many such orchards lent ways. = 

have heen sprayed and that the We all like other kinds of 2 Lake City, Minn. S 
fruit is perfect and the trees fruit, but we soon tire of other = a 

heavily loaded. But on the very kinds, but never of the apple. It E Established 1868 = 

next farm perhaps we have found _ is the long time, the all the year a = 

exactly opposite conditions, round, the great American favor- a Fifty Years a 

All of which shows that the ite fruit . a Continuous = 
fault lies with the owner. The Wisconin conditions are all 2 Servi ée = 

soil is practically the same in right for the growing of fine ap- 2 a 

many cases, every condition is ples. We now have the tried and a A 

favorable to the production of proven varieties for this state. B A Complete Stock = 

fine apples in abundance, but one We know how, when and with E of Fruit, Shelter = 

farmer has failed while his neigh- what to spray for all of the dis- E and Ornamental a 

bor has an orchard of which any eases and insects that are trouble- = tees tt carved E 

man might well be proud. So it some to both trees and fruit. E Novtheen Plaat = 

is up to the owner of the farm All that is lacking for general & ers. 5 

and orchard to wake up and pro- excellent results such as may be a Agents Wanted a 

duee good apples sufficient for noted many, many times by the & = 

his family needs at least. traveler, is the proper disposition Bg . SUNN wm
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ee inviting the State Beekeepers’ Ass'n. 

to hold its summer meeting at Chip- 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS pewa Falls was read by the secre- 
tary. After much discussion Mr. 

Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association Badtz made a motion to have a sum- 

H. F. Wilson, Editor mer meeting of the state association 

held in connection with the Univer- 

eee] sity Beekeepers’ Conference and 
Chautauqua which is to be held Aug- 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. ust 15 to 20. This was seconded by 

Pres. L. C. Jorgensen Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. Mr. Jorgensen and passed ‘by: the 

Vice-Pres. A. C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. IF. Wilson, Madison. Board. After nara discussion. Mr. 
Seefeldt moved that the summer 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. meeting be held at Chippewa Falls. 

Remit to H. F. Wilson, Serretary, Madison, Wis. This motion was secondea and car- 

ee oe ried. 

- 7 - OO The secretary recommended to the 

HONEY THE HEALTH FOOD THE WISCONSIN HONEY PRO- Board of Directors that the beekeep- 

| DUCERS’ COOPERATIVE AS- ers in this convention ask a grant 
wats 1 eee meee oping your SOCIATION from the state of $1,000 for the pur- 

share to ake wn to the ric Hes = ings, pub- 

the value of honey as food and are An organization composed’ entirely pone ee aay nibois ane paper con. 
you he.ping to advertise our pred- of producers has been formed among taining practical information con- 

uct?—or are you permiiting your  -Wisconsin beekeepers for the pur- cerning beekeeping and to promote 

neighbor beekeeper to do all the ud- pose of marketing and distributing tye industry in Wisconsin. 

vertising and then you come in and honey. Corporation papers were filed Following a discussion Mr: Jor- 

undersell_ him? on December ninth and the office es- rea that @ committee: of 
tablished at. Madison, Tt is not ex. (Sense moved that a comuiiss 

_—_ pected that we will be able to accom. three De appointed with me Sere 

nite c canine  plish @ great deal for the 1920 crop ‘ary. to Bct as chairman to draw Mp 
BEEKEEPERS’ SHORT COURSE Wut, WE Jove td ‘bE Able ; resolutions asking for an appropria- 

eehenanail 7 - hi we = th © be able to do some- tion of $3,000 for the purpose of pro- 

University of Wisconsin, Aue ta ve gpembers of ee Sse moting the bee industry of the state 

February 7 to March 17, 1921. with ire than’ iwenty colonies: of °C, Visconeln, also'to: draft or amend 
A complete course for practical bees should belong to this associa: the laws as are now on the statutes 

beekeepers with an opportunity to tion. to protect the bee industry, which 

take courses in Horticulture, poul- The purpose of this association is  ™s'S carried. The committee appoint 

try and agronomy. dovsecure: a faircand reasonable price ©2 W29 Mt. Wilson. Mr. Jorgensen 
for honey and every beekeeper shoula "4 Mr. Hassinger. 

TT support it by taking out at ieast one The secretary brought up the mat: 

share of stock. The par value is $10 ter of the American Honey Pro- 
42ND ANNUAL CONVENTION, WIS- 4 share. Write to the temporary ‘ducers’ League and tod of a plan 

CONSIN STATE BEEK EHPERS! secretary for details and a subserip- Whereby those members of the asso- 
CONVENTION tiga blanc ciation who so desired, could join, 

Maids — =e ‘ om H. I, Wilson, while those who did not wish to do 

Manicon., 2 comer | cand ee ‘Secretary-Treasurer, 8 would not be ‘compelled to join. 
Mr. Parks then explained the league, 

of Managers was called at 2 p. m. —— _ its object and value. 

Wednesday, December 1, at the Sen- 10. I. I. Matzke—Green County eae ; at nn 

ate Chamber, State Capitol. The — Beekeepers’ Ass'n. : mittee vor ene! seer ointed to on 
president appointed the following 11. Chas. Schroeder—Door County vestigate to the best of their ability 
committee on credentials, Mr. Stei- Beekeepers’ Ass'n. the menmbersnip. et the Teague ae 

ling, Mr. Matzke, and Mr. Hassinger. 12. L.. T. Bishop—Sheboygan Coun- — report to the state convention, This 
The following counties were repre- ty Beekeepers’ Ass'n. ti ine pie ‘4 a the C a 

sented: 13. J. J. Angel—Jefferson County me fon wale passed, and he commit- 

1. A. C.F. Bartz—Chippewa Val- Beekeepers’ Ass'n. , ee ae ce oe One Mi 

ley Beekeepers’ Ass'n. 14. Henry Hograbe—Waukesha Co. 10" tinvty snoncd tnat we contin 
2. Geo. Breitrick—Fox River Val- Beekeepers’ Ass'n. Mr. Bartz moved that we continue 

ley Bee Ass'n. Later Mr. B.S. Hildemann, Shaw- {RC Contract with | Wisconsin’ tfor- 
3. Te , Jorgensen—Brown Go. ano County Beekeepers’ Association, _Weulture: at ‘the ‘increased rate of 50 

Beckeepers’ Ass'n. and Mr: James Cherf, Northern Wis. °°" Per member, and this: motion 
4. John Kueser—Milwaukee County consin Beekeepers’ Association, were “25 carried. 

Beekeepers’ Ass'n. present and acted’ on the Board of A motion ‘by Mr. Hassinger that a 
5. F. F. Stelling—N. KH. Wisconsin Managers, making a total of 16 af- Committee of three he appointed to 

Beekeepers’ Ass'n. filiated associations represented on Consider the grading law was passed 
6. J. G. McKerlie—Grant Co, Bee- the Board of Directors. and Mr. Bartz, Mr. Kneser, and Mr. 

keepers’ Ass'n. A report of last year's meeting Stehing were appointed to act on the 

7. Sam Post—Dane County Bee- was read by the secretary and ap- Committee. 
keepers’ Ass'n. proved by the Board. The secretary Mr. Wilson moved that the Legts- 

8. A. H.. Seefeldt — Washington then read his financial report which lative Committee be given authority 
County Beekeepers’ Ass'n. was also approved. A letter from to work in conjunction with the of- 

9. C. Kruse—Sauk County Bee- Mr. Putnam, secretary of the Chip- ficers of the State Department of Ag- 

keepers’ Ags'Ny 6, pewa Falls Commerciai Association, — riculture and to secure an increased
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appropriation for the inspection mit a report to the convention this gested that the amount be amended 
work. morning. The report of this commit- to read $1,000 because of a possible 

The meeting of the Board of Di- tee was as follows : conflict with inspection work and Mr. 
rectors adjourned at 5:45 p. m. “Your committee appointed by the Ifracker then made a motion that the 

Board of Managers to investigate the phrase “except for the prevention of 
The convention was called to or- advisability of the Wisconsin State bee diseases” be added to Section D 

der at 9:15 a. m. Thursday, Decem- Beekeepers’ Association affiliating with of this recommendation. This was 

ber 2 at the Senate Chamber, State the National Honey Producers’ League carried and the resolution as amended 
Capitol. The minutes of the last con- Pes, to report as follows: || Was : vention were read by the secretary That after careful investigation an & hat a resolution be adopted by the 
und approved by the convention, ‘Tne consideration, we find that if 100 in- State Association requesting the Legis- 

. dividual members of the Wisconsin lature to appropriate the sum of 
nepert of the Board of Managers ve Beekeepers’ Association will join the $1,000 for the purpose of promoting read by the secretary and the tol- National Honey Producers’ League, and protecting the bee industry of the ‘owing recommendations presented iv 4 . fF Sta ¢ isc: ; " ; : at a minimum cost or fee of $100 State of Wisconsin. The resolution is tue convention for their considera- each and $1 fee for each additional presented as follows: 
Hon: member, our association may become ‘ (a) Whereas, the beekeeping indus- 

ale affiliated and your committee would ry is now recognized as tenth in im- (Recommendat'ons) recommend that the association affil- portance among Wisconsin industries 
The Board of Directors make the iate with the National Honey Pro- by the Wisconsin Manufacturers’ As- 

foilowing recommendations to the ducers’ League on the above specified sociation and 

slate association: conditions.” _ (b) Whereas, the honey production 
1. That a summer mevling of the Respectfully submitted, in the state can be inereased hun- oe oe A. C. F. Bartz, dreds of tons from natural resources state association to be held am gonnes” 1. KE. Matzke, already present, namely, the clovers tion with the Beekeepers’ School and i , ton oo yon Een L. T. Bishop. basswood trees, dandelion, huchwheat, Chautauqua which is to be held the 

berries, and fruit bloom, and third week in August. 5. That the contract with Wiscon- (c) Whereas, it is generally known & That the summer meeting be sin Horticulture be continued through that bees aid greatly in the cron, pol- 
held at Chippewa Falls. the coming year. lination of these plants and cause an 3. That a resolution be adopted by 6. A committee appointed to report — inereased production of seed and fruit the State Association requesting the on the grading law offered the fol- and , 
Legislature to appropriate the sum lowing recommendations: (d) Whereas, the beekeeping in- of $3,000 for the purpose of promot- “We, the committee oppointed by dustry has received no financial aid ing and protecting the bee industry the Board of Managers for the pur- from the state for the promotion and 
of the State of Wisconsin. The reso- pose of revising the present honey building up of the industry and ex- 
lution is presented as folows: grading law, after a careful investi- cept for the prevention of bee diseases; (a) Whereas, the beekeeping in- gation of same, have arrived at the and " 
dustry is now recognized as tenth in conclusion that it would be best un- Whereas, financial aid is now be- 
importance among Wisconsin indus- der the present conditions to have a ing given to help promote the inter- 
tries by the Wisconsin Manufactur- permanent committee of three ap- costs of other agricultural and horti- 
ers’ association, and pointed to further consider the ad- cultural industries, 

(b) Whereas, the honey production — visability of changes in the now exist- Be it resolved, that we, the Wis- 
in the state can be increased hun- ing grading laws. For the reason that consin State Beekeepers’ Association, 
dreds of tons from natural resources there is a possibility of this associa- respectfully request an appropriation 

already present, namely, the clovers, tion to affiliate with the Honey I’ro- of $8,000 to be expended through the 

basswood trees, dandelion, buckwheat, ducers League, which might make — Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association in 

berries, and fruit bloom, and further important changes necessury, promoting and advancing the hee- 
(c) Whereas, it is generally known such a committee is to report at the keeping industry by means of bee and 

that bees aid greatly in the cross pol- next annual convention of the Wis- honey displays, state beekeepers’ con- 
lination of these plants and cause an consin State Beekeepers’ Association.” vention, annual reports, and other 

increased production of seed and fruit, Respectfully, publications including monthly mar- 
and A. C.F. Barta, ket and crop reports. 

(c) Whereas, the beekeeping indns- Ie. Ie, Stelling, Recommendation 4. At this time 
try has received no financial aid from John Kneser Mr. Parks again explained the Amer- 

the state for the promotion and juild- 5 ican Honey Producers’ League and 
ing up of the industry, and 7. That the Legislative Committee its value to the beekeeping industry 

Whereas, financial aid is now being he authorized to aid the State De- and following a short discussion by 
given to help promote the interests partment of Agriculture in securing him a recess was called by the Prest- 
of other agricultural and horticultural an increased appropriation for aplary dent to permit Mr. Blumenfeld to ex- 
industries. inspection work. plain his grader. 

Be it resolved, that we, the Wiscon- A motion was made and carried After’ a récead Of Ih HitNutes, thE 
sin State Beekeepers’ Association, re- that each of the recommendations be convention was again called to order 
spectfully request an appropriation of | taken up separately. to consider the recommendation on 

$3,000 to be expended through the Recommendation 1. Since Resolu- the American Honey Producers’ Lea- 
Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association in tions 1 and 2 both referred to the gue and the discussion was continued. 
promoting and advancing the bee- summer meeting, they were included Mr. Parks was asked regarding the 
keeping industry by means of bee and 5, one motion. Mr. Bartz moved that Umber of assgelations, affiliated with 

honey displays, state beekeepers’ con- these “two Feeommendations Be Ape the American Honey Producers Lea 
vention, annual reports and other pub- veal BY EHS COHVANtON Ae Feda Sud gue and replied that there were 24. 

lications including monthly market Proved by the ¢ ” ase Mr. Stel'ing made a motion that 
and crop reports, the motion was curried. , Recommendation No, 4 regarding the 

4. A committee was appointed to in- Recommendation 3. This recom- National Honey Producers’ League be 

vestigate membership in the National mendation was discussed to consider- adopted, which was corried unani- 

Honey Producers’ League and to sub- able length. Mr. H. 1. MeMurry sug- — mously.
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Recommendation 5. Mr. Stelling ican consumer. We are missing one Jorgensen, Green Bay; Vice-President, 
moved that Recommendation No. 5 of point and that is the education of A.C. Bartz, Jim Falls; Treasurer, C. 
the Board of Managers regarding American people to TRUE values. We W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc; Se>2retary, 
Wisconsin Horticulture be adopted. could not produce enough to fill the H. F. Wilson, Madison. 
This motion was carried. demand in the next ten years if we The report of the State Apiary In- 

Recommendation 6. A motion was did this. We need not Worry about spector was given by Dr. Fracker. 

made that the report of the commit- over production if we advertise. The “The State Department of Agricul- 
tee on the Grading Law as read be possibilities in the honey marketing ture and Apiary Inspection” was the 
adopted and this motion was carried. game are unlimited and we are just title of a speech made by Mr. C. P. 

Recommendation 7. A motion was about ready to start now.” Norgord. 

made vy Mr. Cherf that the state as- The secretary suggested to the con- Mr. Norgord explained the various 

sociation authorize its Legislative vention that this might be an oppor-  quties of the State Department of Ag- 
Committee to ask for an appropria-~ tune time for the organization of a  yiculture and told the beekeepers that 
tion of $15,000 instead of $10,000 as cooperative marketing association and the Department would do all they 

asked for in| the budget of Depart- all of those interested in such an un- could for the beekeeping interests. 
ment of Agriculture. | ; dertaking were requested to meet at He explained how the State Fair, Mar- 

After a lengthy discussion this mo- the end of the session to discuss the keting Division and Apiary Inspection 

ton “was carried. . — problem. work helped the beekeepers and that 
The secretary's report for the past Mr. Bartz’s paper, “Improving the the State Fair was an educational in- 

year was read and the financial part Demand for Honey,” was then read stitution, publicity institution, and 
referred to the Auditing Committee. and Mr. Bartz stated that advertis- marketing institution g 

Mr. Stelling made a motion that the — ing was the only medium by which Th ‘Be “Dh REE 18 

secretary be authorized to receive the the demand for honey could be im-  yoljye" was) giver or ee 
ey r American Honey Pro- roved. (His pape ill t thted Folly, _was given by r, Swahn. 

es ae the and later turn it over Provec 8 paper Ww: ye: PeHte (This will be printed in an early issue 
ducers eseue ate ee ey Thi in Wisconsin Horticulture.) of Wisconsin Horticulture and every 
to his Secretary oy ena MEDEUE us Mr. Stelling’s paper, “Is the Pres-  peekeeper should read this paper.) 
motion was carried. p e adi a ane 

Mr, Stelling madé aimotion that the Sut Money Goesaae Benefit fo Mr. Aeppler’s talk “How the U. S. 
i i r ~ : Weather Bureau Has Helped Me in 

dues be increased to $1.00 and this .e4q. (This paper will also be printed Successful Wintering” proved to be 
motion was carried. in Wisconsin Horticulture.) a very i ing ; 

The invitation from the Northern a very interesting talk and contained 
; 3 rs’ Association 1 Mr. Adams then gave his paper, points of value to all of our beekeep- 

Wise eecenes ene Being “How the Honey Grading Law is Af- erg, 
regard to e Pe e 5 _ . Ht oa a . . . 

held at Antigo was read by the secre- mee ai see ea it Gvigeenetl The morning session closed at.12:30. 

he but no -aetion was enn te Horticulture.) Friday Afternoon 
SS ne.at Chippewa Falls. oe president allowed a recess of The afternoon session was called to 

. ~ . minutes during which time the co-  orqer at 1:40 = 
The report OF the eee ee operative marketing association was “Producing ae Maximum ‘Boney 

read by Mr. len and referred to the 
E 

Auditing Committee. tanen mecting was then called to or- Crop Following Treatment for Ameri- 

The president then appointed Mr. der and = motion to adjourn was cnt can ee . we me ee oe 

artz, Mr, Duax and Mr. White as ae 8 as car- paper given by E. W. ins o e 
ie Auditing Committee. ried at 4:30 p. m. G. B. Lewis Company. (This paper 

‘A recess until 1:30 p. m. was called An informal meeting was held be- will be printed in Wisconsin Horti- 
by the president. tween 4:30 and 6 o'clock for the dis- culture.) 

cussion of plans for a cooperative Mr. Cooke led the discussion, ‘Bee- 

Thursday Afternoon marketing association. keeping On a Large Scale.” 

ease mesnne was called to order at Evening Meeting waned bra ua lets oar ae 
The ronlawing committees were ap- Mr, Hambleton gave an illustrated led by H. F. Wilson. 

pointed by the president: lecture on “Facts About Bees We The report of the Resolution Com- 

Committee on  Resolutions—Mr, Should Know.” This talk was re- mittee was as follows: 
Hassinger, Mr. Tavs, and Mr. Swahn. ceived with much interest by the bee- 1. “Whereas, our retiring Presi- 
Committee on Legislation—Mr. Mc- keepers. The evening meeting ciosed dent, Mr. Dittmer, has given us his 

Kerlie, Mr. Matzke, Mr. Seefeldt, Mr. @t 8:45 p. m. best services in the past and during 
France and Mr. Breitrick. the present year, therefore be it re- 

The President's Address (this will Friday Morning Session solved that a rising vote of thanks be 
be printed in Wis. Horticulture). Mr. The Nominating Committee being extended to Mr. Dittmer in apprecia- 
Runke not being quite ready with his ready to report, a motion was made tion of his splendid service. 

paper, Mr. Hassinger led a discussion and carried that the election of of- 2. “Whereas, Mrs. Hildreth, assist- 

on satisfactory honey containers. ficers take place at that time instead ant secretary, has received very little 

Mr. Runke’s paper, “Bees, Animals of at the business meeting in the compensation for her services, be it 
and Other Things,” brought forth afternoon . resolved that an additional sum of 
some excellent ideas along the lines of Following officers were nominated $40 be paid her for her past services. 
marketing and advertising. Some per- by the Nominating Committee: 3. ‘Whereas, it is understood that 

tinent facts from Mr. Runke’s paper President:: J. E. Cooke, L. E. Jor- the Wisconsin Highway Commission 

are quoted. gensen. is considering the planting of shade 
“Honey is a household necessity not Vice President: A. C. F. Bartz, F. trees along all the state highways, 

a household luxury.” F. Stelling. and whereas, 

“Honey Habit Helps Health.” Treasurer: C. W. Aeppler, J. G. “Basswood trees are recognized as 

“Wisconsin farmers will have to McKerlie. hardy shade and whereas said trees 
wake up to the fact that they must Secretary: H. F. Wilson, J. I. would serve a double purpose by in- 

take interest in products other than Hambleton. creasing the honey crop in the future. 
their own. There is no substitute for The following officers by a major- “Therefore, be it resolved that: The 
putter and there is no substitute for ity of vote were declared elected for Wisconsin State Highway Commission 

honey. We must reeducate the Amer- the ensuing year: President, L. C. be respectfully reminded that they
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would be working for the interests of The report of the Grading Com from the interest and assistance given 

the genera’ public by designating iat mittee was then adopted by the Con us by the Dean of the College of Ag- 
basswood trees be planted as snade vention and the president appointed — riculture and his staff, the Beekeep- 
trees along the trunk lines in) Wis- the same committee to aetoon the per- ing Department and extension work- 

consin. . manent committee for the year of ers, State Department of Agriculture, 

4. “Be it further resolved that the lo2., | Dr. Hracker, Mr. MeMurry, and foul- 

secretary be instructed to send a copy A motion that the retiring treasures brood inspectors. 
of the resolution to the Highway Com be given a rising: vote of thanks for Be it therefore resolved that the 

mission.” his splendid services was then made Wisconsin Sttte Beekcepers' Associa 
Respectfully submitted, and seconded; and a rising vote of tion assembled in convention on this 

Committee, Edw. Hassinger, Ji. thanks was given Mr. Allen, day, extend a vote of thanks to the 
A. Swahn. Mr. Stelling moved that a commit above men and their departments for 

| ; : tee of three be appointed to look into their services, 
A motion was made and carried to conditions in connection with the bee- This motion Was WRI CA 

consider each resolution separaiciy., keeping department at the University ea, 

wach mesolution was considered sep with the idea of assisting them in se- "THE: WOU ON TAO aL 

arately and adopted by the conven- curing funds and space for their work 1205 GN i. 
tion except that Resolution No. 4 was and that this committee should report oo 
amended to read, “Be it: further re- to the convention at its next meeting HOKeX PECUEttEN 

f 0 a ' tic 
solved that a committee be appoiated Mr. Hildeman seconded the motion; ney ; 

to take up this matter with the Higi- it was carried. ‘The president appoint Ty Ue November isstic: of the 
way commission.” ed the following committee: Mr Monthly Crop) Report of the United 

The committee appointed by the ste‘line. Mr. Cooke, and Mr. Acppier, Sites Department of Agriculture, 

president to take up this matter with The following motion was then Comparisons of the honey crop for 

the Highway Commission was Mr. Me- made: 1920 are made for the various honey 

Murry, Mr. Adams, and Mr. Hamble “Whereas, a great amount of ius producing stites and a comparison 

ton. struction and benefit has been derived is made between other years, 

The Auditing committee reported — con . be \Kisoxs 
that the Treasurer's and Secretary's HONEY PRODUCTION, Heo, WEEE COMPARE 

books were found to be correct. 

It was moved that the report of the Usual Average Form Dispur 

tee ere ae per yield per - outside 
Auditing Committee be adopted. The lake at Calne Comb Extracted Hulk eRe Ls 
report was adopted. Stats United = 

The proposed Budget for next yeas States | isis | 
The proposed Budget for next \erop | ee dgty | te te Tet dete tele tte dis ten daly 1os 

was then read by the seeretary. | ie 
Mr. MeMurry moved that we pay Mrs. | - as se 

Thite $b 1 an LC1eUs Git Lbs. Lbs.j Lh] oj) % * mtg § ob Ge 
7) Plas MUS Se ‘Ss ai | i ‘ ‘ % 

Wihite so foe Tee eee Maine .......- om fae lar} az | am pw mw | os | oe sow . 2 
the State Pair and that we allow Mrs, Naw Hiupshires, oc) | 8940 | 86 | | Ro) at + 48 ; 

Kneser $25 for this year's work in Vermont ...... ay 1 9 RT 64 7 36. n 0 6 2b 26 3 

preparing honey cookies, honey cakes, Massachusetts .. Gy Mi 5 30 Ho 7 “0 4s 1 1 2 ‘ 6 

. “hibited at the State Mair Rhode Island OC) 20 4a aL 5) om 0 0 Ge . 
ete, to be exhibited at the State iain, Gonneétiout nc. Oy | 5000 te | Bh lee! AZ ceeeee] 4B eset 8 2 S713 
This motion was carried. New York .... ' Tw a 36 a7 Ho 68 4 0 3S " 85 

Mr. Kruse ‘ed that the budget New Jersey... (| Se RO RS RT Bk | 1 2 2000 Ws 
Mr. Kruse moved t the ( New eee 3) 3 Gla lop ow oa | as | oa] oo as} 88 ds 

be adopted as read by the secretary Delaware .. . ay 20 t OT cecese VE eae 83 0 0 ” 5 

and that $150 be set aside for the Maryland Gr 4 ae | BS a | |B 7 Mah eo 
Stas SEINTS Virginia ....... 2) 45 om | gs 2 RT | we | a 2 

secreta s Se Bs . : - = 5 ae - ° 
Becreiaiyse SENICs West Virginia re 7 id wees 

This motion was seconded by Dr. North. Carolia. > i | RS 1g. Gl 5 6 

Siebecker and carried. South Carslina... 1 es | o2 | 27 13 | i | 36 Ba 7 Mi W 

f i i j Georgia . $ 2 We] kT us a3 30 (3s ay a 35 7 

After some discussion it was  de- Sorklit : . {ar ow fer | jm | a 0 1 6% al OT 
cided that a marketing committee was QUIS, garevencvesnas PGS | OAT SR 7 ee 

not necessary. Indiana .. + 2B aT | ab | BT | Ae AT |S 20018 6 5 ‘ 

tl ‘ . ‘ “ ‘ % ; Thlinois st 1 ” 47 | 40 30, Bo ry we , i It 15 Is 

Phe report of the Grading Commit- Wea wane ec ee a ee ee 2 ale oe 

tee was as follows: Wisconsin o ' so no i 31 20 os as 1 2 IS 28 7 

i i inne: 2 | WS | 5S of 9) GT 7 H s 0 a 
“We, the committee, appointed by Minnesota ......- 3 8 Bat Be aes at fp @s eee. it 

i : Towa ...... 6% | or | & wo 07 is 7 1 ' : 
the Board of Managers for the pur- Missouri a “7 Ao | BL 38 ae 4 my IS 15 0 12 Ww 

pose of revising the present honey North Dakota. a) se we | 62. Sues Seis : ne e a 

rradine law after a carefiil investi- § paketit oy ep) a | ae | ORR 7 0 \ a Bice 
grading law after a careful investi Bout Duk 1 4 1 | a3 | a8 wow W " so eo. 

gation of same have arrived at the Kansas ... 1 B87 | Rh 52 | a "31 3 Woon 1 5 

conclusion that it would be best under Kentucky oe a ee ee: ae ee ee ee 
the present conditions to have a per- Aiea Ee base | 0 | ® a we 5 oO 
manent committee of three appointed Meeeenpl ce ae far fan Rb aT Oa | es | aks 

to further consider the advisability of Lousiana ! ol 5 u 15 "a M 3 -: a | e th 

“he res i . y existi rrading: Texas . 7 mw | 72 3 y 7 i. = ” i i av 

changes in the now existing grading Onanonia a 1% o5 3 | 93 38 26 1" iW 19 > { 4 

laws. Arkansas | 1 a | 93 | an | 29 48. 0M 31 Ison 15 12 

lor the reason that there is a pos- Montana .... 1 ei | i 77 s x “0 5S Z | i 87 | 20 413 

a; Gr a a ‘ é , og | 73 | 38 m6 W ws (oe 
sibility of this association to affiliate eOMINE <=: Oe ee el eis oo | oe Oa) a UB 
with the Honey’ Producers’ League Colona ro eeel cay | a | aa | a [cree GR lessee! BP lesan] Me, SF | m2 5 

which might make further important Arizona sieweres 2 ie | 58 al 3 6 |) o8 2] 1 30 Th ot 

changes neue esr: ha ec itte Utah... aise sce . 1 ys | 78 69 1 tn m ss 412 43 40 76 
anges necessary, such a committee MGR ee ee: ow | | 6 nT we AB lececee, 0 fececee OR focceee eee 

to report at the next annual meeting Idaho ....-- 1 or 87 6s 25 13 ed So 0 0 OF 48 70 

of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Washington ... 1 oo 58 BL 12. 37 as 62 o 1 36 Mi sees 

Association.” Oregon... ee cee 1} a | 6 | 48 | BROT | ak | aS] OB) 8 | ores 
Assocnution. ; California se.] 15 | 9] 52] oe | oe) a | og | me |.) Th | Bm 

Signed: = | et a 

A. Cc. F. Bartz, Chr. United States.) 190 | 59.1] 50.0] 12.2) 20.4] 26.5] 57.81 GOT) 12.3] 9.4) 28.4) 34.3329 

Ir. Ie. Stelling, ss Sa —— 
John Kneser. 1 Less than 1 per cent.
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A HAPPY “BEEWARE” YEAR! 
A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL BEEKEEPERS IS OUR WISH 
YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPIER— MAKE IT A ‘‘BEEWARE” YEAR 
LOOK OVER THE LIST OF IMPROVED APPLIANCES WE OFFER 
EACH EMBODIES THE QUALITY FOUND ONLY IN OUR GOODS 
THOUSANDS LOOK FOR THIS MARK—‘BEEWARE.”’ DO YOU? 

THREE NEW BRANCH HOUSES | SOME “BEWARE” SURPRISES 

Eastern and Southern beekeepers will be pleased | A Lewis 4-way bee escape, faster and better; a to know that their increasing patronage has new Lewis wiring device, takes any size 
necessitated the opening of three new “Bee- frame; Woodman’s Big Smoke smoker, for the 
ware” branches to afford them the service to | commercial honey producer; Muth’s improved 
which they are entitled. Address the G. B. | bee veil, your shoulders won’t push it off; 
Lewis Company at: | Lewis cappings melter, no overheated honey 

| from cappings; 5-way  wood-and-zinc ex- 
| cluder, wire brushed; Honey tanks, heavier 

328 Broadway, Albany, New York. | and electric welded; metal eyelet end-bars, no 
Lawyers, (near Lynchburg), Virginia. | sagged brood combs; many other improve- 132 Webster Ave., Memphis, ‘Tennessee, ments found only in Lewis “Beeware.” 

BEWARE 
Look WHERE YOU BUY YOUR This 

For | BEEWARE}] 4,7. 
)_ (= u 

anzecoeNN |S: 
MAKES THE FINEST. 

Only Distributors of Lewis ‘‘Beeware’’ sell these. 
Your ‘“Beeware”’ catalog gives your distributors’ name. 
Let us send this surprise catalog; write us today. 

Lewis netfee G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis. Distelbuted ——  itrribated et 

aa 

E é 

| McKAY NURSERY = Plan now for | COMPANY | BEEKEEPERS 
= MADISON, WISCONSIN = the Orchard , 

Nurser ck you will put out next spring. . 

Solin of Ales the BREUKS and GrRw Should send for our book- 

y E mental plants around the let on the new MODI- 
for Particular Buyers = FIED DADANT HIVE. 

home. We have a complete . . Have all the standard varieties 3 The hive with a brood = as well as the newer sorts. Can B assortment of all the lead- 3 
= supply you with everythingin E& , | chamber sufficient for pro- 

nS = ing sorts to select from. Cir- lifie queens OUR CATA 

_ Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, : : : Vines and Ornamentals,” E cular showing many of the LOG IS FREE. 

= Let us suggest what to plant & leaders in colors ‘‘free for 
= both in Orchard and in the & the asking.” 

decoration of your grounds. = 
= Prices and our new Catalog & 
= sent promptly u i = 
= your list of wants, receipt of = THE! COE, CONVERSE & DADANT & SONS 
E . = EDWARDS CO. E Nurseries at s ort Atk wi Hamilton, Ilinois 

A son, 8. | Waterloo, Wis, | ort Attn 
a ————————— Seen eee
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Wh i . 1 wines ” 5 D 3 

. y the Plum Fails to Set Fruit Tint suck BRpangCON physi- none of the flowers fall immedi- 

r. M. J, Dorsey, University Gon} rh s ma is readily evi- ately after bloom, but in many 

Farm, St. Paul ace jcate elloR: ‘fyeratans, a instances, all of them drop soon 

$ g or or ‘ ™); * 

From Minnesota Horticulturist a certain point serves as a thin. ot Gee vera a. onan 

One: of the chaxacteriatios. of pelt Process, ti Be al Me after the heavy crop in 1914 and 

the plum in Minnesota is the jy the tender or semi hey WAFK appears to be related to exhaus- 

heavy crop of bloom produced —¢ties aiiitig tie severest Soteve, tion caused by over production or 

each year. One would think that when there is a arveat reducti S, a lack of food supply. An exam- 

with such a heavy bloom that an- jy the erop: Wintspkilling al ue ination of the flowers whieh fall 

nual crops would be a certainty. cay AGO - ean ng ee at blooming time shows that in 

Every plum grower, however, for the loss of all or swactienli each one the pistil is aborted. 

knows that this is not the case. all. of the Bowers ; : re hy y Goff, in Wisconsin, thought that 

What, then, are the factors en- , : ‘rs, but in others these aborted pistils might be 

tering into the failure of plums to caused by winter killing. How- 

set fruit when flowers are pro- ever this may be, it should be 

duced so regularly? 
stated that they reach a stage of 

It is well known that the fruit development before dying larger 

buds produced in late summer than that reached in the fall be- 

and fail bear the rudimentary fore dormancy, therefore it ap- 

flower buds which bloom the fol- Bj pears that some other cause, such 

lowing spring. Then if any flow- J i as early abortion in the young 

ers are lost before they bloom, it i e embryo, may he acting more di- 

will be clear that they should be h| a i rectly, Like winter-killing then, 

lost between the period of dor- ‘| : \k the first drop, due to aborted pis- 

maney in winter and during early * tils, may include all of the flow- 

growth in the spring. Each fruit al | > ers or it may effect none, Flow- 

pud contains three to five flower A FS ers with aborted pistils are prev- 

buds. An examination of the Ne alent, however, in all plum varic- 

fruit buds during early spring in mi ties, but generally only about five 

a large number of varieties at or ten out of each 100 blossoms 

the Fruit-Breeding Farm shows 
fall because the pistils are abort- 

that in the tender varieties all 
ed. So far we have considered, 

the flower buds may be killed 7 : then, two important causes, win- 

and that in the semi-hardy va- 7 P| ter killing and aborted pistils, 

rieties only a part may be killed. A iy ee which may or may not subtract 

In the hardier varieties, like As- 
from the sum total of the flowers 

siniboine, none of the flower buds only a fraction, or none at all produced on each plum t ree, 

are ever killed. Where a por- may be lost. Only in exee tional The question now arises, what 

tion of the flower buds have been seasons, therefore swith ‘tha Seas happens with the great number 

killed, only one or two flowers hardy atid terder varietios does of plum flowers or pistils, as the 

will come from cach fruit bud winter-killine account for the case may be, which are not win- 

and in some cases the fruit buds — failure of fruit to set, What hap- ter-killed and in which the pistil 

produce no flowers at all. Care- pens to the flowers which icom forms normally? Many fruit 

ful counts made during early jut from whieh no fruit is devel- growers are well acquainted with 

winter show that 10 to 50% of oped? . the faet that during the third 

the flower buds may be killed, A study of plum flowers shows week following the bloom there is 

with practically no noticcable that those which come into full always a heavy drop of rudimen. 

effects upon the mass of flowers bloom may be lost in three sep- tary plums about the size of 

at bloom. A large plum tree arate, but distinet, periods of small peas. This is known as the 

may produce 30,000 or more flow- dropping. These are so differ- second drop and may consist of 

ers and 10,000 or 15,000 can be ent, both as to the time of oceur- small percentage of the total 

killed by winter without showing renee and the stage of develop- flowers remaining or it may in- 

any appreciable loss when in full ment, that they can be set apart clude all of them. What are the 

bloom. Tf each flower were to into definite ‘‘drops.’’ causes of this second drop? It 

develop into a fruit, some of the . Those flowers which fall at the is at this point that the success or 

fruit spurs would have to bear time of bloom are known as the failure of the crop is definitely 

three quarts or more of plums. first drop. In some varieties determined.
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The second drop is due to the rainy, windy weather, with a low appears then that plum pollen is 
fact that fertilization has not temperature prevails for any not destroyed by rain and that 
taken place. Pollen may be considerable time, especially dur- injury from this souree is greatly 

present in abundance upon the ing the early days of bloom, bee lessened by the faet that plum 

stigmas, but it should be remem- flight is interfered with or pre- anthers actually closed during 

bered that, in order that fertil- vented completely at certain rain even if they have been open 

ization may take place the pollen times. Consequently, there is a for some time. The greater 

tube must grow the entire length Jaek of pollination and pollen quantity of pollen disappears 

of the style and reach the rudi- may reach only a few pistils upon from the anthers the first few 

mentary stage of the seed at the each tree. Hf, however, the hours after they open. This is 

base of the pistil. This process early days of bloom are favorable — particularly true in those varie- 

is called fertilization and sinee for bee flight and pollination is ties whieh have the dry pollen, 

fertilization determines definitely complete, the question then as contrasted with some — of 
whether or not there will be a arises, are there any weather con- the Japanese-Americana — crosses 

erop, it will be of considerable ditions whieh will prevent. fer- where the pollen is more ov less 

interest to growers generally to 
analyze the reasons which cause a eet ~ a6 

failure in fertilization. r i? “Sea ~ bag y 

The causes of non-fertilizaton Wel oe is 2 AG 
a Py z 

can be sought primarily in the a ct le "Al - jd . 

conditions of the weather at ey PSS Th Hs < 

bloom. How can the weather ef- id +'¢ SS p . 

feet the plum crop to this extent? ss . a 

Let us, first, state briefly the 

processes involved and then it ad 

ean be made clear why weather 
has such a direet bearing upon 
it. There are two structures 
concerned in the process of fer- 
tilization. These are well known 
to fruit growers. First, it is nec- 
essary for normal pollen to be 

produced and disseminated. The 

American and Japanese varieties 
of plums are all self sterile and 
it is necessary for pollen to come A cs re 

from other varieties bearing vis- 

ible pollen which bloom at the — tilization taking place, since the sticky. This faet no doubt has 

same time, Secondly, after pol- setting of fruit is dependent led to general belief that pollen 

len has. reached the stigma the upon fertilization? The opinion — is washed away. 

pollen tube must grow down the has generally prevailed among With the action of rain and 
style and fuse with a special eell fruit growers that rain washes wind and sunshine in mind, let us 
at the point where the rudimen- pollen from the stigma or that it see what influence low tempera- 

tary seed is forming. These are }ursts the pollen when once shed — ture may have upon the processes 
delicate structures and intricate from the anther. A-study of this involved in’ fertilization. Tem- 
processes. condition shows that in the plum — peratures sufficiently low to kill 

Weather can be analyzed from this is not necessarily true. plum flowers outright seldom oc- 
the standpoint of wind, rain, sun-— Stigmas which have been through cur, likewise frosts have not in- 

shine and temperature. By way three days of rain have held as jured plums. seriously although 
of contrast it may be stated that high as thirty pollen grains. A some of the flowers “may have 

the conditions at bloom most fa- stigma, on which a mass of pollen been injured. It appears ‘certain, 

vorable for the setting of fruit had been placed, had seventy pol- therefore, that fertilization may 

are warm, clear days with low len grains adhering to it after it take place at relatively low tem- 
wind velocity but with a rela- had been stirred in water for ten peratures, even though the 

tively high temperature. These minutes. That plum pollen is not growth process may be more or 
conditions favor the work of the burst by rain or by being placed less retarded. 
honey bee, or the wild bees, in water is shown by the fact The question arises, after pol- 
which are the most active agents that successful crosses have been len once reaches the stigma in 
in carrying plum pollen. If cold, made by pollen so treated. It ample quantities and from varie-
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ties known to be fertile, can pol- for considerable periods during terested in the weather conditions 
lination be prevented by weather the early spring days, especially which prevail during bloom. — It 
conditions? The influence from at nights, it can be seen that low is unfortunate that conditions 
here on must be sought in the temperatures alone, even follow- which affect so intimately the set- 

effect low temperatures have ing ample pollination, can render ting of fruit are so far beyond 

upon the growth or formation of fertilization uncertain or prevent control. An attempt to control 
the pollen tube. it completely. When adverse the conditions during bloom has 

The plum pistil remains reeep- weather prevails at bloom, only suggested itself to many. In the 

tive three to six days. Fruit has one or two plums out of several West smudges are burned in the 

been found to set in crosses made hundred were found to be orchards and these are effective 

six days after bloom. There is a brought about. primarily in preventing frosts 
relatively short time then, a max- All of this proves that the where relatively narrow tempera- 

imum of six days, that pollina- weather has a very direct bear- ture ranges are concerned. The 

tion ean take place because the ing on the processes involved in greatest influence upon the set- 

stigma begins to die and unless the setting of fruit. There yet ting of fruits in the plum comes 

~ = = nee from temperatures above — the 

' < i rt War foe frost point which retard pollen 
1 § Ji se} 3: 4 3 PF ' tube growth. Warm — spring 

Veg y ) ets, EP) Pe ig showers apparently have very lit- 
ee x % of 2 fi hd ws tle detrimental influence upon 

fet pe ia AOS ARES otis 3 the setti f fruit. In contrast Pt het hat Sale é ie setting of fruit. In contras 

Seal oe ate Panis Pay 4 to showers prolonged rains have 

ce) ae Ps Pr yer eae a greater influence because in Min- 

as MRAP EN oe Pees eS cee ? oe nesota they are usually accom- 

ree eet ae ek rage pre eee panied by conditions unfavorable 

Pera ee ary ee ee . fale Poy for the dissemination of pollen, 

es pene x i eae Cp S. fe am ty pollen germination or tube 

pe boca eas Ped RFs a oa growth. In the last seven years 

| ei ad $3 SN Pick: Sc a nee as aihe oe there has been as much as a 
ii cy Pie ae boa eed ae is a month’s difference in the time 

t pot es 4 AR te ead 3 ei ed ro . . plums nave a tat pete 

waee") Ce yt so e neat | the earlier or the later blooming 

Sed fon aa bl periods have apparently escaped 

Oe ee a ae. oe : unfavorable weather. It is elear 

¥ er 2 : a then, that, since the conditions 

; a oe a rg c which prevent the setting of fruit 

va np oti At are so far reaching in their effect 

: a ae and so difficult to control except 

pollinated before it dies pollen remains one other group of within a yery limited range that 
tubes cannot be formed. Figure plums falling at a size larger than pollenizers for particular varie- 
3, A. the second drop to be considered. ties ties should be sought among 

Growth is relatively slow in the This drop is known as the third, those which show the fastest tube 

pollen tube of the plum. Under or the ‘June Drop,’”’ and without growth at low temperaures. This 
favorable conditions in the green- going into great detail, it may be phase of the subject is still under 

house Surprise pollen took as stated that when plums fall at investigation. It takes years of 

long as six days to grow a pollen the size of a small marble they painstaking labor to work out 

tube the full length of the style. do so after fertilization has taken these intricate problems. They 

It is clear, therefore, that since place because the seed fails to are fundamental to a full under- 

the style drops off, twelve to fif- develop. In some eases of the standing of the reason why fruit 

teen days after bloom, that there ¢rosses where extreme combina- is not produced regularly. 

cannot be any great delay in the tions have been made, like Com- oe 

pollen tube reaching the style. pass x Yellow Egg, 1327 flowers 

Goff found that tubes were not were pollinated, 652 set and only Send for catalogs and make up 

formed at temperatures below 41 8 matured, as contrasted with the seed and nursery list for next 

degrees F. This being the case, Compass x Burbank, in which 175 | ty Gil soon. oo, | 

it will be seen thal cool weather flowers were pollinated, 116 set year. It will soon be time to 

may actually, prevent pollination, and 114 matured. plant many of the flower and 

or since the temperatures are low The plum grower is directly in- vegetable seeds for early use.
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Let’s Be Friendly too for that matter. We sure hands in friendly greeting cach 

7 serapped and fought, but there year this friendship — grows Oak Holler, Wis. ; 
pe was no. bitterness then. And — stronger. Dear friends: Wonder what im 

ouve leon thinkine abour since when the day was over we all Those who do not come to these , e bee ga s . . = aoe M A : gathered together in the big room meetings, are missing more than you got back from the conven- 3 Sioa py 
tion? and told stories and sang all the they think. Pointed words ecan- on? . . Bi cB all ‘ 538 5 songs we knew—and like as not not tell of the inspiration re- I’ve been thinking of what my . a . 

we two who had fought the most ceived there. The carnest desire Mother used to tell me the last - i ? , inute bef I started tt during the day sat together in’ to give the best there is in us minute before [ started out to tae . : . 
1 2 te ena Grandmother’s big rocking chair to help each other. There is an- Grandfather's in vaeation. After . = 4 5 . il 1 leal of ectti with our arms around each other other meeting in the summer— ve usual ordeal of getting my : A : k : bbed ‘ | 2 } e 1 a and sang the loudest. Do you don’t you think you'd better plan neck serubbed, my hair brushec og Mein, ‘nt . 

lL bei t bach l know as [wandered round on going? — This feeling of. get- and being sent back several, . : ti t . i i , 1ikeL mongst you out there T thot a together and help some body is imes to serub my hands a little . 5 ; 
1 > my i ‘ tl lot of other boy’s Mothers must = growing. Don’t you want to get cleaner (never could see the 2 : . » f i flint Passi tl have told them just about what into the cirele—am sure you wiil sense of all that fussing then 

‘ . cx. ) my Mother told me. I can not be glad you went—your only re- Mother would say, ‘‘Now John- . oe , ‘ oe 
ie don't f tt | 1 help but think the early training  gret, the faet that you didn“ go nie doi orget to say ‘how do . . : : . ne Ne a A , ay ia 4 owe reeeived comes to the sur- before, Here's hoping this spirit / o Grandma and Grand- | - we te . ‘ you on, A i) 4 , ‘ 1 face—for surely the spirit of our of friendship grows until we can a right away—shake hands anc . . a ‘ ‘ 8 i .. pa. ee M n al ; ig childhood is growing in our Con- do as our Scot friends do—join 2 om J] ‘y sends her love; 4 Wie uit : Z tell them : ler sen H ventions. The friendly greetings, hands and sing the old songs to- n shake hands ¢ say ‘how . ae then shake : wands and say 1 the warm clasp of the hand. The — gether, Johnnie. 

do you do to: your uneles anc spirit of toleranee even though . 
aunts and mind every word they we may not agree — we are 

say. Be niece to your cousins— ,. wy i ‘ The Supplement 
sii = : friends. Aren’t we glad we had The : lon’t get angry if they do say Phe annual garden supplement 
‘ ges ange . “Mothers who told us over and 3. a wo hines y lon’t like—just for- is mailed with this issue. Mem- things you don ce Jus I'm! Over to be friends—to forget the perg who throush lone experi- 
get it. Now be a good boy. ” little things—just remember that enee in éradloniine: do not need it I knew that by heart. Could say ihe spitit Of Peendliitess, Ie the x g not 
. . , forwards le spi SS Is are requested to pass it along to it backwards and forwards—up- ereatest thine in the world— . : 

ide down and thea the middie greatest g some less fortunate neighbor. side down anc i e fe “~e peally soinni . \ it T always tenon OO" t we really beginning to Ty case none such ean be found Am quite sure T always remem- ‘ 
1 : tl int about. shakine forget “who's who’ and holding — members are asked. ¥o return 
ELEC le) par é she ‘ . 4 Di a r opee . A 5 li her out our hands in friendly greet- unused copies to the secretary. 

hands aia’ Mother ‘seidurg hl ing to all? There really isn’t so printing costs have mounted so ro ‘ays tried har ne vee : s after ; oes love, Always tried hard to mi much difference in us after all high that only a small edition has 
my aunts and uneles beeause— when we become acquainted. heey printed while requests for 
oh well, what’s the use of bring- Have you ever tried holding — it continue throughout the year. 
ing up painful memories, the oi your hands in warm greeting _ : 
most of you know what was lia- 49 gome one you think doesn’t , a 

1 for a shingle and . ‘ ‘ Put out food for the birds. ole to happen—for a shingle and Gaye anything about being friends ,, . . 
the woodshed was real handy 1 § 1. it Y They especially necd it on stormy 
' wooashe as Ra on i you? ry it once. ou 
these: with you y it 1 cold days, when tree buds or 
lose days. yi » surprised to see how .. . BYE: will be Surprise’ ; fruits are hard to find. But when it came to not fight- really interested and friendly 

ing with my cousins—that was most folks are. That’s the way OO 

different. I really tried to be a8 our society grows—from one end Cornstalks or hay wound 

good as I could. Think perhaps of the state to the other—even around tender shrubs or smooth 

they did too—but there’s a limit from the neighboring states they barked trees often saves them 

—every boy knows that—girls come—and as we hold out our from winter injury.
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Flowers for Everybody’s Garden plants are cared for properly. or your phlox bed will be ruined. 

VirEc.H. Strong wt auiual Gove From my own experience in gar- If I should try to tell you at this 

vention. dening I have found it is not time how I found out all I have 

ag necessary to spend a_ large about Phlox nobody would ever 

Ido not know if Mr, and Mrs. amount * money for flowers asa hear the rest at this paper. 

Everybody: are: here or not—if vreat many of the best perennials Everybody here knows the rea- 

they are I want to say to them, are easily raised from seed. son, fifteen minutes the limit. 
that I think they gave me a Any or all of the following list This much TI ean tell you though, 

pretty hard task, sown early in the spring will get your seed is October and sow 

I started out asking different grow readily and many will it immediately— it needs the 
people what they liked best—I jloom the first year: Arabis Al- freezing for perfect germination. 

failed to find two who agreed. pina, Saxatile Allysum, Sweet There are a few things I would 

So I decided to answer the ques: Rocket, Sweet William, Long- advise everybody to buy,—bulbs 

tions as well as 1 could—if spurred Columbine, Lyehins, Gold of eourse. Tulips, Narcissus, 

Everybody wasn't satisfied, why Medal Hybrid Delphiniums, Fox Daffodils are the  indispensables 
there are many other flower Gloves, Gaillardias, Pyrethrums, in Everybody's garden. I prefer 

growers here, who no doubt ghasta Daisies, Oriental Poppies, double tulips because they are 
would be glad to help them. Myosotis Pallustris Semperflor- more lasting—also very fine for 

These are the questions T have eys.  ~ wouldn’t advise Every- cutting. Salvator Rosa, Cour- 
been asked to answer: The jody to plant all of these at onee.  rone Dor, Tournesoll, Ball of 

Everybody family own a home; ‘phe best way would be to read Snow, are the best L think, Nar- 

they are very much interested in) the descriptions in the seed cissus Alba Plena Odorata for 

flowers and would like a list of catalogues, then pick out five or double and Narcissus Poeticus, 

bulbs, annuals and perennials — six they think they would like single. For Daffodils the old 

that are easy to grow. They pest. If they are careful about Von Sion is a stand by. — Right 

haven’t very much money to following direetions about sow- here | want to tell Everybody 

spend but they want a lot of ing and caring for them, they something I know Somebody will 

flowers the whole season, both will soon be ready for all the disagree with. Dig up your 

for show in the garden and to yest. There is one perennial not bulbs only about once in three 

cut. They intend to learn about given in this list I wish Every- or four years, and sow the 

the culture later. body would try raising from seeds of annuals amongst them 

Pretty plain questions, covers seed. Perennial Phlox is one of early in the spring, such as Nigel- 

the ground. There's just one the most — satisfactory showy las, Clarkia, Godetia, Dianthus, 
thing left to my imagination and plants grown in a garden and Candytuft, Verbenas, Gypsophila. 

that’s the size of the garden. I one of the easiest grown from These give you later a plentiful 

decided the only thing I could seed. [have a large bed of these supply of cut flowers and shade 

do, was to give a large cnough plants that in my estimation the ground so the hot sun will 

list so nfo one could feel slighted. cquals if it does not exceed in not hurt your bulbs. Iris—you 
I am quite sure of one thing, the beauty any other collection I will want some of the early Pu- 

Everybody family is starting out have ever seen—it was grown mila, whose buds show early in 

right in asking for a list early, from fifty cents worth of seed. the spring. Then Iris Siberica, 

so they ean order the seeds and [ think its the best advertisement white and violet blue. When you 

plants. This will save them a for the nurseries in West Allis, get to the Tall Bearded Iris, you 

vreat many disappointments. for everybody who sees them can spend much or little for after 

Was also glad to know they in- proceeds to order some phlox this beautiful flower has gotten 

tended to find out how to take plants. I wish to tell Everybody into your garden, she will make 

care of this garden. For no they ean do likewise but its not you reckless, you will forget you 

matter how good the list may be, done in one year nor without cannot afford to spend money for 

everybody is going to be disap- considerable work. They need flowers. However no matter how 

pointed, unless the seeds and careful weeding out of some sort much or little you spend, the
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charm of this flower is the same, perhaps the most beautiful and ful of pink and white roses to 
cach opening blussom gives you yet ean be grown by everybody. give to somebody who is home- 
a new thrill, These should be [am sure Everybody will be glad sick for a sight of real roses once 
planted surely, Florentine Alba, to know how to secure a large more—and_ still have plenty to 
Madam Cherau, Mrs. H. Darwin, clump of these lilies in a few look at. 

Pallida Dalmatia, Plumeri, Sher- years at a very small expense. By the time Everybody has 
win Wright. Take one or two bulbs—earefully — planted all these flowers Nobody 

Do not be afraid to try a few break off the outer petals, [I’m will remember me and this list. 

of the gorgeous Japanese—all calling them this for want of an Kyerybody will be busy either 

they need is a heavy covering of — casier name, as the bulbs look working in their own garden or 
cornstalks as they are not quite as tho they were composed of helping Somebody start a new 

hardy everywhere. numerous fleshy petals. Plant one. Everybody will be happy—- 

Does Everybody want Peonies? them where you want your clump — and so will I. 

If they are anything like myself of lilies to be, cover with about 

they do. Here are six, none cost- two inches of ground then plant — 

ing over a dollar, very free a double row of Chinese Delphin- . . 
. , ous . \ . Poinsettias that are through 

hlooming—Festiva Maxima, Gold- ium around them as closely as fi . \ hae \ 
a : owering may be cut back anc 

en Harvest, Mons Jules Elie, Fe- you can—in three years you will, t ei o ¢ i ' " i 
; 2 : i fests i ust given enough water to keep 

lix Crousse, Queen  Vietoria, have a fine show of Lilies. Don’t J 8 . . . neel 
. 7 ons ‘i them alive for a few months, 

Delachi. You need not envy the attempt to grow the lilies with- . 
. : oe ; when they may be started into 

possessors of the more aristo- out the Delphiniums, there’s a * om 5 
= 5 - of zg é growth again and cuttings taken 

cratic members of this family, charm there, if you break it, you © aos 7 
i y ‘ A for next Christmas crop of flow- 

there may be many just as beau- will be disappointed. 
“0 . . 7 ers. 

tiful but none more satisfactory. Everybody should have at least 

To help out in that lots of eut one plant of Clematis Reeta in 

flowers—-sow some more annuals their garden; it is a wonderfully Lo. 5 
‘ . ree Delphinium, columbine — and 
in your Peony bed. Tall braneh-  attraetive plant with its masses . . 
‘ wo , . a: other slow growing perennials 
ing larkspur, calliopsis, bache- of ereamy white fragrant blos- ‘ . 

, + , Anat? should be sown in the house early 
lor’s buttons or centaurea if we  soms. So are the Goat’s beard or in 

i ‘ and transplanted once, if  pos- 
give them their proper name, Meadow sweet—properly named . . . 

Tee 7_ . sible, before they go into the gar- 
snap dragon, Gladiolus — the Spirea. If you have a damp spot i . 

: : . : den. They often are sown in 
only trouble with these are the in your garden a clump of the : 

7 - ; Mareh and transplanted directly 
more you have the more you rose and white feathery plumes io t1 \ 

ae i < 1 . . o the garden, 
want. To me they are about the of the Meadow Sweet will delight 

last word in cut flowers. [shall you for several weeks. 

not attempt to give you a list of I wonder if Everybody forgot 

the best ones, do not believe I’m to mention Roses—am sure they The Minnesota Garden Flower 

equal te this. However IT know didn’t leave them out on purpose Society for several years has 

a garden wouldn’t seem complete —for whoever heard of a garden placed flowers onee a week in 

without America, Panama, Chief without Roses. Everybody plant every hospital ward in the Twin 

Oshkosh, Peace and Schwaben. a few anyway — Frau Karl Cities where there are sick sol- 

Almost all catalogues paint al-  Drushki, General Jack, Mrs. J. H. diers. This was begun at Fort 

luring pictures of great clumps Laing, Hermosa, with Dorothy Snelling, but is now carried on in 

of lilies—easily grown, perhaps Perkins and Flower of Fairfield }oth Minneapolis and St. Paul. 

they are by professionals but not for climbers. Just to make sure In summer the flowers are regu- 

by the average amateur. Lilium there are flowers for Everybody larly collected from the members’ 

Elegans and Lilium Tigrinum  T hope they will plant a few of gardens for the purpose and in 

are easily grown, soon forming the old fashioned June Roses, the winter are purehased.—-Le Roy 

good sized clumps, while Lilium — kind ¢hat only bloom once a year, Cady, associate — horticulturist, 

Cand:dum or Madonna Lily is but the kind that you pick arms- University Farm, St. Paul.
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Wisconsin Horticulture to turn up. As neither deploring the home garden as to the ten 

nor waiting got us anywhere it acre plantation 
Published Monthly by the g & any 1 + 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society was thought best to do some- Full details of the plan have 

‘eral 12.N. Carroll St. thing. not yet been worked out but the 
cial organ of the Society. + . . 

The plan adopted is founded on five counties have been pretty 
FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. > ass i "eg any sitively rate nes secretary W, So Be Medison. tia: the assumption that a great many positively located. —§ Announce 

Entered at the postolticee at Madison, Wis- people in the state would en- ment will be made of the exact 
consin, as s.cond class matter. Acceptance for gage i > raisi ’ berries if vati F eae at as s ; mailing at special rate of postage provided for 8@8e i the raising of berries if location of each plat as soon as 

Taiy tee oi” ACC OF Get. S, TWIT, authorized they knew how and could be determined. 
Advertisiug rates made known on application. Gonyineed that it is profitable. If the plan works out as ex- 

To the end that a considerable —peeted other plats will be estab- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society . ‘ 7 pie 
Aunual membership fee, one dollar, whie. number of people may be shown, — lished next year until fifty or one 

includes fifty cents, subscription price ‘to Wis- : ™ consin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred- Not merely told but convinced by hundred are located. The Board 
erie Cranefleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. 5 . * . 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. Seeing, five demonstration plats of Managers thru the Secretary 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or . . . . 
attached to a card, Personal checks accepted. Of one acre, or more, each will be will be pleased to receive sugges- 

Postage stamps not accepted. planted this spring in as many — tions both as to the general plan 

ban OFFIORRS counties, So far as possible these as well as offers of sites for fu- 

AL HAYB sc susssvensesessncenesesexsssPHealdent ats wi 2 » roadside re plats 
TiC. Chustensein, Oshkosh Vice Pretgent DEtts will be by the roadside on ture plats. 
F. Cranefleld, Secretary~I'veusnrer......Madison state trunk highways and in Success is certain if we all get 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE charge of a man who is in sym- behind the movement. Don't be 

Fe Ae Mar hacscragecrserneseccsnsereseens TOMAS yathy: with the work. backward about coming forward 

Ta Diet wan, Longin SE eae There will be a contract for a with suggestions. Don’t — let 
and Dist., R. J. Coe...........s00+ Ft. Soci i Sed Dist ELT, rnwisehie. 702" Atmaion term of years between the Soci- George do it all. 
4th Dist., A. Leidiger ..........----+- : Sth Dist. Jas Livingstone -.00-0Milwaekee Cty and the owner of the land a 
6th Dist., A. We. Roe... ce... wee . : 
7th Dist... GAL Hofmann... Se abe favorable to and protecting both : : 
8th Dist., J. £. Leverich.................Sparta . Important Change in Constitu- 
9th Dist., L. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay Parties, j 

loth Dist., Paul FE, Grant............Menomonie . : tion 
Nth Dist., Irving Smith ..0000000//0....Ashland Raspberries and strawberries, 

BOARD OF MANAGERS mostly raspberries, will be plant- On Thursday afternoon of the 
JeAsHays H.C. Christensen F.Cranefleld oq and cared for according to (Convention the Society adopted 

—————aaa=_— directions laid down by the most an amendment to the constitu- 

Something New successful growers in the state. tion more important than any 

By aetion of the exeeutive Immediate supervision of the other amendment since the 1905 

committee in session Jan, 10, the Work in each county throughout — yevision. 

society undertakes a new line of — the season will be in the hands The amendment provides that 

endeavor in some respects simi- of the County Agricultural the members of the executive 

lar to the trial orchard work, Agent who will also arrange for committee shall be elected by the 

We will try to build up the meetings of farmers and others members present at the annual 

small fruit industry in Wisconsin interested during the season. In convention in open meeting as 

as we have built up the orehard this way we have the very valu- the president and vice president 

industry. able co-operation of the county are elected. 

We discovered, after our small agent organization. Further: the Heretofore, as the older mem- 

fruit survey two years ago, that demonstration, while primarily bers know, members have been 

there were practically no rasp- intended to encourage those who selected from congressional dis- 

berry growers in the state, about are fruit inclined to plant for  triets and by the local societies in 

42 acres grown for market or less market, will be a direct aid and such districts. Now, if the mem- 

than a-berry apiece for each man encouragement to farmers who bers present at the annual meet- 

and woman in the state and none want to plant for home use. ing so decide, all of the members 

whatsoever for the children. We There is only one way to raise a may be from one district. 

all spent two years deploring the good raspberry or strawberry Every member has a copy of 

fact and waiting for something and that way is as applicable to the Constitution and By-Laws, a
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little pamphlet with brown pa- 4th, Tolman 4th, Utter 2nd, Wag- A. M. TenEyek, Brodhead. 

per cover prepared and mailed to ener Ist, Wolf River 3d, Wind- Collection apples: 4th; Plates: 

every member in 1919 and to sor 2nd; Single tray: Fameuse 3d, Jonathan 2nd, MeMahan 2nd, N. 

every new member since. If Grimes Golden Ist, McIntosh 2nd, W,. Greening Ist; 5 trays: N. W. 

members will look up their copies MeMahan Ist, Salome 2nd, Tol- Greening 3d. 

and mark the change it will save man 2nd, Windsor Ist. / | . 

the expense of having new copies i. E. Birmineliam. Stureoon: Bay EiMpds Hs Noape, West a 
printed. Mark as follows: au >” 5 ay. Plates: Ben Davis Ist, Spys 

Page 5, Article 5, beginning at Plates: Grimes Golden Ist, Me- 2nd, Pewaukee Ist. 

“and” fifth line change so as to Intosh 2nd, Newell 4th, Tolman 

read, “and eleven additional 74> Wealthy 2nd. Vegetables 

members, a majority of whom Kickapoo Development Co. Win. Toole Svr., Baraboo 

shall sonstitute a quorum.” Plates: Ben Davis 3d, Golden Short Horn Carrots Ist, Yellow 

Strike out all of Article 7, page — Russett 2nd, Jonathan 3d, MeIn- Danvers Onion 3d, Salsify Ist, 

7, and all of Article 8, page 8, tosh Ist, N. W. Greening 3d, Tole Leek Ist, Collection Nuts Ist. 

and number articles 9, 10 and TW qyan 3d, Wealthy Ist, Windsor ; 

to read 7, 8 and 9, 4th; Single tray: Jonathan Ist, Walter R. Brunka, Oshkosh 

MeIntosh Ist, N. W. Greening Collection: 2nd, Blood Turnip 

~ = 2nd, Wealthy Ist; 5 trays: Men. Beets Ist, Chantenay Carrots Ist, 

Premiums Awarded at Annual tosh Ist, N. W. Greening Ist, Short Horn Carrots 38d, Winter 

Convention Wealthy Ist; Ten trays: Meli- Cabbage 2nd, Pop Corn 2nd, Red 

tosh Ist, No W. Greening Ist, Onions Ist, White Onions Ist, 

Fruit Wealthy Ist. Parsnips Ist, Hubbard Squash 

. 2nd, Celery Ist, large onions 2nd. 
II. If. Harris, Warrens A. K. Bassett, Baraboo. . . . 

Collection Apples 2nd; plates: 25 plates, 5 commercial varie- Abert Gilley, Stoughton. 

Fameuse 2nd, Newell 3d, Plumb ties) Ist collection Ast; Plates: eit GUE, HA 

Cider 1st, Salome Ist, Seott 3d, Ben Davis 2nd, Fameuse Ist, H.C. Christensen, Oshkosh. 

Wealthy 3d. Gano Ist, Golden ASSELE Ist, Blood Turnip Beets 2nd, Chan- 

Single Tray: Fameuse Ist, N. Jonathan Ist, Newell sf, N.'W, tenay Carrots 2nd, Chicory Ist, 
W. Greening 4th. Greening 2nd, Pewaukee 3rd, Sa- Colory 2nd. 

lome 2nd, Seek Ist, Scott Ist, Tol- : 

L. B. Trish, Baraboo. man Ist, Utter Ist, Windsor 3d, Mrs. KE. E. Schneider, Madison. 

Plates: Gano 2nd, Newell 2nd, Wolf’ River Ist; Single tray: Ben Short Horn Carrots 2nd, Hub- 

Scott 2nd; Single Tray: Scott Davis Ist, Fameuse 2nd, Gano yang Squash 3d, Salsify 3a, 

2nd, Ist, Jonathan 2nd, Melntosh 34d, 
XN. OW. Greening 3rd, Pewau- N. A. Rassmussen, Oshkosh. 

Ralph A. Irwin, Lancaster. kee Ist, Salome | Ist, Seek Ist, White turmips Ist, Yellow tur- 

Plates: Fameuse 3d, N. W. seott Ist, Tolman Ist, Windsor nips Ist, Rutabagas Ist, Chante- 

Greening 4th, Salome 8d, Wind- 2nd, Wolf River Ist; 5 trays: N. nay carrots 3d, Winter cabbage 

sor Ist; Single tray: Fameuse 4th, W. Greening 2nd, ‘Tolman Ist, Ist, Chicory 2nd, Pop Corn Ist, 

N. W. Greening Ist. Gano Ist, Salome Ist; Ten trays: Yellow Danvers onion Ist, large 

F. B. Sherman. Edgerton N. W. Greening 2nd, Tolman Ist, onions Ist, Parsnips 3d, Peppers 

ee . Wolf River 1st, Fameuse Ist, Sa- Ist, Hubbard Squash Ist, Chinese 

25 plates, 5 commercial varie- jon. Ist, Seck Ist, Windsor 2nd. cabbage Ist, Sals:fy 2nd, Collee- 
ties: 2nd, collection 3d; Plates: tion 1st. 
Fameuse 4th, Golden Russett 3d, N, A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. 

Grimes Golden 2nd, McIntosh 4th, Plates: MeIntosh 3d, Wolf J. W. Roe, Oshkosh. 

MeMahan Ist, Spy Ist, Pewaukee River 2nd; Single tray: Wolf Red onions 2nd, Yellow Dan- 

2nd, Salome 4th, Seek 3d, Scott River 2nd. vers onions 2nd, Parsnips 2nd,
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Se \ Grubs in Cherries 

THE INSE« .T PAGE Wormy cherries are known to 

F : E st every: especial rhere 
Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of almost everyone; esl eae ly where 

Agriculture spraying is not practiced regu- g y 

larly. There are several species —— ne 4 a I 

. < . that cause the grubs in the fruit 
How did you like the story on clean wheat or bird seed. As but in Wiseon af TGsk OF Ehewi 

: = . scOnSIN NOS: 0 - 
cockroaches in the December pa- soon as the sparrows gather in re:'the larvae of the plum cur 

7 . - BR . are the larvae ep cure 
per? From time to time there large flocks, for feeding, substi- uli x ind th there i 

. : . ‘ 5 : : culo, sNOW an en ere Ss 
will appear in this department ar- tute the poison food which is 1 ticed ios ie ie 

5 : 5 : : also noticed a worm in ripe cher- 
ticles treating with the more im- made as follows: “ hich d not 1 I uit 

. . . ries which does ook quite 
portant pests which sometime or Place 1/8 ounce of powdered lil tl 1 li 1 } 

: 3 ; ; ike the plum curculio grub. 
another gain entrance into all strychnine sulphate (strychnine) This ott l . i 5 

3 : : . lis other worm is a true mag- 
houses. These will be written by in 3 ounces of hot water. Add ‘ ine f : ttil we 

7 . . rot coming from a prettily mark- one who has tested and under- 1! teaspoonful of flour or stareh ei fl hil tl ea li a tl 
. . . e€ Y While re CUureullo 1s it 

stands the most up-to-date meth- moistened with a little cold water 1 . f ¢ heetl 
5 ‘ — s arva of a snout beetle. 

ods which are used against such and heat, stirring gently until . . 
a . nae ; The cureulio makes a cresent pests. Read them and keep them the mixture thiekens. Pour the 1 1 eut the fruit | 

+ oe i : shaped eut on the fruit arowic on file as the time is sure to come hot poisoned paste over one quart tl Bee. +: wh ‘l 2 laid 
. . ; 5 3 ve point where the egg is laic 

when you will want to know how of wheat in a pail or other suit- © . nm: 8 . 
. . m . under the skin. This protects it to control one or more of these able container, Then stir or f ; ine ti A 

. . . "0 > growing tissue, As soon pests. This page is your page shake thoroughly until all the Font the igi ne re : 
. 3 5 - as the eee hatches the gr ores and if we do not answer all your grains are coated with the mix. “* the egy hatehes the 8 Wh Dor 

insect troubles, write us and we ture. Spread out in a safe place ito the flesh of the fruit’ mak- 
i . _— Sno | we Tha on 

will be glad to help you out. until the grain is thoroughly dry, gs Tt unit for food. The grub 
; It is then ready for use. of the curculio is quite similar to 

o . Be eareful in the use of the poi- the maggots of the fruit flies. The 
ee Nuisance to Most son grain as the killing of other latter however are more slender, 

aEmers certain birds is punishable by fine somewhat semi-transparent, and 

Never before have we received or imprisonment. Also keep the taper quite prominently at the 

so many inquiries regarding the poison away from other animals head end. The curculio on the 

bets methods to rid premises of or children as it is dangerous to other hand is somewhat plumper pre I > 

sparrows. If granaries are at all — all life. more opaque, not so tapering, 
accessible, these little birds soon ~~ and when at a resting position the 
find entrances and very quickly Don't forget to watch your body assumes a crescent shape 

become not only a nuisance but a beans for presence of the bean somewhat like a quarter-moon, 
costly liability. At this time of weevil. If the beans are in warm Quite unfortunately there is 

the year, they are easily killed storage, this — SS. Py e very little external evidence of 
"1 ison ¢ zi vill s eat them full of holes. ‘ Seoul " th a poison and without much m, a “ an : the presence of the fruit fly 

danger to other birds which are The beans should be put into a . . eats 
. ' other birds which are . . . pt . “larvae in the cherries at picking 

protected by law. tight container and fumigated 3 , ath 
Z s . 5 time ‘‘and often the fairest-look- 

The best method we know of at = with carbon bisulphide.  After-  , no . < 
‘ i ‘ . . ine fruits contain maggots which 

present is the use of a poison con- wards, place the seed in a tight i : 
SBS ; ‘ m : < the housewife may discover at 

sisting of strychnine. Proceed container and put in a cool place . . oO he 1 f 
i ag 5 Ce 2 Or 7 

as follows: so that if there are any weevils anning ~ or in. the nice Ge 
. . . : a dis scious cherries le 

Select a suitable feeding place not killed, they will be unable to * dish of luscious cherries left 
: roy fr g eV) . DF a 

inaccessible to or unfrequented develop. Remember carbon bi- OV! from a previous meal. 
. . . : yy Q aly. > py d 

by other birds or animals. At- sulphide is explosive, when mixed Fortunately, on the other hand, 

tract the English sparrows to with air. Keep all sparks away. the fruit flies are not very im- 

this place by daily feeding of L. C.F. portant pests of cherries in Wis-
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consin, the cureulio being the with a cultivator hoe, thus the The ground is prepared as for 

main offender of this crop. seeds are two inches deep when peas. [ generally plant the first 

Both are cheeked by the same covered. crop of beans the latter part of 

method, spraying with lead ar- At this time I plant Gradus for April or as soon as the weather 

senate, 114 pounds in 50 gallons Ist, Marvellous for 2nd, and Sut- permits. | draw a wide drill 

of water. This is best applied ton’s Excelsior for 3rd. I do not with a hoe and sow all along the 

right after blossoming time and plant again until [ see the peas row, allowing 20 to 24 inches be- 

again in a week or ten days. bursting out of the ground. Then — tween rows. [ plant these three 

L. C.F. I plant Grains, Early and Late, varieties at the same time, These 

- Senator and Dwarf Telephone. start to bear as numbered. For 

In about 7 to 10 days [ plant suecession [| plant every ten days 

Pees and Beans for Everybody's Stratagem, Senator, Advancer till September. — While they are 

Garden and Everbearing. It depends on bearing [ never pick them when 

Wm. Longland, Lake Geneva the weather conditions whether they are wet, always picking 

(AE Anneli Convention or not I plant again as our gar- them in the afternoon as it pre- 

den is in the woods and does not vents rust. Then [ always pick 

Fresh peas in June picked from get the winds like an open gar- what is ready to pick as they will 

your own garden are generally. den, I do not grow the June bear very much longer that way. 

acknowledged by all to be one of type of pea such as Alaska, Maud Sometimes in’ midsummer the 

the best of vegetables. We are 8.) ete, because they are only bean hopper will do damage just 

all generally hungry for them. about two days earlier and have as they make their first leaves by 

Although they are one of the not the flavor of the wrinkled sucking all of the juices out of 

easiest crops to grow, it is some- varieties or Marrowfat. All the — the leaves. | take white mosquito 

times very hard to keep a good peas are grown on chicken wire netting in long strips and lay it 

succession, where they want and built on a trellis made of stakes over the beans until they get 

expect fresh peas two and three driven in the ground eight feet larger. Then take it off and put 

times a day as long as the season apart with a pole fastened at the it over the next succeeding crop, 

lasts. TI have never yet found top. [use binding twine to keep this way they are not hurt as it 

when IT could depend on three them to the wire as they grow is in the young stage when the 

varieties to do this as a spell of — yery vigorous in our rich soil. damage is done, Cultivate well 

real hot weather will stop growth We cultivate between the rows as but never in the morning when 

on a later planting of a variety often as possible .as they like — the dew is on the beans, wait till 

and practically bring them to plenty of cultivation, I change they are dry, 

maturity the same day with a the location every year. Peas ‘ 

half crop of peas. planted early will generally do time: Beans 

The ground I use for peas I well in anybody's garden. The ground is prepared as for 

have fertilized and spaded in the —— con peas and beans. As a rule there 

fall the soil thrown up as rough poanm foe tiverpipelys. Garion are Many complaints about lima 

as possible. This allows one to French Beans or Stringless beans rotting in the evound. 

get in his crop earlier in the Beans as they are generally called — Generally the reason for this is a 

spring, the soil drying out quiek- are [ think one of our easiest veg- cold wet spell just after the beans 

ev. If the ground is dry enough  ctables to grow and keep in suc- are planted. For the past 17 

the latter part of March, I put in cession. The three best varieties years I have not had any trouble 

my first crop,.or as soon after- that I know to be prolific and that way. This way takes a lit- 

wards as possible. I cultivate very long bearing are Ist, tle longer but it is sure. Chop 

the ground, break up the large  ‘‘Cook’s Prolifie,’’ long, string- out a hole with a hoe every foot, 

lumps but do not rake it fine. T less, round green pod; 2nd, “Sut- drop in a handful of sand, push 

plant in a shallow trench, thrown ton’s Masterpiece,” stringless, three or four beans in the sand 

out with a spade about 3 inches long flat, green pod; 3rd, ‘‘Far-  edgeways and cover up lightly 

deep and loosened at the bottom — quahar’s White Wax.” with soil. This way they will not
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rot or break their necks in com- —— 

ing up, which the large varieties 

are apt to do. GILSON GARDEN TOOLS 
° 

— Make Your Work Easier and 
° 

I plant Bush Limas 15 inenes More Productive 

in a row 3 feet between varicties. ; 7 F ss : 
. 7 3. No matter whether you are engaged in gardening on an extensive commercial 

Ist, Henderson’s Bush Lima, 2nd, scale or simply grow small fruits and vegetables for your own use, you will 
any variety you fancy. Follow find Gilson Guaranteed Garden Tools a big help. They are built for prac- 

aaa. FAN p “ a tical gardening conditions— with features of construction 
with Tall Lima. Ist, Early Leav- a 3S ideally suiting them for the work for which each is made. 

lathan, 2nd, King of the Garden. iS 
] VA) . 

Pole Limas ky) The Gilson Weeder 

5 * : , 3 (-) be | Plant Pole Limas one foot in a \ ff ~*<> Makes every stroke count. The “flexible” rocker | 
row five feet between varieties. SC y blade penetrates the soil going and coming, gets 

Drive poles in the ground 10 feet iN ‘i beneath the surface without any appreciable 
F é \N ‘ effort, cuts off weeds, chops and pulverizes and 

apart and staple a wire on the top he \ ae ha asf | 
. . pale leaves the soil in perfect condition. Side fen- 

and about one foot off the | | Pu ir ders prevent too close approach of plants. The | 
ground. Tie binding twine be- iy] me teeth on back of hoe may be utilized as a rake. 

tween the two Wires at intervals aM, “seule A Made in four different sizes: 3!% in, $1.15; 6 

of one foot, They climb this very in, $1.35; 8 in, $1.45. Wheel outfit, $3.70. 

easily. Cultivate the same as The Liberty Adjustable Cultivator Weeder Eas 
peas and beans. 5 

takes the grief out of gardening and makes thorough cultiva- y, 
. tion a joyous pastime. Specially designed V-shaped cutting ) 

teeth get the weeds and loosen the soil so that the plants can LU 
Good News! grow as they ought. Easily adjustable to rows 4 

up to 14 inches—middle teeth can be removed A \ | 
‘or Vears we have bee cone: for straddling rows. Price of Hand Cultivat- iz 

_ Por years we have been urging ors—5 tooth, $1.15; 7 tooth, $1.45; 9 tooth, ff vine | 
farmers to do one of two things, : $1.70. Wheel cul- ij | \ 
take care of aij ‘ehards . > tivator, 7 tooth, : a e care of their orchards | or > ® $3.90 and $4.15 I, il 

dig them out. For a long time Cp for 9 tooth. : c “lh 
. sp « Ua 4 7 
it appeared as if our preaching TN, <P ie f yx 

t {fee re @ we > \ sho a - had no effect but here comes the TSS ae rahe “fe 
first glad note from the Appleton VAY hes 

Post-Crescent of Jan. 13th, 1921, iM pe) ciLs0n | ei js . Lge) WEEDER- Bl < Outagamie county is a poor ) BLADE WK 
place to raise apples and try to gy eS os 
sell them at a profit, thinks Fred _ Lock NuT- AME \ 4 \ J 

5 a . z A. \.- uigerty 
Brockmann, farmer living in the WEEDER BLADE IN POSITION CULTIVATOR 

town of Freedom. Mr. Brock- IMPOSITION 
mann had two acres of prolific The Gilson Triplex 
apple trees but is clearing the en- 
tire tract except for a few trees Three tools in one—a combination of the Gilson Weeder, the nine 
near his house which he will use tooth Liberty Cultivator and a strong plow, all on one easily moved 

. f . and adjusted pivot axle. Change from one tool to the other is made | 
for shade and for a home supply in a jiffy. You have a complete gardening outfit absolutely efficient | 
of apples. for plowing, tilling and weeding. Price $8.95. 

The 4 > On Sia ay war : 
The apple crop this year was Ask your dealer for Gilson Garden Tools —if he can’t 

unusually heavy and there ap- supply them, order from this advertisement or send for | 
peared to be no sale for them. free illustrated catalogue. | 
Wisconsin apples do not keep all | 

winter and most people buy the i J, E, GILSON CO. Port Washington, Wis. 
eastern product instead. Mr. 
Brockmann believes his land will [oS
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a 
[RSI OT ASE IR ACEI TN AAPL LIS TOR NCE DN ICEL O THN HASSLE SLITS 

H er - 4 
Q Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results 5 
Dp 

9 : N Cream City 
a ° DRY 

Qg S : Arsenate of Lead 5 
S It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension N 
S 

LIME SULPHUR SULPHUR (DUSTING) SODIUM NITRATE 8 

BORDEAUX PASTE CALCIUM ARSENATE SWIFTS FERTILIZER X 

: Cream City Chemical Work 5 ream City emica orks 8 
QI 

5 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis Ix 

Oe 
WN 

SCIEN ACN MONE PANEL WARNE LN MONO LANA MCLANE LATE MNT Ms \ 

produce greater profit if planted would have paid better, assum- Send to the U. 8. Depart- 

with something else. ing the orchard consisted of — ment of Agriculture, Washington, 

The farm originally had five otandard kinds. D. C., for Farmers’ Bulletin No. 
acres of apple ‘trees, but Mr. 1057 “Planting Farmsteads.”’ 
Brockmann removed the majority in ven ene avmis “ * 

several years ago. It appears Watch for rabbit work. Hither Mhis 8 a good time of year Tor 
when there is a big apple crop, studying it. : big apple rotec » trees or get the rab- 
there is no sale for the fruit, and protect the trees, or get 

when the crop is small, nobody bits. 

has enough to sell so there al- 
Ways is a disadvantage in raising oo *ATENTED AUO:13, 1907 

apples."’ aa 

Here ix one farmer who would The Ha ks Sax | 

not take care of his orchard so Nursery ASA mea 

as to produce merchantable fruit mor fo one 

yet had sense enough to get out Company 

of the game. May his tribe in- BERRY BOXES 

erease. Whe these scolecte: . 

far ‘ ‘el nde a i. | ne sleete i‘ are in a position to €rates, Bushel Boxes 
arm orchards wie produce furnish high grade and Climax Baskets 

only culls that ruin the market Nursery Stock of all 
for decent fruit are all gone a kinds and varieties As You Like Them 

few real apple men will have the suitable to wi We manutacture the Ewald Patent 
courage to plant real orchards in sin and other north- Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneet Be pit s ards ern districts. that give satisfaction. Berry box and 
Outagamie county that will pro- + crate materiel jothe KD, in earlong 

: . Will be glad to fig- lots our specialty. We constantly carry 

duee real apples. There will be ure on your wants Rady for usec either for strawberries OF 
no trouble in selling them, peo- either in large or Pinebere Wo onder too small, or. too 

ple will wear,a deep rut to the small quantities. Milwaukee, “Prompenese ts Seontial tn 

orchard to buy these good apples. handling trate, oe ainccune for eaely 

Ile didn’t know, Lkely there was a Siders) ‘Aipostal:belags:our|price'ilst; 

no one to tell him, that he might Cumberland Fruit Package 

better have put his time on the Wauwatosa, Wis. Company 

original 5 acres of orchard and Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

let the vest of his tam. go, SSaSaSSaSaSSSaaSQVL{__', Ve —_ I
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ee 
Grass For Shady Places and Fer- 

tilizer For Shrubs 

a 2 eS 
A member asks the familiar rao Be BS ag 

. : sn nm L Xe Y question; ‘‘What lawn grass, if PES (55) AS a 7 », ha 

any, will grow in shaded places 2x TD we L3 Dror \ i a 

and under large trees.’’ Prof. ° VY es boa | q GZ fe 
. wee ast i ‘\ Og 

Aust of the Agricultural College iB pate [spate A IB GP xe 
Cee ee ed Can |) A _ 2 

says: ‘‘Here on the campus we = pesos, N Nt i # f F ji q ihe AS nd 

find Old Shady Mixture exceed- » _ Wy NT f in| ! } i Vy \) 

ingly satisfactory for shady situ- a ata a kete penton 2 — Dos nS \ I" 

ations. The member also in- : 3 CO A —- 
ee ee “I ARCADIAN 

quires about fertilizer for shrubs Or TOP DRESSING TALK NO 3 

and Aust says: SULA Tp | . ’ ° 
‘Pertaining to fertilizers it is es . “3 From Bag to Fertilizer Distributor 

difficult to give directions with- : “% Think what it means to have a top-dressing fertil- 
out knowing more of the type of . A ot ag izer which is ready for use without pounding of hard 
oil ow whiell it $e tobe used Te I MMONIA 3) lumps and without laborious screening—one that is 

. . = 2 fine and dry and which gives every plant a uniform 
my experience on the campus I feeding ° 

use sheep manure and nitrate of 

soda throwing this — direetly Then think of having a fertilizer which contains one-third more am- 
around the shrubs during May monia (one-third more active plant food) than any other nitrogenous top- 

and June. For trees eight inches dressing. 

in diameter I use tw younds 5 a A i . . 
43 : op a ° | . ‘ *, Also think of a fertilizer which doesn’t wash out of the soil-—one which 

putting 1f on at Intervals of two i. ever ready to feed but which will last the season through. 
or three weeks, one-half pound to 

the application, spreading this Yo all these advantages add low price per pound of actual plant food 
around the tree. and you have in mind The Great American Ammoniate. 

Something to Think About A R ( A D I A N 

The reeent convention proved 

that we have arrived at a point S 1 h t if Amm , 

in our affairs where a change u p ate Oo onia 

must be made in order to aceom- ,, _. ‘ a 
aay a6 Vhe efficient top-dressing fertilizer for Orchards, Vegetables, and general 

modate all the different ifterests fi . 1 . . 
. : ‘arm crops—all crops needing ammonia. 

and still confine ourselves to the 

limitations: of time and money Sulphate of Ammonia is the well-known standard article that has done 
that can be expended on the econ- you good service in your mixed fertilizers for years past. 

vention. 
The amateurs complained. this Arcadian is the kiln-dried and screened grade, made fine and dry for top- 

= _ 3 ressi ses. ia 25'4% guara . Made in U.S. A. year that so little time was avail- dressing purposes. Ammonia 25'4% guaranteed. Made in U.S. A 

able for discussion and their Pont Write Desk No. 17 for free bulletins on the proper us of ARCADIAN SULPHATE 
was well taken. The commercial OF AMMONIA. 

fruit growers entered an equally 

well founded protest. The small New York Th Cc Atlanta 

fruit men pointed out that they Baltimore e Ompany Medina, O. 

were entirely overlooked while 

one-half day would be too short AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT - 

a time to present the topies of a
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most interest to them. Market 
y : e > 2 ardent received but. scant WISCONSIN FAVORED 

gardening ved, but sed The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT 
recognition and the professional 

florist interests were represented Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

by zero. On top f all this comes A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 
y zero. op of ¢ s comes 

the nuts! We hasten to state KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

that nut growers are meant, Nut GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

fiends are the worst ever but = 

heir claims are ail well founded . : wee . . 

‘ ; jiand “ wition OI Dit tion or conventions. This, in the eration. Send your ideas to the 
an demane recog ) our ae nt . . 4 5 

oe , : opinion of the editor, would be — editor who will give them space 
program: rural planning was sonal . . 5 . 

Hi 1 incidentally while an the beginning of the end of the in our magazine, 
3 ed incidentally while a . : . 

men ence ‘ any i" usefulness of the state society. 
entire day could have been profit- 2 ae: 

. . : Our strength and influence lies in i . . 
ably devoted to this subject. fie Fact tliat hovtieultaeal Cooperative marketing pays in 

“ 4 . 1e ae la every hortice PE ; 4 

Aside from ten or a dozen minor int 2 f \ : . ited j more Ways than one. It is cheap- 
: nterest mm ve state is united im . . . . 

subjects these were the only ones . er and more effective in advertis- 
. one body. If the orehard men. _ 

missed. . . . _ ine products and saves the indi- 
So dtye Bie « pig SPHt off other interests are likely dual evower's time 

On top of this is another big roll il 1 kale! vidual erower’s time, 

outstanding faet: the increased i i = . Se, "1 a im ‘ . 
. ‘ 1 » left. No, the place for 

interest in the papers and diseus- Mt la te . 

sions. ‘There: were few or no lol the large orchardists is in’ the House plants will not thrive in 

torers tide sear bi the rofimda state society and provision must eas, dust or high temperatures. 
‘Pets s year i a ; roa ‘ ‘ 

dweivie the ae Sany As 86811 AS be made for them. Good ventilation and moist air 
e > Ses Ss. 4 s as . 

the meeting was announced The second plan proposed is to are needed both for plants and 
2 ee as i , : 

erenyore nade » bot linefor the adopt the one followed by medi- — humans, 

. . . _ 1 die last word eal societies and = many other 

hal anAStiel MT Ge Hast oN large societies viz., t hold see- SMU 

was spoken and left disappointed coon 1 ea , i 9° I z a 

. tiona lalf-day meetings, nder a a 

that they were not given oppor- : y o 2 3 

banity 6 ARE questions, Such a this plan the forenoon is devoted = 3 The a 
y ask s s. Such . . : = 5 

condition is wrong and must be to topics of general iiterest and = Jewell Nursery 2 

remedied attended by all; in the afternoon 3 Cc = 

It is trite that the scerctary three or more sectional meetings 3 ompany a 

who has much to do in arrang- 1&8 many rooms. In one ‘ea = Lake City, Minn. z 

ing the program, can ent down these mn Bet & PEOgEOM, tu = 2 
. : . . “ rela 4 an, spraying 3 3s is 2 

the number of topics but is this commercial oad mi : | a e 8 Established 1868 a 
: . 5 ; " rchar re, ete; & = 

wanted? Plainly from this year’s | Prune, ore Nard -CUItONE, = = 

experience it is not wanted another program for vegetable & if: Y. 2 

The overcrowding of the pro- 8™owers; another for back yard & C <A ears 2 

: 5 andeieve,. Bes: Stl 2 ontinuous 2 
gram, this year may be accounted gardeners, cte., ete. ; = S ~ 2 

aa Fa 9 is sxte > = 2 

for in part by the fact that there The third plan is to extend the 2 ervice : 

was only one person absent out time to four or five days and the . 2 

of the forty-one on the program aia bagi as i A Complete Stock i 

while twenty per cent is the al "OW but a one 3 = of Fruit, Shelter = 

lowance usually made. nOome | and Ornamental = 
There av a ay ans = i 

The following three plans have There may be other plans = o jt a 

sed aw zi ome, equally good and the editor ine 2B ° = 
been offered as a solution: The quahly & : e Northern Plant a 

organization of a commercial vites suggestion and comment. 2 era = 

fruit growers society which might This is a matter that must be ad- 2 dronie’Wanied a 
sy: . : 0 = en ante: 

be auxiliary to the state society justed before the next conven- a Bons i 

t i separ. yen- tion i emands careful sid- & = but holding a separate conven- tion and demands ca consid = AA ANNAN NUNNENN
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lle ee marketing the 1921 honey crop. For 

| AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS more particulars, write this office. 

| Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association Beekeepers’ Short Course 
| HH. F, Wilson, Editor University of Wisconsin 
eee 

February 7 to March 17, 1921 Tn ee Do not fail to send in for a catalog 
OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. of our short course for practical 

beekeeper: J § 
Ves. L. C. Jorgensen Green Bay. ‘Treas. C, W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. youn mae have een MesHine gene: 
Vice-Pres, A.C. I. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. If, Wilson, Madison. there will be some new information 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. which will more than pay for the 

Remit to H. I. Wilson, Serretary, Madison, Wis. expense of the trip. 

Honey the Health Food have suflicient funds to enable us Bees and Alsike Seed 

Every time you write a_ letter, to advertise. These funds can only A seven acre field of alsike, stand 

tell your friends about honey. be secured through a larger organi- medium to good, threshed 39 bushels 
. zation. If you have not already done of seed, machine measure. ‘There 

—— SGMpHBA 1H AE *gane n a sup. were fifty colonies of bees within 
ser r at least one share S-iAREEGS Galle tia: nvonier “Venn 

Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Associa- stock. A number of beekeepers have raith ti ane to, Re trey as 
tion already subscribed for ten shares at of aisike seed. Next seat Chere. win 

There are nearly 1,000 members in ten dollars a share. We will be glad je another still larger field near the 
the State Association at this time to furnish you any information de- frst one, 
and we are said to have one of the sired concerning the association. Ivan Whiting, 

best organizations of its kind in the a PIHSUtN. “WISeCASti: 
United States. Such an organization - 

can only thrive through the > co- National Honey Producers’ League - - —— 
operation of the beekeepers. Every . . oe ; 
member of the State Association Wise Hoe ae pieces pee President's Address 
should make an attempt to secure an Ail me Reta, ne thdianapetle a ake Gus Dittmer, Augusta 

aoe Ata at cnivenay ete and be ruary 15 to 17, 1921. Mvery bee- At this our 42nd annual conven- 

the local associations, arrange for Keeper is welcome to attend the tion, I am privileged to greet the 
membership at once. Why not strive meetings and to listen to the discus- beekeepers assembled here, as a 

to inerease tre membership to at sion. Any beekeeper who has the State Association representing ap- 

least 1500 members by the time of me and money to attend will be proximately 1,000 members. 
dhe west annual Convention? well paid for the effort. _A year ago, the association con- 

sisted of about 600 members, and 
(i a when we stop to think that only a 

Ween Saas PAE few years ago, it was less than 200, 
Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Cooper- our growth seems phenomenal, and 

ative Association _At the time of the State Conven- certainly exceeds the record of any 
The response of our beckeepers to "OR every heekeener who exhibited other ‘state. 

the request for membership in this  “t the Fair in 1920 had made appli- This phenomenal growth is of 
organization has been very  gratify- cation for space: in Bear. ne ee course largely due to the organizing 
ing and with the present showing none oe ilbitons Te com have eee of about 35 County and Local Asso- 

there seems we have every reason to ne 2 . ciations, of whom over 380 are asso- 

expect that by the time of the next ready applied for space, do so at ciated with the State Association. 
annual mecting of the stockholders, ONC Vet everyone strive to make his work is of course largely due, 
we will be able to increase the cap- ‘he 1921 Fair greater than ever. We directly and indirectly to the exten- 
italization to $25,000. No attempt 20W have the largest premium list of — sion work of the University and the 
has so far been made to place honey *"¥ State fair of the United States Department of Agriculture, and will 
now held by our beekeepers’ because tieeen ant Hee PY, ay means the pe persisted in, until every coynty is 
the market is very slow, and the price argest and best exhibits. organized. Especial credit should be 

is too low. An organized plan is —_——__— given to our Secretary, Prof. Wilson, 

now under way to get in touch with who with the consent of Dean Rus- 

every large dealer in the United Beekeepers’ Chautauqua and Sum- — sell, and the aid of the Agriculural 
States with the hope that during Feb- mer Meeting of The State Bee- College, has been untiring and per- 
ruary and March we will be able to keepers’ Association sistent in his work for Wisconsin 
dispose of a part if not all of the Arrangements have been made Beekeeping. 

crop now on hand. Should we be with the Association of Commerce of Our work at the Agricultural Col- 

unable to do this, it will be no fault Chippewa Falls to hold a meeting at lege, has now reached the point, 

of the organization, but due rather Chippewa Falls from August 15th to where the necessity for more room 

to the fact that the buyers are not 20th. A large park with an audi- and better facilities are in absolute 

taking any more honey at this time torium is available, and a camp site demand, and the University will no 

than is absolutely necessary to run will be ready for those who desire doubt provide for this need at the 

their business. to camp out. A number of promi- earliest possible moment. Sufficient 

Before we can expect to do any nent speakers will be present and provision should be made in the next 

great work along this line we must special attention will be given to budget, to meet this necessity of the
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beekeeping section of the College, attend, they lost such benefits as I dent that we will be able to make 

with the view to place it eventually received, consequently the question- a proper showing in a larger build- 
on a par with Dairy and other de- able benefit to them. ing, in fact I know that we can put 
partments. I was much impressed on Now he receives all these and up the most attractive show on the 
meeting at the Chautauqua last many other benefits, through the me- grounds. 

August, a young Chinaman from dium of WISCONSIN HORTICUL- The premium list has been again 

Peking, and found that he was tak- TURE, which is worth more than the — revised, to conform to the growing 
ing the Beekeeping course at the Ag-  #nnual dues he pays. This however needs of this department. 
ricultural College. This shows the — is only a beginning, and we must keep Especial attention has been given 
importance to which Wisconsin Bee- Tight on to increase the membership to Class 124, or County Association 
keeping has attained, and the neces- in the association and making it in- — exhibits. 

sity of the state to spend some money dispensible to every beekeeper of any Class 122 covers individual large 
oa it. consequence in the state. exhibits in numbers 1 to 5, and of- 

That the beekeepers comprising Some plan of disposing of our — fers $283.00 awards. 
this association, have awakened to honey by co-operation, assuring us of Class 123 covers individual entries 
the importance of Wisconsin Bee- Teddy sale, where now many beekeep- in charge of the Superintendent, 
keeping, is evidenced by the fact, ©"S dispose of their honey at ruinous numbers 6 to 39 and offers $762.00 
that at a time, when*the membership prices, just because they don't know awards. 

was about 700, they by an almost Hew or where to sell, and receive Class 124 covers County association 
unanimous vote, raised the annual Uniform prices, should be possible, — exhibits, in numbers 40 to 52, and 
dues from 50c to $1.00. and is certainly worth considering offers $1,200.00 awards. 

If the members almost unani- While we are all assembicd, even if Class 124 does not offer direct pre- 
mously voted to raise the dues to We have to drop part of our regular miums, put awards will be made ac- 
$1.00, it must have been with a  Prosram. — , . cording to the score, on the basis of 
definite object, realizing the impor- 1 New wish to speak about the Bee $75.00 for each exhibit. If ten 
tance of strong organization, and & Honey Department at the last County exhibits quality, $750.00 will 
trusting to the action of this conven- State air, — Our deparment was a pe divided pro rata, but no one as- 
tion to do something effective. perfect success the last ime. Every sociation to draw more than $125.00. 

Something has already been done f00t of space was not only occupied Tn the scoring, mileage will be con- 
in the way of bringing WISCON- Put crowded. — If more exhibits had — sidered to the maximum of 250 miles 
SIN HORTICULTURE with four entered, we would have been over- or 500 points. 
pages exclusively for beekeepers, to crowded, and dissatisfaction would The State Tair wished to ‘wake 
each of us every month. This how- have resulted, ; County exhibits the special feature of 
ever after paying for it and our ordi- $865.00 was awarded as against this department, and for this reason 
nary expenses, will still leave us a $270.00 last year, or more than three — is making offers specially attractive 
margin, which should be used for and one-half times as much. ‘The as an inducement. 
other vital purposes. number of exhibits we had proved to Our first attempt at County exhib- 

We certainly can have no object be just about right for the room at its was a perfect success, as every 
in accumulating money in our treas- our disposal, approximately 3,500 one of them placed large and awell 

ury, and keep it there, as we are not — feet. / arranged exhibits, that made all of 
an insurance or indemnity society. Ifor the number of exhibits We Cx- the old veteran exhibitors stand up 

What the members have a right to pected, we had figured to limit space and take notice, so much so, that 
expect, is substantial benefit in the to about 8 feet for each, but as we next year, there will he a healthy 
matter of buying supplies, and easy were disappointed by several, not and fraternal competition, as all. of 
facilities to dispose of their honcy less than 12 fect was given, and the — them will return, each with the oh. 
without glutting the market, at a exhibitors could have used more. It ject of piacing the largest and most 
reasonably fair and uniform price, so is therefor evident, that what seemed — attractive exhibit. 
far as it is possible for this Associa- a disappoinment, proved to be for- The County Associations that par- 

tion to do anything in the matter. unate. ticipated are, Baraboo Valley, Dane 
Initial steps should at once be If we remain in the old building, county, Grant county and Marathon 

taken, to take this matter under ad- changes will be made, so that about county. 

visement, and a committee appointed — cight more exhibits can be accommo- Six other County Associations had 
to consider it, and report at this ses- dated, or a total of about twenty, as decided to participate and had en- 
sion. I recommend that the matter against twelve last time, and each gaged space, but either failed to ap- 
be referred to the board of directors exhibit limited to twelve fect. pear or flatly backed out. 
to consider and make recommenda- As all of last year exhibitors are Among the visitors were members 

tions. coming back, they will of course from ten different associations, that 
In the past I have often been ask- have the first preference, and the were not represented with an exhibit. 

ed the question, what is the benefit cight additional for making it twen- Every one of them were impressed 
to me, in being a member of the ty, will have the preference in the with the exhibits, and we will have 
State Association? and I must con- order of their entries or applications. no trouble whatever to get the ad- 
fess that I was never able to give a There is however a probability of ditional eight exhibits for the next 
satisfactory answer. When we were our being moved to a larger build- State Fair. 

few in number, it seemed more like ing. This however is subject to the Considering the importance to 
a social club, where beekeeping was action of the Legislature, making ap- which the Bee and Honey Depart- 
the favorite subject for talk and dis- propriation for a new dairy building ment has attained, thanks to the co- 

cussion, for mutual information and and other buildings. operation of all the exhibitors at the 

benefit. It certainly was a_ great If such a change is brought about, last fair, it would seem not only nd- 

benefit to me and helped me to ac-_ there will be no limit to the number’ visable, but the ‘proper and right 
quire what little I know about bee- of exhibits, or the space required by thing to do for this association, to at 
keeping. Going to the conventions each. once make the State Fair a part of 
year after year was of course expen- I am extremely anxious that such our regular business, by creating a 

sive, and as all the members did not a change will result, and am confi- standing committee on Bee and
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Honey Exhibit at the State Muir. to secure a standard classification of to make more uniform laws relating 
Especially is this advisable in view of different grades of honey, and stand- to diseases, and inspection and ship- 

the probability of our being moved ard types of packages. This will ment of bees, queens, honey, ete. 

to larger quarters. give a basis for comparison of prices, (4) Along the lines last mention- 
There are several things that making the product more uniformly ed might also apply “Broader educa- 

might be considered for : start. saleable, also assist in packing for tion in apiculture, and research along 

Iirst of all, headquarters for the as- shipment in ways that will be satis- lines of general interest to beekeep- 

sociation, with the Secretary or an factory to the transportation com- ers.” 

assistant on duty all the week In panies, thus making for lower freight Assist in getting liberal appropria- 

connection with this, a2 Rest Room rates. tions for national and state experi- 

for beekeepers and their families. It is contemplated to keep the ments and solving of beekeepers’ 

An exhibit should aiso be planned = members regularly informed as to problems, such as Dr. Phillips and 

by the association, as a strictly State prices and supplies of honey at the Mr, Demuth have been conducting in 

Association Exhibit, in charge of a principal marketing centers. In this Washington, and others in state 
competent beekeeper, and at the ex- way if one market has all it can rea- colleges, ete. 
pense of the association. sonably handle and another is short The above are only a few of the 

It would be a good idea te have — of honey, shipments may be made yyany real benefits that can and will 
a lady for this purpose, to distribute or delivered to the latter, relieving je secured by the American Honey 

suitab'e literature and give lectures the shortage, and preventing flooding — producers’ League, if (that little 

or talks on the use of honey vr any — of the first. This service can be wordy the beekeepers will get behind 

other subject of interest to fhe gen- made of very great benefit to the pro- jt yy forming State associations and 
eral public. ducer. having such associations affiliate with 

I hope hat I have not wearied you The League could also inform the tho League. Let each one do. his 

hy my constant talk about the Bee & members of crop conditions and yart, pou't sit back and “let George 

Honey Department, but IT am pro- prices more effectively than the Gov- qo it” thinking you will get the bene- 

roundly interested in its success. ernment is now doing and thus assist anyhow. No one will get any 

I have as I believe, the support the producer in arriving at a just yenefit, if everybody sits back. 
and backing of the State Fair man- — price for his product. . W. E. Joor. 
agement, at any rate, they have given (2) “To assist in the standardiza- 

me all I have asked for, without stint tion of bees and equipment.” - * 

or question. There is just one more We have no authoritative standard . . ave 

sting I ask, and that is, the whole- of races and strains of bees, and one Disposal of Honey and Brood Fron 

hearted support and co-operation of — js needed. Diseased Colonies 
the State Beekeepers’ Association, As for equipment, the supply man- 
and in time we will have practically ufacturers and dealers have to carry If only one, two, or three, colonies 

every County Association lined up, a much larger stock, at present, than in a yard are found diseased, it is 

and when that time comes, we will should be necessary. As some of better to destroy the brood at once 

have the largest exhibit at the State them do not carry a very large stock — by burning in a closed space of some 

Pair. the beekeeper is apt to order some kind. If a whole yard is to be treat- 
eee - equipment that cannot be secured ex- ed so called “hospital colonies’ may 

; cept from the factory at extra freight be made by stocking the combs from 

Objects and Benetits of the American Cost and long delay. For instance, four or five colonies on top of a 
Honey (Producers! League in the past it was impossible to get slightly diseased colony above a 

The basic idea of the League is an foundation locally other than for queen excluder until the brood is 
organization of representatives of as- Langstroth brood frames and super hatched out. Then the “hospital 

sociations of beekeepers and honey foundation for sections, which would colqnies” are treated and the brood 
producers. — These associations pri-  yot fit’ shallow frames. We all combs from them melted down or 
marily are the members of the — know the multiplicity of sizes of hive destroyed. 
League, but act through their repre- supers and sections. If these only Hospital colonies kept around a 
sentatives. Others as individuals affected the dealer and manufacturer yard are extremely dangerous and 
may and are desired to join, and the beekeeper might not kick so are likely to be a continual source of 

these also get the benefits and serv- hard, but when it is recalled how the reinfection no matter how’ carefully 
ices of the League, but have no vote dealer must carry a great deal of they may be looked after. 
at the meetings, although they may dead stock, which costs money which Honey from such colonies should 

join in discussions. has to be covered by increased prices he extracted and bottled as soon as 
The object of the League is “The on other articles, it comes home. taken from the hive. All combs, in- 

Furtherance and protection of the “Jones pays the freight.” So any cluding those with brood from the 
interests, activities and rights of bee-  yeduction in the types of equipment lower hive body of each colony 
keepers in all lines in any manner made and sold will result in lower should be melted down and the wax 
not inconsistent with public policy.” prices. There should be only one extracted at once. 

In carrying out this clause of the — size comb honey section box, one size Hospital colonies should not be al- 
constitution it is proposed to give or depth of super, the types of brood lowed to run longer than 21 days be- 
“Service,” the present day slogan. chamber could be materially reduced, fore treatment. The bees should be 
This service is to be given to the in- and so on down the line. Espe- removed from the upper stories by 

dividual beekeeper, along certain — cially, kill the ‘Excelsior’ cover. means of a bee escape and the hive 
lines already decided upon, and (3) “To ‘provide legal aid to bee- bodies removed and carried into the 
others as they may appear from time keepers and affiliated organizations, storeroom before treating the bottom 
to time. and to assist in the passage of rea- part. 

Among these may be mertioned: sonable and necessary legislation.” Hospital colonies should be set at 
(1) “To foster and promote better This would assist in protection some distance from the main yard 

methods and systems of marketing.” against unjust laws and regulations. and all hive bodies must be bee tight 
In doing this there will be an attempt There should also be made an effort except for the entrance.
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Annual Report of the Treasurer of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Received from A. C, Allen for 

Association from December 4, 1919 to December 2, 1920 expenses ...c.seceeeseees $37.78 

Balance due Secretary ...... 41.89 

Dec. 4 To balance on hand ....eeeeeee cere e sees sees es $40T 48 — 

Dec. 19 By the Print Shop, Erwin H. Koch, Mer. 
$79.67 

200 badges, $15.00; 250 programs, $10.00... . $25.00 

Dec. 19 By Mrs. M. Hildreth, Asst. Secretary, for work Expenses 

VDLD 6 ce sreisiecerere ore ae ee coe OE Sis STRESS Sa a 25.00 

1920 
Postige swe es as omy as os ca wor GSCOF 

Feb. 21. To H. F. Wilson 1 Record Book «.........-. 1.20 

256 members at $.50 each.......--- $128.00 oa and Cards ....... 18. 70 

3 members at $1.00 each.......00- 3.00 Wis. tlort < \ ene 2.40 

3 Assns. affiliated, $5.00 .......... 15.00 Telup! NCCE 265 
a 146.00 Telephone Calls ........++.- 1.80 

Feb. 23 By Wisconsin Hort'l Soc., 294 memberships in atti cl Vina Wen 0 -60 

same which include a subscription to Wisconsin Mimmeseraniitin “ WFR wes en  4eb5 

Horticulture for each member ...--++.++55 5° 73.50 CE ten Eh ce eee tes 2a ee 3.70 

Feb. 23. By H. If. Wilson for Sec. expense fund ......+- 25.00 wxtray Clerical Work ...... 10.00 

eb, 23. By A. L. Kleeber for expenses attending meeting — 

of marketing board to establish honey grades 5.67 Reecived iy G7 

Feb, 23 By Asst. Sec. Mrs. M. Hildreth, salary for Janu- set tr enter cree ene BT T8 

ary and February ....6...50e cece rere eens 10.00 Batanee: ‘Bue - . 

Feb. 25 By N. KE. France for expenses attending meeting Pata ip Atemibers Coven eee ee s41,8) 

of marketing board to establish honey grades 7.60 Unpaid Mga ee ene ‘ 18 

Mar. 19 By Democrat Printing Company for printing 1500 Members .......+.+.+. 106 

Directories .....e cece eee teeter nee eee 105.00 Toth — 

Apr. 23. By Asst. Secretary salary, March and April...... 10.00 No: OP NEOTAB ny he it fay | ee oot 

May 4 By H. If. Wilson, Sec. expense fund... ....++5+- 37.78 oa . ers last year sess, 528 

June 7 By Asst. Sec. salary for May ....0+ereeer reese 5.00 ineeease tor — 

July 14. By Asst, Sec. salary for June. ..s.eeesss rere eee 5.00 No. ot Affiliated Agena... a 

July 22. By Democrat Printing Company Aleiibera pula ‘for 1921... le 

500 stickers... $4.25 
Yet eee ee TE 

2000 receipts... 12.75 
Disc. 1% ten days on the latter. .......s+s++ 16.87 ss 

July 22 To H. If. Wilson eee 

182 members at 50c cach ......+++- $91.00 Opportunity 

14 members at 1.00 each ......--++ 14.00 

4 aff. Association $5.00........+++. 20.00 $125.00 They do me wrong who say I come 

Aug. 10 By Asst. Sec. salary July ...ceeeeeeeer essen ees 5.00 no more 

Sept. 3 By three negatives of state fair Honey ex- When once I knock and fail to find 

Hibit, $2.50 2... e eee e ener ee eee ee ee BT. 50 you in; 

Three photos, 50C.....+++0eeeeeeeeees 1.50 9.00 Ivor, every day I stand outside your 

Oct. 1. By Asst. Sec. salary August and September... - 10.00 door, 

Nov. 22. To H. F. Wilson And bid you wake and rise to fight 

191 members at 50.2... ee eee ees $95.50 and win. 

120 members at 1.00 .....-+0++-+++ 120.00 

1 member at 1.500 2... .see sees 1.50 Wail not for precious chances passed 

1 member at 2.00 ...-eeeeeeee es 2,00 away, 

Asso. Affil. 5.00 cecceeeceeeess 5.00 224.00 Weep not for golden ages on the 

Dec. 2 By H. F. Wilson, Sec, EXP. eo. ee ee eee re eer enees 41.89 wane; 

Dec, 2 By balance on hand ......-ee0ee reer ese ee 479.12 Mach night I burn the records of the 
ea aeS day, 
$896.43 $896.43 At sunrise every soul is born again. 

, . : 5 Laugh like a boy at splendors that 

Financial Report of the Secretary for 1920 have sped, 

/ ; To vanished joys be blind and deaf 
Received dues from 

. and dumb; 

629 members at 50C CACh 2... .ecceee ee ee ane ee eee ee ee renee $814, 50 My judemente seal the dexd past 

137 members at $1 eCACh 22... eee eee eee eee eerste 137.00 with. ‘its idead, * oe 

1 member at $1.50 each ....-e cece eerste reteset tere ees 1.50 But never bind a moment yet to 

1 member at $2 each 2... eee cree ee eee eee enter eset 2.00 come: i 

8 Associations affiviated at $5 each oo... eee eee eters 40.00 

$495.00 Though deep in mire, wring not your 
hands and weep, 

Paid to A. C. Allen, Treasurer IT lend my arm to all who say, “I 

February 20 ....cc cece eee c eee eee cee e tenn eeeeecerer ens ee $146, 00 can.” 

TUly 18» ccocecece oe HOSTAGE 44 Wa KiENION oe ee Ommemaiee we eee nel’ 22600 No shamefaced outcast ever sank so 

Novembor: $7 3 ss Hawagies oF au wewmaws we om ce eam ve a Ea | RE OO deep 

—— But he might rise and be again a 

$495.00 man.
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Come To Buy 5 

NATIONALLY KNOWN “BEEWARE” 4 
When They Visited Us This Past Fall These Better Beekeepers Pledged Themselves To “Beeware” 8 

A. G. Woodman Company; F. W. Muth Company; B. F. Smith, Jr.; Montana Ni 
Honey Producers; Otto Schwill & Co.; Dadant & Sons; Western Honey . N 

N Producers; Colorado Honey Producers; Texas Honey Produc- s 
ers; Louis Hanssen’s Sons; Charles H. Lilly Com- Sg Q Q 

Q pany; Howard W. Brandt; G. B. Lewis S 

Company, Memphis, Albany y 
Lawyers \ 

8 is bce Niven Ano APLARIAN EQUIPMENT v 

BEWARE | ; 
N Look | WHEREYou BUY YOUR J 4, :. \ 

A Look] BEEWARE| _" X 
N or =_—— ug Mark q 
0 WATERTOWN IS 5 NI Q Ss oA 

5 MAKES THE FINEST. N 

Follow Their Lead. Ask Us for a “Beeware” Catalog. N 
x It’s Free. There’s a Distributor Near You. Write Now! i 

iN : s A \ N Lewis EE nee G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis. Neto nee ‘ 

|< AZARTRIO EACLE CRMINNL ACME MECO MC NAMEN AEE EAI WAOORZZNAKMCZZAAEN (As 1 

eee E EE ———————————————— 

a. McK AY NURSERY a Plan now for : 

| COMPANY | BEEKEEPERS 
MADISON, WISCONSIN & the Orchard 

= EE 
= a “ 2 
SI Nursery Stock of = you will put out next spring. . 

= Qualit 2 Aid6: the SUEUR: Bia’ Senex Should send for our book- 

= y = tal ‘plant 1 tt let on the new MODI- 
= for Pavticolas Buyers f menta. Plants around ne FIED DADANT HIVE. 

z Have all the standard varieties E home. We have a complete The hive with a brood 
= as wellas the newer sorts. Can assortment of all the lead- ss 
= supply you with everything in i ; : chamber sufficient for pro- 
= Fruit Trees, Small Fruits ing sorts to select from. Cir- lifie queens. OUR CATA- 

= Vines and Ornamentals. - cular showing many of the LOG IS FREER. 

= Let us suggest what to plant leaders in colors ‘free for 

= both in Orchard and in the ine 
= decoration of your grounds. the asking. 

Prices and our new Catalog 
sent promptly upon receipt of c \ 

your list of wants. || |} THE COE, CONVERSE & DADANT & SONS 
= a 
: . 2 EDWARDS CO. : Nurseries at Hamilton, Ilinois 

Waterloo Wis ‘ort Atkinson, Wis. 

= 9 ° 

Pn
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Volume XI Madison, Wisconsin, February, 1921 Number 6 

SUPPLEMENT TO REGULAR EDITION 

EN 

The aim in preparing the articles in this supplement has been to make them 
as brief as possible consistent with accuracy. They are not intended so much 

for the experienced gardener as for the beginner. 
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people each year write to the Department 

of Horticulture of the University and to this Society asking about the best 
varieties of small fruits to plant, how far apart to set the plants, ete., as well 

as questions covering the whole of gardening. It is confidently believed that 
a careful reading of the following articles will furnish answers to many such 
questions. 

These articles were written in 1918 by Prof. J. G. Moore and L. G. Gentner 
. of the College of Agriculture; N. A. Rasmussen, H. C. Christensen and the 

Secretary of this Society aided by the advice and counsel of numerous practi- 
cal growers. 

Answers to questions about the culture of fruits, flowers or. vegetables will 

be furnished by the Secretary of the State Horticultural Society, Madison, 
without charge. 

Supplement to No. 6, Vol. XI, February, 1921 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE . 

A copy of this supplement may be had free by any resident of Wisconsin on 
application to Secretary. 

. State Horticultural Society, Madison 

ie. Bg 7 : .
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Volume XI Madison, Wisconsin, February, 1921 Number 6 

GETTING READY FOR THE GARDEN 

Most folks think Iebruary a poor — planting because the gardener doesn't 3. First plan for the long season 
gardening month but the fact is that have to stand around and figure out crops—the short season crops 

the work done in February and March where things are to go. will take care of themselves. 

may largely determine the success of AS soon as you know where your Grow short season crops (let- 

the garden. It is time now to begin garden is to be, measure your tract tuce, radishes, spinach) be- 

to make definite plans for the garden and then plan your garden on paper. tween the rows of long season 

work which is to be done later on. A good working plan should show: crops. Globe radishes may be 
The planting season will be here be- 1. Location of the different crops. grown in the rows of carrots, 
‘fore we know it. 2. Distances between rows. parsnips and beets. Small, 

Don’t waste your effort next sum- 3. If more than one crop is to oc- early-maturing vegetables can 
mer in gardening in competition with cupy the same area during the be grown between the young 
trees and shade. It can’t be done season, plants of cabbage, tomatoes, or 
successfully. Hoeing, watering and 4. Approximate dates for making corn in hills, 
fertilizing cannot make up for lack different plantings of lettuce, 4. If your garden is small you can- 

of sunlight. Many gardeners try to peas, radishes or other vege- not afford to grow crops re- 
make this substitution and fail. tables of which more than one quiring lots of space. — Pota- 
Good garden tracts may be spoiled by planting is made. toes, corn, and vine crops 

worthless, often self-planted, trees or Use heavy paper and ink so that should usually be left ,out of 
shrubs. Cut them out so your vege- your plan will stand a season’s use in the small garden. If these are 
tables will not have to compete with the garden. grown the = smaller, quick- 

them for sunlight, food, and water. It is well to use a definite and fairly growing crops should occupy 
You will probably find, also, that large scale in showing distance be- the space until it is needed by 
your back yard looks better without tween rows. For a small garden the permanent crop. 
them. one-fourth or one-half inch on the 5. Foliage crops (lettuce, spinach) 

If it is imvpractical to remove the plan to every foot in the garden is a are likely to do better in par- 
offending plants, or if buildings shade convenient scale. The more care- tial shade than the fruit crops 
your garden for the greater part of fully your plan ts made the greater (tomatoes, beans). 
the day begin at once to make ar- will be the returns from your garden. 6. Do not plant —high-growing 
rangements for a _ suitable garden In making a garden there are cer- plants (corn, tomatoes to be 

tract. Ask the aid of the local or- tain things to remember. staked) where they will shade 
ganization which is helping to get 1. Make every foot of land work all sun-loving plants. The difi- 
gardeners and the garden tracts to- the time. As soon as one crop culties arising from shading 
gether. is harvested another should can be greatly lessened by hav- 

That Garden Plan take its place if there is room ing the rows run north and 
for its proper growth. Prac- south. 

What kind of a house would a ecar- tically all of the garden should 7. Unless you have had previous 
penter build without a plan? How grow two crops and part of it experience do not waste much 

would a garden which was planned, _ ought to produce three. Warm time on cauliflower, peppers, 
row by row, while the planting was season crops such as beans and egg plant or other crops that 
being done compare with one care- tomatoes, and late seeded crops are hard to grow or of doubt- 

fully planned in advance of planting? like turnips may follow early ful value. These crops so 
The professional gardener finds a cool season crops such as let- often fail due to weather con- 
plan necessary for best results. A tuce, spinach, radishes and ditions or slight errors in cul- 
definite plan is of even more impor- onion sets. ture that it is usually advisable 
tance for the small garden if the 2. Vegetables which can be stored to give their space to more 
best results are to be secured. Hap- for winter use should be con- certain crops. 
hazard, hit-or-miss garden planting sidered first. The vegetables 8. Remember that in a small gar- 
usually results in poor use of the soil will be more appreciated when den there is plenty of space 
and lessened production. A good the supply is low and the price “up and down” but it is lim- 
plan saves much valuable time at is high. ited sidewise. Tomatoes should
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be trained to trellises or at which it is ready to use and the HINTS FOR THE HOME 

stakes. Tall growing peas_ time it will occupy the land are im- GARDENER 
trellised and planted between portant factors in garden planning. ; . 

Tt ginner i rdening is apt 
rows of smaller vegetables re- seasonal conditions and the variety a beginner in gardening Is ¥ 
quire no more space than s eaily: lit he tine requir to attempt too much. A small gar- 
dwart verietiea ‘add ‘usually will greatly modify the time required Gey well tilled is better than a larger 
produce lareer crops: It ‘you fortvegetables to be ready for use. one neglected. 

‘ The following list shows the aver- Amateur or home gardens may be 

think you must grow cucum- 26 time needed to grow the different divi i bers try the trellis method. ag > needed Brow there divided into two classes: the small 
9. “Variety is the spice of life.” vegetables In planning for crops to back lot gardens ranging in size from 

Provide for as large a variety [follow early vegetables or which will 6 x 10 feet to those of as many yards, 
of vegetables as practical. You occupy the space used by an early and the gardens of the more am- 

might get ured of a steady crop, add to the time given in the  bitious amateurs occupying an entire 

diet of one kind. table below the probable length of lot or even more. 

10. Leave sufficient space between time required to use the early crop or 

the rows to provide for good the length of time required for it to an . 
tiHage. It is better to have  pecome unfit for use. To Plant or Not to Plant 

slightly too! much! that. too a The dates given are ‘the approxi- In the small garden confine the list 
tle space. igen beginvet wi mate dates of planting at Madison. to kinds requiring but little room 

eee Dy on ae crienee Mor the central part of the state the — such as: 
oe ee a on the ente nite dates would be from 10 to 12 days Bean, beet, cabbage, carrot, lettuce, 
Bardener. ° “later, and for upper Wisconsin 18 to onion, parsnips, pea, radish, spinach 

20 days later, and tomato, Not much more should 
Space Needed for Various Vegetables In the table which follows, * placed be attempted except that late turnips 

The distance between the rows will before the name of a crop indicates 0" oh ia may be grown as suc- 
. i : cession erops. : 

" i 7 2 fe ve that other plantings may be made; ** 

the disgot the vartety and the iefil- indleatoe that the wom seneniee Ge: _serene aaen, eneuminey Sqn aa 
a o he poke nes : ae fe a and until the end of the season. In pumpkin require much room and 

pelow are fi ues ve fertile S611 case of *** other plantings may be with potatoes should be attempted 
tivation .end avernr’ ccs Suhtea 4 made as the crop is used, but the only where plenty of land is avail- 
8- 9 inches—Deas when planted IM inter crop occupies the land until — able. 

8 Awe nea, rows, the end of the season, Marly cab- These Are Too Fancy—Brussels 
a iReneS coves . bage will oceupy the land until Au- sprouts, cauliflower, endive, egg 

12-15 inches—Beets, carrots, lettuce, gust 15 or later, pian’ peppers ne ae Beans at 
onion, spinach. . winds nar monuire rather mars skil 

15-18 inches—Bush beans, — endive, Ksiroxleadie to grow lam. | he average ama pur is 
parsley, rutabaga, A puroximal © | Ready Pt to possess and should not be in- 
salsify, turnip. Crop planting for use cluded in the beginners’ list. 

18-20 inches—Parsnips, pepper. at Madison |(weeks) Soil conditions and the taste of the 
18-24 inches—Cabbage(early), chard, 9 ——_____.. -—— a — _ Bardener are factors that should be 

kohlrabi ‘ considered. 
ae * Bean (bush) snap.] May 10-15.....) 7 to 8 ~ sginner i 2 fer 24-30 inches—Cabbage (late), peas, «jean (buchydrve] May Wal? ‘The beginner is usually very am- 

tomatoes (staked). ** Bean (pole)!.......] May 10-15..111) 8 to ~—-bitious and is apt to try everything 
30-36 inches — Egg-plant, potaoes, AE Beets cyesveneres April 15-20......] 8 to 9 named in the catalog. The old-timer 

< sweet corn. (early. plants) ..| April 25-30.,...{I2 to 13 Oe tee his chore 2 a few kinds, 
i i—Celer , ** Cabbage he ones most in demand in the 

S0<48 sfiches=-Colery(aapends. largely (ate, plants)....] June 2..0ceJeeee.  itehen 
on method of "SP Operate. caesar, April Welds: Bio Ak . 
blanching). ** Celery (plants)....] June 20........ to 

‘. 9 *Corn (early).....-.| May 5-10,.....) 9 to 10 
42-48 inches—Squash (bush), toma- v4 om (late)..s.0.4| May 1duneidl... The “Best” Varieties 

toes (unstaked). Oress..............] April 15-20... 4to 5 

4— 6 feet—Cucumber. an UCM DE rears May Ieee pyreeenssein Ask each of a dozen expert gar- 
5— 6 feet—Muskmelon. + Kohtrable. 2 ‘April 20-25,....|,9 to ig deners to make a list of “best” varie- 
7-9 feet—Squash (running). * Lettuce (seed)....! April 15-20.....| 6 to 8 ties and the result will be a dozen 

2 * Lettuce (plants)..} April 20. 4to 6 ; ‘ 
* 8-10 feet—Pumpkin. ** Muskmelon.......| June 1 (set out ; different lists, for each has his favor- 

; alte t kina pient started ites, but on discussion it will usually 
When vegetables of different kinds nuder glass) |..-..+-- be found that their distinctions are 

Q ini 7 i ** Onions (seed).,....! April 15-20.....1.......25 . . 
are planted in adjoining rows the dis- 2 Onions Gets). .| Abril 5-20.....| 9 t9 1) too slight to be considered seriously. 
tance between the rows should be ap-—_» Parsley............| April {p-20.....12 tof All the important garden vegetables 
aa a ee ene ttn STS Peaseaessecci| Abril 1. 20.00./ 8 tots are classified by the expert as to 
tance allowed for the crops. vor eX- — ** Peppers visws cess) June $-10.....)/-.....;5 types such as the round radishes and 
Pease etcon tote: end cabbage, for tepotatydiate)-scc| dune (l0.00e.ccs, the long radishes, round beets and 
See e ee tel ie ieee Pamplinsse.c0c00)) May BB vb flat’ beets, etc. Hach seedsman has 
which a distance o * * Radish,............| Apri 20.2065 to ie i 
occupy adjoining rows the distance ff Radlsh(winter)...) July Wgs..ssts)..sscee.: bari en oe as the 
between the rows should be about 3 +e Salsit EB swrexencits ‘ADE 1523000021 ere: ; ” % 
feet * Spinach April 10-15,...,| 4° to" 6 The following lists may not include 

= Squash (bush)4...| May. 15-20...c.|.,..0... the best kinds in the opinion of many 
** Squash (runner) ..| May 15-20.....|......... e. rdeners all are st Si Time Crops Occupy Land * Tomato (plants).:| May 35020/000.):..01. Oxpert gardeners: but all ares anes 

Turnips (spring)..; April 15-20...../8 to 10 ard, reliab'e an horoughly teste: 
The length of time between start- ** Turnips (ate) ....) JULY” 20s ce daecescsins and at least plenty good enough for 

ing the crop in the garden and that Be §6anybody:
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Bean, Dwarf: Refuge wax; Refugee closely resembling rutabaga and seeds will germinate and as all the 
1000 to 1 (green pod). Pole or of better quality. poor seeds may fall in one place we 

climbing: Cranberry or Horti- must allow enough to insure a good 

cultural; Kentucky Wonder. The > stand. 

last two varieties are climbing or Plants or Sets Secondly: conditions in the garden 
pole beans and are recommended For early onions plant onion ®™@ never perfect for germination 
where space is very limited. The sets. For early cabbage and to- and growth and many of the plants 

Cranberry a climbing or pole mato buy plants; plants for late perish before reaching daylight. 

variety, is very prolific and cabbage may be easily grown in Thirdly: Seeds must be covered 
partly matured beans shelled are the garden; plant a packet of with earth, which is a dead weight 

as good as Lima Beans. seed at the time of. sowing early that must be lifted by the plantlets. 

Beet: Detroit dark red or Crosby’s vegetables. We must, therefore, plant seeds 

Egyptian. The first named is enough to afford lifting power to 

round, the second, flat or turnip é break the surface crust. 

shaped. For the Gardener Who Has Plenty of Fewer seeds are required when 
Cabbage: For early cabbage Charles- Room and Time sowing later in the season than for 

ton Wakefield, for late Danish earlier sowings. as the ground is then 

ball head and Copenhagen mar- Cauliflower: Early Snow Ball. more mellow and seeds come up 
ket. Celery: White Plume. easier. 

Carrott: Chantenay: This is a half- Cucumber: Improved Long Green. As amateur gardeners are interest- 
long carrot and better adapted to Sweet Corn: Golden Bantam. ed only in small areas, ounces and 
home gardens either for summer Egg Plant: Black Beauty. quarts may be left out of considera- 

use or cellar storage than the Lima Beans: Burpee’s Bush Lima, tion and attention directed mainly t> 
Oxheart or other large types. or Henderson's Bush Lima. packets of seed. In order to learn 

Kohl Rabi: White Vienna. Muskmelon: Milwaukee Market. something of the actual size or con- 
Lettuce: For early “leaf” lettuce Parsley: Champion Moss Curled; tents of “packets” offered by reliable 

either Curled Simpson or Grand (Six plants enough). seedsmen on Jan. 1918, 31-packets of 

Rapids. The Grand Rapids is Peppers: Crimson Giant (sweet). seed were purchased from four seed 
rather better in quality than the firms and the seeds in each counted. 
Simpson but does not grow as The results follow: 

rapidly nor stand as much hard- How to Buy a 

on The Grand Rapids is ideal Buy seeds only from reliable seeds- 
or hot-bed culture. 8 t For first crop head lettuce men. They advertise in reliable pa- 8 . al 4 2 

Sn coe pers. Avoid “bargains’’ in seeds, the D g 2 el a a 3 a 
plant only May King; for late best is th nh a 2 E lol lal 35/8 | 2 
season California Cream Butter. 18 the febeapest: | Hine icost OF 2 Fi slai gle éleaié seed is not a big item considering the n oO] 0 |A) Aye me | a | a 

Onion: Yellow Globe Danvers or ae | Southport Red Globe. returns. Penny packets and departs S| al 

Parsnip: Hollow Crown. montcntore: Dereaing ire ito ‘be avelss A frzto foser_ 35/50 asr/tos2 [277 "1126 
Pea: Laxtonian: This is one of the Cc 910 aaa" [prelate araiee ee mo 

bert of the Jarge podded, early Quantity of Seed Required D {1690 |......|585] 94 |169] 790 |782 |1892 
warf peas and may be sown in a Noam lappa lguatiasa’saalaaanaleaea leas 

succession. Little Marvel js a The problem of how much seed to Av |1206-+-/5473-+-/444/193-+ | 290) 1084+ Parana 

good early. For a late maturing buy is one beset with many dif eu —_ Om 
variety plant Champion of Eng- ties and not easily solved. 

land, Telephone or Stratagem. If we were certain that every seed Combining these figures with the 
The latter are tall growing kinds we buy would germinate and produce experience of skilled gardeners as to 

and require support. a vigorous plant under the adverse the proper number of seeds to plant 
Radish: Early scarlet globe or any conditions of soil and climate com- per inch or foot, one packet of onion 

early round or turnip shaped var- monly encountered, we would need seed will plant 10 feet of row, car- 

jety sown in succession. For a to buy but very little seed. rot 40 feet, beet 29 feet, bean 20 feet, 

later variety Crimson Giant; Carrots, for instance should be pea 25 feet, radish 10 feet. 
does not get “pithy” in hot spaced at least two inches apart in Summing up it may be said that 

weather.. the row for best results. A package for the average family garden one 
Rutabaga: American Purple Top. of carrot seeds contains about 5000 packet of seed is enough of any of 4 
Spinach: Bloomsdale Savoy. seeds which spaced at two inches’ the kinds named except possibly peas 
Tomato: Chalk’s Early Jewel; Bon- would be enough to plant over 800 and beans. By careful sowing one 

nie Best; Late Stone. ~ feet of row. In practice an average packet of most of the vegetables 

Turnip: Purple Top White Globe: packet is enough to plant a little less named is more than enough for the 

the Yellow Globe is a large late than 40 feet of row. Why use so _ first planting and some may be saved 
maturing yellow flesh variety, much seed? Firstly, because not all for later planting. 

°
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EARLY PLANTS 

It is possible to have a garden out indoors. If possible, secure a lit- the damage resulting to furniture and 

without starting part of it indoors, tle sand to mix with it and to serve rugs from watering. This can be 

but it is usually more expensive or as a top layer in the seed box. Be- overcome by setting the seed boxes 

Iess satisfactory. fore attempting to start your seed in the sink or some other receptacle 

Of course if you are absolutely sure box let the soil warm up and dry until until all excess water has drained 

you are going to be able to buy good it does not pack in a hard lump _ off. Then if the boxes are set on oil- 
plants of the kinds you want, when when squeezed in the hand. cloth or heavy paper no damage 

you want them, then it may be best Shallow Seed Box. A shallow box — should occur. 

to let someone else grow them. But igs most satisfactory for starting the Now cover the seed box with a 
be very sure you won't be disap- plants. Suitable ones can usually be pane of glass or other cover, which 

pointed. Although it takes some secured at a grocery store. Cigar will prevent the loss of moisture and 

work and space to grow good plants boxes 214 or 2% inches deep are con- set the box in a warm place. AS 

for setting out for early vegetables, venient, but somewhat deeper boxes soon as the young plants break the 

the difficulties of growing them are are more desirable. Three or four soil, remove the cover. If it is left 

often greatly magnified. will be sufficient to provide all the let- on, the plans have a tendency to be- 

Lettuce, chard, cabbage, and kohl- tuce, cabbage, and tomatoes used in come spindly or “leggy,” and are 

rabi can be easily matured if seed is the average garden. If the box has likely to rot off. 

planted in the garden after conditions a tight bottom make a few small Care of Young Plants. The young 

have become favorable for their holes in this to provide drainage. plants will need careful attention as 
growth, but they may be had much Filling the Seed Box. Slightly regards proper light, heat and water. 
earlier if started indoors or under more than enough soil to fill the box Keep the seed box where it will get 

glass. It is almost essential to start should be put in loosely and the sur- abundant light. Insufficient light re- 
tomatoes, peppers, egg plant, and cel- plus scraped off with a stick. This sults in spindly plants. It is better 
ery in this way if their production is will leave the top smooth and level. to have the temperature a little low 

to be such as to make it worth while Press the soil down, preferably using than too high. High temperatures 
to bother with them. a small piece of board, being careful mean soft, spongy plants which are 

to leave the surface level. After it less likely to give good results when 

Methods of Growing Early Vegetables is pressed down, the top of the soil set out. 
should be from one-fourth to one- How to Water. More people fail 

Three methods are commonly used half inch below the top of the box. in watering than in any other way. 

in producing plants for setting in the tf sand is to be had a better stand gome choke the plants, others drown 
garden: hotbeds, cold-frames and of plants will usually be secured if them. Choking usually comes from 

window boxes. The difficulty of se- the last one-half inch of soil put applying small amounts at rather fre- 
curing the proper material for heat- into the box is sand. In this layer quent intervals. Not enough water is 
ing the hotbed, and the attention the seed may be sown. applied to moisten the bottom soil, 
necessary to operate it successfully, Sowing the Seeds. With the finger and the top is kept too wet, which 
make it of questionable value to the or a dull pointed stick make a shal- encourages disease. 

man with a small garden or to the low trench about one-fourth of an Drowning is less frequent, espe- 

beginner. inch deep, preferably crosswise of the cially if the seed box is provided 
Many city lot gardeners find the box. Using the packet or thumb and with drainage openings. Water ap- 

cold-frame more satisfactory. While forefinger, scatter the seed in the plied frequenly in large amounts ex- 

plants cannot be secured quite so trench. The thickness of sowing the cludes air from the soil and the 

early as with the hotbed the cold- seed depends largely on its germina- plants smother. . 

frame requires less attention and tion capacity. Do not sow too thick- Proper watering consists in ‘puting 
there is less danger of injury to the ly as there is then more danger of on enough water to moisten all the 

plants because of changing temper- the young ‘plants rotting off. On the soil in the box and then waiting un- 
atures. It can be constructed with- other hand, seeding should be thick til the surface of the soil begins to 
out much expense by using storm enough to give a good stand. If the appear lighter in color before mak~ 

sash. In addition to the plants for plants are too thick they should be jing another application. 

setting out, such crops as lettuce and thinned soon after they come above Giving the Seedlings Room. The 

radishes may be grown in it. the surface. Press the seeds gently young plants will soon begin to 
The backyard gardener will usu- into the soil and cover them with @ crowd each other and unless given 

ally find that starting the plants in- thin layer of soil. The distance be- more room will become long-stemmed 
doors is the plan best adapted to tween the rows depends somewhat on or “leggy.” To make good plants 
his conditions. Comparatively little how long the plants are to be left for setting out they must be either 

space will be required to start enough pefore transplanting. Distances from thinned or transplanted. The latter 

plants for the first crop of lettuce, 1% to 2 inches are usual and con- is the more common method. A box 

early cabbage and tomatoes. venient. 12 inches square will hold 36 plants 
Provide Good Soil. Where no pro- Watering the Seeds. After sowing, set 2 by 2 inches, or 64 when plant- 

vision was made last fall the question water the seed box well, being care- ed 1% by 1% inches. Four boxes 

of the soil will be the most trouble- ful not to wash the seed, paricularly of this size, one for tomatoes, pep- 

some. You may be able to secure it jf different varieties are to be grown pers and egg plants (if either of the 
from a greenhouse. If not resort to in the same box. Enough water latter are grown), one for lettuce, 

your own garden. Get the snow off should be put on to moisten the whole one for cabbage and cauliflower, and 

a small area so as to “ encourage body of soil in the box but not one for celery would meet the de- 

thawing. Some warm day in early enough to cause it to become muddy. mands of the average gardener. The 
March get your soil. If it is stiit One of the objections often raised celery may be planted 1 by 1 inch, 
frozen get it anyway, and let it thaw to growing early plants indoors is lettuce, cabbage and cauliflower 1%
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by 1% inch, and tomatoes, egg plants tions of the garden gradually. This cold-frame or the number of plants 

and peppers 2 by 2 inches. The process is known as “hardening-off.” desired is small, this method is not 
same general care should be given Ten days to two weeks or more be- practical because of the space re- 
the plants after transplanting as _ fore time for setting the plants in the quired. 

when they were in the seed box. garden begin to get them ready for ‘ 

For two or three days after trans. the change. Begin by setting the Instead of setting the plant from 
planting it is well not to give so high box out in the sun at noon for a few the seed box into a larger box it is 
a tem'peraure nor so full light as be- minutes. Repeat from day to day put in a small flower-pot. It may 

fore transplanting. when favorable until the plant can remain in the pot until set in the 
Hardening Off. Many have success be left out continuously. Trans- field, or it may be moved to a larger 

in growing plants indoors but lose a ‘planting will then result in much less pot. Various devices are used as 
large portion of them in setting into loss than if a sudden change is substitutes for pots. Two of the 

the garden. Anyone of a number of made. more common are the bottomless 

things may be responsible for such Where plants which transplant strawberry box and a tin can with 

losses. One of the common ones is with difficulty, such as cucumbers the bottom removed and the side 
subjecting the plant to too sudden and melons, are started indoors, or split, so that it may be readily re- 

and great a change. A plant re- when it is desired to have the plants af around the plant. The 

quires some time to adjust itself to unusually large before setting out, Moved from 4 
new conditions. Because of this it flower-pots are frequently used. Un- strawberry box is better than the can 

should be accustomed to the condi- less the gardener has a hotbed or for this purpose. 

GARDEN SOILS AND GARDEN MAKING 

The soils expert groups soils, with years. You can’t afford to wait so the flower bed in the front yard or 

fine distinctions, into many classes. leave the subsoil where it is; it will a border alongside the house. Dig 

The farmer and the gardener call hold water for your plants next sum- and rake this and plant a little let- 

them “light” or “heavy,” “rich” or mer. tuce seed and a little radish seed, or 

“poor,” ‘warm’ or “cold’’ soils and mix them, and a few onion sets. This 

sian a “base hit” every time. Make Haste Slowly: emergency garden will serve as a 
In the language of the farmer a No matter what kind of soil you curb on your very natural impatience, 

light soil is one containing more sand ave in your garden it must not be give some early vegetables and will 
than clay. It is easily worked either Worked when it is wet. If it is it not interfere in the least with flower 
in spring or summer, and is also a Will be hard, lumpy and wholly in- gardening later in the season. 
warm soil for it absorbs heat more ‘ractable all season. You will lose (3) Or, cover a space in the back 
readily than a clay soil. But as a ®nd not gain by working soil before yard, 4 x 6 feet, with coal ashes a 
rule, sandy soils are lower in plant ‘t is fit to work. foot deep and on top of this 2 to 4 
food elements than are the heavier When is it fit? There is no hard inches of soil. This quantity of dry 

soils. and fast rule but here is a simple soil can usually be found somewhere 
The heavy soil is one having more teSt that will answer all practical nearby, even if borrowed from a high 

clay than sand and in proportion as Purposes. spot in a neighboring lot or field. 
the clay predominates it is heavy and Turn up a spadeful of soil, grab a Build around this garden a rough 
cold but it usually contains abundant handful and squeeze it. If it retains frame of boards, sow seeds, and cover 
plant food. the shape of your hand and the fin- frame nights and on cold or rainy 

It is plain, then, that an ideal gar- ger marks, and is smooth and pasty- days with two storm windows or, 
den soil is one that is neither very like to the touch, it is not fit. If you lacking these, with cheese cloth. 
light nor very heavy. It does not C4nnot squeeze the mass lightly with- Whatever else you do keep out of 
follow, however, that we should fail out breaking it, if it crumbles in your the garden until the soil is fit to 
to have a garden even if the ideal hand, go ahead, there is no time to work. 

soil is not available. Some very ex- ose. Such a rough and ready, off- 
cellent gardens have been made on and solution of so difficult a prob- Manures: . 
very unpromising sites. It's largely Je€™m as this requires the application The soil of almost any garden is 
a matter of -hard work. of common sense along with it but oan avon ronte e emanate! 

the writer feels perfectly saf crops without manure of any kind i 
Don’t Disturb Much Subsoil: leaving it in just this way. are in properly prepared in the spring and 

Below the 4 to 8 inches of mellow, properly cultivated during the grow- 

usually black, surface soil of tilled First Aids to the Gardener: ing season. 
land lies a different kind of soi] call- (1) If your garden is anywhere The right kind of manure properly 

ed the subsoil. It is not mellow be- but on a side hill you can probably applied will certainly give increased 

cause it has probably not been stirred advance by several days the time yields but the wrong kind may be 

for at least ten thousand years. It when it will be fit to work by a lit- worse than none at all. The right 

is usually red clay. Sometimes it is tle digging and ditching so as to kind is well-rotted stable manure; it 

blue clay. Whatever its color gar- carry off the surface water. This is fine in texture and mixes readily 

deners should leave it undisturbed Should be done as soon as the frost with the soil. Also it is “pre-di- 
and not turn much of it up on the is out of the ground. gested”; the plant food contained in 

surface of the garden by too deep (2) Instead of spading or plowing it has been made ready, by the 
spading. An inch or two won’t do the entire garden before it is fit, it is process of decay, for use by the 
any harm. It contains plant food usually possible to find an odd cor- plants. 

but usually in a form that is not ner somewhere on the premises, even The wrong kind is fresh stable ma- 
. available until sunshine, rain and if only 2 x 4 feet, that is higher and  nure containing much straw or litter. 
wind have acted on it for a few drier than the garden. Maybe it is This must all be turned under so
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deeply that the plant roots do not get to do it; he knows more about it spade. Move sideways the width of 

to it until midsummer or it interferes than you do. If you are so unfor- the spade and repeat the operation 

with culivation. Being coarse it  tunate as to get a city farmer to plow until the other side of the garden 

serves to “dry out” the soil by inter- suggest to him that all of the soil is reached. Then step back and 
fering with the movements of soil ought to be turned over; that a plow work over to the starting side again, 

water. Better use none at all. that is made to cut only 10 or 12 but throwing the dirt this time for- 
inches cannot by any possibility turn ward into he ditch made the first 

Commercial Fertilizers: 16 or 18 inches, the rest will merely time across. Take as large a spade- 
Of the mineral ferilizers, sodium je covered by the soil really plow- ful as may be sliced off quickly and 

nitrate and potash are best. The oq, This is the “cut and cover" easily.” 
various stock-yards products includ- trick, a money maker for the man 
ing pulverized sheep manure, are who is plowing by the job but poor Raking: 
quick acting fertilizers that may business for the gardener. Further If spading is a knack, raking a 
either be mixed with the soil when suggest to him that it is a saving freshly dug garden is a fine art. By 
spading or plowing or used later as of horse-flesh to plow only 4 to 6 a proper use of the rake lumps are 
a top-dressing. — inches deep rather than to root broken and the surface leveled. Of 
Mineral fertilizers must be applied around in the clay subsoil and turn this the expert quoted’ above says: 

with great caution to growing plants jt on top. This will please him and “Level the ground and make the 
as in slight excess they may kill the help you. soil fine with a hand rake. The use 
plants outright. of a rake offers opportunity to de- 

These are all very expensive and The Harrow: velop considerable skill in moving 
seldom give adequate returns to the If the garden-to-be is sod, plowing dirt quickly from high spots and fill- 
amateur for the money invested in is not enough. The time and ing in low places in the operation of 
them. strength required to work down raking. 

None of these statements should be tough, sod-plowed land with hand- “Tf the garden is small and maxi- 
construed as an argument against the tools is really more than the crops mum results from the space are de- 
use of fertilizers. The market gar- that can be grown on it will be worth. sired, further working of the soil 
dener knows that he can make A disk harrow will thoroughly pul- will pay. If the soil is of a heavy 
money by using extraordinary quanti- verize and level the ground after clayey nature and the spading and 
ties of fertilizers; in fact he is not plowing and is the best tool to use. raking fail to break up the lumps we 
apt to make much money unless he [ph lieu of this a heavy spike-tooth usually ‘tramp’ the ground to further 
does use a liberal amount. Your jarrow may be used but once is not break the lumps. That is, we step 
case is different; you are not so much enough. Five or six times will be back and forth over the garden with 

concerned about making a profit on much. better. footsteps close together so as to pack 

your land and time as in growing a the soil and crush lumps. <A roller 
respectable crop of vegetables, You Spading: would do the work more quickly and 
can do it without any fertilizer if you There is a knack to spading that easily. It is then raked over again, 

handle your soil right. can be acquired only by practice. It ang. if co we spade and rake 

i! Kdileas is quite as easy to cut and cover as 't ® Second time, 
Om vy aol b ‘ov. i plowing. The spading fork with “eyen itt ithe eardens that have eavy soils may be much improv ag q 7. . . been plowed with a horse it will often ed by a liberal use of coal ashes. Un- four flat tines is better than a spade pay: ‘to ‘spade up; corners not well 

less much wood has been burned in for digging; t is) Lighter, penerates plowed or that "ave been heavily 
the furnace in addition to the coal hard soll aad iuam a mpage and is jacked where the horses have turned. 
there is no danger in using too much. ares £9 -~ i aha bright. e “All of the garden will not be plant- 
It is better to sift the ashes to re- Bardener who has had long experl- 44 “immediately following the first move clinkers which prove a source ence in spading describes the process working of the soil and if the sur- 

of annoyance when hoeing. Coal @S follows: | . face is packed with beating rains it ashes contain little or no fertility. “Strong shoes with good solid soles must be worked over again before 
should be worn when spading or the planting. 

Plowing: feet will become sore.” “It is very important that the soil 
Small plots, say 20 by 50 feet or “Start at one corner of the garden pe in the best possible condition be- 

even larger, may be spaded, but with the back toward the ground to fore seeds and plants are put in. 
when the plot exceeds one-tenth of be spaded. Shove the spade well into “No amount of after cultivation 
an acre and is so situated that a the ground using the ball of the foot wij) make up for careless work in the 
team can be used it will pay to have to push the spade in. In solid first preparation of the garden.” 
it plowed if it can be properly done. ground, especially in sarting, several This cannot be emphasized too 

A farmer knows how to plow, but shoves may be necessary to send the much especially in’ the case of the 

the average city man who happens spade well in. Lift out the spadeful smaller seeds. The infant of the 

to own a plow, doesn’t. He thinks of soil and throw it from you across plant world is not unlike the infant of 

he does, but he doesn’t. If possible, the hole, turning it over as it is the animal world; it must be afforded 
get a farmer, or an ex-farmer to thrown out. If lumpy, as it is apt the best possible opportunity for de- 
plow; you won’t need to tell him how to be, hit it with the back of the velopment. 

’ 
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SOWING THE SEED 

Part I. The Art of Seed Sowing possible so as to cover only with fine ered with about two inches of soil, 

Seed sowing usually proves a stum- soil. Now press the soil firmly over beans not over one inch. Beans lift 

bling block to the beginner in garden- the seeds either by stepping lightly the seed above ground and if planted 

ing. He gets along very nicely after along the row, one foot only, or pat- too deep will break their necks in the 

the plants are up but his trouble lies ting firmly with the back of the hoe. effort to get through. For this reasan 

in getting them started. This is held the most important step something is to be gained by planting 
There are apt to be many vacant i seed sowing. After firming the in hills; that is, four to six seeds in a 

rows in the beginner's garden, while Soil rake lightly to form a mulch. place, these a foot apart. If planted 

e waits impatiently for the plants t singly, space 1% to 2 inches apart- 

appear and blames the seeuarniti 168 Marking the MOws: ‘ Domnot plant peas in “hills” but singly.- 
selling poor seeds. In most cases the Set pegs or stakes at both ends of pout an inch apart. seed is all right; the trouble lies with "WS, @8 Soon as seeds are covered. 

the planter. More failures resuit 1" "MS way the space between the Odds and Ends: 
from improper planting than from 10S MY be hoed or raked to keep A “hill” in garden language does 
poor seeds. down weeds before the plants appear. not mean an elevation but refers to a 

The best time to kill weeds is just be- number of seeds planted in a group 

Making a Seed Bed: fore they appear and a light hoeing or rather than singly in a row. 

For the best results the soil must be "King within a week after seed sow- Cucumbers, melons, squash, and so 
mellow, moist, and free from lumps. "8 May save much backache later. forth, are commonly planted in hills 
If the surface has dried since plow- For information that will serve as a by the market gardener for conveni- 
ing or spading and is lumpy it will SUide for operations another season ghee in cultivation. There is no good 
pay to turn over two or three inches ‘he variety and the date of planting ;eason for doing it in the small gar- of the surface soil with a spading fork Should be written heavily in pencil on gen, plant the seeds flatwise 1 to 2 
for gue pave 2 molat ant mellow bed Ne iter directions ee as to i8Ches apart, the plants to be thinned 

ae and rake " i ae later, and cover one-half inch deep. 
again until the surface soil, for a C2'eful preparation of soil have par- Seeds planted in midsummer for 
depth of at least two inches, is fine ticular reference to small seeds like  guccession crops, should be covered 
and mellow. In this connection let us lettuce, radish, turnip, and onion, as .omewhat deeper than when planted 
quote from Circular No, 4. these need a fine seed bed. Larger in the spring, in order to insure “It is very important that the soil Seeds such as beet and spinach will needed moisture. ‘The soil will be 
boveweens pon Possible condition be- aoa tame a ty eevee the Soil 8 more mellow and warmer than in the 

plants are put in. No ot quite so fine, but they will appre- spring—pboth factors favoring ger- 
amount of after cultivation will make Ciate the better treatment. mination. 
up for careless work in the first prep- In making furrows for peas, beans Peas as well as corn and others of 
aration of the garden. Bena eae he ae a of the hoe. the “grass” family will push through 

Have St 5 greater depths of soil than beans and 
BeWe it Cee igiik Hot alone Depth of Planting: others that project the seed or seed 

for the sake of appearance but for “Seeds should not be planted deeper leaves above the ground. 
convenience in cultivating. In small than is necessary to insure the proper Germination (sprouting) of seeds 
gardens the garden line is most prac- degree of moisture.”—Goff, If we may be hastened by soaking in water 
tical. Hemp rope of clothesline size keep in mind that the reason we cov- 24 to 386 hours’ before planting. 
is excellent. Use strong stakes that ©! Seeds with soil is to insure the Soaked seeds should not be allowed to 
can be driven with the back of the moisture essential for germination it become dry before plant:ng. 

spade. With the line drawn taut helps us greatly in determining the The potato is not a seed and 

make a furrow, deep or shallow ac- Proper depth for planting. scarcely aaything here written applies 

cording to size of seeds, using a point- The depth of planting may be regu- to it. Cut the potatoes into pieces, 

ed stick or end of hoe handle. lated largely by the size of the seed. each having one or more eyes’ or 

. Large seeds may be planted deeper buds, and plant the pieces singly 10 

Dropping the Seed: than small ones. (One important ex- to 12 inches apart in furrows 4 to 6 

To sow seeds by hand evenly is an ception to be noted later.) inches deep. 
art that can be acquired only by con- (No definite rule can be given. Any 
siderable experience. If, in the be-  tuble giving in inches or fractions of Part IL 
ginning, the seeds are poured from the *" inch the depths at which seeds 
paper packet into a cup, both temper Should be planted is misleading, for Reasons for Some of the Operations 
and seeds may be conserved. The cup Much depends on the texture and till- Described in Part I 
is not apt to blow away and spill the age of the soil; the amount of mois- 

seeds, ture it contains, the date of planting Every seed contains an embryo 

Grasp a pinch of seeds between the and other variable factors. One rule, plant. In order to germinate (sprout) 
thumb and forefinger and scatter with Subject to many exceptions, is to cover and produce a living plant three things 

a rolling motion. That’s about all seeds three to five times their diam- are essential—moisture, warmth and 
that can be set down in print about it; eter (thickness). air (oxygen). If any one of these is 
the rest must be learned from exper- Small seeds like carrots, lettuce lacking, seeds will fail to germinate. 
ience. The expert will space seeds by radish, cabbage and turnip ought to If any one of these essentials is not 

this method as evenly as a seed drill be covered with one-fourth to one- present in sufficient amount, germin- 

and without apparent effort. third inch of soil. If the soil is very ation will be tardy. It is very im- 

The amount of seed to sow was _ light (sandy) they ought to be planted portant that seeds should germinate 

briefly discussed in Circular No. 2. No a little deeper to insure moisture suf- promptly or else decay will result. 

hard and fast rule can be given. Bet- ficient for germination. Beet, spinach Seeds absorb water promptly when 

ter use too much seed than too little. and parsnip may be covered deeper, placed in contact with it. In the soil 

Cover the seeds with the back of one-half inch if the soil is not too the promptness and rapidity with 
the rake, pushing lumps aside when heavy. Peas and corn should be cov- which seeds absorb moisture will de- 

g
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pend upon the points of contact. If soil particles, suitable for use by the  dends if put into practice in garden- 

the soil is not pressed closely about plant. ing. “A stitch in time saves nine” 

the seed but few points are in con- The old saying “Tillage is essen- when garden conditions are most fav- 
tact with it and a long time will be re- tially manure” and “The best garden orable for tillage. 
quired for it to germinate. Therefore, fertilizer is the hoe” indicate the value Aim to destroy weeds just as they 
we tramp the soil over the seed with of tillage in giving the plant an abun- appear above the surface. It will save 
the foot or hoe. By this means we dant supply of available food. hard work in getting rid of them later. 

also increase the capability or water Weeds cause many a garden con- The soil mulch destroyed by a rain 

pulling power of the soil, for moisture vert to backslide. In the conflict with is restored much more easily by till- 

passes readily through soil particles weeds tillage is of prime importance. age before the surface becomes baked. 
which are in close contact and less Proper tillage makes weeds an unim- A few hours’ delay at this time means 
readily when the soil is loose. portant factor in gurdening. Under more work and usually less satisfac- 

The proper degree of warmth is es- some conditions it may not do so the tory results than if the work had been 
sential. This varies with the species first season, but unless quack grass or done on time. 

but the variation is not wide. some weed of similar character is the Tillage may be untimely by working 

Seeds of the common garden vege- offender, the conflict is a compara- a soil which is too wet. Heavy loam 
tables will germinate readily at atem- tively easy one. or clay soils worked when too moist, 
peratnre of 50 to 55 degrees. Lettuce The importance of tillage makes the cement or puddle and then bake. 

and radish will germinate at a lower Summer months the “Three T’’ period Their tilth is destroyed, and it be- 

temperature, 45 to 50 degrees. Peas of gardening—the thorough, timely, comes difficult or impossible to re-es- 

will germinate at 32 to 40 degrees, tillage period. tablish a good soil mulch. “Make 
Cucumber and squash seed require 60 haste slowly” on heavy soils after a 

degrees. Thorough Tillage rain. ‘Timely tillage on such soils 
These figures are close to the mini- means not tilling too soon, as well as 

mum or lowest temperature. The Conserving soil moisture, making not delaying too long, after a rain. 
most favorable temperatures are 5 to plant food available, and keeping out Tf in doubt, take a handful of soil 

10 degrees higher in all cases. It is weeds are the objects of tillage. and squeeze it firmly. Tillage is safe 

useless, therefore, to plant seeds in Thorough tillage is that tillage which if the soil falls apart or crumbles 

soil that is too cold. produces conditions best fitted to ac- easily when the hand is opened. If 

Water drives air out of the soil. complish these results. The ideal way the particles adhere tenaciously let it 

Working wet soil “puddles” it, shut- to accomplish them is to keep a shal- dry more before tilling. 

ting out air. Seeds will not germin- low layer of soil, as nearly dustlike as 
ate in soil that is too wet and will ger- practical, over the entire surface of Tillage Tools 
minate very slowly in puddled soil. the soil at all times. The method of 

securing this ideal matter little so The best tillage tools are the ones 

TO long as the purpose is accomplished. you can use most effectively in estab- 
. . The first essential of success is jishing and maintaining the soil mulch. , 

INSURE YOUR HARVEST proper preparation tillage early in the Gardeners have their likes and dis- 
ns , aot season. This should have been such  jixes regarding tools. What suits one 

The gerdene?’s patr sot may pe as to create a large moisture-holding  qoes not suit another, but in any case 

sHown by the "he sun in whieh oe a . reservoir and to put the soil in a fine, {he list does not need to be extensive. 
aa eee eens ten, fairly loose condition. If this was ‘The spading fork is better than the 
the critical ones in ‘ ne as a done, the following program is well ordinary spade for use in preparing 

aa ene oer ey ee he did 24apted to maintain the desired mulch. the soil and will often be found useful 
clined, to nee and ae th slants ac. i+ Till the area to be planted imme- even on gardens that are plowed. 
earlier ini the @eagon, tne! p diately preceding sowing or ‘The hoe and rake are the chief tillage 
mand even closer attention if the table lantin This gi ‘a 4 7 Sr small gar- 

i I upplied during the summer planting. This gives a good seed jmplements in the average ¢ 
is to be st ee Sa to old ain Abul bed and removes the necessity gen. If they are of the proper kind 

and. the cellar’ Is, to hole of disturbing the seeds after and properly used no others are neces- 
dant sUpPly ot (eee oles ee no planting. sary. The Norcross type of cultivator 

he apr bnardone tee ton 2. Till the area between the rows im- saves much time and does efficient 

Seon eee eater igture. Gd mediately after planting. The work if properly used, and there is 
ture.” The deman a the wanher object is to loosen the soil com- jess danger of doing poor work with 
the plants grow an¢ 2 pacted by tramping during the jt than with the hoe. 
weather comes on constantly increases, : 

i ded for plant growth planting operations. More than half the garden hoeing is 
moisture is needec ' 3. Till the entire garden at least once jess than half done. This is because 
and unless there is an abundant sup- E é i 

a week if soil conditions permit. ost inexperienced and many experi- 
ply, growth ceases and the parts used m 

° When vegetables planted close ed gardeners do not know how to 
for food fail to develop or are of such enced &: 

to be undesirable. Mois- together cover the entire area use the hoe as a tillage implement. 

# nature \ag to ae, . between the rows tillage of these he aim in hoeing should be to leave 
ture, then, becomes the chief concern The a 

¢: " ; i 2 rows may cease. h tire surface fine, loose and level; 
of the gardener at this time. Tillage & the entire » lo 

is the chief means the average gar- ‘4: Till after each shower of sufficient poeing properly done stirs all the soll 

dener has of insuring this essential of extent to pack the surface soil. possible. Many eardeners fol ee 

successful gardening. This tillage should be shallow. Of this by pulling 2 quem ies This 

But the demand for moisture is not Deep tillage would destroy many roots top of an ote a Ta ‘anal hills and 

the only one made by the plant at this aq possibly do more harm than good. !¢@Ves ee th hills are raked into 
time. An abundance of available Remember the object to be attain- hollows. Then ne : See cit the 

plant food is necessary for g00d oq ig a shallow layer of soil as nearly the hollows and th ak effective soil 
yields. The manure or commercial  qustlike as practical over the entire area is covered, wh Se Bet only 80 

fertilizer which is applied in prepar-  gurface. mulch. Operate the ho fre 

ing the soil will be of no use to the as to stir all the soil but also 9 eave 

plant unless it becomes changed in Timely Tillage it level and fine. In most hoeing the 

the soil. Tillage not only aids in this soil is moved too far. t 

change but it also helps make the “Don’t put off till tomorrow what Many a gardener becomes so inten 

food material, originally held in the should be done today” pays big divi- in hoeing that he overlooks the pur-
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pose of the hoeing. It does little good with less expenditure of energy. A motion it saves time in establishing a 

to establish a soil mulch and then to three-cornered hoe with the handle soil mulch. The straight rake with 

destroy it immediately by tramping attached at one corner (an onion hoe _ straight teeth is preferred. 

the loosened soil. Alm to have as few with a long handle) serves as both The time saver in maintenance till- 

foot prints visible after the hoeing is hoe and weeder, and does as good or age is the Norcross type of hand cul- 
anenes as practical. With this pur- petter work with greater ease than tivator. It is built on the plan of the 
ave of waduclae tha tutes cn the hoe with a large blade or the wheel hoe or horse cultivator but is 
loss of time or efficiency in tillage. hand weeder. operated by hand with a motion sim- 

The small hoe and narrow rake are The garden rake, is essentially a ilar to that used by most people in 

preferable to the larger sizes. They “Preparation tillage’ tool but can be  hoeing. 
are easier to operate, can be used Substituted for the hoe when the rows Resolve to make your garden in- 

closer to the plants, and, if the soil is are far enough apart to permit of its vestment pay maximum dividends by 

compact, better work can be done use, Used with a slight chopping thorough, timely tillage. 

PROTECT YOUR GARDEN 

If it is worth while to plant a gar- morning while they are still wet with of cheap syrup or molasses, % orange 

den, it is worth while to protect it. dew. When used in this way it may or lemon finely ground and a small 

Insects cause heavy losses to garden be diluted with 3 to 5 times its weight quantity of water. Then mix all to- 

crops where no effort is made to con- of air-slaked lime or fine dust. Lead gether, adding enough water to make 
trol them, while a few simple mcas- arsenate is preferable to Paris green a crumbly mash. One half teaspoon 

ures applied at the right time will because it remains on the foliage lemon extract may be used instead of 
usually entirely prevent such losses. longer, is not so likely to burn the fruit. 

One of the first things to do in the leaves, and is cheaper. Grasshoppers may be controlled by 

Spring is to get the garden and fence Cutworms cut off young plants near poison bran mash made up as for cut- 

corners free from weeds. Atalltimes the surface of the soil and eat the worms. Tomatoes or melons may be 
of the season gather up and destroy foliage of older plants, feeding at substituted for oranges or lemons. 

all old vines, stalks and refuse as soon night and hiding on the ground dur- The mash should be applied in the 

as the crops are harvested. Refuse ing the day. A small number of early morning so that it will not dry 

and weeds furnish food for insects and plants may be protected by cutting the out before the insects feed on it. If 

shelter them for the winter if left in tops and bottoms out of tin cans and the grasshoppers keep coming in from 

the garden. placing them over the plants, push- neighboring grass fields scatter the 

Do not let insects get a start. After ing them well into the soil. Keeping mash along the edge of the garden to- 

@they once become numerous on the down weeds and thorough cultivating ward the field and renew from time 

plants it does not take long for them of the soil is also of value. Larger to time. 

to do a large amount of injury, espe- areas may be protected by applying Plant lice are small, soft-bodied in- 

_ cially on young plants. Every insect poison bran mash to the soi] in the sects which may be found massed to- 
that you let live through the spring late afternoon or early evening. gether on the under sides of leaves 

season will produce many more later. Isither broadcast the material or place and on tender shoots. They injure the 

Where insects are few in number in little heaps near the bases of the plants by sucking the juices and for 

and are easily seen, they may be con- plants. Care should be taken to keep this reason cannot be controlled with 
trolled by hand picking and destroy- poultry and livestock away from it. arsenate of lead. They may be con- 

ing. But -in most cases it is much To make up the poison bran mash trolled by applying some contact 
more practical to spray the plants. mix 2 ounces Paris green or white spray, such as strong soap (preferably 

Liquid sprays may be applied with arsenic or 4 ounces of arsenate of lead fish oil soap) at the rate of one-half 
a small hand sprayer which can be with 3 pounds of bran. Add 2 ounces pound to 4 gallons of water; or 40 per 
bought at a small cost. Dust sprays cent nicotine sulfate (Black Leaf 40), 

may be dusted through a cloth sack, — _ a = 1 teaspoon to 1 gallon of water with 

or perforated tin can or by means of | the addition of an inch cube of soap. 
a dust gun. Be Careful of Poisons The spray must actually cover the 

insects and should be forced well into 
Use Poisons on These Lead arsenate, white arsenic, curled leaves. If all are not killed by 

. . and Paris green, recommended the first application, the spray should 

Poison sprays, poison mashes, or in this circular, are deadly poi- be repeated. 
contact sprays may be used to eradi- sons, and care should be taken 
eate certain garden pests. Here are to keep them away from chil- 

some of the most common insects, to- dren and domestic animals. Kill These Directly 
gether with the poisons to use on each 2 nts should not be . 
of them. aed artes the pods have Some common garden insects can- 

Chewing Insects. Insects that eat formed, nor tomatoes after the not be reached or controlled by sprays, 

the leaves and tender parts of the fruit is nearly full grown. There and must be removed by gathering 
plants may be controlled by spraying is no danger of poisoning to the the insects and destroying them, or by 
the plants with lead arsenate at the consumer from eating sprayed destroying their eggs. 
rate of 1 ounce (15 level teaspoons) cabbage because the cabbage Squash bugs cannot readily be con- 

to each gallon of water. When ap- head grows from the inside and trolled by means of sprays. They will 
Died, to Planta with smooth. foliage, the outer Jeaves are removed collect under pieces of board or bur- 
such as cabbage, it is necessary to add before cooking. The outer lap and may be gathered and re- 

a oe oe ee Se BBra eo nue i leaves, however, .may have | stroyed early in the morning. The 

o every Banas ey enough poison on them to kill reddish brown eggs are laid in clusters 
spread and stick better. Instead .of domestic animals. f the l ard 
using it as a spray, lead arsenate may | on the under sides o e leaves 

be dusted on the plants early in the {omy be gathered and destroyed.
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Repellants Keep These Out fly readily when disturbed and cannot lower leaf surfaces should be covered. 

Many insects which. éannot ‘I be controlled with sprays. They may A combination of Bordeaux mixture 
BS polschea or icilled direct! iny be be driven from the garden by dusting and poison may be used. 
kept out of the garden to renter the rows with wood ashes, working Cucumber Beetles. These yellow 
or less extent by the use of re oe from one side to the other. and black striped or spotted beetles 

—which keep the insects auee even | Flea Beetles. These little black are also not easily affected by poison, 

thought they do not kill them y, jumping beetles are quite often ser- but their food plants, such as cucum- 

Root Maggots. The cabbace toa ious on potatoes, tomatoes, cabbages, ber, squash, and melons, can be made 

got may be controlled on cut : ei beans, and similar plants. Arsenate unattractive to them by dusting with 

cauliflower planta by ieciy aoe on of lead seems to have little effect on a mixture of powdered lime and to- 
felt aises awORE the nein oe . eee them, but they can be kept away from bacco dust. Mix 1 pound of tobacco 
at thevsurfansiorthe soil jase Be the plants with Bordeaux mixture. dust in 2 pounds of well-pulverized 
are being set out. After ne a Sis This is made up as follows: 4 ounces lime and dust the mixture onto the 
have begun to worl on the root there bluestone, 4° ounces quicklime, 12 plants” using a gunny sack or a tin 
is ho practical remedy - s quarts water. Dissolve the bluestone can with small holes in the bottom. 

For Was tS atts lel = . . in a wooden or earthenware vessel, us- A small number of plants may be pro- 

; Bets attacking onions, rad- ing hot water, then add water tomake — tected by placing cages over them. 
ish and turnips no satisfactory remedy 6 anal hae’ 1 ; bY ‘2 ine These cages ay be made by cutting has as yet been found. Infested plants © Warts. Slack the lime by adding These cages may be made by cuttir 
should be pulled up and destroyed, Water a little at atime. When slaked barrel hoops in two, nailing the halves 

Small beds of these may be grown make up to 6 quarts. Pour the two together at right angles to each other, 

under cheesecloth sereens. solutions together through a strainer and covering with cheese cloth, Plant- 

Tarnished Plant bugs, dull grayish while stirring. The spray is then ing a large number of seeds per hill 

to brownish pests about 1% inch long, ready to apply. Both the upper and wil help to get a better stand 

STRAWBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES FOR HOME AND MARKET 

Raspberry Culture ' Hills vs. Matted Row As the season advances a number of 
shoots or suckers will appear. These 

Two kinds (species) of raspberries Two methods of culture are in com- — develop into plants which may pro- 
are commonly cultivated for home use mon use by growers, the hill and the duce 4 little fruit the following year. 

and for market, the red and the black matted row. Good paying crops miay 

—the latter known as blackcaps or be grown by either method. " - 

simply “caps.” In the case of the hill system the Hinching 
_ These kinds, aside from their color, plants are set 2 to 2% feet apart and Some growers advise pinching the 

differ in the manner in which they the rows 6 feet apart. After the first jowing shoots the first season when 
are propagated. season the suckers are confined to pout eighteen inches in height to en- 
ed raspberries are propagated by hills, 8 to 10 shoots or “canes” al- courage branching but this is not an 

suckers” which grow from the roots lowed to grow and all others removed. — important matter. Something may be 
of the parent plant. In the black-caps In the matted row the plants are gained by pinching but certainly no 
plants grow from the tips of the set 12 inches apart in the row and the harm will result if it is not «one. 

branches when these are covered with suckers allowed to form a matted row Cutting back the matured canes the 
soil or are held in place by a lump of 12 to 15 inches wide and the canes 6 following spring is matter of the 

earth or other means. to 8 inches apart. The matted row highest importance as will be shown 
Soils: Raspberries thrive best on usually yields more fruit than the hill later. 

deep well drained soil, clay loam with system. 
clay subsoil or on gravely clay loam; Cultivation and Intercropping 
in othér words, well drained “cool” Setting the Plants 

soils. Don’t plant raspberries on thin, The ground should be kept clean 

gravelly, or light sandy soil and ex- One method of planting is to plow and mellow all the season by fre- 

pect to-raise profitable crops. shallow furrows for the rows, after quent cultivation and hoeing. Vege- 

For paying crops apply plenty of the field has been plowed and har- tables may be grown between the 
stable manure. rowed, then set the plants the re- rows the first season but don’t plant 

quired distance and cover the roots, strawberries between raspberry rows, 

Red Raspberries using a hoe or spade and tramping as the strawberry plants will interfere 

firmly about the roots. If the ground with cultivation or mulching of the 

The culture of the red raspberry is is mellow three to four inches of soil raspberries the following season when 
influenced at every step by its habit over the roots is enough and not too it is most needed. Number of plants 

of producing suckers or shoots from much. required: Three thousand six hun- 

the roots. The first year of its growth If a large field is to be planted and dred and thirty plants are required for 

a number of suckers will develop from a number of planters work syste- an acre when planted 2 x 6 ft. 
the parent plant but not more than’ matically no doubt the furrow method 
needed. The following year, however, will save time but the average planter Black Caps 

and each succeeding year, innumer- will set by hand using a spade. 
able suckers will spring up, not only Cut back the tops at planting time Black caps require rather more 
close to the p’ants but between them leaving only short stubs. Where’ room than the reds. The reds are up- 
and in fact wherever the roots extend. available a  plant-setting machine right growers while the blacks are 

It is plain that this surplus growth of commonly used for setting tobacco more spreading in habit. Three feet 

plants must be restricted or the field and cabbage plants, can be used suc-_ is close enough in the row and strong 

will soon become merely a brush _ cessfully if a special, larger and deep- growing varieties ought to have even 
patch, yielding little or no fruit. er cutting hoe is used. more room. The rows may be 7 feet
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apart. An acre planted 3 x 6 ft. re- port for raspberry plants both red more than 8 to 10 if in hills or closer 

quires 2,420 plants. and black but this is now rarely done. than 6 to 8 inches if in a matted row 

In contrast to this, one successful Growers have now learned that prop- and the row 12 to 15 inches wide. 
grower plants black-caps eighteen erly pruned plants require no trellis This caution to cut out surplus plants 

inches apart in the rows and renews or other support. This subject of of the red raspberry confining the 

the plantation at the end of three pruning will be discussed later but growth for fruitage toa comparatively 

years, taking only one full crop. mention is made of it here as a mat- few canes and these severely cut back 

ter of encouragement to beginners. every spring cannot be too often re- 

Planting Varieties: As in the case of other peated. 
fruits opinions of growers differ widely Black Caps: The black caps at the 

The “tip” plant of the black rasp- When it comes to selecting varieties. end of the first season should have 
berry as received from the nursery is The following kinds are popular with two to five stout canes to each hill, 
a flattened, compact- bunch of fine Wisconsin growers: more or less branched, two to three 
roots with a single stem arising from. Red: Marlboro, King, Cuthbert, feet in height. After the first year 
the center. Around this stem are in the order named. the canes may attain a height of five 
numerous buds that develop into other Black: Plum Farmer, Cumberland, feet, much branched and curving to 

stems or “canes.” If this bud cluster G'ess. as named. the ground. These stems or canes 

is covered too deep with heavy soil the should be pruned as in the case of 
buds will not push through. We are Other Kinds the reds. The cutting should con- 
therefore confronted with the prob- sist in shortening the branches which 

lem of covering the roots deep enough ‘Purple Raspberries: ‘The Colum-  SP"in& from the main stems one-half 
so they will not dry out and shallow bian, Shaffers Colossal and perhaps r ™Ore, or if not branched in cutting 
shou swold smothering the buds, other varietoy trons svowing hints [peent DOK © &MOEDE of 24 to 2 
will be experiehéed in aol ‘that hes Stteen teeta hoigie canes. wwelve pe Cultivation: Cultivation for the 
been well prepared before planting. more in diameter, bearing purplish *°C0R@ and succeeding seasons should Cultivation the first season is much fruit, are hybrids produeed by cross- P° the Same as for the first season, 
the same as for the reds except that ing the red and the black raspberry. Cl0@ thoro cultivation to keep the 
the black caps do not form suckers The purple or purple-cane rasp- sot ao and to keep down weeds 
from the roots. The only canes or Q > 2 e 
stems that grow will be from the bud re on te casein Cor aitsene Mulching: If stable manure in suf- 
cluster mentioned above. Usually They are not more oe atatives Gian ficient quantity is available or other 

there are not too many of these the the red or the black, the rank growth Coarse Material it will pay to apply 
first year, five or six, and are all re- interferes with ‘ itv tic and it heavily around the plants every 
tained,” involves greater expense in picking, Year: ‘This mulch will serve to keep 

As in the case of reds there is no oe = ‘ down weeds, conserve moisture and 

objection to growing an annual crop cle sees ite eee ee of the aad fertility. 
between the rows the first season. Everbearing Raspberries: ‘The so- 

bier lier rat scomispsyiecares: filet Syeeueag naapbenring ats ‘one 
between each two rows, of raspberries Be classified wan the ‘everbearing The raising of raspberries for mar- 
without serious detriment to the berry fe eee interesting pnd altrac’ ‘ket in Wisconsin at the present time 

plant. 16 the, Souineeaial growek, “The Ge Lees yo tek wee Beene . > rower. he St. ani is very unlikely that wil e 

pinuts oe ae oe morne the year bis Regis is the best known of the ever- overdone in the near future. At the 
blacks but overs citort: shoula ibs bearing type. present time the acreage has so far de- 
made to secure a strong healthy creased as to be almost negligible. 

growth of plants. Deep, rich soil and After the First Year While the policy of the Hortieul- 
thorough cultivation will produce such . : 3 ‘ tural Society at the present time is to 
plants. But little fruit will be borne The suggestions so far given include encourage the planting of berries, 

the year following planting, the sec- only planting and care the first sea- both to benefit growers and in order 

ond growth year, but thorough culti- son. . | that there may be a plentiful supply 

vation must not be neglected for Reds: During the first season the of this delicious fruit, those who in- 

starved plants will never bear profit- reds should make a growth of 18 tend to plant are invited to carefully 
able crops.. The second year after inches to 2 feet. The following spring consider the following points: | 

planting, third growth year, ofé-helf these young canes should be topped Only those who have ag natural apti- 

a normal or full crop may be expect: or cut. back to a uniform height of tude for this kind of work or in lieu 

ed and a full crop the next succeeding about 18 inches. In the spring of the of this recognize the fact that gar- 

years. next and following years the canes dening and fruit growing require 

‘A raspberry plantation should yield should grow to a height of three to vastly more work per acre and closer 

profitable crops for four to six years. five feet and these should be cut attention to details than farm crops 

Many plantations are fruited for a back, in the spring, to a height of and firmly determine on close appli- 

longer period, éight to ten’ years or thirty inches. Weak and diseased cation to these details, should engage 

even longer "put in the: opinion’ of canes should be removed. | in it. Given this aptitude or its equiv- 

many successful growers, ‘the expense Pruning improves the quality of the alent in determination to succeed 

of cultivation in these older fields, the fruit. If all the buds are left more there are other essentials: suitable 
difficulty of securing a vigorous fruit will set than the plant can prop- _ soil, proximity to market and avail- 

growth and the accumulation of insect erly mature. If the plants are not able pickers. 

and “disease pests render it unprofitable Pruned the fruit will be borne so The question of market should be 
to fruit raspberries longer than five high as to suffer from wind and will considered relatively. If the ultimate 

or six years. also increase the difficulty of picking market is one hundred miles distant 
. it. It is also probable that the quan- and the berry field one-half mile from 

Trellis tity of the fruit is increased by prun- aq shipping point it may be a nearer 

ing. market than one requiring a haul of 

It has been the universal practice As stated above the number of canes ten miles by team to a point where the 
in the past to build a trellis or sup- retained for fruiting should not be berries go on sale.
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Fifteen to twenty good pickers will It should not be inferred from this This is what is known as the ‘“mat- 
be required for each acre of red raps- that all land must be neavily fertil- ted row” system, the most practical 
berries in full bearing and it is a ized with stable manure before plant- plan for the average grower. Where 
matter of first importance that these ing as an average farm or garden land there is a demand for very large ber- 
be available every day during the that has been fairly treated as to fer- ries, uniform in size, the single or 
fruit picking season. tilizers in former years will produce double “hedge row” or hill system 
Now if these requirements seem for- a good crop of plants the first year, may be adopted. 

midable none are incapable of ac- if thoroly cultivated. If the ground is rich and the sea- 

complishment. Plants and Planting: Runner son favorable too many plants may 

plants of the preceding year’s growth set. In this case as the season ad- 
TT are the only ones that should be used. vances remove the surplus until the 

Strawberry Culture Plants that have once borne fruit are plants in the row stand about four 
not suitable, scarcely worth planting. inches apart. 

The purpose of this article is to Nurserymen furnish only runner Remove all blossoms the first sea- 

help the beginner; it is not designed plants. If plants are received from son as soon as they appear. All of 

as a treatise on strawberry growing the nursery packed tightly in bundles, the energies of the parent plants must 
and no attempt will be made to dis- open the bundles at once, separate the be directed to plant making the first 
tinguish between growing for home Plants and either pack in boxes or season and not wasted in the produc- 

use and for market as the methods baskets with damp moss, chaff or tion of flowers and fruit. 
are the same in both cases. sawdust, separating the roots or else Considerable hoeing and weeding 

Soils: Any soil that will produce “‘heel-in"” outdoors. will be needed the first season for the 

a good crop of corn will produce a “Heeling-in” in briefest terms is beds must be kept clean. Grass and 
good crop of strawberries. Straw- temporary planting. Dig a trench weeds rob the strawberry plants of 
berries are grown for market in Wis- just deep enough to admit the roots; food and moisture. We should en- 
consin on light sandy, gravely loam, lay the plants in side by side and deavor to secure a good stand of 

black prairie and light clay soils and cover the roots with earth leaving the strong, vigorous, deeply rooted plants 
successfully in all cases. The physical Crowns exposed. the first season; lacking this we can- 
properties of the soil are of less im- Trimming: For convenience in not expect a profitable crop of fruit 
portance than drainage and fertility. planting the roots may be trimmed. next year. 

Site: Level ground is best for In case of heavy root growth the roots Perfect and Imperfect Flowers: 
strawberries or any other fruit crop. may be shortened to four inches in Some varieties of strawberries pro- 
A few days in earliness may be gained length. Close trimming, to two inches duce only imperfect flowers. These 

by planting on a south slope or ripen-__ or less, is to be avoided as these short flowers have no stamens and are 

ing may be retarded somewhat if the roots will not reach moist soil. Re- therefore incapable of self-pollination. 
plantation is on a north slope but the move all leaves but one or two before It is important to keep this fact in 
difference is so slight that it rarely planting. mind when selecting varieties, for if 
offsets the added expense and incon- Strawberry plants may be set as only imperfect-flowered varieties are 
venience of cultivation on sloping close as 18 inches in the row and the selected no fruit will be borne. A 
ground and the necessity of planting rows four feet apart but for most part of the plantation at least must be 
so as to avoid erosion. The mid-sea- varieties 24 inches in the row is bet- Of kinds bearing perfect flowers. 
son varieties are the most profitable ter. At 2 by 4 feet 5,445 plants are Nurserymen indicate in their cata- 
ones for Wisconsin growers. required for an acre. logues the imperfect varieties by the 

The so-called early varieties are shy Plants are usually set by the spade abbreviation ‘‘Imp.” 
bearers and as a rule lack vigor. method, two persons working in com- Varieties to Plant: The amateur as 
These varieties may yield a few early pany. well as the professional soon learns 

berries but rapidly fall off and cannot The plant setting machine com- that in the selection of varieties he 

be depended on for the main crop. monly used for setting tobacco and ust be largely guided by local con- 
Preparation of Soils: Don’t plant cabbage plants is also successfully  ‘itions of soil, climate, etc., and that 

strawberries on sod land, that is land employed in setting strawberry plants "9 list can be given that will be satis- 
on which grass was grown for two or — on a large scale. factory over the whole state. How- 
more seasons as such soils are quite One thing is highly important, viz, ©" two varieties, Warfield and Dun- 
sure to be infested with the white the proper depth of setting. If the /@P, seem to give satisfaction over a 
grub which will feed on the roots of plants are set too deep the “crown” Wider range of soils and climate in 
the strawberry plants. or growing point is covered; if set too WiSconsin than any other standard 

Land intended for strawberries high the roots are exposed. In either V®tieties. Some growers advocate 
should be plowed in the fall and only case the plant may fail to grow. With P!@nting only Dunlap. 
lightly disked or harrowed in the a little practice the right way may 

spring just before planting, as newly be found. Fall Bearing Or So-Called Ever- 

set strawberry plants do not start well Cultivation: Keep the soil loose, bearing Strawberries 
in soil that is very loose and mellow. mellow and free from weeds through- 

The choicest selection for a straw- out the season by frequent cultivation. Within a few years a new group of 

berry field is land that was heavily An adjustable fine-tooth culivator isa strawberries has appeared, the so- 
manured the previous season and good tool to use. Run close to the called “everbearers.” These kinds do 
planted to corn, potatoes or other cul- plants at first and as the runners not, as the name indicates, bear 

tivated crop and fall plowed. Under stretch out into the space between the throughout the whole season but pro- 
these conditions the manure is thoroly rows, close up the cultivator allow- duce a crop at the same season as the 

incorporated into the soil and weeds ing the plants to set thickly in mat- standard varieties and, after a short 

are sudbued to a large extent. ted rows two feet wide, thus leaving rest period, a second and often a third 
Manure: Strawberries require a a two-foot path between the rows. and even aq fourth crop, frequently 

soil rich in plant food in order to pro- In case of’ too vigorous growth attach fruiting from June to November. 
duce paying crops. It will be a waste a rolling coulter to the culivator to Enough berries, a straggling few, 

of time to plant for market on thin, remove the surplus runners. Care are borne between crops to partly 
worn out soil without first manuring. should be taken to keep the rows full justify the name “everbearing.” 
If stable manure can be had apply 10 of plants by training runners so as to These kinds are most excellent for 

to 25 loads per acre. fill vacant places, the home garden but the beginner
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who is growing for market should not fruited the year of planting should be of the mulch too early in the spring 

plant heavily of the everbearers but weil covered and can be carried over as it serves to retard the growth of 
stick to the standard sorts. The ex- to fruit the following June if de- the plants and thus furnish security 

perienced grower, especially if he has sired or the fruit stem can be kept off against late frosts. In fact care should 

‘an irrigation plant, can usually grow the second season until July 15th and be taken to leave the mulch on until 

them profitably. The most popular they will bear again in the fall. Right the new leaves under the cover show 
kinds are Americus, Progressive and varieties, rich soil and good culture white. 
Superb. Progressive seem to be the will win but the greatest of these is 
moat prolific; Superb large fruit, and GOOD culture.” After the First Year 
Americus more nearly an all season Winter Protection: ; Strawberry It is the practice of many growers 

or everbearer, ; plants must be given winter protec- to harvest but one crop of berries and 

Mr. M. S. Kellogg of Janesville who tion, a light covering, not so much to at the end of the picking season plow 

has grown the “everbearers’” since the prevent freezing as to prevent alter- under the plants and use the land for 

first commercial varieties appeared, nate freezing and thawing. Marsh a crop of rutabaga, turnip or buck- 

sixteen years ago, has this to say of hay is the ideal material for this pur- wheat. In favorable seasons late cab- 

them: . pose. Clean straw is also used but a8 pages or the early maturing varieties 
“This class of fruit has passed the it usually contains weed seeds hay is of sweet corn may be planted. 

experimental stage and has become a preferable. About two tons of hay If it is desired to carry the field 

necessity for the home garden and will be required for an acre which 1S over another year, after picking cut 
for the commercial grower when con- equivalent to a heavy crop of growing the plants close to the ground with 
ditions of soil and market are favor- ay. | | a mower and after they have dried 
able. In growing the Everbearers the ‘This covering should be left on until ~purn them. 

following is the most approved method growth Starts in the spring when In order to avoid injury to the roots 
of culture. Plant as early in spring bout two-thirds of it should be raked py fire the mowed plants and mulch- 
as the conditions of soil and weather into the spaces between the rows jing should be thoroly dried so as to 
will permit, keep all bloom removed Where it will serve to keep down  jpurn quickly. 
from the plants until about one month weeds, retain moisture, keep the fruit No cultivation !s given the second 
before you wish the fruit to begin to clean and furnish a “carpet’ for the season but any strong growing weeds 

ripen. Allow the plants to produce _ Pickers. which appear such as dock, thistle, 
from four to eight runners and when The balance of the mulching should  ete., may be readily cut out by the 

, these are rooted remove all other run- be left on the plant row and the use of a broad chisel attached to a 
ners as Soon as they apptar. You will plants allowed to push through it. The fork handle. ‘The plants are mulched 
then have a hedge row or half matted more mulching left on the row the in the fall the same as for the first 
row system and with clean culture better so long as the plants are able year. 

and good fertile soil you will get lots to work through it as it serves the Strawberries when grown as here 
of berries. If you want fruit do not double purpose of keeping down weeds advised, by the matted row system, 

let them make too many plants, A and retaining moisture. cannot be profitably cropped more 
bed of Everbearers after having It is not well to remove any part than two years. 

TREE FRUITS 

Planning and Planting the Orchard that an orchard should always be convenient time arrives to plant, or 
Soil and Site: Fruit trees require planted on sloping ground. This the trees may be improperly planted. 

well drained soil. The character of idea probably arises from the fact Trees and plants in small lots are 

the soil is of less importance than that our forefathers in Massachusetts packed in bundles at the nursery. 
drainage. Much has been written and Virginia planted apples on hill If the work is well done the roots 

about the right kind of soil for ap- sides but this was because it was Fe packed in damp moss or excelsior 
ples, cherries and plums, great is found that trees would grow there, @"4 this covered with burlap. The 

being laid on the character of & thus reserving the level land for corn 'PS Should also be completely cov- 
necessary to produce paying crops. : ‘other hich ¥ ired Iti ered either with rye straw or burlap. 

Some of it is true but a little observa- 0F Ofer crops which required culti-  mnis packing is usually sufficient to 
tion will slfow many very fine or- Vation. Level well drained land is protect the plants from drying until 
chards in Wisconsin on wide ranges Preferable on account of ease of cul- they have arrived at their destination, 
of soil. The very thin soils of Door — tivation. If only sloping land is put is not intended to preserve them 
county produce wonderful orchards, ®vailable choose a north slope rather  jonger, 
so also do the deep loamy soils of than a south slope. Never under any circumstances 
Crawford county while the very old- Air Drainage: This is also impor-  jeave the trees in the shipping pack- 
est apple trees in the state are grow- tant. A free circulation of air thru age, even over night. If possible 

ing in the black loams of Jefferson the trees tops hinders the develop- plant at once, otherwise open the 

and Rock counties. Don’t worry too ment of disease and insects. If trees bundle and “heel-in’ the trees or 
Jmuch about the right kind of soil. are planted in a low spot where cold plants. 

As a commercial proposition it is air settles the fruit buds may suffer “Heeling-in” is temporary planting. 
well to take account of the fact that from frost. To do this dig a trench wide and deep 
trees on deep clay loam soil will re- Causes of Failure: Many thou- enough to accommodate the roots 

quire longer to come into profitable sands of trees are set out every year and with one side sloping. 
bearing than those on light, sandy or in this state; some live, many die. Open the bundle, lay the trees sep- 
gravely soils,—and live longer. In some cases the nurseryman is at arately in the trench with tops rest- 

For the home orchard of a dozen fault. More often the planter is at ing on sloping bank. Cover the roots 
trees plant near the house regardless fault. The trees may arrive in good with moist earth sifting it well 
of the nature of the soil,—if it is condition but in the rush of spring among the roots, tramping firmly. In 
well drained. Many people believe work the bundle is laid aside until a addition a mulch of straw or manure
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will help to preserve moisture. mate shape of the tree. The frame- Northwestern Greening (winter). 

Treated in this manner trees may re- work upen which the branch system If a greater variety is desired add 

main in the trench for several days is built is determined largely at this McIntosh (midseason, Tolman Sweet 

-if it is absolutely necessary to leave time. Remove crowding, crossing, (winter), and Windsor (winter). For 

them there. If trees are shrivelled and interfering branches. Aim to north-central and northern Wisconsin 

when received bend down the tops lLave the main branches spirally substitute Patten Greening for North- 

after heeling-in and cover them with about the stem rather than opposite. western and omit McIntosh. 

moist earth. Often in two or three ‘The lower opposite branches in fruit Do not plant Transcendent crab 
days they will be found to be plump trees form bad forks that may split anywhere in Wisconsin on account of 
and fresh down later. Don’t be afraid to cut; its tendency to blight, plant Martha 

Planting: The ground should be failure will result unless much cut- or Hyslop instead. The commercial 

deeply plowed and well cultivated ting is done. grower will want to add to the above. 

before planting. Do not set fruit Distance to Plant:—Apple andcrab A full list of tested varieties will be 
trees in sod. The grass roots will trees should be planted 24 x 24 feet found in the Annual Report of this 

reach out and rob the trees of food which will require seventy-five trees Society. (Sent free to members). 

and water. If you cannot devote 2 to the acre. Plums:—Surprise, DeSoto, Hawk- 
piece of land to trees alone and keep Plums and cherries may be planted eye, all natives, all reliably hardy 

it in cultivation, do not attempt fruit ns close as 16 x 20 feet but 20 x 20 anywhere in Wisconsin and all sure 

growing as the results will be disap- feet is better. At 20 x 20 fect 108 croppers. 

pointing. trees are required for an acre. None of the Muropean or Japanese 

Dig holes large enough to accom- Cultivation and Cropping:—The or- Plums are long-lived in Wisconsin 
modate the roots after these have  ¢hard must be cultivated for several but trees of certain varieties often 
been cut back to sound wood. Trim years after planting if profitable re- live to bear several crops. 

broken and crushed roots back to turns are expected. Weeds and grass Try: Green Gage, Lombard and 
sourd wood, do not cut off more. must be kept down and the soil Moore's Arctic for European and 
Don’t worry about the fine, fibrous gtipred to encourage growth. There Burbank for Japanese, 
roots about which so much has been is no need, however, of devoting all Cherries:—Where cherries — thrive 
written,—these are dead anyway if of the space between the rows to the plant Early Richmond and Mont- 
the tree has been out of the ground trees the first four or five years, morency. 
more than a few hours,—take care of ence intercropping is suggested. Pruning:— Prune tops severely as 
the larger roots for it is from these Beans, garden peas, potatoes or  S00n as planted, removing 50 to 75 

that growth ‘starts. other hoed crops may be grown with- Per ‘cent of branches. 
The hole should be deep enough to out serious detriment to the trees, _ Care: —( ultivate often enough un- 

admit setting the tree about two hut corn, except: possibly sweet corn, eal midsummer to keep down weeds 
inches deeper than it stood in the euent nat to be planted in the young and grass and to keep soil mellow. 
nursery. Spread out the roots, sift orchard as it takes too much from 

fine earth about them and pack the soil and shades the young trees. SUMMARY 
firmly with the feet. If the earth is Gujtivation should cease soon ‘after 
moist and mellow it cannot be Tuly ist in order to permit ripening APPLES 
tramped too firmly. It must be in of the wood growth. 

close contact with the roots *n order iProtectors:—To prevent damage Soil: Clayey loam with permeable 

to enable them to take up the water 1 nice and rabbits during winter clay subsoil preferred, other soils 
it contains. the trunks of the trees should be nearly as good. 
Pruning:—The tree is now safely Qovered with wire screen or tarred Site: Elevated, level. If sloping 

anchored in the ground but the work paper. Tf the paper is used it should land only is available choose north 
is not finished. At this point arises 14 removed in the spring. slope rather than south, 
the most common cause of failure: Buying 'Trees:—Buy only two year Distance Apart to Set Trees: 24 by 

some of the branches must be re- old toes of apple. One year cherry 24 feet. ” 

moved or the tree ts apt to perish. trees if well grown in the nursery Age of Trees to Set: Two year 
Before removal from the nursery are often as good if not hetter than old. - 

the tree had sufficient roots to supply ao year old. Two year old plum 

all of its buds with water. In dig- trees are usually sent out by nur- PLUMS. (Native) 

ging, most of the roots have been 1000. Buy of Wisconsin nursery- a. 
(necessarily) removed, but the buds 7 0 we have many reliable nurs- Soil: Any well drained land. Na- 
are left. When growth begins every  ™°! ‘irme in our own state who can U¥@ Plums are adapted to a wider 
healthy bud will push out and call Cieniene sy of these varicties, Why "use of soil than other tree fruits. 
on the roots for water to feed its pay elsewhere? Many varietics thrive on sandy soil. 

newborn leaves. ‘The very limited P11. Vour order in fall or winter Site: Same as for apples. 
supply that the rediced root system for cacy spring delivery. Do not Distance: 20 by 20 or 16 by 20 
can pump up will be distributed plant fruit trees in the fall. feet. 

equally and as a result none may Y Age of Trees: 2 years, 
have enough to develop its leaves and Culture: Same as for apples. 
without leaves the tree must perish. Varieties 

i Pe hum- Wee moat terefare tetuce the nar” gpplet-—The_ varieties named be cums 
i re all standard, reliable and 

ine one halt ts three-fourth of the heay and have been thoroughly Soil: Light, well drained _ soil. 

The drier the ground and weather — tested in Wisconsin for fifty years or cperss not thrive on heavy 
o a more, » 

the more ue se eeece wines For the home orchard of a dozen Distance: 20 feet. manner in which the cutting is done lecti Age of Trees: 1 or 2 years 
will depend to a great extent upon apple trees the following selection Cultures; Sama ‘aa for shin 
the kind of tree. In apples, plums, will sive satisfaction: 38 Duchess spies : e r plums and 

etc. we need to bear in mind the ulti- (early), 5 Wealthy (mid season), 4 apples.
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A We have a complete line of Garden Seeds, 
| Bulbs, Plants, Flower Seed, Shrubs, Fruit 

N Trees, Fertilizers, Insecticides, and Poultry 
R Supplies, in fact everything that an up-to-date 

N Seed Store should handle y 

5 You will find our stocks first class, prices 

5 right, and we can assure you of prompt and 

. efficient service — 

N 
; Let us have your orders 

. None _ too large or too small to have our 
IN . 

5 careful attention 
A : 
5 Our catalog is free for the asking iB 
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Fight Oyster. Shell Scale seereted from the body of the in- also sufficient to check the rav- 

(Circular 124, Extension service, Col- sect oneal The me seale ages of the San Jose scale. 

lege of Agriculture) is very seldom seen on fruit trees. . 

Charles L, Fluke, Jy. The old lifeless scales adhere to Nature of the Shell Seale Injury 
the bark for several years, and Seale insects belong to a group 

The oyster-shell scale, which since new scales are yearly being which secure their food by means 

probably occurs in every apple formed the larger limbs and of sucking mouth parts; thus the 

orchard in Wisconsin, can be branches often become so encrust- sap of the plant is sueked out, 

easily checked if the proper ed that very little of the bark taking from the tree the neces- 

spray is used at the right time. itself is visible. sary amount of nourishment to 

It causes more injury to fruit 

trees than most farmers realize, ‘ aw ey = ‘ae i 

many regarding it as a harmless P33 Rem : a 

insect which needs no special at- Li ey \ , = “fh é ; 

tention. The pest is so easily ee i. ie < ee 

checked that every orchard could 8 Be 4 / , ee hal ‘ 

be reasonably free from the expe SNe A 3 as oe e ee 

scales without expenditure of ete ie ee ais Cate aie oe : 

much time or effort. ’ Ba oat 2 5 
The oyster-shell scale has | pea i ee , 

spread throughout the country rset gee ce 4 

until it can be found in the or- oe % 5 . ; a ae 

chards of practically every state Pe ns 4 neeA aN i F 

in the union, and in most frait a § os i 7 ag Cl 

sections of Canada. It is espe- Bite AG i if pees J . . 

cially harmful in the Great Lakes ae Pgs df. ae c \ 
region, where it is often mistaken ee eee: ye ra > 

for the San Jose seale. P aoe OF; wt Fd E 7 4 

What the Oyster-Shell Scale ‘THE EGGS OVER-WINTER UNDER THE DARK BROWN SCALES 

Looks Like Seales the shape of an oyster shell are found on the bark of many trees. From 
im . September to May the eggs can be found by carefully turning over a few seales, 
The oyster-shell scale is read- This picture is considerably enlarged. 

ily distinguished from other . 
scales attacking apples by its Important Things to Remember grow properly and produce good 

rather peculiar shape, that of an About the Oyster-Shell Seale fruit. The oyster-shell scale sel- 

oyster shell, and by its color, 1. It is easily checked if proper fom mares oe ieee of the host 

which closely resembles the dark  yyaterials are used and applied at ‘ea he a ee Ua Meh 
brown of the bark of apple trees. the right time. ; zs tte ‘ ‘led. BS het 

For this) reason. it is. diffieult to 2. Use liquid lime sulfur, 1 gal- dams omit vats, te , ‘ veils 

detect the pest when only a few lon, to 12 gallons of water. ; d seat ment | it hi tree to 
seales are present. 3 ip ly _— ‘hile the trees and development o the ree ; vy 

The female scale is about one- 3. Apply spray while the trees such an extent that it is a hin- 

eighth of an inch long and is are dormant. ; derance rather than an asset to 

larger than the scale covering the 4. Cover branches and limbs the orchard. 

body of the male. The smaller thoroughly, spraying from all 

end of the female scale consists sides, Also Feeds Upon Many Other 

of the moltings or cast off skins 5. Repeat every two or three Plants 

of the growing insect while the years. Although usually found on ap- 

larger end, which is finelly ribbed, 6. Control measures used ple, maple, horse-chestnut, : pop- 

is composed of a scaly material against the oyster-shell scale are lar, willow, and lilae, the oyster-
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shell seale has a very wide range skins the second time, they de- Sparta Back in the Ranks 
of food plants, having been re- velop wings and emerge from un- The annual meeting of the 

corded on more than 100 species der the scales to seek their mates. Sparta Produce Exehange was 

of shrubs and trees. Besides the The females continue to feed and held in theip . hall | \ : " ‘ : | 1eld in their own hall last Satur. 
hosts mentioned above it oceurs become full grown in August, . j 

. . . : . day with one hundred and fifty 
on the following more or less im- after which time egg-laying be- iemibers ProRent. 

portant plants: basswood, box — gins. When this is completed, Manager Frank Kern submit- 

elder, cherry, currants, grape, the adult dies. ted vx completa: dtemized. report 

pear, plum and rugosa rose, Faw tlie vedio Win® int detail thé 

llow to Fight the Oyster-Shell . - . 
How the Oyster-Shell Seale Lives Seale number of eases of each kind of 

fruit handled each day during 

1. How the insect passes the Material to use. Lime sulfur the season, the average price for 

winter. Any time during the is the standard spray for the eon- each day and the total. The Ex- 
dormant season (Spetember to trol of seales infesting apple change handled a total of 23,- 

the following May) if one will trees. It should be used at the 788 11/16 cases of strawberries 

take a pin or knife and care- rate of 1 gallon of lime sulfur to for which they received  $58,- 

fully turn over a few of 2 gallons of water, 948.40 or an average of $2.58 7/10 

the scales, formed the preceding Time and method of applying per crate. They handled 447 

summer, one will find under- spray. The strength of lime sul. crates of red raspberries, receiv- 

neath, at the smaller end, the fur as recommended above is for ing $1,914.67 or an average of 

old, dried-up female, and at the dormant trees only, to be applied $4.28 for 24 pints, 837 crates of 

other end the small white glisten- late in the fall or early in the black berries, receiving $3,429.12, 

ing eggs (see figure). The insect spring before the leaves appear, ®2 average of $4.09 for 24 pints 

passes the winter in this stage, [ft is best applied just as the buds 2d 245 erates of black raspber- 

the adults dying soon after eggs are swelling and before any foli- ries, veeeciving $1,096.34 or an 

are produced in the fall, age appears. The spray must 2Verage of $4.47 1/3 and 16 crates 

2. Time of hatching of eggs. actually come into contact with of gooscberries averaged $3.24, 

In 1917 the overwintering eggs the scales to control them, there- CU"rants, eight eases at an aver- 
began hatching at Madison June fore a thorough application is age of $2.92. The average on 

8-12 and in 1918 from May 25- necessary. Any good pump strawberries this year — was 

28. This variation in the time of whieh will give at least 100 #2.58 7/10 compared with $1.04 

hatching is caused by the earli- pounds pressure to insure a fine for 1919, red raspberries $4.28 

ness or lateness of the season. misty spray will perform the compared with $4.07 last year, 
Southern Wisconsin will be 3 or work well enough for satisfae- blackberries $4.09 compared with 

4 days earlier and the northern tory results. If the work is well $3.55 a year ago and black rasp- 

and lakeshore region a week to done it will be unnecessary to re- berries $4.47 1/3 compared with 

10 days later. Soon after hatch- peat this spray every year, every $3.90 a year ago.—Monroe County 

ing the pale yellow young crawl two or three years being suffi- Democrat. 
from under the parent seales and cient to hold the scales in check. —_—_—. 
seek a place on the bark, leaves, Keep the foliaze of house 
or fruit to insert their beaks The San Jose Seale is Controlled plants clean. Wash off dust and 
which are long and thread-like. at the Same Time mealy bugs every week or. so. 

From this position, the females . 
never move but continue to grow Lime sulfur used at the rate — 

and secrete their seale-like cover- given above and applicd when the According to the last census 

ing. After the first molt they trees are dormant is the best con- there are about 4,500 nurseries in 

lose their legs and antennae, be- trol of the San Jose scale. Both the United States representing an 
coming small grub-like creatures. insects are killed with the same investment of more than $52,000,- 
As soon as the males shed their spray. 000.
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A Well Deserved Honor loved by everyone of his associ- “Does the average apple tree 

When rough spots in  life’s ates and won him hosts of friends require that amount of space? 

journey are passed, when the in his audiences throughout the “T wish to set out perhaps four 

heights have been reached, when state. His hobby as well as his fruit trees BL ee ‘backyard’ or- 
the shadows begin to lengthen a business has been fruit, flowers, chard. One is to be as close to 

little «we may: be given ‘to intro: and shrubbery. the house as possible, that we 

speetion, wondering if it has all “As a nurseryman, he has won may have the advantage of shade 

been worth while. Most of us 2" unimpeachable reputation ex- as well as fruit. What partieu- 

must answer the question our- tend-ng ONED nearly half a ecen- lar apple would you recommend 

selves, Each year the Agricul tury. His influence has helped — for that place? 

tural College takes note of three to inspire confidence in reputable “T realize, of course, that as a 

nurserymen everywhere. In the veal honest-to-goodness — shade 
wi i BE. State Horticultural Society, he tree, the apple couldn't qualify, 

ee has served as president, treasurer, yet we used to sing about ‘The 

oe i K Nae si, and vice-president, earning dur- shade of the old apple tree,’ and 

a 4 ing the administration of each there are a few specimens here- 

a : ee "| position the continual respect of about that we are able to sit be- 

* b his colleagues and the member- neath, and, in season, enjoy the 

in ames, 4 sh'p. His quiet yet foreeful na- fruit. What I wanted was a tree 
° . . ’ ture has placed him among those that had a good spreading top 

ba ‘ men who stand not only for ac- instead of the taller, rather 

P ~ complishment, but for character skinny habit, if you know what 
" , and true, sane leadership in agri- [ mean. 

ore culture. “JT had in mind for the others 

; ' “In recognition of his influence a good crab, a russett; perhaps a 

| S as a nurseryman and of his un- Greening for cooking, and a 

waver:ng service in the field of Winesap for eating or Stark De- 

horticulture, the Faculty of the licious. 

RENSSLAER JAY COE College of Agriculture has chosen “Also please recommend a 

to designate him, that he may re- plum and a pear.’’ 
or four whose lives have been eeive from you, Mr. President, David R. Gray. 

spent in building up agriculture the testimonial of appreciation 

and building in a way that has awarded by the Regents of the Just a bit of very fine senti- 

made the pathway easier for University of Wisconsin.”’ ment here, to sit in the shade of 

others, whose works will live af- . the old apple tree, and perhaps a 

ter them; upon these our college oo _ wish for his children and his 

confers an honorary degree, Of Tke Back Yard Orchard grandchildren also. Well, it ean 

four chosen this year our beloved Mr, G. who lives in Waukesha be done, if there are not too 

fellow member R. J, Coe was one. county wants just six fruit trees, many other trees nearby. An 

In introduction Dean Russell one for shade as well as for fruit. apple tree on a lawn struggling 

said: There are hosts of amateurs in with grass and shade trees would 

“Rensselacr Jay Coe, widely- the state who want this sort of erow to be of ‘‘sitting under’’ 

known fru't grower and eminent thing so his letter is published in — size in just about time for the 

nurseryman, has been concerned full, followed by certain com- — grandchildren. 

with upholding and upbuilding — ments. If there is an open space, no 

the dignity of the business and “A paragraph in the January” large trees within two rods and 

calling of horticulture ever since issue of our paper, advised any a circle s’x feet in diameter is 

his residence in Wisconsin. One one with a ‘square rod’ of kept cultivated, fertilizer and 

of the farm institute pioneers, his ground to plant a certain variety water supplied as needed, after 

genial human kindness made him — of apple tree. twelve to fifteen years we may
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sit in the shade and eat apples. after a couple of years they have considerable of the benefit to the 
Plant Duchess or MeIntosh. not availed themselves of the average man. Such vities as Ap- 

In commercial orehards more plan sufficiently to warrant its pleton, and Oshkosh are more ac- 

than a square rod of land is al- continuance, the Society will at cessible to most of the state thai 

lotted to each tree. least have a good answer to the Madison, and I believe shouid be 
For the three back yard trees, specialist who finds fault with considered, at least every other 

1 Transcendent erab, | Wealthy, the rather general nature of the year, of as much attraction as 

1 Northwestern, discussions. The commercial and convention cities as Madison.’’ 

Plant two plums of two varie-  semi-commercial elements among Mr. Goff’s letter is worthy of 

ties or none at all as few if any — the fruit growers of the state are careful consideration and further 
of the native plums will bear if larger than we realize provided discussion is invited. As at pres- 

planted alone. Surprise and De we do something to stimulate ent written the Constitution pro- 

Soto will give satisfaction. The their interest. Personally Tam vides that the annual meeting be 

Flemish Beauty is an excellent not in favor of a separate Fruit held in Madison. ‘Other meet- 
pear, Growers Association at the pres- ings shall be held af such time 

SSS ent time. T would rather see the and place as the Exceutive Com- 
Constructive Suggestions About [Horticultural society foster an mittee may direct.” 

Convention auxiliary, within the — society, 

Remarks in the February paper holding part of its meetings in a : 

eoneerning the Annual Conven- common with the other branches Put up a Sign, ‘‘Danger’’ 
tion: jirompted Mt, M. B, Goff to of horticulture, and part of its 

it 4. ate 28 — deliberations as purely commer- Tfere comes a heekeeper who 
" no fet ved Wisconsin cial fruit) growers affairs, in a wants to know if spraying will 

ain Mo lay, and econgrat- separate room, but in connection — kill bees. Dr. Kracker wrote all 

tate won ah yea analysia of wath She npniaE convention, “a oon -Texeee the State Tor the society’s program problems. Another thing is the location of és bisa . rte ye : or- 

What I said at the convention the meeting. Madison offers foseed 4 ane of re- 

was intended to be constructive many’ advantages in the AIEEE . “ ‘0 me or reply. in ae- 

rather than critical, but I do feel time, but it is not at all equidis- “or weak x ' ee eee - 

ag gee tant from all parts of the state ave enclosing a copy of a Supple 
that it is positively necessary to which are interested in fruit ment to ‘Wisconsin Fortieul- 

. « a Door County grower cannot at-  Séribes methods of spraying. 
society. After all with the com- tend for a cost less than $50.00 “TLime-sulfur and arsenate of 

aeeta eR, EE RANE DOE come you see why it is difficult to stir lead, if sprayed at the times de- 
ta tis o ae unm enaeran up any general interest there serihed in the cireular, as not 
as & Sonh OF psecasure (excnys without a pretty substantial pro-  INJuTIOUSs to bees. Tf the appli- 

fecing that ualess @ lot of pretiy. £72 Even then, T fully believe, tution is made while the trees are 
solid meat is offered, they cannot that males part, of the ‘annual the flowers and soeure enough 

afford the expense of attending q meetings ae iach and a poison to kill them.”’ 
meeting. Criticism of this atti- 7" accessible pant of the state In 

tude will not change their point °° td as our SePArONY: anced Se 
of view, and I do not know of ¢4, it will be difficult to bring , . 
any better way of trying the ™any of our growers out, regard- Don’t forget the birds when 

thing out than to give them what less of the wealth of the program. we have sudden snowstorms and 

they ask for one or two years; It is not that they do not realize bad weather. A little suet tied 

namely, an opportunity for sec- the many advantages to be to trees, a sheaf of grain, or 

tional meetings and conferences gained, but the elements of time breadcrumbs are appreciated and 

every day during the session. If and money required overbalance’ are worth supplying.
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Try It and those that have plenty be later years that there was a les- 

Oak Loller, Wis. kind to thee.” He passed on re- son in each one. Am wondering 

My Dear Friends—Once upon gretting his inability to help this if we don’t all forget sometimes 

a time so the story goes, a man poor man. But the kind words the lesson the Pilgrim learned, 

was told, that in crder to obtain and amile had revived the poor give a good half of the road and 

absolution for his sins he must pilgrim’s courage. He was one smile. Suppose the smile is 

make the pilgrimage to a far mile nearer and it was the first thrown in for good measure. 

mountain. He was to travel the smile he had received for many But it helps—for if the road you 

road used by the people in their 2 day. He decided there must must travel be rough and narrow 

journeys to and from the differ- be some way of letting people and you should jostle your neigh- 

ent cities and he was not to know that smiles instead of bor, the smile is apt to make him 

speak one word—if he did, he frowns were what he needed. He better natured for usually the 

would have to start all over finally made up his mind to hang smile on your face is refleeted in 

again, At the end of each day a large placard about his neck on his, 

for every smile bestowed upon which was written, “Smile upon Don’t believe it? Try this 

him he would be set forward a me oh my friends. Help me a once; walk down the street some 

mile—for every frown back he mile on my way, for if thou dost day and smile at every man, 

would go a mile. frown, here must I stay. But woman and child you meet. See 

Confidently he set out upon his thy smiles send me along swiftly them smile back at you. They 

journey. Tle was certain that = eg thee my friends smile.’’ just can’t help it for a smile is 

people would smile upon a man ; : also decided to be very care- as contagious as the measles or 

who was willing to make this pil- " and give every one he met whooping cough and a whole lot 
srimage. But alas! tle road was the full half of the road so as more agreeable. Almost believe 

rough and narrow and he jostled nigt ‘£6 ostlé them. you could take a little more than 
those whom he tried to. pass. The next morning he started your share of the road if you 

Many were the frowns he re- out once more. The first person smiled. 

oaivad. Wve fiose Whew We did he met noticing the careful con- A smile will take the sting out 

not jostle thought him churlish sideration of his rights, read the of a reproof sometimes, and not 

because he did not return their placard and smiled. The Pilgrim _ lessen the effect either, because as 

srectings. Bravely he perse- was overjoyed to think his plan I heard a speaker once say, ‘‘A 
vered, but after many months was successful and smiled so hap- smile is the lubricating oil in the 

when he found he was no nearer pily at every person he met that machinery of life.’’ Most folks 

his journey’s end than the day he they smiled in return, even tho like to be smiled on—some don’t 

started, he became very much dis- they had not read the placard. even mind being smiled at—if it’s 

couraged. Finally he sat down As the legend goes he soon done in the right way. There's 
in a quiet spot by the side of the reached the mountain where his a considerable difference it seems 

road and thought earnestly how sins were forgiven, in the way you smile at folks. 

he might avoid the frowns and Upon returning to his home he Once heard a woman say to a 

win the smiles of his fellow trav- Was asked what good this Pil- friend, ““What in the world is 

elers. As speech was denied him, gtimage had done him. This was W0"8 with my clothes or my 

there seemed nothing he could do. his answer, ‘‘I have learned to hair. I just met Mrs. A. and she 

Just then a traveler looking at give my fellow travelers a good smiled so sweetly at me I just 

him thought he was a beggar, so half of the road and to smile, and know there’s something wrong.’’ 

he stopped and searched his gar- by so doing have gained many That was a new one on me— 

ments for alms; finding nothing  friends.”’ never had heard of that sort be- 

to give him, he smiled very kindly Don’t just remember where I fore. Anyway it wasn’t the kind 

and said, ‘‘I am sorry my friend heard this story—probably in the of smile the pilgrim needed to 

that I have nothing to give you same garden where I heard help him on his journey, or that 

but may Peace go with thee— many others and learned in you and I need to help us in our
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every day life. TI i 3 . 
amnile thes 2 he kind of a older. The same is to be said heartedly it strips itself of a part of 

. we like to see is the about the kind of tree to plant, 't8 shriveled covering, leaving the 

smile that shows affection, kindly Why plant boxelders or cotton- rayeled rags to flap in the winter 

interest, happy-ereet} woods? I would no wind, like the weather beaten rem- 

bh cae J Ppy greeting, pleasure a soft maple, beca t “oe plant nants of a cornfield scarecrow. 

ur successes, approval of the are shortlived mise ‘allot these Wet this ichean; tree: persists It 

course we have taken, in short e shortlived and become dan- rushes in where oak trees fear to 

he. teal } e ’ short, geroug with age. root, It immodestly offers to repop- 

, al honest-to-goodness sort A very truthful description of ve ee cee ee te coe 

of as y Q ae ft 3 have been slain f i ealth: 

a smile that comes from the the box elder is given by an edi- evi Astin, IE teare OtLIne. 

reart. a torial writer in The Minneapolis Verily, in the woods as in the rest 

I'm thinking if I don’t stop Journal: of the world, ‘the poor ye have al- 

dts 
ways with you.’” 

writing pretty soon Ill know “An Arboreal Slattern, When the mn 
just exactly how that Pileri Park Board forbade the planting of The » hackber P 

1 y at Pilgrim felt box elders along the streets of this reseed grec ar 
when he sat by the side of the tw" they did a good day's work the best trees for our locality. 

vod, Never Wave seem that. Rais oh Seoeones wie clear foresight Others are the basswood, the ash, 

tor man frown yet—but—if a ee retrospect. ‘The only flaw and the hard maple. The bass- 

of you see me weari = ay TRIE TES ee BOLO ot oe a tae at ood snake. & poo. tree. wher 
J s wearing ¢ ‘ ‘ > ery tree o rej 501 i 

bearing this 4 ng BP acard that variety already on the street. there is plenty of good soil avail 

8 1S Inscription “The chief charge against this able and if it is protected from 

“Browns don’t help this world tree weed is that it has no fixed pur- sunseald for two years after 

one bit s d pose in life, no wholesome pride of planting, by wrapping building 
. per ormance, no sense of its own un- paper (not tar pa er) around it 

7 0 Pr i ” 
Never . . worthiness. It is cursed with r— . pap : 

ever made with me a hit i a boor- A f 
iL . st a ish forwardness, and a painful lack ew sticks should be placed 80 

elp this Pilgrim on a mile of that nico sense of dress common that there will be an air space 

Everybody on me smile.’’ fame, amone: (ue po A. coor “babaresh the paper ene the trunk. 
; a g the matrons of the ° 

you'll know what happened to forest, it is endowed with a shocking The towns further south seem to 

me. fecundity and its offspring with a be Wexy, successful with the hard 

vulgar vitality. maple, and if conditions are right 

Good Bye, pute iss mow, for instance, is a and the same precaution is taken 

. oseful, dignified, and self-re- a j r i 
Johnnie. epectings tree, tia aim from Infancy as I advised for the basswood, it 

SSS to age is to build its central shaft. wath 1g pretty and very de- 

Tree Planting f. Forgetting the things that are bel sirable tree. 

or Small T i Sore ‘ 
- ig ‘owns i mnomes upset Nothing stops its The hackberry is a tree that 

nad oa . ermin: its dir 
+ 

irnest Meyer, Tree Planter, Min- th al bud dn He direck reach fOr hardly ever needs any attention 
neapolis Cit . . ie e sky; and no lower limbs retard . 

sapolis City Parks, in Min- the building of the one well-deter- when once well established. Tt 

nesota Horticulturist mined bole. It is this quality that is shaped much like a maple and 

. has made the pine and its kin the is a rare, beautiful tree. In 

i There is a great movement un- most, useful trees, on earth. planting the elm one sho ld be 

er way all over the country to “The oak aims ‘to ‘endure; ‘the ‘mar ref 1 nt th d 
plant trees in anemery of our 2, <> Stes ® noble head, but the Very careful not to p ant the re 

dead soldiers, and it should prove weak-minded, ungainly, sprawling 0 Slippery elm, a very undesir- 

4 goad iueatiive ‘to wl p box elder has no commercial ambi. able tree on account of its being 

lve to plant a tree tions. It is content to squat and ypava d by i t: 

on every spot intended for a tree. SPTawl. 
ravaged by insects every season 

The trees should be specimens “phe box elder leaf has no out- 1? such a way that it is rapidly 

worthy of the. cause they ara a8 standing character. Men do not ying off all over the country. 

tended for and not y i- honor it. But the maple leaf has About our stately white or Amer- 

a no such as will reached regimental honors in the jean elm I will not hb 

leeay and be gone inside of a United States army! and the oak leaf, aay mee 

generation. a commander’s order in the navy. =p that why anyone should 

Going through o: ‘Art. loves to twine these two leaves Plant a box elder while we have 

ur smal] coun- i : 5 “thi i 

try towns one often wonders who foe ae son @ wsigeed 2 dian ae Bee EEL WEE eae os 
ae a Digger Indian ers Jing 

plants all those ugly, crippled ex- 240rn himself with the trifling foli- Stancine: 
cuses for trees along the streets, 8° of the box elder? The ash is a good, hardy tree, 

and why it is that the planter f “Autumn gets no responsive tint but: ‘there ‘are: two earners, 
does not select a straight tree or from — fading summer skirt. One is the abundance of seed it 

D » flabby, waves no gay j i 

one that has at least a tendency kerchief in farewell to the departing hears; which ati ‘times become 

to grow nice and straight, instead Yea" Nor does it lay its garments bothersome, and the other is that 

, 
to: 

of one that already looks bad and down with = will, as do the linden if it ever becomes necessary to 

keevs = 1 e poplar; nor hold grimly on im i 
eeps on getting worse as it gets to them, as does the red oak. Halt trim it for one cause or another, 

a - (Continued on p. 130)
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Wisconsin Borticulture president, 7. 7 Johnson, secre ieee ror zinnias, 10 blooms to each, 
Published Monthly by the tary-treasurer. 1 color in vase rm 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society —— sae eee eeetiume Z ween eae 

12 Bs Carrol FU May we hope to hear from Dining room table decoration, for 

verre rig, ree Bay, Richland Center, Baw sess on ay: § covers with 
Cee eee Bhok eat Claire and various other points out china or silver..$15, $10, $3 

Entered at the postofiee at Madison, wie 00 Numerous to mention. — 
consin, as s\cond class matter. Acceptance for 

In section 1hG, Act of Ueb 3, WIT, authorized —_— Here We Have Action 
““Ruverilsing rates made known on application. Amateur Flowers at State Fair Mr. F. R. Gifford who is ‘“ex- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society For the benefit of amateurs tens:on’’ worker in the Depart- 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, which who expect to exhibit at the ment of Horticulture, Agricul- 

Includes fifty cents, subscription price ‘to Wis- : \ . . 
consia-Hortlcaltare., Send one dollar: to Fred’ State Fair, and who are now tural College, is hot on the trail 

Aa, Diy eal ol aes Hens Sede: making up seed and plant lists, Of the neglected farm orchard. 
attached to a card. Personal checks accepted. the 1921 premium list, as revised For example: During the two 

Postage stamps not accepted. hy a committee appointed by the weeks, Feb. 14th to 26th, twelve 

nA stapes 2PPIOERS sesame president, is here given. In or- TOSRUDER | oe held in Baste 

41. C. Christensen, Oshkosh. vice President er to save space the classes only county where, as the announce 
P. Cranefield, secreturge"Dvesanter.....Madlson are given the amounts to be ment read, “every phase of fruit 

EXEOUTIVE COMMITTEE awarded in premiums being growing upon the farm will be 

Fae ateiicen ae ome omitted. Nos. 20 to 26 as given discussed and you will be afford- 
wa ue hontai gene in the 1920 premium book have ed an Say aes canes 

ard Dist E. J, BeAubseh onsen MRClBOR not been changed. ss Good wor x root ne 

Sth Dist.. Jas, Livingstone ........-Milwauke? Artistically arranged basket of flow. . . oe = aa om 

rune oe Ree EI aancrsany: BE was wil fell us about these mechngs: 
9th Dist., L. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay stically arranged vase of flowers 

ae a aE ee omenio ae Ward flowers, correctly . 
BOARD‘ OF “MANAGERS “named not tess than 10 kinds No Tablets, Please, Liquid Only 

J/ASHAyS: TeO-Ouristensey  RCranelield sues Deutiuel oF nits All sorts of patent sure-kill, 

a Diaelay of cut flowers, annual; 12 short euts to success in spraying 

Local Societies Display of cut flowers, hardy peren- are advertised among them spray 

At the annual meeting of the Bispies. ct Pontes “tablets.” Here is what Fracker 
Manitowoe County Horticultural Dicnlny. of Hardy Phlox, 5 vases, 1 says about them, at least all that 

. , ariety in vase, 5 spikes each ean be printed. 

Society, Saturday, Feb, 14, Ed- Display of Gladiolus “While some of the spray tab- 
ward S. Bedell was elected pres- Display tes Seas ‘atiaty: i . ibioi Nar ‘it, tl 

ident, V. Wiegert, secretary and : +a, '6 blooms each oe lets you m ntion have mat, ne 

thevnaed Miele, treasurer, Display, of ‘Celosia , mixing OF Eprey material 's now 
“rom Mackowoo Heraia, DMPA Of Celeala, Flamed varieties ap simple that there ia no need 

— vase “_— : “to use the more expensive mate- 

A loeal has been organized at eel ot Beelvates COlOF i erasses rials of this kind. ; Ordinary 

Fish Creck with 22 members: | and flowers artistically arranged fTuit tree sprays consist only of 
Ernest G. Hansen, president, apg ee en eer ae arsenate of lead and lime-sulfur. 

Harry M. Schuyler, secretary, eae , ° The arsenate of lead is purchased 

and Ed. Lorber, treasurer. : woae or nena wtdcar Batt: as powder and the lime-sulfur as 

——. "gold a liquid. By mixing one and 

La Crosse County is on the way - ee oF aeons one-half pounds of the powdered 

with another local, the North Vane et Salpigiossis arsenate of lead, and one and 

Ridge Society, 14 members and vase a Cosmos Larkspur one-half gallons of the lime-sul- 

more coming: Henry Rundahl, vee oF Biante: * fur solution in fifty gallons of
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| 4 1T PAYS TO SHIP APPLES IN 

“Gg \ eno eon 

| Jy 
: | rary 

- JL 

The UNIVERSAL PACKAGE 
This package delivers your apple shipments in first class condition. It is a U. S. Standard 
Bushel. Best DISPLAY package. Make it your standard shipping package this year. 

Write for Prices and Proof of Universal Packages 
Prompt and Efficient Service Assured Shipments Made from Nearest Factory 
Factories located in: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 

Michigan, Missouri, Iowa, Arkansas and Texas. 

SEND 25c (COIN OR STAMPS) FOR SAMPLE 

° 
Package Sales Corporation, South Bend, Ind. 

210 UNION TRUST BLDG. 

cold water you have the most than the ordinary combination Prickly ash berries picked 

effective and cheapest spray ma- spray used and very little less when ripe and placed in clothing 

terial for fruit trees on the mar- trouble. The results are about boxes give off a pleasant odor. 

ket. This combination is satis- the same. r 

factory for all the applications “You will find enclosed a sup- Soil for seeding carly plants 

to fruit trees execps when the plement to ‘Wisconsin Torticul- should be fine and fibrous. Clay 
bark is covered with scale insects {ure,’? March 1920, whieh gives that packs easily is not good soil 

or aphids are present, when spe- the ordinary spraying ealendar in which to grow seeds. Add 

cial Preparations arg ae as for apples. The Pyrox may be — sand or leaf mold to lighten it. 
outlined in the circular, substituted, if you prefer, for the ae 

= combined arsenate of lead and Ilot beds ean be started late in 
lime-sulfur spray recommended February or carly in Mareh. Be 

Wants to Know About Pyrox on page 7 of the supplement. sure the manure is heating well 
. . “The dormant — lime-sulfur — hefore it is put in the frame, Let- 

A member asks if Pyrox, which as a . | 
. . : . spray which you mention is only — tuce, radishes and early onions 
is advertised as combined insecti- ceeded in Wisconsin when seale may | ily started ” 

: ; : ‘ scons ven seale ‘ - easily started. cide, is reliable. Dr, 8. B. Beeeee 4 ee Be EY Se 
? sects are enoug 

Fracker, state entomologist, says: Sects are common etiough. in ee _ 

“Pyrox is a satisfactory com- the orchard to be INJUPIOUS, tt We hear much these days about 

hined insecticide and fungicide oyster shell scale is attacking pjanting shubbery and flowers 

which may be used by those who your trees, it would be desirable and establishing good fruit and 

do not eare to mix their own ar- to spray one or two years with vegetable gardens on the farm. 

senate of lead and lime-sulfur. this strong dormant solution in They all pay in money value as 

It is somewhat more expensive early spring.”’ well as added comfort.
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Of directly by the destruction of the 
THE INSECT PAGE | clover heads containing eggs or 

young larvae, or indirectly by 
Conducted by the Deparment ee Entomology College of | preventing heads from forming 

when the adults of the spring 

eo brood are laying eggs: 

It is about time to begin plan- White or alsike clover are sel- Second—EARLY CUTTING— 

ning for the spring offensive dom attacked, the insect confining If the clover is cut about June 

against inseet pests. How about its work almost entirely to, red first the maggots which are then 
the old spray pump—is it in work- clover. in the heads are killed and this 

ing order; if not now is the time The winter is passed as maggots gives the clover a chance to ma- 

to make repairs or send for need- in frail cocoons which are found ture its second crop with seed 

ed parts, Don’t put it off until the on the surface of the soil or without the presence of the 
last minute; you might find that slightly beneath. In the spring flower midge. 

you needed a new valve, a piece they change to pupae and_ the During most seasons clover may 

of hose, or some other part. The adults begin to emerge about the be cut a little later than June first 

use of good spray machinery is first of May and continue to ap- whieh will enable the farmer who 

one of the first and a very import- pear until after the first of June. is willing to assume risk of un- 
ant consideration in the control of By this time the young clover favorable weather to obtain a 

inseets. It might be well also to heads are formed and the adult greater amount of forage than if 

lay inthe necessary amount of female lays her eggs in them. he cut earlier. 

spray materials such as lead ar- Hach female may lay as many as The best rule to follow then is 

senate or calcium arsenate and 100 eggs and often there are to cut the hay crop early in June 

lime sulphur. Some times there more eggs than individual florets and this allows the second crop to 
is a shortage of these insecticides to each clover head. In such cas- mature early enough to escape 

and the man with an eye to the es very little if any seed igs form- the midge and thus give a good 

needs of the summer is not the ed. Infested heads are easily no- ¢rop of seed. 

man to be without what is need- ticed the imperfect blossoming L. C.F. 

ed when the time comes. giving them an irregular appear- ee eens 

ance. When the maggots become Tree Planting In Small Cities 

Clover Seed Crop Often Reduced au ns " they wait until a ma (Continued from p, 127 
By The Presence of The comes to moisten the clover heads ; ; 

"8 s Mi and the soil and then they drop to — it takes such a long time to get 

loves Seed dge. the ground making their way a back into shape again. 

Do you always get a full crop short distance into the soil. If the soft maple is planted, 

of red-clover seed? If you do After a period and about the time ehtw Should Me kahopes have os 

not, perhaps your trouble is due for the second crop of clover to proper pruning, so that it may 
to the clover flower midge, a head the adults of a second brood withstand the heavy winds. 
small mosquito-like insect which appear and are ready to infest the Just as essential as the proper 
lays its eggs in young clover young heads and thus reduce the Taising of the trees is the proper 

heads and the tiny maggots which _ yield of seed. spacing, to give them a chance to 

hatch from these eggs eat into . Now the midge doesn’t injure grow into fine specimens, instead 
: By 2 , of getting their tops pinched out 

the flowers destroying the parts . clover which is wanted for forage of shape and the root system 

which produce seed. The maggots purposes; it reduces only the overerowded. Another bad fea- 
which do the damage are tiny yield of seed. This however may ture of too close planting is that 

reddish worms, when full grown, be almost entirely eliminated by it stops the free circulation of air 

which any careful observer may the following practices: agen the = a 

find if he examines infectoa clover First— PASTURING— Spring bint making the street Genk and 

heads. pasturing kills the midge, either gloomy and the houses damp.
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Looking down the street one gets ing conditions and not be any the cated when the trees are to be 
the impression of too much tim- worse for it except for a notice- planted. This would be quite an 

ber compared with the amount of ably slower growth that could be improvement over the system in 
foliage. In many instances they accelerated by artificial means to Minneapolis where a_ property 
are planted close together with a certain extent. But even as owner pays first to have the good 
the intention of cutting out every conditions are now, to insure loam hauled away or covered up 
other one as soon as they begin rapid growth it is necessary to and then, when tree planting 

to interfere, but it usually re- give the tree a good start at time comes, pays again for haul- 
mains simply a good intention, or planting time, by giving it an ing often an insufficient amount 
is done after the trees are already abundant supply of good soil, and back from somewhere else. 

out of shape. if some manure can be put into Many mistakes have been made 
The average town or city lots the bottom of the hole away from by old towns and cities in the 

are about forty feet wide, and the roots, so much the better; if planting and care of street trees, 
where they are not wider than it is well rotted manure it may and before going ahead with any 

sixty feet, they should by no be mixed with the soil without extensive work of this kind in 

means accommodate more than injury to the roots. new loealities, whoever is in 

one street tree, and the property If conditions for planting are charge should get the benefit of 
owner should be careful not to good, that is, if the good dirt has the lessons these mistakes have 
plant trees on his lot that will not been altogether removed in taught and get all the informa- 

eventually interfere with this tree. grading the street, a hole at least tion possible from wherever or- 
He should take pride in the tree four feet across and two feet ganized tree work is done. I can 

and take good care of it, and if deep should be dug; if the orig- speak here for our department 
he is absent, and his neighbor inal dirt is all gone, the hole that we will be only too glad to 
sees his tree suffer from lack of should be as large as possible be- help the great cause in any way 

water, he should give it a drink. fore planting the tree. A smooth we can. 
All trees should be regarded as eut facing down should be made — 

common property and anyone at the end of its roots and all aren ests furnish exellé 
who either wilfully or through broken parts cut off. The soil Large heats furnish Seiellint 
neglect injures them should be should be paeked firmly around  8reens for chickens. They seem 

punished. the roots, preferably by watering. to like the red fleshed ones best. 

In many instances the drive- On a nursery grown tree or _ ee 

way proper of each street is far one that is well shaped and well . . 

too wide, there may not be even rooted, the top has to be cut back The flower bill of the country 

enough traffie to keep down the at least one-half, but not just is about $45,000,000. At that it 

weeds, or if the street is oiled it chopped off. When the tree is jg $5,000,000 less than the amount 

is a waste of money and ma- trimmed it should still have the spent for chewing gum, 

terial considering the amount of appearance of a tree, not a 

traffic benefited. Instead of hav- clothes pole or bean pole or may- — 

ing these wide driveways it be a scarecrow with the arms Large consignments of Japan- 

would be better to widen out the rotted off. The erown should be ese oranges are appearing on the 

boulevard space between side- given a pryamidal shape, leaving | ‘ket in competition 

walk and curb. It would give the leader longer than the side Canadian mar ket in comy 

each property owncr additional branches. Crotches too low down to California sorts. 

depth to his lot and he would should be avoided as they are a 

willingly take care of the addi- likely to split in later years. im ; 7 

tional space and help beautify It. would be well to invest There seems to be a shortage o 

the whole street. someone with authority to look ornamental shrubs of all sorts this 

As soon as a street is improved after the street trees, to give the year, Some of the new varieties of 

by paving or oiling, sidewalks location where trees may be plums and other fruits are hard to 

and driveways, ete., the trees are planted or possibly bring about wet 

sure to suffer from lack of mois- the planting of whole streets ab oe" 

ture and nourishment unless well the same time with the same size 

supplied artificially, if the boule- and kind of trees. Money could Never allow a house plant to 

vard has only the ordinary width be saved if at the time the street .tand very long in a jardinier or 

of six feet, or even less. Could ig graded the tree holes were saucer of water. Plants cannot 

the streets be paved first and the staked out, dug, and filled with ~ . vot f . " h 

trees planted afterwards, they good top soil, and a plat of their live with wet feet any more than 

would adjust themselves to exist- location filed so they may be lo- you can.
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Warm days now may be used 

to advantage in pruning the ap- 
ple and shade trees. GILSON GARDEN TOOLS 

. 
es Make Your Work Easier and 

Gruss aun Teplitz is a good M 1 ale ore Productive garden rose. A few roses in a 
sunny place add much to the gar- No matter whether you are engaged in gardening on an extensive commercial 
den scale or simply grow small fruits and vegetables for your own use, you will 

. find Gilson Guaranteed Garden Tools a big help. They are built for prac- 
Smad tical gardening conditions — with features of construction 

Pr 3 oH aN ideally suiting them for the work for which each is made. rune early flowering shrubs Gs 
after they have flowered Fall | NS i 
blooming shrubs may be pruned i ( 4 The Gilson Weeder 

early in spring, \-) be | 
N\ SD Makes every stroke count. The “flexible” rocker 

: a E BCH \biade penetrates the soil going and coming, gets 
Order seeds as gs . a ! beneath the surface without any appreciable der seeds as soon as possible. WN C & i When they are recei ao: \N XY effort, cuts off weeds, chops and pulverizes and 

y are received it is a bie leaves the soil in perfect condition. Side fen- & P - : good plan to put them in a eoy- = | oul ON ders prevent too close approach of plants. The 
ered tin or other receptacle so nl] | yay teeth on back of hoe may be utilized as a rake. 
that mice do not get at them, AG “aay Made in four different sizes: 31% in., $1.15; 6 

in., $1.35; 8 in. $1.45. Wheel outfit, $3.70. 

—— F ; ‘ae — Wow Js @ aond dine ee dear The Liberty Adjustable Cultivator Weeder ee 
fences, trees and buildings of ad- takes the grief out of gardening and makes thorough cultiva- 7 
vertisements ¢ r a tion a joyous pastime. Specially designed V-shaped cutting ) 

. and candidates? pie- teeth get the weeds and loosen the soil so that the plants can 4, l) tures, When they are off, why grow as they ought. Easily adjustable to rows = jj 
not keep others fr oe up to 14 inches—middle teeth can be removed 4 \ Loft 

| s from going up. for straddling rows. Price of Hand Cultivat- \ (ffi \ | 
a ors—5 tooth, $1.15; 7 tooth, $1.45; 9 tooth, WPT | , : $1.70. Wheel cul-  [f ah j 

Plants need moisture in the air > % tivator, 7 tooth, < y 1 as mueh as huma * . BZ $3.90 and $4.15 HI).:i} asi 1 as human beings. For Ry for 9 tooth. = Z vil 
their good, if you won't do it for ele D> ee / Ke yourself, keep moisture in the air a \ oN Ve Ke, x @ on... by open pans or some other tN j SN 
means. we LW y | 

4 Sy] GILSON . a ha oO 
Defini ‘ y | ee by ain amounts are set aside a Lock Nut Aaa \ 4 

dusiness firms for advertis) ; rt 
y Susiness firms for advertising, WEEDER AL ADE IN POSITION RC ditivaron 

It pays. People read the papers ‘ IN POSITION 

and a well written advert sement The Gilson Triplex 
sells horticultural products as 
well as merchandise Three tools in one—a combination of the Gilson Weeder, the nine andise, tooth Liberty Cultivator and a strong plow, all on one easily moved 

and adjusted pivot axle. Change from one tool to the other is made 
— a in a jiffy. You have a complete gardening outfit absolutely efficient 
FOR for plowing, tilling and weeding. Price $8.95. 

SALE: Tlawe Ce : . . 
clo sare _ Bailey's Cy- Ask your dealer for Gilson Garden Tools —if he can’t 
Seton peorticulture, supply them, order from this advertisement or. send for 
st edition. Excellent con- free illustrated catalogue. | 

dition. $20.00. Carriage pre- | 

paid. J. E. GILSON CO Port Washi Wi ‘ ort Washington, Wis 
FRANK M. EDWARDS . . gton, ° 

Ft. Atkinson, Wis. a
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ee 
hs} . : 4 

Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results iS 

C Ci ream Ulity & 
. DRY N 

y : 5 ; Arsenate of Lead 8 
NN . . . ix 

S It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension Q 
S 
\ LIME SULPHUR SULPHUR (DUSTING) SODIUM NITRATE S 
N BORDEAUX PASTE CALCIUM ARSENATE SWIFTS FERTILIZER x 

: Cream City Chemical Work \ y emica orks sy 

i 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. 8 
N 

Sap Oa nee Se SESS eS 
| BACHE IPUCTE NT DPC AETANE DEAT NE DENTE WEE AIL DACEMETVA DUCE NE DEAT TUE DEC AEA 

S| concerning Highway Trees and ~——HWW— 

Other Matters 

The Hawks A society known as The ‘arenereg avenge i907 Fr 

Nursery Friends of Our Native Landscape, hy a. 

aided and abetted by others of Ws x | 

Company good intent, appear to favor the ; — Kee ~ Eye 
ki 0. 

enactment of a law compelling ° ed 

. . the owners of lands on state ER Y X 

Fin ok, peas woul highways i plant and B R BO ES 

Nursery Stock of all maintain roadside trees, also to Crates, Bushel Boxes 

kinds and varieties have set aside one hundred thou- and Climax Baskets 

suitable to Wiscon- sand dollars of the automobile li- . 

sin and other north- cense fund to be used in the pur- As You Like Them 

to fi chase of county park sites. We manufacture the Ewald Patent 

ure on has ouuti The State Horticultural Soci- Folding: Barry pore oF hoe end 

either in large or ety is ready at all times to sup- tes ban apeuaity, ioe ecommtantle cay 

small quantities. port any rational plan of rural ready. for Uy elther for strawbhories ot 
improvement whether in the large for us to handle, We ean ship the 

wage 5 f id erate . D. 
=——= beautification of highways or the Atlvaticee,"Promptnese " essential in 

establishment of county parks pare wala ange discount tor eary 
: 2 ye it. 

Wauwatosa, Wis but cannot support either of orders. A postal brings our prow 

, these plans. We are in favor of Cumberland Fruit Package 

_——— | preserving the native growth, Company 

both trees and shrubs, where it Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

Keep house plants clean. If can be done without undue inter- §——__! 

you would have them grow at ference with highway construc- . 

their best, wash them off or slip tion or traffic. The rights and Curve can be eliminated only by 

them in soapy water once a week safety of the people who travel cutting a noble oak or even a 

or so and then wash them with on the highways must be the first group of oaks, what shall the 

clean water. consideration. If a dangerous highway engineer do? If he
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should ask the advice of the edi “SSO 
tor he would answer without hes- 

itation, sacrifice the trees. TOP DRESSING TALK No. 4 

That there has been much . 
peellens, deliberate and unneces. Feed Your Trees--Get More and Better Fruit 
sary cutting of trees and shrubs 

by road builders we do not doubt x7 a ae Test by 

but to restrain by law the road Pee iv Fai f “ER RR Richard Reutter 

builder from cutting trecs is un- oti : Valley: City; Ohig 

wise. Let’s get him in a corner a Average yield per tree 

and educate him; tell him that 5 : , & aise abe wpoe: treet bu. 
hazel, sumac, wild rose and elder oe : er Unfertilized 11 Du. 
are not always ‘‘brush’’ but may caret ees : ey if = ee ou 
sometimes be ‘‘native shrubs.’’ kepada Fe ee peep fd : 

Bailey in one of his books says : =n == Bet 
that a burdock which grew be- pe wire bs a te bo 

neath his study window annoyed 66 se ar AMONIA od a bok ee = 

his gardener who insisted on cut- es : = ‘ == fe 
ting it. On being told by Bailey i a RS SE ee : 
that far from being merely a “ 
tien OF dase wan oe n An application of quickly available nitrogen to the orchard, 

ree to four weeks before blossom time, will stimulate the tree to 
gardener was so impressed that vigorous twig and fruit spur growth, promote fruit bud formation, 
he treated it with respect. So if increase the amount of fruit set, and enable the trees to carry a full 

we can show Mr. Road Maker crop of fine fruit to maturity. 
that he is destroying Rhus glabra, 

Rosa blanda or Sambucus cana- A R C. A D I A N 

densis and furthermore that these 

and other wild plants are really 

very beautiful, the source of Sulphate of Ammonia 

great pleasure to many people, he 

Te oleae ten ae enen. Arcadian is the ideal nitrogenous fertilizer for the peach and 
2 . . the apple orchard. It is all soluble, quickly available and non-leach- 

ed does not endanger life or limb ing. Arcadian is fine and dry. 251% units of ammonia are guaran- 
by obstructing the view of trains teed. 

or fellow motorists. 

If we must have our heads in * ‘ 

i = be abe One Gut aN sS CANN Write Desk No. 17 for free bulletin 
egs are long enongh to reach MY YS A Wy 

solid ground. =A Lay No. 8, “The Fertilization of Peaches” 

Also and again, there are cer- i Gare om and bulletin No. 85 “Fertilizing the 
tain substantial and convincing {" es Apple Orchard.” : 

reasons why the planting of rows igs aoe 

of trees along highways is From Bagte Fertilizer Distributor 
neither wise nor desirable. This 

subject will be discussed in a New York hi Atlanta 

later number. Baltimore The Company Medina, O. 

Likewise there are good rea- 

sons why it is not wise nor de- AGHICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

sirable for the state to furnish
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The Early King red raspberry does not winter kill without Plan now for 
covering as far north as St. Paul, and is now the principal 
market berry of progressive growers where winters are severe. the Orchard 

It gives delight in the home garden and big, sure profits for 
market. you will put out next spring. 

$2.50 per 100—$18.00 per 1,000 Also the shrubs and orna- 

G. H. TOWNSEND mental plants around the 

Richland Center, Wis. home. We have a complete 

assortment of all the lead- 

” ing sorts to select from. Cir- 
SUNN 
= 2 cular showing many of the 

. = 2 
Fichett’s Dahlias = Strawberr Plants = leaders in colors ‘free for 

z y = the asking.” 
ave acquired somewhat of = = Nputaiion wherever grown at {| For Sale 3 

no time has there been such an = = 
interest in dahlias as now. Trial = = THE COE, CONVERSE & 
collection (list price $2-40) mailed 2 = 
anywhere in U.S. with cultura = We are growers of Senator = EDWARDS CO. 
"Oregon Heauty, Dec. large ort= | = Dunlop and Warfield exclu- © . 
ental red = sively and through many = Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

Rose, Show, dark rose blood = years of careful selection = cet lortdora, “Caetum, dark bloo ve have -aseuperior stfain: = 

Cecelia, Peony-flowered, lemon = We also have Everbearing = 

reer Wilhelmina, Peony-flow: 2 Strawberries, Raspberries = 
ae , 7“ ~ = and all other bush fruits, 3 ere en pare en HebuyHdwereds = shrubs and ‘trees: 2 evn 

yellow center, scarlet tip 2 BE 
All grown in’ Wisconsin and not 2 We have but one quality— 2 & = 

sublet! to any F. H. B. quaran- = the best, and can supply any z e Th | 

J. T. FITCHETT — quantity. = E e : 
Janesville, Wis. 2 Catalogue on request. = & 2 i o Jewell Nursery © 

. , a ompany 5 
money to purchase park sites for = Rasmussen S = & Lake Ci . 2 

counties. County parks are 2 F it F zs 5 ake City, Minn. 2 
needed and will be had all in’ 2 rul arm = 2 a 

good time, but will be acquired = OSHKOSH, WIS. = 2 Established 1868 

and maintained by the People Of EITM = 
the counties or communities. If 2 Fif h = 

acquired in any other way than basswood are apt to be injured = r ty-t ree years = 

thru the desire of the people by sunscald during the winter. a continuous service 

themselves the movement will be Shade on the southwest side of = S 

a failure. the tree will prevent this. Wire, E = 

Our duty is to create a senti- boards or cornfodder may be z A Complete Stock = 

ment, a desire on the part of the used. = of Fruit, Shelter = 

people for these things then they _ E : ane, pe a 

will attend to the matters of pur- . . Varieties for = 
chase and maintenance. Now is a good time to put a E Northern Plant- = 

few roots of rhubarb in tne cel = ers. - 

Smooth bark trees, like young lar for forcing. They may be = 

apple trees, mountain ash and covered with soil, sand or cinders. (remnnnomamananmnmananmsn .
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Sl experience is, therefore, the title of 

| AMONG W the latest edition of the book of this 

ISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS genius. Only, he, who is well con- 
versant and harnessed in theory, and 

Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association can look backward to a long and ex- 

| H. F. Wilson, Editor tensive experience of his practice, 

can make an honorable demand for 

| | the title of a bee-master.” 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. ——___ 

Pres. L. C. Jorgensen Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. American Honey Producers’ League 

Vice-Pres. A. C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. I*. Wilson, Madison. 
The annual meeting of the Amer- 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. ican Honey Producers’ League was 
Remit to H. F. Wilson, Serretary, Madison, Wis. held at the Claypool Hotel at Indian- 

; ee apolis, February 15, 16 and 17, 1921, 
This was perhaps the most important 

Honey the Health Food has already been subscribed and ar- meeting of representatives of the 
Have you made every possible ef- 'angements made to carry on a na- beekeeping industry ever held, be- 

fort to sell your crop locally? tional advertising campaign in one cause it showed the power of ac- 
Do your neighbors and friends Of the National Magazines. It is too complishment of the allied beekeep- 

know that you have honey for sale? bad that the fund is not greater so ing interests when a properly repre- 
that an extensive campaign courd be sented and well regulated organiza- 

meres — carried on in several magazines at tion is formed. In any meeting 

os ee nog . the same time. Every beekeeper in where people are willing to give up 

Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Cooper- {he United States should send MA $1 money to the extent of $6,000 there 

ative Association for the purpose of advertising honey, ™must be some incentive and the peo- 

A large number of beekeepers have Every cent of the money received for ple concerned must realize that they 

joined the cooperative association but this purpose will be used for adver- are going to receive an adequate re- 

more members are needed. tising. The amount of honey pro- turn for such an expenditure. There 

The cooperative association is now duced in the United States is increas- is no question but that the American 

in position to buy supplies and cans ing rapidly and the market must be Honey Producers’ League can be 

in large orders so that they can be more fully developed to take care of made a grand success if petty jeal- 

sold to our members at a very much the crop. Send in your dollar at eusies and personal dislikes of indi- 

reduced price. If you have not sent — once. viduals do not wreck it during the 

in your subscription, please do so at * a next few years. If the present ad- 

once. ministration has the foresight and 

ee, Contributions to Advertising Cam- temperament to smooth down the 

. paign of American Honey ruffled feelings of the enemies of the 

Beekeepers Will Meet in August Producers’ League League and will give all the inter- 

A cooperative summer meeting Wisconsin Honey Producers’ ested people a chance to cooperate 

between the State Beekeeprs’ Associ- Cooperative Assn. ....... $100.00 in the work and administration of 

ation and the University of Wiscon- Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ the League, they will not only receive 

sin will be held at Chippewa Falls, Association .........0.0- 50.00 the favorable opinion of all beekeep- 

August 15 to 20, 1921. Dr. EF. who will be next? ers but will provide for the early suc- 

Phillips, Mr. KE. R. Root, Mr. C. P. cess of the organization. ° 

Dadant and other men noted in bee- ae maa Some criticism has been expressed 

keeping will be on the program. . regarding the manner in which the 

Every beekeeper in the state should Museum) Donations antalrs of the league were conducted 

plan his vacation for that period and Mr. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc, and the steam roller was well in evi- 

meet with us at that time. A camp- Wisconsin, has just donated to the  qence at Indianapolis, but in all fair- 

ing ground will be available to all Beekeeping Department of the Uni- ness to those who are in charge it 

who desire to camp out. versity a nicely framed letter with should be stated that they have been 
translation written by Dr. Dzierson. preatly handicapped in their work by 

OO ee ee July 13, 1898. 1 those who have not supported this 
aac te his is a very generous act on the movement. 

« Eo: Honey Market ‘ part of Mr. Aeppler and places at It is also easily conceivable that 
From present indications it is quite the disposal of our beekeepers some- any change or interference in the 

likely that the price of honey will thing of real value. a ee the. feulidere bE tha 16 
not again rise above 20c in wholesale Whe ieiter vas: teansialed by Tihs eee oe ee seen ent tea: mania 

Z i 3 at this time might prevent as rapid 

lots and any beekeeper who can at Acppler is as follows: & davel €: 3 is desired t all 

the present time get 15¢ or better per . & develeeMent: BS Ii CS ERe ed 
Tecind witl de well to dlapose of his “A Judgement” A fund of $6,000 was subseribed at 

crop. Next year’s price is of course “Vv. Berlepsch says in a certain — Indianapolis for the purpose of car- 

still questionable but we must expect often cited place in his book: “‘Learn  rying on a national advertising cam- 

to receive prices somewhat similar to theory, otherwise you will _be prac- paign and it is understood that every 

those of pre-war times, ticing bungiers all your life." In- cent of this money will be used for 

disputable is also the proposition: this purpose. If the league in its 

——_—__—- experience is the best teacher. present early stage of development 

Theory and experience must go hand can have so much influence, then it 

Help Advertise Honey in‘hand completely and correctly if certainly deserves a fair trial and the 

The American Honey Producers’ perfection in anything is to be at- individual support of every beekeeper 

League has started out on a definite tained. The keeping of bees accord- and allied interest. 

campaign to advertise honey, $6,000 ing to the principles of theory and For the first time in the history of
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beekeeping both beekeepers and the co-operate with onr fellow beekeep- can produce at those figures, then let 
dealer are allied together for build- ers in the fullest sense of the word. us go to it and produce our limit 
ing up the beekeeping industry. I do not think it possible for any- We should not encourage more 

Each and every party interested one in any business or profession to heekeepers or poor beekeepers who 
must pay for the service to be ren- reach the highest pinnacle of success — will not adopt modern methods. We 
dered and the greater the investment without co-operation with others in should encourage our good hbeekeep- 
the greater the return. One individ- one way or another. Tf we wish to ers to produce more honey by keep- 
ual beekeeper subscribed $50.00 to progress we must both give and take ing more bees or by producine more 
the National Advertising Campaign, advice. No man can live right and honey per colony, We should. select 
Shou'd we be willing to let this man — live for himself alone. By helping our very best: practical men to head pay our way or will we help? others he will in return help him- the producing or educational end 

At the league meeting the supply self. Tt is the Beekeepers folly to and they should confine. themselves dealers and honey bottlers seemed to think he can hide himself under a — to that braneh only. We should se- be afraid each would give more than bushel and play the game of success lect our very best business material 
the other and the subscriptions ran @!one and ever hope to reach the to take full charge of the selling or- 
from $100.00 to $1,000.00. highest goal. We must have confi- ganization and give them both our 

Acting as the representative of the dence in each other, we must feel moral and financial backing, and in Wisconsin Beekeepers, the writer that others are honest too, and that a short time we will he climbing the pledged $200.00 to the National Ad- by co-operating with them we will ladder of efficiency and be nearing vertising Campaign and every dee. — better our own conditions. the 100 per cent mark. : 
keeper must help make this promise In the honey industry we should This is an age where ancient meth 
good, have two separate and distinct co- ods are passe. This is an age wheits - operative organizations, One for the  yeains count more than brawn and producing end and one for the mar- muscle, this is an ase where we 

The Beekeepers Folly keting end of the business. The — must step lively or side step for those 

Once more T have had the honor — ress, but the marketing end is_ still ie ‘hotline fo prices and. wit. to be called upon for a paper on in the hospital, and to effect a per- ing them out of their just. ss ; 
some branch of the honey industry, manent cure we must subject it to The beekeepers themselves ane, al 
and T sincerely hope my efforts will some drastic treatments, First we most entirely to blame for the sees. 
produce a little good. In the past T must put it under the X-ray and lo- ent low wholesale prices, It is our 
have been unable to meet with you cate the real cause for its ailment, — fony also to believe that sugar shoud 
in person owing to the lack of cx- and then employ a corps of capable yegutate the price of hone. Meat 
perienced help in’ my drug store, physicians to treat the case until it should not be. as honey is not gen 
Now I assure you that [ appreciate is able to stand on its own legs. crally used as a substitute for site. this opportunity of meeting you all, ‘These two organizations should be ‘rhe Teckecners. Greatest. Party ety 

The title I have selected for my entirely separate for the reason enter into competition with his very paper “The Beekeepers Folly” may that the men who are experts on pest customer. If he was a fair and 
I fear act as a boomerang and in production may be very deficient on honest competitor it would not ibe 80 
your estimation be considered my marketing to advantage. Tt takes a pad, but he is not. He is a price out own folly. However I am a bee- beekeeper to produce maximum crops ter,” and a price cuiter without a 
keeper like yourselves and have in- of honey with minimum expense and comeback. When a business man 
cluded myself in all the criticisms I kthor, and it takes a business man juts out a leader at_a cut price he 
Will Gidike. to sell that crop to the best advan- goes it with the expectation or eet 

To begin with every beekeeper tage. Hach is a business by itself. ting more and new customers ints should paste this motto in his hat We may have some who would be his place of business who might he 
—SYSTEMATIZE, STANDARDIZE, efficient on both ends of the busi- induced to buy other woode ct. fal 
ORGANIZE and ADVERTISE. He ness. but we have hundreds who prices which would absorb the lost 
should then exert himself to the limit | would not. pROAt On his! leaders, “When t bee to GAkRy Out every Branch ot id The Beekeepers Folly shows itsell Peeper sells his honey an to oe Bee 
motto. AS my paper will touch again whes we encourage greater pro-  . hag no come back ae he han mene 
mainly the last two branches I will duction under the present very sickly ing else to sell to GEO UE his Tee a a only mention the first two briefly selling methods. The more we produce ii) he ean expect is more eustenurs 

We should systematize all the work the more anxious we are to sell, and 1) ie same low price. Tho mone he 
in both the Apiary and the Hxtract- the more we fear that we may not be oye the harder ‘A will die ji ee t. 
ing house so as to eliminate a great able to sell the entire crop at the yo hotter price should 1 oni fo 
deal of the usual labor in caring for prices we had dreamed of getting. Ge tg ask it ee wecesen see 
our bees and honey. By so doing it The outcome is that we may sell to ict ie dile i ‘ 
will be possible to either keep more the first bidder at prices way below et us put this into figures and 

bees or have more time for some- what we had expected, or could have ™#ke it a little more plain. or 

thing else. We should standardize gotten had we but waited a little ¢xample we will set our extracted 
because it will also pay us well to do lenger, or would have received if we honey to the commission man for 
so. This branch of our industry is had been organized and had some 40c, This commission man does not 
now well under way in Wisconsin as one who would have looked after our as a rule sell direct to the consumer. 
we have a standard of grades, and interests and who knew what the He either bottles it, or reships it to 
now it is only necessary for us to market conditions really were. the retailers we will say for 25c. 
adopt a standard package and label. Therefore T say let us case up a little The retailers must also make a profit 
This will be taken up again later. on production and exert ourselves on so they sell it for possibly 30c¢ where 

Now comes the main branch of our — organizing and marketing conditions. only a little more handling is necessary 
motto—ORGANIZE. {[t will be but When that is done and we are get- as in the larger packages. If it is bot- 
“a waste of time to organize unless ting what our honey is worth and tled a considerably higher price must 
we mean business and fully decide to feel certain that we can sell all we be asked from the consumer. Now
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what happens if we beekeepers sell of this amount is $50.00 profit. If paper. I will say however that even 
direct to the consumers for 25c, as this same commission man had paid the very best advertising does not 

many have done and are doing right the beekeeper 25c and sold to the re- always produce the desired result im- 
now? This places us in direct com-_ tailer for 30c he would for the same mediately. In order to get the de- 
petition with the retailer with cut amount have received $300.00 or at sired results we must keep everlast- 

prices as we are offering it to the 20 per cent would have made a ner ingly at it, and not get discouraged. 
consumer at what it costs the re- profit of $60.00 or just $10.00 more A certain amount of money must be 
tailer. We are therefore cutting our than at the 20c price. His overhead provided every year to carry on our 
own throats as it were. expense would have been no more, advertising campaign, and then in- 

If we think 25c is the right price the cans, labels, draying, advertising, vest that money to the best advan- 
for our honey then for Heaven's sake labor, etc. would have been no more, tage and patiently wait for results. 
do not sell it to the consumer at that so he makes a clean net profit of Good advertising does not consist 
price and at the same time expect $10.00 more. Does that look asif he merely of letting the public know 
the commission man to pay us more _ prefers to hold down prices? that John Brown sells his honey 
than 20c or even that much. You Even if we organize and co-operate cheaper than anyone else. That 
have discouraged the commission in the best possible way we can never kind of advertising might do John 
man’s very best customer and forced. hope to eliminate more than one of Brown more harm than good. It 
him to either quit handling honey al- the two middle men who are between Means that we should talk Wisconsin 
together or to meet your price and the producer and consumer—viz., the auality first, last and all the time. 
sell at cost. We should do either one commission man. The retailer is a If we ca nmake the public think of 
of three things, sell to the retailer at necessary evil and we cannot very Wisconsin quality when they think 
a price which will enable him to well get along without him. How- 0f honey, the battle is won, and the 
make a living profit, or sell our en- ever with the right kind of co-oper- Price will be a secondary considera- 
tire crop to the commission men, or ation and organization we can save tion. The public is always ready 
sell our entire crop to the consumer for ourselves the profit the commis- 2nd willing to pay a good price for 

at retail prices and then quit kicking sion man now .makes from the re- goad quality in an attractive package. 
become some one else wants to make _ tailer. he very best quality will be lowered 

a profit too. If we are expecting the Unless we all get together and ap- 1” the estimation of a prospective 

commission man to pay us higher point a sales manager and let him customer if it is put up in an un- 

prices we must in turn arrange to set our prices and manage the entire sightly” package, or even in a good 

make higher prices possible all along — selling campaign for us we will al- posraey bub vith a poorly gotten up 
thé line, ways be like a bilky team. One will abel. Everything should harmonize 

Many is the time I have heard pull and the other will hold back fund CeNoe OF bie. Blenestsauallty, Ane 
beekeepers say “Look at the money and thereby never get anywhere. f Bit a ee eee / nes 

the middle man makes on our honey. Even with a seemingly perfect selling ie ide ie tar esten ee ay ectsin 
He pays us a measly 20¢ per pound, organization we must have patience does. ot eonsice of merely, puyi & 

a s ‘ the citles and not expect too much the first ; rey wayne 
and then we see it sold a nan 1 coma space in our county papers or of 
for as high as 50c." This goes 190k year Al new organizations must sending out circulars. De should 
like highway robbery doesn’t te? jenn oome things by experience and advertize as much as_ possible by 

Let us figure a little and see if it is. sometimes that costs money. I do ora-of mouth. We should all think 
Remember that in’ the first place not believe in: small ‘local organiza Wisconsin quality, talk Wisconsin 
these fancy prices are only for the tions because it will cost a great deal quality ,and get all our friends to 

fancy bottles of a pound or less. more in proportion to sell in a small think and talk Wisconsin quality. 

As before shown the commission man way than it will on a larger scale. There are two plans under which paid the beekeeper 20c for the honey. A small organization cannot always we could organize. One is to esti- 
He then pays at least 7c for a fancy meet the prices offered by the big mate the total expense tor salarics. 

pound bottle. The labor, label ad- commission men and will be very advertising, traveling, and office ex- 

verising, etc., to get this on the mar- much like a dog's tail trying to wag  penges, and then tax each member 
ket costs at the very lowest estimate the dog. We must place ourselves enough per colony to cover this 
1e per pound making 28¢c per pound on an equal footing with the big ones” amount. ‘This plan was submitted in 

so far. I do not think he can buy a to get the best results. Before sug- my last paper read at this place and 
shipping case holding 24 pound bot- gesting a possible or nucleus plan for was published in Wisconsin Hor- 
tles for less than 48c¢ adding 2c more an organization T will touch briefly  ticulture. Possibly some of you 
to the cost or in all 30c and still no on the last branch of our motto, Ad-  rezd it, or heard it read. Since 

profit. This will be sold to a retailer vertising. | writing that paper I have considered 
who must make a profit of at least In order to put Wisconsin honey on this matter very thoroughly and be- 

15¢c per pound or he will not bother the market as it should be, we should lieve it would be hard to get enough 

with it. As 5c per pound is certainly all adopt a standard package and la- beekeepers to join an experimental 

not too much for the commission bel. The label should be neat and organization of this kind and put up 

man to make he will sell it to the attractive and should bear a Wiscon- the cash in advance to cover the ex- 

retailer for 35c. Now where does sin trade mark, and should show the  penses during the experimental 
the robbery come in? grade, color, number of the producer, stage. After it was a proven suc- 

To show. you again thatthe commis- etc. It should not show the name of cess they would fall over each other 

sion man is not the one who is hold- the producer, but should read—pro- to get in. We should all be willing 

ing down the price I will again sub- duced for the Wisconsin Marketing io take a little chance. I will now 

mit some figures for your considera- Association (or what ever name we suggest another possible plan where- 

tion. J have already shown that call our organization). We should in the officers might be willing to 

when we sold him for 20c he in turn advertise as much as we can afford take most of the chances. We might 
sold it to the retailer for 25c in the until we gain recognition and create organize and pay the officers on a 

larger packages thereby making a a demand equal to the supply. commission basis of a certain amount 
profit of 5c per pound or 20 per cent Advertising is a science, and not per pound sold, and if no sales were 
on the selling price. 1,000 pounds at much can be said on that subject in made no money would be paid. By 

25c will make $250.00—20 per cent the small space allotted to it in this this plan if it could be worked out the
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beekeepers would only have to guar- wide selling association and let this queen is uninjured and plenty of 
antee in advance an amount sufficient association handle both our purchases stores are available, the bees will 

to cover office stationery, advertising and sales, and in a short time we will have the combs partly built out and 

and necessary traveling expenses, realize something worth while out of eggs in the cells in three or four 

which would be very nominal. The our honey industry. We should have days. If the queen has not been lib- 

officers would thereby have to make confidence in our officers and back erated by the third day, the queen 
good or make nothing. It is not the them up with our money and honey. cage should be opened and the queen 

object of this paper to lay out any If we remember our motto—SYS- allowed to run out on to the combs. 

definite plan as that should be TEMATIZE, STANDARDIZE, OR- Occasionally a queen will be found 

thrashed out by the officers elected. GANIZE and ADVERTISE and carry dead upon arrival and in this case 

We should elect officers and start it out to the limit, no paper will it is best to telegraph the breeder 

the wheels going at this very meet- ever again be written entitled “The asking for another queen. 

ing. It is too late now to do any- Beekeepers Folly"—TI thank you. If the dead queen is immediately 
thing for the 1920 crop, but it is ex- returned in the queen cage, there 

actly the right time to get in line for — should be no charge for the extra 
the 1921 crop. An oontline ef the Preparation For and Care of the queen. All colonies should be care- 

plan now in my mind is to get to- Packages fully examined one week after the 

gether and elect the regular officers , o transfer to see if all the queens are 
consisting of a President, Vice Presi- It makes little difference whether laying. If the queens cannot be 

dent, Secretary and Treasurer and a or not the bees come by parcel post found, or there are no eggs present, 
board of either five or seven direc- or express if they are properly pre- it is best to unite these colonies with 

tors. This body should have the pared by the shipper and are given others in which eggs and perhaps 
power to select a sales manager reasonable care in transit. Hive bod-  phrood is ‘present. If non-laying 
either from among themselves or ies with full sheets of foundation or queens are found, they should be 
from the outside. They should make drawn combs should be ready and xilled before uniting. 
plans and arrangements to be sub- placed on their stands when the bees To unite, place a newspaper with 

mitted at a future meeting. I would arrive. Some kind of a feeder should a number of holes in it less than the 
favor a central state body with he placed in the hime and syrup made size of a bee over the colony with a 
branch representatives in every coun- of equal parts of water and sugar queen and set the other hive on top. 

ty. These branch representatives — fed to the bees until they can get an Replace the cover and leave the bees 
should act as assistants to the state abundance of nectar in the field. We to work their way through the paper. 
secretary, and in counties _ having always use a feeder of the Alexander 4g soon as the bees have cut away 
County Agents. T would advise that type fastened at the rear of the hive. a part of the paper, shake them all 

they co-operate with this agent, and If they are received on a cold day, into the lower hive and remove the 

thereby making it possible to get a Go not attempt to put them in the others. It does not pay to leave 
great deal of assistance and a great hives, but place them in a room of packages queenless for more than a 
deal of advertising at the expense of medium temperature or cover them week or ten days. 

the county. The county secretaries With a blanket and walt until the 
should list all the honey available in temperature rises to 60° F. If the — 
nls county and report same to the bees are to be kept caged for a day i ; 

state peoretary: He shows tometer or two after their arrival, be sure to Tramp the snow around apple 
retailer a me pa hep gre te in sprinkle a little sweetened water into tree trunks. Mice often find a 

. a (cali each cage. When ready to transfer + 
duce him to handle Wisconsin honey the bees to the hive, place an empty shelter close to the tree and eat 

ae ey dit cae toner Re ee ee auner abuve the:hive so, that the gage the bark. Get rid of all the rab- 
can be placed on top ‘ 3 seihle . oo 

Sen the state is thoroughly or- As a rule, the queen will be enclosed bits possible by Sraps, guns or 

ganized into a permanent selling or- !"% @ cage hung in the center of the otherwise. 

ganization I would heartily favor Bee it we Be eens tee ne we 
joining hands with the American aehenes: oh * OO 
Honey -Preduceva League into a Na- loosen the cover to the cage and a 2 . 7 hi ft 
tional Organization. After that is then loosen the wires holding the The wild grape is a thing o 
done the beekeepers will be in a posi- ear tha aa ae ot ne eee ucen beauty and service ; the wild 

i rom op a 
theaecine oe mies ho dues cage. The cage itself should be laid raspberry and_ blackberry, the 
enough to carry on a National Ad- on its aie and je fueen suspend hazel nut, supply a fine border 
rerti i i is abso- own between the fra . ; 

qatelys mecca ta waar to take putting the queen cage In the hive, for a rural highway, and wher- 

honey out of the ordinary honey class remove the ff stap evening ihe ever same are now found they 
uality hone opening a he end o e cage in 

chee ——— e ¥ which the sugar candy is contained Should be protected. Some of 

During the winter months the state and cr the eee Me ae naa ae our enthusiastic road builders 
secretary in co-operation with the by eating roug! e candy. " . serra 
county secretaries should get a list of there is dry candy in the cage, this ever learn to appreciate trees 
all the supplies needed by the mem- should jateo Be removed. or oe the and shrubs. There have been so 
bers for the next season, and then bees will continue to cluster on un- ; 

go after the large quantity prices til entirely used. Leave the empty many places where beauty has 
from the manufacturers. We should hive body and cage on a the geo: been permitted to go up in flame 
save more each year on our supplies ond’ day unless:the bees all deser' e 
alone than the “Association expenses cage sooner, If they have not left and smoke, and only black spots 
would cost us. the cage by the second aay. shake mark the ravines and roadsides 

The moral to all this is to imme-_ the bees out into the hive being sure . ine é 
diately form ourselves into a state that the queen is in the hive. If the where beauty was profuse. 2 

Ogi oR
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E Uncle Sam on Comb Honey 
. Look over Uncle Sam’s semi-monthly market reports. Check up the quo- 

N tations on comb and extracted honey. You will find extracted honey 

) prices going down. Comb honey prices are better and more stable. This 

I is true in every market giving a report. 

N Last year we advised against a glutted honey market. Again we urge 

A beekeepers to produce comb honey. The profit is more certain than for 

a extracted honey. To get first grade price—use Lewis Sections. 

N Ask us for a 1921 “Beeware” catalog today. It’s free. eo 

N Nex Ives ano AMAMAM EQUIPMENT pi HR te 2 ah 

Q Look This cab fet yet 

N BEEWARE veel ante» 
N For = uf Mark : 

Ny WATER TORN 1S.3 a 

5 MAKES THE FINEST. 

\ “'Beeware’’ is a Registered Trademark \ 
IN 

re] Home Office ° 

N G. B. LEWIS CO. “inthis Watertown, Wis. 
N Branghes: Albany, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., Lawyers, (Near Lynchburg) Va. 

Doe PCM UTNE UC NEINE PANE MULAN BMA AOL N MELAS MMH ARIE LEE 

0 ———_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_ 

McKAY NURSERY | falta ‘Hees and 
— ees 

COMP ANY / BEEKEEPERS 
MADISON, WISOONSIN & Queens for Sale 

= After June Ist, untested 

Nursery Stock of queens, $1.00; tested, $2. Should send for our book- 
Quality One frame nucleus with let on the new MODI 

untested ft 1 - for Particular Buyers ae Sd, we tne. FIED DADANT HIVE. 
Have all the standard varieties A aoe we Tame; . : 

as well as the newer sorts. Can $8.00. Full colonies after The hive with a brood 
supply you with everything in August Ist. Orders book- chamber sufficient for pro- 

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, “3 now with 10 per cent lific queens. OUR CATA- 
Vines and Ornamentals. own. ‘|| LOG IS FREE. 

Let us suggest what to plant 
both in Orchard and in the 
decoration of your grounds. The 
Prices and om new Catalog H ] 
sent promptly upon receipt of 
your list of wants. ensel er DADANT & SONS 

‘ Apiaries 
Nurseries at P Hamilton, Tlinois 

. MARSHFIELD, WIS. . , 
Waterloo, Wis.
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. Celery firm the soil with the back of a finished off. Of course a little 

seas a spade or shovel. If the surface may be pushed along for early 

William Toole ‘ emnres dry the seeds cannot tise. but the later grown is the 

Celery is easily grown and well germinate so I cover the bed with best for fall and winter use. If 

repays the effort if proper care unbleached sheeting such as I the plants have not been too 

is given. No garden vegetable have had for a number of years crowded in the seed bed they may 

responds more easily to good for seed bed covers. This cover- be transplanted direct but I like 

care, or is more surely disap- ing should be laid directly on the to transplant into a nursery bed 
pointing if neglected. There is seed bed. Watering with a from which they are later moved 

not much satisfaction in trying sprinkler may be done directly on to where they are finally. Plant 

to raise early celery but if early the covering. As soon as the in the rows about four or five 

plants can be procured a few may young plants begin to show the inches apart. 

be given extra care for early fall covering should be removed and If the weather is dry it is well 

use. These early plants must the plants must not be permitted to give one watering just after 

not be given any check in growth to dry out. Keep the seedbed transplanting. If the young 
through lack of cultivation or cultivated and free from weeds. plants in the seed bed come along 

moisture else they are liable to The celery does well as a sec- too fast_they should be cut back 

run to seed. ond crop to follow such early on@ ice. Cultivate faith- 

For the general crop the seeds stuff as lettuce, radish, spinach, rN il plants are large 

should be sown out of doors in a_ or early peas. After these crops en "eo h soil drawn to 

well prepared bed of rich soil, as have been removed and the then Phibsehing when the 

early as it is safe to plant any grond hoed and raked to be free lar ee 4 four or five 

hardy seeds in the garden. from weeds, mark off rows about ine 0: gp should be ecul- 

The soil of the seed bed should three and one-half feet apart. tivat & 0 wigs and then 

be thoroughly pulverized and Cover each mark about a foot grasp Be a plant in 

made rich with thoroughly de- or eighteen inches wide with a one head i oils brought to 

composed barnyard manure if it generous depth of friable manure the plakt e other hand; 

is not naturally fertile. The and cultivate until it is well mix- change h¥ f continue so 

seeds should be sown thinly in ed with the soil. July is early that each \ t compressed 
rows about four inches apart enough to set out the plants in within a coMar of soil without 
covered thinly. After covering the rows where they are to be any covering the center of the
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plant. Brmg more soil with the power duster is the best to use; 

hoe up against the plants. If for smaller areas the. hand ma- 

earthed up more than twice it chines will work satisfactorily. Pl 

will be necessary to use the spade The dust should be applied when an now for 

to carry the blanching higher. the weevils first begin to feed up- 

What is stored for winter should on the buds. This will usually the Orchard 

not be blanched so much as that be about the first of May or a . . 
és 5 you will put out next spring. 

for early use. There are other little later. Repeated coverings 

ways of blanching celery using should be made until the buds ato) shies siete ane )oraas 

paper, drain tile, boards set on open. Usually only two dustings mentel plants; round. the 
edge and also close planting in are necessary; the first when the home. We have a complete 

each direction. My own prefer- weevils begin feeding and the assortment of all the lead- 

ence is for blanching with earth. second a week later. ing sorts to select from. Cir- 
Golden Self Blanehing is a popu- The insect spends the winter cular showing many of the 

lar celery variety. It is slightly as a beetle under rubbish or any leaders. IN woloNe’ “fees toe 

more subject to rust than some suitable covering in or near the ithe: asim 
. - ai 2 asking. 

other varieties. Early Blanching strawberry beds. They are quite 
is a thrifty variety of good qual- small, only about one-tenth of an 

ity and keeps rail. = ting inch long; of a reddish or brown- THE COE, CONVERSE & 

is a little taller but not too tall, ish color with two large darker EDWARDS CO. 
a little later and of good quality. spots on the back. Fort Atkinson, Wis. + 
White Plume answers for early, About the time the blossom 

but does not equal the others for buds appear the beetle comes out ‘ 

quality. The giant kinds are not Of its hibernating quarters and 

profitable—there is too much feeds for a while on the immature aammnimmmmuummmMNUANNN 
waste in handling. pollen which is secured by punc- z 

turing the blossom buds. After & 

. a short period the female lays & The 
The Strawberry Weevil her eggs singly in the buds them- & Jewell Nurser = 

Do the young flower buds of selves, in only those buds which = y 

your strawberry plants ever contain pollen (staminate varie- & Company 

droop over and fall to the ties) and are about ready to open. Z Lake City, Minn. 

ground? If so, the trouble is After each egg is laid she crawls & 

very likely caused by a small red- down the stem a short distance F 
dish-brown or black beetle which and with her beak girdles the Established 1868 
lays her egg in the bud itself and stem so that the bud either 

then crawls down the stem and droops over or falls to the ground. Fifty-three years 

girdles it, causing the bud to This is the injury most easily no- 

either fall to the ground or hang ticed by the gardener. continuous service 

to the stem by a few shreds. The egg soon hatches into a 
This damage can be checked if small grub which feeds upon the 

the proper measures are applied pollen and other parts of the A Complete Stock 
at the right time. A dust com- flower within the bud. When of ey shelley 

posed of one pound of arsenate ot fully grown the grubs are Stock in Hardy 

lead and five pounds of finely strongly curved in shape and Varieties for 

ground sulfur will aid greatly in whitish or yellowish in color. If Northern Plant- 
killing off the weevils and in- the buds do not fall to the ground erB: 
creasing the yield of fruit. at first they usually do soon af- 

If you have a large’acreage a ter and the moisture of the : : :
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ground seems to be necessary for © )_-—-A Kx 

the development of the tiny grub ae RED RASPBERRY PLANTS 
After the grub becomes full The Early King red raspberry does not winter kill without 

grown, it changes to a pupa and covering as far north as St. Paul, and is now the principal 
ae a market berry of progressive growers where winters are severe. within about a week .the adult . : : z 

. . It gives delight in the home garden and big, sure profits for 
beetle emerges, which is about market. 

mid-summer. The beetle then $2.50 per 100—$18.00 per 1,000 

feeds for a short time on the G. H. TOWNSEND 

pollen of other flowers, especially Ri hl . d Cent s Wi 
the wild bergamot, and then ichian enter, 18. 

seeks shelter for wintering. SS 

Thus, there is onl > generati pcan 2 ene 18 OMY one gener ation ns 
a year. Charles L. Fluke. = = 

Fichett’s Dahlias | | Strawberry Plants 
Education First - = y = 

: . have acquired somewhat of a = 2 

Your article “Concerning | raruation wherever grove, at | fl For Sale 
Highway Trees and Other Mat- | Iterestincgantiag as pow. Trial | i 
ters’? in March issue is rather See ee on ckesalee rena = We are growers of Senator = 
misleading in its first paragraph. Oregon Beauty, Dee. large ori- = Dunlop and Warfield exclu. 2 mm an . ental red = sively and through many 3 
The organization of Friends of Rose, Show, dark rose = years of careful selection = . " Floradora, Cactus, dark blood = h . . = 
Our Native Landseape has in no red BO We Daves superior etrain. = . Cecelia, Peony-flowered, lemon = We also have Everbearing = 
way put itself on record as favor- yellow | 2 Strawberries, Raspberries = Q —- Queen Wilhelmina, Peony-flow- 2 d all hee Bush frui = ing any large appropriation for ered, pure white = and all other bush fruits, = 

. John Green, Peony-flowered, = shrubs and trees. = the purchase of county or town- yellow center, searlet tip ‘ = ‘i = 
s < All grown in Wisconsin ¢ t Ee ity— =o 

ship parks or of compelling own- subject to any F, RB. quaran- z the dent cant con ecaoiy cay 2 
ers to plant trees along all our J. T. FITCHETT = quantity. = 
highways. Janesville, Wis. 2 Catalogue on request. = 

The Friends of Our Native = 2 

Landscape are heartily in aceord- z R ’ = 

ance with the ‘‘rational plan” In view of the fact that high- 2 aSMUSSEN S = 
outlined in your article. Their way tree planting is still in the & Fruit Farm = 
work is chiefly educational. experimental stages any other z 2 
While carrying on their educa- action was deemed unadvisable. 2 OSHKOSH, WIS. 2 

tional work they are also inter- Experience : has Shown conelu- —_Fimnmumniimnnnunmnomn ME 
ested in seeing the necessary le- sively that if we are to keep our 

gal machinery created for the highways open for winter travel scape) went on record as favor- 

proteetion, conservation, preser- trees and shrubs may be used as ing such appropriation as may 
vation and dedication for public natural snow fences. Therefore be necessary in the Department 

use of all features, characters and these materials should be under of Agriculture to make the law 

places which contribute to Our the control of the same organiza- effective. This would, according 
Native Landscape. tion as roadway construction and to official estimate, require only 

At the winter meeting held maintenance. limited funds of $8,000 to $10,- 
February 2, resolutions were We have now a law providing 000, annually. 

passed favoring legislation which for Rural Planning. Some coun- Trusting that this will explain 

would put the planting, care, and ties as La Crosse, for instance, the situation more fully, I am 

maintenance of trees and shrubs have made a good start setting Yours faithfully, 

along our highways under the aside two Rural Parks and 12 F. A. Aust, 

jurisdiction of the State Highway Wayside Parks. However, it Secretary of Friends of Our 

Commission. (Friends of Our Native Land- Native Landseape.
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Wisconsin Horticulture privileges for life as well as to steadily for two years past until 

the magazine. it has absorbed the surplus we 
Published Monthly by the ap * ~ 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society If fifty memberships are re- had aceumulated for such an 

12 N. Carroll St. eeived before May Ist Wisconsin emergency. 
Official organ of the Soclety. 5 ‘ s 3 

Iforticulture will be restored to We sincerely hope that condi- 
FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. 3 pages: i I. ife tions improve shortly s 4 gLREDERIO CRANE FIED eer 16 aca : if one fan ed i tions may “oe Rov so that. 
a emberships are rece é re Cs ro even bey vonty Entered at the postofiice at Madison, Wis- mem bers nIps are recelvec in that we ean go even eyone twenty 

consin, as 8 cond class matter. Acceptance for time you will again have not less pages. Publishers in the ecom- 
mailing at special rate of postage provided for . s 3 ae . oo yes 

fa Rection 1 Act of Oet. 3, 1917, authorized than 20 pages and if possible 24 mercial field are facing” similar 
Advertising rates made known on application. pages, You are doing yourself conditions. They cannot risk in- 

_ a good service and helping in a creasing their subscription price 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ood ease Send 3 wenn Poe shee Gi lie Brac crescrs as 
Aunual membership fee, one dollar, whlet good cause. send im your Fee and neither ean ley Increase 

bseripti to Wis) , 5 a: oe 
ee ear teulttre. "Send pne dollar to Fred. TODAY to their advertising rates sufficient 

SE a eaee et iatal oe Tanreea Money Order. Frederic Cranefield, See’y, to meet the inereased cost of 
i be sent safely if ed 9 3 i bas < fin. I 

aaa toe aod” parcoual thecks. necepted. 701 Gay Bldg., Madison, Wis. printing. Except for the big fel- 

Postage stamps not accepted. . lows who can charge what they 

——— 3 please and get away with it 
OFFICERS Found, A Dollar Bill! Pee a ge a , 

Sods Hayhcccsexcasccasspeceusesevnsast Dresden there is very little profit to the 
H. G. Christensen, Oshkosh. ....Vice’ President z : : - 
F. Oranefleld, Secretary-l'reasurer......Madison An March 24th a letter was re- publisher in advertising. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE eelved at this office ate a 

J. A. Hays.........ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee Ex-Offelo Collar bill folded inside one of 5 is 
H. O. Christensen............0........-Ex-Otleio ibe 5 . The Crossing or ‘‘Mixing’’ of 
BP. Cranefleld ..........-....00005000.-..Ex-Offlelo OUT’ pink cover coin cards. . 
Ist. Dist., Wm. Longland..........Lake Geneva . . Vine Crops, 
and Dist., R. J. Coe................Ft, Atkinson = The dollar was plainly intended 
8rd Dist., E. J. Frautsehi..............Madison : . parades. agans thers 
4th Dist., A. Leldiger ................Milwaukee = fy renewal of membership but A member asks, as many others 
5th Dist., Jas. Livingstone ......... Milwaukee : one f 
6th Dist., J. W. Roe................--Oshkosh the card bore neither name nor have asked, about the cross ng o 
7th Dist., C. A. Hofmann........ ....Baraboo aps . 
8th Dist., J. E. Leverieh........1....2...8parta address. The envelope was post- ‘different vine crops: 
9th Dist., L. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay ; . 

loth Dist., Paul E, Grant............Menomonle yyarked Milwaukee, March 23d, (1) Will the Hubbard and De- 
lth Dist., Irving Smith ................Ashland ; “ ; ; jisieas eauash wie it planted to 

i s . . ao hlous squas Xx ra « - HOARD (OF MANAGERS 11, Ps eM. Who is the member 1M : JE 

J.A.Hays H.O.Christensen PF. Cranefleld Who forgot to sign his name? gether. The answer is that these 

ee two varicties of the same species 

P may ‘‘mix,’’ there may be cross- 
Do You Want To Be In For Life? 0: we! Twelve . . 

: From Twenty to ing or there may not but the pos- 

As explained in another column Our readers may be disappoint- — sibility exists. 

your magazine is a victim of ed that The Paper consists of but (2) Will these and other win- 

Wl. ©. L. There is a way by twelve pages this month instead ter squashes mix with pumpkins? 

which members may restore it to of twenty. Fear not, the worst It is not likely, in fact highly im- 

its regular size; take out a life is yet to come, next month there probable as these belong to dif- 

membership. may be but eight pages, the next — ferent species. 

If you have been a member of — after that even smaller. Further (3) Will cucumbers and mel- 

the Society for a year or more than that we cannot see. ons ‘‘mix’’? NO! Very many 

you will probably want to renew The reason? High cost of people will insist that this is not 
your membership from year to printing. The February number — true but the burden of proof rests 

year. Before you realize it you with supplement cost 120 per cent with them. 

have paid ten dollars. By pay- more than the corresponding is- (3) Will pumpkins, cucumbers 

ing it now you are relieved of sue in 1920. The same is true of and melons ‘‘mix.’? No. Of the 
the trouble of annual payments. the Mareh number. many combinations that might be 

This fee, ten dollars, is for life The receipts from membership effected in planting these three 

membership in the State Morti- fees and advertising must cover crops there is.mone that could 

cultural Society and entitles you the cost of printing and paper. produce a cross. 

to the annual report and all other The cost of both has increased Of all the vine crops grown for
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Ne 

. . q 
R Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results ‘ 

C Ci \ ream Ulity 
ie 

DRY 

5 Q 
It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension 

LIME SULPHUR SULPHUR (DUSTING) SODIUM NITRATE 
BORDEAUX PASTE CALCIUM ARSENATE SWIFTS FERTILIZER is 

C City Chemical Work \ 
770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. | 

ENCANA CMR APMC MCMV LANCER MOMMA MN 

crookneck, scallop ce a oh WeEySeeSj= 

which belong to the same species 

serrieri auld ia (80s Cucurbila Pepo. The Hawks 

lao e) A Beginner Wants to Know y 

Fio.7 Fr0.2 Fa. 3 There is a man in Milwaukee Company 

who is going out on a farm next 

BERRY BOXES spring to stay. He knows noth- are in a position to 

ing about fruit growing and asks furnish high grade 

Crates; oan noses many questions. On this account Nursery Stock of all 
and. “Cilinax ets his case is hopeful beeause he kinds and varieties 

. knows that he docsn’t | - and suitable to Wiscon- 
As You Like Them en rat « os a ae sin and other north- 

is willing to learn. Feeling that ern districts 
wi ft the Ewald Patent a 4 . ; 

Folding” Berry Boxes ‘ot, woo veneer there may be other similarly sit- Will be glad to fig- 
F an . 

erate ‘material Inthe K. D, in enrload uated one bateh of his questions ure on your wants 
jo iF. alty. constantly ca: ~ i i in stock 16 quart erates all. made Up and answers to same are given: either in large oF ready for use, elther for strawberries or x a : ; small quantities. 
blueberries. No order too small or too (1) Give list of apples for 
large for us to handle. We can ship the . . \ 
folding boxes and crates in K. D. trom farm orchard in Forest county, 
Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in : es 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our also erabs. 
part well. A large discount for early 
orders. A postal brings our price list. Ans. We are tempted to an- 

Cumberland Fruit Package swer, 12 Hibernal but other varie- Wauwatosa, Wis. 

Company ties may succeed. Try 4 Duch- 

Dept. D, Oumberland, wis. ess, 3 Patten Ceeadg, 38 Ve pspsseseseseseasesSsSaSaSaSaSSS==" 

linda, 2 Hibernal. For crabs, 1 

Hyslop, 1 Transeendent, 1 Mar- Aus. No, 

food there is only one group in — tha. (3) How many plum trees and 

which crossing is apt to oceur, the (2) Should Tolman and Wind- what kinds and same for grapes. 

common pumpkin and the sum- — sor be ineluded in any list of ap- Ans. Six plum trees will be 

mer squashes such as summer ples for Forest Co. enough, two each De Soto, Forest
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Ba 1T PAYS TO SHIP APPLES IN 

CLD Yhap ans 2G ig EAI LGD 
J, , aa na . J) WO 

The UNIVERSAL PACKAGE 

This package delivers your apple shipments in first class condition. It is a U. S. Standard 
Bushel. Best DISPLAY package. Make it your standard shipping package this year. 

Write for Prices and Proof of Universal Packages 
Prompt and Efficient Service Assured Shipments Made from Nearest Factory 
Factories located in: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Michigan, Missouri, Iowa, Arkansas and Texas. 

SEND 25c (COIN OR STAMPS) FOR SAMPLE 

Package Sales Corporation, South Bend, Ind. 
210 UNION TRUST BLDG. 

| 

Garden, Hawkeye. No grapes geon Bay, The Kickapoo, Bara- west, New York’ and Michigan. 
for Forest Co. unless on the south boo and other places who last There is only slight demand for 

side of the building where the fall sold many, many carloads the Badger product.” 

vines can be thoroly protected of beautiful apples, Dudley, ‘Wisconsin apples are not of 

from frost during the fruit ripen- Wealthy, MeIntosh, Snow, ete., at the desired commercial variety,”’ 

ing season. Try Beta and good prices and were unable to said a Milwaukee commission 

Moore’s Early. supply the demand. But the man. ‘The apples are not prop- 

(4) Distance to plant fruit sales were not made to Milwau- erly prepared jor shipment. 

trees. kee dealers. They are largely fall apples and 
Ans. Apple 20 by 24 ft, or 20 Long ago our growers, for rea~ do not keep as long as apples 

by 20. Plums 16 by 16 ft. for sons which need not be recited from other parts.’’ 

home orchard. here, learned to avoid Milwau- 

(5) Shall I plant in spring or kee as a market and as a result 

fall? . Broadway dealers get only Protecting Farmers Against Fake 

Spring planting only for Wis- ‘‘barnyard”’? stock from Hales Insecticides / 

sonsin no matter what they do Corners way and around Wauke- By Dr. J. K. Haywood, United 

elsewhere. sha and think they are getting States Dept. of Agriculture 

Wisconsin re Here is ae In the enforcement of the in- 
There Are All Kinds of People joke, it should have been sent to secticide act, officials of the 

: _ Luke MecLuke: United States Department of Ag- 
Including Milwaukee Com- conn: oe ‘ieult h had ae 

mission Men Milwaukee commission men say riculture have ha some wonder- 

that Wisconsin apples are not i a weird remedies 
The following from the Mil- handled in any large quantities rought to their attention. 

kee Journal of Dee. 20th, will on the local market. Most of the A preparation sold as & remedy Wane or dee. aun, e ; for all kinds of diseases of trees 
amuse our apple growers in Stur- apples sold here are from the wag found to consist of approxi-
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mately 80 per cent table salt and eS OOOO 

the remainder consisted of equal- 
ly ‘‘powerful’’ ingredients. This | bd . 

great ‘“‘remedy’’ was sold by an_ | lg tl n g e e S 

“itinerant tree specialist,’? who | 

‘guaranteed to extermunate , and keeping the soil loose are the greatest 

tree diseases and naively inform- > factors in crop production, next to good 

ed his credulous victims that tree | > & . soil and seeds. Gilson Garden Tools re- 

diseases were caused by uneven | >, duce weeding and cultivating labor to a 

temperature and overproduction aim Dy ad 

of wood which causes the sap to ] ~~ D> 

become congealed in the ‘‘arter- | \, “ A 

ies’? of the trees. He compared AN \ lo 

the treatment of tree diseases to p= ee | 

the treatment of human diseases , _— ] WEEDER id <p 

and consigned to the scrap heap gp ae reds Z\ 

all the conclusions and results of Ss Loch nuT- ANE SS 7 wy, 

scientific investigators, insisting WEEDER aL ADE IN POSITION Rake HBERT as 

that he was the discoverer of the . IN POSITION 

only true method of treatment. 

And this wonderful remedy may THE GILSON TRIPLEX 

be bought, ladies and gentlemen, & ate a y Plow [weeaer aria) cultivator “that! can 
for the modest and insignificant plete plowing, tilling and weeding ton Re your 

sum of only $3 per ean, cash dealers or shipped prepaid for $8.95. 

money. 
ey 

[ek 
Unhampered by Facts | ap FOU MNT AOE 

Another ‘‘remarkable’’ prep- | Sa 

aration was offered to the poul- OC / 

tryman for the guaranteed ex- eT annie Ry 

termination of vermin in his SD 

flocks by the simple expedient of 

adding a few drops to the drink- Dye TABLE THE GILSON WEEDER 

ing water, which became effec- “rem Seat to the lett style! above! ani an ‘handle 

tive through the pores of the [ rake in one. Made in 4 sizes: 31% in., $1.15, 

chicken and thus killed the lice 5 in., $1.25, 6 in., $1.35, 8 in., $1.45 for handle 

on its back. This was an inter- tools. Wheel outfit, $3.70. 

esting theory to the sc’entists of THE LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 

the department, since chickens 
have no pores exeept two small shown in wheel type at the left and in handle type below makes quick 

2s he base of the tail. This work of destroying weeds and loosening the soil without backaches 

ones at the 0 : and downward pressure. Made in 3 sizes, 5 styles. Handle Type, 5 

seeming obstacle to the practical tooth, $1.15; 7 tooth, $1.45; 9 tooth, $1.70. Wheel Type, 7 tooth, $3.90: 

working of the remedy meant 9 tooth, $4.15. 

nothing at all in the young life — 

of its discoverer, who without Zag If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from et 

hesitation denounced the depart- ie this advertisement or send for free catalog. 4 

ment and impatiently pointed WD 1 

out the feather holes to prove h’s i ‘7 J | } 

assertion that chickens did in | { 

fact have pores. \ | Sr. J E GILSON ‘f\\ 

The treatment of diseased trees oY ca y 

by the injection or inoculation sN\ (7 Com all | 

method also seems to be a favor- | \N %/ p \ I 

ite of some ‘‘tree specialists.’’ pe, FI” 

Cyanide capsules were used by A} b aN 118 Western Ave. poe ] ee 

one of these gentlemen in_ his | Jif. yi Port Washington, Wis Ved =a 4 | 

“‘treatment’’? and many promis- meee NS ale “ads yp Wid. a a |
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. : 
ing orchards were irreparably . . 
injured until the department got vfs J = 
on his tra‘l. MR bes gts a S.C olf 

A combination of salt bricks Sf et OE Ohl Ain Ba tote ree Cp 
with a little sulphur has been Beis SS gy Se gs ea A ee Se 
sold for destroying lice and ticks ass BEERS ee eeS Ge eo er Beret ies nao 
on cattle. ‘‘Simply put the brick AS BS Se aT ee wa EIR AARYA 
in the pasture and let the cattle oe eI PD KN A 
lick it and—presto! away go the ear a  —— ° A DDN GE 
lice and ticks.’’ So said the aaa SS “TOP DRESSING VEN Do 
manufacturer, but the insecticide a Se ‘AR oe 
board of the department failed to Talk No. 5 FV YTS 
agree with him and he is now 
“specializing’’ in some other 
treatment which is certain to re- FEED YOUR VEGETABLES 
eee from the purses of That crisp quality in vegetables that the fancy trade 

lis victims. : . : 
demands comes of quick, vigorous feeding upon an 

Read Labels Carefully abundant supply of plant food. To push growth 

Apparently it is only necessary quickly there must be plenty of nitrogen under the 
to devise some treatment which Crops, and nitrogen as a top-dressing or side-dress- 
is smple and easy to administer. ' 
and the silver-tongued fakers are Ing. ! 
able to ‘“‘put it aeross.’? The de- 
partment advises all purchasers A R ( A D I A N 
to write for information regard- 

ing the demonstrated and estab- 
lished treatments which may re- S 1 h A N 
quire more time and labor, but u Pp ate O MMORnIA 
which are known to be safe and, 3 . ae . : 
the best available treatments. is the ideal nitrogenous fertilizer. It yields up its 
preety rene ats wits and see pitrogen fast enough for all of the demands of the 
if the seller has dared to put in : print the. verbal. promises he Plant, but not too fast, nor so fast that there is un- 
makes. If so, the department mecessary waste through leaching. 

will get him if he don't watch Sulphate of Ammonia is the well-known standard 
out and if he has made false and icle that has d d 2 : ‘ed 
exorbitant claims. article that has done you good service 1n your m1xe 

The disinfectant which makes fertilizers for years past. 

a strong odor, but which does not , 
kill any germs; the insecticide or at ° : : 
fungicide which is not effective . 3 A Arcadian is the kiln- 
against insects or d’seases, or fP>% bans FAN dried and _ screened 
which positively injures the W, '\? 2 ye d defi da 
plants or crops; all of these 2 |___al/Al} grade, made fine an ry 
things are receiving the attention . Cam i NYP , for top-dressing purpos- 
of your Uncle Samuel who is en- uf =i nanan a : 1 
deavoring to prevent the billion h Hi araeia Wy ccurmon es. Ammonia 2547 
and a half dollars of annual (\ Yocum maa 8 guaranteed. Made in U. 
losses to crops and animals ig = Avwoxa Ss A 

through the ravages of insects From Bag to Fertilizer Distributor . . 

and d'sease. For information as to application, write Desk No. 17 

OO New York Cc Atlanta 
A life membership in this society Baltimore The eG ompany Medina, O. 
is a good. investment. DO IT : 

NOW. cc
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qq Ey» dustry is concerned as a national re- 
course. lor sooner or later the in- 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS dustry will collapse like a card house, 
| without profitable returns to thos 

Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association cnpeed in the pursuit of honey pro- 
< duction. 

Hi: Fe, Wilson; Bditor Having shown to the convention 
a the importance of improving the de- 
nn mand for honey, I will now speak on 

Honey contains vitamines and also To Members of The Wisccnsin State advertising, the only medium — by 
small quantities of various minerals Beekeepers Association which the demand can be improved. 
necessary for the development of the - ? - s Sisenes Here again we have different: views 
body. It is the most healthy sweet Phe editor and publishers, of WISs- and many minds. But the one stand- known to man and is the very best CONSIN HORTICULTURE — regret ing out the most prominent is. the 
one: nOWA. for: children. . that it has become necessary to re- one of the doubters as to the useful- 

duce space allowed to your Socicty ness of advertising. [ wish to. say 
—————_ to two pages instead of four, It may here that advertising of the right 

he necessry to reduce still further for kind is accumulative, which means it Beekeepers’ Chautauqua May and June. A corresponding re gains in selling strength as time goes 
Make ready now to attend the sum. (uction has been made in other de- on no matter. what. the advertised 

mer field meet to be held at Chip- partments, We will resume publica commodity may be, providing it has 
pewa Falls, August 15 to 21, 1921, Won at former size at the earliest merits. It compares favorably with 
Come prepared to learn many new — Possible date and if possible will give building up a one frame nucleus into things and also to have a splendid YOU # special edition or a supplement a powerful colony. It neither ean VAALIUII. to make up for the loss you are now store up any surplus honey until it 

experiencing. Regretting that we has grown into a fair sized colony, 
SS are compelled to cut and soliciting and then only a comparatively small . your consideration, I remain, amount. But when it has reache 

How Did Your Bees Winter? Respectfully yours, the stage of a rousing colony, ject 
Reports are now coming in from Irrederic Cranefield, Mditor, ing from ten to fifteen combs. for 

various parts of the state and the Wisconsin Horticulture. brood rearing, we are justified in 
beekeepers report that while there looking for a big surplus. 
was considerable loss from dysentery, . - a In our industry we have those bee- 
yet there seems to be a fair amount Improving the Demand for Honey keepers who do not expect a one 
of bees per colony. Dysentery seems frame nucleus to gather a surplus of 
to have been more general this past Ladies and Gentlemen of the Conven- honey, but they expect by paying a 
winter than in previous year. There tion: — fifty cent or one dollar initiation fee 
seems to be no definite reason but Invery fair minded honey producer into some association that that asso- 
it is quite evident that poor stores of — in the United States knows this ‘s ciation ought to sell their honey crop 
some kind were gathered in the fall, one of the most important questions at a big profit, advertise and create 
Since dysentery seems to be more affecting the beekeeping industry to- a demand for same. And in case the 
common, our beekeepers should plan day. association should not sell the honey 
to save stores from the early clover Dr. Bonney, president of the Towa itself! would create such a demana 
flow or else each colony should be Beekeepers Association states, in an for their product that the public 
fed at least 25 pounds of sugar syrup article of the August number of ‘“Do- would flock with water buckets to 
in October. Make preparations now mestic Beekeeper” under the heading their honey houses during extracting 
to give the bees the best stores next —Honey Prices—"This is a burning — season and take the honey away from 
winter, and vital question with honey produc- the extractor as fast as it is extracted, 

ers just now.” G. W. Bercau, man- paying more than a satisfactory and 
el ager of the Elizo Apiary Co. of Los — profitable price to the producer, 

1. Angeles, Calif., in the same paper for Failing in this, they curse the asso- 
One Dollar Brings Home Esco elcber und ‘Noveliber says, under ciation and its. officers and attack 

In our last issue of Wisconsin Hor- the heading of—Marketing Extracted each other by ruinous price cutting, 
ticulture we asked the beekeepers Honey——"The question of marketing amounting in some instances to ten 
of the state to contribute to the Na- honey is paramount in the bee indus- cents a pound on the same grade 
tional Advertising Campaign now be- — try.” of honey. If they would stop and 
ing conducted by the American And, in spite of the opposite views — reason, and learn from the rousing 
Honey Producers’ League. To date which some of my contemporaries and profitable colony of bees men- 
we have not received any individual hold, I want to go on record as say- tioned, how it was built up, the time, 
contributions. In spite of the fact ing, “the successful and profitable bees and care it took, they would 
that any number of our beekeepers marketing of honey is the founda- — a'so be patient in regard to advertis- 
have spoken in favor of such a plan tion of the bee industry in this coun- ing honey. For it takes a good deal 
not a single individual has yet of- try, upon which foundation every more time, patience and money to 
fered to contribute. branch of the industry must rest.” build up a demand for an article of 

And I am convinced beyond any doubt food which has been known to the CONTRIBUTIONS TO ADVERTIS- whatever, no matter how many new public for ages, but which, owing to 
ING CAMPAIGN OF AMERICAN beckeepers we call into existence, the neglect of the producer in keep- 
HONEY PRODUCERS’ LEAGUE and how numerous the members of ing it before the public thru judici- 

Wisconsin Honey Producers’ our associations are for the time be- ous advertising has lost its popularity 
Cooperative Assn. ........$100.00 ing, if we fail in this all important and general demand, than it does to 

Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ part of profitable marketing, which advertise an entirely new thing. 

Association ws oi sa coves 50500 must include a better demand, we We beekeepers must learn to real- 

WHO WILL BI NEXT? fail in all of them as far as the in- ize that we ourselves, and we only,
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must bear the expense of the first within a few years. At the same Members Shares of 

cost of advertising honey. We must time the retail price will not be mate- Stock Sub- 

be willing to assess ourselves in or- rially lowered beyond what it is now scribed for 

der to raise the funds necessary to which will mean a bigger difference 8. H. L. McMurry ........ 10 

do so, that we may be able to start to the distributors. Beekeepers who 9. Sam Post ......-+eeeee 1 

the advertising nucleus. First lo- do not belong to the association are 10. Edw. Blumer .......--- z 

cally, by demonstrating the use of writing in asking us to sell their 11. Edgar A. Nerby ......- 4 

honey in cooking and baking con- honey. Yet they have not made any 12. H. F. Wilson .......... 10 

tests, distributing recipes and litera- offer to take even one share of stock. 13. Dr. Fracker .....-+-++- 2 

ture and perhaps give away samples In order to make the cooperative as- 14, F. FE. Matzke .....-.-++ 9 

of honey. Second, we must raise a sociation a success it should have at 15. Conrad Kruse ......... 10 

State advertising fund. And since least a capital of $20,000 and if this 16. L. W. Parman ......-+ 1 

there is now a national move on foot amount of money is to be raised, the 17. C. W. Aeppler .....--- 1 

we may want to join it in a honey beekeepers must get behind this 18. Gus Dittmer .....-..--+ 1 

advertising campaign. movement. A sufficient number of 19. Mrs. O. W. Hildreth ... 1 

The ways of popularizing our subscriptions have been received to 20. J. K. Dudley, Jr. ...--- 1 

product are many, too numerous to take up all the capital stock of the 21. Mathilde Candler ...... 1 

mention in this paper, the scope of present orgnization but five times as 22. Ralph Irwin ....-----+ 1 

which, of necessity must be limited. much stock must be subscribed and 23. Geo. Stowell ..-..--e55 1 

And I choose to conclude by stating paid for before we can increase our 24. Albert Peterson .....-- 1 

that whatever method of advertising capitalization to even $15,000 or $20,- 25. Geo. Lotz ....-.eeeee+s 10 

we may decide upon, do not let us 000. The association has already 26. M. K. Walsh .......+++ 1 

adopt the mistaken one known as helped a few beekeepers dispose of 27. H. Lappley .....-.++++ 1 

PRICE CUTTING, which is in reality some honey and efforts are still be- 28. A. Endlich ......--++++ 1 

not increasing the demand for our ing made along this line. We hope 29. O. K. Ramberg ...-.--- x 

product, but to the contrary cheapens that before the season is over, that 30. Jos. B. Hesseling....+.- 1 

it in the eyes of the public, by creat- every bit of honey will be moved al- 81. Geo. A. ROSS ...-+---++ 1 

ing a doubt as to its merits as a valu- theugh there is a possibility that this 32. Clem Agternkamp ...-- 1 

able food product. will not happen 2s honey is now be- 33. Wilferd Perrot ...--+-- 1 

A.C. I. Bartz. ing offered in the west at 6% and 7c 34. KH. M. Johnson .......-- 1 

per pound. 35. Gustav Telschow ....--- - 

es Because of the difference of opin- 36. Wm. Lemcke ....---+> 1 

ion among our beekeepers, a definite 37..Otto Kerl 1.26.00 0 00% 1 

plan for distributing honey has not 38. Claude Moll .....+.+-++ 1 

Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Cooper- — yet been worked out but this will be 39. J. A. Travis .....-e0-- 1 

ative Association done before next season’s crop comes 40. Phillip Rudolph ......-- 1 

a : an on and the association will be ready 41. Paul Thomar .....--+-- 1 

ae oe iw A awaken ean. {© start early. A list of the mem- 42. C. E. ilmer ....-20005 0 1 

AW ibco reli ata one in the present is. bers and the amount of stock sub- 43. T. J. Wolfe .....-++++> 1 

a Ns ie . scribed for is included. $820 has at #4. Chas. F. Lang .....---- 1 

sue by Mr. A. C. F. Bartz which the present time been paid into the 45. Otto Klessig ....--+--+ 1 

should be read from end to end sev-  tyeasury. 46. Arthur 1 

: + « rthur Kappel ....---- 

eral times, We might perhaps jolly H. F. Wilson 47. Frank “Yatisky 1 

Mr. Bartz because of the fact that Secretary-Treagurer v. Mran Bee ea Se 

the Chippewa Valley Beekeepers As- * BEY: asuren. 48. Geo. A. Brill ....-.++++ 1 

sociation voted not to take any stock 49. H. K. Hartmann ....--- 1 

in the coopertive association at this SS 50.°C. D. Adams ...---++++ 2 

time. The Chippewa Valley folks 51. Mrs. A. K. Bradley....- 1 

are undoubtedly progressive and no . 52. Henry Siberz ....----+-+ 1 

doubt have been able to dispose of 2000 Pure Bred Italian Queens 53. Prank Wipautz .......- 1 

all their honey without any outside Now ready for delivery from one 54 Chas. E. Cottrell sees 1 

nasistanee. On the other hand it f the ‘best breeders of the South, 7g, - 
tay be ; J ; t Price $1.25 cash with order, Safe 55: H. W. Johannes ......- 1 

ay be $10 is too large a sum for Seen : 56. John W. Peters 1 

any one of them to raise in which delivery guaranteed. | Ee S _* sees 

case it has been suggested by one of Also a few three-frame nuclei with 57. AUB: E. Wolkow ...--- 1 

our beekeepers that we send them  PUrC bred queens at $6.50 each. 58. C, H, Stordock ......-- 1 

this year’s donations which we expect H. L. McCMURRY, Madison, Wis. 59. Adolph Rine ......--++ 1 

to give to foreign missions. CHAR- 60. C. S. Leykom ....-.++-- al 

ITY BEGINS AT HOME. =———— 61. Frank S. Kline .......- 2 

Mr. Swahn and Mr. Bartz have very 
62. A. H. Kapelke ........ 5 

nicely pointed out the important rie F 63. Henry Luebker ......-- 1 

facts connected with our marketing Wisconsin Honey Producer's Cooper-— ¢ 4" Jamon Gite 

problems and it should be emphasized ative Association 65. Mrs. Wm Gentine “ 1 

that Organization is the most impor- Members Shares of NE, Tike | ‘ : au 

tant feature of all. The Wisconsin Stock Sub- 67, Tee Saber eee me 
Honey Producers” C me : Stock Sub-  ¢7. W. D. Williamson ...... 10 

y roducers’ looperative Asso scribed for 

ciation can if properly supported sell 1. A. Swahn .......-..++5 10 68. Uk 0, Brainara aye sce 8 
all the honey produced in Wisconsi. 2. Chas. Duax ...se.esees 1 69. F. J. Mongin .......--- 1 

and our beekeepers can be assured 3. J. G. McKerlie ........ 1 70. Wm. Haberman ......- 1 

of a reasonable and fair profit but 4. F. F. Stelling .......... 10 71. Orin Shufelt ........-- 1 

without an organization of some kind, 5. Edw. Hassinger ........ 10 72. Emilie T. Muller ........ 1 

our beekeepers will be accepting any- 6, H. R. Tavs ....... eee 1 73. W. A. Kuenzli ........... 1 

where from 6c to 10c for their honey 7. Dr. Siebecker ......--- 2 74. Mrs. J. Parkinson ..... 1
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, DO NOT RAISE DRONES! § 
S 

_ Wires cut into all-wood frames and lose ten- Y 
ae eee sion; portions of honey comb may sag when & 

|) Ozer OL O = = Os=—- wires loosen; worker brood is not reared in N 
reer eee sagged comb parts, drone brood may be; honey S 

may clog sagged combs; smaller crops, increas- N 
N ed swarming often result; eyeletted end-bar frames will help remedy this; eyeletted NI 
N frames made available by Lewis “BEEWARE.” \ 
N Wires do not rust at contact with eyelets. Less tension is needed in wiring eyeletted frames. 
0 Wires do not cut metal eyelets. Sold only in packages of frames. No eyelets or end-bars_ sold. 8 
g End-bars have to be specially bored; eyelets fitted by automatic machinery. Ul 

d Furnished Only by “Beeware” distributors. Q 
Send for a “Beeware” catalog today. It’s FREE. N 

‘ , N (OE HIVES ANO APLARIAN EQUIPMENT 3 
b \ BEWARE 4 

Look | WHERE You Buy Your J} 1, ;, N 

4 BEEWARE Q For = vy Mark q 
B wazencae WN |S, 3 u 

MAKES THE FINEST. y 

' ““Beeware’' is a Registered Trademark Ss 
Home Office ° A 

g G. B. LEWIS CO. ‘iniiiis Watertown, Wis. 4 
Branches: Albany, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., Lawyers, (Near Lynchburg) Va. k 

NL Le CL ee (_—————————————, 

| McK AY NURSERY : Italian Bees and 
COMP ANY i BEEKEEPERS 

= MADISON, WISCONSIN _ Queens for Sale 

E After June Ist, untested 

- Nursery Stock of | queens, $1.00; tested, $2. Should send for our book- 
Quality = One oa ee sia let on the new MODI. 

for Particular Buyers : ie ss “a. ‘Two Tae FIED DADANT HIVE. 
= Have all the standard varieties 2 ao . : . . 

= as wellas the newer sorts. Can & $8.00. Full colonies after The hive with a brood 
supply you with everything in 6 August Ist. Orders book- chamber sufficient for pro- 

_ Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, [7 pa with 10 per cent lifie queens. OUR CATA- 
Vines and Ornamentals. &£ ° LOG IS FREE. 

Let us suggest what to plant 
both in Orchard and in the 
decoration of your grounds. The 
Prices and our new Catalog 
sent. promptly upon receipt of Henseler 
your list of wants. se 

Nurseries at Apairies 5 Hamilton, Mlinois 
‘ MARSHFIELD, WIS. , 

Waterloo, Wis.
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The Success of the Utilitor has been Instant 
A year ago the world knew nothing vates, hauls, or mows, plus anything 

about such a machine. Today the big that any four horse power gas engine 
Midwest factories at Indianapolis are can do. The price, $380, f. 0. b. 
literally deluged with cries for Utilitors | Indianapolis, brings it within the 
from Russia, South Africa, France, reach of everybody. Power is power, 
Belgium, the Balkans—from the whole no matter what you do with it—and 
hungry world. Great food-raising “Utilitor” is only another name for 
America is calling loudest of all. general utility power in a small, self- 

This machine does all the work propelled handy power unit that any- 
of one horse—plows, harrows, culti- body can use. 

Do not forget, too, that this little power unit is the 
= product of one of the world’s oldest and greatest 

2 q prcducers of power; and the fact that it carries the 
\ J famous “Dependable Power” nameplate of the 

| Midwest Engine Company is a guarantee of its 
a efficiency and durability. Nevertheless we give you 

y an unbreakable and absolute guarantee. And, on 
top of this, Midwest Service follows the Utilitor into 

A the field. 

| p The G. M. Madson Seed Co. 
a MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN 

. « a State Distributors aN Write for Circular ---;- 

.,, (FeSO a ‘ PEK tie 
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Dependable Power
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Volume XI Madison, Wisconsin, May, 1921 Number 9 

The Peony and the Iris want to learn more about it upon was one of Brand’s peonies, 

T, A. Kenning, Minneapolis, themselves, and they want to get I think it was the Mary Brand; 

: a good collection of peonies and a very fine, red flower. He said 

Munn, irises, and they want other peo- it was the very finest red peony 

(At Summer Meeting, Racine, ple to grow them. So they hunt in existence, and he was quite an 

August 1920—From Reporter’s up other enthusiasts, and then authority. Mr. Traxler is now 

Transcript. ) they decide that the best way to also blind, and it was a pitiful 

Usually when a man or woman disseminate the knowiedge of and sight at our last peony show to 

starts to grow flowers, they want love for their particular flower, see him being led around by his 

to grow all the kinds of flowers is through an organization. Thus daughter, she trying to explain 

that they see between the covers it was that four or five men gath- the exhibits to him. 

of seed catalogues. Each one ered together in Minneapolis Now, the object of the North 

seems more lovely than the other, about five years ago this last western Peony & Iris society is to 

and the catalogues present them June, and organized the North- disseminate the knowledge of 

so attractively that they want western Peony & Iris Society. and love for the peony and iris, 

them all. They try a good many There was an American Peony and this is done in a number of 

of them, and they find that some Society, but they held their ex- ways. Each month the secre- 

are not adapted to their particu-  hibitions in the east, and it was tary has a department in the 

lar locality; that some are rather hard for the growers and enthu- Minnesota Horticulturist, and in 

finicky, and need especial care; siasts of the northwest to exhibit the Flower Grower. The mem- 

some are not hardy, and some in competition with those who bers of the Northwestern Peony 

grow like weeds and look like were nearer at hand. Among & Iris Society are also members 

weeds. On the other hand, they those men who organized this so- of the Horticultural Society, and 

find that some are adapted to any ciety were the late Rev. C. S. get the monthly publication, the 

locality, and respond handsomely Harrison, C. J. Traxler, of Min- Horticulturist. Then the secre- 
to whatever attention is given neapolis, A. M. Brand of Fari- tary also issues a bulletin from 

them. Now, such flowers are the bault, and W. F. Christman. time to time. We have had so 

peony and the iris. It is a curious but sad fact that far only two meetings per year. 

When a man or woman gets two of those men subsequently One of these is the annual meet- 

bitten by the peony or iris bug, became blind. Rev. Harrison be- ing, which is also held in connee- 

so to speak, they want to talk to fore he died became blind, and tion with the Minnesota Horticul- 

somebody else about it, and they the last thing that his gaze rested tural Society, where we have
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papers and talks on the peony their note books and took down I am only going to give you a 
and iris, and usually an illus- the names of the irises. Before few of each kind. You may 
trated lecture. Then in the sum- that they did not know there was want to take notes, but if you do 
mer we have our peony show. It such a plant as the Iris. They not, I may be able to give you 
is supposed to be an iris and thought they were just blue and some names after the meeting. 
peony show, but you cannot ex- yellow flags, but they found out Now, the tall bearded irises are 
hibit those two flowers together that they were really fine flowers. What we have been in the habit 
very casily, because your irises The bank gave a silver cup, in of calling the German Iris, Lin- 
are gone before your peonies are addition to the money which naeus, the great Swedish botan- 
in their very best condition. But they expended for advertising. ist, gave them the name first, be- 
this is also held in connection Now, as L said before, I leave cause they resembled the Iris 
with the summer meeting of the that with you as a suggestion, Germanica, or the Species Ger- 

Minnesota Horticultural Soeicty, You can probably do something  manica; but the German Iris, so- 
and we have to govern the Peony of that kind in your own town, called, is not a native of Ger- 
show somewhat by their desires. and have a splendid show, with- many. For that reason we are 
These shows, of course, are great out. its costing you a great deal. begimming to diseard that name, 

forces of edueation. This last The iris is native of a and there have been a number of 

year, because of the fact that it great many countries, and there other names suggested, such as 
is impossible to exhibit the two are a great many species of iris, Liberty Iris, Fleur-de-lis, ete. ; 
flowers together, satisfactorily, although we are concerned but tall bearded iris seems to fill 
some of us decided that we want- mainly with only a few. There the bill better than any other, 

ed a separate iris show. I have are three main classes of iris: the because it is descriptive. If ws 

the honor of being regional vive- bearded; the beardless, and the call them Fleur-de-lis, that is 

president of the American Iris crescent. The bearded irises are Somewhat incongruous, because 

Society, and so the American Iris divided into three main classes: the flower is not a native of 

Society and the Northwestern the dwarf bearded, the interme- France, and it does not harmon- 

Peony & Iris Association eo-op- diate and the tall. Now, the ize; and expressions with Liberty 

erated in having this show. dwarf irises bloom in April. in them have been overworked. 

Now, here is just a suggestion They are doubly welcome, be- The description Tall Bearded Iris 

that I want to leave with you. I cause they come so early. They is I think the best of any, and I 

went to one of our biggest banks come in a number of different col- think that gradually all the grow- 

in Minneapolis, the Northwestern — ors. There is a beautiful blue, a ers will catalogue it as such. 

National Bank, and asked them white, and a yellow. They are Now, this is the main class of 

if they did not want to put on an very fine for bed edges, borders, irises that we are interested in. 
Iris show. Well, they rose to the beeause they grow very low. There are in this class a large 

occasion very handsomely, and Then there are the intermediate number of very fine varieties, 

said they -vould. They saw in it irises, which are intermediate in enough to stagger you and con- 

a chance to advertise their bank — size, in height as well as in time fuse you. I am only going to 

in a very effective way. So we of bloom. They are a cross be- give you a few, some of the best, 

put on an iris show. The bank tween the dwarf irises and the low priced varieties. In fact, 

advertised it in the papers very tall bearded irises. There are a there are not many high priced 

thoroughly—in the daily papers, number of very good kinds-in Irises, because they multiply rap- 

—putting in paid ads. We had the intermediate. -Ingeborg is a idly, and you can get very good 

the first iris show that has been pure white, a large flower, very irises for a small price. In the 

held in the northwest, and it cer- fine. Helge is a lemon yellow. past the tall bearded irises have 

tainly was a revelation not only Walhalla has lavender standards been classified according to the 

to the bank officials, but to the and light purple falls, a very color of the standards, but there 

general public as well. Hun- large flower, very conspicuous, has been so much intermixing of 

dreds of people came there with and very fine. varieties that lately that has not
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been a very satisfactory classif——_ [_ Rll Iris is Eldorado. Eldorado ba] i 
cation, and some growers are dis- | THE GARDEN OF MY DREAMS yellowish bronze standards, uf ) 
carding it. But we use it today shaded heliotrope. The falls are ph 

+ + ‘Osta to a certain extent. Mrs. Coley E. Strong purple with a yellow throat, and: yf 
Now, of the white, those hav- yellow down the sides. ae . ss There's a dear old fashioned garden ny . * in ing white standards, there is the That I never shall forget. lhen there is the Jacquesiana, (ih 

Mrs, H. Darwin, that is a very Theres Ce other garden like it in the which is an iris with clouded a 
. sos x and,  j H 

fine iris. It has white standards, I can see it in my dreams, bronze standards. There are a a 
= : eRe f ite narcissus. cleame . we we E . Tt and the falls ave veined a little "here the white narcissus gleams, number of striking irises in thishy'# . . . . And the daffodils in golden glory * ‘: 1H with violet. It is quite a com- stands, group, and Jacquesiana is one of Feit 

pact growing iris, and a very them. The falls are erimson-) “ar 
free bloomer, and a very. satis- There the Lilacs purple plumes, maroon, Prosper Laugier ist f* . Bal og Sends the perfume thru the rooms, . 1 factory all around iris. Then As I sit and listen to the humming of larger and brighter than Jaeques- "x , 
there is the Vietorine, which is the bees. a jana. le . . Oh, the soft south wind is blowing, . :' i} very striking, white standards And you almost think its snowing, Then in the purple standards nH) 

: ‘ s the petals drift from : . apple ws a EE with a clouding of purple, and . eee multe from) all: theauppls we have Kochii, which is a claret 
. 25. . TA 

purple standards clouded with purple, self-colored flower. Both) iif) 
: + 

vehi white. You see, they have gone Morning glory, Honeysuckle, screen the standards and the falls archi: 
5: a5 4 the doorway where I stand : . indis Vite fifty » standards anc | ) . > same ; one > indistp ih fifty-fifty on the standard: ; and vivinias, Balaams) Calllopsig cat that the same. It is one of the indi oe 

the falls. It is a very striking sturdy happy band, pensible irises, and very cheap 3iy 
ign » . 2 ort acct . e . De we ivis. a a very fine flower. Then Mignonette, the Portulacea, Four «ath an = eee and’? if}! iris, and a very fine flowe : o'slocks and Gorn’ flowers, tdo, It is rather low growing and) iM 

there is the Rhein. ———, which Cockseomb, Columbine and Asters, early flowering, but a very good! Wi 
has purple falls with white edges. ‘overed with the morning dew. one. Then we have Monsignor,, Wh 

i) is ¢ ery strikine iris The shieh is a very. striki iris, ¢ sa aa It is a very striking aia Then Heaven's blue is in the Larkspur, which is a very striking iris, andy ai 
there is Miss Wilmott, which is Marigolds are prim and straight. one of the best. The standardy tH 
a pure white flower of very leath- | Hollyhocks in gorgeous beauty stand- are pale violet, and the falls aret Hl 

ing by the garden gate. , Z ; iri 
ery texture, and one of the best Ragged ladies, Stocks and Pansies, the same color, overlaid with i 

e a > 5 i Pp ries . if 
pure whites that there is. Both sang flex drummondi, Poppies red, rich purple. Words can hardly# bi ° Candytuft and English daisies, all in I 2 ot . Cai 
the standards and the falls are one old-fashioned bed. describe this iris. It is a ver, He 

white. tall, striking iris. Archeveque is} M 
. . . . In this garden of my dreaming, . . le 4 eta ng) Rei Aurea is a rich chrome yellow Sweet beside the Southern wood a deep purple in the standards, aN : 

was a litte tinge of pink in it, Grows the Lily of the Valley, stately and the falls are red and purple.} if 
. = ai blue and white Monkshood. Mae te 6 we ts ) which makes it a very — fine Birds are singing in this garden That is one of the new good = Ve 

i J i Pur ‘ . iris hai flower. Miss Newbronner is a Purple grapes hang on the wail, Aleazar is another very fine iris i 
. ‘ Its so real, I stop and listen, I can . . olet ets e ee little darker shade. That is also hear my mother call. with light violet standards and i) 

a very fine dark flower, an or- deep purple falls. I know this is} th 
: : . . + 

ange yellow. Mrs. Sherwin Oh, its there I'd like to wander, in a good iris, because I have had to} tt 
: - that garden over yonder . ws “tig Wight is also a good yellow, but ‘Where'the June pinks grew in:maades take second place behind it in the ae 

not quite as good as the other soft and sweet, last Iris show. It won first prize} yi 
: 5 ‘ With the Heliotrope and Roses, - nee for the het individ tm two. Tris King is a cross be- All the dear old-fashioned posies, in the class for the best individ if 

tween Amarilla variegata and In this garden with its paths so prim ual blooms. Madam Pacquette is} He 
« ‘ a . and neat. eee: | 

the Maria King. The Maria King a claret color, and has a very finet. rad 

is one of the most brilliant irises This old garden of my childhood, in fragrance. Now, that is some: h 
we have, as a dwarf grower. my dreams I see it yet, thing that is not spoken much off i 

* a Its a sweet and pleasant vision ‘ h hei) 
Iris King has lemon standards One I never shall forget. in catalogues. I do not see w VE te 

and maroon falls, bordered with For there's charm in this old garden, it is not dwelt on more than it is.. jh 
. with its dear old fashioned posies, ames if in i a yellow border. It is a very Where the June Pinks grew in masses, The iris has a very fine fragrance.) J 

strong grower, with a large near the Heliotrope and Roses. Madam Pacquette smells like} 
y Dy ¢ sty’ y ae flower. A very odd and striking a __| (Continued on page 157) Wl 

ad
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Wisconsin Horticulture Necrology one bit for wanting to have a 
Published Monthly by the L. H, Palmer, a long time mem-  S¢P8rate meeting where you can 

Wikconsin a, Society — her of this Society and a friend aisenas, all your problems with 

Oficial organ of the Soclety. of horticulture died at his home tone a ho tindlerstand and ana 

——— in Baraboo early i un nem. 1s Tor your advan- 

sectetary W. Sea Be Madieon, Wis. Mr. Palmer saa eraudl the tage—you get more good out of 

Entered at the postofiice at Madison, Wis ty-second birthday. it—besides it pays in dollars. 

conn oe spawn Tats aaeatage provided {oF Henry C. Meleher, Oconomo- But if you do this—what about 

in Section 1108, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized | a " ee ake _ the rest of us, I mean just w 

7a vertielng Fae made known on application. wee, died March 22nd after sev- lai . - . Jus we 

Advert eee eral weeks’ illness. Mr. Melcher pia ordinary folks, who are just 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society was 71 years of age. beginning—who have a few 

Sheena ea Tw men wore ate many ya panto 
a ornate postal oF Fetes Money Order. sumin “a 4 me ane Wee preciate God’s great out door 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or” g in manner, men who , 5 At Coors 

detached to a card. Personal checks aecepted- Joyed best the quiet of home life; for ourselves and our children? 

Postage stamps not accepted. Hoth eeised: Benit riot ‘dese for the Do you realize what you stand 

onricnns love of fruit than for gain; both for to us? You have done these 

Jo A, Hay. .cccccccneeneeecseeeneeee President were amateur horticulturists in things ee vou Lie. _ sou lOve 

Bl . Cia aye EMtealgon the best sense of the term and of OU" work—if you didn’t you 

— these we have too few. wouldn't be successful, it means 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE more than dollars and cents to 

4, A, Haga cesses EE OMS Nite the date nor you, even tho you forget it some 

I Grate yf Eee eee ee anton Meeting for ‘times. 
Pg By otis sseererst tthe A ton bean i. 7 "Phe: Leeting has If a man who has made two 

fio I aR eee ene amet rece joard oF Man blades of grass grow where one 

CE ee ened to k recently ‘nd. 8th Ccew efote—tay done some- 
on Bae L i Laverieh et econ Bae ea o: Keep! an earicocked up- thing worth while, hasn’t i e 

10th Dist.. Paul FE, Grant............Menomonle in order to catch any wire- : e, hasn’t it been 

tith Dist., Irving Smith .......---------Asbland Jace gy other hints, worth while to have helped to 

BOARD OF MANAGERS _ plant gardens, trees, shrubs, and 

J.A. Hays H. O. Christensen - F. Cranefield The Life Membership susges- floweéts on many a barren spot in 

tion in the April issue has been the state of Wisconsin? 

To Our Readers well received. May we hear Hasn’t it been worth while to 

from you? know you have been unselfish? 

The make-up of the Paper this _ _ We have appreciated this, and 

month is very unsatisfactory to Quite So! because we have we are not 

the editor and can scareely be . afraid to ask you now not to for- 

less so to’ our readers but your Oak Holler, Wis. get us when you do the things 

patient consideration is solicited. Dear friends—I don’t know as that will benefit yourselves. Give 

Violent changes in state printing I am included in the invitation us a share, a generous share, of 

contracts and other matters con- sent out by this Editor Man— the things that help you, we 

nected with the publication of #0 express my opinions on this need them. Do not forget that 

our magazine are taking place Convention problem—but, your words, yourself, are more 

which necessitates temporary I’ve a page of my own—and I than any paper or book that was 

5 want to tell you folks something ever written. Summer meetings 

changes. These troubles will all . 
. 

Y * . —wwant to hurry up before some- all over the state are enlighten- 

be ironed out in a short time and one else says it, that I have a lot ing a lot of us—may be the An- 

we will be able to get back again of sympathy with you fruit nual meetings held this way 

into our old swing. In the mean- growers, gardeners, nursery men, would help also. 

time, patience please. woman’s auxiliary—all you spe- Do not fear that you are losing 

F. Cranefield, Editor cialist folks. Don’t blame you your individuality, by not allow-
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Quick Better 

Sales Profits 

Cut Universal Package, Star Cover 
PaSaCo 19 Inch Corrugated Pad. 

Apples shipped in this practical and useful package will sell more quickly and at bet- 
ter prices. The Pa Sa Co 19 INCH CORRUGATED PAD protects the top layer of ap- 
ples from lip cutting or bruising. 

Retailers and Commission Men prefer to have apples and other fruits shipped in the 
UNIVERSAL PACKAGE on account of the attractive displays made possible by this 
package. 

Write for prices and interesting pamphlet, Career of Bushel Basket. 

Shipment made from nearest factory: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Iowa. Arkansas and Texas. 

Package Sales Corporation, South Bend, Ind. 
210 Union Trust Bldg. South Bend. Ind. 

ing your own desires to loom up Dalmatica. It is a very fragrant very much the same color, but 

so largely, you are teaching all and very tall growing large larger and a little more striking 

who come to your meetings the flower of a beautiful shade of than Madam Chereau. Parisiana 

greatest of lessons, that of pa- lavender. Her Majesty is a rose has white standards, dotted 

tience and understanding, a care- pink. The falls are shaded or lightly, and the falls are frilled 

ful consideration of what the veined with a deeper color. Red lightly. It is another very strik- 

other fellow likes. You dis- Cloud is one of the newer irises. ing iris in the Plicata group. 

agree, but you disagree amicably. The standards are rosy lavender- Now, this group of bearded 

In short, you have the real get- bronze, and the falls are of a_ irises, contrary to the ideas of a 

together spirit and I’m glad. We rosy crimson. Queen of May is lot of people, does not want to be 

know you are not going to forget another pink iris; it is perhaps grown near the water. The 

us, we just wanted to tell you so. the pinkest iris we have. It is a bearded irises like to have their 
Johnnie. rosy lavender, almost pink. roots baked during the summer 

Se Then there is a group of irises time, and they should not be 

THE PEONY AND THE IRIS that are frilled, called the Plicata | grown where water will stand in 

(Gontinued from page Be group, and the standard iris for winter, for instance, and rot them. 

grapes. Nearly all irises are many years in that _Sroup was No manure should be put upon 

very fragrant. Madam Chereau. This is a white them in winter. They are per- 

In the lavenders and pinks we iris with a blue frill all around fectly hardy, and they do not 

have first Pallida Dalmatica. the edge, and a very fine iris, al- need any covering at all. If you 

This is one of the old standard though it is one of the older have just planted them out, per- 

irises, and perhaps if I had only varieties. Ma Mie is an improve- haps it might be well to put a 

one iris I would want Pallida ment over Madam Chereau, of little rough covering of some sort
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z Berry boxes and crates, either in the flat or made up complete; Climax grape and 2 

2 peach baskets; till or repacking baskets; bushel and half bushel shipping baskets, and tree 2 

= protectors at remarkably low prices. 2 

2 Send for our circular and prices before placing your orders. 2 

[ SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX CO. a 
= SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 2 

= 0000 

over them. I use gladiolus Japanese have to be well covered stem. The Siberica are small 

stalks and corn stalks, just to in winter, in order to come — flowers, of a deep violet blue. 

hold the snow. But if they are through and bloom. The beard- Orientalis is a larger variety 

established plants, they do not ed irises like lime. You can use that has been discovered in 

need any at all. You are less either air slacked lime, sprinkling China, and has larger flowers. 

liable to have rot that way. That it on, or you can use the ground Then there is Siberica Orientalis, 

is about the only trouble that lime stone. The air slacked lime Snow Queen, which is a white 

you have with our iris. Cover is the quicker acting, but the re- variety with large flowers, and a 

them too heavily, and they will cults disappear more quickly. Very good one. A gentleman in 

rot. The ground limestone is slower Minnesota has a light blue color 

Now, the beardless group, the in its action, but the results last which he calls True Bue, whiels 

Apagon group, ~ like to be longer. The beardless irises do! ‘ bad fine variety and can 
par > water, ¢ e. 5 . robably rchase 2 - neat the w ater, ult rough they ‘ot want lime, The Mme for the probably be purchased from al 

will do well in a dry situation. wee a5 most any nursery. Then there is 
_ sh Be bearded iris is a fertilizer, but 7 fee 
There are a number of species in ae another beardless iris called 

ta another good fertilizer for beard- . ‘ 
the beardless iris group, but i . i hich } Longipetala Superba, or Mrs. A. 

there are only a few of them that ~°S 38 bone meal, waieh as W. Tait, which is a soft porcelain 

I will mention. here is the een mentioned here before to- pine, 
Siberian and the Japanese. The ay. The Siberian is a deep pur- Among the beardless iris we 
Japanese are rather difficult, and ple iris. The leaves of the Si- have the native European iris, 
we will pass them by, although berian iris are more slender than Pgeudo-Acorus, which is yellow, 

some people have great success those of the bearded, and the and our cwn American variety, 

in raising the Japanese. But the flowers grow on a more slender which grows in almost any of
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LL 

A FRUIT FARM FOR SALE | rsremres avansa.s9or 
= = 
= Thirty acres, 114 miles from city limits, Madison, Wis; twenty = 4 4 eS) 

2 minutes by truck from Capitol Square. Five hundred cherry trees, 2 
2 Richmond and Mont, planted 6 years; 500 apple, 2 to 6 years. 2 
2 Cherries bearing this year. Orchard has been well cared for andis = 
2 in good condition. 10 acres level land suitable for small fruit and 2 fio. F102 Fig. 3 
2 vegetables; clay loam soil; five acre oak grove. R. R. station di- 2 
2 rectly across road. Terms easy. = 

= Write MRS. F. G. CORBUS A BERRY BOXES 
= 139 W. Wilson St., Madison, Wis. = Crates, Bushel Boxes 
2 = and Climax Baskets 
=u = 

the swamps. The Pseudo-Acorus eated on the Nos, 26 and 29 trunk As You Like Them 

has long, narrow leaves whieh — lines, both sides the length of 80 5 reece ed weed veneer 

mow high, and it is worth while acres and one the width of it. fiat gives astietaction; Berry bor. ene 

crowing for the foliage alone, if We have seen many grand old lots our aneralty Fe oot tinde ue 
it does not ever bloom. Tt has trees cut down and others had Het dee ie ei ierhofee tate a 

quite niee yellow flowers. Let their roots eut off by the con- TE TE te ae ee ee Br rroes 

me say in regard to the iris, that struction gang that they too will Mare trate. and we Jfnte ao oar 

they ‘can be planted most any — lot live much longer. The road Perere A peatel Erioge our price list.” 

time of the year. The best times beds are so much wider and be- Cumberland Fruit Package 

are in August or the spring, how- low the surface that few places Company 

ever, although IT have planted permit of trees taking root. Then pent. D, Oumberiand, Wis. 

Iris almost any time; even when too the telephone and electric 

they were full of buds. You can light men have spoiled the sym- 

take an iris, and throw it out on metry of so many trees, if not cut 

a dump, and go back in a couple — them so badly that they died, and 

of cai and ptant it, and it will miles of them have been ent The Hawks 

grow again. It is not over par- down entirely, mostly big oaks. Nursery 

ticular. It will do almost. its Have you ever estimated the 

best under very adverse circum. loss there is to the farmer (the Company 

stances, although it will do bet- present day tenant at least finds 

ter if it is given the proper care, — it so) where there are trees along 

of course. the road. There is from 1 to 3 are in a position to 

vods of very poor yield no mat- _ ag ee 

a ter whether it js corm or other ate ond Nataites 

A Long but Interesting Letter 9 crop. 1 think if our bee men suitable to Wiscon- 

Since receiving the last issue of ho are so anxious to improve sin and other north- 

your paper and reading the dif- ¢Ve'y foot of ground, were to re- So ie gad to fi 

ferent new points on tree plant- ceive their salaries from which ure on four wants 

ing subject, all of which are very such an estimate would yield they either in large or 

interesting, and being both a life- Seon would be looking for some small quantities. 

time resident of Wiseonsin as ther occupation than ‘‘Inspee- 

well as farm woman, I would like tion of Apiaries.”” The ‘Bass ————— 

to present the other side of the Wood” is usually found in low 

question ‘Shall we plant trees damp places consequently does ° 

along the State miauaeee® not transplant well in dry soil, is Wauwatosa, Wis. 

Where I live the farm is lo- of very slow growth, and how =
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many would survive the ravages ss d ti 

of cattle driven to and from pas- PS G reater Pro uc 10n 

ture also in fly time (unless NS 

guarded)? Then too have not ae 

the roadsides been cleaned up to Ks (+1 As at lowered costs are neces- 
have them dry up quickly and to \ \ e \ 

prevent snow from filling in? MH “oa sary to make up for re- 

Now they want them kept open AV CH : 

all through the winter. Would AS . po duced Prices. 

it not be the height of folly to LE 
plant trees again. We have the Ty \) i 
interurban express passing on = oe pe The Gilson Weeder 

this road, besides as many as 100 EEE] 

autos and motoreyeles in an hour 
ofttimes on a pleasant Sabbath a combination hoe and rake and other Gilson LABOR SAV- 
afternoon and if you are not one ING TOOLS shown on this page will not only reduce the 

é : cost of cultivating but 
of them, you can sit behind closed will increase the yield 

windows and doors to avoid the through better cultiva- 72 

dust that is raised, or if there is tion. The weeder is 

a stock sale or baseball on dur- oes iy either hangile SS 
‘ a: GRA ee ‘i or wheel types. Price, Ss ing the week there are a few handle type 394”,$1.15: OS Th Gil 

more days like it. The rains 5”, $1.25; 6”, $1.35; 8", «gid e lson 

have but little effect for before it $1.45. \ i 

quits raining they have the wa- Wheel ey. a Triplex 

ter all spattered out of the track type $3.70. (> CEN 

and before night the dust flies SY) : ee, $8 95 

again. We have paid for our ° 

own oiling but this past year a quickly interchangeable combination plow-cultivator and 
could not get . that done. The weeder, is a complete gardening outfit in one. Suitable for 
road sides which usually have large or small gardens. 

good grass and could be cut for 

hay are so thickly laden with Th Lib C l ° 

dust that the a do not eat e 1 erty u tivator 

Wy nor Js it sale to a “atte wn has especially designed “vy” shaped cutting teeth that get 
2 the weeds and loosen the soil so that plants can grow as they 

them to their pasture. The auto should. It is adjustable to rows up to 14”. Cen- 
has the right of way. Perhaps ter tooth can be removed to straddle row. No 

you will ‘think me a narrow- seeneee ee see seg, Made in handle or Ae 
ae cactintanin Wi S85 wheel types. Price, handle type, 5 a ming emi 0 Ma et 12857 cnt 489 oth 7a 

s er ues Wheel type, 7 tooth, $3.90; 9 tooth, $4.15. 
the state or county, so I will add Ie Holle dalex datitiosupsly you: order 7 1 | 

that I crossed the states to the this ad. or send Tet Pies catalog. rom AV 

western coast in Aug. 1915 by UJ 

way of Ogden, and if you ever il ¢ | 

had that piéasure, I think you J. E. Gi son ompany | : 

too will think Wisconsin looked 118 Western Ave. | 

pretty good when you got back Port Washington, Wis. be ye ] 
again. When I read Mr. Ever- . Sed Zz Jy 

ett’s (editor of the Wisconsin — 

Agri) letter which he printed de-
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SEN OPIS EILEEN 

Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results 4 
e 

Cream City i 
5 DRY 

C A f Lead IN . rsenate of Lea 8 
O q 

s 7 5 : O 
It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension N 

LIME SULPHUR SULPHUR (DUSTING) SODIUM NITRATE 
BORDEAUX PASTE CALCIUM ARSENATE SWIFTS FERTILIZER 8 

e e 

Cream City Chemical Works ) 
770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. : 

ICZLZNOKMMOOCLZAOE NWN AMMO CALAN AWM CIN AE NALA WAM OW AZNAK NM LNAS WAM OMNIA MUNA Mas. 

seribing the west, I saw that his would think that farmers grew lawn-mowed sod). I would like 

ideas were very much the same money ready coined, instead of’ to take you to another such a 

as mine and he being a man had grain and cattle. Our tax on 160 place and then one ean see how 
much better opportunities to see acres is $217 this year and our much our children of today are 

things. ‘‘The Sunken Garden’? representatives at the capitol are taught to respect the resting 

of Mr. Bush at Pasadena is very constantly asked to increase the place of the dead. It’s a little 

pretty, but if all the wealth that appropriation for more funds to school-yard cemetery, many of 

was spent on such a little spot, provide an office for the many the descendants own large farms 

had been left in the pockets of young men who prefer to don the and good homes, autos and_ all 

many a boy and man and not dress up suit instead of the garb that goes to make up the home 

gone ‘‘over the bar’? there might of a farmer, and the farmer’s” of today. But the hands that 

be a little more beauty evenly family can work as one woman provided those comforts are not 

distributed; besides it is a city put it ‘‘until your tongue hangs remembered. So it will be with 

which has so much wealth taken out,’’ and in the cities they are ‘‘the boy that went across the 

from all over the states and a fed at the bread line. sea;’'those who came hack do not 

long warm season to grow You will think I have wander- care to even speak of the life they 

things. It surely looks very al- ed far afield from my subject but led: so why build a constant re- 

luring to the visitors but the fam- it takes in all that pertains to a minder of it for the hearts that 

ily without means could starve farmer’s life. Although Iam not — still ache for those who never 

there before they could aequire a a tax payer I have 10 colonies of came back. Soon they too will 

home, like they can nearly any bees in my sister’s cellar with be numbered with them and the 

where in Wisconsin if they have which I spend my time which is others will have new sorrow of 

enough ‘‘pep’’? to do so and not not taken up with the garden and their own. When we look about 

like so many of our young people lawn. TI too have tried a little us we see how quickly a vacant 
that cannot stay in one night, but beautifying in a small cemetery place is filled, and perhaps it’s 

must go to some show or up town which is on this farm but have better so. For has not God his 
/ to buy their supply of cigarets met with more approval from the purpose when he calls one of his 

for the next day and not get in passer-by than with gratitude own to serve him. Though we 

before 12 or perhaps 5 o’eclock, from the ones whose ancestors I mourn now some day we shall 

then expect $50 to $70 per month have given a respectable burial see and understand. 

besides washing and board. One place (from Buffalo grass to a Now I think I had best stop
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for even this may be too lengthy long run from city gardens. rigid formality and sameness. If 
for one so busy as an editor, These gardens are the best pos- it were not a hateful expression 

Respectfully, sible advertising medium for his I should say they appear like 

igs eal products. Our work then in the something ‘‘Made in Germany.’’) 

Emily F. Creydt. eneouragement of city gardens A probulem of the first mag- 

must not be abandoned, we must, nitude which was outlined a year 

a — by word and deed, encourage ago in the President’s address 

Annual Report of Secretary those who are now interested and and the report of the Secretary 

maintain our recruiting stations. seems no nearer solution now 
Frederic Cranefield We find a new field for our en- than then, the almost complete 

: 2 deavors in the home or city gar- extinction of cane fruit growing 
(Read at Ammal Convention) den work in the encouragement in the state. This is a problem 

The year just behind us has of the planting and care of fruit affecting everyone in Wisconsin, 

been a satisfactory one to all trees. We attacked the vege- whether producer or consumer. 
eoneerned with horticulture, table and small fruit problem in Preaching apparently has had 

whether amateur or professional. these gardens as the line of least but little effect so the Executive 
So far as the commercial grower resistanee and have overlooked Committee of this Society at its 
is concerned, a good season, good the fact that most city back lots session last evening adopted a 

crops and good prices, a combina- afford room for at least two ap- plan which should give results. 
tion rarely experienced, should ple trees, one Duchess and one This plan, briefly stated, is mod- 
give encouragement and satisfae- Northwestern. Why -not? It  eled on our trial orchard work 

tion. will not more seriously interfere but a much more comprehensive 

It is probably true that the with the fruit grower than the plan comprising thirty and pos- 

period embracing the years 1915— back yard garden, the market sibly three hundred demonstra- 
1920 was the most satisfactory gardener ; merely create an appe- tion stat-ons, this work to be car- 
ever experienced by Wisconsin tite for more fruit. ried on through cooperation with 
gardeners and fruit growers so Along with this urge must the county agents, 
far as crops and prices were con- come, from us, some potential Another problem, not new and 

cerned. If, then, it happens that plan for the alleviation of apple one that will be discussed at 
we are to face a period of lower scab and codlin moth on these length during this meeting, is the 
prices and weaker markets we ¢ ty bred trees. There is now Farm Orehard. We have had 
should meet it with fortitude and scarecly a city in the state but wise counsel on this subject in 

as near as may be possible with- has within its limits hundreds of — the past and will have wiser 
out complaint. bearing fruit trees, (there are in counsel and material aid in the 

The back yard garden move- Mad‘son not less than 2000 such future. The average small farm 
ment which received such a stim. trees) not one per cent of which or home orchard as it exists to- 

ulus in 1917 and 1918 has not are pruned or sprayed. There is day -is one of the worst draw- 

seriously affected the market a great opportunity here for backs to suecessful commercial 
gardeners. In fact, I am of the someone to practice the gospel of fruit. growing we have in the 
opinion that a close examination spraying. state. It’s worse than a liability, 

of the situation would show that The school garden work also it’s a curse. Let’s solve this 

it has helped them. deserves our attention. Just problem without further delay. 
The city gardener, whether a now it is too much like the great- — If we can do it we will have done 

man of lithited means or the man er part of our school system, ma- our share toward keeping our So- 
who gardens for fun has learned chine made. The greatest need ciety and our state in the front 
valuable lessons, one of which is in this work is to find teachers rank of progressive institutions. 

an increased respect for the man who possess imagination, then the The marketing of Wisconsin 
who is compelled to make his liv- youngster who really wants a grown apples has seemed a big 
ing by raising fruits and vege- garden of his own may be able problem in the past but is one 
tables. The city gardner is not to find it in the school garden that is growing smaller and 
now so sure as he was before he plot without referring to the smaller as the years go by, or 
begun the gardening game, that numbered stake, he will be per- rather as the quality of our 
the commercial gardner is a mitted to give expression to his product improves. When we 
profiteer, a gouger, a robber. He ideas of what a garden ought to have entirely climinated the 
has seen a ‘‘great light.’? There be and if it occasionally includes ‘‘barnyard apples’? from back of 
need be no fear on the part of a weed or two no harm will be the barnyards of Wisconsin and 
the market gardener that his busi- done. (The average school gar- apples intended for the trade are 

ness will suffer severely in the den plot offends my sight by its grown only by well trained and
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experienced fruit growers we will served to strengthen my opinion 

have gone a long way toward the in that respect and the season 

solution of our problem. There just passed served to clinch it. 

will still remain the big factor in Thousands of barrels of winter It Is None 

marketing. This is too b.g a apples are now lying under the 

subject to discuss in a report of snowbanks in New York and 

this nature but it may be said in Michigan and those sold brought Too Early 

passing that, ‘‘the old order pass- the grower from 25¢ to $1.00 a 

eth.’ Wideawake fruit grow- bushel. Long befere hese ap- 
ers, acting independently and ples ripened Wisconsin growers to begin planning for what you }if 

thru cooperative shipping asso- had sold their fall apples for 6, will plant in the fall of 1921 or 

ciation, have wiped out the com- 8, 10, and 12 dollars a barrel. spring of 1922, We will have 

mission and consignment corrup- In this proposed development a complete line of fruit, shade 
tions and compelled the whole- of fruit growing there are two and ornamental trees, shrubs, 

sale buyers to become merchants distinet lines of procedure open perennials and small fruits to 

in fact rather than gamblers and to us; first to promote the devel- select from. 

in many cases petty thieves. A opment of large commercial or- 
further readjustment is just in chards, urging the extension of Before placing your order 

sight and it behooves the grower these already planted and open- take this matter up with us. 
to keep in close touch with ing new districts; secondly en- 
events. Cooperation is going to couragement to the smaller grow- 

mean more than a mere elaptrap er. There are splendid oppor- THE COE, CONVERSE & 

word in the future. ; tunities near cities of two thou- EDWARDS CO. 
The further development of sand population or more for en- 

commercial orchards in Wiscon- terprising growers ta plant or- Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
sin is work in which this Society  chards of five to ten acres to sup- | 
should not be ‘‘weary of well do- ply local markets. When we 

ing.’ We have done much but have accomplished the planting 
have really only made a good be- and organized for co-operative 
g nning. Door eounty could ma rketing not alone in the differ- sw 

double its acreage of tree fruits em communities but a state-wide = = 
and handle the output casily. organization it still remains for & 2 
The seant 800 acres in the Kicka- the growers to get in touch with 2 The = 
poo region could be increased to these in other states. © Until re 2 EB 
10,000 aeres and still only cently frut growing was the = Jewell Nursery = 
serateh the surface. There is only major branch of agriculture & 2 

abundant room for thousands of that had no national organiza- 2 Company 2 
acres more of apple and cherry tion, there is now however a new = Lake City, Minn. = 
orchards in Wisconsin and there light on the horizon. Tuc Amer- 2 2 

is every reason why the trees ican Pomological Society having 7 = 
should be planted. In spite of | seventy-five years of honorable = Established 1868 E 

the vast plantings both in the history back of it, has been re- 2 = 

East and West there is little organized so as to include com- 2 2 
doubt that a careful census of mercial fruit growing in its ac. 2 Fifty-three years 2 
bearing trees would show a tre- tivities. You will I am sure be 2 = 

mendous deerease each year. satisfied if not pleased to know 2 continuous service = 

Somebody must take up the that representatives of this So- 3 z 
slack, why not progressive Wis- ciety authorized by your execu- 2 a 
consin horticulturists aided by tive committee have had a prom- 2 A Complete Stock 2 
our Society? inent part in shaping the policies 2 of Fruit, Shelter = 

More than twenty years ago I. of this new organization which 3 and Ornamental ] 
took the stand that Wisconsin or- promises much good for the fruit 2 Stock in Hardy 
ehards should consist almost growing industry. 2 Varieties for —E 

wholly of fall maturing varieties, Rural Planning is not dead, = Northern Plant- E 

Duchess, Dudley, Wealthy, Fam- only drowsing, and will wake up 2 ers. 
cus and Mackintosh the leaders. soon. This great work, or work & 
Each succeeding year’s observa- that may be made great, is in the 
tions since that time has only hands of the Rural Planning Hn unnmcennmemmonnsaazoni
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Commission with whom we have —esO0O—ro 
offered to cooperate. Let us join hands with oery department. in RED RASPBERRY PLANTS 
promoting this work. The Early King red raspberry does not winter kill without 

I have mentioned only a few covering as far north as St. Paul, and is now the principal 
of the things we ought to do. market berry of progressive growers where winters are severe. 
There are so many others that a It gives delight in the home garden and big, sure profits for 
mere recital would take many market. 
Papen ‘ J -hevs enumerated only $2.50 per 100—$18.00 per 1,000 
those which are so near to us that 

we cannot avoid seeing them. A G. H. TOWNSEND 
broader policy, one looking ahead Richland Center, Wis. 
fifty or one hundred years would 
fill a volume. 

Your secretary realizes that mS 
this report might have been more = 2 
consistent had it begun with a Fi h ’ D hi = = 
record of accomplishments dur- IC ett s anilas 2 Strawberry Plants 2 
ing the past year rather than sug- fi acuvirel’ comemiian of @ 2 & 

‘ , : aca EB = 
gestions for the future but that reputation wherever grown, At = For Sale 2 

which has been done is merely { me tag there been such an f | 
history, that which remains to be collection (ist. price $240) mailed = = 
done concerns us most. inctructions on recélpt of $2.00. E We are ‘ereyert of Semator = 

Your officers and executive ital tea OE 2 sively and through “many = 
committee have aimed to execute Hose, Show, dark rose kk blood 2 years of careful selection = 
to the best of their abilities the ea 7 Gaetan, dark bie = we have a superior strain. = 
work before them. Cecelia, Peony-flowered, lemon = We also have Everbearing = 

The Trial Orchard work is de- “queen Wilhelmina, Peony-flow- E ind an oath me ee a oe q : ered, pure white = other bush fruits, = 
elining in extent owing to the john Green, Peony-flowered, = shrubs and trees. = 

z S j * I = fact that the plans under which armpit tacia trot ee eee = We tiave turone quiig_. 
the orchards were held are ma- subject to any F. H, B. quaran- A the best, and can supply any = 

ee et ae a ae J. T. FITCHETT = quantity. = 
een executed. has been the : : = 2 q : B 7 He, Wis. 2 1 ; = 

policy of the Committees in Janesville; Wis = Catalogue: on: request = 
charge of this work that it be = ’ 2 
allowed to expire by limitation . R = 
and that the Society expend its and to secure such a careful re- = aSMUSSEN S = 
efforts in new fields. If in doing vision of the fruit and flower tree 2 Fruit Farm = 
so we accomplish one tenth as and plant lists that. it might = = 
much good as we have in promot- serve as a reliable guide to pro- = OSHKOSH, WIS. E 
ing fruit growing thru the trial spective planters as well as an all 2 = 
orchards we may be well satis- year reference book. lL 

fied. A discussion of the or- We have worked in close co- 
chards avill be offered by the operation with the departments converted to horticulture. While 
Trial Orchard Committee. of horticulture, plant. pathology there may be many readers of 

The publications of the Society and entomology as well as with horticulture who do not read the 
during the year were practically the various branches of the State four pages devoted each month 
the same as those of the preced- Department of Agriculture. Our to beekeeping they must keep in 
ing year. Wisconsin Horticul- connection with the Wisconsin mind that the addition of these 
ture, including two supplements; State Beekeepers Association has pages has not reduced the num- 
January, Proceedings of Ameri- been strengthened during _the ber of pages of horticultural 
can Pomological Society and year and the pleasant relations reading matter. We have aided 
April, Control of Insects and established will undoubtedly con- the State Fair Board in such 
Diseases; the Annual Report and tinue. Beginning with January ways as we could and maintain 
several leaflets. It has been the of this year the Beekeepers cordial relations with them. 

policy of your secretary as Edi- Auxiliary will add nearly 800 We have spent all the money 
tor of the Report to include in it names to our mailing list each allotted us by the state and every 
only matter of permanent value one of which will some day be other dollar that came into our
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possession going on the theory [>= 7 
that the money was appropriated A to He HOERE “We Hone Ht has beat MONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS 
wisely spent. . Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association 

But one new local Society has H. F. Wilson, Editor 
been organized during the year, 
the La Crosse County Society. ee 

An account of the work of the Do You Believe in Advertising? 10 to 20 per cent winter loss. Mild 
established local Societies during . . WeOther " UHeAsY. “WEHE: ae 
the year has been placed on file If you have any part of last year’s ee eee tt ne SosEMLe > yea as ! ee * crop on hand you can realize the * P auceniess,  irult: trees coming: 
and will be published in connee- need of increasing the demand for eons Dandelions growing fast. 
tion with this report. honey. Help yourself and your Vxttucted honey held for feeding. 

neighbor by sending in a dollar bill A'@XOUS for countywide cleanup on 
— SSS to the advertising campaign. pee diseases, Annual riceting of lis association held April 23rd. 

‘ . —— Reporter, A. A. Brown, Sec'y.- 
Olden Times Contributions to Advertising Cam. TAS. Dodge County — Beekeepers* 

Much attention has been given palgn ‘of American: Honey stellen mci tlteL a 1 eg Producers League April 15—Condition of bees good. 

to groves and parks for thou- wisconsin Honey Droducers’ to per cent. hace loss ue cee: 
ook te . se Association ............-$100.00 oo Or TLS Des TOUES: se S * » rter, 3 li + sands of years. Publie groves i tate HeckSeners a enortes J. G. Mekerlie, Grant 

and hanging gardens were com- Association .............. 50.00 seein a eekeepers’ Association—21 
7 veeeeee.. Manitowoe County 1.00 Tg . 

mon all over Egypt and Israel Geo. a. Brill, Elk Mound ... 1.00 nee 8—Bees are in excellent . Migs Maenilaa (CRNMER CaaS. shape, very strong. No winter loss, 
when the Savior was born, Out ville ee a anes . “ss 1.99 100 per cent perfect. Clover looks 

ow. ven enees : fine. Very little extracte » 
of doors was inviting to the - - . left. & Gutracted, honey 

. . . . Reporter, Edward Hassinger, Jr. 
scholarly nians and to the Work for Augu: ‘ ; BSINBEN. IE es scholarly Athenia a oO or August Fox River Valley Beekeepers’ Asso- 

athletic Spartans. The crum- br. . I. Phillips, Dr. Demuth, I. ciation. . 
: ° R. Root, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Atkins April 11—Condition of bees fine. 

bling walls of coliseums and sta- and perhaps Mr. C. P. Dadant will 5 per cent—Starvation 1 per cent, 
. be with us at the Beekeepers’ Chau- clogged entrances 1 per cent 5 

i 2 5 a coe é % s rent, poor 
diums and columns of amphi fauaua at £ hippewa Falls, August queens, 3 per cent. On low land 

. - ean Gt . 5th to 20th. By that time yo ‘lover seems to be alrig " 
ns 2 a ow see In an you c ns to be alright. I don’t 

theaters that we ne ee Q ought to have the honey crop off and know about high ground. It was 
cient Greece and Rome were be ready for a little vacation. Why very dry last fall. About 2,000 

not spend the week with us? pounds extracted honey on hand. 
built in parks. Shakespeare tells . Reporter, I.E. Matzke, Green 
ng in his dramas of the woods Monthly NWT nda Local County Beekeepers’ Association—18 

‘ 7 Assoc! S members. 

and groves and the ways in which April 12—Condition of bees: good. April 12—Condition of bees above 
: Clover coming good. We will hold ®Yerage. 25 per cent loss on account 

parks were used for joy and ree- 4 summer picnic and demonstration °F Poor fall_ management. 
conus at the Mongin Bee Yards on August Reporter, W. R. Abbott, Jefferson 
reation . “ 27th. The bee association pooled County Beekeepers’ Association. 

their orders for bee supplies and April 9—Condition of bees good. 
Europe and Parks made a saving of 18 per cent. We Wintered fine. Outdoor  wintered 

will have a booth at the coming in- two and three frames brood April 

Mie = sen. dustrial show at Green Bay and ad- 1st. Outdoor: 190 colonies exam- 
France and England for Cen vertise the merits of Wisconsin ined two smothered; cellar winterea 

turies have been spending millions honey. 100 examined, 1 starved, 6 died from 

? . Reporter, J. N. Kavanaugh, Brown dysentery. Condition of nectar se- nde nal and , : in order to develop national a ; County Beekeepers’ Association—40 creting plants good as far as can be 

municipal parks long before this members. estimated. Soft | maple in bloom. 
e s April 9—Bees are in good condi- About 2,500 pounds extracted honey 

a as n. However, it |. l d 
nation was bor . tion with a lot of pollen coming in. on hand. On April 15 a demonstra- 
took America to undertake devel- About 5 per cent winter loss, half of tion was planned at Blanchard's 

. - his being due to poor honey and apiary but weather conditions inter- 
oping o reat national parks t & y ; 
re ‘i — Il b tif, : lack of requeening. One fourth ex- fered and the meeting was held in- 

and wonderfully beautitul mU- tracted honey on hand. doors. A demonstration in May will 

nicipal parks —as out-of-door Reporter, Leo Germain, Chippewa be held at a nearby apiary and in 

I h Valley Beekeepers’ Association—21 June a tour of the apiaries in Lang- 

homes, recreation fields, play- members. lade County is planned. Association 
grounds for joy and health,—in April 11—Condition of bees good. is coming up in fine shape; beekeep- 

Put out early but doing good. Some ers enthusiastic and meetings so far 

large areas and numbers. need feeding if poor weather con- have been well attended. 
J. A. Hazelwood. tinues. I fear spring losses. From Reporter, Mrs. D. <A. Blanchard,
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"s! eS ri — Ci iti f bees good, Treatment of Brood Diseases and 

re ar ee Beekeeper Asse aie sien de pees 1H inives that hod Maximum Honey Production. 
ciation—45 me eTS. aie . fae a 

April 8—Condition of Bees: 100 per sone. pee wont center teas an In order to produce a maximum 

cent of those that went into wwiniee cause: 10 per cent, lack of stores and CTOP of honey in any locality it is 

quarters in fair condition. Only on ivass in cellars. The outlook at Necessary to be familiar with the 

quecniess colonies reported in bad — EUMem ters ed for a honey crop, as Principles of bee behavior. In a lo- 
condition. Probably 3 per cent wine 1 intered well and has got ality where American or European 

ter loss on account of very late — ood weet Very little extracted foul brood is present it is not only 

swarms and queenlessness. Every”) BOUC ns "A beekeepers meet- Necessary to know bee behavior, but 

thing in good condition including i held at Hancock Aprii 27. also to know the behavior of the 
clover, About 7,500 pounds known 7m ee eekcepers is good. organisms which cause the diseases. 

to be unsold. Both amateurs and e sp . ° : we At the present time our knowledge 

“old timers” inquiring where they Reporter, Lester meoaae , aus Of (the alsedses! Is) SoMieWHAL “Mniited, 

can buy a few moré colonies, The — shara’ County Beekeepers’ Associt- ee have at least a very. good 

members of our association pur- tion—24 members. ; ; working idea of them. Before at- 

chased $762.48 worth of supplies at April 12- Condition of bees is good tempting to treat colonies for either 

se discount. of $150.00 below list on the average. With a favorable or the diseases, it is very important 

price, Several later orders are ex- fall, brood rearing was continued {4 Know which disease has to be 

pected. Lower prices seem to have late so that plenty of young bees handled, as the behavior of the 

had much effect on the “spirit of went into winter quarters. Per cent germs causing one disease is entirely 

beekeepers.” of winter loss and. Cause ‘very little, Gifterent from that of the other. For 

Reporter, C. D. Adams, Milwaukee — will not average over 3 per cent. example, the American foul brood or- 

County Beekeepers’ Asosciation—50 My own is less than 2 per cent due ganism is capable of producing spores 

members. to queenless colonies. Condition of Which are extremely hard to kill. 

April 8—Condition of bees 100 per nectar secreting: planta: | Pree The spores exist indefinitely in the 

cent better than last year, Winter so0d' ‘al, prese a Hrospecls did not dried up remains of the larvae, The 

loss about 5 per cent due to queen- 100k very favorable a month ago, but seales stick fast to the cell walls and 

lessness, Clover was thought to recent rains have given the clover a the pees are unable to entirely re- 

have been killed this winter but good start. Many of the beekeep- move them. In the case of Euro- 

looking the fields over it seems to @rs are becoming interested in the pean foul brood spores do not ap- 

be fairly well. About 25,000 pounds Dew marketing organization, It is hear to be formed and the dry scales 
éstvacted honey om hand. hoped that it will be rounded into can be removed fairly easily by the 

Reporter, Martin Krueger, North- anape by the sine ue. ee of He bees. It is, therefore, not necessary 

eastern Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Asso- selt B ére weund OF Wi : nal “ cn to shake colonies affected with Euro- 

ciation—51 members. 5 Wiscensin fe ail es bee one pean foul brood, whereas it is abso- 

April 11—Fine, as good as they aoe is ihe 1 eel \ , Beast tines lutely necessary to do so in the case 

ever came out in spring. From re- alee and boost things — of American foul brood, otherwise 

ports I judge bees had wintered un- “ . . . the colonies should be destroyed to 

usually well in this section of Wis- Reporter, ©. W.  Aeppler, Wau- prevent the spread of the disease. 

consin. Very small amount of ex. esha County Beekeepers’ Associa- Bees when gathering nectar place 

tracted honey on hand. tion—31 members. a considerable quantity of it in empty 

Reporter, B. J. Thompson, Pierce April 13—Condition of bees as far cells in the brood chamber. In this 

County Beekeepers’ Association—13 as I can hear or learn about normal = way, if American foul brood is pres- 

members. or say 75 per cent. Per cent of win- — ent, some of the nectar is likely to go 

April 13—Condition of bees good. ter loss and cause: Among farmers — into cells containing particies of the 

1 per cent winter loss probably due quite heavy, some as high as 85 per scales. As soon as this happens 

to old queens. The quarterly meet- cent; those who are making beekeep- spores of the disease float out into 

ing of the association was hetd Sat- ing a business about 12 to 15 per the nectar. Since nectar is moved 

urday, April 30th at Richland Cen- cent. Condition of nectar secreting around a good deal in the hive in the 

tr ‘ plants: White clover, also a'sike, is process of ripening it, the spores of 

Reporter, James Gwin, Richland looking very fine. About 10 per cent American foul brood are more than 

County Beekeepers’ Association—28 extracted honey on hand. likely to find their way into the su- 

members. Reporter—W. T. Sherman, Wal- pers. | This makes it necessary when 

‘April #—Condition of bees fine. 5 worth County Beekeepers’ Associa. treating for American foul brood to 
per cent winter loss—pollen clogged, tion, 14 members. i oo y phoroues y poll as destroy 

ssentery. Clover 85 per cent. 4 _ vm: tare if ae tie a brood combs, but aie° any super 

aysenterys. sane 1a tly April 13—Bees are in good condi combs which may have been on a 
New seening ereisnaei ar par n tion. Unless conditions should colony infected with the disease. 

Bs) LN ec i prehaeieha don change all colonies ought to be in Where only one cell of American foul 
per cent extracted honey On! Hand. the best condition when the honey brood appears in a colony, it is ab- 

Reporter—Ivan Whiting, 18 mem- tow begins. Winter loss has been  solutely necessary to treat the col- 
bers. Sheboygan County Honey snout 5 per cent, due to lack of ony. If the diseased cell is cut out, 
Producers Association. | stores and foul brood. It is impos- other infected cells will appear with- 

ae Lone tae nee ay sible to determine the condition of 1" & very short time. Cutting: out 

aioe pres at present is poor, nectar secreting plants at this time. oes ine goatee we liver iy 

nonaltl i Clover has suffered. Winter killed; , ye Condition of nectar secreting plants ec in honey in any part of the hive. 
is good. About 1500 pounds extract- to some extent, especially alsike. yy order for the beekeeeper to pro- 

ed honey on hand. Very little extracted honey on hand. quce a maximum crop of honey in 
Reporter, Leonard E. Cass, Ver- Reporter—A. H. Seefeldt, Wash- an Americtn foul brood locality it is 

non County Honey Producer's Asso- ington County Beekeepers’ Associa- necessary to examine the brood 

ciation—31 members. tion—26 members. combs carefully every few weeks
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during the active season. The bee tight room and boiled in a closed then be less messy and the chances 

strongest colonies may possibly con- vessel for at least 45 minutes, or de- of dropping honey outside the hive 

tract American foul brood first, as stroyed by burning in a hole at least will be greatly reduced. 

they have a larger working force in one foot deep to prevent honey from 2. Select an empty hive body that ig 
the field than weaker colonies, with flowing over the surface of the bee tight and nail a tight bottom to 
which to over power colonies weak- ground, The earth must be packed it, Then, place a cover on it that 

ened by the disease. However, when into the hole again as soon as the can be moved freely back and forth 

u strong colony contracts the disease — fire has burnt itself out. when diseased combs are being put 
it quickly loses strength and in a In an apiary where a few colonies — into it. 
comparatively short time may be are to be treated, the utmost care 3. If the colony is only of medium 
robbed out. should be used, otherwise all the col- strength, use one brood chamber 

In the case of European foul brood — onies may get the infection and pos- — with full sheets of foundation. With 
the weak colonies are usually the — sibly spread it to other apiaries in unusually strong colonies use two. 
first victims of the disease. Since we the neighborhood. With the efficient Place an empty super on these to 

all agree that prevention is better foul brood law that Wisconsin has, — brush the bees into, 
than cure, we should eliminate to the in many cases it pays to destroy the 4. Place the hive body which is to 

greatest possible extent the occur- colonies rather than try to treat. By receive the disease combs, to the ‘lett 

rence of weak colonies in the spring so doing there is less danger of and rear of the colony to be treated 
by providing the best possible con- — spreading the disease. Where the und place the supers or foundati ; 
ditions for wintering. Another op-— beckecper has the protection of 2 and empty super at the left_or ihe 
eration in the treatment of European — good law he is less likely to get the diseased colony. ne 
foul brood is the introduction of pro- — disease from other apiaries, and 5. Now lift. the alsease  & 

lific Italian queens. Where much — should therefore do everything with- «ne, Reto teas aged live: from 
disease is present it is helpful to in his power to clean out the disease tight fitting bownt sb ee pace om 8 
place the diseased brood above a from his own yards. The sooner this gig stand. ‘Then place a. tery une 
queen excluder with the new queen is done the more profitable honey joard at the mien ene el Bhe fitting 
below on one or two combs of — production will become in an Amer- yon nlee a cceen ea — sand 
healthy brood and empty combs in ican foul brood locality; and by good 9. yy, yottom —_ ‘det ing board 
another hive body. methods of beekeeping Buropean ord and ge ee Bee ieee the old 

The introduction of Italian queens foul brood will cease to be the cause  St#nd and set the clean hives and su- 
would be profitable even if European in the reduction of the honey crop. Per em top of the queen excluder, 
foul brood were not present as. Ital- Ik. W. Atkins, The excluder will help a great deal 
ian bees are in general much better G. B. Lewis, Co. to keep the bees from absconding, 
honey producers. In other words the Watertown, Wis. 6. Slide the cover of the diseased 

fundamenta’s which prevent Euro- colony slightly to one side, life out a 

pean foul brood from becoming seri- frame and stand the frame on top of 
ous in an apiary are the same as far ——— : one of the frames below the empty 

as they go in producing a maximum super into which the bees are to be 

crop of honey. Method of Treatment brushed. The bees may then be 
European foul brood spreads more brushed off and honey will be thrown 

rapidly when no honey is coming in. Regardless of the plan to be used, onto the frames and less honey will 
It is. therefore, a good plan under the principle is the same in every be carried into the new hive than 
such conditions to feed a one to one case, removal of infected honey and when the bees are shaken from the 

solution of sugar sirup to the infect- disease bearing combs, After trying frames. As soon as the bees are 

ed colonies. This procedure is espe- several methods of accomplishing this brushed from the comb, place it in 
cially beneficial in the spring. and observing the results, the follow- the hive body at the left and cover. 

When a careful look out is main- ing method is considered the most If more than one hive body was 
tained for disease it is usually pos- simple and is reasonably safe if care- on the diseased colony stack them 

sible to make the treatment for fully done. one above the other with a bee tight 

American foul brood at the begin- 1. Colonies that are known to be board below and the cover above. 

ning of the main honey flow. By — diseased should not be given extract- | When the frames from one body have 
so doing the largest possible field ing combs prior to the treatment. been removed, shift the empty body 
force has heen obtained for the honey — yp colonies have been supered and to the top of the hive body now hold- 
flow and at that time there is the the pees have built comb between the ing the diseased combs and use it to 
TER. Te Tenant Tene tant the frames, lift off the extracting supers eld the next set of frames. 
wn ani seo een eee ne tay and starting with the one next to the 7, AS soon as a colony has been 
in mind in treating American foul ‘ treated, remove all infected combs to 
brood is that the spores of the dis- brood chamber, draw a knife be- 110° ctoneroom before treating the 
ease are in the honey and if any tween each frame and separate it act colony. 
healthy colonies get any of it, they from the next. Do not do this until 8. Do not wait until fall or winter 

are more than likely to contract the the super is placed back on the hive. to melt up the wax and clean the 
disease. : The operator should carry a can of combs but do it at once. Otherwise 

The treatment should always be steaming hot water with him and you are almost sure to have your 

made during a honey flow to pre- drop the knife into the water while yard accidentally reinfected before 
vent robbing. Much care is neces- moving the supers. Be careful not fall. 

splliea on ine ground and on ‘hives, (@ Allow Soy Ronor fo drop outside Wily ne mont saretal Henman 
and also to prevent the bees from the hive. ‘This operation should be onl on may ened ae row ico ‘ . es either the same or following 
gaining access to the diseased combs one the day before treating so that 1 d tt hould t r 
of honey and brood. The combs the bees will clean up the edges of See caed these sl oud a treated ior 

should be cut out of the frames in a the comb. The job of treating will pear; . oe asa rew 3 ae
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NO \ZZDASONZZDUO RS ONZLD EGON ZED OS ON ZED EO ZROD OI NZL DOE ON ZED DIOS NZL ONZE ADDICT N ZZ 

N \ 99 ‘ N “BEEWARE” LINES TO YOU , 
8 Pushing straight across the continent with the pioneers for 47 years, half a hun- Ss 
S dred lines mark the cities where Lewis now makes “Beeware” available to American 
N beekeepers. 
3 Dependable in workmanship as the jeweled watch—checked for quality by work- 
yt men grown old in the service—this superiority makes “Beeware” worth more than it 
S costs. 

Wisconsin beekeepers have the “Beeware” factory at their very door for their 
Q distribution. You should read pages i and 40 of our free catalog. A trial will con- 
Q vince you. Ask us today! 8 

N 

BEWARE N 
Look | WHERE You Buy Your J -y,;, 

ror | BEEWARE | ,,,.1 
waza |S, : 
MAKES THE FINEST. 

8 
UY 

“Beeware’’ is a Registered Trademark 5 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY S 
yl a Home Office & Works, Watertown, Wis., U. S. A. 

é x Branches: Memphis, Tenn.; Albany, N. Y.; Lawyers (near Lynchburg), Va. 
N . = bee mo Carlot distributors for every state in the U. S. A. 

YEAR ZETIA LEVANT OTT 1 $A WMO LN LAER ADAGE LATE ! 

wooo ——_—_— 

= 

McK AY NURSERY Italian Bees and e: 
COMP ANY- BEEKEEPERS 

MADISON, _ WISCONSIN Queens for Sale 

After June Ist, untested 

Nursery Stock of queens, $1.00; tested, $2. Should send for our book- 
Quality One frame nucleus with 
2 untested queen after Jul Jet on the new MODI- for Particular Buyers ist, 68 OG a : y FIED DADANT HIVE. 

Have all the standard varieties > U0. WO trae, 5 5 
as well as the newer sorts. Can $8.00. Full colonies after The hive with a brood 

supply you with everything in August Ist. Orders book- chamber sufficient for pro- 
Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, e now with 10 per cent lifie queens. OUR CATA- 

Vines and Ornamentals. own. LOG IS FREE. 
Let us suggest what to plant 
both in Orchard and in the 
decoration of your grounds. The 
Prices and our new Catalog 
sent promptly upon receipt of Henseler 
your list of wants. ° ° DADANT & SONS 

Nurseries at Apiaries Tin 
: MARSHFIELD, WIS. Hasihony, Hiinois 

Waterloo, Wis.
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Count the Trees “The city forestry division, un- ued and about four blocks com- 

The city forester of Milwaukee der the jurisdiction of the board pleted. More than 300 dangerous 

has counted Milwaukee’s street of park commissioners, entering and dead trees were removed with 

trees. His account of the tree upon its third year of activities, roots grubbed out, besides the is- 

census and of tree planting is in- completed the taking of the cen-  suance of permits for removals. 

teresting. Street trees in most sus of the trees in the highways “During the fall planting sea- 

Wisconsin villages and cities are of the city of Milwaukee. son 175 large trees from six tu 

entirely neglected; no regulations “The 82,392 trees are in varie- nine inches in diameter were 

exist regarding planting nor any ties and numbers as follows: Elm, moved with clay balls, 1,400 

public supervision or care of the 37,239; soft maple, 15,081; box- shrubs were planted, and 1,200 

trees. As a result property own- elder, 8,130; basswood, 6,366; ash, Norway maple lined out in nurs- 

ers plant whatever they please, 3,807; poplar, 2,712; Norway ma-_ ery rows. 

wherever it pleases them, and if ple, 2,682; Catalpa, 2,022; sugar “Subirrigation systems facili 

it pleases them they trim them maple, 2,082; horse chestnut, 960; tating the application of both 

with an ax or a bucksaw or not at willow, 339; ironwood, 171; birch, nourishment and moisture were 

all. 51; honey locust, 45; Hawthorn, installed in various localities 

In Madison one regulation only 36; mountain ash, 36; oak, 15; where, because of poor soil and 

is enforced, so far as the writer pine, 15; Ginkgo, 9; hickory, 9; close planting, trees were in a 

knows, that street trees shall be butternut, 6; mulberry, 6; syca- starving condition. 

trimmed so that branches shall more, 3. “In some tree borders where 

be at least 9 feet above street or “This year’s spring planting in trees were too closely planted al- 

sidewalk. the highways of the various parts ternate trees were removd so as 

These conditions are deplorable — of the city, after the usual due no- to save those remaining. This too 

but while we cannot expect to tifications of the property owners closely planted condition through- 

right every wrong at once let’s directly interested and in the va- out the city will require action in 

start something anyway. Why  rieties and distances specified in the very near future to save many 

not take a tree census in our the adopted rules, consisted in the of Milwaukee’s trees. Property 

town? Perhaps the school chil- planting of 1,150 two inch elm, owners, upon giving this thought, 

dren or the Boy Scouts would and 650 Norway maple, as well as will realize this necessity. One 

like the job. It would be better 500 elm and Norway maple for re- of the great evils in all cities 

if grown-ups did it. Let someone — placements ; which work included where systematic planting has not 

report the number and species of the supplying of top soil, staking, been undertaken is the crowded 

trees in his block, the perimiter of inch mesh guarding with No. 8 condition of the tree borders.”— 

the block, report thru the local ties, watering, and mulching at Milwaukee Sentinel. 

paper and challenge others to do the actual cost of $5 per tree. ————-— 

the same. “Eight thousand six hundred The Weather Bureau is anxious 

It is not that the number of and eighty trees were sprayed for to serve the Wisconsin fruit 

trees in a city is a matter of vital the extermination of the tussock growers. What service is needed 
importance but these volunteer moth and the checking of the in addition to that we now have? 

census takers will learn some- scurvy scale in the districts badly How can the present service be 

thing besides the number of trees. infested. The aphides which were improved? The Bureau has been 

If at all observant they will find very troublesome this season be- granted a small appropriation to 

that many of the trees need care; cause of the unusual weather con- be used wholly for the protection 

many are poor kinds; many gaps ditions required considerable at- of fruit crops and Wisconsin will 

exist in the tree row and a num- tention. get a share of it if we can show 

ber of other things depending on “The pruning of 3,450 trees was that it is needed. Please commu 

ability to see things. Quite likely done throughout the city as long nicate with the secretary, F. 

it will set a number of people to as the season permitted. The Cranefield, at once. Tell us fully 

thinking about trees and that will work of trimming out the too what service you desire of all gov- 

help a lot. ‘Try it. Here is the thickly planted Norway maple on ernmental agencies and we will pass 

Milwaukee story : Newberry boulevard was contin- the word along to “those in power.”
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Roses. We All Get This Way. filled with plants provide a proper 
June is the month of roses. Oak Holler, Wis. setting for home-like furniture. 

Also of rose bugs and diseases. Dear Friends :—It’s hard work to Every time I go out there I think 
None of these enemies need cause write when the orchards and the What a pity there aren’t more farms 
great’ concern; all can be con- woods aré calling me—T just wa like this. It’s a great thing to live 

trolled and we may have fine to run ckepiny Soeled ae on a farm that your father and his 

bloom, clean, healthy, shining fo- water, to wander through the or- father wrested from the wilderness 

liage and vigorous plants in spite chards, to listen to the chirp of the —to know they loved the same 

of them. Sometimes I think be- robin and the song of the wren, to home and trees you are loving and 
cause of them. see how near I can get to where she living with. We need more of 

Three things are needed: thoro is building her nest before she com- these homes; it’s a great heritage 
conviction on your part that you mences to scold me and tell me to ' hand down to the coming genera- 

are bigger than any bug or any — go on about my business. Hon; We need to get that feeling 

aggregation of bugs; a “bucket” [wouldn't care if this editor man a erg and contentment. Se. dont 
sprayer (the little mason jar or scowled or not: I wouldn't care if feel discontented, you mothers and 

tin squirt guns are an abomina- there were dandelions in my straw- {ALEKS when your hoy or your girl 
tion); a quantity of arsenate of berry patch; nor if the seeds Ware decides they want to live on a farm 
lead, nicotine sulphate and some — planted in my garden beds—I would instead of following the other pro- 

lime-sulphur. ‘The arsenate of just go and play for a spell. fession you have chosen for them. 

lead is for slugs and other eating Those old-fashioned ides I —Johnnie. 

animals, the nicotine sulphate for earned in that old-fashioned gar- 

aphids, commonly known as den of my grandmother’s when I waa printer put it “iends of Our 

“lice,” and the lime-sulphur for thought I was having such a good Mi ing “whieh: 18 fealty 
mildew. time tagging around after her. 

‘These used singly are needed I did run away for a time to a 

or in certain combinations will jeautiful old farm where the apple, Announcements. 
insure results stated above, for cherry and pear trees were in The Summer Meeting of 

all except the rose chafer. When bloom, where stately evergreens the State Horticultural Soci- 

this offspring of darkness comes, shield a low, rambling old white ety will be held in Oshkosh, 
say your prayers. Aside from farmhouse, whose door opens hos- \ 17th z 1gtl 

that there is little that will avail. pitably as you drive up and whose August 17th and 18th. 
This pest comes overnight, in \weet-faced, white-haired mistress Owing to the enforced ab- 
great numbers, and eats buds, greets you warmly. I like to go sence of Secretary Crane- 
blossoms and leaves: while you there. Talways feel as I drive away field, Vice-president H. C. 

are getting ready. Try arsenate that I want to go back. Isn’t that Si arses 5 Oth S 

of lead, plenty, with something a nice, comfortable feeling to have Christensen, 162s) Of Its 

sticky, say molasses, and then when your visit is over—the desire Oshkosh, will have charge 
hope for the best. to go back again? There’s a charm of arrangements for pro- 

Mildew attacks mostly climb- about this old-fashioned home that gram, outings, etc. 
ing roses and other kinds that are three generations of the same fam- Inquiries — he 
planted close to buildings. Roses ily have lived in. There’s a happy . nquiries concerning the 

thrive best out in the open where — blending of old orchard and young, Summer Meeting should be 

there is a free circulation of air of years-old spruce and balsam with sent to Mr. Christensen. 

at all times. Try lime-sulphur tiny trees just set out. The old- 
solution 1 to 40. Usually it kills fashioned house is flanked with The July issue of WIS- 

the mildew and sometimes the fo- new-fashioned barns. Tractors and CONSIN HORTICUL- 

liage. Dry sulphur dusted in the horses work the broad acres, gaso- anes 

leaves sometimes kills the mil- line engines pump the water, churn TURE may be much de- 

dew. the butter and do the washing. In- layed. Readers are asked 

Send us some good rose photo- side the house the big, low,’ old- to be patient. 

graphs. fashioned rooms with windows |
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Wisconsin Horticulture vegetables of any and every kind, ber, swear out a warrant and ap- 
Published Monthly by the who enter orchards or front yards pear against them. The trouble Wisconsin State Horticuttoral Society where fruit trees are growing and, lies in catching them 

Omciat ‘organ OF the’ Hociety. not only steal the fruit but dam: Y ; . ; ou cannot spend all of your 

EREDEING URANEFIELD, Baltgr.- age the trees. ib egrapastiaee is time in watching your crops, but 
offered by the owner it is usually you have a telephone and every 

ag Mnlergd at the portofice at afadisen,, Wiseonsin, - with apse. / automobile has a license number. 

Thad Aa" of dette "UE attoreed“IalySeuite olen the male thief re- If the thieves get away before 
"Advertising rates made known on appilcation ains in the car while the fe- you can get the license number, 

Sassmla Gite raguecaimmn wacker males of the species do the raid- telephone down the line to your 
nsin fe Frortic oclety ing. Being too much of a cowarc cig’ ; ave them s e 

quid ity "cea pubscrigtion “peten Wisconsin to venture out himself he ko ae home wen dite nen ne Horticulture. Send ‘one dollar to Frederic Crane- ‘euna ws nants Scar. hen yeu get this write ia 
aoe bY, Bomtal or, Express Money Order. A omens skirts, or so wire the facts to this office. Just 
tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. much as are left of them. across the street from this office 

Postage stamps: not accepted: There may be some who read _ js the office of the Secretary of 

fe he Howes OMFIGERH _vccifvediient this who will doubt if such things State; every license number is on 

He Giatlazalenae Osi: -Wicetgengest are possible, that people who pose file. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE as respectable at home, who ride We do not care to outline our 

BOA, Haysoe. ce... 0e0e2e2--++-KeOmeio In automobiles, actually do such plan of action just now but we 

He Grameen ees 2 EOmeo things. For answer ask almost will see what publicity. will do 
gina Disk, 1g, Coe RO abkingon any farmer or gardener in this or | ‘statewi — 1 ' im Bae: k iaiggteels aa ae alee state s penn Statowse and ve _ o 

seh Bit, BY Woe aie ST Seige The editor has heard related in- i aa . elk ° wn her. 
St Die! EB Bitminahin.Stirkeon "Ba cas yy trustworthy le ine names, Ene Meense NUMDers 

yoth Dist Vout E. Grant. . - Menomonig stances by trustworthy people the number and sex of the thieves 

BOARD OF MANAGERS that really seemed beyond belief. and as full a description of them 
J. A. Hays HL. ©, Christensen —-F, Cranefleld Such things have happened as possible. 

hundreds of times and the con- To protect yourself this Society 

Something Must Be Done; Let’s temptible practice is increasing. will help to protect you. No 

Do It It is a serious matter, not only the communication will be published 

It has been said that there are standpoint of financial loss to the without consent of the writer but 
at least three kinds of liars: liars, farmers, fruit growers and gar- expressions of opinion on this 

damn liars and fishermen. Also deners, and the growing disre- subject for publication are most 
it is beginning to be evident that gard for property rights, but the earnestly desired. 
there is a similar classification for bitter feeling engendered. Farm- By the tiie this ig printed, June, 

thieves, the superlative kind be- ers feel, and rightly, that they are the thievery will be well under 
ing the “highly respectable” who held in contempt by city people, way, Play detective, suffer the 
own automobiles, either in fee that their rights are not worth Joss from one raid in order to get 
simple or mortgaged; the kind consideration. The most regret- the Jjicense number and other 

that raids gardens and orchards, able part of the whole dirty busi- facts for identity and report at 

committing petty and grand lar- ness is that the thieves are gener-  Gnee to this office. 

ceny. Clever (?) people, from ally ones who want to be consid- 

the city, always, who would not ered respectable at home. 

dare steal from a neighbor’s gar- Now what can be done to pro- Who Knows? 

den, who would froth at the tect ourselves? We cannot advo- A member asks: “Do you know 

mouth if you called them thieves, cate violence, although Editor anything about the Golden Wine- 
just common thieves, who go out Collingwood of the Rural New sap apple or the Red Wing ap- 
into the country in automobiles Yorker suggests flogging. This ple? Would it be advisable to 

and return with wild flowers and punishment seems fit. plant them in Lincoln county?” 
plants dug from the roadside or One way, and a good one, if you “Red Wing” sounds like Min- 

from private property, who bra- can catch the thieves, is to invoke nesota, but “Golden Winesap” is 

zenly enter gardens and gather the law. Secure the license num- a new one. Who knows?
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Asked for Bread And,— as the native pines, the fruit when tomac River from Washington, 

This is a hard, cold, unfeeling thoroly ripe is much better than no department specialists produce 
world. When you try to do a apple at all, quite the equal of Ben the lily seeds in greenhouses by 

good deed you are too often mis- Davis but will not keep as long. artificial pollination. These seeds 

understood ; someone accuses you OO are planted about January 1, 
of ulterior motives. As an exam- Easter Lily Blooms From Seed in pricked out into small pots, and 

ple, last month we recommended Fifteen Months. in May the young plants are set 

a list of apples for Forest county, Commercial florists may be- " ae ae Ee fe ee 

including two Hibernals. Now come independent of imported lily oP — Oy y ju a ee 

here comes Kern of Sparta, who bulbs for forcing for the Easter some of the plats Seaehse on 
Snare ; une 2 size to bear blooms. In October 
says: trade, in the opinion of specialists November the plants are lifted 

“Dear Cranefield : of the Bureau of Plant Industry, on November plants? , 

“Have you some old grudge United States Department of Ag- pelted, ey naaenes eee green 
: = . : house. Without undue forcing 

against the unfortunate, who is riculture. the plants will come into full 

leaving Milwaukee for a new When it first became known }Joom the following February to 

farm in Forest county, when that experiments in raising Easter April—15 months after the seed 

you recommend the planting of lilies from seed were being car- jad peen planted. Those plants 
two Hibernals, or are you getting ried on by the Department of Ag- Which bloom in July or August 

a commission on sale of that vari- riculture, few florists were pre-and from which the bloom stalk 

ety of apple trees to help nurser- pared to believe that the under- jag peen cut may send out two or 

ies dispose of the undesirables? taking possessed any commercial three stalks and can be forced to 

Or, are you aiding the sugar value beyond the possibilities of awal , Easter. 

trust? Either of the above of- producing new hybrids. The re- Oe ais ios have been 

fenses should be made criminal sults of these experiments, which pyporienced j SRR Ae! 3 

and a secretary found guilty pun- have now been eaneed on for four capenease’ anarai ee 

ished according to law. You years, indicate, the department number of bulbs can be secured 

should be kind to the poor un- specialists believe, that this coun- jy g short time. On the Arling- 

fortunate. He will remember you try can develop an important in- toy Farm this work was begun 

to eternity if he ever fruits the dustry. about four years ago with five 

Hibernal and tries to eat it. 1 Imported Bulbs Often Carry plants, and there is now a stock 
should prefer to go down in the Disease of between 15,000 to 20,000 bulbs 

annals of horticultural history as Heretofore practically all the in the field which were protected 

a “friend” of the beginner rather Paster ilies produced in this by heavy mulch during the win- 

than languish eternally in the in-country have been grown from ter, and approximately — 1,500 

fernal regions for guilt of such an julps “imported from Bermuda plants blooming in the green- 

unkindness, even if it is a coll and Japan. In these countries houses. 

day. Sincerely, Kern.” the bulbs are grown in the open It is interesting to note that the 

Now, everybody who knows and by the time they are ready to bulbs grown from seed produce a 

the Hibernal knows it will live in je dug and shipped the season is larger number of blooms than 

Forest county, that it wil! make a Well advanced. When the bulbs — those imported from Japan and 

fine, sturdy tree with big, shiny seach this country it is necessary Bermuda. One commercial grow- 

leaves, an ornament to any front to force them rapidly in order to er, who imports a million bulbs 

yard and that the wood is valu get blooms by Easter. Another from Japan annually, reports to 

able for many purposes. It wil! disadvantage in using imported the department that he produces 

also bear apples. Nothing was bulbs, the specialists point out, is an average of 214 blooms for each 

said about eating the apples. that frequently they carry dis- bulb. In the Arlington green- 

Persiflage aside, the writer has eases which cause severe loss to houses bulbs grown from seed 

no hesitation in recommending the the florists. produced as many as 12. or 

despised Hibernal for northern On the Arlington Experimental more blooms, while 7 to 10 flow- 

Wisconsin. The tree is as hardy Farm, which is just across the Po- ers ona stalk are common.
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| ‘baits:placed fairly in the:open run 

THE INSECT PAGE invariably kill the gophers. The 

. method has found great favor 
Conducted by the Deparment feonsmic Entomology College of whever introduced. a 

| - a ee ee Caution. : 

Grasshoppers Again! fields, orchards and long stretches ee aoe vepanation 

Have: you ever heardof banana of ditch embankments of them, a of poisons should be kept plainly 

oil (amyl acetate)? It is a color- Wety successful and mitch More “Jabeled and out of reach of chil- 

less liquid which has a very pen- practical method is to poisan them dren, irresponsible persons and 

etrating odor somewhat like ba- by use of baits of sweet potato OF ive stock. . 
nanas and pears. The Montana of parsnips placed in their under- a 

Experiment Station has shown in ground ‘Tunways. Nicotine Sulphate Dust for Truck 
grasshopper campaigns the past The baits should be cut about 1 Crop Pests 

two seasons that amyl acetate is inch long and .inch square and Nicotine sulphate dust has 

far more attractive to grasshop- washed and drained. From a pep- been so effective against the wal- 

pers in poison bait than lemons, P&T box islowly sift /@ ‘ounce’ of nut aphis that the Bureau of En- 
oranges, or salt alone. “County powdered strychnine (alkaloid tomology, United States Depart- 

agents and farmers having once andl 1/1) ot this: quantity’ of sac ment of ‘Agriculture; decided to 
tried the amyl acetate flavored charine (ground together in a test it on truck crop insects. Rec- 
poisoned bran mash would use mortar) over about 4 quarts of the OMendatOKS based ow the Fe: 

nothing else.” dampened baits, stirting to dis- cuits of these tests are to be found 
This oil may be secured thru tribute the poison evenly. in Department Circular 154. 

drug stores and is well worth try- The runways, which are usu- While a 2 per cent mixture of 
ing. It is cheaper than lemons, ally 4 to 8 inches beneath the sur- the 40 per cent nicotine sulphate 
reduces labor in mixing, and it face, can be located by means of was sufficient to kill the walnut 

also adds greatly to the effective- a probe made of any strong han- aphis, it was soon apparent that 
ness of the bait. The formula to dle an inch in diameter and 36 for other species a stronger pro- 

use then would be as follows: inches long. One end should be portion must be mixed with the 

Bram oe 25 Ibs. bluntly pointed. Into the other ,aolin. The melon aphis required 

Paris green or white arsenic... should be fitted a piece of 3¢ inch apout 5 per cent of the poison, but 

cettttttteeeel Ib, iron rod, protruding about 12 with that amount the results were 

Salt eet Ib. inches, and bluntly pointed. A entirely satisfactory. The most 

Amyl acetate.......12 teaspoonfuls foot rest aids in probing in hard satisfactory type at machine for 

Water 0000 ....10 quarts soils. By forcing down the iron applying the dust was found to. 

—Charles L. Fluke. rod near gopher workings, or a pe a hand-operated bellows dust- 

oe foot or two back of fresh mounds, ¢- With such a machine one 

How to’ Check Pocket Gophers — the open tunnel can be felt as the jan can cover two acres of full- 

Judging from the number of let- point breaks into it. The blunt ¢rown melon plants in a day, us- 
ters received, pocket gophers are end of the instrument is then ing about 50 pounds of the mix- 

becoming a serious menace to used carefully to enlarge the hole, ture. The nicotine sulphate-kao- 

Wisconsin farmers. The follow- @ bait or two is dropped into the jin mixture costs about 12 cents 
ing control measures are advocat- ‘4, and the probe hole closed. a pound in the 5 per cent strength. 

ed by the Biological Survey at One soon becomes expert in lo- The cabbage aphis succumbed 

Washington: cating the runs and a man can toa 6 per cent mixture. The pea 

Pocket gophers are readily treat 300 to 500 gopher workings aphis, onion thrips and western 

caught in any one of several inaday. Baits need be placed at cucumber beetles were all suscep- 

makes of special traps commonly only two points in each separate tible to the dust in various 

on the market, and a few of these system of 10 to 30 mounds, which strengths. The proper propor- 
suffice to keep small areas free of is usually the home of a single go- tions and methods of application 

the pests. For ridding alfalfa pher. Experience has shown that are given in the circular.
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The development of this poison Edible and Poisonous Mushrooms by Nina L. Marshall, or “A Thou 

puts a very effective weapon in 7 ni J. a ee Baraboo = sand American Fungi” by Chas. 

the hands of the truck grower, noe ay i a come 'SMellvaine, which is somewhat 

specialists of the department say. see ing’ oF Zoo W000 at reason= “more scientific than Miss Mar 
. Re able prices, we turn with redou- shall’s book 

Dust can be applied more easily Fi : shall’s book. 
‘ “bled interest to edible mushrooms 

and quickly than spray, and larg- : . : If you are fond of the natural 
2 o a which are provided for us like a a . 

er areas can be treated in a given manna from heaven, without toil Sclemees you will find fungi a most 

time. Its killing efficiency is al- and without price enjoyable study. In the first place 

ways equal and usually excels This: vereiable food, whickk has learn the different parts of the 
s gek , as on . 

that of spray. It costs less than gréat nutritive value, is said by plant, Then.cit the pileus or cap 
£ - -, 2 2 4 > a0] > 4 1 

spray and power dusters are some authorities to be of little [om the stem of a specimen an 
cheaper than power sprayers. In benefit to us, as for some mys- place i with the gills down on t 

dust form the poison can be com- terious reason we do not assimi- PIC® of white paper, and leave it 

bined with arsenate of lead or sul- ate the nourishment it contains. undisturbed for several hours, On 
phur and applied dry for insects However, Lam not convinced that lifting the cap carefully you 

and fungous diseases. this is true. [have often notice | should seeithe Spore print. Exam: 

Nivotine duse will fose it that a meal at which mushrooms "UTS that with a magnifying 

ee of. ty sa were the principle dish was quite glass you will find it made up of 
strength if it is not kept in air : : 2 @ tiny spherical forms. The color 
ict eT a . _ as satisfactory and sustaining as oS = we 

tight packages. It is sometimes ane where meat was served. At and shape pf these tiny spors de- 

disagreeable to the operator, par- atiy fate. they mi be 4 : te 5 LEPINE: ie: SERS tor achicl te 

ticularly if the latter is inexperi- “TS Tt . ane gf NEN) funeus belones. Now by careful 
\ “y . 1 . ined viting and appetizing change in a oa 

enced. t cannot be combiner our billof-fare, and the fact that observation of its various charac 

with Bordeaux mixture except 01 ares a wee teristics you can go on and classi- 
= “ birds, squirrels and many animals . 4 a 

when the latter is dry. 2s fd fy it. You may have the pleasure 
eat them indicates that their food Habs of discovering a tee 

In action the nicotine sulphate is value is assimilable. PENNA PS: OF RISCOVEMEE “TSW Valhip 

similar to nicotine sulphate spray "TREES ig Ho ne File bx whieh, SS for new kinds appear often. 

but much more rapid. When used tg determine whether or not a ‘There are the white-pink or red- 

as recommended by the Depart- fungus is edible. tan-brown or purple and black 

ment of Agriculture, the dust has If you want to be able to dis- Spored series. 

proved superior to spray in con tinguish them either have a teach In the white spored series are 

trolling certain insect pests. er or get “The Mushroom Book” (To page 179.) 

| | 
° . 

| Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results | 
° | 

Cream City | 
DRY 

A f Lead | 
It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension 

LIME SULPHUR SULPHUR (DUSTING) SODIUM NITRATE 

BORDEAUX PASTE CALCIUM ARSENATE SWIFT'S FERTILIZER 

C City Chemical Work 
| 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. 

ae ne
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Natural Park Areas park areas. You find it on every those who fail to comprehend the 

The movement that is on in hand in Geneva—gardens, trees, importance of the undertaking. 
‘ : : hn ; 

Wisconsin to preserve places of shrubs and beautiful lawns. Wis- A survey should be made in 
striking natural beauty in their consin should not hesitate to imi- \Visconsin this summer to deter- 

wild state should be supported by tate Switzerland because the state mine the exact location of scenic 
all. If something is not done at 1S termed rightly “The Switzer- hilltops, beautiful river banks, at- 

an early date, posterity will be land of America.” tractive lake shores and historic 
penalized for our lack of vision as The Demand for Beauty spots that would make suitable 

7 a Sery] ¥ . n = n 1 y, to ad ies value of Oe ale Weallealize that barren fields park areas. This survey should 

peath ul and ee fields. are no more inviting than barren be followed up by Systematic ef 
& g re hich farmers : | < t is a move in which = walls, board fences and belching fort to secure title in the publi 

meena manulacturers valle smoke-stacks. Barrenness always from the private individuals for 
pro essional a see : causes depreciation and lack of S#me: There should be no delay 

ores selves. t : = be imina meee’ eT Ge should interest a e a true enjoyment. It causes man- i” this preliminary work if we are 

will mean ou ve il MEN, kind to lose its better human im- eally anxious to preserve Wis- 
" of a ages a eae aan . _ a 

women and children \ AES bulses. There is a deep-rooted Consin’s wild natural beauty. Ev 

to have preserved wild park area instinct in man that demands na- ¢TY Year finds more woodlots cut 
Importance of Keeping Young ture. The sight of trees and flow- down, more water fronts grabbed 

Too many men in middle life ers has a soothing effect on the UP by water hogs so — the fe 

learn from sad experiences that mind and soul, it refreshes and lic cannot obtain them ‘, ead 
é ; is well k 4 » us nds that can be made the enormous amount of energy, cheers. It is well known that the se wih L s ia t ht he 

: : 5 vers jg available. s take cour- 
enthusiasm and both physical and — presence of trees and flowers is  @Y ailable et naar , esc 

intellectual energy which they felt even by the blind. Cities that @8° to press forward the move- 

had accumulated during their have not realized this fact, or sec- ent to preserve and sa eatk 

childhood and youth on the farm, tions of cities that have not con- wild natural beauty spots as park 

in the village, along stream, served park areas have had prop-  4FCaS- 
around lakes, became exhausted erty values go down and down Source of Support 

because of the lack of opportunity and down. This fact is true ev- er oer 5 
i s a ie The Friends of Our Native 

for health and recreational areas erywhere. Those cities that have = - 
: : : : : Landscape Society, organized 

suitable for them during their provided park areas at convenient : 
: aa ; about a year ago, has for its car- 

adult life. Too many men fail to places have had property values . vo : 
, ° 2 i dinal principle this great work. It 

know the importance of presery- facing on the parks increase more. ed 
. : : is an organization of men and 
ing their physical strength at all and more from year to year. 

. yt . ‘ women banded together for no 
times and in consequence thereof, Parks are nothing more than com- 

. . - . a selfish purpose but for the pur- 
we find their untimely separation munity lawns. The country needs . 

; : . pose of helping along the move- 
from service and their health, en- community lawns or park areas v . 

5 : ment to make Wisconsin a better 
ergy and enthusiasm taken from for country folk just as much as : ' . 

. : : ‘ place in which to live. It be- 
them because of their failure to the urban population needs same. 

OE t % 1 hooves not only members of 
ro out-of-doors to enjoy adyan- Pafienc : ma ‘ 

. Mink k 3°) | Patience Needed Friends of Our Native Landscape, 
ages that park areas supply. + ‘ we : 

2 I ppy Wisconsin has at least a thou- but all good citizens to lend their 

Wisconsin Should Imitate sand small areas that should be support and exercise their ener- 

The Hanging Gardens of Bom-_ set aside and conserved as county gies to keep Wisconsin the “Yel- 

bay and the Parks of Calcutta parks. To succeed in the move- lowstone Park of the Middle 

have proven great assets to India. ment that is now on in Wisconsin West.” Wisconsin has more 

Switzerland’s beauties have been we need the support and backing beautiful drives and more scenic 

enhanced by the preservation of of every public spirited citizen. vistas along the drives than any 

park areas in county and in city. Those who are advocating the state in the Union. Its highways 
Geneva is noted the world over idea are looked upon as visionary are well built, well maintained, 

for her attractive courts, her won- men and women and will have to” well marked and are inviting to 

derful roads and her beautiful stand for insults and rebuffs from (To page 178.)
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‘: Quick Better 
# 4 " Sales Profits 

| | 
| 

| Cut Universal Package, Star Cover 
PaSaCo 19 Inch Corrugated Pad. 

Apples shipped in this practical and useful package will sell more quickly and at better 
prices. The Pa Sa Co 19 INCH CORRUGATED PAD protects the top layer of apples 

| from lip cutting or bruising. | 
| Retailers and Commission Men prefer to have apples and other fruits shipped in the | 

UNIVERSAL PACKAGE on account of the attractive displays made possible by this 
package. 

Write for prices and interesting pamphlet, Career of Bushel Basket. 

| Shipment made from nearest factory: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, | 

| Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Iowa, Ar'sansas and Texas. | 
| | | . 

Package Sales Corporation, South Bend, Ind. | 
210 Union Trust Bldg. South Bend, Ind. | 

Remove Tree Protectors | —— St 

A member asks if tree protec- —_ 
tors may be left on fruit trees all The Hawks 
year. “Would it be harmful to 

the young trees, not getting Nursery 

enough light?” war A108 me8 

It is not a question of light or Company B B 

shade as much as one of insects. erry Oxes 
The ee Se ae as ee . wpe Crates, Bushel Boxes the peatteiar affords a made-to are in a position to fur- ond Climax Baskets 

order home for bugs of all de- nish high grade Nursery . 

scriptions and their abominable . As You Like Them . 
‘ 7 Stock of all kinds and 

offspring. Therefore remove the toe table toWi pave, Manufacture the | Ewald 
: ; a -atent Folding Berry Boxes o 

protectors in spring and replace oar telies suitable to Wis wood. veneer that give natietae- 
in October or November. consin and other north- ral in the ob daclond late 

Even if there were no bugs it’s ern distgicts. garry In stock 16-duart, erates all 

so very easy to forget about the Will be glad to figure on Hrawherrles br blueberries, NO 
protector and its wire or string your wants either in ee eee oe eee te the 
fastenines i : ’ : folding boxes and crates in K, D. 
astenings until some fine day we large or small quantities from Milwaukee. Promptness is 

ind. awataabl smeivdied. Wi essential in handling fruit, and find a valuable tree girdled. When we aim to do our part well. A 
removing the protector search ee Jerre alscount or Ores pigete: 

carefully at the base of the trunk, : 

poke underground for an inch or Wauwatosa Wis. Cumbariond Fruit Package 

two for wires that slip down— ses ° ompany 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

these are the dangerous ones.
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Natural Park Areas. observed in many places the make, knowing that Nature never y | 8 
(Continued from page 176.) grubbing out of the wild sumac, did betray the heart that loved 

5 ns : the grape vine, the hazel brush — her.” 
tourists to travel over. The hills, eral . 1 : rs : : and the columbine. Nature has provided Wisconsin 

the Valleys, the: rivers. and the with tall pine, sturdy oak, bend- 
lakes are not equalled in many Destruction of Nature Must ‘ ee eee ae 

2 Py Not Conti ing elm, weeping willow, shrubs, 
sections and are not surpassed in Not Continue ope : oa 

Sects . % 3 2 hedges and trailing vines and it is 
any state. Let us capitalize this Is it possible that this vandal- 3 

_ . : . . our duty to see that this quiet- 
asset by home appreciation. To ism, this destruction of wild na- = . 

. ; . ness and beauty which feed us 
the hog, the diamond has no value tive beauty must continue? Are . : . 

. re sas ps with lofty thoughts, curb our evil 
whatever. Wisconsin’s citizens we talking to those patrolmen as - 5 

wes: age tongues, soften our harsh judg- 
must not stoop to the brute plane Mary talked when she said, “Stop, 
: ; - 8 : ments and make us forget our 
in the matter of lack of apprecia- stop, pretty brook”? Is it not a : 

5 - saaeqe . selfishness are preserved. 
tion for our valuable asset. Wis- responsibility that rests on high- 

consin’s wild native flowers, way authorities to say to the pa- ree to Everybody 

shrubbery and trees, especially trolmen and to other men who are Suitable county park areas in 

along our highways, when not in continually needlessly destroying Wisconsin are not distributed in 

line of traffic, should be con- roadside beauty, “Stop, stop, no one section or in one county but 

served. Vigilance on the part of longer shall you be permitted to in every section and every county 

the citizens of the state in this destroy Wisconsin’s valuable as- of the state. The springs by the 

matter must be exercised in order sets,” because as Browning says, roadside should be free to the 

to assure preservation. Many “I am still a lover of the mead- public as sunlight and the atmos- 

road builders do not rise to the ows, of the woods and the moun- phere. This will be made possible 

high plane they, should in this tains and all that we behold from if the program of The Friends of 

matter. For this reason we have the green earth. This prayer I Our Native Landscape is carried 

=I ANA NS 

= —2 << 2 

: Ze eS : 
= ag ae A : 
= = | —Ss 5 B S 
z (ZZ |) Ee 2 
- ah RE a 
= A "i | ZA Z = 
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z Sh a 

5 Berry boxes and crates, either in the flat o- made up complete; Climax grape and peach = 

a baskets; till or repacking baskets; bushel and half bushel shipping baskets, and tree protec- = 

a tors at remarkably low prices. ’ 2 

= Send for our circular and prices before plazing your orders. a 

E SHEBOYGAN FRUIT. BOX CO. Z 
= SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 2 

NN
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out. The problem must be ap- of spring our little friends arrive. J” SOCS;«;7;7;7;7«<“:OT 

proached in all seriousness and They are small, tan colored caps 

earnestness by men of under- growing in large clusters, packed Strawberry Plants 

standing, vision and courage. It closely together. They have an ‘ 

is ‘a problem that will not be agreeable, nutty flavor raw, and For Sale 

solved by the ignorant, superficial are delicious creamed. The Co- 

and selfish. It is vital to the wel- prinus family is large. It has ye ore jerowars (of eenatur 

fare of the living and the count- black spores. As they mature the sively and through many 

less unborn generations. Its gills deliquese and drip a black, years of careful selection we 
: : : : . have a superior strain. 

proper solution will exalt the im- inky fluid. 

agination, broaden the vision and The Antramentarius is another A oo bundon Vaschondes ant 

deepen the pure and unselfish un- fine member of this family, which all other bush fruits, shrubs 

dertakings of mankind. also appears frequently through- and trees. 
—John A. Hazelwood. out the season. It is gray and We have but one quality,— 

—_--——-- grows in great profusion where a Deepen Gan sappy aay : é quantity. 

Poisonous Mushrooms. cottonwood or poplar trees have 

(Continued from page 175.) stood. It is a firm, meaty mush- Catalog on request. 

many of our valuable agarics and = room and a general favorite. The 

also the most poisonous one Shaggy Mane, which is found in RASMUSSEN’S 
known, the Death Cup. Every- the fall, is perhaps the best known . 

one should learn to recognize this member of this family. The tall, Fruit Farm 

dangerous fungus readily, as it cone shaped caps are white OSHKOSH, WIS. 

has been the occasion of many trimmed with a little brown and 

deaths. It usually grows in rath- look very stately in the green 
er sparse woods, singly, or two lawn. They are especially fine 

and very occasionally a cluster of fried or in fritters. We might cali 00 

three. The cap, or pileus, is the Coprinus family a domestic 

white, buff or tan, from two to group, for the various edible The 

four inches across. The stalk is members are found growing 

white and from 3 to 6 inches tall, about our homes. Jewell Nursery 

and about it drops a beautiful Just now, in May and June, are C 

deep annulus. At the bottom the found the morels, Morchella Mscu- ompany 

stalk is surrounded by a cup or lenta. They are easily identified 

volva. I advise all amateurs to for they much resemble a cone Lake City, Minn. 

avoid using any mushroom which shaped sponge on top of a short, 

has a volva until they have be- white, hollow stalk. The whole Established 1868 

come really expert in classifying surface is pitted or honeycombed 

varieties. and the spore sacks are embedded 

The good Lepiotas belong to in it. They are found under any Fifty-three years 

the white spored series, but in this nut bearing tree, and often in or- : . 

family is one very black sheep. It chards and oak groves. They are continuous service 

is most attractive, the large white most tempting rolled in flour and 

caps glisten in the green grass. fried brown. This family has no ~~ ~~ 

Their spore fruit condemns them poisonous members—not one of A Complete Stock of 

—it is made up of pale green them is even suspicious. Fruit, Shelter and 

Spores, and the mushroom is very Another family of which you Ornamental Stock in 

poisonous. need have no fear is the puff balls. Hardy Varieties for 

From May to October you may None of them is poisonous. They 

look on your lawns and tree- should be gathered while the Northern Planters. 

banks for the glistening Copri- spore ‘bearing interior is still 

mus. for with the first warm rains (Continued on page 181.) _
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| nnn ging those roots. In the spring after 

a forest fire almost the first plants to 

| A GOLD EN SEAL GARDEN | appear would be the sang and seal and 

pe — | then were most easily found. 

. Within the last twenty years a “find” 

“It is wonderful” is sure to be the pear. With the ginseng it is different Of sang only a few mi-es from the city 

exclamation of everyone who views for the seeds do not germinate for a Of Reedsburg netted the lucky discov- 

the magnificent growth of Golden Seal year and it ig 18 months before the rer several hundred dollars and the 

and Ginseng in the Williams-Meyer new plant shows itself above the roots were all dug in a day or two. 

garden at Loganville. ground and through the leaf covering. 
The “garden” comprises an acre As it takes about six years for 

and a half all under “roof,” every foot either the golden seal or the ginseng 

of ground occupied by healthy, thrifty to attain its majority a portion of the 
plants, not a waste space, not a weed field will be ready to harvest this 
in sight, but a sea of sturdy stalks coming year. It Is None 
everywhere: in the allotted enclosure. Of the two plants, the ginseng root 

Yes, it takes an enclosure to suc- is the most valuable, pound for pound, T E. 1 
cesstuily grow either golden seal or but it is the hardest to produce and oo ar y 

ginseng—why—because both plants seldom does its best when grown 
are native only of dense forests where signe. The market frequently quotes 

they thrive only in rich, mellow, leaf- the dried roots at $12.00 to $15.00 per to begin planning for what you 
mold soil, modestly hidden beneath the pound. By far the greater amount of will plant in the fall of 1921 or 

dense foliage of forest shrubs, leafy ,inseng is exported to China where it spring of 1922. We will have 
ferns or tangled vines and briars. is highly prized as a medicine. a complete line of fruit, shade 

To produce like conditions Messrs. The golden seal is also valuable for and ornamental trees, shrubs, 

Williams and Meyer have erected a its dried roots, the open market value perennials and small fruits to 
shed or shelter and covered the sides being about one-third that of ginseng. select from. 
and roof all with lath so that the light It is from the golden seal that some 

may filter through and the rain may of the most used and highly valued Before placing your order 
not be excluded, for next to fertile, edicine is made. The source of sup- take this matter up with us. 

mellow. soil, moisture and shade—both ply has been and still is that gathered 
in the right amounts are necessary for from the wild by those who often 

perfect results. | ; make a business of searching the The Coe, Converse & 
They selected a sloping hillside, not woods and gathering and drying and 

too steep nor yet too flat for their ex- marketing the roots. Edwards Co. 
periment, for they started this plat Golden Seal and Ginseng are both 

some 8 years ago and when there were ¢ommon or rather used to be common Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
few who dared even in a small way to plants in the northern states east of 

try to cultivate and grow either. Mississippi river, but like the buffalo, 
In the construction of this shelter the deer and the wild fowl, the de) — TTT 

more than 7,000 large posts were set ands of the settlers have nearly 
and in all something like 75,000 feet caused their extinction. 

of lumber are said to have been used. e 1 ° 9 . 
While the structure itself involved Sot eien Ee hed ie hee Fichett S Dahlias 

a very large amount of work it was plants. The fertile, mouldy soil, the have acquired somewhat of a 
a small task compared to the in- qense shade and woody nooks and reputation wherever grown. At 

finite patience and labor required to moist, woodsy places made ideal con- intereoe pe aahine ae tow, metal 
search the woods for the plants. ditions for perfect growth and devel- collection (ist price $2.40) mailed 

Having their enclosure ready, the opment of the plants and here they instructions on receipt of $2.00. 

ground was platted in beds 6x50 feet abounded and grew to perfection, Oregon Beauty, Dec. large ori- 

or 6x100 feet as needed and the plants Even now it is not unusual for bands ee aKewi anew HouE 

brought from the woods and trans- of Indians to come from their reserva- Floradora, Cactus, dark blood 
planted or the seed gathered from the — tion near Tomah and camp along some red 

forest and planted here. of the streams and even on the ridges selon TEOMyoRowered, lemon 
When the ground was ready and the and stay several weeks in a p'ace Queen Wilhelmina, Peony-flow- 

seed gathered the seed was placed on while they hunt for sang and seal. ered, om white 
‘ + John Green, Peony-flowered, 

top of the ground and the bed covered Nor was it the Indians only who yellow center, scarlet tip 

with leaves a'so brought in the au- loved to profit especially in the early All grown in Wisconsin and not 

tumn from the woods. days, for many a settler found his tax subject to any BR. Hy B. duaran- 
The golden seal seed seems to work money and the necessary “change” to J.T. FITCHETT 

itself into the ground and the next run his household by spending a por- Janesville, Wis. 

spring the first sprigs of the plant ap- tion of his time in spring and fall, dig- |
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However, it is a fact that it is now Sse Seem 7 Ss 

a problem for the most diligent 

“ganger” to go to the woods and dig AMONG WISCONSIN BEE KEEPERS | 

enough roots even to pay his board. Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association | 

The plant is getting very scarce and H. F. Wilson, Editor | 

diffidult to find and the high prices | 

recently quoted have brought it near : = — — —— - 

extinction. OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. 

It.is this condition that has caused Hee L. Be oteenec ee ae Treas: a W. Aeppler Oconomowoc. 
many people to try to raise the plants ice-Pres. . C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. . F. Wilson, Madison. 

and not all have met with success, Annual Membership Fee $1.00. 
but there are many small p‘ats in this Remit to H. F. Wilson, Secretary, Madison, Wis. 

and in other states. a oO - - oe - a . 
| American Honey Producers’ League of any kind, over a strong, queen-right 

Some idea of the labor and care re- Mr. H. B. Parks, Secretary of the Colony, having brood in all stages. Be 
quired to properly raise meee plants League, writes that the Wisconsin As- Sure the colony is real strong. Place 
may be known when we learn that _vistion is the first one to increase the queen to be introduced, on top of 
each fall the entire garden is covered | _ : ¢ ra " | § its membership over the necessary the brood frames in the shipping cage 
with a thick layer of forest leaves. It . i Ap 3 i : 100. We now have 105 members in She came in, if received through the 
is to this producing so nearly and so . ma the League. Every member of the Mail. Or place in a round queen cage, 
perfectly the natural conditions that Leweue ‘should ave #ecelved a, 60 between the top bars. Have a st 

these gentlemen have met with such ~ ‘ Py 3 = Me epee aieeeke, of the League Bulletin by this time of candy in the cage, and if a mailing 

and if not, please notify us and we Cage remove the tin over the candy 

Certainly it is a beautiful sight in wil) see that you get one. Mr. Parks and place cage containing the queen, 
the spring time to see the many thou- writes that the material for national bees and all on top of the frame. Now 
sands of plants springing through the advertising has been made up and that take the hive, which should be well 

brown covering of leaves and later in 4y advertisement will soon appear. filled with bees, and place on a bottom 
the summer to behold the so-id mat or Wisconsin beekeepers have contrib- board, cover up bee-tight, put a wire 
carpet-like covering of the green, SO yteq $150 to the advertising fund and guard across the entrance so no bees 
thick as to show not a break or hardly yy, hope that more will come in. can get out. Put the now newly 
the location of the paths between the formed colony where it is wanted. 
beds, some 128 of them if all counted. Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Co-opera- Leave closed up for three or four days, 
Or perhaps the most beautiful of all is tive Association and the 1921 after which time remove the entrance 
the autumn scene’ here ‘when the rip- Honey Crop guard at dusk. Do not open hive for 

ening berries show their flaming Rear In the next issue of Wisconsin Hor- six to eight days, when you will have 

let of the ginseng mingling with the  ticulture we hope to be able to present @ new colony of bees which can be 
more sombre tones of the fruit of the a plan of operation for the coming sea- Manipulated like any other in the 
golden seal showing through the solid — . avd 
matvof greeii leaves—From, Reedsburg son: Our beekeepers should take an yard. 

Free: Press active interest in the development of When making a wooden stopper for 

. this association, as the competition for round cage, see to it that the hole in- 
a market is becoming greater all the side is not obstructed by fibers of 
time. wood, for in that case the queen will 

Poisonous Mushrooms. ee not come out. The stopper should be 
. An Infallible Method for Introducing about an inch long, the hole five-six- 

(Continued from page 179.) Laying Queens teenths inch or larger. The candy 

white. After paring off the hard The season for introducing queens should be packed in tight; the mailing 
. _ s on a large scale will soon be at hand. cage should be looked at to see that 

outer rind, cut in half-inch slices, ‘And since the loss of a valuable queen, there is a goodly amount of candy left 

dip in beaten egg and milk and caused through some blunder in the in the releasing hole. 

fry slowly, keeping the pan cov- mode of introducing, produces one of Before closing, I will add for the 

ered. All mushrooms should be the keenest disappointments in the benefit of the beginner that, if a queen 
highly seasoned with salt and pa- much credished hopes of a bee en-_ has to be introduced into a queenless 

° thusiast, I have concluded to publish colony, it is much safer to introduce 
prica. my infallible method of introduction first as above stated, and then unite 

I could go on telling you of through the columns of the Wiscon- the queenless and the queen-right, a la 

numberless varieties which grow sin Horticulture. Dr. C. C. Miller, again using a queen 
about us, for they are here in le- The method is short and simple. A  excluder, as a Virgin might be in the 

* * 6 day, a week or a month before the new queenless and cause trouble. In hot 
gions, but this little group of queen is to be introduced, place above weather shade the hive as long as the 
common ones are surely enough 4 queen excluder a set of brood combs entrance is closed. 

for one evening. containing some honey, but no brood —A. C. F. Bartz.
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The Wisconsin Honey Grading Law specting it I cannot blame the mer- But there is a section where outside 

By C. D. Adams chants for ordering it in preference to honey comes out second best in the 

If a business man from Mars were the average Wisconsin comb honey I competition—in a dozen or more fair- 

to drop down upon us he would prob- have seen in the stores. While I did sized cities and villages around Lake 

ably be very much interested in our not sample it, I feel sure the quality Winnebago. In that district is a bee- 

systems of marketing some farm did not compare favorably with our keeper, Mr. A. Stevens, who puts a dfjne 

products and amazed at our lack of clover and basswood honey. But the grade of honey in a nice one-pound 

system in getting rid of other equally packing and neat appearance was bottle with a rather plain label. This 

desirable foods. enough to sell it. Incidentally every year he told me that nearly all.,his 

When we visit almost any city mar- section and case was stamped with 55,000 pounds of honey, if I remember 

ket we find a certain uniformity in the the producer’s number. the figures correctly, was marketed in 

marketing of garden vegetables. The And it is not in comb honey alone’ this way. And I am sure from what 

radishes, onions, beets, etc., are invari- that we have to meet this unequal the grocers told me in every town in 

ably tied in uniform bunches, the cu- competition. In almost every village that section that I visited that he could 

cumbers assorted according to size, in the state we find bottled honey put easily have marketed twice that 
and so on through the whole list of up outside the state. In many cases amount. 

vegetables. This has resulted through it is probably Wisconsin honey, but it These facts and others I might men- 

good business methods rather than was first shipped to Medina or New _ tion caused the members of this asso- 

through marketing organizations. York, there to be put in attractive ciation to take the first step in the 

When we come to the fruit market packages to be returned and sold tous. right direction one year ago when we 

we find more uniform ways of selling, In many cases the bottled honey is of voted to adopt uniform grading rules 

though in many places we still see inferior quality. While in northern and requested the State Marketing Di- 

apples marketed in bags and any old Wisconsin I recently paid thirty-five vision to see that they were carried 

box, or even in bulk. But in almost cents for an eight-ounce bottle of out. 

every village we find New York apples honey put up in one of our western When in September I was drafted 

of at least fair uniformity in uniform states. One taste was enough for my by the Marketing Division to assist in 

barrels. We are still more certain to children—they said it was not as good the honey grading work I must admit 

find scientifically correctly graded as our own honey. In the city of that I was not very enthusiastic about 

apples uniformly packed in boxes made Madison today there are sixteen-ounce the law. True, I had ordered stamps 

with mathematical correctness, and on bottles of honey selling at sixty cents. and was stamping every package of 

the ends are artistically designed We have had this kind of competition honey that I sold, but I was not sure 

labels. I recently saw a carload of for years and practically the only ones’ that it was a step in the right direc- 

this print unloaded in a small county to take advantage of it were some tion. 

seat in the very center of one of our’ business men of Milwaukee who years My first experience was with the 

apple growing sections. ago began to ship in cheap western Milwaukee bottlers and you may be 

When I ask merchants if our apples honey, add to it a small amount of our sure that they were not very enthusi- 

are not as good as the western apple, honey to give it a flavor and sell it in astic about the new rules. Some of 

they invariably say they are of better attractive packages all over this and them protested in no uncertain terms 

quality, but they add the information other states. When I asked one of and threatened to carry a test case to 

that people buy that which appeals to them how much they shipped in, he the Supreme Court at the first oppor- 

the eye more than by the sense of sidestepped by saying: “We began tunity. But the one who was the first 

taste. Our Wisconsin apple grading fifteen years ago by shipping in eleven to object to the rules and who was 

law does not apply to apples marketed carloads. We bring in considerably sure they would not hold in court told 

in open boxes and bags. more now.” me that after due consideration he had 

The uniform size and color of the This blending is a commendable come to the conclusion that the grad- 

correctly packed apple sells it while thing to do in so far as it gives us a ing rules would benefit the dealers 

our own Wealthies of unquestionably market for a considerable amount of more than it would anyone else. Sus- 

superior quality shrivel up and rot in our honey. The unfortunate thing was pecting a “nigger in the wood pile” I 

their bushel basket or burlap bag at that each label bore the words, asked him why and he said: “The 

their side. “Packed in Milwaukee, Wis.,” and biggest trouble that we have is to get 

This same principle holds good many merchants and consumers the necessary grade of Wisconsin 

through almost the whole list of food thought they were buying a fair honey to bring the western honey we 

products. When we come to the one’ sample of Wisconsin honey. use up to the necessary grade and 

commodity in which we are most in- When our beekeepers take their own color. When we order ‘amber’ honey 

terested we find other states shipping superior quality of honey to the store from a Wisconsin beekeeper we may 

in carloads of inferior honey so far as_ in unlabeled pails and fruit jars, can get any shade from light to dark honey. 

quality goes, but so much better you blame the grocer for purchasing Even when we order by sample we get 

graded and packed we do not find it only a limited quantity at rather a a few cans like the sample and the 

easy to meet the competition. I re- low prices? The uneducated housewife remainder is either lighter or darker 

cently saw in Milwaukee a carload of will buy the outside honey with the at- than we want. This law may teach 

Colorado Comb honey, and after in- tractive label and he knows it. our beekeepers to blend their honey
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and sell it correctly graded. And an- Neither do we hear a deafening ap- cther states” has defeated the very 

other trouble we have is that we often plause from the “side lines.’” Some of object of the law in that the bottler 
get unripe honey that sours. We them seem surprised that the rules may use a very small percentage of 

should welcome any rules that correct apply to their products. Others object Wisconsin honey, yet so print the 

these faults.” to the “principle of the thing’ and let label that the consumer would think 

Other dealers spoke of the same ob- it go at that. But the rank and file of it was principally home-produced 

jections to Wisconsin honey, but did them are living up to every letter of honey. He insisted that the label 

not! appear very optimistic about the the law. It is probably from this class should give the exact proportion of 

Files CoRTeetINE “theTT, that we get the best co-operation in Wisconsin honey. 

Tha grocers ave aldo Tien interested nak Saeeee eee our prod- On first thought this sounds not only 

in this law and their first thought is wee ang fee WS Mens De Known. reasonable, but absolutely unanswer- 
that it is only another rule to cause The one who should be most inter- able. But I feel sure that a moment's 

them trouble. But I have yet to find ested in the rules is the commercial reflection will bring out the depart- 
a merchant who was not convinced beekeeper, and we find he is. He is ment’s reason for making the rule. 
the rules would help rather than ¢ither for or against them in no un- Who among you or even among our 
hinder them when the objects of the Certain way. In my visits to this class university scientists could tell us that 
grading were fairly presented to him. of beekeepers I have urged them to a certain sample of honey contained 

Again and again they tell me how they either suggest improvements or give 5 per cent Wisconsin honey and 95 per 

have been imposed upon by well-mean- 4efinite reasons for their objections if cent clover or basswood honey from 
ing but poorly informd beekeepers who they had any. I shall here attempt to some other state? It is even doubtful 

assured them that they had some No, &ive a fair summary of the few objec- if it could be definitely proven that a 
1 honey. As these men are often tions I have received: sample contained a certain amount of 

good customers they are told to bring One of our most prominent members Wisconsin honey and the remainder 
in all they have to spare. When it is felt quite sure the law was wholly bad  !falfa_ honey. 

delivered it is frequently comb honey because he said it had already caused Now, if we could not tell this the 

just as it comes from the hives—not a drop of three cents in the price of only way it could be enforced would 

even removed from the super. honey. It so happened that this drop probably be to license bottlers and 
Extracted honey is better as a rule, took place at about the same time that have inspectors always present at the 

but the grocer is often disappointed the price of Fords and sugar took the factory to see that the rules were car- 
with that. So he welcomes any rule Dig drop, but he would probably be at ried out. The U. S. Government does 

that will benefit both producer and re-  /oss to explain what bad (or would such things, but Wisconsin does not 
tailer. He is our best ally in seeing it be good?) law caused their down- and under present conditions it is not 

that the law is not violated, for he can- fall. desirable that it should. The expense 
not afford to become a party to its Another prominent beekeeper had would be far beyond any good that 
violation. just received a letter from a Milwau- might come from it. 

But what the dealers think of these ee bottler in which he declined to (Continued in July.) 
rules is only of secondary interest to ™4@ke an offer for his honey because he 

us. The big question is: “What does S@id: “We are not buying Wisconsin 1. - . 
the beekeeper think of the rules?” 1 honey.” This sounded rather alarm- The Editor would appreciate wore) 
have visited beekeepers in their homes 8 and in a few days I visited my much, recelying some timely: ‘articles 
in nearly all sections of the state and friend who had written the letter and from the members. The state conven: 
I find a great divergence of opinion ®Sked him what he was offering for ton papers will all be used in the next 

of the law. It is not to be expected Wisconsin honey. He replied: “Weare  'SUe- 

that the farmer-beekeeper who has a 20t buying Wisconsin honey—or any 

few colonies from which he hopes to Other honey.” “Why?” “Why, because 

get enough honey for his own use W® are fairly x stachee up and the ATTENTION! 
every year and enough in good years WaY Sugar and other things are going 
to sell and buy the necessary nents down we do not think it good business BUSY BEE MEN! 

with the proceeds, would welcome the to buy more than we actually need at Programs for the big Wis- 

grading of honey. But we find excep. Present. easin Beéeéle &: CE 
tions here. He occasionally becomes The next objection heard was re- . seepers fae 

a real beekeeper and sees in the busi- peated by quite a number of intelli- tauqua and Field Meet at 

ness a chance to occupy his time and gent men, but was first brought out by Chippewa Falls, August 15- 
bring in a small income when he retires the President of the Northeast Bee- 20, will be announced com- 

from more active duties. This class keepers’ Association. He said in sub- plete in the July issue Lay 
frequently takes a pride in producing stance that the rules were not so bad your plans to be on the job 

something a little nicer than his neigh- in themselves, but the supplementary an s 

bor and he welcomes the change. The rules permitting the bottlers to state with OUR coat off for in- 

others will probably continue to market on the label that the contents is “Pure teresting work! 
| the inferior honey marked “Ungraded.” honey, produced in Wisconsin and
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“The Olympian,” a trans-continental train, passes the window every morning at 
7:55 rushing toward Chicago. Millions of dollars invested and hundreds of men are 
required to keep this train “On Time.” None object to the fare if the schedule is met, 
for we pay for Service. 

Mr. Beekeeper in Wisconsin asks prompt and complete shipment of “Beeware.” 
The investment of thousands of dollars and hundreds of men in woods, railroad, fac- 

tory and branch make this possible. Efficient distribution is costly but we willing- 
ly pay for Service. 

Beside quality and workmanship, distribution isa part of the legitimate cost of “Bee- 
ware” to you. Thus better Service is possible than a small organization can give. 
Don’t take our word. Spend your Dollars and Sense. A trial will convince you today. 

BEWARE 
Look | wiere vou Buy your || Regis- 

For | BEEWARE J tere 
This aazeazne WN [S, 3 | Mark 

MAKES THE FINEST. coremer. se, ev en cswis Barmy 

G. B. Lewis Company, ‘iw Watertown, Wisc., U.S.A. 
Branches: Albany, N. Y.; Memphis, Tenn.; Lawyers (Near Lynchburg), Va. Carlot Distributers 

Throughout the U. S. A. 

McKAY NURSERY Italian Bees and 
COMPANY BEEKEEPERS 

Queens for Sale 
MADISON WISCONSIN 

TO After June Ist, untested 

Nursery Stock of aes $1,005 Rested, Should send for our bddk- 

Quality urtiestedl queen after July let on the new MODI- 

FIED IANT VE. for Particular Buyers Ist, $5.00. Two frame, mh DAI ANT HIVE 

Have all the standard varieties $8.00. Full colonies after ne hive with a brood 

as well as the newer sorts. Can ‘Au . t Ist. Ord Book chamber sufficient for pro- 
supply you with everything in ugus st rders bo lific queens. OUR CATA- 

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, ed now with 10 per cent LOG IS FREE 
Vines and Ornamentals. down. . . 

Let us suggest what to plant 

both in Orchard and in the dec- The 
oration of your srounde. t 
Prices and our new Catalog sen 
promptly upon receipt of your Henseler DADANT & SONS 
list of wants. Apiaries 

Nurseries at Hamilton, Illinois 

. ARSHFIELD, WIS. 
Waterloo, Wisc. MARS .
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Our Summer Meeting. The Athearn Hotel will be head- “In shady locations the only way 

The summer meeting of the State quarters. to have a good lawn is to use spe- 

Horticultural Society will be held Members are requested to bring cially prepared seed mixtures, 
in Oshkosh, August 17th and 18th. along specimens of their best flow- which ordinarily go under the name 

The program, outings, etc. are ers and vegetables. Cash premi- of shady lawn grass mixtures, and 

in charge of Vice President H. C. ums are offered. contain grasses which — endure 

Christensen, of Oshkosh. Members are requested to invite shade. 

Members who have attended their friends. If the friends are “Weeds are plants out of place,” 

meetings in other years will not be not members they are absolutely S4YS the circular, “and like the poor 

much concerned about the advance certain to dig up a dollar apiece be- re always with us.” The main 

notice of program; they will come fore they leave. thing is to dig them out and then 

with full confidence that the pro- Owing to the uncertainty as to ©7courage the grass to grow so 

gram the first day will be entertain- gate of issue of Wisconsin Hor. Close that weeds cannot find en- 

ing and instructive and that the sicuLrure, it is unlikely that any ance. This is a good time of year 
second day, always devoted to study further notice can be given that will ' make the fight against weeds of 
cf local conditions, will be spent reach members before Aug. 17th. all kinds; and the curative is the 

pleasantly and profitably. Address all communications con- rake;. fertilizer, seed, :fall. 
Those who have never attended cerning Summer Meeting to H. C. Dandelions are particularly ob- 

should make ready now. Christensen, Oshkosh, and not to "OX!0Uus, dominating many otherwise 

Mr. Christensen sends word that the Secretary. fine lawns. The yellow flower is 

there will be papers or talks on an- —Frederic Cranefield, See: pretty but the weed is homely and 

nuals and perennials; arrangement destroys the grass over a wide area. 

of cut flowers for the home; stag- They should be dug out with as 

ing cut flowers for exhibition at Notice much root as possible as cutting olf 

fairs; landscape gardening; vege- ‘ : . : the root close to the surface simply 

table growing both from the ama- Te Mambers of the Leaeeitigg makes two heads replace one. 
. Committee: 

teur and the professional stand- There will be a meeting of Plantains are also troublesome, 

points, and other live topics. the Executive Committee at and crab grass worst of all. Being 

One topic which promises enter- the Hotel Athearn, Oshkosh an annual it should be dug out be- 
tainment as well as profit is “The ‘Tuesday eventne A . st 16. tone it'hasva chance to reseed itself: 

Professional Man’s Garden,” by HesGay, Evening, AUBUSE 10; oe 
Prof. J. G. Moore. Mr. Christen- at nine o clock. Your attend- Other Enemies. 

er writes: “I shall ask him to ance is requested. For ants, moles, ete., rolling is 

ieave charts and such things at efficacious but where ants are very 

home and tell us just what he does bad it will be well to use bi-sulphide 

in his garden and not what he ad- Moss on Lawns. of carbon. Drive a stick in the 
vises others to do.” This should “Moss and coarse weeds must be ground where they are most nu- 

be a very excellent number. removed from the lawn, dug out merous, and into this hole pour the 

As for the second day, we have by the roots or with a coarse rake liquid and close up the hole after- 

the following from Mr. Christen- if a smooth, velvety yard is to be wards. The solution is explosive 

sen: “We are planning a corn secured,” says James G. Moore, and should be very carefully han- | 

roast the first evening near Lake State horticulturist. dled. Where moles are trouble- 

Butte De Mort and we may also Mr. Moore says that mossy lawns some, the advice is to use mole 

have a talk by Prof. Aust that usually occur from three causes: traps. 

evening.” lack of proper drainage, acid soils Care in the selection of pure 

The plan for the second day is and dense shade. If the drainage is seed, selected for the locality and 

to visit some of the gardens near all right and there has been made purpose desired, is important if a 

Oshkosh in the morning, returning an application of lime so as to cor- smooth, velvety lawn is wanted. 

to Mr. Roe’s for a picnic dinner rect acidity of the soil and still and certainly no other improvement 

and spend as much of the afternoon moss remains it would seem to be of the premises will show such good 

by the lake as desired. 2 condition due to the shade. results.
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Origin of the McMahan Apple. ery Co. of Owatonna, this state. More from Johnnie PP. y 
A recent issue of a Richland Cen- Was put on ine list, : new apples Oak Holler, Wis. 

ten paper senna a sketch of the Hordeutun Sa ee - oh = Dear Friends :—Such an excite- 
erine Lewis Mc orticultural Society 2 as 1 life of Cat BEING MEWS McMahan ne ocrety at tne 10S" ment next door. The boys are go- 

Abbs, who died March 4th, 1921, meeting. ing to a picnic. The younger one 
at the home of her granddaughter One tree of it planted in my or- is hovering around his mother; he’s 

near Bloom City, Wis. chard eight years ago has been thinking of the “eats.” The older 
The following paragraph is of in- bearing a large crop every year the one is polishing his shoes and comb- 

terest to Wisconsin fruit growers: past three years. A large red ap- ing his hair. His mother said: “I’m 

“Tt was on this farm the famous Ple of fair quality (kind of sweet a little worried about Son. He 

McMahan apple originated. Her taste) which keeps in an ordinary doesn’t seem hungry nowadays. | 
brother, James McMahan, on his cellar until February. Tree is per- think the warm weather has been a 

way home from war, brought his fectly hardy both in tree and bud in little hard on him.” But Son and 1 

mother an apple. She took two this locality. grinned at each other understand- 

seeds from the apple and planted We have seen the golden Wine- ingly. You see, I remembered when 

them by the doorstep. rom these sap advertised by a Nebraska nurs- | thought more of my shining new 
seeds came two kinds of apples, one eryman as a wonderful new yellow boots and worried some because my 
red and one white. The red apples apple that originated in Utah. shock of rebellious hair wouldn't lie 

did not prove good but the white Don’t know anything more about it, Gown smoothly like some of the 

apple has ever since borne the Mc- Don’t believe it is an apple for Wis- other boys—when [ was going to 
Mahan name.” consin or Minnesota growers. the picnic because “she was going 

The farm referred to is in the to be there. Sure, there’s going to 
town of Bloom and now owned by be a girl in this story. ‘There most 
Ancil Dray. Quack, Quack. always is one, you know. [ can 

This fixes the date at about 1865 Elkhorn, Wis., May 12.—Walter smile at myself now, though I 

oe . “s ~ ic 5 laloe ses MAS idn’: n—i Be, iia. foes and quite definitely fixes the place Nichols, of Walworth, uses an eas- didn’t then indeed not—life was 

of origin ier and surer method of eradicating a very serious affair to me about 

. . . the quack grass than with the hoe. that time. I remember Mother 
One point is yet undecided, < : 

He finds that Sudan grass seeded took me down town to buy a pair 
whether the apple known as Me- : o , 

5 . at the rate of 20 pounds per acre of new boots on purpose for that 
Mahan Red or McMahan Bloom is a 3 

—— about June Ist, when the weather picnic. I was so pleased with the 
an offspring of the red apple on the — ‘ : 

: = is warm, and on well prepared seed appearance of one pair that [ in- 
other side of the doorstep or of dif- 3 ra i : 
f ‘origi beds, will eliminate quack every sisted on having them, though my 
eren rig. . . . orig time. In 1919 a three-acre strip in Mother and the shoe man both 

. his field over-run with this pest was thought they were rather tight. No, 

Red Wing Apple. left quackless by this treatment. indeed, they weren't tight. They 

In the May number we asked On either side of this patch where just felt fine. You see, I wasn’t 

about the Red Wing and Golden oats were sown, the weed remained — thinking at all how they felt—it was 

Winesap apples. A Minnesota as vigorous as ever. Not only did how they looked and what “she” I PE 8 y y 
member, Mr. Alfred Swanson, of the Sudan smother the quack, but would think of them. So my wise 

Red Wing, sends the following sat- it yielded three tons of hay to the Mother said “all right” and away I 

isfactory reply to the questions acre the first cutting and a lot of went to the picnic. At first the 

asked: fall pasture the second cutting. In slight twinges of pain went un- 

Red Wing, Minn., July 5, ’21. the corn last year not a spear of noticed, for “we” were walking up 

In response to the inclosed in- quack could be seen where the Su- and down under the trees, my pock- 

uir i Jing dan had been the year previous. ets filled with candy and peanuts. quiry, will say that the Red Wing ¥ P y P 
apple is a Malinda seedling grown Nichols says others may hoe quack I could see folks smile, but “we” 

by Mr. Perkins near this place. if they like, but he is done. didn’t care. “We” were happy. It 
Propagated and introduced by the (The above is clipped from ‘a. atate didn’t take much to make us happy 

Wedge Nursery Co. of Albert Lea, Paper and may be taken at face valye. those days. It really, doesn’t yet 
thi 2 : fi Like many other things it is impor- : : c 

is ‘state, and.the Cashman Nurs- tant if true-—Haditor.)' : (Continued on page: 189.) - -
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Wisconsin Horticulture Other objections will no doubt be less price for honey. Glance at your 

Published Monthly by the brought out in the discussion. grocer’s shelf and see which he con- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Soclety We find some who complain that siders the best seller. 

ome 16 N. Carroll St. ’ they do not receive any more for their Some grocers tell me that their cus- 

DiboleL ,orenn ioe the (Bester No. 1 honey than others do for their tomers never buy honey as a food, but 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. “Ungraded.” We must remember that occasionally buy small bottles of it 
Secretary W. S. H. 8., Madison, Wis. one of the objects of this law was to with which to make cough medicine. 

| _ educate the consumer to. recognize We have one of the finest natural foods 

an Rater” tthe postomcs at Madinee: Mailing at 00d honey by the label and we know in the world and we know it. Our 
special rate of Dopstage, provided fuhorized’Juiy that takes time. No doubt there were problem is to put it up in a form that 

15. 1018 ig rates made known on application, Much louder objections in the west will compare favorably with other 
— when the apple grading law was being foods of equal value and then to edu- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society put in force. cate the housewife to call for and not 

cate iby Sena acrid “preg th Wigan In the near future we shall undoubt- be satisfied until she gets—Wisconsin 

Horticulture. wie wee” to ae ee edly have some form of co-operative No. 1 Honey! 

dole hil’may be gent safely Hewmapped or at marketing. It may be through the OO 
teehee 8 Se eet et necorted. Honey Producers’ League, the State Only Organized Bees Gather Honey; 

‘ostage stamps pted. Marketing Division or some _ other Only Organized pepkecners 

OFFICERS " agescy. With any system of market- yo dieg and Gentlemen: e 
YBa neste aggigiaiamencrs x0re expe PROMI ONE, 7 : 

ii 46 aitatensen, Ong  . Wiee-Ppenident ing we must have a standard system In this day and age of strenuous 
F. Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer.......Madison of grades. So we can easily see that competition in ‘all channels of com- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE this is the first and an absolutely es- ™erce and industry, it becomes a mat- 

J. A, Ways... ce esceeeceeeeeeeee++Bx-OMflelo sential step in th ter of utmost importance for the Wis- 

He C., Ciistansen nnensonny yen nt Ee Omele Step Im thet direction; consin farmer to turn himself to the 
ist. Dist., Wm. “Hongland: +. +... -Take Geneva - When that time comes we shall attention that his profession deserves 

gnd Diet, Wed Gee shi s2I oT Afadon probably find some beekeepers produc. and to those things which concern the 

aTh Danes AS oknger oes Mawaukee ing only ungraded honey and market- @stribution| and marketing of the 
6th Dist, J. W. Roe.....-.---+++--Oshkosh , i e products of his labor. 

eh Piste GW Hofmann: ©2221 5111 Baraboo ‘Ing it as such. But their honey will Ave ae . 
&th Dist, J, BE. Leverich.....-....... Sparta . griculture, in its various phases, 

$th Dist, LE. Binmingham..\’.”.Sturgeon Bay — NO longer be in competition with that has been given an unusual amount of 

qQth Dist! Pe md On cece eee Agbland of their more progressive neighbors. consideration and has been the object 

BOARD OF MANAGERS ‘he great majority will find it much oe eee many experiments) studies 
J. A. Hays  -H. C. Christensen F. Cranefleld _ Wherein the matter o economical pro- 
Se ees more satisfactory and profitable to pro-  quetion was always given first 

aig Li duce a high grade of honey and sell it thought. Our agricultural colleges, 
The ep. Adare aw. as such. Then market quotations will universities, and state departments 

R te . mean something definite to us and the have interested themselves commend. 

(Continued from June Issue.) man with 600 pounds can ship his 2D!¥ Well in those activities concerned 
In fact, the present indications point ’ Di ship his with disseminating information and 

firm is now putting in over 50 per cent honey with just as much assurance of knowledge on greater and more eco- 

of local honey instead of the 20 per getting a fair deal as the man with nomical production. It is their sphere 

haa the standard in past 5,000 pounds. of. service, and we must be thankful 

cent that has been the standar Dy to such agencies for what they have 

years. Another firm has obtained a If our honey is really as much bet- done for farmers in general. There 

license number to put up pure Wiscon- ter than most of that produced in is, however, one branch of industrial 

sin honey for one of the big depart- other states as we think it is, it cer- agriculture to which the above agen- 

ld indicate that tainly will command a premium in Glos Mush nov-and can nol turn: thelr 
ment stores. This wou teal uy Pp uw intensive attention, i. e. the organiza- 
instead of using just enough of our every honey market of the country. tion of agricultural groups whose 

honey to make it possible for the west- “Watertown Goose” was for years chief object might be the improve- 

ern people to dispose of a large listed on the menu cards of the lead- ment of market prices affecting such 
; ing hotels in New York. Why should organizations. Such activities neces- 
amount of their mild honey in our & ° . y shou! sarily fall upon the producer himself. 

state, we may in time have a monopoly not Wisconsin honey be as well The Wisconsin beekeeper will find 

in the trade. known? himself no exception. With greater 

ccssih roduction, we have to solve the mat- 
Another objection worthy of notice While I was somewhat skeptical ae of greater consumption of such in- 

is that the number of stamps for comb about the law when I started out on creased production. That problem 

honey is unreasonable. It will be re- the grading work I am no longer in met be met by Eroup acon of xuoee 
, producers so interested. For example, 
called that we have three grades in doubt about the practicability of it. our state and college co-operators:may 

each of the five colors. No doubt our We have been marketing our honey in find ways and means of increasing the 

worthy committee saw this objection, the poorest way imaginable. We have 1921 honey crop by fifty per cent, but 

but saw no remedy for it. The ques- sold it at such a low price that house- ai 80 doing will ne that fone proce’ 
5, ate ure must be taken whereby such in- 

tion has arisen: Is it necessary to wives have associated it with the crease will be profitably absorbed, We 

have so many shades of comb honey? cheaper foods just as they did prunes must not expect the same agencies 

Could we not reduce the number to a few years ago. Grocers tell me that that helped us increase our produc- 

light, amber and dark?” This is for people seldom question the price of tion to bear the costs entailed in ad- 
the A! iation to decid jelli a but they balk at vertising the consumption of the in- 

e Association to decide. ellies and jams, bu y balk at a - (Continued in August Issue.)
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me | 
Quick eG Better | 
Sales et ie “ee. Profits | 

ket oe | 

Cut Universal Package, Star Cover | 
PaSaCo 19 Inch Corrugated Pad. 

Apples shipped in this practical and useful package will sell more quickly and at better 
prices. The Pa Sa Co 19 INCH CORRUGATED PAD protects the top layer of apples 
from lip cutting or bruising. 

Retailers and Commission Men prefer to have apples and other fruits shipped in the | 
UNIVERSAL PACKAGE on account of the attractive displays made possible by this 
package. 

Write for prices and interesting pamphlet, Career of Bushel Basket. 

Shipment made from nearest factory: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, | 

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Iowa, Arkansas and Texas. | 

Package Sales Corporation, South Bend, Ind. 
| 210 Union Trust Bldg. South Bend, Ind. | 

_ More from Johnnie. those boots off. And then along 

_ (Continued from page 187.) came “the girl” and the rest of the 
if we go back and forget that what crowd. They were going to see the The 

other folks think or say doesn’t fireworks. I had to hose 1 Ss: a put those boots 

make so very much difference after Gn over those blisters. 1 didn’t en- Jewell Nursery 
all. It’s our own capacity for en- joy the fireworks—not one bit. I Company 

joyment that counts, and—er—ouch — \asn’t even thinking of the “girl.” 
—sad to relate, I was beginning to | was just wishing I hadn’t been i 

5 as Just wishing 1wdn geen mn * “< 

lose that capacity, for those boots guch a hurry to buy those boots. Lake City, Minn. 
pinched, oh, how they pinched. But The girl was rather silent, too. I’ve 

Uhad to smile and look pleasant, for often wondered if she understood Established 1868 
1 had insisted on having those par- or if her new shoes hurt her, too. 

ticular boots. I wouldn’t try on Sometimes I think she understood, . 

any others, and they couldn’t be fecause she was the sort of a girl Fifty-three years 
sent back, and I couldn’t tell the that did understand. That Editor ° ° 

girl because—well—because I never man once said he liked verses. I continuous service 
did like to admit I had made a mis- wonder if he ever saw these? They 

take. So I just grinned and bore tel] better than I can why she ld : : y she woulc 
it, and the picnic came to an end at apt to understand: A Complete Stock of 

last, as all picnics do, I went home | Fruit, Shelter and 
and pulled those boots off. My feet ‘ want to go back when the days Ornamental Stock in 
were blistered all over, top and bot- grow warm. Hardy Varieties for 

tom. Mother called for supper. I I want to go back to the dear old Northern Planters. 

went downstairs in my stocking farm. 
feet. Wasn’t I thankful I had (Continued on page 191.) |
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SS 3:00 Some of the Basic Principles 
in Successful Cooperative 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEE KEEPERS aa Rep. L. S. Tenny, U. S. Dept. 
Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association of Agric. Bureau of Markets. 

H. F. Wilson, Editor 5:30 BEEKEEPERS’ PICNIC. 

7 = oa os ee Friday, August 19 
Morning 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. 9:00 Effect of American Foul- 

Pres. L. C. Jorgensen, Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. brood on Beekeeping in 

Vice-Pres. A. C. F, Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. F. Wilson, Madison. America...Dr. E. F. Phillips 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. 10280 oui breod SeuapOIRt ie 

Remit to H. F, Wilson, Secretary, Madison, Wis. Dr. S. B. Fracker, State En- 

ass SSS oo = ——— — a = tomologist. 

Third Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Field Afternoon Afternoon 

Meet and Chautauqua, Chippe- 1:30 Wisconsin Cooperative Asso- 1:30 New Methods in Beekeeping 
wa) Falls, August 16-20 ciations and How the Divi- ....B. R, Root, Medina, Ohio 

You cannot afford to miss the Bee- sion of Markets Can Help 2:30 The Wisconsin Honey Pro- 

keepers’ Field Meet and Chautauqua. the Beekeepers....... pene ducers’ Cooperative Asso- 

You will notice by the following pro- L. G. Foster, Wisconsin Di- Giation ............. eee 
gram that Dr. Phillips, Mr. Root, Mr. vision of Markets. ..A. Swahn, Ellsworth, Wis. 

Dadant and Mr. Parks will be with us 3:00 The American Honey Pro- 3:30 The Wisconsin State Fair... 
and, as you know, these men are all ducers’ League........... ..Gus Dittmer, Augusta, Wis. 
nationally known beekeepers. Mr. De- H. B. Parks, Sec., San An- — 
muth may also be able to come. tonio, Texas. State Fair Beekeeping Exhibit 

All who expect to come should fill 4:99 Reports from Local Associa- Copies of the premium list for the 
out the slip below and return to this tions, state fair are now ready and beekeep- 
office at once: ers who desire to secure a copy can 

, a ne Wednesday, August 17 do so by writing to Gus Dittmer, Au- 
Third Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Field Morning gusta, Wisconsin, who is superintend- 

Meet and Chautauqua, August 9:00 The Needs of Richland Coun- ent of the Bee and Honey Department. 
15-20, Chippewa Falls. ty Beekeepers’ Association Mr. Dittmer has expressed his great 

Name .... 1... eee eee eee eee eee Mrs. B. C. Handy, Richland appreciation of the cooperation the 
Address ....... 0... e eee e eee eens Center. beekeepers have given in this matter 
Reserve room or tent. «iy 10:00 Prevention of Swarming... and the beekeepers of Wisconsin 
How many in your party an how C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, Ill. should know of the excellent work 

many days will you attend?........ 11:00 Th ‘ which Mr. Dittmer has done along 
co ccccuuuueneee : e Forks in the Road..... h li Mr. Dit has built th 

oN sit C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc, ‘hese lines. Mr. Dittmer has built the 
= Wis. x ’ Bee and Honey Department up from 

PROGRAM . a very small beginning to probably the 
best exhibit of its kind in the United 

Monday, August 15 Afternoon » 
i “9 1 33 e sees A fig. States and this department has grown 

SEW Reawi te 1:30 Sncosiie a Location in Wis: to) such. an’ extent ‘that. a: number of 

: -Bistra + Sy Ditiihea iastin applications from beekeepers have not 
10:30 Addresses of We'come. Dr. i. e Phillips, Washing- been accepted because ae a lack of 

11:00 President's Address. ? * fon, Dit room. The State Fair board promises 
11:30 Relation of Queen to a Maxi- 3:00 Northern vs. Southern Bee- us that they will in the near future 

mum Crop eee keeping Freee e eee ee provide a sufficient space to take care 

Ivan Whiting, Plymouth, Wis. Kennith Hawkins, Water of all of our wants. 

Afternoon Lie @ sa wie: insti ait —H. F. Wilson. 
, S county Organization an 8 ————___ 

1:30 The {uduence of Weather on Possibilities ............. Advertising Will Help You 
eping’ PrecHesasaas Mrs. D. A. Blanchard, Anti- y taceeeeeeeeeee+H, F, Wilson Wis. cnare, an If you have any part of last year's 

2:30 Comb vs. Extracted Honey 80, Wis, crop on hand you must inow the need 
Production ............4. of increasing the demand for honey. 
Dr. Robert Siebecker, Madi- Thursday, August 18 Proper advertising will educate the 

son, Wis. Morning public to eat more honey and in turn 
3:30 Reports from Local Associa- 9:00 The Lessons to be Learned increase the demand. 

tions, from Demonstration Apia- Contributions to advertising cam- 
THES 2. yee eee cece eee eee paign of American Honey Producers 

Tuesday, August 16 E. W. Atkins, Watertown, League: 
Morning Wis. Wisconsin Honey Producers As- 

9:00 Our Future Beekeepers..... 10:00 Wholesale and Retail Mar- sociation ...................$100.00 
speeeseeess..H. L. McMurry keting of Honey—What It Wisconsin State Beekeepers As- 

10:00 How the Wisconsin Honey Costs to Sell............. sociation ................... 50.00 
Grading Law Is Improving ....E. R. Root, Medina, Ohio ————~ Manitowoc County... 1.00 
Honey Sales ...........-. 11:00 Beekeeping Commercialized Geo. A. Brill, Elk Mound....... 1.00 
C. D. Adams, Wisconsin Di- ..A. Swahn, Ellsworth, Wis. Miss Mathilde Candler, Cass- 
vision of Markets. Ville ..........e cece eeeeees = 1.00 

11:00 The Beekeeping Industry, ‘ Afternoon Ira Lubbers, Cedar Grove...... 1.00 
One of thes;Nation’s Best 1:30 Increasing the Honey Yield John Kneser, Hales Corners... 1.00 
ABROES! sesins acs csrevernere cnaacers HN "WASCONSIN: goce5 6c e:srecersere Mrs. Pauline Baeseman, Wau- 

. A, C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls, . Dr. E. F. Phillips, Washing- « sau-..i.......0........0000. 1.00 
. » Wis. . ines pum pewRENER meat (ton, D.C. WHO’S NEXT?
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More from Johnnie. , 
(Continued from page 189.) 

I want to go back once more and li d a The Hawks ua ity and a 

That Tomboy girl who played with Nursery 

me Square Deal 
Be the curly-haired boy she used to Company 

-all me ae ; ARE WHAT WE 
When we played follow the leader. 

are in a position to fur- OFFER YOU 

1 want to climb up in the tallest tree nish high grade Nursery 
And swing from the top so wild Stock of all hinds and Our new Aouaee catalog (16 

gaye . . ages i olors) gives d 
and free. varieties suitable to Wis- Pe oat “description of FRUITS, 

Walk the beams > bar re i is VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 
ee ol the bare Ones consin and other north ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

Slide ean Bes from. the > to an districts. If you are in doubt as to what 
. e ‘ . © ew & Will be glad to figure on is best to plant we will be glad 

the floor. ti ith . to advise with you. 

Give her back that old gay smile al wan a a cr in We do landscape work. 
When we play follow the leader arge or small quantities 

The Coe, Converse 
1 want ° gimp up the long hill in Edwards Co. 

the lane, a | . 

Hand in hand with the girl in the Wauwatosa .. . Wis. Fort Atkinson, "Wis. 

soft summer rain. 

| want her back as she used to be, — TS 

That Tomboy girl who played with ‘ 

me. 

God bless her and keep her where’er Italian Bees and Queens FOR SALE—Hardy northern 
7 . f Sal bred Italian queens, each and 
she may be OMmate every queen warranted satisfac- 

Till we both shall follow the i, tory. Prices: One, $1.50; 12, 
Leader. The Henseler Apiaries $15. 

. MARSHFIELD - WIS. TREO. GENTZ, SHAWANO, WIS. 
Johnnie. 

ee 

| | | | 

Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results 
e | 

Cream City 
: DRY | 

| 

| Arsenate of Lead | 
| 

It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension | 

LIME SULPHUR SULPHUR (DUSTING) SODIUM NITRATE | 

BORDEAUX PASTE CALCIUM ARSENATE SWIFT'S FERTILIZER | 

° e | 

Cream City Chemical Works | 
770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. | 

po ee ee _ _ |
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Did you get our announcement mailed to our list in June of new, low, retail prices on 

“Beeware” effective at once? If not, write us. Our catalog is free. There is a distributor 
near you. ‘“Beeware” quality is the same. 

BARGAIN LIST 
Write for our bargain list. There are dozens of good bargains in it. We will send it 

. free upon request. A few of the 95 good buys are listed below, F. O. B. Watertown: 
8 and 10-frame wood and zinc excl., O!d style... ..... ccc cece eee eee eee eee ee eeeeees+@ 50¢ each 
30G frame wire, 335 ft. spoOl8.......... 0. cece eee eee eee eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeses+@ 6¢ each 
Black brigiesEee brushes cas scucioxacs cE ERUEE e HELETENS LER a orev @! Ube each 
Pepper box, feeders, pint S126 vis os tsie i mm ora om ese ms ceweew ewe @) Be eaeh 
Lewlp: SOAR AOTMNGTS: 6 cose. weewanierie noreenrv ari Hai ee com Home eotemceeeel@ BOC each 
Boardman feeders, old style, K. D..... 6... cece teen ent teeteeeesees+:@ 15¢ each 
Colorado section preSseS....... 6... eee eee cece ee cece cece ete eeeeeeerseseesseses+@ 57¢ each 
A lot of No. 2 Lewis: sections; 0d0S isis xc mcaesers pacauaite a G OIE we WOKEN oo @ BT per M 

. BEE HIVE AND AMARLAM CQUIPMIENT 
. . took | BEWARE } ....;.. 

WHERE YOU BUY YOUR 8 

ror | BEEWARE J terec 
‘ 1_= uv 

This [waZzzazonwy 1S.2 Mark 
MAKES THE FINEST. ; conrmert, ioe: 8” GREW 5 

: Home Offi ; G. B. Lewis Company, ‘wns Watertown, Wis., U.S.A. 
Branches: Albany, N. Y.; Memphis, Tenn.; Lawyers (Near Lynchburg), Va. Carlot Distributers 
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Dahlia Troubles that there is less of it on plants Powdery mildew is about the 

Few ornamental plants are grown fromcuttings. It hasbeen only parasitic leaf trouble, and it 

more vigorous and free from dis- abundant in both wet and dry rarely does much damage except 

ease than the Dahlia, but like all seasons. to the lower leaves in the late 

others, Dahlias have their fail- Root rots due to various causes summer. Many varieties are not 

ings, and the more familiar we are frequent. A species of botry- injured at all by the mildew, 
get with them the greater the va-_ tis is the most common root rot while others alongside of them 

riety of difficulties encountered. fungus. It is most severe on may be covered with it, some- 

Fortunately, experience brings stored roots in moist, warm con- times so badly as to interfere with 

also the knowledge how to coun- ditions, with poor ventilation. blooming. Halstead found that 

teract them. The fungus enters and breaks or spraying with fungicides easily 

In going over the list of things cuts in the surface, but does not checked it. Wilting of the leaves 

which interfere with Dahlia per- attack perfect roots, according to is a symptom of too hot sun or 

fection, I may not bring much Dr. Cook, of New Jersey, who has of too little water in the soil, but 

knowledge to the expert grower, investigated it. On the other I have seen wilt due to root in- 

but I may give some warnings to hand, we have the common case jury from too much water in ihe 

beginners. Scarcely any of the of shriveling up and death of _ soil. 

Dahlia diseases have been inves- roots from too dry storage condi- Two fungi interfering with the 

tigated by scientists, though the tions. Several other kinds of flowers are known. A _ phoma 

occurrence of a number are on fungi and bacteria may attack sometimes attacks the flower 

record in works on plant diseases. Dahlia roots that have been in- stems, making the flowers snaall 

I would be pleased to hear of any jured by too much water in the or causing them to drop before 

additional Dahlia difficulties, and soil, exposure to freezing or other opening. In 1909 I found a fungus 

especially to call up from the old causes, and cause rots. Another blight of the petals but have made 

masters of Dahlia culture valuable root trouble, which in some va- no further investigation of it. The 
experiences in controlling or pre- rieties is a natural characteristic, main flower failures are from ¢li- 
venting them. The natural re- is the failure to make fleshy roots. matic conditions. The hot sun 
quirements of the Dahlia are an Many claim that the plants grown of our summer is disastrous. The 
open situation with abundant from cuttings do not form natural petals wither up, or are badly col- 

light and air, a constant medium roots, but it is certainly true that ored, or the flowers open one- 

temperature, and water supply, piants grown from both cuttings sided, or the growth is so soft 

and an easily drained but water- and seeds often do make full sized that the flowers have no endur- 

retaining soil, of moderate fer- roots. Ifsome one can finda way ance when cut. Sometimes the 

tility. The horticulturists’ art to develop buds from roots, as is tips of petals and leaves are even 
may enable us to improve on done so easily with sweet pota- dried up and killed. Choice exhi- 

these, but the beginner will do toes, it will be a great advance in bition flowers can be protected by 

well to keep as near them as pos- Dahlia propagation, but so far the a cloth cover overhead. This is 

sible. Probably the worst Dahlia stem seems to be the only part a good precaution when there is 

disease is a constitutional trouble, that will produce new stems, as danger from early frost. For the 

something like the “curly dwarf” some beginner every year learns average Dahlia garden, however, 

diseases of potatoes. The plants tc his sorrow. Wind is the main we must depend on keeping back 

are dwarf, bushy and subject to enemy of the stem. The brittle flowering till the hot weather is 

sunburn, and with poor flowers or stem is the most vulnerable part over or cutting back the earlier 

none. I first reported this dis- of the Dahlia, but this has been growth to get new, vigorous 

ease in 1909. Stone published a greatly improved by selection, the flower stems in the fall. The vari- 

note on it in Massachusetts in better modern varieties having ation in flower color from deep 
1911 and others have discussed it much stronger and dwarfer stems, shade to strong sun is often much 

since. The cause is obscure. It and also by cultural and pruning greater than between two similar 

seems to be carried over in the methods. But the “no stakes” varieties. Too much shade not 

roots, and there is some indication goal has not yet been reached. only gives lighter flowers, but
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may almost suppress flowering, as The output was a’record-break- 000,000, there having been an ex- 

will also too rich soil or too deep er, there being a total of 344,283 cellent demand for the fruit at all 

cultivation in the blooming pe- cases handled by the Door County _ times. 

riod; but too little water and Canning Co. and the Fruit Grow- Compared with 1920 the yield 

plant food may produce the same ers Union. , doubled. In 1920 there were only 

result. Both color and doubleness In addition to this it is esti- 71 carloads sent to the fresh mar- 

vary so with the season that two mated that there were at a very kets. 

or three years’ observation is ne- conservative estimate 6,000 cases ‘The Montmorencies showed the 

cessary before one can know the that were shipped outside of these iargest gains over the 1920 crop, 

character of a new variety. A two organizations, making the the increases being almost en- 

heavy frost is usually the end of total cases of fruit harvested over tirely on this variety. 

the flowering season, but frost 350,000. Fully 50 per cent of the canned 

seems to injure the buds least of There was a grand total of 6- goods has already been sold and 

all and they sometimes open after 152,805 pounds of cherries canned jt is anticipated that the balance 

the stems and leaves are killed. at the factory of the Door County will be disposed of within the 

Singleness or poor centers is Canning company, of which 3, next sixty days. 

said to be induced by excessive 301,437 were Early Richmonds A new departure in the han- 

forcing and taking cuttings from and 2,851,368 were Montmoren- dling of the apple crop has been 

weak shoots. Double varieties cies. The total number of cases inaugurated and the fruit is to be 

are also said to degenerate into canned was 246,112, figured on a pandled through the Fruit Grow- 

singlé in more Southern climates; basis of 25 pounds to the case. ers Union in the same manner as 

but I am inclined to think that the There were a total of 98,171 the cherries, there being one cen- 

appearance of open centers under cases of cherries handled by the tay selling agency in charge of 

certain conditions in normally full Fruit Growers Union, or 2,554- fe yp. Johnson, the very efficient 

double flowers is more a varietal 275 pounds. Of these 59,270 secretary of the Union. 

peculiarity. Varieties with bad cases were Montmorencies and si 5 : 
A The Apple Growers Associa- 

centers, or that open so slowly 38,901 were Early Richmonds. tion: will sadcssorvand Barrel the 

that the outer rays wither before There were a total of 66 car- Beene ‘ 
j : crop the same as before. 

the center is expanded, can best Icads of Richmonds and 95 car- es . 

be remedied by substituting better loads of Montmorencies shipped The market for apples is strong 

ones for them. There are also a to the fresh markets, the greater ane the outlook for an excellent 

number of troubles due to insects portion of which found their way ie good. It is estimated that 

which cannot be fully discussed into cities of the state. However, the yield will be fully 8,000 bar- 

here. Borers, which destroy the there were 50 carloads consumed rels, or 40 carloads—The News, 
inside of the stem, or cause it to in the city of Chicago and some Sturgeon Bay, Aug. 4, 1921. 

swell, grasshoppers, spotted Cu- found their way as far west as OO 

cumber beetles and Aster beetles North Dakota, while five car- Prune currants and gooseber- 

that eat the leaves and flowers, loads in one shipment were sent to Tes by removing some of the old 

aphis, and not least in injury, if St. Louis, where they arrived in canes. Most of the fruit is borne 

smallest in size, the red spider— excellent condition. on canes three and four years old, 

Prof. J. B. S. Norton, in Southern If the total harvest had been but some of these must be re- 

Florist. sent to the fresh market it means moved each year to avoid crowd- 
a that 600 cars would have been ing, which results in small cur- 

The 1921 Cherry Crop in Door _ required to handle the crop. rants and eventually mighty few 

County In addition to the 161 carloads of them. And again, the borer 

The cherry season of 1921 came of cherries, there were also nine selects old wood for its opera- 
to a close Tuesday night, at carloads of strawberries shipped tions. 
which time the last load of fruit 1o the fresh markets. ——_—— 

was run through the factory at The aggregate value of this im- Transplant iris and peony in 

about 8:30 o’clock. mense crop is placed at fully $1,- September.
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Some Roses Worth Growing and not as yet revealed to us a single the time and money expended on 

How to Grow Them species. Siberia, Iceland and them. 

James Livingstone, Milwaukee Greenland have their roses, and ; Growing roses is a good deal 

: one of those indigenous to Bri- like growing apples, we all know 

“A Rose by any other name tain (Rosa Spinossissima) is the that certain varieties of apples 

would smell as sweet.” These type from which two or three do better in some localities than 

are the immortal words of hundred varieties under the name in others and the commercial 

Shakespere and he might have of Scotch roses have sprung.” grower must choose those vari- 
added that a rose by any other Warmer climates, however, eties which he knows will prove 

name would be just as popular. have given us a much finer class, profitable in his locality. Of 
There are rarer flowers and per- as China, Persia, India, etc., and course, there is always a fasci- 

haps some are more aristocratic, from such material as the above nation in trying something new, 

but the rose is the flower of the have been created by hybridists and as variety is the spice of life, 

masses. They are just as much the innumerable varieties now in_ it is also the spice of gardening, 

at home in the garden of the low- cultivation. Some thirty species and if we are to keep up our in- 

ly cottager, and just as sweet, aS are noted by one rosarian and the terest we must look for new vari- 
they are in the garden of the mil- varieties of these species, or fam- eties to conquer, or be conquered 

lionaire. From time immemor-  jlies, are innumerable. by them. My advice then to the 

ial the rose has held its place in The study of the history and common or garden variety of gar- 

the heart of mankind. To quote o;igin of these species, and their ener, is to go in for the vari- 

an old authority on roses. “Many jntroduction to cultivation is in- eties the merits of which have 

ages ago Anacreon sung the tensely interesting, but it is ob- been proven, and go lightly on 

praises. of the rose, he called it viously impossible in a paper lim- those the merits of which are 

‘The most beautiful of flowers,’ jted to fifteen or twenty minutes, problematical. 

‘The delight of the gods,’ ‘The to even attempt to give an in- For outdoor culture in this part 
favourite of the Muses,’” and since sight into this fascinating study. of Wisconsin we have a great | 

that time it has not inaptly been If we are to accomplish the objec- many varieties, some old and 
called “The Queen of flowers.” tive of this paper, it will be neces- some new, that are well worthy 

Two thousand years ago Sappho sary for us to confine our remarks of a place in any garden. Chief 
wrote “If Jupiter wished to give to such varieties as are known to cf those are the hybrid perpetu- 
the flowers a Queen, the rose he hardy in Wisconsin. There als. This invaluable and popular 

would be that Queen.” It is fre- are so many varieties on the mar- class has been produced by cross- 
quently spoken of in Holy Writ, ket, most of them good, and ing the hybrid china roses with 
and Homer uses the rose figur- pearly all of them suitable for different varieties of chinas and 
atively in the “Illiad” and “Odys- growing in some locality of this Bourbons, the progeny producing 

sey.” vast country, that it is a matter abundance of flowers in the sum- 

“While the rose was the most of consideration for residents of mer and_ occasionally a_ few 

popular of all flowers amongst each section of the country to con- throughout the autumn, thus be 

the ancient Greeks and Romans, sider which varieties are suitable ing termed hybrid perpetuals. 

the time and the means employed for their locality and choose those Some of our hardiest and best va 
to install it an inhabitant of the which have been proven hardy. rieties of roses belong to this 
garden remains perfectly un- I must confess right here that I class, their ease of culture, hardi 
known. In regard to its natural am not a specialist in roses, and ness, beautiful colors and frag 
geographical distribution, it may there are hundreds of varieties rance combine in making them 
be said to be confined to the catalogued that I have had no ex- our most popular garden roses. 

northern hemisphere, none hay- perience with. I have usually Baroness Rothschild, Glorie Ly- 

ing yet been found wild very near confined myself to varieties that onnaise, J. B. Clark, Marshall P. 

to, or south of the equator. The I knew were hardy in the locality Wilder, Magna Charta, Mrs. John 

vast continent of Australia, rich where I was located, and could be Laing, Mable Morrison, John 

as it is in botanical treasures, has relied on to give a fair return for Hopper and Paul Neyron arc
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considered amongst our finest va-_ ers the following year. Roses are rotted manure, or bone meal, and 

rieties in this class. gross feeders and a well estab- the plants are then ready for their 

To be successful in growing lished plant ought to have fre- growing season. 

roses a sheltered location should quent applications of fertilizer in Hybrid Tea roses are becoming 

be chosen, far enough away from some form during the growing of more importance each year in 

trees, shrubs or buildings so that season. Liquid fertilizer, bone the garden, and where the climate 
the roots of the trees or shrubs meal or a good covering of well is not too rigorous, or if well pro- 

will not rob them of food and rotted manure will keep them in tected in winter, they give won- 

moisture, or the buildings shade good growing condition. The derful results. Their culture is 

them continuously. Roses require tips of the young growths are much the same as for the hybrid 

a fairly stiff soil and an abund- often infested with green or black perpetuals, except that they do 
ance of food and moisture, and it aphis. Frequent spraying with not need to be pruned so severely. 

is useless to attempt to grow nicotine will keep them in check. Killarney, White Killarney, La 

them unless attention is given to For slugs and other chewing ani- France and Richmond are some of 

these details. It is much better mals spray with arsenate of lead, the older varieties that do well. 

to plant them in groups or beds, or dust with slug shot. For mil- Kaiserin Augusta Victoria is 

where the soil has been specially dew dust with flowers of sulphur. also a superb rose of this class, 

prepared for them, rather than No pruning should be done in sometimes classed as a Hybrid 

plant them promiscuously over the fall except to cut back any perpetual. 

the lawn or garden. If the sub- long shoots that tend to make the Tea roses or Tea scented are a 
soil is heavy clay it should be dug appearance of the bed untidy. Be- beautiful class of roses and 

out to a depth of eighteen inches fore severe freezing weather the where one can afford to plant a 

or two feet and the beds filled in plants should be gently bent over bed of them for summer display 

with good rich top soil. Spring is and pegged down and left in that only, they give great satisfaction. 

the best time to plant, and in hy- way until there is danger of the However, they are only half 

brid perpetuals, two or three year ground being frozen. Before se- hardy and will not stand our se- 
old dormant plants should be vere frost sets in, cover the plants vere climate in winter. 

planted. Care should be taken with soil in the same way as you Climbing roses have their place 

when planting, to place the graft would cover raspberry canes, and in every garden, no home grounds 

three or four inches below the then when the ground has been are complete without them and a 

surface of the soil and the small frozen hard a covering of stable place should always be provided 

shoots should be cut out and the manure can be put over the whole for them. Their requirements as 

stronger ones cut back to three or bed. This method is a good win-. to soil and treatment are much 

four eyes. When the plants have ter protection and also lessens the same as for the varieties al- 

become well established it is im- the danger of the plants being ready mentioned. Some of the 

portant to watch for shoots that stripped of bark by mice. old fashioned varieties like Balti- 

may come from below the graft As soon as possible in the more Belle, Prairie Queen and 

and cut them out or they will rob spring the manure should be Seven Sisters do not need to be 

the plant of nourishment and ul- taken off and as the frost comes pruned so severely as the newer 

timately kill it. These shoots can out of the ground the soil can varieties, such as Dorothy Perk- 

be distinguished from the true gradually be taken off, and the ins, Lady Gay, Farquhar and Ex- 

variety by the great abundance of stakes that hold the plant down  celsa, a much better red than the 

small thorns which literally cover pulled out, allowing them to get old crimson rambler. These last 
them. During the first season’s back to their normal position. mentioned varieties should have 
growth it is better to pinch off Pruning should be done as soon ali the old flowering wood cut out 

most of the flower buds. This as possible in the spring. All as soon as the flowering season is 

may seem heroic treatment to weak growths should be cut out over. The young growths should 

some growers, but it will greatly and the strong growths cut back be spread out and tied to the 

increase the strength of the plant, severely. Apply and dig in at this _ trellis and given every encourage- 

and insure a larger yield of flow- time a liberal dressing of well ment to make all the growth that
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is possible. Keep them securely The Persian Yellow and Rose while it required from 15 to 20 

tied as the growth lengthens and i{arrisonii are two of our hardiest ungraded apples to make a pie 

if too many shoots start from the and best yellow roses and are a of the same size. The graded 
bottom select only enough of the fine combination with the Moss fruit is safe for baking, will keep 

strongest to cover the arch or rcses. longer, and is more fit for cider. 

trellis as the case may be and cut Another fine class of roses with The farmers who sprayed their 
out all the others. It is better to miniature flowers borne in clus- apples thoroughly and at the 
have half a dozen strong growths ters is the Dwarf Polyantha proper time, found that 80 per 

than two dozen weak ones. roses. Baby Doll, Cecile Brun- cent of their fruit was perfect, 

Rugosa roses are splendid sub- ner, Echo, Clothilde Soupert and while their unsprayed trees 

jects for planting for effect, in Gcorge Elger are all fine sorts showed 85 per cent imperfect. 

beds on the lawn or in front of These are all very dwarf grow- While this season has been one 

shrubberies. They are extremely ers and make a fine edging for a of the worst in years for orchard 

hardy and floriferous and some of rose bed and are especially effec- insect pests and diseases, the 

the newer and semi-double hy- tive when planted in masses. farmers who sprayed _ their 

brids make a wonderful showing Rose Polyantha nana or multi- orchards thoroughly with the 

when massed for effect. They are flora can be grown from seed and proper material and at the proper 

of easy. culture and if planted in if sown in early spring will be in time are now marketing their 

gone in eon ane Odie eee to blossom in June or July. They fruit without any difficulty. 
develo ey will make stron 

bushes and ‘Hower profusely for at Toe foca ae elms ceva cf The merchants of Jefferson 

many years. The newer varieties . : y h county are glad to co-operate with 

should be given preference over eo good sized bushes the farmers who are willing tc 
; ‘ : foot igh and are literally covered take pains to grade their fruit and 
the old single white and red. with tiny single and semi-double : : 2 - place it on the market so that it 
Blanche Double de Coubert, Col-  pjooms. i i i 

vin Tree, New Centuary, Madam There are many other roses will, appeal fo; “Efe consumer, 
Sir Th Li are y Many merchants have expressed 

Geo. Bruant, Sir omas Lipton t ld d . . 
. . that, would time and space per- themselves as preferring Wiscon- 

and Alice Aldrich are all very de- iit, Bre as worthy as those that 4: 4 and ied \ 

sirable. TENE been ennianed but if the Sichise, aud Neg Vd arsle e 
The seed pods should be left on . 5 : Michigan /and.New York: apples. 

P they t bright eflorts expended on this paper in- Wisconsin apples are more 

Fugosa roses as they turn bright duces anyone to seek for more i , ted. when tipe and make: a. fine ‘exwwiel y Alls inhevestine subs highly flavored, better colored, 

winter effect. Rugosas do not Knowledge on this interesting sub- and they can be placed on the 

; ; ject, this paper will have attained market fresh from the orchard 
require pruning as severely as hy- its object L sold at al ice to tl 

brid perpetuals. Cut out all weak oe aNd SOld, at a TOWEE PHEE BO: Ene 

growths and shorten the strong F aT Apoles Baiced consumers 
ones so as tc give the bed a uni- our an wenty sSPples .Make! The principal reason why the 

form effect. in a Pie merchant has been compelled to 

The old favorite Moss rose What is worse than a worm? &¢t his supply of fruit from other 
should have a place in every gar- A half worm. The consumer of States has been due to the fact 
den. There is no rosebud so ele- apples has always believed this. that he was not able to get Wis- 
gant as the bud of a Moss Rose, The farmer is getting on to the Comsin sprayed and graded fruit. 
and the fragrance of foliage and fact that spraying and graded —J.M. Coyner, Jefferson County 

flower is delightful. Elizabeth fruit will outsell the ungraded Agricultural Agent. 

Rowe, Henri Martin, Mousseline fruit. a 

and Princess Adelaide are all The value of graded fruit as Peony seeds should be picked 

beautiful varieties and perfectly compared with ungraded was _ when well colored, and stratitied 

hardy. Their culture is simple shown in a very striking manner in sand till next spring, when 

and when once established they by the following test: From 5 to they may be planted like other 

last for many years. 7 graded apples made a large pie, seeds of similar size.
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The Northern Cherokee Rose much confusion. In fact, my first to answer, “I can’t tell you.” 

se . e in thi - T i hi In our justifiable enthusiasm effort to obtain this Tose was sug There are groups of it at the 

‘ gested by reading a description of Arnold Arboretum and at the 
for the Hybrid Tea roses and the ° 5 . 
ae ‘ it under the name of R. grandi- Kew Garden, but I know of no 
in¢lined-to-be-tender climbers, we : ‘ Bd 

- ‘ flora. I imported some plants, nurseryman carrying it in stock. 
must, nevertheless, bear in mind 5 eae 

but received the climbing Poly- I have had my plant some twenty- 
that there are thousands of gar- . ‘ : “ ” 

. . antha, which went skating the five years, always in one “hole 
dens in the United States where . . : TMs 
climatic and pocketbook condi first winter after planting, and in thedawn. This hole has been 

i P 5 ‘ never returned. I had relied upon kept free of sod for a space four 
tions do not allow their cultiva- F . gs 
tion, These gardens require a the reputed entire hardiness of the feet in diameter, and as most of 
a at ane near caenis era nese Altaica form! its suckers come up in the sod 

rose © A Lo The true R. spinosissima al- outside this four-foot circle, they 
and with a rugged constitution. . ‘ 

. taica is absolutely hardy without are cropped off by the lawn-mow- 
The owners of these harder-luck any winter protection, and seems er. A few come up within the 

gardens love a rose as much @S free. from the attacks of mildew circle and are tenderly lifted and 

we do, and the propagating or insects, though it is sometimes potted as gifts to friends. 

members of the American Rose troubled with a scale that is easily Some years ago I gave a small 
Society should endeavor to in-  Qontrolled by spraying. sucker plant to a friend who, hap- 

crease for them the number of It forms a bushy shrub about  pily, placed it in a large bed of 
varieties and range of colors of 4.4 feet tall and in an open soil enriched soil. His plant is now 

definitely hardy EOSeS spreads freely, just as do the not only much larger than mine, 

There is a rose of this class that ther forms of the Scotch rose. but has enabled him, through its 

nurserymen seem to have fought q, May and June it is smothered offshoots, to present quite a num- 

shy of. _It suckers freely in an in Jarge clusters of single, paper- ber to his friends. 
open soil, so that a stock could nite flowers, enhanced in their Enterprising nurserymen should 

soon be worked up. For the beauty by the numerous bright resurrect this rose from the un- 
want of a better common name, I yellow stamens in their centers. deserved oblivion in which it rests 

call it the “Northern Cherokee One vigorous shoot will be and offer it to the general public. 
» : 

rose. crowned by a cluster of these The beauty of its bloom ought to 
The only objection to its scien- pure white flowers large enough be enjoyed as well as its excellent 

tific appellation—Rosa_ spinosis- and handsome enough to credit- quality as a lawn shrub.—W. C; 

sima altaica—is that one must be ably perform the function of a Egan, Egandale, Highland Park, 

particularly sober when pro- frida] bouquet at any wedding. I Ill. In The American Rose An- 

nouncing it or he may get balled pave often thought of this when nual for 1919 Published by the 

up among the s's! National pro-  jts blooms were at the height of American Rose Society. 
hibition will soon eradicate this perfection, but it always hap- a 

handicap, but not the s’s! pened that no swain of my ac- Spring Flowering Bulbs 

While originally described as a quaintance had popped the vital These must be planted in the 
species, it is now considered as question at an opportune time, faq], September or October, and 
belonging to the Scotch group. lt such as would bring the culmina-  pjoom early in spring: 
is a native of the Altai Mountains tion of his ardent desire just Tulips: Artus, red; Chrysolora, 

in Siberia, has been known to cul- when the blooms were at their yellow; Cottage Maid, pink. 

tivation since 1818, and in 1895 best. Perhaps some loving cou- . Hyacinth:.. Charles Dickens, 
was described as “a rose almost ple will arrange with me to be pink; Baroness von. Thuyll, 
lost to cultivation.” married on the day of the maxi- white; Barron von Thuyll, blue. 

It has, unfortunately, also been mum bloom of the Northern Crocus: mxed. 

known as: R. grandiflora, a name Cherokee roses; then I can hap- Narcissus (daffodil), Von Sion, 
also applied in European cata-  pily provide the decorations. For house culture: paper white 
logues to a climbing form of the If I were asked where this rose narcissus, Chinese lily, Von Sion 

Polyantha rose, thus creating could be obtained I would have narcissus and any hyacinth.
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Wisconsin Sorticulture ameless terrors encompassed me spicacity, nor the green fields, nor 
Published Monthly by the on every side, the mere recollec- the sunshine, but to the kindly 

Wisconsin State cane Soclety tion of them now causes a shud- attitude of friends. Some of them 
Oficlal ‘organ of the Bociety. der. I will not tire you with the de- were almost strangers at first, 

vAEDRRIO/ CRANEBTELD, naliae tails, nor relate what seven clinic but now are dear friends. Cheer- 

Secretary W. 8. H. B., Madison, Wis. doctors said and did, but it was ful words when cheer was needed, 
Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, Plenty. Said there was nothing studied neglect when that seemed 

Baer nie ee seein de Bett the matter with me. Believe me fitting, and so much more than’ I 

15, 1018. rates made known on apputsatisn: or not as you like, I paid good can tell you. For some reason 

—————— = money for that opinion. But they my specs get dim when I think of 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Soclety did say “You must rest, REST, these friends and I want to tell 
glue ity" cena pubecrgiion “paeg 16, Wsgonn REST.” “But I can’t rest, don’t you folks that this is a rare world 

Belg. Maitor, Madison, Wis. ses Money Order. a YOu understand? I must work. we live in. 

iehed to aesrde” Pertonal’ checks aeerpted, “* I have worked for 27 years with- Well, I didn’t mean to run on 

Postage! stamps: not accepted. out stopping. It’s simply out of in this way about myself, but I 
$s, Gave... OFFICERS —preatdent the question to stop now,” and thought a word of explanation 

B Scie aie: Mera more to that effect. The seven was due you. Iam here again to 
: —— hard-hearted brutes chorused, serve you as best I can and that’s 

As Wart sigotoece sere rrr ee BEQAID “Oh, very: well, suit yourself, but the greatest pleasure of all. 

FORE“ ioiciands ss ss ugheegtee We are simply telling you. The Editor, 
ee tt ee ee ani 2722222, Abkinson After considering their advice Wisconsin Horticulture. 

aie Dut Shige Tragic. 2. ‘Aitmaags for a time and on ascertaining Madison, Sept. 6, 1921. 

ik Bat: 2 e Koren 2.140. -Boara that I couldn’t do anything any- A POSTSCRIPT TO THE ABOVE 

1th Bie: Poole Grant =o engianlg way and that undertakers are I have one friend who positive- 

se nage BOARD OF MANAGERS, 6g Merciless Profiteers, | Concluded toy refuses to take life seriously 
Se Be even. and on that account grows fatter 

Yes, I rested ; for the first three ang jollier every year. Just re- 

Personal and Confidential weeks, in a far corner of the state, cently he perpetrated this: “Just 

The editor wants to talk to you under the shade of a wonderful Jearned you have been through a 
a moment, a purely personal con- old maple with foliage so dense period of sickness and have re- 

versation, and you will, I am sure, that not a.ray of light penetrated. covered. That relieves my mind. 

consider it confidential. You are Twas vain enough to thins some~ 1 read that line in the paper about 
now reading what purports to be times that it apd there ee ‘Enforced Absence of the Editor’ 

the August number of your pa- Mo 7° One else had ever used it. and I was considerably wrought 

per, mailed about the first of “Thea dor Oiler sorderal ‘wees up about it, but didn’t know how 

October. There was no Au along the Glens ‘water stteams Of long you were in for and thought 
gust number in August; likewise the northland and among pakes it best under the circumstances 
ne July namber until August. The with densely wooded shores pot to ask the warden any ques- 

reason is this: Early in May (so wheres tions.” 
far as I was concerned) the en- Podeta ihe eanow den oenw, Now, in the words of the im- 
tire universe went to pieces, the And glimmer in another sky.”* mortal William B. Byram, 

earth dropped away, leaving me Until, finally, I caught hold “Wouldn't that drive you to grape 
in midair. Can you imagine such again of all that had escaped me_ juice! 
a situation? After a little time, and so left behind those formless Se 
things seemed to be better ad- terrors. The fact that I am hav- Clean out the raspberry patch 
justed and I could feel my toes ing this little chat with you now, now if you have not already done 
touching solid ground again, but that I am back on the job, or the it. Cut out all old wood, the 
everything revolved the wrong job back on me, isn’t due in any canes which jointed this year, 
way! Also indescribable and large measure to my own per- and burn it.
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We Will Miss You, Johnnie daughters are shut out of our 

hearts, the little things that mean 
(One year ago the editor fell to , . 

talking with a member about our so much to them are trivial to us; McKAY NURSERY 
early days, the dreams and aspira- “ ” 
tions of childhood and other things we have forgotten to remember, COMPANY 
that grown people rarely talk about. as the little boy said when denied 
The outcome was the series of articles ‘ a is fa MADISON WISCONSIN rin during tha year, some of which pleasure outing and his father 

you, perchance, have read, signed told him, “I never could go at all ————e 
“Johnnie” who lives in “Oak Holler.” J va 6 
These were submitted to the suitor wien was dont!'ts ee Nursery Stock of 
only on his promise to withhold the idn't you ‘wan oO go. jus . 

name of the writer. So you must ich you didn’t forget to remem- Quality 
keep on guessing as to the identity sn y' : 
of Johnnie for the ethics of this trade ber when you were a little boy— for Particular Buyers 

Ree eee it moni Johnnie it would help.” How many of Have salt the standard yarietios 
feel certain that, there vill be many us forget to remember! How enpely yea with ooaeything on 
who will miss him, foy these simple . + 
little stories of the life of 8 guileless Many of us ee the desire to Fruit Trees, Small Frults, 
country boy have stirred strange tell to some older person our ” 

i i Vines and Ornamentals. 
eet trons qany of ug Coming dreams and aspirations, and if we 

and portrayed with no pretense of were lucky enough to have a be ia ent what te vent 
literary skill these stories have taken : oth in Orchard and in the dec- 
us out of our busy lives for a time father or mother who hadn't for- gration of your Brounds. | ' 

k the h: i days. i” rices and our new 28 alog sen 

and noch: Johnnie. has Thao to gotten to remember. Do you re promptly upon receipt of your 
appear again, we have found one to member how happy you were as list of wants. 

take his place. A new series will 4 child? Are you givin our own : 

Hoge in Beptember. Watelt for the children thal sare happiness or Nurseries at first number.) c a a ss, ; 

. are you forgetting perhaps just as Ww aterloo, Wisc. 

Kak; Hatlesy SANE. fath 1 mother forgot . . your father and mc 

‘ My eet Brends s=The ‘year and,—may I say it, dear friends— 

" aks oe on Tae fe say having a heartache because your 
ne s - “ To ceally = girl or your boy: is growing away ries we a, althangh the 

‘ie i 4 ad fae b from you. Did you ever stop to ¢ditor never could see the neces: 
a riends, that t eT he Peen think perhaps they were having sity for doing so, and prices this 
a happy year to me. ave Ci . heartiché, too? Give your Year seem to be fair; $1.25 per 

joyed talking to you through the children education, pleasure, ma- bushel for smallest, 65c for No. 2, 

eohsins) of ad ortleulewees. <f have terial advantages if it pleases you #4 30c for No. 3. 
felt as though I had gone into ive tt fi ho h icked 
ach of + henies and spoken to do so, but—give them first, Anyone who as picked a 

a or you i M oh last and always yourself—it’s the bushel of No. 1 cukes will agree 

© you, personally: ay ope thing they need and you need that the price is fair, for the pick- 
that the little stories of my child- er - r 

more than anything in the world. ing. Will some one please tell 
hood have touched your hearts, " : : aye 

It’s the one thing I am going to us how many bushels of pickling 
have brought back to you mem- . A a : 5 ask you before I say good-bye— size cukes can be raised on an 
ories of your own, memories that ,,,, ‘i . 

Se ines : Please don’t forget to remem- acre and how many bushels of 
will bind you closer to your chil- » . “ 

. : ber” that you were once a child strawberries on the same area. 

dren, Some wf my: friends ‘think and please don’t ever quite for. 
I'm queer, sometimes I think I i Pleas q SS 

am myself, but, nearly two thou- 8° 5 Don’t forget that the tulips, 
Soe: ae Johnnie. . : ; 

sand years ago He said, “Except hyacinths, etc., which bloom in 
ye become as little children.” . . . early spring grow from bulbs 

We are trying to do so much Pickles,Dal and Otherwise planted in the fall. September 

for our children — education, The raising of cucumbers for October and often November are 

money, pleasure—and, giving all pickling is a fine business for the the months to plant. Order bulbs 
these, we cannot give ourselves. people who like that kind of now, the planting may be de- 
We have no time, our sons and business. Somebody has to raise ferred.
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Tree Fruit Crop Propagating Currants 5 

East of the Rocky mountains Speaking of currants,—Septem- . Th H k 

the southern border of the apple ber and October are good months e awks 

zone begins in eastern Colorado for taking cuttings. While we N 

with two commercial regions. have no desire to infringe on the ursery 

Extending eastward, eastern Kan- business of the nurseryman, we 

sas, southwestern Missouri, and offer the suggestion, by way of Company 

northwestern Arkansas have ex- information, that you may easily 

tensive commercial orchards; raise your own currant bushes are in a position to fur- 

southern Illinois has three com- from caries pe we ‘ nish high grade Nursery 
i ions; . matured wood o his year’s . 

Died hn dgdien Glo Gon growth, cut into sections Bt 10 Stock of all hinds and 

West Virginia, Maryland and inches long and plant them this varieties suitable to Wis- 

Virginia are contiguous commer- fall. Leave only two buds above consin and other north- 

cial orchard regions, second only ground and if both of them grow ern districts. 
in importance to New York. next year, rub off one. Mulch Will be glad to figure on 

The above regions have prac- ie iy Oe tee Ses the your wants either in 
tically no apples to ship and not Broad sree tb Tie fall ot large or small quantities 

5 1923 you should have fine, thrifty 
enough to supply .their nearest 

small markets. The middle part currant bushes. <a 
of apple zone begins with the . 

Missouri river region, including Home Grown Grape Vines Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
northeastern Kansas, southeastern If you intend to plant grapes 
Nebraska and southwestern Iowa. extensively, to produce fruit for 

This region has a few apples, prac- market, by all means buy plants. 
tically none to ship. Eastern Iowa, If you are an amateur and have a 
central and northern Illinois, pet vine which you want to per- |" W2'2:'9°7 
northern Indiana,’ central and petuate, or for any one of a hun- ey 
northern Ohio are not extensive dred and one other reasons from , 
commercial growing regions, but which amateurs get so much fun, hee 
have from 20 to 40 per cent of a try “making your own.” Firstly: Fio.t * f10.2 Fia.3 

crop. Pennsylvania has exten- if you were a bit careless this ‘ 
sive commercial orchards with summer and allowed some of the Berry Boxes 

about 20 per cent of a crop of ap- new canes to rest on the ground Crates, Bushel Boxes 

ples and a few -peaches. The  jnstead-of tying them to the trel- and Climax Baskets 
northern third of the apple zone, lis, you are apt to find that roots? | As You Like Them 
Minnesota, northern Iowa, Wis-  startéd from the nodes or joints ~ We manufacture the Ewald 
consin, New York, New England of these and are well anchored by Ted Veneer thar giv6 aetintaee 
has from 10 to 60 per cent of a_ this time. Cut them loose, leav- eT nee ene crea ates 
crop. Maine the highest. The ing only a few inches of cane, one Our Te tach iGen dart oan 
balance of New England and the or two buds and transplant either made Up Tendy for use. either 2or 
lake regions about 35 per cent of now or next spring. OB cto too emall oF, teen anip the 
a crop. West of the Rocky If you find none of these try t} folding boxes ana reece in te 
mountains there will be a full cuttings. These are to be taken |  opsential in jhandling fruit, and 
crop. Plums, practically a fail- from new (1921) wood and cut in lorge (tisgount for carly praere: 
ure. Peaches and pears, light. sections of two buds each. The x 
Grapes, 40 to 50 per cent of a length of the cuttings may vary Cumberland Fruit Package 
crop.—Survey by G. H. Town- from 4 inches to 12 or 14 inches, Company 
send, Madison, July, 1921. depending on variety, rapidity of Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis.
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growth, etc., but there must be a trom three to four feet in diam- 

bud at each end. Cut off the stem eter and a narrow pyramidal head 

close to the lower bud and leave of slightly pendulous branches. A li d 

¥ to 1 inch above the upper bud. plant of a dwarf variety of this Qua ity an a 

Tie the cuttings in bundles prop- Spruce, a few inches high, was 

erly labeled and bury in the gar- found by Professor Jack near Square Deal 

den where no water will stand. Laggan, in Alberta, in 1904, and 

Very early next spring exhume from this plant has been raised 

and plant them, leaving the up- all the specimens in cultivation. ARE WHAT WE 

per bud just level with the sur- They are all conic in shape and OFFER YOU 
face of the soil. Seventy-five per very compact, and the largest of 

cent should grow. During the them, in Massachusetts at least, Our new 48-page catalog (16 

winter “callus” or swellings will are not much more than two feet panes docachation: ae BCS. 

appear at the base of the cuttings, high. Picea glauca is now the VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 

a condition favorable, although recognized name of the White ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

not essential to root growth. Some Spruce and this dwarf, the plant If you are in doubt as to what 
< ‘ q . » is best to plant we will be glad 

gardeners maintain that cuttings figured in The Gardeners’ Chron- to advise with you. 

buried with the butt ends up will icle, has been named Picea glauca Wa devlanaseane work 

callus better than those placed in yar. albertina conica. It is cer- 

— _ is ite ee — one of the most astinct The Coe, Converse 

ounded on something else than dwarf Spruces, and as it can be 
science, but it would be interest- easily and quickly propagated Edwards Co. 

ing to try it. from cuttings, there is no reason Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

= why it should not be within the 

A Dwarf Spruce reach of everyone interested in 
_In the May 7th issue of The rock gardens, for which it is well 

Gardeners’ Chronicle of London  suited—Arnold Arboretum Bul- 
there is a figure and description  letin. The 

of a little conifer which is called —— 

Picea albertiana, although some Cardinal Flower Prefers Neglect Jewell Nursery 

doubt is thrown on the accuracy Remember that the Cardinal Cc 

of the name. Picea albertiana is Flower (Lobelia Cardinalis), and ompany 

a form of the White Spruce found its blue cousin, the Giant Lobelia, 
only in the Gaspe Peninsula of make their growth, from which Lake City, Minn. 

eastern Canada and in the valleys comes next year’s bloom, in the 

of the Black Hills of South Da- late summer and early autumn, r 
kota and of the Rocky Mountains so be careful not to dig around Eetobtistiee 1608 

of northern Wyoming, Montana where the little rosette of leaves 

and northward, and chiefly dis- jis coming. The new growth is Fifty-three years 

tinguished from the common close to the ground and has such ; . 

White Spruce of the east by its short roots that it is easily dug continuous service 

shorter and broader cones. As_ up and destroyed. 

this tree grows or grew a few Cardinal Flowers do best in the 

years ago on the borders of wild flower corner which sensible A Complete Stock of 
streams and lakes or in groves people let alone as much as pos- Fruit, Shelter and 

surrounding mountain meadows sible. A little woods’ earth may Ornamental Stock in 

in northern Montana, it is one of be carefully scattered around off Hardy Varieties for 

the splendid trees of the continent, and on, and an occasional garden Northern Planters 

tising to the height of one hun- weed must be dispatched. —The . 
dred and fifty feet with a trunk Flower Grower.
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any effort to keep up the distribution 
of honey. As a matter of fact, in 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEE KEEPERS years when beekeepers do not have 
Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association pose te sell. ney, should veces 

H. F. Wilson, Editor developed in the past. The secretary 
is in a position to help with the dis- 

na tribution of honey, provided there are 
? offers to buy. We already have a 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. number of growers who wish to sell, 

Pres. L. C. Jorgensen, Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. but no applications have been made 

Vice-Pres. A. C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. F. Wilson, Madison. at this office to buy. This does not 
mean that there is no demand for 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. honey. As a matter of fact, the de- 

Remit to H. F. Wilson, Secretary, Madison, Wis. mand is increasing steadily, and those 
beekeepers who have sold out early 

ANNOUNCEMENT Winter Stores at py peice are going to Foaret her 
ing disposed of their crop so early in 

Annual Convention eects of Wis- In case the bees have stored con- the season. There is practically no 
pers’ siderable quantities of fall honey in 

Association the brood chamber, be sure and feed comb honey to be secured at all, and 
2 + we are already receiving letters from 

December 8 and 9, State Capitol whem to sp penn of suger Ab buyers in both east, west, and south, 
In conjunction with the American of November, ‘Steer evra any re asking for prices on Wisconsin honey. 

Honey Producers’ League a consecu- fed Jater than this time but one can Prices have been fluctuating to a very 
tive series of meetings has been ar- never be sure that it will be well taken 8teat extent, but Wisconsin beekeep- 
ranged for the beekeepers’ associations care of by the bees. ers will probably be able to receive 15 
of Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, lowa In making the sugar syrup, mix 3 cents wholesale, and on this basis 

and Wisconsin. parts of sugar with 1 part of water. should receive from 25 to 30 cents per 

Michigan—December 1 and 2—at place on the stove and allow to boil pound retail. 
Lansing. for 5 minutes. Don’t fail to read the summary from 

A Chicago and Northwestern—Decem- oe Mr. Root’s talk on, “What It Costs to 
er 5 and 6—at Chicago. Do Business.” It has some important 
Illinois—December 7—? Wisconsin’ Beekeeping Survey information for our beekeepers. 
Wisconsin—December 8 and 9—at The beekeeping department in the pee ey 

university is planning to make a sur- Madison. . What It Costs to Do Business Minnesota—December 12 and 13—? YeY of the beekeeping conditions in 
Jowa—December 15 and 16—? Wisconsin and in a short time cards Every beekeeper and every farmer 

will be sent out to our beekeepers re- should know that it costs to sell as 
TT questing certain information on condi- well as to produce, and it costs more 

Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Co- tions in their locality. It is hoped that to sell in small quantities than in 
operative Association beekeepers will respond in every case large. If it costs to sell, one must get 

The Wisconsin Honey Producers’ DY returning the cards promptly so acquainted with some kind of cost 
Cooperative Association has not been that the survey may be made as com- system. No matter how large the 
idle during the past season. Matters plete as possible. It is especially de- factory, and even the smallest bee- 
of organization have been under way sirable that we get the information on keeper has a miniature factory, there 
and the association IS making prog. Oney flows and honeyplants so that are two items in his cost system: pro- 
ress. The next meeting will be We can distinctly set off the different duction cost and selling cost. In both 
held in the State Capitol on De- beekeeping regions of the state. cases the beekeeper must figure over- 

cember 9 at 4 p. m. All stockholders a head expenses. Cost of rent on build- 
are requested to be present because it The 1921 Honey Crop ing including the cost of the building 

is expected that important business The United States Bureau of Mar- 4nd cost per square foot of space used 
will come before this meeting. A kets’ reports indicate that there will in preparing honey for the market, 
proper notice will be sent out to each not be more than 50% of a crop in Should be known. Determine to an 
member of the association, but all the United States. The crop in Wis- exact cent what every foot of space 
other beekeepers who are interested consin is about 35 to 40% of that se- is bringing you in return. In your 
are invited to attend this meeting. cured in 1920, being very unevenly dis- business you must figure. Divide your 

_— tributed. In some sections, especially buflging on into aiferent spaces, 
within the vicinity of Milwaukee, a charging the cost of each space for 

Prepare Now for the 1922 Honey Crop normal crop was Tea. Generally What it may contain. You must charge 
Regardless of whether or not bee- in the southern part of the state, bee- cost of space against each piece of 

keepers have secured a normal crop' keepers did not secure any surplus at Machinery and in this cost you must 
this season, they should begin making all. The late flow, among which is include idle time with the machine. 
preparations for next season. Be sure included fireweed, seems to have The machine must be charged with 
that the bees have plenty—at least greatly benefited beekeepers in the the man who runs it and his idle time 
40 to 50 pounds—of good stores in the northern part of the state, although must also be charged to the machine. 
brood chamber. All bees left out-of- in that region there are also many Such items as cost of trucking, in- 
doors should be packed by the first of beekeepers who have little or no sur- cluding gasoline, tire expense, and 
October. Bees to be wintered in the plus. With less than half a crop in wear should be charged either to pro- 
cellar should have some kind of pro- Wisconsin, there is no reason why duction or to selling. In fact mileage 
tection up until the time of putting any beekeeper should have great dif- may be charged on a basis of 10 cents 
away for the winter. All bees should  ficulty in disposing of his crop. All a mile in the use of a truck. In order 
be in the cellar not later than the 20th that is needed is more cooperative to make the business successful, you 
of November. Do not attempt to win- effort between those having no crop, must have your employees interested 

ter over weak colonies. Unite weak and those having a crop to get even in the work. In fact, it is a wise plan 
colonies with colonies of middle distribution. As a rule, beekeepers to put your children in as a part of 
strength, using the newspaper method. when they have no crop, do not make the company, because it keeps up their
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interest. Labor should also be inter- barium. The plant was described as yielded millions and millions of dol- 
ested in the same way. ' follows: lars in revenues annually, but has now 

The selling cost is usually greater . “Melilotus alba Desr. var. Annua n. almost ceased to be a national asset. 
than the production cost. In the over- var. (Annual White Sweet Clover)— On the other hand the bee industry 
head for selling we must include book- Erect or ascending, branching, gla- has not declined, (in value and im- 
keeping, bad debts, depreciation, brok- brous or young branches and leaves’ portance,) but rather has increased. 
en glass, and other common items _ slightly pubescent; leaves petioled, The lumbering industry of our forests 
which are seldom taken into account leaflets mostly oblanceolate, some nar- had to give way to agriculture. But 
by the beekeeper. rowly ovate to oblong, serrated, obtuse the bee industry thrives fully as well, 
Where the beekeeper handles the to truncate; corolla white, 4 to 5 mm. if not more so, in agricultural districts 

selling himself he should be fully en- long, the standard longer than the than it did in forest districts. 
titled to the same cost of selling as other petals; racemes numerous, slen- It is one of the remarkable features 
would have been chargeable to the der, 4 to 15 cm. long; pods reticulate, of the bee industry that it can thrive 
product if it passed through regular 3 to 4 mm, long; root becoming 15 to alongside of many of the agricultural 
selling channels. It is a mistake to 30 inches in length and enlarged very branches without encroaching on 
believe that we can eliminate the job- slightly if at all at the crown. Crown them. In fact, it stands almost alone 
ber and wholesale dealer. These fac- buds are not formed.” in this particular. We can not grow 
tors are necessary, because the jobber Annual white sweet clover is prob- a crop of clover and potatoes on the 
picks things up in small lots and gets ably indigenous to Alabama. Whether same ground at the same time, nor 
them into shape to turn over to the the original Iowa strain of annual can we have a crop of oranges and a 
wholesaler, and then the wholesaler white sweet clover came from Ala- crop of peaches on the same piece of 
depends upon the retailer to take the bama is not known. However, the ground at the same time. We can 
products off his hands. Overhead is priority of its discovery apparently be- have, however, either the peaches, 
always greater when we try to sell longs to Prof. H. D. Hughes, of the oranges or clover and harvest a crop 
than when we let a regular salesman Iowa Station, of honey from the same ground they 

do the work. It is better to find a Annual white sweet clover differs occupy at the same time. 
man who is a good salesman and let mainly from the biennial in its strict- The value of the beekeeping indus- 
him handle that part of it. There is ly annual habit, no crown buds being try as one of the nation’s best assets 
some question at the present time formed and in its more rapid growth was perhaps never more apparent 

about the movement of honey, but this than that of the first year of the bi- than during the war, when for a time 
need not worry us for it is not only ennial; the seeds are flatter and a conditions threatened to leave honey 
honey but everything, and every effort prominent crease extends from the the only sweet available for human 
should be made to keep honey at a_ hilum diagonally across the seed. consumption, owing to the fact that 
fair price, for when the price is once Test at the Ohio Station—The Ohio the supply of sugar was greatly re- 

down, it is mighty hard to get it up Station has grown the annual white duced both at home and from foreign 
again. sweet clover in a small way for three sources. Then the honey bee came to 

Also in competition with your re- seasons, 1918, 1919 and 1920. It re- our assistance with its precious sweets 
tailers, it is perfectly reasonable that quires from 153 to 183 days to reach gathered from the flowers growing in 
you should compete and sell your mature seed production under Ohio many places where the plow had not 
honey against the honey on your gro- conditions, and about 80 days from as yet turned the ground, and from 
ceryman’s shelves, but do not under- time of seeding until the beginning of waste places, swails and mountains 
sell him. Get your groceryman to let the blooming period. In 1920, 1 acre inaccessable to the plow of the agri- 
you put on bee demonstrations. Make produced 5,379 pounds of total air dry culturist proving what a valuable na- 
your display attractive and sanitary. weight of plants and seed in 183 days. tional asset the bee industry is, and 
As a last word, do not forget that the At this time practically none of the how appreciably it added to the na- 
selling cost of honey will run at least leaves had fallen and the weight indi-  tion’s food supply in time of greatest 
100 per cent over that of the cost of cates the amount of rather coarse hay need. This all without taking a single 
production.—B, R, Root of the A. I. that might have been expected. The acre of ground for the sole production 
Root Company, Medina, Ohio, seeding was made in 30-inch rows at of honey. 

aes the rate of 214 pounds of seed per acre. But fhe adding to the nation’s food 
—L,. E. Thatcher, Ohio Agricultural supply without encroaching upon the 

Annual. White ‘Sweet Clover Station. acreage and quantity of other farm 
Through the courtesy of Professor products is not the only peculiar ad- 

H. D. Hughes, of the Iowa State Col- B vantage the bee industry has over 

lege and Experiment Station, Ames, eekeeping Industry One of the Na- many other industries. It has another 
Iowa, the Ohio Agricultural Experi- tion’s Best Assets value, which is perhaps greater than 
ment Station received in April, 1918, Every industry, whether owned or the one aforementioned, in that the 
one hundred seeds of an annual va- controlled by the government or by cross-pollenization of flowers is great- 
riety of Melilotus alba. individuals, is a national asset, as has ly increased by the honey bee. 

In a letter to the agronomist of the been amply proven during the last Chester A. Reed, a noted botanist, 
Ohio Station, Professor Hughes states war. And it is not necessary to fur- says: “It is evident that should the 
“the new variety or species of sweet ther enlarge or even dwell on that pollen continue to fertilize the ovule 
clover was found at this station in question. Taking, therefor, for granted in the same flower, the plants in suc- 
March, 1916.” that every industry in the country is cessive generations might become 

In the Journal of the American So- a national asset, I will try to show weakened and finally die out and the 
ciety of Agronomy Vol. 9, No. 8, No- why the bee industry is one of the species be lost.” He states further, 
vember, 1917, an article appeared, “An best. “It is evident that a flower secreting 
Annual Variety of Melilotus alba,” by Most of us are aware that many of honey may be visited by unwelcome 
H. S. Coe, Scientific Assistant in For- the nation’s assets are subject to de- guests, ones that will accept of the 
age Crop Investigations of the Bureau preciation and even exhaustion, be- nectar but will make no useful return. 

of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. Mr. cause of creating new industries and Any insect with a shiny smooth body, 
Coe described the appearance and _ favoring others. Take, for instance, whether winged or not is of little use 
habits of plants grown from seed pur- our lumbering industry, which at one in fertilizing a plant, for even should 
chased in Hale County, Alabama. time seemed inexhaustible, and espe- it receive pollen, it will in all prob- 
Typical specimens were placed in the cially the white pine industry of our ability have fallen off before the next 
Herbarium and the Asa Gray Her- northern forests, which formerly flower is visited. Ants being particu-
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larly found of sweet things and so_ results without trained brains, with- business men. While it is true that 
small that they can enter a flower out work and without proper invest- the local prices are often established 
without disturbing the anthers, fre- ment. We cannot expect to meet com- by the smaller beekeepers, it is also 
quently drain the nectar cups so no _ petition by sitting around piiying true that the wholesale or quantity 
useful insect will visit them, and they ourselves, and bemoaning the fact that prices are established by the real com- 
fail to reproduce their kind. Nature the big fellows in the business are mercial beekeepers who keep a large 
has a number of ways of preventing making money. Why do they make number of colonies. There is not a 
thefts of this kind, one of the most money? Simply because they put beekeeper in Wisconsin who can com- 
common ways being to provide the both money and brains behind their pete with some of our western broth- 
plant stem with bristly hairs, forming business. The old adage, “The pen is ers, because of our smaller turnover 
a very difficult barrier for any crawl- mightier than the sword,” might be and higher cost of production. We 
ing insect to overcome; others have modernized and brought to date by a who have only 75 to 100 colonies, must 
a tuft of hairs at the very entrance new adage, “The pencil is mightier not think we are commercial beekeep- 
of the honey cells, which bar the way than the plow.” This means that if ers in the true sense of the word, and 
for unwelcome guests, but readily al- we use our brains and a pencil, as well unless we have some other source of 
low the bee to insert its tongue.” as the necessary capital, we will find revenue will not get to first base in 

There are, of course other insects means by which we can eliminate the a profit comparison with some of our 
possessing the ability of cross-fertiliz- hard work of holding the old plow, large western beekeepers who keep 
ing flowers, but depending on favor- and pounding old Dobbin on the back. from 500 to several thousand colonies. 
able weather conditions: to multiply More can be done now in 24 hours’ They can sell at a profit for less than 
and become numerous enough to be of than could be done in a week by the it costs us to produce. 
any value and are often so retarded by old methods of depending entirely We must do one of three things. Do 
unfavorable weather conditions that upon brawn and muscle to get results. jess work with our present number of 

their numbers are too small to be of Do like the big fellows in other in- colonies, and more in some other line 
any value as cross-pollenizers. But qustries. Systematize your work. Get of business, or keep more bees with 
the honey bee, cared for and protected the notion out of your heads for all ‘better working methods, or stop kick- 

by the beekeeper, is ever ready when- time that the big fish in business eat ing because the other fellow can un- 
ever the weather permits it to leave the little fish. They do nothing of dersell us at a profit. How shall we 
the hive to gather food for its home, the kind. The successful men or the figure the cost of producton? I think 
at the same time performing its most go called big fish, pave the way for most of us are taking advantage of 
valuable function, that of cross-pol- the tittle fellows. They originate and our bees, and charging altogether too 
lenization of the different kinds of qevelop new ideas and methods by much for our time, etc, I have tio 
flowers which it happens to visit. This which success is assured if followed. figures to prove my statement, that 
is necessary to keep the seed vigorous jf your business is not a success do perhaps the average Wisconsin bee- 

and in. better condition to reproduce jot blame the other fellow—blame keeper has about 100 colonies, but do 
their kind as strong and healthy yourself. not think it will go above that num- 
plants during the years to come.—A. The secret of successful beekeep- ‘ber, so will use it as a basis for my 
Cc. F. Bartz, Keystone, via Jim Falls, ing is intelligent management, co-oper- calculations. 

Wis. ation and maintaining fair prices. The If our 100 colony beekeepers charge 
ae very men who kill prices are the ones full time during the honey season to 

Beekeeping Commercialized who do the most kicking about the the cost of production, the poor bees 
A. Swahn, Ellsworth, Wis. high cost of supplies and the low price will soon go into bankruptcy. If we 

The time is coming, and not in the of honey. expect to meet the lower prices which 

distant future either, when our Wis- Every time you feel that some one are very likely to be with us in the 
consin beekeepers must put the honey’ should be kicked, ask some of your future, we must get right down to 

industry on a business basis the same kind and obliging friends to kick you. brass tacks and economize on our 
as all other successful business enter- first, and the chances are that the time, and manage so that we can 
prises. In other words it must be right party will receive the kick. meet them and still make the same or 
commercialized. Think more about your own faults’ better net profits than in the past at 

The branch in our university where and shortcomings, and less about the the higher prices. It can be done. I 
the A. B. C’s of beeculture is taught faults of others, and the present dark cannot go imto detail and show just 
is a very valuable one, but I think the cloud will soon turn toward you its how this can be done, as there is no 
state should ease up a little on teach- silver lining. fixed rule that will apply to all men or 
ing the anatomy of the honey bee to We have enough beekeepers, but all locations and conditions, but a 
our old and established beekeepers, not enough bees. We will now con- word to the wise should be sufficient. 
and spend a little more time in teach- sider the point around which the suc- In the first place, let the bees do 
ing the earning power of the honey cess of the whole industry turns, viz.: most of the work in the apiary. Let 
bee. Teaching old beekeepers the The cost of production. There are them alone as much as possible. Do 
rudiments of beeculture is the same as_ three ways to increase the profits of nothing with them unless absolutely 
teaching the old dog new tricks. It is any business: necessary, and then do what is to be 
hard to do. First—Better prices without in- done at the right time. Figure out 

Beekeepers who are so ancient in crease in cost of production. in advance just what should be done, 
their ideas that they do not know the Second—Decrease in cost of produc- and when it should be done and why. 
rudiments, or do not have books from tion without a corresponding decrease While modern machinery can do but 
which they may be learned, are also. in selling price. little of the work in an apiary, modern 
so set in their ways that they do not Third—Increase in the turnover. Ap- brains can eliminate at least two- 
care to learn. The successful bee- plied to beekeeping this means more thirds of the usual work done by the 
keeper of today is the one who is will- honey without an increased operating old: haphazard methods of pottering 
ing and anxious to learn and profit by expense. around all day without any marked 
new methods and ideas. The most A great many beekeepers have the results. Do not trot all day in a half 
ignorant man in the bee business to- wrong idea in thinking that the only bushel. Plan your work and then 
day is the man who thinks he knows way to make more money is to get work your plan. Unless you have 
it all, and who will not take advantage higher prices. We should consider the enough bees to keep you busy all the 
of modern methods. cost of production a great deal more’ time when working to the very best 

In the honey industry, like any other than the selling price. It is the cost advantage do not charge full time to 
business, we cannot expect the best of doing business that ruins so many the cost of production. Charge your
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own time just the same as if you hired c at all times, would they average more _ no time if conditions are right. They 
all.the work done by the hour, and{; than $100 yearly, at pre-war prices, even work themselves to death to sup- 
you will get correct costs. In addi-. for extra supplies? We will call it port you, and still you do not always 
tion to this, of course, comes the in- that anyway, in order to bring out my appreciate their efforts enough to give 
terest on investment, depreciation, etc. point. We will say that 1920 prices them a chance to do their very best. 
Interest on investment is a fixed ex- were 300 per cent higher than pre-war If we would work to the same advan- 
pense and cannot be changed, but prices. That made an extra supply tage as the bees, we would soon for- 

when it comes to the item of deprecia- cost in 1920 of $200. At 8 per cent get what we might have thought was 
tion there is a chance for argument. this makes an extra yearly expense of a faulty government, or a faulty busi- 
We must, of course, figure depreciation $16 How can this terrible leak be ness condition that was holding us 
on first cost of supplies. Now, if our stopped? down and not giving us our share of 
hives and buildings aré painted and By adding just one colony of bees this world’s goods. 
cared for as they should be they will with a good queen. In conclusion will say that commer- 
last nearly a lifetime without much Finance your bees properly, manage cial beekeeping means business bee- 
depreciation. Referring to the item -them properly or be satisfied with keeping where cost is considered more 
of comb foundation, we will figure de- your present income. Beekeeping is than selling price. In other lines of 
preciation on its first cost, and not its not a get-rich-quick game, but it is a business the seeling price is usually 
present value. When this comb foun- comparatively soft job if properly established by keen competition, and 
dation is fully drawn out it is worth managed. Most of the hard work can success depends mainly on the cost of 
many times its first cost. By using be eliminated, the season is short and doing business. Tbe same rule must 
fully drawn combs year after year we the work is healthy and it deserves be applied to the honey industry of 
will get enough more honey to more our money and best effort sto back it. Wisconsin in order to make it a greater 
than offset the item of depreciation I know that many will censure me success. 
for the whole apiary, so I doubt the for this statement, but I will make it eo 
advisability of considering it at all. just the same, and time will tell FRUITS FOR THE HOME 

Please do not think that because I whether I am right or wrong. Lower The fruits named below are all 
am telling what should be done that prices will be a God-send to the honey standard, reliable, hardy sorts that 
I do everything to the very best of ad-  jndustry. It will make better beekeep- have been grown in Wisconsin for 
vantage myself. Far from it; however, erg and fewer beekeepers, and a more fifty years or more: 
I always try to cut off corners when- general demand. Better beekeepers APPLES 
ever and wherever I can. As the means more bees, and more honey at (1 dozen trees enough for the farm 
preacher once said to his congregation, a lower cost, and perhaps a better home) 3 Duchess, 5 Wealthy, 4 North- 
“Do as I say—not as I do.” profit even at the lower prices. western Greening. 

Brother beekeepers, what are the In my last paper, “The Beekeeper’s If a greater variety is desired add 
greatest items of expense in most folly,” read at Madison last December, McIntosh Tolman Windsor 
aplaries? . I discussed at length the folly of For north-central Wisconsin substi- 
Disease. cutting prices. I repeat it now. tute Patten Greening for North- 
Poor queens. Prices should not be cut in the gen- western and omit McIntosh, etc. 

Poor working methods. eral sense. They should be lowered Do not plant Transcendent crab any- 
Poor financial backing. to meet the general demand for where in Wisconsin on account of its 
Insufficient stores and Spring pro- cheaper food products. The price cut- tendency to blight, Plant Martha or 

tection. ter is generally a ne'er do well who }yslop instead 
These items add more to the cost of cannot get business at the prevail- PLUMS 

production in most apiaries than the ing prices because of his inability as a Surprise, DeSoto, Hawkeye, all 
total of all other expenses. salesman or for other reasons, and he jatiyes, all reliable hardy 2 hove : Gees Q 8, a ardy anywhere We all know that disease and poor thinks business will rush to him if i, wisconsin and all sure ‘croppers: 
queens add very materially to the cost he cuts the price. In this he is gen- “"y, cropDers. A 5 - one of the European or Japanese 
of production, by cutting down the erally disappointed, still his cut will jjumg are long-lived in Wisconsin but 
amount of production. Poor working have a tendency to demoralize the Eeaes | f ° tag nved ty : seen ite 
methods also cut down the amount of Jocal market at least. Easy money rs 0° Cunall varieties olen live to 
production and add to the cost. Finan- makes careless beekeepers. Lower a bevers crops. Sombari. ani 

cial backing in the form of sufficient prices will cause money to accumulate nye, Green, abe, Lombard, ane 
supplies to give plenty of storage and a little slower——hence the expense ac- Moore's Arctic, for European and Bur- 

ripening room for the nectar when it count will be guarded a little closer, ‘Pank for Japanese. 
‘ ready to be stored, will add a great and the final results should be about — nen es plait early 
eal more to the profit than the in- the same. cs Ss ple art) 

terest on the difference between .a Cash in on Your Idle Time—The Richmond and Montmorency. 
ator tage and an abundance, of sup- time wasted by most men if properly [| *& 
plies. nsufficient stores and protec- occupied would support their families. | 

tion in the Spring will retard brood Our 100-colony beekeepers should be bee Ane are northern 
rearing and make weak colonies for able to spend at least 5 days out of very queen wane nte d tt fac 
the harvest. This is an expensive re- every week during the honey season t ery 4 i . 7 e iso: a2: 
sult, and adds very greatly to the cost at some other kind of work. Any able ony rices: ne, $1.60; 12, 
of production. bedied man who is willing to work $15. 
Among beekeepers as well as other and manage his work properly, can THEO. GENTZ, SHAWANO, WIS. 

classes we find the pessimist and with strictly modern equipment care 
calamity howler who is always blam- ;'for from 300 to 500 colonies practically 
ing someone else for his own short- ‘alone, producing extracted honey. ° 
sightedness. For instance, during the Cash in on your waste time and watch Italian Bees and Queens 
past few years of high priced supplies, your bank account grow. Time wasted f Sal 
I have heard good beekeepers say that is nothing more or less than additional or Sale 
supplies were so high that there was ernenee Z i ’ | 
no more profit in the business. Let us e best example of economic iari 
see if that condition was really fatal. honey production, and economic labor The Henseler Apiaries 
If our 100 colony beekeepers had their conditions that I can think of is right - * 
equipment up to where it should be inside your beehives. The bees waste SSS
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Did you get our post card announcing lower prices? It was mailed to you early in the 

month of June. 32% reduction on famous No. 1 Lewis section boxes. 30% reduction on 

all hives, bodies, supers, covers. Many other low prices on items you need now. These ap- 

ply to No. 1 grade of goods only. Also ask for bargain list on ‘“‘Odd Lot’’ goods. 

Italian Queen Bees ‘ 
Fall is the season for requeening in most parts of the U. S. A., just at the end of the 

honey flows. Arrangements have been made with one of the best Southern queen 

bee breeders to furnish three-banded Italians to enable beekeepers to introduce better 

stock. ‘Prompt shipment, safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed in U. S. A. 

PRICE z a $1.00 each, Untested 

PRICE . . “ $2.25 each, Tested 

BEWARE] ( BEWARE] G. B. LEWIS COMPANY 
BEE fe RE Home Office and Works, Watertown, Wisconsin, U.S. A. 

p 
WATER TORN $ 
Manus ne NS. 5 F BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS THROUGHOUT THE U. S. A. 
Garment, on BY G.BLEWS ConA” 

5 £ 

~ 7 : 

e_— 
i & Z 

@ ACh / ance to Earn — 
: 5 Das ) Italian Bees and . 
ag ~ 7 
7> ONE DOLLAR ) Queens for Sale BEEKEEPERS 

Binge te ak 7 
Z “We offer for September and Oc- Z 

. tober THREE Annual Member- Z 

Gships in-the State Horticultural Z After June Ist, untested queens 
Z Society-(including subscription Z $1.00; tested, $2.00. One Should send for our book- 

] Rene Horticulture) for 7 frame nucleus with untested let on the new MODI- 
; . Z .00. 

| . Send Two New Memberships, re- | ee oe ea at ak a sseoot 

G newals not accepted, with Two Z onies after August Ist. Orders c AE tt a roo 

g Dollars, and get your own mem- Z booked now with 10 per cent chamber sufficient for pro- 

Z bership FREE or your time ex- Z down. lific queens. OUR CATA- 

Z tended one year if you are now a Z LOG IS FREE. 
7 member. Z 
Y YA Y GY 
7 Open to All 1 The 
Y ; Z ZG Send postal money order, draft Z 

] or personal check to ] Henseler DADANT & SONS 

ZY ZY ° ° 
Z F. Cranefield, Sec’y Z Apiaries 
Z 701 Gay Building 7 Hamilton, Ilinois 
y Madison, Wis. Z MARSHFIELD, WIS. i 

1 Postage stamps not accepted ] 

ZY ZG 
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